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AMALGAMATED TRA1~SIT UNION, LOCAL 588, Applicant and WAYNE BUS LTD., 
Respondent 

LRB File No. 118-98; January 7, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson: James Seibel; Members: Hugh Wagner and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: John McCormick and Bryan MelIor 
For the Respondent: Bob Watson . 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Communication - Bargaining for first 
collective agreement - Scope of employer's right to communicate
Communication derisive of union official, strategy, and activity before the 
Board constituted interference with union's status as exclusive bargaining agent 
- Board finds violation of s. 11(1)(a) of The Trade Unifm Act. 

The Trade Union Act, s.s. 11(1)(a)(e) & (l). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[lJ James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 588 (the 

"Union") is designated as the certified bargaining agent for a unit comprising the paratransit bus and 

van operators of Way ne Bus Ltd. (the "Employer") by an Order of the Board dated February 8, 1996. 

The Employer, a transportation contractor for both goods and passengers, operates several businesses 

from its premises in Regina, the largest being the operation of a special needs transportation service 

under contract to the City of Regina and as a school bus contractor; the paratransit operators are the 

only part of the Employer's workforce that is organized. In the present application, the Union 

applied to the Board alleging that the Employer had committed unfair labour practices in violation of 

ss. l1(1)(a), (e), (i) and/or 11(2) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). The 

Employer posted a memorandum to an employees dated May 11, 1998 (the "Memorandum") that the 

Union maintained was intimidating, threatening or coercive to employees in the exercise of rights 

under the Act. At the time of the hearing before the Board there was as yet no collective bargaining 

agreement between the parties; the parties have since concluded an agreement. At the 

commencement of the hearing the Union requested to amend its application to delete the reference to 

s. 11(2); that application was granted. 
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[2] In a previous matter before the Board between the parties, reported at (1998] Sask. 

LR.B.R. 190, LRB File Nos. 285 & 286-97, the Reasons for Decision summarize the rather 

antagonistic history between the parties to the beginning of 1998, including, inter alia, the slow 

progress of negotiations for a first agreement; a strike vote; applications by each party alleging unfair 

labour practices by the other; an application for first contract assistance; an application for 

rescission; an application for a declaration that the City Regina was a common employer; and the 

finding by the Board that the Employer was guilty of an unfair labour practice in violation of section 

ll(l)(e) in having suspended two employees with a view to discouraging activity in support of the 

Union. It was against this background that the impugned Memorandum was posted by the Employer. 

Facts 

[3] The essential facts were not in dispute. Bryan Mellor, a paratransit operator 

employed by the Employer, a shop steward and member of the Union's bargaining committee, 

testified on behalf of the Union. Dale Finch, the Employer's out of scope paratransit co-ordinator, 

testified on behalf of the Employer. 

[4] The six-page Memorandum from the Employer's president, Brad was posted 

in the coffee room used by all of the Employer's Regina employees on a bulletin board used for 

notices to the paratransit employees behind a portion of the board protected by a locked plexiglas 

cover. The Memorandum provided as follows: 

MEMORANDUM 

Date: May 11, 1998 

To: All Employees 

From: Brad Hertz 

Subject: Information 

Over the last several weeks there have been a number of rumours and questions 
circulating in the business. Some of you have asked questions about the collective 
bargaining and the Labour Board applications and results of hearings of the Board. 
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We would like to provide you with the facts answer your questions and deal with 
rumours. 

RUMOUR: 

Wayne Bus Ltd. Is using stalling tactics at the Labour Relations Board regarding the 
Union application to determine that Wayne Bus Ltd. and the City of Regina are both 
your Employers. 

FACT: 

The Union made this application to the Board on December 9th, 1997. 

The Labour Board's practice is to set hearing times based on the availability of the 
Board Members as well as representatives and witnesses of the parties. 

The Labour Board scheduled the application to be heard March 4, 5 and 6, 1998. 
During those 3 days, witness evidence was presented to the Board by witnesses 
representing the Union and the City of Regina. The Union's presentation of its 
witnesses evidence took two days. On the 3rd day, the City of Regina presented its 
evidence through a witness. This took up most of the 3rd day. The Labour Board 
ended the hearing early on March 6 (at 4 PM) as one Board Member had to leave then. 

The Board set the days of June 15, 16 and 17, 1998 to finish the hearings. These days 
were the first common days available to all parties involved (The Board, the City, the 
Union and the Company.) This is not a delay tactic used by Wayne Bus Ltd. 

RUMOUR: 

Rollie's and Brent's presence at negotiations and the Labour Board Hearings cost too 
much money, some of which could be used for Driver's wages. 

FACT: 

The fact is Brent is involved with Paratransit operations because he is part of the 
negotiation team, along with Rollie. The Company is obliged to negotiate and to do 
so, we need to have people involved who know the operations. During negotiations, 
the Company has had these people involved, while the Union usually has 5 or 6. 

RUMOUR: 

The A.T.U. has lobbied to have the City of Re gin a take over the Paratransit service. 

FACT: 

The Union preferred that the City of Regina not contract with Wayne Bus Ltd. 
regarding the provision of the Paratransit service in 1995 and into early 96. A 
tendering process was used in 95/96. The Company operates the Paratransit service on 
a fixed rate contract and manages the service in such a way as to provide as many 
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hours of service, to the customers. This results in maximizing the number of hours of 
work for our employees. In the future, our Companies could bid on and be awarded 
the contract or the City could decide not to re-tender Paratransit in the future and to do 
it within the City business structure. If this occurs, Wayne Bus Employees could be 
without jobs because it is unlikely that a new Company who may obtain the contract or 
the City would have any obligation to hire former Wayne Bus Employees. 

QUESTION: 

Some Employees question whether their responsibilities include opening and closing 
the premise and insuring they are locked. 

FACT: 

A part of your job responsibility is to access the Wayne Bus shop at various hours in 
order to park and remove the buses as well as to check the schedules. 

RUMOUR: 

Company is just delaying the collective bargaining process. 

FACT: 

The fact is Management has not delayed the negotiations. During all of the meetings, 
our Management Team has been trying to negotiate a contract that is beneficial for the 
business now and in the future. This whole process has been a learning experience for 
everyone involved. 

From the beginning, Wayne Bus was advised by legal counsel that this could be a 
lengthy process, perhaps up to as much as 2 to 3 years, depending on the issues. This 
was surprising to the Company, but in retrospect, this appears to be true. 
Approximately 2 years has passed since start of negotiations. On May 23rd, 1997 
the Company filed an application against the Union at the Labour Relations Board 
alleging that the Union did not comply with its legal obligations to bargain in good 
faith. This application has not been set for hearing by the Board. 

The Union has taken the action of trying to get Labour Board to decide that the 
City of Regina is also your Employer. The Union has taken the position that results in 
no collective bargaining taking place until at least a time that the Labour Relations 
Board has decided on this Union request. In the Company's view, if the Union had 
continued to negotiate and made more reasonable wage requests, it is possible to have 
finalized an agreement. 

A goal of Wayne Bus is to continue to operate a successful Paratransit business in the 
future and to have terms of employment and wage levels that will enable this. This is 
in our mutual interests. 
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RUMOUR: 

The executive of the A.T.U. has guaranteed everyone a $2.00 an hour increase, which 
will be retroactive. 

FACT: 

The fact is the Union can promise Employees anything. We do not know what they 
promise now; however, in collective bargaining, the Union asked the Company to 
deliver on its promises. The last Union request was more than a $2.00 an hour 
increase; the Company responded to this with a complete offer on all outstanding 
language and money areas. Wayne Bus Ltd. intends to bargain a contract that will 
enable the Company to continue to operate in an efficient and economically sound 
manner and to effectively serve our customers needs. 

RUMOUR: 

The hours of work of Para transit employees change on a frequent basis. 

ANSWER: 

Since May 1, 1997 adjustments have been made to the blocks of work in order to 
minimize the number of changes in the start times. Prior to this, Brent and RolIie had 
meetings to establish a fixed start time for each block from month to month. The only 
daily changes made now are the addition of time to each block due TO 
UNFORESEEN events; for example, dances, funerals and special events. 

QUESTION: 

Why doesn't Brad just transfer money from his other businesses so he can pay us more 
money? 

ANSWER: 

The answer is simple. Each contract and business must exist on its own financial 
results. Thus, in the event of losing one Contract, the remaining contracts would be 
financially stable enough to exist on their own. 

QUESTION: 

Why were Bryan MelIor and Ray Kennedy the only two suspended in the incident related 
to their re-entering of the premises after the barbeque was ended? 

ANSWER: 

At the time of the incident, only Bryan and Ray were reported to have re-entered the 
building after the barbeque was over. They admitted they came back in; however, 
during our investigation of this, they did not disclose the names of anyone else who 
may have been with them. Later we found out two other people had re-entered the 
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building with them. However, this was only detennined in September after these two 
employees had retumed from holidays for the months of July and August. After 
interviewing these two individuals, (Ron Perreault, Darry! Potts) they were also 
suspended for one day each. 

QUESTION: 

Why did the Labour Board rule against Wayne Bus Ltd. in the suspension of Bryan 
Mellor and Ray Kennedy? 

ANSWER: 

The Union applied to the Labour Relations Board alleging that the two suspensions 
were due (at least in part) to the Union involvement and activities ofMr. Kennedy and 
Mr. Mellor. 

The reason for the Labour Board ruling is, in our opinion, quite simple. Due to Ray's 
and Bryan's involvement with and in their positions as shop stewards, the Labour 
Board drew an implication that the suspensions were partly due to their Union 
involvement. In our view, the suspensions were not related in any way to the Union 
involvement or activities of the two people. 

We have the Union Negotiation Team members fairly, including adjusting their 
schedules for negotiating meetings and Labour Board matters and any other request for 
time off for Union business, where possible. The conduct of the two people after the 
barbeque and the resulting suspenSlOns had nothing to do with their Union 
involvement. 

QUESTION: 

Is Wayne Bus Ltd. having another barbeque this year? 

ANSWER: 

Wayne Bus Ltd. has been considering the consequences of last year's barbeque and what 
to do this year. As a result of the Labour Board Hearing initiated by the Union related to 
the suspension of Mr. Kennedy and Mr. MeUor, the company had a legal bill in excess of 
$15,000. This money is an additional business expense. All expenses affect the money 
available to deal with money issues involved in negotiating the collective agreement 
related to Paratransit employees. 

This incident has caused us to question the manner in which actions of such a small 
number of employees mayor may not impact the remaining employees who deserve to 
be rewarded for their efforts. Most people understand protocol and use common sense 
when involved with other people's property and generosity. 

We still feel there is value to show our appreciation for your efforts throughout the 
year. What do you think should be done? 
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[5] Mr. Mellor took particular exception to certain portions of the Memorandum, 

including, but not limited to the following: 

1) The implication that the lengthy negotiations for a first contract and 

proceedings before the Board entailed the expenditure of a large amount of 

monies by the Employer that would otherwise have been available to deal 

with monetary issues of the negotiations including wages for paratransit 

operators; 

2) The implication that increases in costs to the Employer that might result 

from negotiations, may make its future tender for the paratransit contract 

with the City non-competitive resulting in loss of the contract and layoff of 

employees; 

3) The implication that the Union's executive had promised employees a wage 

Increase; 

4) The denial of the basis upon which the Board had determined that the 

Employer was guilty of an unfair labour practice, again impugning the 

activities of Mr. Mellor, and the other employee whose suspensions had 

been deemed by the Board to be unlawful, and essentially insulting Mr. 

Mellor, the Union's senior representative in the workplace; 

5) In general, the clothing by the Employer of its opinions and conjecture as 

"facts". 

[6] Mr. Finch testified that the Memorandum was posted under plexiglas to protect it 

from being defaced. He said that despite its purporting to be authored by Mr. Hertz it was in fact 

prepared by himself and fellow managers Rollie Kuntz and Brent Stroh; Mr. Hertz was verbally 

apprised of its contents. He said further that it was prepared in response to questions raised by some 

employees for the purposes of "answer[ing] questions and provid[ing] accurate information and 

dispel[ling] rumours." He said that the source of the "rumours" was employees that had been at 
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meetings held by the Union. In cross-examination, when asked whether an employee reading the 

reference to the loss of the contract with the City might feel that their job was threatened, Mr. Finch 

responded to the effect that he did not think that an "average employee would be concerned; a safe, 

confident operator would probably be assured of finding employment with another employer." He 

confirmed that no employees had complained that they were concerned that expenses by the 

Employer on proceedings before the Board would adversely affect their wages. 

Statutory Provisions 

[7] Relevant sections of the Act include the following: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an 
other person acting on behalf of the employer. 

employer's agent or any 

(a) to intelfere with, restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an 
employee in the exercise of any right conferred by this Act, but 
nothing in this Act precludes an employer from communicating with 
his employees; 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee fi"om his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 
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(i) to threaten to shut down or to threaten to move a 
plant, business or enterprises or any part of a 
plant, business or enterprise in the course of a 
labour-management dispute; 

3 Employees have the right to organize in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the purpose of bargaining collectively by 
the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the 
exclusive representative of all employees in that unit for the purpose of bargaining 
collectively. 

5 The board may make orders: 

(d) determining whether an unfair labour practice or a violation 
of this Act is being or has been engaged in; 

(e) requiring any person to do any of the following: 

(i) refrain from violations of this Act or from 
engaging in any unfair labour practice; 

(ii) subject to section 5.1, to do any thing or the 
purpose of rectifYing a violation of this Act, the 
regulations or a decision of the board; 

18 The board and each member thereof and its duly appointed agents have the 
power of a commissioner under The Public Inquiries Act and may receive and accept 
such evidence and information on oath, affidavit or otherwise as in its discretion it may 
deem fit and proper whether admissible as evidence in a court of law or not. 

42 The board shall exercise such powers and peiform such duties as are 
conferred or imposed on it by this Act, or as may be incidental to the attainment of the 
objects of this Act including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the 
making of orders requiring compliance with the provisions of this Act, with any rules 
or regulations made under this Act or with any decision in respect of any matter before 
the board. 

') 
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On behalf of the Union, Mr. McCormick argued that the Memorandum was an 

obvious scare tactic intended to make employees fearful for their jobs if they supported the Union or 

its stance in bargaining. He said that there would be no other reason for essentially stating that 

expenditure by the Employer on bargaining and defence against unfair labour practice charges may 

ultimately result in either less money for employees or loss of contracts by the Employer 

necessitating layoffs. 

On behalf of the Employer, Mr. Watson argued that the Union's delay of one 

in filing the application was undue and it ought to be dismissed. 

Secondly, M. Watson argued, with reference to ss. ll(l)(a) and (e) of the Act. that 

there was no connection between this application and the exercise of any right under the Act by an 

such being an essential element that must be proven to succeed. He also argued that there 

was no evidence that any employee was intimidated or coerced or even concerned by the contents of 

Memorandum. He asselied that the Employer was merely communicating with employees to 

correct distortion of facts by the Union and to clarify the parties' positions. He posited that the 

test as to whether intimidation or coercion was established was whether, objectively construed, there 

was a threat together with an implied demand that some person refrain from exercising a right under 

the Act that was such that it was likely that a reasonable person would perceive as coercive or 

intimidating. In support of his arguments, he cited the following cases: 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

v. Westfair Foods Ltd., [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep.234, LRB File 

Nos. 246-94 & 291-94; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

v. Canada Safeway Limited, et al., [1995] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 170, 

LRB File No. 093-95; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

v. Brown Industries (1976) Ltd., et al., [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 

71, LRB File Nos. 010-95 & 012-95; 
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[11] 

United Steelworkers of America v. J. P. Murphy Inc., [1995] O.L.R.D. 

No.4480, October 20, 1995 (Ont. L.R.B.); 

B. C. Garment Factory v. International Ladies Garment Manufacturers 

Union, B.C.L.R.B. No. 225-97 (B.C.L.R.B.); 

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia v. Office and Professional 

Employees International Union, [1998] B.C.L.R.B.D. No. 171, April 

22,1998 (B.C.L.R.B.). 

Thirdly, Mr. Watson argued that no offence was made out in violation of s. 11(1)(i) 

of the Act, there being no threat to shut down or move the business in the course of a labour

management dispute. 

Analysis and Decision 

The Issue of Delay 

[12] We decline to dismiss the application on the grounds of alleged undue delay for the 

reasons iterated by the Board in Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 588 v. City of Regina and Wayne 

Bus Ltd., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 238, LRB File No. 363-97, at 270-71. It is our opinion that in all of 

the circumstances the Union acted with reasonable diligence in bringing this matter on and there was 

no evidence that the Employer has suffered any prejudice as a result of any delay. 

The Unfair Labour Practices Application 

[13] It is a fundamental right of employees pursuant to s. 3 of the Act to organize in and to 

form, join or assist trade unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own 

choosing and, by virtue of s. l1(l)(a), to do so free of interference, restraint, intimidation, threat or 

coercion by the employer by any means including by communication. 

[14] Communication by an employer with its employees is not limited to matters which 

might strictly be described as ordinary questions of business. But, just as communication by an 

employer with its employees during a union organizing campaign has been described as "perilous" 

(See, Brown Industries, supra), it may be said that the matter of employer communication concerning 
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issues of collective bargaining for a first contract with employees in a nascent bargaining unit must 

be approached with extreme sensitivity and no small measure of caution. 

[15] In Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. 

Saskatchewan Centre of the Arts, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 67, LRB. File Nos. 292-95 & 293-95, the Board 

stated, at 73-74, that the assessment of an employer's cOlmnunication with its employees in the context 

of s. 11(l)(a) of the Act is objective. The test is whether the communication would likely interfere with, 

restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce "an employee of reasonable fortitude" in the exercise of rights 

under the Act: it is not necessary that an applicant prove that the communication actually was perceived 

as such or had that effect upon a particular person. 

[16] During collective bargaining it has generally been 

false or misleading statements directed to it or its business. m 

for an employer to reply to 

present case, the Employer 

had no actual knowledge of such a state of affairs. There was no evidence that any member of its 

management had knowledge of alleged falsities or any misleading statements by the Union or its 

representatives that Mr. Finch said motivated the composition and UV'"Wl''' the Memorandum; indeed, 

the gist of his testimony was that he and the other managers involved acted upon unsubstantiated 

rumour and hearsay reports of what purportedly transpired at meetings of Union members. Furthermore, 

the breadth and extent of the matters addressed in the Memorandum venture far beyond concerns 

that employees had allegedly raised with management, and, in respect, belies purported reasons 

for which the Memorandum was generated: there was no evidence that any employee had expressed 

concern about the result or cost to the Employer of the unfair labour practice proceedings recently 

completed before the Board and any potential impact that might have on the bargaining of wages, the 

status offuture contract tenders or job security. 

[17] In Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, PVholesale and Department Store Union v. 

Yorkton Credit Union Limited, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 454, LRB File No.096-97, at 460-61, the Board 

described its approach to the interpretation of s. l1(l)(a) of the Act before and after the 1994 

amendment to the section: 

The general approach adopted by this Board in interpreting that version of the 
provision was described as follows in a decision in &tail. Wholesale and Department 
Store Union v. Canadian Linen Supp(v Limited. [1991J 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 
63, LRE File No. 029-90, at 67: 
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It is settled law in this Province that an employer is entitled to 
communicate with its employees, even with respect to matters that are 
the subject of collective bargaining negotiations, so long as the 
communication: 

(a) does not amount to an attempt to bargain directly 
with the employees and circumvent the union as 
the exclusive bargaining agent; 

(b) does not amount to an attempt to undermine the 
union's ability to properly represent the 
employees; and 

(c) does not inteifere with, restrain, intimidate, 
threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any rights conferred by the Act. 

The determination of whether, in the particular circumstances, a 
communication has interfered with, coerced, intimidated, threatened 
or restrained an employee in the exercise of a right conferred by the 
Act is an objective one. The Board's approach in such cases is to 
ascertain the likely effect of the communication on an employee of 
average intelligence and fortitude. 

An employer is not considered to have bargained directly with his 
employees, or failed to have negotiated in good faith with the union by 
fairly and accurately informing employees of its version of the 
negotiations taking place ... 

A somewhat similar approach is reflected in the following comment of the Ontario 
Labour Relations Board in Forintek Canada COrD. v. Public Service Alliance of 

.... v 

Canada, [1986} OLRB Rep. April 453, at 474: 

In assessing whether employer communications during or in relation 
to collective bargaining go beyond the bounds of permitted speech 
into the realm of prohibited inteiference, the Board has considered 
whether they reflect an attempt to explain the position the employer 
has taken at the bargaining table or, rather, an attempt to disparage 
the union or its proposals. The Boards looks at the context, content, 
accuracy and timing of employer communications in discerning their 
purpose and effect. Communications made after good faith 
bargaining has reached an impasse are less suspect that those made 
during early stages of bargaining, accurate statements are less 
suspect that inaccurate ones and, in any event, communications of 
explanations or positions not first fully aired at the bargaining table 
are highly suspect. 

13 
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In considering the significance of the amended wording of s. 11 (l)(a) of the Ad., the 
Board made the following comment in Saskatchewan Joint Board. Retail, Wholesale 
and Devartment Store Union v. Brown Industries (1976) Ltd., [J995} 2nd Quarter 

" 
Sask. Labour Rep. 71, LRE File Nos. 010-95 and 012-95, at 85: 

The proviso was included in the previous version of s. 11 (1)(a) 
of the Act has sometimes been referred to as an "employer free 
speech" provision. It should be clear fi'om the jurisprudence of this 
Board that we have never interpreted the issue as one which revolves 
around a public interest in protecting the right of an employer as a 
citizen to speak freely. We have taken the position that any 
communication from an employer to employees must be seen as 
coloured by the coercive potential present in a relationship where the 
employer has disproportionate power derived from control over 
employment, and the terms and conditions of that employment. In this 
context, we have stressed that an employer is not entitled to influence 
the decision employees make about trade union representation, and 
that an employer makes comments on the representation question at 
their peril. 

Board went on to say, also at 85: 

It is our view that the new wording in s, 11(l)(a) of the Act does not 
place new restrictions on the subject matter of employer 
communications, or limit all employer communication to matters 
which might strictly be described as ordinary questions of business. 
The new section does underline the view which the Board has always 
taken that the concept of 'free speech" is something of a red herring 
in this context. It stresses that the focus of the section is on 
intelference and coercion, whether the vehicle is communication from 
the employer or other conduct. 

In arriving at this interpretation, the Board rejected the argument that the amendment 
to s. 11 (1)( a) of the Act was meant to prohibit all communication by an employer to 
employees concerning matters which are the subject of bargaining. The Board 
accepted, as we had in the past, that not all communications are precluded. 

Tne Board then sounded the following caution regarding communications by employers concerning 

matters of collective bargaining, 461-62: 

On the other hand, the Board has repeatedly cautioned employers that a decision to 
communicate with employees concerning matters which are the subject of bargaining 
with the trade union represents a risky strategy, and that an employer can easily go too 

in communications. In Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union v, Wes{fair Foods Limiied. [l995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour 
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Rep. 234, LRB File Nos. 246-94 and 291-94, the Board sounded a warning note in 
these terms, at 259: 

We have often stressed, however, that for an employer to decide to 
communicate with employees concerning matters which are the 
subject of bargaining with the trade union representing those 
employees is to enter on a course which entails significant risks. As 
we have indicated, the Board has not prohibited employers from 
presenting accurate information to their employees, stating their 
position on bargaining issues, or describing the status of collective 
bargaining. On the other hand, the Board has made it clear that 
communications from an employer cannot be regarded in the same 
benign and uncoloured light as ordinary exchanges. An assessment of 
whether there is something objectionable about a communication from 
an employer must take into account the vulnerability of employees to 
the incalculable and often unacknowledged influence which such an 
utterance may have upon persons whose working conditions or 
employment may depend on the character of their relationship with 
the employer. In some situations, as the Board suggested in the 
United Food and Commercial Workers v. F W Woolworth Co. Ltd. 
[1993J 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 62, LRB File No. 148-93 
decision, there may be no room for any communication from the 
employer which does not have a coercive implication. 

15 

[18] In the present situation, the communication was with employees in a fledgling 

bargaining unit that is an island in the sea of the Employer's largely non-unionized workforce that is 

derisive of the Union's strategies in collective bargaining and its relationship with the Employer that 

questioned the wisdom, sense and integrity of Union officials; purported to draw a connection between 

the Union's stance in negotiations and actions in making application to the Board with job security; and 

questioned the common sense of the Union's officials in filing an unfair labour practice application with 

the Board and the wisdom of the finding by the Board that the Employer was guilty of an unfair labour 

practice. It is apparent on its face that the Memorandum largely does not provide the employees with 

"the facts" (as it states purportedly to do in its second paragraph), nor does it seek to inform or correct 

falsehoods or misrepresentations about the Employer, but, rather, it seeks to cause anxiety about job 

security and directly and indirectly criticizes the Union's stance in bargaining and labour relations. It 

ventures into areas that are not the Employer's concern including its perception of an apparent debate 

among the members of the bargaining unit concerning the wisdom of positions taken by the Union in 

bargaining and in prosecuting an unfair labour practice application against the Employer. 
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[19] This strongly infers that the purpose of was to foment dissension 

within the Union and anxiety among its members, undermine the Union's ability to represent 

its members, interfere with the Union's status as exclusive agent and sway the course of 

collective bargaining: the message from the Employer was that the Union's executive and negotiators 

were pursuing a misconceived course would potentially cost members wage increases and jobs. 

The Union, by and on behalf of its members, at the time the Memorandum was published, was 

exercising several rights under the Act including the attempt to acquire a first contract as exclusive 

bargaining agent. The troubled relationship with the Employer that existed at time placed the 

Union and its officers in a position making them more vulnerable to attempts to undermine their 

credibility than had the history and state of that relationship been less antagonistic. In our opinion, in all 

of the circumstances, an employee of reasonable fortitude would be intimidated, coerced or restrained in 

the exercise of this and other rights. 

[20] Accordingly, we find that the Employer had committed an unfair labour practice in 

violation of s. 11(1)(a) of the Act. However, we do not find there is sufficient evidence to support 

the allegation that the Employer violated ss. ll(1)(e) or As parties have since concluded a 

mutually satisfactory first collective agreement, we decline to grant any remedy beyond a declaration of 

violation of the Act and an order that the Employer post these Reasons for Decision and Order a 

period of not less than 10 days on a bulletin board where they may be seen by a majority of employees. 

The documents shall be posted without any accompanying comment. 
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, LOCAL 2067, 
Applicant and SASKATCHEWAN POWER CORPORATION, Respondent 

LRB File No. 162-99; January 10,2000 
Chairperson: Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Mike Geravelis 

For the Union: Ted Koskie 
For the Employer: Brian Kenny 

Arbitration - Deferral to - Board declines to hear application and defers matter 
to arbitration 

Tlte Trade Union Act S.s. 11(l)(a) & (c) 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Union filed an unfair labour practice against the 

Employer in which it alleged that the Employer had breached the collective agreement between the 

parties by hiring people under the guise of "project employee" status without abiding by the terms of the 

collective agreement with respect to such employees. The Union alleges that SaskPower is trying to 

hide the fact that it is hiring individuals that do not qualify for existing job classifications and/or as 

"project employees" or, alternatively, is trying to change job classification without the agreement of the 

Union. The Union asserts that this conduct constitutes a failure to bargain in good faith with the Union 

and is an attempt to undermine the role of the Union as the exclusive representative of employees, 

contrary to ss. l1(1)(a) and (c) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17. The Union seeks various 

remedies, including the dismissal of all individuals hired as "project employees". 

[2] The Employer did not file a reply to the application. 

[3J A pre-hearing meeting was conducted by the Vice-Chairperson on August 13, 1999 at 

which time the Employer was directed by the Vice-Chairperson to file a reply. 
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At the hearing of the matter, the Union raised a preliminary matter with respect to the 

Employer's failure to file a reply. As a remedy, the Union asked the Board to proceed to determine the 

matter based on the factual assertions contained in the Union's application without hearing any further 

evidence as there are formally no issues in dispute. In the alternative, the Union asked the Board to 

direct the Employer to me a reply within a specified time frame. 

Counsel for the Employer apologized to the Board and the Union for not filing a 

reply. Counsel explained that the Employer outlined its position to the Union at the pre-hearing 

meeting. 

[6] The Board ruled at the hearing that it would accept the Union's allegations of fact as 

contained in the application; that the Employer could make its preliminary objection with respect to 

whether the matter should proceed to arbitration or be dealt with by this Board; and that the 

Employer be prohibited from calling any evidence as a result of its failure to file a reply with the 

Board. 

The Board took this step as a method of ensuring that the Employer understood that 

the Board expects all parties to its proceeding to comply with the very simple procedural rules that 

exist to ensure that all parties have an opportunit'j to know, in advance of a hearing, what case they 

must meet. Sask.Reg. 163/72, as amended, s. 22 states as follows: 

Any trade union, labour organization or person entitled to intervene in or reply to any 
application who fails to intervene or reply within the time limited by these regulations 
or any extension thereof, shall not be entitled to any further notice of the proceedings 
and the application may be disposed of by the board notwithstanding such failure to 
intervene or reply, but the board may in its discretion allow such trade union, labour 
organization, or person to submit evidence and make representations is respect of such 
application. 

Preliminary Objection 

Employer 

[8] The Employer raised as a preliminary objection to this matter proceeding before the 

Board that it is a matter that ought to be heard through the grievance and arbitration provisions 

contained in the collective agreement, and is not a matter that should be determined by the Board. 
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[9] In support of his argument, counsel for the Employer referred to International 

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 2067 v. SaskPower, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 95, LRB File 

No. 312-97 where the Union alleged that the Employer unilaterally altered the terms of a negotiated 

medical plan. The Board deferred its jurisdiction to a board of arbitration to prevent duplication of 

decision-making on the same issue. 

[10] The Employer also relied on United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 248-P v. 

Star Egg Co. Ltd., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 578, LRB File No. 024 and the cases cited therein; 

Construction and General Workers Union, Local 180 v. Con-Force Structures Ltd., [1993] 3rd 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 156, LRB File Nos. 166-93, 179-93 & 207-93; and Canadian Union of 

Public Employees v. North Sask. Laundry, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 54, LRB File Nos. 289-95 & 290-

95. 

[11] Counsel noted that all of the alleged violations related to Article 3.04 of the 

Collective agreement and would require the Board to interpret and apply the collective agreement. 

The Employer asked that the Board dismiss the application. 

[12] The Union argued that the Board exerCIses a concurrent jurisdiction with an 

arbitration board acting pursuant to the provisions of the collective agreement and the Board is not 

required to defer to an arbitration board. The Union's complaint relates to the Employer's refusal to 

bargain with respect to matters that are made subject to collective bargaining by the terms of the 

collective agreement, that is, the rates of pay, job titles and the like relating to new or changed 

positions. The Union claims that its situation is unique because it is faced with an imposed 

collective agreement. Where that agreement requires the Employer to bargain collectively, the 

Board should ensure that such limited bargaining takes place. Otherwise, the Union's ability to 

properly represent its members is weakened. 

[13] The Union relied on United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Western 

Grocers, [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 195, LRB File No. 010-93, where the Board indicated 

that it would not defer its jurisdiction to that of an arbitration board in the event that the 

grievance/arbitration process would not resolve the issue raised on the Board application or, in the 

event the conduct complained of represented a repudiation of the collective bargaining process. 
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Counsel also relied on the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal decision in United Food and Commercial 

Workers v. West/air Foods Ltd. et al. (1992),95 D.L.R. (4th) 541. 

[14] The Union also argued that the Board has reserved its power to offer authoritative 

interpretations of the Act, even under circumstances where the dispute raises questions of collective 

agreement interpretation, citing Canadian Union of Public Employees v. North Saskatchewan 

Laundry and Support Services, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 54, LRB File Nos. 289-95 & 290-95. 

[15] In the present case, the Union alleges that the actions of the Employer are similar to 

the circumstances described in the Western Grocers case, supra. 

Analysis 

Preliminary Issue 

[16] The Board finds that the Employer's preliminary objection is upheld. The primary 

matter raised by the Union in its unfair labour practice application centers around the interpretation 

and application of Article 3.04 of the collective agreement between the parties. This provision 

permits the Employer to hire "project employees". After 10 days, the Employer must notify the 

Union of the employee's name, location, the expected duration of the project and the nature of the 

project. A provision is also added including employees hired for temporary relief as falling within 

the "project employee" definition. 

[17] The Union alleges that the Employer is hiring new employees under the guise of 

being "contract employees" without complying with article 3.04, or with other provisions in the 

collective agreement, some of which would require the Employer, if it has added or changed job 

content or classifications, to bargain with the Union with respect to wage rates and the like. 

[18] Before the Board could find that the Employer was subject to a contractual 

obligation to bargain collectively with the trade union, it would first need to find that Article 3.04 

had been violated by the Employer. In our view, this is a matter required to be determined by the 

grievance and arbitration provisions set out in the collective agreement or by arbitration which is 
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mandated by s. 25(1) of the Act which requires "[a]l1 differences between the parties to a collective 

agreement ... to be settled by arbitration." 

[19] There is no allegation contained in the materials that the Employer has failed with 

respect to its duty to negotiate with respect to the settlement of a grievance, as no grievance has been 

filed by the Union. The bargaining obligation which the Union asks the Board in this instance to 

enforce arises solely from the agreement itself and depends on a finding by the Board of a breach of 

a provision contained in the collective agreement. 

[20] An arbitration board appointed by the parties is better equipped than the Board to 

hear and determine the dispute in question, being comprised of a chairperson agreed to by the parties, 

along with two nominees each familiar with the collective agreement between the parties. In 

addition, it can provide full relief to the Union should its grievance be upheld. 

[21] For these reasons, the Board declines to hear the Union's application and the 

application is dismissed. 
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SASKATCHEWAN GOVERNMENT AND GENERAL EMPLOYEES' UNION, 
Applicant and SASKATOON GROUP HOME INC., Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 011-99 to 029-99; January 20, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson: James Seibel; Members: Leo Lancaster and George Wall 

For the Union: Rick Engel 
For the Employer: Larry Seiferling, Q.C. 

Unfair labour practice - Interim Order - Board grants injunctive relief to 
applicant to protect against damage not capable of compensation through 
Board's remedial powers at final hearing 

Practice and Procedure - Interim Order - Board discusses threshold for 
obtaining interim relief and finds applicant has met threshold 

The Trade UllionAct, ss. 5(d), 5.3, l1(l)(c), (e), (j) & (m). 

REASONS FOR DECISION: INTERIM APPLICATION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: The Saskatchewan Government and General 

Employees' Union (the "Union") is certified as the designated bargaining agent on behalf of all 

employees of Saskatoon Group Home Inc. (the "Employer") in Saskatoon, with the exception of the 

Director. The Union applied to the Board pursuant to s. 5(d) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, 

c. T-17 (the "Act") for an order declaring that the Employer committed unfair labour practices in 

violation of ss. 11 (1)(j) and (m) in terminating the employment of 9 employees and members of the 

bargaining unit. As remedies, pursuant to ss. See), Cf) and (g) of the Act, the Union sought orders 

requiring the Employer to refrain from violations of the Act and for reinstatement and compensation 

for monetary loss suffered by the terminated employees. In the present application, the Union 

applied to the 130ard for an order for leave to amend its application to also allege violations of ss. 

11(1)(c) and (e) of the Act (an application that the Employer did not oppose), and, pursuant to s. 5.3 

of the Act, an order for interim reinstatement of 4 of the terminated employees pending the final 

hearing of the main application. 
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[2] The interim applications were heard by the Board on March 3, 1999, and an interim 

Order was issued. These are the written reasons that were to follow the interim Order. The Union 

has since withdrawn all of the applications. 

Facts 

[3] The Union filed affidavits of 5 employees, Eugenia Yunick, Jordi Knoll, Laura Lanski, 

Penny Fagnan and Lorri Jukic, in support of the interim application. In reply to the interim application, 

the Employer filed the affidavit of the Employer's manager, Maureen Donnelly. 

[4J The Employer operates a residential facility for young girls who have been 

apprehended by, or who are temporary or permanent wards of, the Department of Social Services; most 

of the girls are young offenders with a variety of behavioural problems. 

[5] Tne Union began its organizing drive in May, 1998, and filed its application for 

certification with the Board on December 8, 1998. By letter dated December 30, 1998, the Employer 

advised all of the affected employees that their present employment would be terminated as of January 

31, 1999. The letters read as follows: 

[6J 

Dear [Employee}: 

The Board of Directors has recently approved the organizational re
structuring of the Group Home which includes work schedules and job 
descriptions. The changes are to provide more effective staffing and salaries. 

This letter is to provide you with notification that your present position within 
the Group Home will be phased out as at January 31st, 1999. New positions 
and scheduling will be implemented immediately following. All new positions 
will be posted by Wednesday, January 6th, 1999. All present staff are 
welcome to apply for the new positions. 

At the hearing of the interim application, counsel for the Employer admitted to the 

Board that the intention of the letter was to end the employment relationship with each of the affected 

employees. The restructuring involved, inter alia, the reduction in the number of case manager 

positions from three positions to one with a 25% increase in salary, and changes to the work schedules 

of youth care worker positions involving a reduction of daytime staff hours and changes to shift 
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schedules in general. All positions, as restructured, were posted at the workplace and advertised in the 

newspaper. Only one of the affected employees applied for a new position. 

[7] In her affidavit, Ms. Donnelly deposed that the restructuring was discussed and 

approved by the Employer's board of directors on November 1998. She further claimed that she 

was not aware of any organizing activity by the Union until December 3, 1998. She held a meeting 

with the employees to advise of the restructuring on December 30, 1998. The Employer did not discuss 

its plans with the Union. 

[8] The Union's application for certification was granted and an Order issued by the Board 

on January 13, 1999. Prior to implementing the layoffs, the Union requested that the Employer bargain 

with it respecting the proposed changes; no bargaining took place. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[9] Relevant provisions ofthe Act include the following: 

5.3 With respect to an application or complaint made pursuant to any provision 
of this Act or the regulations, the board may, after giving each party to the matter an 
opportunity to be heard. make an interim order pending the making of a final order 
or decision. 

11 (l) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or any kind in a 
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proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

(j) to declare or cause a lock-out or to make or threaten any 
change in wages, hours, conditions or tenure of employment, benefits 
or privileges while any application is pending before the board or any 
matter is pending before a board of conciliation or special mediator 
appointed under this Act; 

(m) where no collective bargaining agreement is in force, to 
unilaterally change rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of 
employment of employees in an appropriate unit without bargaining 
collectively respecting the change with the trade union representing 
the majority of employees in the appropriate unit; 

42. The board shall exercise such powers and perform such duties as are 
conferred or imposed on it by this Act, or as may be incidental to the attainment of the 
objects of this Act including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the 
making of orders requiring compliance with the provisions of this Act, with any rules 
or regulations made under this Act or with any decision in respect of any matter before 
the board. 

Arguments 

25 

[10] Mr. Engel, counsel for the Union, argued that the Union had demonstrated the 

necessary criteria considered by the Board in determining whether to grant interim injunctive relief as 

indicated by the Board in its decisions in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union v. WaterGroup Canada Limited, [1992] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 121, LRB File No. 
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197-92; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, VVholesale and Department Store Union v. Lomas Disposal 

Services Ltd., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 5 and Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. 

Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Science and Technology, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 595, LRB Nos. 

114-98 & 162-98. 

Mr. Engel argued there was no doubt that there was a serious issue to be tried given the 

nature and timing the Employer's actions. With respect to irreparable harm, counsel argued that, 

quite apart from the effect upon individual affected employees, the Employer's actions in terminating 

all of the employees in the nascent bargaining unit, reducing the number of certain positions, changing 

position descriptions, shift schedules and wage rates, and then re-hiring whomever it chose, would 

certainly have the effect of seriously and irremediably undermining the credibility of the Union as 

bargaining agent just prior to the commencement of bargaining for a first contract. 

[12] Counsel argued that the Employer did not implement the changes until after the 

certification order was granted, during the period of the statutory "freeze" under either or both of ss. 

11(1)(j) or (m), and it ought to have bargained the changes with the Union. 

[13] Mr. Seiferling, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, argued that there was no evidence 

whatsoever to support the Union's applications as the Employer had made its decision in November, 

1998 to implement the organizational restructuring in January, 1999, prior to the filing of the 

certification application, certification order and any statutory freeze. On this basis, counsel argued that 

the decision in Lamas Disposal, supra, was distinguishable. Counsel asserted that because the changes 

were effected, if not yet implemented, prior to the certification order, there was no violation of ss. 

11 (1 )(j) or (m). In support of this assertion, counsel referred to the decisions of the British Columbia 

Supreme Court in Office and Technical Employees Union, Local 378 v. Caseco Consultants Limited 

(1968), 69 CLLC 674, and of this Board in United Steelworkers of America v. Conservation Energy 

Systems Inc., [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep., 75, LRB File Nos. 215-92, 216-92 & 217-92. 

[14] With respect to the allegation of violation of s. ll(l)(e) of the Act, Counsel for the 

Employer said there was no evidence of anti-union animus in terminating the employees as the 

Employer was unaware of any union activity until after it had decided to implement the changes. 
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[15] Counsel argued that there was no evidence of irreparable harm to the employees as 

they had not mitigated any alleged losses by applying for the new positions, and no evidence of 

irreparable harm to the Union because it could still bargain with the Employer, which the Employer had 

not refused to do. Counsel asserted that if the Board was to reinstate the 4 employees involved in the 

interim application, it must reinstate them to their old positions and not a new position. 

[16] Counsel also advised the Board that, in his opmlOn, the Board's jurisprudence 

regarding interim injunctive relief demonstrated that it was futile for an employer to bother filing any 

material in reply to any application where the union alleges that the employer's actions impair 

bargaining, as the making of an order by the Board appeared to be automatic. Counsel did not expand 

on this opinion, but the import of his remarks was that Counsel did not feel that the Board exercised its 

discretion in considering such applications by unions. 

Analysis 

[17] The Board has determined that an interim order for the reinstatement of the four 

employees involved in the interim application shall issue. The Board's decisions cited by counsel for 

the Union, supra, are applicable and compelling. Briefly stated the Board has adopted a two-fold test 

after the fashion of the Ontario Labour Relations Board in United Food and Commercial Workers 

Union, Local 175/633 v. Loeb Highland, [1993] OLRB Rep. March 197: the Board determines whether 

the main application reflects an arguable case under the Act; and considers the labour relations hann 

that will result if the interim order is not granted compared to the harm that will result if it is granted. 

[18] The Union has satisfied the Board that the main application reflects an arguable case 

that raises serious issues and that it will suffer irreparable harm in a labour relations sense as a result of 

the Employer's actions in laying off the employees and restructuring and recreating the positions 

formerly held by the them, and in forcing them to reapply and compete for a position if they wanted a 

chance for further employment. Such actions create a real apprehension that the Union's stature and 

effectiveness as bargaining agent in the eyes of the employees may be seriously impaired. Beyond that, 

we agree with the Board's conclusion in Loraas Disposal, supra, at 527, that " ... the harm to the 

individual employees, which is the loss of their employment and subsequent loss of income, is a serious 

harm." 
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[19] We do not decide here whether the Employer's argument regarding its ability to effect 

changes to working conditions and terms of employment for purported business reasons during the 

period in question may carry the day on the final hearing of the Union's applications. However, we can 

say that there is a serious issue raised for determination. The cases cited by Employer's counsel are not 

determinative of the issue. The Conservation Energy Systems case, supra, does not definitively 

determine the issue with respect to the applicability of the freeze contemplated by s. 11(1)(m) in the 

present circumstances. There remains an issue as to whether changes to conditions of employment 

planned before, but not implemented until after, a certification order issues must be collectively 

bargained before implementation. 

[20] And the decision of the B. C. Supreme Court in Caseco Consultants, supra, is arguably 

distinguishable from the present case given the differences in the statutory provisions under 

consideration. In that case, the day after the union had obtained a certification order, the employer 

provided notice of termination to an employee, ostensibly for lack of work, which was not effective 

until some two weeks hence. The union gave the employer notice to commence collective bargaining 

six days after the notice to the employee. Then the union sought an injunction restraining the Employer 

from altering the terms or conditions of employment its employees and from terminating the 

employee on the grounds that the employer's actions infringed s. 18(b) of the Labour Relations Act, 

RS.B.C. 1960, c. 205, which reads as follows: 

[21] 

18. Where notice to commence collective bargaining has been given under section 16, 

(b) an employer shall not increase or decrease the rate of pay of any 
employee for whom collective bargaining is being conducted or alter 
any other term or condition of employment until ... 

In very brief reasons for decision, the learned judge held, at 675, that there was no 

violation of s. 18(b) because, in his opinion, the section: 

... applie[dJ to things actually and actively done after notice to commence collective 
bargaining has been given, and not to things that happen or are meant to happen after 
that notice is given by reason of having been put in motion before the period of 
prohibition has set in. 

Thus there seems to be a gap in the 
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[22] Of course, ss. 11(1)(j) and (m) of the Act read much differently from s. 18 of the RC. 

statute under consideration in Caseco Consultants, supra. Counsel for the Employer did not direct the 

Board to any decision of the Board that might provide guidance as to the interpretation of those 

provisions in a scenario where notice of changes to working conditions is provided prior to filing an 

application with the Board but not implemented until after the application is heard by the Board. The 

issue is important and the result far from certain. 

[23] With respect to the allegation that the employees were terminated in violation of s. 

l1(l)(e) of the Act, while we make no determination as to the issue of the Employer's motivation in 

terminating its workforce, a matter that would be in issue on the final hearing, there is no doubt that it 

has been demonstrated on a prima facie basis that there was Union activity throughout the entire period 

when the Employer proposed, considered, adopted and implemented the termination of the workforce, 

and at the final hearing the Employer will bear the onus of demonstrating that it was not in violation of 

that provision. While Ms. Donnelly deposed that she had no knowledge of activity by the Union until 

after adoption of the restructuring plan by the Employer, and that the plan was made for sound business 

reasons, this is far from a deposition that the Employer's board of directors was not motivated by anti

union animus in its impugned activities. Again, the Union has raised serious issues and demonstrated 

an arguable case for determination at the final hearing. 

[24] For the foregoing reasons an Order was issued, pending final hearing of the Union's 

applications, requiring the Employer to reinstate each of the Employees to their employment with the 

Employer in the respective positions, and with the same wages and benefits, hours of work and shifts 

that each had enjoyed prior to termination. 
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, LOCAL 2067, 
Applicant and SASKATCHEWAN PO'VER CORPORATION and GOVERNMENT OF 
SASKATCHEWAN, Respondents 

LRB File No. 207-98, January 21,2000 
Chairperson: Gwen Gray; Board Members: Mike Carr and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Ted Koskie 
For Saskatchewan Power Corporation: Brian Kenny 
For Government of Saskatchewan: Darryl Bogdasavich, Q.C. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Refusal to bargain - Board finds both parties 
pressed to impasse the structure of collective bargaining. 

Remedy - As both parties engaged in same bargaining behavior, Board finds no 
Labour relations purpose in granting remedy sought by applicant. 

Unfair labour practice - Communication - Direct bargaining - Board finds that 
employer violated Act by distributing communications directly to union members 
which were false, misleading and intended to undermine the leadership of the 
union. 

The Trade Union Act ss. l1(l)(a), (b) & (c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 

Local 2067 (the "Union") filed an unfair labour practice against Saskatchewan Power Corporation 

("SaskPower") and the Government of Saskatchewan (the "Government") on October 19, 1998, in 

which it alleged that SaskPower had failed or refused to bargain collectively with the Union for the 

renewal or revision of its last collective agreement. The Union further alleged that the Government 

of Saskatchewan through various means interfered with collective bargaining between the Union and 

SaskPower and with the rights of the Union to represent its members and bargain collectively. 
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[2] In its reply, the Government asserted its responsibility to establish monetary 

mandates for collective bargaining in the public sector in Saskatchewan and its legislative authority 

to enact The Maintenance of Saskatchewan Power Corporation IS Operation Act, 1998, as defences to 

the Union's allegations. 

[3] SaskPower filed a letter from its solicitor in which it made a general denial of the 

Union's allegations. 

[4] A hearing was held in Regina, Saskatchewan on January 13, 1999. 

Facts 

[5J This dispute arises out of contract negotiations between the Union and SaskPower. 

The Union was certified to represent electrical workers at SaskPower in 1966 and the parties have 

entered into a series of collective agreements. The last negotiated agreement expired on December 

31, 1997. The Union gave the requisite notice to bargain for the renewal of the agreement on 

November 3, 1997 and the parties commenced meetings for the purpose of concluding a new 

collective agreement. 

[6J Prior to commencmg formal collective bargaining, both bargaining committees 

participated in a two-day training session. During the training session, the parties agreed to conduct 

their bargaining at the bargaining table and not in the press. They also agreed to focus their 

bargaining efforts on priority matters and not a large list of items. When bargaining commenced on 

November 19t
\ the Union tabled a short list of items, which included an 8% wage increase and a 

one-year agreement. SaskPower tabled 24 items which it wanted to discuss and deferred discussion 

of wages to a later period. 

[7] A number of meetings were held between the parties and many issues were resolved 

through collective bargaining. The parties entered into conciliation on March 12, 1998 and a 

tentative agreement was reached on April 3, 1998, subject to ratification by the Union members and 

the Board of Directors ofSaskPower. 
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[8] The Union explained in its evidence that it was anxious to get a document out to its 

members to demonstrate to its members the positions being taken at the bargaining table. Up until 

that time, the Union had respected the bargaining protocol and had not discussed bargaining matters 

away from the bargaining table. The Union agreed to put the proposal to its members without a 

recommendation. 

[9] However, before the Union took steps to conduct a vote among its members, the 

Board of Directors of SaskPower refused to ratify the settlement on the grounds that the proposed 

costs of the agreement exceeded the mandate set by Government for public sector agreements. 

Government had set the public sector wage mandate at 2%-2%-2% increases over a three-year period 

plus 1 % for special adjustments. 

[10] The Union disputed the claim that the 3rd tentative agreement exceeded the 

Government mandate. It calculated the additional cost of the proposed agreement at 6.65% to 7.1 % 

at its worst. On April 28, 1998 SaskPower tabled another proposed agreement which kept the 

monetary package within the public sector wage mandate. This agreement was rejected by the 

Union's bargaining committee. The April 28, 1998 proposal did not vary from the April 3, 1998 

proposal except with respect to the proposals on wages and special adjustments. 

[11] In June, 1998, the parties agam entered conciliation of the agreement without 

success. At some point during these proceedings, the Union requested that the outstanding matters, 

including the financial settlement, be determined by binding arbitration. SaskPower rejected this 

suggestion on June 11, 1998 and reiterated to the Union that it had made its final offer in terms of 

language and money during the conciliation process. 

[12] The Union had some indication from the Vice-President of Human Resources for 

SaskPower in June, 1997, before the commencement of bargaining, that SaskPower was anticipating 

a strike of the Union's members. This comment concerned the Union executive because it was made 

far in advance of any renewal bargaining. The Union also filed two strike manuals as exhibits to 

demonstrate that SaskPower had anticipated a strike far in advance of the actual bargaining. On 

cross-examination, however, Mr. Lewendon, a member of the Union's bargaining committee, 

acknowledged that the manuals may have been prepared to deal with a strike vote that was taken by 

SaskPower employees in the previous round of collective bargaining. 
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[13] In the summer of 1998, a new Union executive was elected and the Union's 

bargaining committee changed significantly. Mr. Gord Gunoff replaced Mr. Garth Ormiston as the 

business manager of the Union and Mr. Gunoff took over as chairperson of the Union's bargaining 

committee in August, 1998. At that time, the Union presented additional proposals at the bargaining 

table, which SaskPower agreed to discuss. During bargaining, a number of financial proposals 

fitting within Government's mandate were brought forward by SaskPower, but all were rejected by 

the Union. The Union reiterated its request to send the dispute to binding arbitration in a letter to 

SaskPower dated September 22, 1998. 

[14] On September 24, 1998 the Union served notice that it would commence job actions 

on Saturday, September 26th at 12:00 p.m. The Union's In-Line communication to members outlined 

the expected strike activity as follows: 

[15J 

The Business Manager of fB.E. W. Local 2067, Gord Gunoff, is issuing the following 
directive, effective J 2:00 p. m. Saturday, September 26'h, J 998. 

'" All non-contractual overtime by members of IB.E. W. Local 
2067 is asked to be withdrawn. 

'" All IB.E. W. Local 2067 members substituting Out-oJ-Scope 
are asked to return to their normal in-scope Bid position 
and functions. 

'" Standby, other than that scheduled on days of rest or paid 
holidays, is asked to be withdrawn. 

'" All Shop Stewards are to report the status of the 
aforementioned requests of the membership, to their 
respective Strike Captains. 
All Strike Captains will in turn report to the Business Office. 

In evidence, the Union explained that it was asking members to refuse non-

emergency overtime and weekday standby. It denied that it had called for a work-to-rule or a work 

slowdown. After receiving the strike notice, SaskPower served notice of lock-out effective on the 

same day at 5:00 p.m. 

[16J Around the same time, SaskPower began a media campaIgn usmg its internal 

communication bulletin called "On-Line" to communicate its views on the labour dispute. "On

Line" existed at SaskPower before the labour dispute, however, it was primarily used to report on 

charitable and social activities. 
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[17] On-Line No. 160 was issued on September 24, 1998 and contained the following 

comments which were attributed in the document to SaskPower's acting vice-president and general 

manager of customer service: 

[18] 

SaskPower is disappointed by the decision of the leadership of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), Local 2067, to formally serve 48-hour 
strike notice on the Corporation but has contingency plans in place to maintain 
electrical service to all customers. 

The union leadership has said that they have reached an impasse with SaskPower 
over the issue of higher wages, and they are demanding binding arbitration. 
SaskPower is committed to negotiating a new collective agreement with our IBEW 
employees. Binding arbitration is an admission that both sides have given up on a 
mutually agreeable settlement. We are farfram that point. 

We urge the IBEW leadership to return to the bargaining table, where both sides can 
best work to to resolve the current dispute over the size of the union's wage 
demands. Let the collective bargaining process take its course. 

SaskPmver customers need to know that we are committed to providing them with 
safe, reliable electrical service. While we regret the action taken today by the IBEW 
leadership, we will take all steps necessary to ensure that electrical service is 
maintained to all Saskatchewan people. 

The IBEW Executive had been scheduled to meet this morning with SaskPower 
Board of Directors to discuss a number of corporate issues unrelated to the 
collective bargaining process. The Board decided to postpone the meeting, however, 
until a more appropriate time so as to avoid becoming directly involved in the 
collective bargaining process. 

SaskPower circulated On-Line No. 161 on September 24, 1998 announcing its 10ck-

out notice and stating as follows: 

In spite of the strike notice from the union leadership, SaskPower remains committed 
to negotiating a new collective agreement with our IBEW employees. We urge the 
IBEW leadership to return to the bargaining table, where both sides can best work 
together to try to resolve the current dispute over the size of the union's wage 
demands. 
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[19] On September 25, 1998 SaskPower issued On-Line No. 163 announcing its decision 

to deploy managerial staff to its power plants and distribution facilities which read, in part, as 

follows: 

[20J 

SaskPower management staff are currently being deployed to the Corporation ~ 
power plants and transmission facilities across the province. 

We have taken this step to ensure that management personnel are in the field and 
prepared for whatever action might be taken by the leadership of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), Local 2067, who have served strike 
notice on the Corporation for 12 p.m. Saturday. 

To this point, the IBEW leadership has indicated that beginning Saturday, they will 
order a work-to-rule campaign by their members and not take any additional job 
action. However, it would be irresponsible for SaskPower not to have the 
management staif in place to deal with whatever circumstances arise at SaskPower's 
facilities this weekend. 

We reiterate that SaskPower remains committed to negotiating a new collective 
agreement with our IBEW employees, we are willing to continue meetings with the 
IBEW, where both sides can best work to try to resolve the current dispute over the 
size of the union's wage demands. 

From SaskPower~ perspective, no form of arbitration is realistic at this time, given 
the huge gap between the IBEW's position of a 12.4 percent immediate increase and 
out two-percent first-year offer that is within bargaining guidelines. 

The Union claimed that SaskPower misrepresented the nature of the job action set 

for September 26th and misrepresented the Union's wage proposal. It also claimed that the tone of 

the letter was designed to divide the Union membership and leadership. 

[21] On September 26, 1998, SaskPower issued On-Line No. 164 which reiterated the 

claim that the Union was seeking a 12.4% increase and contained the following opening paragraph: 
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A conference call with all SaskPower generating facilities and transmission and 
distribution centres early Saturday afternoon shows all facilities operating normally 
in spite of the strike notice by the leadership of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW), Local 2067, and their instructions to union members to 
work-to-rule. 

On-Line No. 164 went on to explain SaskPower was rejecting the Union's 

request for binding arbitration and to clear up what it considered to be misinformation emanating 

from the Union with respect to the recruitment of staff, comparable wages with other utilities, and 

staff turnover. 

[23] On September 27, 1998 SaskPower circulated On-Line No. 165 which read in part as 

follows: 

A conference call check with all SaskPower generating facilities and transmission 
and distribution centres Sunday morning confirmed that operations remain normal 
in spite of the strike notice from the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
(IBEW), Local 2067, which took effect 12 p.m. Saturday. 

Management staff deployed to SaskPower facilities report that they have been called 
upon to peiform limited amounts of maintenance and repair work in some locations 
this weekend when members of IBEW reft/sed voluntary overtime as part of the union 
leadership's order to work-to-rule. However, these instances have been few, and 
management staff have been able to handle them without any difficulty. 

We are pleased to be able to report to SaskPower customers that our operations 
continue to run smoothly, in spite of the union leadership's strike notice, and we 
assure customers that our first priority is to maintain electrical services to all our 
customers, regardless of what job action the union leadership ultimately chooses. 

As for the bargaining table, SaskPower is disappointed and puzzled that the union 
leadership has rejected the offer of mediation assistance from an out-oJ-scope 
mediation consultant. We are disappointed, because we feel that both parties should 
be open to assistance at the bargaining table that might bring them closer together 
on the central issue of wages. We are puzzled because the out-oJ-province mediation 
the union rejected is one the union leadership originally proposed. 
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[24] 

Regardless, SaskPower continues to prepare a formal contract offer for the IBEW 
membership, which will be presented to the union on Wednesday of this week, and 
which the union leadership has promised to send to their membership for a vote. We 
are now focusing our efforts on that offer in the hope that it may break the current 
impasse. 

Mr. Gunoff explained in evidence that the Union had already undergone a mediation 

process with SaskPower to no avail and he did not think the intervention of an outside mediator 

would assist in resolving the dispute. 

[25] On September 29, 1998, the Union notified SaskPower that, as part of its strike 

action, it was asking members who work on the day shift, to refuse reassignments to other shifts 

commencing 1500 hours, September 29th
. Mr. Gunoff explained that this action was taken in 

response to SaskPower's assignment of Union members to different shifts, which Mr. Gunoff 

interpreted as an attempt on the part of SaskPower to escalate the situation and cause a walk-out. 

[26] On the same day, SaskPower issued On-Line No. 168 which complained that IBEW 

members had refused to work overtime the evening before and management staff were required to 

maintain normal operations. Mr. Gunoff denied the suggestion that Union members refused to work 

overtime; he indicated that if there was emergency work, Union members would be directed by the 

Union to perform the work. 

[27J On September 30, 1998, SaskPower placed a new contract proposal in the hands of 

the Union. The offer included a wage proposal of 4% effective October 1, 1998, 1 % effective 

January 1, 1999, and 1% effective January 1, 2000; however, it also contained an acceptance 

deadline of October 15, 1998. The Union advised SaskPower that it could not conduct a ratification 

vote until October 26, 1998 as it had already prepared mail-out ballots with a return date of October 

26, 1998. SaskPower refused to extend the deadline to accommodate the Union's desire to conduct 

the vote on October 26, 1998. Mr. Gunoff acknowledged on cross-examination that SaskPower 

offered to extend the time frame for accepting its last offer to October 26, if the Union agreed to 

withdraw its strike notice. He also indicated that 96% of the membership rejected SaskPower's last 

offer and voted to engage in strike activity. 
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[28] In a press conference following the meeting with SaskPower, Mr. Gunoff tore the 

contract proposal into two parts, demonstrating the Union's dissatisfaction with SaskPower's latest 

offer. 

[29] On the same day, the Union responded by escalating its strike action by withdrawing 

all overtime, with the exception of emergency overtime, standby and call-out, until further notice. 

The Union advised its members that they were to refuse call-outs and overtime work that had not 

been pre-approved through the Union office. SaskPower was directed to contact the Union's office 

to obtain employees to perform emergency work. The Union asked SaskPower to provide it with 

information outlining the nature of the emergency work and the members who are requested to 

perform the work. The Union indicated in a letter to SaskPower that it would assess and 

subsequently grant or deny a request on a "case by case" basis. 

[30] SaskPower responded to the escalation of strike activity by issuing a media release 

and On-Line No. 170 which contained the following statements, all attributed to SaskPower's acting 

vice-president and general manager of customer service: 

This morning . . . SaskPower presented a formal contract offer to the bargaining 
committee of IBEW, which the union leadership has committed to take to its full 
membership for a vote. 

SaskPower had not intended to comment on the details of this contract offer until it 
had been distributed to the IBEW membership. 

However, given Mr. Gunoffs characterization of the offer, we feel compelled to 
confirm the following: 

@I The SaskPower contract offer includes an immediate four 
percent increase in wages and benefits effective October 1 
and further increases of one percent and one percent on 
January 1, 1999 and January 1,2000. 

The SaskPower offer is consistent with the public sector 
mandate and is a sincere attempt on our part to respond to 
union requests for a more immediate increase in wages and 
benefits for their members. 
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[31] 

SaskPower has asked that the union membership vote on the 
offer by October 15 and has offered to assist the union 
leadership in speeding up its normal review process. 

Clearly, every day SaskPower is unable to work at maximum capacity extends the 
time it will take the Corporation to complete needed repairs and maintenance work 
on its transmission lines and generating plants for the coming winter season. 

Mr. Gunoffs decision to escalate the union's strike action is most unfortunate, and 
the Corporation is meeting currently to finalize plans for additional deployment of 
management personnel to deal with this new withdrawal of services. 

We find it particularly concerning that l1,;/r. Gunoff proposes that the union office 
will now determine what is an emergency situation, as opposed to SaskPower and its 
customers. We will also be reviewing the full impact of Mr. Gunoffs decisions and 
their potential impact on our customers in the next few hours. 

Finally, with respect to the union leadership's demand for binding arbitration of this 
dispute, I have to say that this remains a non-starter . ... 

SaskPower has a responsibility to its customers to negotiate fair and reasonable 
contracts with all its employees. Putting that decision in the hands of an outside 
arbitrator is ducking responsibility and accountability, and we will not do that, . ... 

In conclusion, we have made a fair and reasonable contract offer to our IBEW 
employees. While it is within the public sector mandate, this offer does try to speak 
to the union's requests for more immediate benefits, with a larger increase in wages 
and benefits in year one. We urge the union leadership to put this offer to an early 
vote of its membership . ... 

Mr. Gunoff interpreted the press release as a personal attack on him and he testified 

that it had a negative impact on the Union. The Union had notified SaskPower by letter on 

September 30th
, 1998 that it would respond to calls for emergency overtime and would decide if 

members would be pennitted to work the overtime in question. 

[32] SaskPower issued On-Line No. 172 on October 1, 1998 and it contained the 

following comments in relation to the proposed contract: 
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SaskPower customers have been telling us they are surprised and upset that the 
IBEW leadership is recommending rejection of the contract offer SaskPower made 
yesterday. The IBEW leadership is recommending rejection of a contract offer that 
would provide union members with a four percent increase in wages and benefits, 
effective today, afttrther one percent increase on January 1, 1999, and a one percent 
increase on January 1, 2000. Overall, the contract offer made by SaskPower would 
put an additional $6,318,456 into the pockets IBEW members over the next three 
years, .... 

When SaskPower customers see that teachers, provincial government employees and 
the employees at Saskatchewan Government Insurance have already accepted 
negotiated settlements within this public sector mandate, they have a right to ask 
why the IBEW leadership would not consider this a fair contract offer . ... 

In addition, On-Line No. 172 referred to an incident where a Union member refused 

overtime work and outlined SaskPower's response to the situation as follows: 

[34] 

Meanwhile, SaskPower has sent home an IBEW member who last evening walked 
away Ji"om the site of a power outage. The outage resulted from a blown high
voltage ft/se at a power sub-station. Power was off to approximately 5,000 
residential, farm and business customers and was restored within 90 minutes by 
management staff. This union member's actions, although ordered by the union 
leadership, threatened the timely restoration of electrical service and will not be 
tolerated anywhere within the Corporation . ... 

SaskPower rejects any suggestion that the IBEW union office will have a say in what 
constitutes an electrical emergency for the purposes of dispatching IBEW members 
to power outages. This was suggested by the IBEW yesterday, when it chose to 
significantly escalate its strike action. SaskPower management will deal with all 
outages, and will take steps necessary to ensure that outages are dealt with in a 
timely manner . .... 

SaskPower today has also taken steps to increase security at all SaskPower 
facilities, due to the union leadership's decision to significantly escalate strike 
action. We have to be in a position to protect our facilities and to maintain 
electrical service to our customers . ... 

Mr. Gunoff testified that On-Line No. 172 pitted the public against the Union and 

cast unfair aspersions on the Union. He indicated that Union officials were prevented from attending 

at SaskPower work places and were escorted to meetings when they attended at SaskPower 

headquarters. SaskPower had security guards present at its workplaces. 
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[35] On October 2, 1998 On-Line No. 173 continued in the tone of On-Line No. 172 as 

follows: 

[36] 

While the IBEW leadership continues to order its members to ignore power outages 
and other trouble calls from SaskPower customers outside business hours, 
SaskPower management staff were able to deal with all trouble calls and outages 
over night without any mojor disruptions, .... 

SaskPower's decision yesterday to lock out an IBEW member who walked away from 
a power outage to 5,000 customers in the Dalmeny district appears to have sent a 
clear message to the IBEW leadership that we will not tolerate any action which 
threatens the safety of our customers, and there were no further such incidents over 
night, .... 

Thursday afternoon, SaskPower sent home five IBEW members from the Boundary 
Dam Power Station who, under orders from their union office, refused to report for 
their assigned shift and then refused to leave the property when they reported for 
their previous sh~tt. Two of the five union members had to be escorted off the 
property and have been suspended, pending dismissal, .... 

SaskPower has maintenance and repair work to do at its power plants in order to 
prepare for the coming winter and has assigned these IBEW members new shifts to 
assist with this work. The union leadership's decision to play games with this 
critical task was unfortunate, and we hope that our action has sent them a clear 
message, . ... 

The union leadership has often stated that if SaskPower locked out even one 
member, all members would be withdrawn from the workplace. The union 
leaderships decision not to act on these incidents suggests that even they understand 
this activity is unacceptable to our customers, ... 

The remaining portions of the document went on to criticize the Union's decision not 

to conduct the vote and tally the results before October 15th
; to point out the pay proposals contained 

in SaskPower's latest offer; to note that the highest wage for IBEW members now tops out at $29.31 

at the end of the proposed three year agreement; and to remind IBEW members that other public 

sector unions had accepted the 6% wage settlement. 

[37} Mr. Gunoff testified that the Union directed members to perforn1 emergency work 

related to outages and they did respond. He also indicated that he offered to return the power plant 

workers who were locked out but the offer was not accepted. 
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[38] On October 4, 1998 On-Line No. 174 carried a headline "SaskPower says Electrical 

Service Crisis Narrowly Averted" and chronicled an incident at Boundary Dam Power Station which 

resulted in a drop of output from 900 megawatts to 47 megawatts resulting from a contaminated coal 

supply in four units and two other units being affected by the delay in completing pre-winter 

maintenance work. SaskPower reported on the incident as follows: 

Saturday evening, the output of Boundary Dam Power Station - a 900-megawatt 
facility - dropped to as low as 47 megawatts due to four generating units being 
affected by a contaminated coal supply and two other units by continued delays in 
pre-winter maintenance and repair work, .... 

SaskPower is actively investigating the reason for the contaminated coal supply. If 
this situation had occurred during a period of heavier power demand.. it would have 
created an electrical service crisis, with nearly one-third of the province's power 
system down. A number of our industrial and residential customers would have had 
their power interrupted in such a circumstance, .... 

This latest incident is just one more example of how the IBEW's escalating strike 
action is putting severe pressure on SaskPower's abilitv to maintain safe. reliable 
electrical service to its customers, .... 

SaskPower management reports a slowdown in the pace of work being done by 
IBEW members during normal business hours at generating facilities and in 
transmission and distribution centres. Clearly, the union is stepping up its strike 
tactics in an effort to do whatever it can to prevent SaskPower from maintaining 
safe, reliable electrical service to its customers, .... 

While SaskPower management can continue to respond to the immediate disruptions 
such as trouble calls and power outages, the IBEW's escalating strike action and 
work slowdown is beginning to seriously delay critical pre-winter maintenance and 
repair work at SaskPower's generating facilities and is also impacting on our daily 
operations, .... 

SaskPower had targeted early November for the completion of this critical pre
winter maintenance and repair work. At the current pace being followed by IBEW 
members, the work will not be completed until early December. This means that 
portions of the SaskPower generating system will not be available for our customers 
during the month of November. This increased risk is not tolerable for the 
Corporation or our customers. Action must be taken . ... 

[39] The communication promised a further announcement on the Monday following. 
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[40] Mr. Gunoff testified that there had been no slow down of work at SaskPower sites as 

the Union advised its members to continue to work hard to avoid having a "finger pointed at us" to 

justify a lock-out of employees. 

[41] On October 5t
\ 1998 SaskPower did engage in a lock-out of Union members at the 

power generating facilities. SaskPower justified the lock-out in the following terms: 

[42] 

[43J 

The problem the Corporation has faced in recent days is that our IBEW employees 
have been 'on strike' while still on the job. A slowdown in daily operations and pre
winter maintenance and repair has put Saskatchewan's electrical system in a 
potentially perilous situation, .... 

. SaskPower expressed its displeasure with IBEW in the following terms: 

We hope that the action we are taking today serves as a wake-up call to our IBEW 
employees, who will now see that the escalated strike activity ordered by their union 
leadership has begun to threaten the safety of Saskatchewan's electrical service. If 
IBEW members do not respond by bringing an end to their work slowdown and other 
strike activities, SaskPower management will have no choice but to consider 
additional steps in order to maintain safe and reliable electrical service for the 
coming winter, ... 

The document went on to accuse IBEW of mounting a pressure campaign to scare 

private contractors from SaskPower work sites, and accusing the Union of preventing the finalization 

ofpre-winter maintenance through the use of work slowdowns. 

[44J Mr. Gunoff noted in his testimony with respect to the "wake up call" comment 

directed at the Union membership, that IBEW was not on strike. He accused SaskPower of trying to 

bring the matter to a head by getting Union members to walk of the job so that Government could be 

called upon to invoke back-to-work legislation. 

[45J On Wednesday, October 7, 1998, SaskPower placed an "Open Letter to SaskPower 

Customers" in the Leader-Post in which it accused the Union of engaging in a withdrawal of 

overtime services and a slowdown of work. It concluded by setting forth SaskPower's monetary 

proposal in the following terms: 
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Is it a fair offer? The current top hourly wage provided under the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement is $27.63. Over the three-year term of the contract we have 
offered, that hourly wage rate will increase to $29.31 per hour. Including overtime, 
IBEW members already make an average annual income of $58,024, plus benefits. 

The document then set forth a chart indicating the impact of SaskPower's wage 

proposal on the average annuallBEW income, including overtime. 

[47] In evidence, Mr. Gunoff noted the misleading nature of the adveliisement. It 

referred to the top wage rate in the collective agreement, which applies to a position that has been 

vacant for some time. According to Mr. Gunoff, the actual annual average income of an lBEW 

member is considerably less than $58,000. He accused SaskPower of misleading the public by using 

an average annual income, which included overtime, in its advertisement. 

[48] The Union also referred the Board to a transcript of a radio interview given by the 

Honourable Dwain Lingenfelter, Minister in charge of Saskatchewan Power, where the Minister 

refers to the 12% wage increase proposed by the Union in the dispute. Mr. Gunoff again denied that 

the Union proposed a 12% increase. 

[49] On Thanksgiving weekend, a snow stonn caused extensive power outages across the 

provmce. SaskPower fonnally requested lBEW to have its members respond to the emergency and 

the Union directed all of its members to work around the clock until power was restored. 

[50] On October 12, 1998, the Union again wrote SaskPower and requested that the 

parties agree to binding arbitration as the method of settling the contract dispute. 

[51] On October 14, 1998, Premier Roy Romanow conducted a press conference in which 

he called upon SaskPower to end its lock-out and the Union to end its strike activity and return all 

SaskPower employees to work. SaskPower was also directed to extend the time for acceptance of its 

current contract offer to October 26th if the Union withdrew its strike notice. 
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[52] Mr. Gunoff characterized the Premier's comments as "more intimidation". The 

Union continued to press SaskPower to refer the dispute to binding arbitration, however, SaskPower 

refused to move on its wage proposal and confirmed its position in a letter to the Union on October 

14th which stated: 

[53] 

[54} 

As stated in our meeting, monetary discussions will be contained within the public 
sector mandate and we will not agree to binding arbitration. 

At the same time, Mr. Gunoff wrote the following letter to the Premier: 

I listened to your press address a few moments ago with great interest. 

I will withdraw the strike notice, however, you must give us Binding Arbitration in 
return. 

Mr. Romanow, you have my promise and my commitment that I will have all 
I.E.E. W Local 2067 members back to work within an hour, working as long and as 
hard as you and SaskPower need them, to restore the power supply back to a safe 
and reliable standard. 

In good faith, I trust you will be able to comply with this request and I eagerly await 
your response in order that the members of I.B.E. W Local 2067 can go back to 
work. 

A further exchange of correspondence took place between the Premier and the Union 

culminating in the following letter from Premier Romanow to Mr. Gunoff dated October 16, 1998: 

Yesterday I asked once again for your union to lift its strike notice, commit to return 
to normal operations, and to complete winter maintenance without any hedges or 
qualifications. Your response demands binding arbitration as a condition for 
complying with my request. 

You made it clear in your letter yesterday, and in your public statements, that your 
objective is to use a third party to obtain a wage increase that exceeds the 
government's public sector bargaining guidelines. 

171is dispute will not be submitted to binding arbitration. Our government will not 
put in the hands of a third party a decision which affects all public sector employees 
in Saskatchewan. Fairness demands that your union's agreement be within the 
mandate that applies to all public sector unions. 

The deadline for a positive response remains at 12 noon, October 16, J 998. 
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[55] On October 16, 1998, the Premier announced that Government was recalling the 

Legislature at 1:30 p.m. on Monday, October 19, 1998 to consider legislation to end labour dispute. 

As part of the press release, the Premier explained the refusal to agree to binding arbitration as the 

method for settling the dispute as follows: 

Why won't the government refer this dispute to binding arbitration, as proposed by 
the IBEW leadership? 

Because the government cannot and will not subcontract to a third party key 
decisions about our province's power rates, about our province's public-sector-wide 
collective bargaining, and about our province's ability to maintain a balanced 
budget. 

The Premier's press release indicated that government would ask SaskPower to 

discuss reimbursing Union members for the wages lost during the dispute and to consider responding 

positively to the request for the inclusion of a non-discrimination clause in the collective agreement. 

Mr. Gunoff testified that the Union was deeply disturbed by the Premier's 

announcement of back-to-work legislation because his members had been locked out by SaskPower 

had not engaged in a withdrawal of services through strike activity. It is a matter of public 

record that the Legislature passed The lvfaintenance of Saskatchewan Power Corporation's 

Operation Act, 1998, S.S. 1998, c. M-1.2, on October 19,1998 which had the effect of requiring the 

return to work of all Union members, an end to the lock-out and strike activity, and the imposition of 

a three-year collective agreement containing the mandated 2%-2%-2% plus 1 % wage increase. 

[58] On cross-examination by Mr. Bogdasavich, Q.C., Mr. Gunoff recalled that the wage 

increases accepted by the Union in the period from 1992 to 1994 matched the public sector wage 

mandate of Hno increase". At that time, the Union brought an unsuccessful application against 

SaskPower for failing to bargain in good faith. 

[59] Mr. Therrien, assistant business manager for the Union, testified that when 

bargaining commenced in November, 1997, the membership of the Union was frustrated and anxious 

to get the process underway. In February, 1998, Mr. Ormiston, the business manager at that time, 

went on a provincial tour to meet with SaskPower members. However, he felt unable to 

communicate any progress on bargaining because the parties had agreed not to discuss bargaining 
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away from the bargaining table as part of the bargaining protocol. According to Mr. Therrien, 

SaskPower's negotiators did not exercise the same kind of commitment to the bargaining process and 

they freely discussed the bargaining with the managerial staff of SaskPower who, in turn, relayed 

bargaining information to Union members. Apparently, Mr. Ormiston was not made aware that his 

counterpart had briefed management staff until after his provincial tour. Union members were then 

irritated with Mr. Ormiston's refusal to provide them with detailed bargaining information. This turn 

of events, according to Mr. Therrien, led Mr. Ormiston to decide not to seek re-election as business 

manager. 

[60] Mr. Therrien explained that the Union was unable to organize a mail-out ballot to 

conduct a ratification vote on SaskPower's September 30th offer in the 15 day period set by 

SaskPower. He indicated that the Union needs three to four weeks to conduct a mail-out ballot to 

ensure that its remote sites have time to receive and return their ballots. As it was, the Union was 

ready and did send SaskPower's proposal and the voting ballots out to members on September 30th
• 

[61J Mr. Therrien described the reaction of Union members to the vanous On-Line 

documents that have been described above. He indicated that they created more frustration in the 

membership and more negative feedback directed at the Union's bargaining committee. Members 

were angry at being accused of engaging in a slow dOVVTI at work. They wanted to know which 

customers were "surprised and upset" with their Union's bargaining demands. According to Mr. 

Therrien, each On-Line document created more problems for the Union. Mr. Therrien pointed 

particularly to SaskPower's Open Letter to SaskPower Customers. He indicated that the Union had 

an influx of calls from members wanting to know who made $58,OOO/year and from members of the 

public who complained about the amount of money being paid to SaskPower employees. Mr. 

Therrien complained that SaskPower painted a picture with the On-Line documents and the 

advertisements in the newspapers that the Union was unrealistic in its wage demands. Similar 

problems arose for the Union with respect to the Premier's claim that the Union was seeking a 12% 

wage increase. The Union faced many calls from members related to this claim and its authenticity. 

Mr. Therrien described SaskPower and Government's approach as spin-doctoring at its best. 
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[62] Mr. Therrien indicated in cross-examination that he organized the Union's press 

campaign during the labour dispute. He agreed that the Union used its In-Line documents to counter 

most of the claims made by SaskPower in the On-Line documents, and used press conferences, press 

releases and other media to counter the press campaign of SaskPower. He noted that the Union's 

campaign was more reactive than proactive. 

[63] Mr. Harold Kazakoff, vice-president of the Union and a member of the bargaining 

committee, also testified on behalf of the Union. Mr. Kazakoff is a charge engineer and works at the 

Boundary Dam Power Station. Mr. Kazakoff testified that, although the tone of the collective 

bargaining meetings with SaskPower was friendly, he knew there was no chance of reaching an 

agreement because of the parameters set by the public sector mandate of 2%-2%-2% and the threat 

of back-to-work legislation. Both factors in Mr. Kazakoffs view killed the bargaining process. 

[64] In relation to SaskPower's media campaIgn, Mr. Kazakoff pointed out that the 

reference to the reduction of generating power at Boundary Dam Power Station in the October 7, 

1998 "Open Letter" was caused by faulty coal, not by any act of vandalism or sabotage by Union 

members. He resented the innuendo left by SaskPower's media campaign that the Union was 

responsible for the power reduction. 

[65] Mr. Kazakoff also pointed out that while some employees may reach the $58,000 

annual salary figure, they would only do so by working an extreme amount of overtime. He referred 

the Board to a wage study dated August, 1998, which the Union had compiled from the collective 

agreements of other utilities throughout Canada, comparing wage rates for different occupational 

classes with those paid by SaskPower. The wage study demonstrated that SaskPower wages were 

among the lowest of the wages surveyed. For instance, the journeyman lineman position at 

SaskPower received an hourly rate of $22.36 while the same position at Alberta Power paid $27.14, 

at Edmonton Power paid $27.47 and at Manitoba Hydro paid $22.98. Line foremen at SaskPower 

received $23.86 while the next lowest comparable was at City of Medicine Hat of $27.05. Based on 

his review of the wage information, Mr. Kazakoff calculated that, on average, SaskPower wages 

were 12.4% behind the industrial standards. He reviewed this information at the bargaining table 

with SaskPower. At the same time, however, the Union did not put a formal offer demanding 12.4% 

on the bargaining table, nor did they request a 22% increase as was suggested in its media campaign 

by SaskPower. 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[66] The Union's application alleged violations of ss. 11 (1)(a), (b), (c) and 12 of The 

Trade Union Act, which provide as fonows: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) to intel:fere with, restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an 
employee in the exercise of any right conferred by this Act, but 
nothing in this Act precludes an employer from communicating with 
his employees; 

(b) to discriminate or interfere with the formation or 
administration of any labour organization or contribute financial or 
other support to it; but an employer shall not be prohibited from 
permitting the bargaining committee or officers of a trade union 
representing his employees in any unit to confer with him for the 
pUlpose of bargaining collectively or attending to the business of a 
trade union without deductions from wages or loss of time so occupied 
or from agreeing with any trade union for the use of notice boards and 
of the employer's premises for the pUlposes of such trade union; 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the 
employees in an appropriate unit; 

12 No person shall take part in, aid, abet, counsel or procure any unfair labour 
practice or any violation of this Act. 

Arguments 

[67] The Union argued that the communication between SaskPower and its employees 

through the use of On-Line communications constituted an attempt to bargain directly with 

employees. In addition, the Union alleges that several On-Line communications misrepresented the 

position taken by the Union at the bargaining table, particularly in relation to the Union's wage 

proposal and SaskPower's characterization of the Union's strike directive as constituting a "work-to

rule" campaign. The Union alleges that these communications constitute a breach of s. ll(l)(a) and 
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(b) of the Act by interfering with, intimidating, coercing employees with respect to their right to 

bargain collectively, and by interfering with the formation or administration of the trade union. The 

Union complained that the On-Line communications were an attempt on the part of SaskPower to 

undermine the status of the Union as the exclusive representative of the employees in its bargaining 

unit and amount to an attempt on the part of SaskPower to bargain directly with its employees. The 

Union asserts that the communications were intended to undermine membership confidence in the 

elected leadership of the Union. 

[68] The Union also argued that Government's communication similarly misrepresented 

the bargaining position of the Union and threatened the Union and employees with back-to-work 

legislation. The Union points to the press release issued by the Premier on October 16, 1998, which 

announced the recall of the Legislature to pass back-to-work legislation in order to impose the 

mandated settlement on the Union and to remove its rights to bargain collectively with SaskPower. 

The Union argues that this conduct amounts to intimidation and coercion of the Union by 

Government to obtain a more accommodating response from the Union at the bargaining table, in 

violation of s. 11 (1)(a) of the Act. 

[69] The Union cited Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store 

Union v. Yorkton Credit Union, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 454, LRB File No. 090-96 for the proposition 

that employers must exercise caution when communicating with employees on the progress of 

collective bargaining. The Union also relied on Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, T,vholesale and 

Department Store Union v. Westfair Foods Limited, [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 234, LRB 

File No. 264-92. 

[70] The Union also complains that SaskPower and the Government failed to bargain 

with it in good faith contrary to s. 11 (1)( c) of the Act. Under this branch of its evidence, the Union 

claims that Government and SaskPower resorted to intimidation and coercion to attempt to gain 

concessions at the bargaining table. The Union argues that SaskPower and the Government of 

Saskatchewan had no intention to conclude a collective agreement with the Union. Rather, the 

Union asserts that Government and SaskPower intended to push the membership of the Union 

toward a strike position so as to justify the imposition of back-to-work legislation and a collective 

agreement. The Union points to the fact that the maintenance work slowdown was caused by 

SaskPower's lock-out of power generating station employees. In the Union's opinion, SaskPower 
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took this action to provoke the membership of the Union into a full-scale strike causing a crisis 

which would justify back-to-work legislation. The Union believes that the strategy adopted by 

SaskPower and Government was intentionally designed to deprive the membership of their rights to 

strike and to bargain collectively. The Union asserts that SaskPower's strategy was formulated prior 

to the commencement of collective bargaining, as evidenced by the Human Resources' Vice

President's strike remark and the strike manuals. 

[71 J The Union also asserts that mandate bargaining is unlawful and constitutes a breach 

of s. 11(1)(c). It noted that previous Board decisions commented only on the ratification component 

of mandate bargaining, not on the use of public sector mandates as a method of collective 

bargaining. The Union asks the Board to find that the strategy engaged in by SaskPower and the 

Government went beyond hard bargaining and constituted a failure or refusal to bargain collectively. 

It points to the imbalance of power between the Union and SaskPower, where the latter could rely on 

the Government to unilaterally impose a settlement on the Union. 

[72} The Union relies on Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Government of 

Saskatchewan, [1993] 1 sI Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 261, LRB No. 264-92; Canadian Union of 

Public Employees v. Saskatchewan Health-Care Association, [1993] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 

74, LRB File No. 006-93; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store 

Union v. Wes(fair Foods Ltd., [1993] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 162, LRB File No. 157-93; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Raider Industries Inc. 

et al., [1997] Sask.L.R.B.R. 97, LRB File No. 169-96 & 170-96; and United Food and Commercial 

Workers, Local 1400 v. Madison Development Group Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 75, LRB File No. 

131-95. 

SaskPower 

[73] SaskPower argued that the evidence demonstrates that there was no shortage of 

effort put into the settlement of the collective agreement. Meetings were conducted with the Union 

commencing in November, 1997 before the existing agreement terminated with significant results. 

SaskPower points out that the parties agreed to an expedited process in January, 1998 and engaged in 

mediation in April, 1998. It also notes that it did not object to receiving new proposals from the 

Union when its bargaining committee changed in August, 1998. In September, 1998, SaskPower 
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continued its attempt to find a settlement that would satisfy both the public sector wage mandate and 

the Union's bargaining needs by exploring other options for settlement Finally, it offered a package 

to the Union on September 30t
\ which was rejected by the Union's membership. 

[74] SaskPower argued that the use of a public sector wage mandate in Government 

cannot amount to an unfair labour practice because Government is constrained by the resources 

which it has available and must control its wage costs. Counsel argued that the public sector wage 

mandate is simply a different method for communicating a financial "bottom line" which all 

employers set before going into collective bargaining. SaskPower points out that the Union's wage 

proposal was 8% for one year, thereby exceeding the 3 year total wage mandate of 7%. The 12.4% 

was raised at the bargaining table and the inference from the bargaining was that the Union would 

seek such a settlement through binding arbitration if it was agreed to by SaskPower. 

[75] SaskPower maintains that there was no bad faith bargaining; that the parties reached 

an impasse; that there exists an imbalance of power "'Pl"HU'''''"' the parties that is inevitable given the 

role of Government; and that the remedies sought by the Union are unrealistic given the existence of 

the back-to-work legislation. 

[76] With respect to the On-Line communication, counsel noted that there was no 

allegation contained in the Union's application relating to the On-Line communications and, as a 

result, the Board should not consider the issues raised by the evidence. In addition, SaskPower 

argued that the evidence does not meet the standards set by Board caselaw dealing with improper 

communications. 

Government of Saskatchewan 

[77] The Government argued that it has not committed an unfair labour practice by 

establishing a public sector wage mandate. It argues that SaskPower is a legal entity established by 

Cabinet order made pursuant to s. 2(1) of The Power COlporation Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. P-19 and is an 

agent of the Crown in right of Saskatchewan pursuant to s. 3(3) of the same statute. Government 

noted, as well, that The Crown Corporations Act, 1993, R.S.S. 1978, c. C-50.101, empowers the 

Crown Investments Corporation to require each crown corporation, including SaskPower, to submit 
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its operating budget for review and prior approvaL The Government argues that, as a result of these 

statutory provisions, it has authority to set wage mandates that may apply to employees of 

SaskPower. 

[78] With respect to the lawfulness of collective bargaining using a wage mandate, 

Government relies on International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 2067 v. SaskPower 

and Government of Saskatchewan, [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 286, where this Board held 

that a Government-imposed mandate of 0% and 0% on SaskPower negotiations did not constitute 

bad faith bargaining. 

[79] Government further argued in this application that The Maintenance of 

Saskatchewan Power Corporation's Operations Act, 1998, ends collective bargaining between 

SaskPower and the Union for the term of the collective agreement which was statutorily imposed on 

the parties. Effectively, after October 19, 1998, which was the date the legislation came into force, 

no duty to bargain collectively existed. 

[80] Government also argued that The Maintenance of Saskatchewan Power 

Corporation IS Operations Act, 1998, is within the constitutional competence of the Legislature of 

Saskatchewan and relies in this respect on Re Public Service Employees Relation Act, [1987] 1 

S.C.R. 313; and Public Service Alliance of Canada v. Canada, [1987J 1 S.C.R. 424. 

[81] Finally, Government argued that the Board lacks jurisdiction to make any remedial 

orders in this instance that may require SaskPower or Government to bargain collectively with the 

Union, or would in any way conflict with the terms set down in The Maintenance of Saskatchewan 

Power Corporation IS Operations Act, s. 7 of which expressly provides that it is to apply 

"notwithstanding any other Act or law." 

[82] Government also argued that the passing of The Maintenance of Saskatchewan 

Power Corporation IS Operations Act, in itself, did not constitute an unfair labour practice. 
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Analysis 

[83] In our view, there are two main issues which arise on this application. First, did 

SaskPower engage in unfair labour practices within the meaning of s. 11(1)(a) and (b) through its 

communications to Union members and the public? Second, did SaskPower and Government engage 

in bad faith bargaining within the meaning of s. 11 (1)( c) of the Act? 

Communications 

[84] Section 11(1)(a) prohibits an employer from "in any manner, including by 

communication, to interfere with, restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise 

of any right conferred by this Act". Section 11 (l )(b) similarly prohibits an employer from 

"discriminat[ing] or interfer[ing] with the formation or administration of any labour organization .... " 

The Board is often requested to review communications which are made during a collective 

bargaining dispute to determine if the communications are legitimate and fair comments on the 

collective bargaining process, or are coercive, threatening, intimidating communications, or 

represent an improper intrusion into the internal operation of the Union. 

[85] The Board's case law was well summarized by Chairperson Bilson in Saskatchewan 

Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Yorkton Credit Union Limited, supra, 

at 459 to 454 as follows: 

Prior to the enactment of s. 11(1)(a) of the Act in its current form in 1994, the 
provision read as follows: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, 
employer's agent or any other person acting on behalf of the 
employer: 

(a) to interfere with, restrain, intimidate, 
threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of any 
right conferred by this Act, but nothing in this Act 
precludes an employer from communicating with his 
employees; 
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The general approach adopted by this Board in interpreting that version of the 
provision was described as follows in a decision in Retail, Wholesale and Department 
Store Union v. Canadian Linen Supp{v Limited. [J 991} 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 
63, LRB File No. 029-90, at 67: 

It is settled law in this Province that an employer is entitled to 
communicate with its employees, even with respect to matters that are 
the subject of collective bargaining negotiations, so long as the 
communication: 

(a) does not amount to an attempt to bargain directly 
with the employees and circumvent the union as 
the exclusive bargaining agent; 

(b) does not amount to an attempt to undermine the 
union's ability to properly represent the 
employees; and 

(c) does not inteifere with, restrain, intimidate, 
threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any rights conferred by the Act. 

The determination of whether, in the particular circumstances, a 
communication has interfered with, coerced, intimidated, threatened 
or restrained an employee in the exercise of a right conferred by the 
Act is an objective one, The Board's approach in such cases is to 
ascertain the likely effect of the communication on an employee of 
average intelligence and fortitude, 

An employer is not considered to have bargained directly with his 
employees, or failed to have negotiated in good faith with the union by 
fairly and accurately informing employees of its version of the 
negotiations taking place .. , 

A somewhat similar approach is reflected in the following comment of the Ontario 
Labour Relations Board in Forintek Canada Corp. v. Public Service Alliance of 
Canada, [1986} o.L.R.B. Rep, April 453, at 474: 

In assessing whether employer communications during or in relation 
to collective bargaining go beyond the bounds of permitted speech 
into the realm of prohibited inteiference, the Board has considered 
whether they reflect an attempt to explain the position the employer 
has taken at the bargaining table or, rather, an attempt to disparage 
the union or its proposals. The Boards looks at the context, content, 
accuracy and timing of employer communications in discerning their 
purpose and effect. Communications made after good faith 
bargaining has reached an impasse are less suspect that those made 
during early stages of bargaining, accurate statements are less 

55 
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suspect that inaccurate ones and, in any event, communications of 
explanations or positions not first fully aired at the bargaining table 
are highly suspect. 

In considering the significance of the amended wording of s. 11 (1)( a) of the Act. the 
Board made the following comment in Saskatchewan Joint Board. Retail. Wholesale 
and Department Store Union v. Brown Industries (1976) Ltd., [1995] 2nd Quarter 
Sask. Labour Rep. 71, LRE File Nos. 010-95 and 012-95, at 85: 

The proviso which was included in the previous version of s. 11 (1)(a) 
of the Act has sometimes been referred to as an "employer free 
speech 11 provision. It should be clear from the jurisprudence of this 
Board that we have never interpreted the issue as one which revolves 
around a public interest in protecting the right of an employer as a 
citizen to speak freely. We have taken the position that any 
communication from an employer to employees must be seen as 
coloured by the coercive potential present in a relationship where the 
employer has disproportionate power derived from control over 
employment, and the terms and conditions of that employment. In this 
context, we have stressed that an employer is not entitled to influence 
the decision employees make about trade union representation, and 
that an employer makes comments on the representation question at 
their peril. 

The Board went on to say, also at 85: 

It is our view that the new wording in s. 11 (1)(a) of the Act does not 
place new restrictions on the subject matter of employer 
communications, or limit all employer communication to matters 
which might strictly be described as ordinary questions of business. 
The new section does underline the view which the Board has always 
taken that the concept of "free speech" is something of a red herring 
in this context. It stresses that the focus of the section is on 
interference and coercion, whether the vehicle is communication from 
the employer or other conduct. 

In arriving at this interpretation, the Board rejected the argument that the amendment 
to s. 11 (1)( a) of the Act was meant to prohibit all communication by an employer to 
employees concerning matters which are the subject of bargaining. The Board 
accepted, as we had in the past, that not all communications are precluded. 

On the other hand, the Board has repeatedly cautioned employers that a decision to 
communicate with employees concerning matters which are the subject of bargaining 
with the trade union represents a risky strategy, and that an employer can easily go too 
far in such communications. In Saskatchewan Joint Board. Retail. Wholesale and 
Department Store Union v. Westfair Foods Limited, [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour 
Rep. 234, LRE File Nos. 246-94 and 291-94, the Board sounded a warning note in 
these terms, at 259: 
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[86] 

We have often stressed, however, that for an employer to decide to 
communicate with employees concerning matters which are the 
subject of bargaining with the trade union representing those 
employees is to enter on a course which entails significant risks. As 
we have indicated, the Board has not prohibited employers from 
presenting accurate information to their employees, stating their 
position on bargaining issues, or describing the status of collective 
bargaining. On the other hand, the Board has made it clear that 
communications from an employer cannot be regarded in the same 
benign and un coloured light as ordinary exchanges. An assessment of 
whether there is something objectionable about a communicationfrom 
an employer must take into account the vulnerability of employees to 
the incalculable and often unacknowledged influence which such an 
utterance may have upon persons whose working conditions or 
employment may depend on the character of their relationship with 
the employer. In some situations, as the Board suggested in the 
United Food and Commercial Workers v. F. W. Woolworth Co. Ltd. 
[I993} 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 62, LRE File No. 148-93 
decision, there may be no room for any communication from the 
employer which does not have a coercive implication. 

In the present case, the On-Line communications emanating from SaskPower did, in 

our VIew, cross the line into impermissible communication. First, the communications were 

disparaging of the Union's leadership and their proposals. The communications were worded in such a 

fashion so as to draw a distinction between the membership of the Union and its leadership and to 

suggest that the leadership of the Union lacked support from its members. SaskPower used the On-Line 

communication to suggest to the Union's membership that they reject their Union's position. In so 

doing, SaskPower undermined the role of the Unio~ as the exclusive representative of its members. The 

Employer was clearly attempting to convince members of the Union that its leadership was acting 

against their interests. Such communications are improper and constitute violations of s. ll(l)(a) and 

(b) of the Act. 

[87] Secondly, some of the On-Line communications conveyed inaccurate information, 

such as the claim that the Union was seeking a 12.4% wage increase and the claim that the Union had 

instructed employees to engage in a work-to-rule. Both of these claims misrepresented the state of 

collective bargaining. 
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[88] In Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Government of Saskatchewan et 

al., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 307, LRB File No. 109-98, the Board found as foHows at p. 346: 

[89] 

We find that the Government's communication with northern employees constitutes 
improper interference with employees' rights to be represented exclusively by SGEU 
The terms of the transfer were not agreed to between SGEU and the Government at the 
time the representations were made to northern employees. While the Government 
may have felt it necessary to assume that the transfer would take place on the terms set 
out in the 1994 agreement in principle and to advise the northern employees of those 
terms, it failed to advise northern employees that the matter was the subject of 
negotiations between it and SGEU, and that no final agreement had been reached on 
the terms of the transfer. The Governments assertion that the transfer would take 
place under the terms of the 1994 agreement in principle misrepresented the state of 
collective bargaining to such a degree that ordinwy SGEU members would be 
confilsed by the information and have their faith and confidence in SGEU undermined. 

For these reasons, we find that the Government violated s. 11 (l)(a) of the Act. 

In our view, the same result would occur in this instance. Union members were 

receiving information on bargaining from both the Union and SaskPower. While the Union had 

proposed an 8% increase in one year, SaskPower asserted that the Union was seeking a 12.4% 

increase. Aside from the confusion that the misrepresentations would cause among the Union's 

membership, we find that the Employer's purpose in making such assertions was to undermine the 

position of the Union as the exclusive representative of its members by causing dissention and 

distrust among the membership against the Union. Such conduct constitutes unfair labour practices 

within the meaning of s. 11 (1)( a) and (b). 

[90] Third, the On-Line communications contained threats relating to the strike activity 

of the Union. In On-Line No. 173, SaskPower made reference to a decision to "lock-out an IBEW 

member who walked away from a power outage" ... and notes that its action "appears to have sent a 

clear message to the IBEW leadership that we will not tolerate any action which threatens the safety 

of our customers." The same On-Line goes on to detail the suspension of Union members for strike 

related activity. On-Line No. 174 continued in the same tone with unknown action threatened. In 

our view, these comments conveyed a message to the average Union member that strike activity 

would not be tolerated by the Employer, which clearly constitutes a violation of s. 11 (l)(a). 

Employees of SaskPower, having taken a successful strike vote and having given notice of the strike 

in accordance with the Act were entitled to engage in any strike activity. SaskPower's On-Line 
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communications constitute improper attempts to coerce or threaten employees who were exercising 

the right to strike. 

(91) We find SaskPower in violation of s. ll(l)(a) and (b). SaskPower argued that issues 

relating to the communications were not adequately raised in the Union's application. However, we 

find that paragraph 4( dd) is sufficient to raise the issues dealt with under this heading. SaskPower 

did not file a formal, detailed reply to the application, nor did it seek particulars of the application. It 

did not request an adjournment of the application to permit it to respond fully to the Union's case, 

nor did it lead any evidence in these proceedings. In these circumstances, the Board finds that the 

Union's pleadings were sufficiently clear to permit the Board to make the determinations under s. 

1 1 (l)(a) and (b). 

Bargaining in good faith 

[92] Although the Union filed part of its claim in this application on the theory that 

SaskPower's bargaining committee lacked sufficient authority to bargain a collective agreement with 

the Union, this claim was not pressed at the hearing. In any event, we are of the opinion that this 

aspect of collective bargaining in the public sector has been answered by the Board in its previous 

decision relating to collective bargaining between the same parties: see SaskPower, supra. 

[93} The Union's chief complaint on this aspect of its application arises out of the very 

difficult bargaining relationship which exists in the public sector where collective bargaining is 

pennitted to take place under the umbrella of The Trade Union Act, but only to the point where 

Government acts to resolve a dispute by enacting back-to-work legislation. 

[94] In a previous case involving these parties, the Board has held that the setting of a 

public sector wage mandate is not a violation per se of the duty to bargain in good faith: see 

SaskPower, supra. In addition, the Supreme Court trilogy in the Reference re Public Service 

Employees Relation Act (Alberta), supra; Public Service Alliance of Canada v. Canada, supra, and 

R. W.S.D. U v. Saskatchewan, [1987] 1 S.c.R. 460, establishes that Government has constitutional 

authority to enact back-to-work legislation which determines the terms of the collective agreement 

and restricts collective bargaining. These two aspects of the collective bargaining process are not 

subject to question or review in this application. The Union did not challenge the constitutional 
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authority of the Government to pass the legislation in question, nor did it raise concerns with respect 

to the legislation's compliance with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights, 1966, G.A. Res. 2200 A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No.l6) 49, U.N. Doc. N6316 (1966), 

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. Res. 2200 A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR, 

Supp. (No.l6) 52, U.N. Doc. N6316 (1966), or the International Labour Organization Convention 

No. 87, all of which are set out in the decision of Dickson C. J. in Reference re Public Service 

Employee Relations Act (Alberta), supra, at 350-359. 

[95] SaskPower was subject to the duty to bargain collectively as defined in s. l1(l)(c) 

and 2(b) of the Act during the period from the service of notice to renegotiate the collective 

agreement in November, 1997 to the date of the enactment of The Maintenance of Operations of 

Saskatchewan Power Corporation Act, 1998. The Union complains that, during this period of free 

collective bargaining, SaskPower engaged in bad faith bargaining by engaging in a lock-out of power 

generating station employees for the purpose of creating the circumstances which would cause 

Government to enact back-to-work legislation. The Union asserted that this purpose is unlawful and 

amounts to bad faith bargaining. 

[96] At the same time, the Union was quite candid that it wanted to have the collective 

bargaining dispute resolved by a method other than collective bargaining, namely, binding, 

arbitration. According to the Union, both parties were engaged in conduct which was aimed at 

achieving a different method, other than ordinary collective bargaining, to resolve the collective 

agreement dispute. 

[97] In the earlier decision between these parties, SaskPower, supra, Chairperson Bilson 

expressed the Board's role in supervising the collective bargaining process in the following terms at 

292-293: 

It is our conclusion from reading the academic works referred to us by counsel for the 
Union that they do not support the conclusion that Canadian labour relations boards 
have intervened - or even that they should intervene - to influence the course of 
negotiations between two parties to collective bargaining, with the exception of 
circumstances where the position taken by one of the participants is illegal, stands in 
fundamental contravention of the objectives of collective bargaining legislation, or, 
arguably, precludes the attainment of essential procedural protection for employees or 
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[98] 

trade unions. They do not seem to us to invite an extension of labour relations board 
intervention to otherwise modifY or manipulate the bargaining positions adopted by the 
parties. 

In this case, the Union is arguing that, by engaging in a lock-out of its employees for 

the purpose of causing Government to enact back-to-work legislation, SaskPower's bargaining stance 

stood in "fundamental contravention of the objectives" of the Act. Except for the imposition of first 

collective agreements which the Board is permitted to impose in certain circumstances (see s. 26.5), the 

Act requires the parties to resort to self-help methods of strikes or lock-outs as the way of resolving 

collective bargaining impasses. No special model is adopted for essential public services in 

Saskatchewan, unlike the Public Service Employee Relations Act (Alberta), RS.A. 1980, c. P-33, which 

was considered in the trilogy of Supreme Court cases referred to above. 

[99] Assuming for the moment that the Union has established that the purpose of the 

lock-out by SaskPower was to achieve a different method of resolving the collective bargaining 

dispute, does such conduct amount to a breach of s. 11 (l)( c) of the Act? 

[100] One decision of the British Columbia Industrial Relations Council found that such a 

bargaining stance is not a breach of the duty to bargain in good faith. In Famous Players Inc. v. 

J.A.TS.E., Local 348 (1989), 5 C.L.RB.R. (2d) 107, two employers formed an employers' joint 

bargaining committee and the Union refused to recognize the joint committee as the exclusive 

representative of the two employers. The Employer brought an unfair labour practice application 

against the Union for failing to bargain in good faith and the Union brought a similar application 

against the Employer for insisting on bargaining through the joint employers' committee. The 

British Columbia Industrial Relations Council held that the format of collective bargaining could be 

the subject of bargaining and could be pushed to the point of impasse. 

[101] However, the overall consensus among labour relations boards in Canada is that 

parties are not permitted to press bargaining structure issues to impasse. In Stelco Inc. v. Us. W.A., 

Local 5220 (1990),9 C.L.R.B.R (2d) 305, the Employer sought to bargain with each of its plants on 

an individual basis, while the Union attempted to maintain a unified national bargaining structure in 

order to ensure common terms of employment among the several plants. At 317, the Canada Board 

draws a distinction between "bargaining hung up on bargaining structure and those hung up on 

collective agreements terms", suggesting that the former may, in some circumstances, constitute a 
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breach of the duty to bargain, while the latter would constitute permissible bargaining. The Alberta 

Labour Relations Board referred to Burns Meats Ltd. v. UF. C. W. & Local 139 (1984), 7 C.L.R.B.R. 

(NS) 355 (Ont. L.R.B.) where the Ontario Labour Relations Board found that the Union's insistence 

on maintaining a system of national bargaining constituted a refusal to bargain in good faith. At 367, 

the Ontario Board held as follows: 

[102] 

What the respondents are seeking to do with their demand that there be a single set 
of nation-wide negotiations and a single national collective agreement executed 
respecting all plants which traditionally have been covered by the Agreement, is 
bargain beyond the legal limits of the exclusive rights attaching to the Kitchener 
plant. For the respondents to pursue that objective to impasse is inconsistent with 
the scheme of the [Labour Relations IAct that bargaining shall be in respect of a 
bargaining unit of employees for which a trade union has exclusive bargaining 
rights . ... 

For these reasons, it is inconsistent with the scheme of the Act and unlawfid for the 
respondents to take to impasse their bargaining objective of a single nation-wide set 
of negotiations and a single national collective agreement. 

It may well be that the respondents have pursued their impugned course of conduct 
the o~jective of preserving for the Kitchener Plant employees the uniform wages 

and working conditions which they have in common with employees in other plants 
covered by the Agreement. While the objective is not itself illegal, for the reasons 
set out above, the means by which the respondents are attempting to achieve it are 
contrary to the Act. 

In School District No. 44 (North Vancouver) v. North Vancouver Teachers' 

Association (1992), 17 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 254, the British Columbia Labour Relations Board found that 

the Association could not bring collective bargaining to an impasse over an issue raised in a protocol 

agreement. The B.C. Board held at 259 that "both parties are free to negotiate restrictions on their 

respective rights under the Act, but neither party may press to impasse any demand that is 

inconsistent with the rights, duties or scheme of the Act." The B.C. Board also found that a protocol 

agreement, which sets forth the telIDS on which bargaining between the parties will be conducted, is 

not a collective agreement and cannot be the subject of a bargaining impasse. In this case, the B.C. 

Board also overturned the decision of the former Industrial Relations Council in Famous Players, 

supra, by ruling that U[u]nions and employers may not refuse to bargain, nor may they institute strike 

or lockout, in order to compel recognition of a bargaining agent or to expand the scope of a 

bargaining agent. If 
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[103] In Northwood Pulp & Timber Ltd. v. Communications, Energy & Paperworkers' 

Union of Canada, Local 603 (1994), 23 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 298, the British Columbia Labour Relations 

Board held that the Union's insistence on bargaining on an industry-wide basis constituted bad faith 

bargaining. Addressing the question of whether unions can strike and employers can lock-out over 

the format of collective bargaining, the B.C. Board concluded as follows at 314: 

[104] 

We disagree with the Union's fundamental position that taking proposals over 
bargaining format to impasse is not inconsistent with the law and policy of the 
Labour Relations Code. As indicated especially by the Ontario Board in Burns 
Meats Lid. supra, a trade union's exclusive bargaining rights under the statute relate 
to the unit for which it is certified. In the absence of voluntary arrangements, any 
resort to economic sanctions for the purpose of negotiating beyond the parameters 
of these exclusive bargaining rights is contrary to the scheme of the Code. 

In Northwood Pulp & Timber Ltd., supra, the B.c. Board referred to the decision of 

the Canada Labour Relations Board in Western Cablevision Ltd. v. lB.E. W, Local 213 (1986), 65 di 

150, where the Canada Board held that a group of employers could not insist as a pre-condition of 

collective bargaining that the union agree to participate in voluntary multi-employer bargaining 

structure. 

[105] In Irving Oil Ltd. and C.E.P. U, Local 691 (1995), 32 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 161, the New 

Brunswick Labour and Employment Board held that it was an unfair labour practice for an employer 

to push to impasse a bargaining proposal requiring the resolution of certain collective bargaining 

disputes through the civil courts. At 179, the New Brunswick Board held as follows: 

It is not, however, conclusive of the issue to determine that the proposal to refer the 
matters in dispute under the "total flexibility package" to the courts is contrary to 
the policy of the Industrial Relations Act. It is clear that in certain circumstances a 
proposal may be lawfully advanced in bargaining which goes against the grain of 
statutory policy, and that if there is consensus, and the words of the statute so allow, 
such matters might be included within the collective agreement. Here, the 
arbitration clause is not incorporated directly by the legislation in all cases, but is 
only incorporated should the parties fail to agree. What the legislation does do is to 
preserve the right to submit "all differences between the parties" to arbitration, 
which remains obligatory failing agreement. This is made amply clear by the 
decision of the predecessor Industrial Relations Board in Moncton Northeast 
Construction Ass'n, [(1985), 12 C.L.R.B.R. (NS) 203}. There is was held that 
pressing to impasse during bargaining a demand circumventing the scheme of the 
legislation amounted to a failure to bargain in good faith as failing to make every 
reasonable effort to conclude a renewal of the agreement. Similarly, here, to allow 
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one party to insist to impasse on resort to the civil court system, would be to allow 
the policy of the legislation to be improperly circumvented. It is, therefore, an unfair 
bargaining practice for the Company to insist on this condition, which is violative of 
the policy of the Act, as part of its "totalflexibility package". 

In Health Employers Association of British Columbia and B.C.G. & S.E.U (1997), 

33 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 307, the union proposed that the collective agreement contain a provision 

permitting the union to refer outstanding bargaining issues during collective bargaining to binding 

arbitration. The B.C. Board analyzed the Union's bargaining position as follows at 316: 

[107] 

Article 15 is the type of clause that may be made the subject of collective 
bargaining; it is not within the category of a bargaining proposal which is illegal 
Fom the outset and which cannot be tabled. A party can certainly agree to fetter its 
right to lock out or strike, but a party cannot be forced to forego that right through 
pressing that demand to impasse. Nothing prevents the parties from agreeing to 
such a restriction on the exercise of their statutory rights. Such demands, however, 
become illegal when pressed to impasse in the face of a refusal by the other party to 
give up its statutory rights. 

In Saskatchewan, the Issue has ansen with respect to the negotiation of scope 

clauses. In Service Employees' International Union, Local 336 v. Town of Shaunavon et al., [1987] 

Dec. Sask. Labour Rep. 37, the Board found that an Employer cannot press a proposal amending the 

scope of a certified bargaining unit to impasse. At 39, the Board referred to its earlier decision in 

Bee/and Co-operative Association Limited, [1982) Nov. Sask. Labour Rep. 38 at 40: 

[108] 

In summmy, parties to a certification order are bound by it. If the parties, by 
agreement, wish to change the scope of the order they may do so. However, if one 
party chooses to rely upon the terms of the certification order as to scope, the other 
may not insist upon negotiations of scope to the extent that negotiations are brought 
to a halt. They are bound by the terms of the order, and if the other party insists 
upon negotiations on the basis of the terms of the order, they are obliged to 
negotiate on that basis. 

In our view, the position set out in the cases, with the exception of the Famous 

Players case, supra, are consistent with our Board's interpretation of the duty to bargain in good 

faith. Various matters may be raised at the bargaining table and the Board will exercise very little 

supervision over the topics chosen for discussion. However, if the proposal requires one party to 

relinquish rights that it currently enjoys under the statutory scheme set out in the Act, then the 

proposal cannot be pursued to impasse. 
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[109] In the present case, during the period in which the Act governed the conduct of the 

negotiations, the Employer was entitled to lock-out employees and the Union was entitled to strike 

the Employer as the method of achieving agreement. That was their statutory right. However, the 

parties could agree to resolve their collective bargaining dispute through a different method. If no 

agreement was reached, however, neither party was entitled to press the matter to impasse, that is, 

they could not engage in strike or lock-out activity over the structure of collective bargaining. 

[110} In this case, the Union proposed on several occasions that the parties refer the 

dispute to binding arbitration and it upped the ante - so to speak - in relation to this proposal by 

engaging in limited strike activity. SaskPower responded to the Union's activity by engaging in a 

partial lock-out of employees at its power generating stations while, at the same time, complaining 

about its inability to complete its scheduled winter maintenance program. These events took place in 

the context of an industry which is the sole provider of electrical energy in the Province during the 

beginning of Saskatchewan's infamous winter season. Both parties would understand that 

Government would have limited tolerance for a prolonged or lock-out if either threatened to 

interrupt electrical services in the province. 

[111J It would appear to the Board that the Union and SaskPower both engaged in 

improper bargaining tactics. The Union pushed its proposal for binding arbitration to impasse, and 

we conclude from the evidence presented that SaskPower engaged in a lock-out of a portion of its 

workforce at its power stations to create the crisis that would predictably cause Government to 

intervene. Both parties were bargaining to obtain certain results through bargaining processes which 

are not contemplated by the Act and which cannot be pushed to impasse. 

[112] In these circumstances, given the tit-far-tat nature of the bargaining, we conclude 

that there is no useful labour relations purpose in finding SaskPower guilty of an unfair labour 

practice within the meaning of s. 11(1)(c). Collective bargaining between the parties was in large 

part not aimed at resolving the collective agreement terms, but at creating a circumstance in which 

the collective agreement could be set by means other than those provided for in the Act. Both the 

Union and SaskPower contributed to this situation and it is not practically possible for the Board to 

identify one party as the main culprit. 
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Government's Role 

[113] Labour relations in the public sector is complicated by the dual nature of the 

employer - as employer and as legislator. In the former role, SaskPower, and the Government, as 

owner of SaskPower, must abide by the provisions set out in the Act. In the role as legislator, 

Government is able to suspend the Act and change the rules of bargaining mid-stream, as it did on 

this occasion. As indicated earlier in our reasons, the Board was not requested, nor does it have 

authority, to overturn the provisions contained in the back-to-work legislation under the provisions 

contained in the Constitution Act, 1982. In addition, we do not find that Government, as owner of 

SaskPower, acted in any manner that contravened The Trade Union Act. 

[114] From a collective bargaining perspective, however, the Board would encourage 

Government and SaskPower to develop a mechanism for ensuring that the Union has some 

meaningful role in the setting of wage rates. Although collective bargaining in this industry has 

succeeded on many occasions without the necessity of back-to-work legislation, it is clear that 

strikes or lock-outs in the sector are generally not tolerated and cannot be used as effective 

mechanisms for settling collective bargaining disputes. In this environment, the international law 

principles would suggest that compulsory arbitration is the preferred method for ensuring that the 

Union has a meaningful role as the exclusive bargaining agent for determining the terms and 

conditions of employment. We would again refer the parties to Dickson c.J.'s summary of these 

principles in Reference Re Public Service Employee Relations Act (Alberta), supra. 

Remedies 

[115] Remedial solutions were not thoroughly explored at the hearing of this matter. We 

will issue a general Order under s. 5(d) of the Act in relation to the violations of s. 1 1 (1)(a) and (b) 

and we will direct SaskPower to file a rectification plan under s. 5.1 to enable the Board to make 

further Orders under s. 5(e)(i) and (ii). SaskPower shall file the rectification plan with the Board 

within 15 days of the date of receiving this Order and shall serve the plan on the Union within the 

same time frame. The Union shall respond to the proposed rectification plan within 15 days of 

receiving the same from SaskPower. If the parties do not agree on a rectification plan, the Board 

will convene a further hearing to determine the appropriate remedy. 
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Unfair labour practice - Duty to bargaiu in good faith - Board reviews and 
discusses the legal expectatiops and onus placed on parties eugaged in bargaiuing 
- Board finds that neither party made serious effort to bargain collectively -
Board dismisses application. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Disclosure - Board finds that, although 
requested information was not forthcoming, no violation of Act occurred as 
request was not and in possession of information was 
unsure of their duty to disclose. 

The Trade Union Act, S.s. 2(b) and l1(l)(c) 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[lJ 'Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Union was certified to represent employees in the 

editorial department of the Leader-Post, the Regina Sun and the Leader-Star News Service on 

February 2, 1999 after which the parties entered into negotiations for a first collective agreement. 

On November 25, 1999, the applicant filed an unfair labour practice with the Board alleging that 

Sterling Newspapers Group, a Division of Hollinger Inc. (the "Employer") failed to bargain 

collectively with the Union contrary to s. 11(1)(a) and 1 1 (l)(c) of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, 

c. T-17. A hearing was held in Regina on January 10th and 11th, 2000. The Union currently has an 

application for first agreement assistance before the Board and unfair labour practice applications 

dating back to December 18, 1998 pending before the Board. 
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[2] At the outset of the hearing, counsel for the applicant notified the Board that he 

intended to call evidence with respect to a conversation that occurred between a member of the 

Union and a representative of the Employer, the details of which had not been set out in the 

application. The Board ruled that the Union would be permitted to amend its application to include a 

reference to the conversation; however, the present hearing would need to be adjourned to a further 

date in order to provide the Employer with an opportunity to respond to the new allegation. The 

Union elected not to amend its application and proceeded on the basis of the matters alleged in its 

November 25th application. 

Facts 

[3] Mr. Dan Zeidler is an international representative for the Union and acted as chief 

spokesperson for the Union in negotiations with the Employer. Mr. Zeidler testified that bargaining 

commenced between the parties on April 5, 1999. The Union had previously served the Employer 

with notice of union security and had received a notice to bargain from the Employer dated February 

17, 1999. 

[4] Bargaining was arranged by the Employer to commence at 5 p.m. on April Sand 6, 

1999 to accommodate the work schedules of three of the four rank and file members of the Union's 

bargaining committee. The fourth employee was required to schedule time off without payor by 

scheduling vacations. The Union was sympathetic to the scheduling requirements of the newsroom 

and agreed to meet at the suggested times. 

[5] Prior to commencmg collective bargaining, Mr. Zeidler asked the Employer to 

provide the Union with weekly salary information for members of the bargaining unit and this 

information was provided by the Employer to the Local Union President and to Mr. Zeidler. 

[6] At the commencement of negotiations on AprilS, 1999 Mr. Zeidler requested further 

information from the Employer concerning salaries, increases, overtime, benefit packages and 

company policies. At this time, the Employer's spokesperson, Mr. Bob McKenzie, agreed to provide 

the information requested except for company policies. In regard to the policies, Mr. McKenzie 
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commented that he did not think that the Employer was required to provide such documents to the 

Union. No further discussion of the request for policies was made by the Union. 

[7] Mr. Zeidler testified that the Union wanted to see any policy which the Employer 

had in place in order to address the effect of such policies in its collective agreement proposals. 

[8J During the first meeting, Mr. McKenzie also advised the Union that the Employer 

was considering some reorganization of the editorial department but no details were provided at that 

time to the Union. 

[9J The first meeting lasted approximately 15 minutes and no proposals were exchanged 

between the parties. 

[10] On April 6, 1999, the parties met again at 5 p.m. or thereabout and exchanged 

proposals. Mr. Zeidler indicated that the Union's proposals were compiled from its model contract, 

other newspaper agreements, and the results of a survey of its members. Wage rates were omitted 

from both proposals at the outset of bargaining. After exchanging proposals, the parties broke 

briefly to consider each others proposals. 

[11] According to Mr. Zeidler, when the parties returned to the bargaining table, Mr. 

McKenzie indicated that the Employer's committee was horribly disappointed with the Union's 

proposals and found them to be greedy. He told the Union that the Employer was not interested in 

dealing with language which would restrict the Employer's ability to manage the newspaper. He said 

he was not interested in having the Union help the Employer manage the newspaper. 

[12] In response, Mr. Zeidler told the Employer's committee that the Union wanted a safe 

and productive work environment. According to Mr. Zeidler, Mr. McKenzie pointed to the Union's 

proposals and said that "it wouldn't be there" - meaning that the language proposed by the Union 

would not be accepted by the Employer. 

[13J Mr. Zeidler also indicated that he responded to the Employer's proposal by calling 

them thin, draconian and stupid. He noted that there was no common ground between the 

Employer's proposals and the Union's proposals and there was nothing in the Employer's proposals to 
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which the Union could agree. As an example of the type of proposals put forth by the Employer, Mr. 

Zeidler noted that the bereavement leave proposal proposed one day of unpaid leave for a close 

relative. As a result of this exchange, the Union broke off the bargaining meeting. 

[14] Further meeting dates were set for May 25, 1999. However, the Employer cancelled 

these dates in order to continue collective bargaining with the Graphic Communication International 

Union (the "GClU"), which represents employees in the pressroom of the Leader-Post. This 

cancellation occurred unilaterally on the part of the Employer when it was unable to get a response 

from Mr. Zeidler within a 24 hour period. The Union alleged that the Employer was aware that Mr. 

Zeidler was on holidays at the time the request to change negotiation dates was forwarded to him. 

Dates for resuming negotiations were then set for June 21 and 22, 1999. At that 

time, the Union hoped to discuss and reach some agreement on the matters that had given rise to the 

unfair labour practice filed in December, 1998, namely the granting of a 3% wage increase and 

Christmas bonuses to employees who were not certified by the Union. The Union wanted to settle 

this matter by applying similar increases to the employees in its bargaining unit. It was informed at 

the bargaining table that the Employer was not interested in settling the outstanding unfair labour 

practice application. 

[16] At the same meeting, the Employer informed the Union that the Leader-Star News 

Service bureau would be moved back into the newsroom at the Regina Leader-Post and all 

assignments would be made out of the newsroom. The Leader-Star News Service was a combined 

effort of the Leader-Post and the Star Phoenix to provide full-time coverage of political matters in 

Saskatchewan through a separate news bureau with offices at the Legislative Building in Regina. 

[17] Mr. Zeidler testified that he was also anxious to get into bargaining and get to the 

merits of the Union's positions. He asked the Employer's negotiating team to go through the Union's 

document from the first page. According to Mr. Zeidler, Mr. McKenzie told the Union that the 

Employer did not want to deal with the Union's proposals. On examination-in-chief, Mr. Zeidler 

testified that Mr. McKenzie stated that he would give the Union a list of the things the Employer "did 

not want to discuss" with the Union. The next day, Mr. McKenzie produced a list marked as Exhibit 

U-5 in these proceedings which listed some 20 article numbers. 
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[18] On cross-examination, however, Mr. Zeidler agreed with Mr. Ball that Exhibit U-5 

came about after Mr. Zeidler asked Mr. McKenzie to tell the Union what the Employer didn't like in 

the Union's proposals. Mr. Zeidler also acknowledged that Mr. McKenzie may have told the Union's 

committee to "skinny down" its proposal package, meaning to make them more realistic. 

[19] By the June meetings, the Employer had concluded its first collective agreement 

with GClU and it presented a number of the initialed articles from that agreement to the Union. The 

Union responded to the Employer's proposals by suggesting that it would agree to certain ones if 

some amendments were made to the proposals. According to Mr. Zeidler, however, the Employer 

was unwilling to give the Union anything different from what had been agreed to at the GCm table. 

Also, the Union tabled its wage proposals on June 22, 1999. No wage proposal was received from 

the Employer. 

[20] At that point in the process, the Union suggested conciliation and the Employer 

agreed. Conciliation was arranged through the Department of Labour and took place on September 7 

and 8, 1999. At this time, the Employer tabled a package of proposals that the Union understood to 

be the total GCIU agreement a~d the Union presented its amended proposals. Nothing resulted from 

the conciliation efforts. Mr. Zeidler explained that the Employer's position was "take it or leave it." 

The Union could not accept all of the Employer's proposals and it was left to ponder its future course 

of action. 

[21] No further bargaining has taken place between the parties. Mr. Zeidler testified that 

there was no point in meeting directly with the Employer as it was clear that the Employer would not 

move off of its position that the Union would receive anything different from what had been 

negotiated with Gem. 

[22] On September 9, 1999, the Union applied to the Board for assistance in reaching a 

first collective agreement. In its material filed with the Board, the Union indicated that it could 

agree to certain employer proposals. It also identified a group of Employer proposals which it could 

live with if they were amended; and it identified the proposals on which no agreement was possible. 

Mr. Zeidler acknowledged that there were some errors in the material filed as it had been prepared 

late in the evening of September 8, 1999 after conciliation ended. The Employer filed its response to 

the Union's application on September 23, 1999. 
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[23] On November 15, 1999, the Union filed a second application to the Board for 

assistance in reaching a first collective agreement. In its cover letter, the Union explained that it had 

held a strike vote on November 10 and 13, 1999 and it asked Board to consider the second 

application in place of the first one. The same material was filed relating to the Union's position on 

the collective agreement proposals. 

[24] The Employer replied to the Union's second application by letter dated November 

25, 1999. In its letter, the Employer asserts that the Union never intended to reach a first agreement 

through negotiation, and, instead, intended to use the first agreement provisions contained in s. 26.5 

of the Act. 

[25] The Employer called no evidence at the hearing. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[26] The requirement to bargain in good faith is set out ss. and ll( of the Act 

which read as follows: 

2. In this Act: 

(b) "bargaining collectively" means negotiating in good faith with 
a view to the conclusion of a collective bargaining agreement, or a 
renewal or revision of a bargaining agreement, the embodiment in 
writing or writings of the terms of agreement arrived at in negotiations 
or required to be inserted in a collective bargaining agreement by this 
Act, the execution by or on behalf of the parties of such agreement, 
and the negotiating from time to time for the settlement of disputes and 
grievances of employees covered by the agreement or represented by a 
trade union representing the majority of employees in an appropriate 
unit; 

11(1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employers agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 
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Arguments 

[27] 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer had failed to bargain 

collectively with the Union in violation of s. 11 (1)( c). The Union urged the Board to look at the 

overall picture of bargaining between these parties. Counsel argued that the Employer's 

spokesperson, Mr. McKenzie, summed up the Employer's attitude toward collective bargaining when 

he told the Union that the Employer was not interested in anything that would interfere with its 

ability to manage the workplace. 

[28] In addition, the Union pointed to the Employer's refusal to provide the Union with 

workplace policies, and the Employer's refusal to discuss the list of Union proposals set out in 

exhibit U-5. In relation to U-5, counsel argued that the evidence demonstrated that it was a list of 

Union proposals which the Employer would not discuss with the Union. If it had simply been a list 

of proposals that the Employer did not agree with, then presumably other proposals put forth by the 

Union were acceptable to the Employer. However, according to Mr. Zeidler, who was the only 

witness to give evidence in these proceedings, the Employer did not agree during collective 

bargaining to any of the Union's proposals. 

[29] The Union argued that the Employer's efforts at collective bargaining were shallow 

and lacking in the intention of reaching a collective agreement. According to the Union, there has 

been no rational discussion of the Union's proposals. 

[30} The Union relied on United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Local 1400 v. 

Madison Development Group Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 75, LRB File No. 131-95; Royal Oak 

Mines Inc. v. Canada Labour Relations Board and Canadian Association of Smelter and Allied 

Workers, Local No. 4, [1996] S.C.R. 369; Canadian Union of Public Employees v. Cheshire Homes 

of Regina Society, [1988) FaH Sask. Labour Rep. 91, LRB File No. 051-88; United Food and 

Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Moose Jaw Unit 252 of the Army, Navy & Air Force Veterans in 

Canada Inc., [1995] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 79, LRB File No. 174-94. 
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[31] Mr. Ball, Q.C., counsel for the Employer, noted that the Employer in this instance, 

initiated the notice to bargain with the Union, met with the Union on April 5, 1999 and provided the 

Union with a great deal of information, as requested by the Union, on April 6, 1999. The Union did 

not raise any further concern with respect to the provision of workplace policies. 

[32] Counsel for the Employer reviewed the provislOns contained in the Union's 

proposals and argued that they could be perceived as "out ofth1s world." The comments made by the 

Employer's spokesperson at the bargaining table must be taken in the context of the proposals which 

the Union tabled. Counsel pointed to the Union's lay-off provisions, in particular, which prevented 

lay-offs except for economic reasons and subjected the Employer to an independent audit. 

[33] The Employer noted that it requested a change of bargaining meetings on one 

occasion only. It did so in order to conclude negotiations between it and the GClU. 

[34] In the second round of meetings in June, the Employer noted that the Union 

appeared on the first day with no proposals on wages or benefits. It raised the question of the unfair 

labour practice and wanted to trade it for a 3% wage increase. The Employer refused to accept this 

proposal and in doing so, did not commit an unfair labour practice. Counsel also pointed out that the 

Employer disclosed to the Union its plans for reorganizing the Leader-Star News Service, as required 

under the general duty to disclose information during collective bargaining. 

[35] On the second day of the June bargaining session, counsel noted that the Employer 

invited the Union to "skinny down" its proposals. Counsel argued that the list of proposals set out in 

Exhibit U-5 was a list ofthe items that management didn't like, not a list of the matters that it refused 

to discuss. Counsel noted that the Employer agreed to conciliation and participated in that process. 

[36] Counsel for the Employer noted that the bargaining events occurred some six months 

before the Union filed the unfair labour practice application. He noted that the Union filed its first 

application for first collective agreement assistance the day after conciliation efforts broke off. 

Counsel asked the Board to conclude that the Union's purpose throughout the negotiations and 

conciliation was to have the matter determined by the Board on an application for first agreement. 
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[37] The Employer referred the Board to United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 

1400 v. F. W Woolworth Co. Limited, [1994] }'t Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 169, LRB File Nos. 148-

93, 151-93, 192-93, 193-93, 194-93; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union v. Regina Exhibition Association Limited et aI., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 787, LRB File 

Nos. 256-97, 266-97, 308-97 & 321-97; Moose Jaw Unit No. 252 of the Army, Navy & Air Force 

Veterans in Canada Inc., supra; Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Government of 

Saskatchewan et al., (1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 307, LRB File No. 109-98. 

Analysis 

[38J The issues to be decided in this instance are whether the Employer violated the duty 

to bargain in good faith by failing or refusing to provide the Union with information relating to the 

Employer's workplace policies, and whether the Employer failed in its duty by refusing to discuss the 

Union's bargaining proposals. 

[39] With respect to the obligation to disclose information to the Union, the Employer is 

obligated to provide information to Union regarding existing terms and conditions of 

employment, especially during negotiations for a first agreement, and information that would assist 

the Union in understanding the Employer's proposals, when asked by the Union to provide the 

information in question: see Government of Saskatchewan, supra. 

[40] In the present case, the Union made a request for information pertaining to the 

Employer's workplace policies. The Employer indicated that it was unsure if it was required to 

provide such documents to the Union. The Union did not follow up with its request, except through 

the filing of this application. 

[41] In our VIew, the Employer is obliged to provide the Union with copies of its 

workplace policies when asked by the Union. In the context of the negotiation of a first collective 

agreement, the Union is unaware of what policies might continue in place under a management rights 

clause, or other collective agreement proposal. In order to bargain effectively, the Union requires a 

detailed understanding of all the terms and conditions of employment that currently exist in the 

workplace. 
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[42] In this instance, given that the Employer was unsure as to whether or not it was 

required to provide such information to the Union, and given the Union's lack of persistence on the 

issue, we do not think that an unfair labour practice is made out. However, we would expect the 

Employer to forward such information to the Union as soon as practical following the issuing of this 

decision. 

[43] The Act requires the Union and the Employer to bargain in good faith. In Regina 

Exhibition Association Ltd., supra, the Board summarized the elements of good faith bargaining in 

the following terms: 

[44] 

171e Board will consider a number of factors to determine if a party is engaged in good 
faith bargaining and if it is taking reasonable steps to conclude a collective agreement. 
In Royal Oak Mines v. Canadian Association a/Smelter and Allied Workers. Local 4, 
[1996} 1 S.C.R. 369 (S.c.c.), COlY J. described the overall approach to determining 
compliance with the duty at para. 42 as follows: 

Section 50(a) of the Canada Labour Code has two facets. Not only 
must the parties bargain in good faith, but they must also make every 
reasonable effort to enter into a collective agreement. Both 
components are equally i'mportant, and a party be found in breach 
of the section if it does not comply with both of them. 171ere may well 
be exceptions but as a general rule the duty to enter into bargaining in 
good faith must be measured on a subjective standard, while the 
making of a reasonable effort to bargain should be measured by an 
objective standard which can be ascertained by a board looking to 
comparable standards and practices within the particular industry. 

In Canadian Commercial Corporation (1988), 74 di 175 (CLRB), the Canada Labour 
Relations Board described the duty to bargain collectively in similar terms at 186: 

Bad faith has been judged present in situations where one party has 
advanced a key position curtly and without any attempt to justifY, 
explain or rationalize it; where there has been no serious discussion 
of the matter and the atmosphere created is one of "take it or leave it 
and bloody well face the consequences. 11 

In the present case, there has been no serious attempt to bargain collectively by either 

party. The proposals tabled by each party have not been reviewed in detail; no serious discussion has 

taken place with respect to the proposals or the objections to the proposals; the parties have reached a 

stalemate without having spent more than one hour in negotiations. It may be tempting for one party 

to assign blame to the other for this sorry state of affairs. However, in our view, both parties must 
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accept responsibility. The bargaining proposals tabled by both the Union and the Employer are 

extreme. The Employer dismissed the Union's proposals out-of-hand, and the Union did likewise to 

the Employer's proposals. 

[45] In this environment, where both parties have failed to engage in senous and 

determined collective bargaining, the Board would be hard pressed to determine which party is more 

at fault. The parties must make a serious effort to bargain collectively, which includes spending time 

reviewing each other's proposals, stating objections to proposals, presenting counterproposals and 

justifying or modifying their bargaining positions as the circumstances require. In our view, this 

requires effort on the part of both parties, which has not yet been demonstrated. As a result, we will 

not issue an unfair labour practice against the Employer. 

[46] For these reasons, the Union's application is dismissed. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and LORAAS DISPOSAL SERVICES LTD. AND IN 
PARTICULAR CARMAN LORAAS AND BILL HUMENY, Respondents 

LRB File Nos. 208-97 to 227-97, 234-97 to 239-97; February 11,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Patricia Gallagher and Don Bell 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Noel Sandomirsky, Q.c. 

[1] 

Remedy - Unfair labour practice - Monetary loss - Board confirms calculations 
made by Board agent with respect to monetary loss 

Practice and Procedure - Remedy - Board rejects submissions made after 
initial Order had ruled on the matters touched by such submissions 

The Trade Union Act, S.s. 5(e), (1), (g), S.l and 42 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Board issued its remedial Order in this application 

on August 6, 1998. The Union applied for further directions on November 1, 1998 as the parties 

were unable to agree to the implementation of the Board's Order. Further evidence and argument 

were heard by the Board on December 21 st and 22nd
, 1998 and a further Order issued June 10th

, 1999 

in the following tenns: 

THE LABOUR RELATIONS BOARD, pursuant to Sections 5(e), (j), (g), 5.1 and 42 
of The Trade Union Act, HEREBY' 

1. APPOINTS Teny Stevens, Executive Director, Labour Relations, Mediation 
and Conciliation Branch, Saskatchewan Labour, or his designate, Agent of the Board 
for the purpose of 

(a) Calculating severance and monetary loss awards payable in 
accordance with the directions contained in the Board's 
Reasons for Decision dated June 10, 1999; 

(b) Meeting with the Applicant and the Respondents to establish a 
bumping schedule as required by the Board's Reasons for 
Decision dated June 10, 1999; and 
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(c) Reporting to the Board within 30 days of the date of this 
Order, or within such further time period as may be granted 
by the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson of the Board, on the 
awards calculated under paragraph 1 (a) above and the 
schedule established under paragraph 1 (b) above. 

2. ORDERS the Applicant and the Respondents to provide to the Board Agent 
any and all documents and information requested by the Boa,:d Agent and to attend at 
such times and locations as may be arranged by the Board Agent for the purposes of 
carrying out the terms of this Order; and 

3. RESERVES jurisdiction to determine any dispute and to deal with any 
matters arisingfrom the Board Agents report required by this Order. 
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[2] 1\1r. Doug Forseth was appointed by Mr. Stevens to carry out the Board Order and Mr. 

Forseth filed his report with the Board on September 7, 1999, a copy of which is attached to these 

Reasons. 

[3] The Board forwarded copies of Mr. Forseth's report to both parties and advised that it 

would issue its final Order based on the report within 10 days. 

[4] On September 15 th
, 1999, Mr. Sandomirsky, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, wrote the 

Board to make representations concerning the following matters: 

(l) the seniority date for Kevin Wood; 

(2) a request for income tax fonns from Henry Franke to verify his income during 

the years 1997 and 1998; 

(3) a request to deduct three days of pay from the amount of wages owed to Mr. 

Henry Franke for the days on which he attended a union conference (May 19th 

to 21 S
(, 1999); 

(4) a request that the overtime paid to Henry Franke, Kevin Wood and Steve 

Mayer from November 9th
, 1998 to September 7, 1999 be included in the total 

wages earned that is deducted from the amounts paid to Jim Wilson, Mark SaE 

and Trevor Sushelniski, the persons whom 1\1r. Franke, 1\1r. Wood and 1\1r. 

Mayer displaced in the bumping process. 
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[5] The Union was provided with a copy of Mr. Sandomirsky's letter and responded on 

September 27, 1999 through Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union. The Union replied as follows: 

[6] 

(1) with respect to Mr. Wood's seniority date, the Board has already made a ruling 

on it; 

(2) with respect to Mr. Franke's earnings in 1997 and 1998, Mr. Franke was 

available twice for cross-examination on this issue and the Board has heard the 

evidence and made its ruling; 

(3) with respect to Mr. Franke's attendance at the Union convention, the Board has 

already made a ruling with respect to this matter; 

(4) with respect to the calculation of income earned, which is to be deducted from 

the sums earned by persons who were displaced in the bumping process, total 

earnings used did include overtime payments to the employees in question. 

Ms. Gallagher has replaced Ms. Jones on the Board panel due to Ms. Jones' resignation 

from the Board in June, 1999. The Board regrets our delay in responding to the parties on the final 

portion of this Order and extends its apologies to the parties for the delay. 

[7] The Board has reviewed the Board's previous decisions and Orders in this matter, the 

Board agent's report and the representations made by counsel for the Employer and Union. 

[8] In particular, the Board has carefully considered the Employer's response to the Board 

agent's report. We find as follows: 

(1) The seniority date of Mr. Kevin Wood was determined by the Board in its 

Reasons for Decision dated June 10, 1999 where the Board stated at 208-209 

[[1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 205] as follows: 

There was also an issue raised with respect to the accuracy of the seniority list 
forwarded by the Employer to the Union. The Employer provided the Union with a 
seniority list for drivers effective February 19, 1997. The Employer attempted to 
correct the dates of hire for Les Carrol and Rick Lissel to March 1, 1994, which was 
their first day of work with the Employer. Both employees were credited on the 
original seniority roster with the time they had worked for the predecessor of the 
Employer. Carman Loraas testified that the agreement to include time worked for the 
predecessor applied only to holidays and notice of lay-off under The Labour Standards 
Act. 
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In our view, the Union is entitled to rely on seniority roster dated February 19, 1997 as 
representing an accurate statement of seniority. This representation was made by the 
Employer to the Union under its general duty to bargain in good faith. The seniority 
entitlements set out in the roster constitute terms or conditions of employment that are 
frozen by the provisions contained in s. 11 (1)(m) of The Trade Union Act. R.S.S. 1978, 
c. T-17 (the Act). The Employer cannot alter the seniority dates unless the Union 
agrees to the change. In this case, there was no evidence that the Union had agreed to 
amend the seniority roster. 

The Employer also sought to alter the seniority date for Kevin Wood. Initially, the 
Employer advised the Union that Mr. Wood commenced employment on July 19, 1994. 
At the time of the hearing, however, Mr. Loraas asserted that Mr. Woods start date 
was February 27, 1995. Apparently, this change came about after Mr. Loraas had 
conversations with Ben SchaefJer, an employee, regarding the seniority dates of ]lv/r. 
Wood and another employee, Mr. Sali. Mr. Salt thought that he had more seniority 
than Mr. Wood because Mr. Wood had been laid ofJ for a period of time after his 
initial hiring. Mr. SchaefJer appears to have become the unofficial spokesperson for 
some employees after he and one other employee applied to rescind the Union's 
certification Order. On September 1, 1998, a different panel of the Board dismissed 
the rescission application because it was found that the Employer influenced the 
application. Mr. Loraas did not raise the issue of Mr. Woods seniority with the Union 
at the bargaining table, nor did he speak directly to Mr. Wood concerning the 
accuracy of the infonnation put forward with respect to his seniority. 

We find that Mr. Woods seniority remains at July 19, 1994, as originally stated by the 
Employer, until the parties have negotiated with respect to the matter. As indicated 
above, seniority is a term or condition of employment that is frozen by the operation of 
s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. If Mr. Loraas wished to correct the seniority date ofMr: Wood, 
he was required to discuss the matter with the Union in bargaining and arrive at a 
mutual agreement concerning any such change. 

(2) In our view, the Board considered the claim with respect to the seniority date 

of Mr. Wood and rejected it for the reasons which are set out above. The 

existence of new information relating to the dates does not assist the Employer 

as the Board based its ruling on the representations made by the Employer to 

the Union at the commencement of its bargaining relationship. As indicated, 

the Employer was obligated to provide the Union with date of hire information 

prior to collective bargaining and the Union was entitled to rely on such 

information. Therefore, the seniority ruling remains as set out above. 
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(3) The hearings before the Board on December 21 st and 22nd, 1998, determined 

that Mr. Franke had mitigated his loss of employment income by earning the 

sum of $10,026.54, which is set out at 217 of the reported decision. This 

determination was made by the Board after a review of all the evidence 

presented at the hearing. This matter was not submitted to the Board agent for 

determination and is not a matter that arises from his report. There was ample 

opportunity during the extensive hearings on this matter to raise and deal with 

the issue of mitigation and the Board will not reconsider its decision on this 

question. 

(4) We agree with the Employer that deduction ought to be made for Mr. Franke's 

attendance at the Union convention from May 19th to 21 st and the days spent in 

collective bargaining. We calculate that amount as $1,039 from the Board 

agent's report and deduct that sum from the amount owing to Mr. Franke. The 

amount of his monetary loss is set at $43,679.20; 

(5) In calculating the monetary loss, the Board agent did consider all income 

earned by Mr. Franke, Mr. Wood and Mr. Mayer, including overtime 

payments made to them. This can be determined by comparing the payroll 

records attached to the report to the figures used by the Board agent. As a 

result, the Board will not amend the Board agent's recommendations with 

respect to the calculation of wages earned. 

An Order will issue implementing the Board agent's report, subject to the one 

amendment noted above. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, Applicant and UNIVERSITY OF 
SASKATCHEWAN, Respondent, and ADl\lINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, Interested Party 

LRB File No. 218-98; February 17,2000 
Chairperson: Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and George Wall 

For the Union: Jim Holmes 
For the Employer: Neil Gabrie1son, Q.c. and Catherine Sloan 
For the Association: Gary Bainbridge 

Unfair labour practice - Duty to bargain in good faith - Employer violates duty 
to bargain in good faith by unilaterally placing new position in one bargaining 
uuit, in multi-bargaining unit setting, without obtaining agreement of 
bargaining agents or Board Order. 

Unfair labour practice - Duty to bargain in good faith - Onus of proof for 
establishing exclusion of position from bargaining unit remains on Employer. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Multiple bargaining unit 
setting - Employer is required to notify interested bargaining agents of 
proposed new position, to bargain assignment of position to scope of one of two 
or more bargaining agents, or failing agreement, to obtain Order from Board. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Administrative and 
supervisory bargaining unit at University is not middle management bargaining 
unit - Board relies on history of duties of positions in dispute and similarities 
benveen those positions and ones currently assigned to bargaining units to 
determine placement of new positions. 

The Trade Union Act, S.s. 5(1), 0), (k) & (m), 11(1)(c), 36. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees ("CUPE") 

applied for an unfair labour practice against the University of Saskatchewan (the "University") 

alleging that the University violated s. 11(1)(c) and s. 36(2) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. 

T-17 (the Act) by transferring a number of positions from the scope ofCUPE's bargaining unit to the 

bargaining unit assigned to the Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association (,'ASP A"). 
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[2] In its reply, the University asserted that the positions in question were created in the 

ordinary course and were assigned to the ASP A bargaining unit after a full review of their job 

functions. The University also argued that three of the positions were already subject to grievances 

and asked the Board to defer to the grievance and arbitration process. With respect to these three 

positions, the University also submitted in its reply that application ought to uw,un.:",,-.... with 

respect to these positions because of CUPE's delay in bringing the matter forward to the Board. 

[3] The University denied that CUPE holds an "all employee" bargaining unit. It claims 

that the positions in question are within the ASP A bargaining unit because they are included 

specifically or by analogy in the ASP A bargaining unit. In addition, the University argued that the 

positions have a community of interest with positions within the ASP A bargaining unit and a 

potential conflict of interest with members of CUPE's bargaining unit because of their supervisory or 

administrative duties. 

[4] ASP A filed an intervention in which it alleged that the positions in dispute are 

similar to the specifically enumerated categories of employees set out in the certification order 

granted to ASP A and are therefore excluded from CUPE by the wording of the ASP A certification 

order. 

Certification Orders 

[5] The latest certification order issued to CUPE with respect to the University IS 

contained in LRB File No. 278-78 dated December 14, 1978 and reads, in part, as follows: 

All employees employed by the University of Saskatchewan, in the Province of 
Saskatchewan, except: 

Those employees covered by the Certification Order granted to the Administrative 
and Supervisory Personnel Association by Order dated the 3rt day of October, A.D. 
1978; 

Those employees included in the Certification Order granted to the University of 
Saskatchewan Faculty Association pursuant to a Certification Order dated the 26th 

day of January, A.D. 1977; 

And without restricting the generality of the forgoing, excluding the following: 

[list of administrative, supervisory and academic exclusions] 
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[6] The most recent certification order issued to ASP A, which is dated October 31, 

1978, contains the following provisions: 

Determining that all administrative and professional persons and all technical officers 
employed by the University of Saskatchewan including but not so as to restrict the 
generality of the foregoing: 

[list of included positions by department] 

and excepting: 

those covered by the University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association Certification 
Order dated January 26, 1977, 

those covered by the Canadian Union of Public Employees Local 1975 pursuant to 
Certification Orders dated: 

[list of dates] 

[list of administrative and confidential exclusions] 

and excluding; 

Extension Specialists, Professional Librarians and persons with academic rank at 
the University of Saskatchewan, 

are an appropriate unit of employees for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

Preliminary Matters 

[7] The University argued after hearing CUPE's initial evidence that no action was made 

out on CUPE's evidence. The University noted that three of the positions were subject to the 

grievance procedure and asked the Board to defer to that procedure. In addition, the University 

raised the question of delay in dealing with some of the positions before the Board. 

[8] The Board directed the parties to continue with the evidence on the main case and 

reserved its decisions on the preliminary matters raised by the University. 
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Facts 

[9] The University of Saskatchewan Employees' Union, the predecessor of CUPE, was 

first certified to represent employees at the University on April 10, 1945 when it was certified for 

"employees of the Power House." Additional certification orders were granted to CUPE's 

predecessor over the period between 1945 ~md 1946 for employees in the field husbandry and poultry 

departments; maintenance and servicing of Qu'Appel1e Hall, Saskatchewan Hall and the temporary 

residences at fonner RCAF barracks; various trades, truck drivers, janitors, cleaning women, night 

watchmen, gardeners, groundsmen, rink caretakers, and storekeepers; technicians; and clerical, 

secretarial and stenographic employees. 

[10] In these proceedings, CUPE filed collective bargaining agreements entered into 

between CUPE's predecessor and the University dating back to January 25, 1946. The scope clause 

of the first collective agreement indicated that the University recognized CUPE as the sole collective 

bargaining agent for "employees covered and classified by this agreement." In subsequent 

agreements, this language was broadened to include "all employees of the University, saving and 

excepting professors, and those engaged in teaching, and (or) instructing in and about the University; 

officers of the University; those others who are exempted by order of the Saskatchewan Labour 

Relations Board." (Exhibit U-32: collective bargaining agreement January 12, 1948). The 1977 

collective agreement contained a slightly revised scope provision: 

[11] 

This agreement shall cover and apply to all employees of the University, saving and 
excepting professors, and those engaged in teaching, and (or) instructing in and 
about the University; student assistants, officers of the University and others 
employed in a managerial or confidential capacity; and those others who are 
exempted by order of the Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board. 

In order to consolidate its bargaining relationship with the University, CUPE applied 

to amend its certification Order to reflect the bargaining structure that had been agreed to in 

collective bargaining. On July 6, 1976, a consolidation Order was issued by this Board certifying 

CUPE for "all employees employed by the University of Saskatchewan" with an extensive list of 

named exceptions, including all faculty. 
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[12] The consolidation Order was opposed by ASP A and the University as it had the 

effect of including approximately 138 employees in the consolidated bargaining unit. These 

employees previously had not been included (or excluded) in any certification Order issued to CUPE, 

and had been represented in collective bargaining by ASP A through a voluntary recognition 

agreement with the University. At this stage, we do not know why the group of 138 employees were 

not included in the CUPE bargaining unit under its negotiated "all employee" bargaining unit 

structure. 

[13] The consolidation Order was reviewed by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal at 

[1978] Mar. Sask. Labour Rep. 42 and the Supreme Court of Canada at [1978] 2 S.C.R. 834 with the 

result that the Board's consolidation Order issued to CUPE was set aside. The Supreme Court of 

Canada adopted the dissenting judgment of Bayda J.A. (as he then was) which held that the Board 

must consider whether employees in the new unit supported CUPE. In practical terms, this meant 

that CUPE needed to demonstrate support among the group that was being added to the existing 

certification Orders. 

[14] On October 31, 1978, subsequent to the Supreme Court ruling, the Board considered 

and granted an application by ASP A to be certified for the bargaining unit set out above. The Order 

contains a generic description of the positions to be included in the ASP A bargaining unit, along 

with a detailed listing of positions that were then included in the unit and a detailed listing of 

exclusions. 

(15) Over the course of the last 20 years, disputes have arisen between CUPE and the 

University with respect to the placement of new positions. According to Mr. Bruno Konecsni, 

human resources manager, the University's practice has been to assess each new position in light of 

the work performed by both the CUPE and ASP A bargaining units, to ascertain their similarity to 

ASP A or CUPE positions, and to assign the position to the bargaining unit which contains similar 

positions. The University engaged in this task without consulting either bargaining agent. Recently, 

however, the parties have agreed to a process for discussing the appropriate bargaining unit 

placement of new positions and agrees to a method of resolving such disputes by reference to third 

party arbitration. 
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[16] Extensive evidence was presented by the University in relation to each of the nine 

positions in dispute in these proceedings. The evidence provided a complete picture of the evolution 

of the positions, the work currently performed in the positions, and the relationship of the positions 

to other positions in the University. We will provide a brief summary of this evidence, as follows: 

Assistant Controls Manager 

[17] This position was posted and filled as an ASPA position in 1991. Mr. D. Woods 

currently occupies the position which is designated at pay grade 8 in the ASP A collective agreement. 

The position was created to relieve the controls manager of some of his duties. The assistant 

controls manager is responsible for the design, installation and commissioning of control systems for 

campus buildings. He supervises service mechanics, allocates their work, performs evaluations of 

their performance, and administers corrective action. 

[18] According to Mr. Konecsni, the position is similar to the positions of assistant 

manager electrical, assistant manager (traffic and safety) and assistant manager structural, all of 

whom are included in the ASP A bargaining unit. 

[19] Mr. Woods, who is the incumbent in the position, formerly held the position of 

Technician V in CUPE's bargaining unit. 

Coordinator. Academic Program and Internship, College of Engineering 

[20] This position was filled in 1990 by the former Chief Clerk, Dean's Office, Ms. G. 

Brandon. This position handles all administrative functions relating to undergraduate admissions, 

scholarships and internships in the College of Engineering. The work was formerly performed by 

associate deans and by the chief clerk. Comparable positions exist in the Colleges of Medicine, 

Veterinary Medicine, Education, and Pharmacy. The co-ordinator also supervises clerical staff. She 

is a member of the College's admissions committee. 
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Library Operations Manager 

[21J This position was established in 1992 and it perfonns functions fonnerly perfonned 

by an assistant librarian, a member of the faculty. The library operations manager oversees the 

computing services within the library system. She recruits, trains, allocates work, supervises and 

evaluates computer analysts, library systems operators and library assistant IV's. The latter two 

positions are in the CUPE bargaining unit. The incumbent, Ms. A. Moulin, previously held the 

position of library assistant V in the CUPE bargaining unit. 

[22] Ms. J. McCal1, circulation department supervisor, testified on behalf of CUPE with 

respect to her position in the library as a Library Assistant V. Ms. McCall testified that she is 

directly responsible for the supervision of eleven student assistants and seven pennanent staff. She 

is involved in the hiring process and perfonns all the hiring functions for the student assistant 

positions. She reported that she initiated discussion with her acting department head regarding the 

performance of a staff member. The member was spoken to by the acting department head and 

eventually tenninated by him. 

[23J Ms. McCall also described her responsibilities for collecting library fines. She 

testified that she was responsible for collecting $14,000 in fines out of a total fine collection of 

$29,000. She described her discretion to waive fines and to deal with each library patron on a case 

by case basis. 

Administrative Assistant - Computational Science 

[24] This position is responsible for managing a number of accounts in the Computational 

Science Department, including the operating and specific accounts and research accounts. In 

addition, the administrative assistant supervises the general office staff and recruits and co-ordinates 

student advisors, tutorial leaders, markers, and sessional lecturers. The administrative assistant is 

also responsible for physical space management and special project management. According to the 

evidence of Mr. Konecsni, these duties devolved from faculty members to the administrative 

assistant position. The incumbent, Ms. M. Desjardins, was fonnerly classified as a clerk steno HI in 

the CUPE bargaining unit. 
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Administrative Assistant - Art and Art History Department 

[25] The duties associated with this position are similar to the duties assigned to the 

administrative assistant position in Computational Science. The incumbent, Ms. J. McLean, is 

responsible for managing the accounts of the department and physical space; supervision of clerical 

staff and slide librarian; recruitment, co-ordination and supervision of students employees, models 

and technicians. In addition, the administrative assistant manages the visiting artists program, the 

department's extension program, the Snelgrove Art Gallery, and the visual resource centre. She is 

also responsible for administration of graduate programs and scholarship programs. The duties 

devolved from faculty members to the administrative assistant. There are similar positions in the 

drama and music departments, "all assigned to the ASP A bargaining unit. 

Administrative Officer - Western College of Veterinary Medicine 

[26] The administrative officer in the Western College of Veterinary Medicine has 

responsibility for student admissions and faculty and general administrative matters. The admissions 

functions in the College are complex due to the College's requirements to accept certain numbers of 

students from each of the four western Provinces. In addition, the administrative assistant is 

responsible for carrying out the administrative functions relating to faculty appointments and 

reviews, sabbaticals, resignations, leaves of absences and the like. In addition, the position 

undertakes various special projects, such as an accreditation project. The position is responsible for 

hiring, training and supervision of admissions staff. 

[27] Prior to the creation of the project, admissions work was performed by the Associate 

Dean - Academics. The administrative assistant position was awarded to Ms. A. Angie1ski, who 

formerly was the chief clerk in the dean's office. 

Coordinator of Graduate Awards and Scholarships 

[28] This position is located in the College of Graduate Studies and Research. The 

coordinator manages all graduate scholarship programs; provides administrative assistance to the 

Awards Committee of the College which oversees the award of graduate scholarships; acts as liaison 

officer between the College and the major funding sources - the NSERC and SSHRC; administers 
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the graduate student travel award budget; counsels and assists students and faculty; participates in 

the Scholarships and Awards Committee of Council; hires, trains and supervises a part-time clerk 

steno II position in the Awards area. 

[29] The major functions of this position devolved from an Associate Dean position. 

According to Mr. Konecsni, the position is similar to the Awards Officer - Registrar's Office, which 

currently is included in ASP A. 

[30] The incumbent in this position, Ms. H. Luckey, was formerly a clerk steno II in the 

Dean's office. 

Administrative Assistant. College of Agriculture 

[31] The administrative assistant III the College of Agriculture is a member of the 

College's executive committee; coordinates an academic programs, allocates space and is responsible 

for space planning; manages the accounts of the College; organizes and coordinates personnel 

matters within the College relating to faculty, ASPA and CUPE members; supervises the shipping 

and receiving department of the College; and is the liaison between the Dean's office and the 

Phytotron group. The administrative assistant supervises three clerk stenos and one storekeeper 1. 

The incumbent, Ms. C. Romuld, was formerly a clerk steno IV in the Dean's office. 

Programmer, Department of Computing Services 

[32] Programmers were assigned to the ASPA bargaining unit in the original certification 

Order issued to ASP A. The difficulty in this case arises from the lack of clarity about the meaning of 

the term "programmer". This position is attached to the Computing Services help and information 

desk and is assigned the task of providing assistance to computer users throughout campus. The 

educational or work requirements set out in the job posting specified "a university degree in 

Computing Science, or a related discipline, or a minimum of two years post-secondary education and 

two years of experience which has included a working knowledge of the operating system, 

applications software and network environment of Windows operating system." 
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[33] CUPE represents the classification described as "operators" in the Department of 

Computing Services. Generally, operators are responsible for operating programs on the main frame 

computer, performing back-up of the computer systems, and providing other main frame customer 

service to the University community. Their level of training is restricted to grade 12 plus five or six 

weeks of on-the-job training. Between 1996 and 1998, however, operators were assigned to "man" 

the help and information lines where they were expected to provide first level support to campus 

computer users and to log all calls which they were unable to resolve. The logged calls were 

forwarded to the systems data base where they would be retrieved and responded to by programmers 

(ASPA members). Operators also assisted individuals who would attend at the help and information 

line office in person. 

[34] With the rapid expansion in the use of personal computers, the Universities' need for 

programmers has expanded while the need for computer operators has declined. Operators viewed 

the help and information desk functions as an opportunity to expand their work functions in an 

otherwise declining sphere of work. In 1996, operators applied for a reclassification based on their 

help and information line functions. However, in 1998, before the reclassification issue was 

resolved, the work was reassigned to programmers. Sharon Schreiner, supervisor of network 

operations, is the CUPE member in charge of all operators. She was unaware that there were any 

complaints relating to the help and information line service when it was staffed by operators. 

According to Ms. Schreiner, the placement of operators on the help and information line was not a 

trial or test run. She viewed the assignment of help and information desk work as a part of the 

operators' job function. 

[35] According to Dr. R. Kavanagh, Associate Vice-President, Information Technology 

Services and Director, Department of Computing Services, the help and information line evolved 

from a two person operation to a twelve person unit with a need for five more staff members. Dr. 

Kavanagh testified that users of the service were unhappy with the response times obtained from the 

help and information line when operators were used in a largely dispatch function. According to Dr. 

Kavanagh, the model was inefficient and did not work in the manner expected. As a result, the 

service was staffed with programmers with the expectation that they will be able to resolve the 

problem on the call 80% of the time. In order to achieve this goal, more knowledgeable and skilled 

employees were assigned to man the help and information lines and operators were cut out of the 

work. 
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[36] When the change from operators to programmers was made, the University created a 

new programmer position. It arranged with CUPE and ASP A to recruit a programmer from CUPE's 

operators. The incumbent, Mr. W. Hauck, a former computer operator, now works full-time on the 

help and information line. He described the differences between the position of "operator" and 

"programmer" in relation to the help desk function as requiring a greater degree of knowledge in 

order to resolve most problems immediately. However, at the time of this hearing, Mr. Hauck was 

performing at a level below that expected of a programmer. 

[37] Dr. Kavanagh explained the progression from programmer (ASPA - Pay Grade HI), 

programmer analyst (ASPA - Pay Grade VI), and system analyst (ASPA - Pay Grade VIII) as a 

progression of development of expertise. A system analyst is the most skillful and experienced who 

will be relied on by programmer analysts and programmers for advanced problem solving. All 

perform the same kind of work but possess different levels of skills and knowledge in computer 

systems and programs. 

CUPE's Evidence 

[38] In addition to the evidence of Ms. Schreiner and Ms. McCall, which we have 

summarized above, CUPE also called Mr. Brian Chelack, formerly a technician IV in the diagnostic 

immunology laboratory at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine. Mr. Chelack's employment 

has since been transferred to the Government of Saskatchewan. In his position as technician IV, Mr. 

Chelack was responsible for developing diagnostic tests for animals. He also taught immunology in 

the 2nd and 4th years of the Veterinary Medicine program and he took a large role in the supervision 

of graduate students' projects. In his position, Mr. Chelack supervised two staff members and he had 

input into their hiring. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[39J The Union's application alleges violations of s. ll(l)(c) and s. 36(2), which require 

the University to bargain in good faith with CUPE and to carry out the provisions of the union 

security provision set out in s. 36(1) of the Act. We must also consider ss. 5(i), (i), (k) and (m) which 

provide as follows: 
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5 The board may make orders: 

(i) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (d), (e), (j), (g) or (h), or amending an order or 
decision of the board made under clause (a), (b) or (c) in the 
circumstances set out in clause OJ or (k), notwithstanding that a 
motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in respect of or 
arising out of the order or decision is pending in any court; 

0) amending an order of the board if: 

(i) the employer and the trade union agree to the 
amendment; or 

(it) in the opinion of the board, the amendment is 
necessmy; 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(iO there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notwithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 

(m) subject to section 5.2, determining for the purposes of this 
Act whether any person is or may become an employee; 
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Arguments 

[40] Mr. Gabrielson, Q.C., counsel for the University, argued that the positions in dispute 

should be assigned to the ASP A bargaining unit based on the history of the ASP A bargaining unit 

and the duties perfonned by the positions in question. Counsel disputed CUPE's claim that its 

bargaining unit is a true "all employee" bargaining unit, and that ASPA is a middle management 

bargaining unit. Counsel argued that the University needs to make allocations of positions among an 

of its existing bargaining units. It claims that it attempted to negotiate the positions in question with 

CUPE but such discussions ceased when it became clear that CUPE would not agree to any positions 

being transferred to ASP A. 

[41] Mr. Bainbridge, counsel for ASPA, agreed that CUPE's Order is not an "all 

employee" bargaining unit. ASPA urged the Board to consider the wording of its certification Order, 

which contains the generic description "administrative and professional persons and all technical 

officers" which is not restricted in its scope by other language contained in the certification Order. 

ASP A argued that it is not a middle management bargaining unit. ASP A urged the Board to consider 

the history of the duties perfonned by the positions in question, their similarity to other ASP A 

positions, and the community of interest among the nine positions in dispute and other ASP A 

positions. 

[42] Mr. Holmes, for CUPE, argued that the certification Order issued to ASP A was not 

clear. It resulted in the inclusion of classifications that were also included in the CUPE certification 

Order, such as registered nurses who are covered by both bargaining units. CUPE argued that there 

is an onus on ASP A and the University to establish that the positions in dispute are the same as 

ASP A positions assigned to the bargaining unit upon its inception. Mr. Holmes pointed out to the 

Board that CUPE did hold bargaining rights for an "all employee" bargaining unit prior to its 

application to the Board for consolidation of bargaining units in 1976 through the negotiation of an 

"all employee bargaining unit" in its collective agreement. ASP A came into being as a result of the 

application for judicial review of CUPE's consolidated certification Order. According to CUPE, the 

positions identified in the first ASP A Order include (1) teaching positions; (2) confidential and 

managerial positions; and (3) librarians. This group reflects the list of positions previously excluded 

from CUPE's bargaining unit as described in the 1976 consolidation Order. 
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[43] With respect to the particular positions in dispute in this application, Mr. Holmes 

argued that there were no comparisons made by the University or ASP A to positions currently 

included in the ASP A bargaining unit. For instance, no comparisons were made between the duties 

assigned to the six administrative assistant positions in dispute with other administrative assistant 

positions in the University. CUPE claimed that the responsibilities of the positions were similar to 

those of the three CUPE witnesses, i.e. they shared responsibility for hiring and they supervised 

various staff. 

[44] CUPE also disputed the claim that the University assigned positions without 

favoritism. Mr. Holmes argued that CUPE was not required to concede on the issue of scope and 

that the University had an on-going obligation to inform CUPE of new positions and to bargain with 

respect to scope with CUPE. CUPE pointed out evidence which suggests to it that the University and 

ASP A enjoy an unusual bargaining relationship. CUPE noted that the University unilaterally 

doubled the pay raise granted to ASP A members without bargaining collectively with ASP A. In 

addition, CUPE pointed to the evidence that the University paid $8,000 to ASPA to pay for an 

administrative person in the ASPA office. CUPE argued that such payments violate the 

requirements of the Act. CUPE argued that ASP A is a company dominated union. 

Analysis 

(1) Process for determining the assignment of new positions in a multiple 
bargaining unit setting 

[45] Mr. Holmes for CUPE filed a useful and extensive review of Board decisions 

dealing with disputes over the assignment of positions in a multiple bargaining unit setting. A major 

change in the Board's approach to such disputes is recorded in Service Employees' International 

Union, Local 333 v. St. Paul's Hospital (Grey Nuns) Saskatoon and Health Sciences Association of 

Saskatchewan, [1991] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 78 LRB File Nos. 130-90, 205-90, 003-91 and 

004-91 at 80 where the Board set out a new procedure as fonows: 

The Board realizes that in the past Employers have applied for an order transferring 
a classification from one unit to another and, while the application was pending, 
treated the position as though the Board had already ordered the transfer. 
Regardless of how this practice arose, it is in the best long-term interest of all 
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[46] 

parties if it is no longer followed. In our view, in light of the addition of Section 
5(m) to The Trade Union Act in 1983; and in light of the Board's willingness to 
expeditiously hear these applications outside of the open period, there is no longer 
any need to resort to this form of unilateral action. 

If negotiations fail, or time does not permit the parties to negotiate the issue fully, 
employers can obtain a ruling from the Board in a timely fashion under Sections 
50), (k) and (m). This process is more in keeping with the objects of The Trade 
Union Act to encourage labour relations stability and harmony through collective 
bargaining rather than a practice based upon unilateral employer action, conflict 
and unfair labour practice applic:ations. 

Section 5(m) permits the Board to make provisional orders respecting scope before 

or after a position has been filled by an employer. Such an Order becomes a final Order after the 

passage of one year if no request is made to vary the provisional Order. 

[47] Although the excerpt above from the St. Paul's Hospital (Grey Nuns) case, supra, 

refers to the problem of transferring a classification from one bargaining unit to another, the factual 

situation described in the case involved the placement 0f a newly created position. 

(48) In Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Wascana Rehabilitation Centre, 

[1991] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 56, LRB File Nos. 199-90 and 234-90, the Board held, at 59, 

that "where a new position is created in an 'all employee' unit, it remains in the bargaining unit 

unless excluded by order of the Board or agreement of the parties." An employer is required to 

bargain collectively with the Union in order to obtain agreement on an exclusion, or apply to the 

Board for an amended certification Order pursuant to s. 50), (k) or (m) of the Act. At 59 of its 

decisien, the Board referred to its earlier decision in St. Paul's Hospital (Grey Nuns), supra, as 

follows: 

In that case, the Board heard a dispute between two competing unions regarding 
which of them represented a new position created by the employer. One unit was 
described as "all employees", while the second consisted essentially of exclusions 
from the all-employee unit. In those circumstances, the Board held that new~y 
created positions would belong to the "all-employee 11 unit until such time as the 
Board found otherwise or the parties agreed. 
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[49] Finally, in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 21 v. City of Regina; Regina 

Civic Middle Management Association v. City of Regina, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 464, LRB File Nos. 

023-95 and 037-96, the Board set out the procedure for determining jurisdictional disputes between 

two unions in the following terms: 

[50] 

In attempting to determine the proper assignment of newly created positions in 
multi-bargaining unit structures, employers have an obligation to discuss the 
assignment with the unions affected and to refer any dispute pertaining to the 
assignment to the Board if an agreement cannot be reached. The Board would 
encourage employers to seek expedited hearings of such applications or to request 
pre-hearing conferences with the Board Vice-Chairperson or Registrar to determine 
if an informal assessment of the position by the Board office could assist in resolving 
the matter. 

In the present case, the University's practice of unilaterally assigning new positions 

to the ASP A bargaining unit, rather than to the CUPE bargaining unit, based on its understanding of 

the effect of the certification Orders, runs afoul ofthe principles stated in the St. Paul's Hospital case 

and the City of Regina case. Where an employer is faced with multiple bargaining units, it must 

follow these steps in determining the propta assignment of work: 

(1) notify the interested bargaining agents of the proposed new position; 

(2) if there is agreement on the assignment of the position to one bargaining 

unit, then no further action is required unless the parties wish to update the 

certification Order to include or exclude the position in question; 

(3) if agreement is not reached on the proper placement of the position, the 

employer must apply to the Board to have the matter determined under ss. 

5(j), (k) or (m); 

(4) if the position requires filling on an urgent basis, the employer must seek an 

interim or provisional ruling from the Board or agreement from the parties 

on the interim assignment of bargaining units. 
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[51} As indicated in the cases cited, an employer is not entitled to act unilaterally by 

assigning the position to one bargaining unit over another. Although the University in this instance 

may have acted fairly and without favoritism, it nevertheless violated its obligation to bargain 

collectively under s. 11 Cl)( c) by assigning positions to the ASPA bargaining unit without obtaining 

the agreement of CUPE and ASPA or, failing such agreement, without obtaining an Order from the 

Board. 

[52] The parties to this application have now put into place a structure to facilitate 

discussion of scope disputes. We trust that these reasons clarify the obligations placed on the 

employer when creating new positions in a multiple bargaining unit setting. 

(2) Assignment of Disputed Positions 

[53] There was some confusion during the hearing of this matter relating to the onus of 

proof when a matter of scope is brought before the Board through the vehicle of an unfair labour 

practice. In our view, the normal rules apply as were set out by the Board in the Wascana 

Rehabilitation Centre case, supra, at 6, where the Board stated: 

[54} 

Assigning new positions into the bargaining unit until the Board orders otherwise is 
consistent with the Board's practice of placing the onus, in exclusion applications, 
on the employer. In addition, it coincides with the reasoning which prompted all 
boards to adopt the "all employee" description of the bargaining unit over the 
enumerative or classification list method. One of the critical considerations why the 
"all-employee" method of unit description replaced the enumerative or classification 
list method was to avoid the endless applications which arose every time the 
employer reorganized, changed position titles or created new positions. "All 
employee" units accommodate these changes without the necessity of an application 
to the Board. The only time an application to the Board is required is when the 
employer wishes to have a new position excluded. 

In other words, a new classification remains in a bargaining unit unless the employer 

obtains the agreement of the bargaining agent to its exclusion or obtains an order of the Board. The 

onus of proof for establishing such exclusion remains on the employer. Whether the determination is 

made by the Board on an employer's application under ss. 5(j), (k) or (m) or under an application for 

an unfair labour practice, the onus of proof remains the same. There is no requirement on the union 

to establish that a newly created position is "in scope" of its bargaining unit simply because the 
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employer has acted unilaterally to place a new position within the scope of another union or has 

acted unilaterally to exclude the position on the basis of its confidential or managerial functions. 

[55] In the present case, as indicated above, the University fulfilled its evidentiary onus 

by presenting detailed and thorough evidence to the Board concerning each of the nine positions in 

question. 

[56] In determining the proper placement of these positions, the Board has considered the 

nature of the certification Orders granted to CUPE and to ASP A. We agree with the remarks of 

former Vice-Chairperson Hobbs in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 v. University 

of Saskatchewan and Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association, [1990] Summer Sask. 

Labour Rep. 97; LRB File No. 040-90 at 98, that there is an "overlapping and poorly defined 

boundary between these two bargaining units." In our view, the original ASP A certification Order 

was not restricted solely to middle management positions, or, in other words, to those positions who 

would experience some labour relations conflict with membership in the larger CUPE bargaining 

unit. We come to this conclusion because of the generic wording of the ASP A order and from the 

positions which were listed in the Order, not an of which would have significant supervisory duties. 

As a result, there is not an easily applied labour relations test to determine it disputed positions 

ought to be assigned to CUPE or to ASP A. 

[57] We would comment briefly at this point on CUPE's interpretation of the ASP A 

certification Order. As we understand, CUPE is asking the Board to confine the ASP A Order to 

those positions that involve teaching or are managerial or confidential in nature. As we have 

indicated above, however, the certification Order issued to ASPA on its face is broader than the 

bargaining scope that CUPE urges upon the Board. When ASP A applied to be certified as a 

bargaining agent, the Board described its bargaining unit in a generic fashion by using the terms 

"administrative and professional persons and all technical officers". We agree that it is not easy to 

discern the boundaries between CUPE and ASP A; nevertheless, some effort must be made to give 

meaning to the original Order, which stands as a valid Order unless it is subject to an application to 

amend or vary in accordance with the provisions contained in s. 5 of the Act. 
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[58] In these circumstances, the Board reverts to its previous decisions involving the 

same parties and applies principles that have been developed in those cases. In the case cited above, 

Vice-Chairperson Hobbs referred to the history of the positions and particularly whether the duties 

and responsibilities of the new positions could be traced back to either of the bargaining units. The 

Board also considers the similarities between the new positions and ones currently assigned to each 

bargaining unit. 

[59] In our view, the assistant controls manager position is appropriately assigned to 

ASP A. Its duties devolved from the controls manager position, which is an ASP A position. It is 

involved in the supervision of CUPE members. In our view, it is sufficiently "supervisory" to be 

included in the ASP A bargaining unit. 

[60] The six administrative assistant positions under review on this application also fall 

within the ASP A bargaining unit. include the co-ordinator - academic program and internship, 

college of engineering; administrative assistant - computational science; administrative assistant - art 

,and art history department; administrative officer - veterinary medicine; co-odinator of graduate 

awards and scholarships; administrative assistant - college of agriculture. The main duties of these 

positions essentially devolved from members of faculty, who in the 1990's were required to re-focus 

on teaching duties and to reassign administrative duties that formerly had been perfonned by faculty 

members. The administrative assistants generally have overall responsibility for a program area such 

as admissions and have significant supervisory and recruitment responsibilities. 

[61] Although we agree with CUPE, that it is difficult to separate the level of 

responsibility of an administrative assistant from a Library Assistant V position, as an example, 

nevertheless, administrative assistants are explicitly included in the ASPA certification Order. The 

Board would be reluctant to change the designation of bargaining agents unless it is established that 

the job duties assigned to new administrative assistants are significantly different from those 

assigned to administrative assistants who are currently assigned to ASP A. Mr. Holmes for CUPE 

argued that no evidence was brought forward by the University or ASP A to demonstrate the 

similarities between the disputed positions and comparable positions in the ASP A bargaining unit. 

In our view, the evidence of Mr. Konescni was sufficient to establish such similarities. He pointed to 

other positions within the ASP A bargaining unit which, in his mind, contained similar duties and he 

explained the general rationale for the assignment of positions from the Universities' point of view. 
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[62] The Library Operations Manager, in our view, is also properly assigned to the ASPA 

bargaining unit. Its duties include planning and managing information technology in the hbrary 

system. The position involves recruitment and supervision of both CUPE and ASPA employees, and 

significant technical expertise in library computing systems. The duties of this position devolved 

primarily from a faculty position. 

[63] The last position, that of programmer, Department of Computing Services, caused 

the Board the greatest difficulty. To some extent, the help and information line functions performed 

by this position were formerly performed by CUPE members, including the incumbent to the 

programmer position. We understand the department's desire to upgrade the quality of its help and 

information line service by assigning programmers to answer inquiry lines. However, the dividing 

line between programmers and operators is difficult to discern. There is, in essence, a continuum of 

and experience which differentiates operators from programmers, but where the line is 

drawn is unclear. Generally, we understand that programmers possess a university degree in the 

computing sciences or a related discipline. However, a university degree is not a formal 

qualification for the position. 

In this instance, Mr. Hauck, the successful applicant, testified that he was provided 

with one week of one-the-job intensive training which increased his ability to answer help and 

information line inquiries. His performance level at the time of this hearing had not yet met the 

standards expected of programmers in this position and in essence, he was in-training as a 

programmer. 

[65] In our view, however, the training aspect of Mr. Hauck's position, does not remove 

him from the programmer classification. He is eventually expected to perform at the level set for all 

programmers. His work conditions are identical to those of other programmers, and it makes a great 

deal of labour relations sense to keep people performing the same or similar work, although at 

different levels of expertise, in the same bargaining unit. We note that programmers have been 

named in the certification Order of ASP A since its inception. We also find that the work performed 

by Mr. Hauck is more similar to the work performed previously by programmers than by operators 

when both classifications were assigned help and information desk functions. 
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[66] In conclusion, the Board finds that all nine positions fan within the bargaining unit 

assigned to ASP A. The Board has set out the procedure to be followed when new classifications are 

created by the University in the future. Given our ruling on the merits of the application, we find it 

unnecessary to address the preliminary objections raised by the University with respect to delay and 

choice of forum. 
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to the union uncollected union dues from the date of the union's request to 
implement statutory union security 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 32, 36(1) and 36(2) 

REASONSFOR~D~u>A~n 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 

4195 ("the Union") is the certified bargaining agent for employees of the Board of Education of the 

Saskatchewan Rivers School Division, No. 119 ("the Employer"). The Employer is a relatively new 

entity, being the successor employer to the Prince Albert Rural School Division No. 56, the Prince 

Albert Public School Division No. 3 and the Kinistino School Division No. 55. Several C.U.P.E. 
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locals held the bargaining rights for employees of the predecessor employers. By an Order dated 

June 30, 1998 in LRB File Nos. 303-97 & 364-97, the Board amalgamated the several bargaining 

units under Local 4195; a previously unrepresented group employees of the Kinistino School 

Division was also certified and included in the new bargaining unit. In this application, the Union 

alleges that the Employer had committed unfair labour practices in violation of sections 32(2) and 

36(2) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the flAct") in failing to distribute dues deduction 

authorization cards to the employees added to the bargaining unit and to new hires, and in failing to 

deduct and remit dues to the Union. In its reply, the Employer stated that the Union did not make the 

appropriate requests pursuant to ss. 32(1) and 36(1) of the Act so as to engage the obligations of the 

Employer mandated by those provisions At the hearing before the Board, the Employer also took the 

position that, in any event, the Act does not require the Employer to distribute the Union's 

membership application forms or dues deduction authorization cards to the employees. 

Statutory Provisions 

[2J Sections 32 and 36(1) and (2) of the Act provide as follows: 

32(1) Upon the request in writing of an employee, and upon request of a trade 
union representing the majority of employees in any bargaining unit of his 
employees, the employer shall deduct and pay in periodic payments out of the wages 
due to the employee, to the person designated by the trade union to receive the same, 
the union dues, assessments and initiation fees of the employee, and the employer 
shall furnish to that trade union the names of the employees who have given such 
authority. 

(2) Failure to make payments and furnish information required by subsection 
(1) is an unfair labour practice. 

36(1) Upon the request of a trade union representing a majority of employees in any 
appropriate unit, the follOWing clause shall be included in any collective bargaining 
agreement entered into between that trade union and the employer concerned, and, 
whether or not any collective bargaining agreement is for the time being in force, the 
said clause shall be effective and its terms shall be carried out by that employer with 
respect to such employees on and after the date of the trade union's request until such 
time as the employer is no longer required by or pursuant to this Act to bargain 
collectively with that trade union: 
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Every employee who is no or hereafter becomes a member of the 
union shall maintain his membership in the union as a condition of his 
employment, and evelY new employee whose employment commences 
hereafter shall, within 30 days after the commencement in his 
employment, apply for and maintain membership in the union, and 
maintain membership in the union as a condition of his employment, 
provided that any employee in the appropriate bargaining unit who is 
not required to maintain his membership or apply for and maintain his 
membership in the union shall, as a condition of his employment, 
tender to the union the periodic dues uniformly required to be paid by 
the members of the union; 

and the expression 'the union' in the clause shall mean the trade union making such 
request. 

36(2) Failure on the part of any employer to carry out the provisions of subsection 
an labour practice 

Caron, a representative, and Robert McBeth, local Union president, 

on of Union. John Coutts, the human resources manager for the fonner Prince 

School Division and the present human resources manager for the Employer, testified 

on behalf of the Employer. 

[4] Ms. Caron testified that prior to amalgamation of the bargaining units by the 

Board, an Issue had arisen respecting distribution of dues deduction authorization cards ("dues 

to new Prince Albert School Division No. 3, one of the bargaining 

units represented by a local of the Union. The issue was resolved in May, 1998, following a threat 

the to an unfair labour practice, and the School Division agreed to provide dues cards 

to new hires and deduct and remit the dues. Mr. Coutts was involved in the situation on behalf of 

that School Division. Ms. Caron said that on August 11, 1998, a few weeks after the amalgamation 

in June, she VliTote to Mr. Coutts providing him dues cards, requesting that he distribute them to 

the new members of Local 4195 and that the Employer commence deduction and remittance of dues 

as of September, 1998. Her letter to Mr. Coutts provided as follows: 
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[5] 

RE: Canadian Ullion of Public Employees Local 4195 Certification and Dues 
Deductiolls 

As per the Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board Order dated June 30, 1998, Local 
4195 is now the bargaining agent for the employees described in the Order. In this 
regard your attention is directed to The Saskatchewan Trade Union Act. Section 
11 (l)(m) Unfair Labour Practices, Section 32 Employer to Deduct Trade Union 
Dues from Wages, Section 36(1) Union Security, and Section 37 Transfer of 
Obligations. 

Enclosed are Dues Authorization cards to be distributed to those employees who, by 
virtue of the Certification Order, are now members of Local 4195 (including former 
employees of the Kinistino School Division). 

As indicated in my letter of June 3, 1998, the members of Local 4195 set a dues 
structure of 1.25% of regular wages to become effective September 1, 1998. Please 
advise the Payroll Department to apply this deduction to all members of Local 4195 
and remit to the Secretary Treasurer of the Local, Gail LeMoal. 

Mr. McBeth testified that when dues were deducted for September for only a few of 

the approximately 35 employees of the form.er Kinistino School Division, now certified and included in 

the unit represented by the Union, he contacted Mr. Coutts who advised him that it was not up to the 

Employer to distribute the cards. According to Mr. McBeth, when he asked Mr. Coutts for a list of 

employees, Mr. Coutts refused, citing restrictions imposed by privacy legislation, but he did not state or 

imply that either the August 11 letter, or Mr. McBeth during the conversation, were not clear in their 

intent that the Union was requesting that the Employer conunence deduction and remittance of dues for 

the new employees ofLoca14195 pursuant to obligations imposed by ss. 36(1) and 32(1) of the Act. 

[6] In response, the Union filed the present application. Ms. Caron was contacted 

sometime afterwards by William Wells, an employee relations consultant with the Saskatchewan 

School Trustees Association, with whom she had several discussions regarding the issue throughout the 

fall of 1998. She said that Mr. Wens suggested that the August 11 letter was not clear and that it be 

rewritten, but she refused. Some time later, she received a copy of a letter from Mr. Wells to Mr. 

Coutts, dated January 20, 1999, which reads as follows: 

Further to our recent telephone conversations, where notification is given by the 
Union in accordance with Section 36 and a request is made in accordance with 
Section 32 of The Trade Union Act, the Board of Education would circulate the 
union dues authorization cards. 
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In my experience the request 
typically a of Section 
section applies to the Local in question. 
circulate the union dues cards follows 
Education can easily point to the Act 
the ability of the employer to release the 

On its face, the letter from Ms. 
or a request as required under the 

straight fonA.Jard, 
the Union that 

are raised about 

not appear to be a notification 
in recent conversations with Ms. 

the letter to be the notice 
'-,.r',n.--.;ro the union dues cards. 

Caron, she has advised me that the union 
required by Section 36 and the request to 

I believe that it is open to the Board of Education to accept the verbal assurances of 
Ms. Caron of the intent of the letter respect to Section 36 and to treat the letter 
as a request under Section 32 to circulate the cards. A letter agreeing to circulate 
the cards should refer to these assumptions that the letter intended to give the 
appropriate notice and to request the This would clarifY the 
circumstances in the event a third party actions of the Board. 

Shortly afterwards, Ms. Caron received a letter from Mr. Coutts, dated January 21, 

1999, advising that the Employer would 

follows: 

dues cards has requested. letter reads as 

[8] 

Please be advised that the circulation 
of the Saskatchewan Rivers School Division 
in accordance with the interpretation 
from your telephone conversation 
conversations with Mr. Wells of the S5 you 
believed the letter was a sufficient notification and 
therefore, distributing the union dues cards 
your letter was intended to be and ?PI.tu,.,-" 

Sections 32 and 36 of The Trade Union Act. 
contents of the letter when we received it. 

of Education 
immediately 

1998, arising 
that in 

Union 
under the Act. We are, 

on your assurances that 
to 

view of the 

It is our expectation that this interpretation 
cited above. I trust that you will so advise 

action resolves the LRB Application 
Board. 

Communications that are clear and specific as possible, with references to relevant 
sections of the may help us both such situations in the future. 

However, the issue of the dues that were not u .... ·, .. ""vC! .. u for 

1998, through January, 1999, remained to be determined. The Union took 

months of September, 

position that it was the 

Employer's responsibility to reimburse the Union. Although 

1999, that the Employer was refusing to distribute 

Union was aware in September, 

Ms. Caron said that after 
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consulting legal counsel, the Union took no steps to itself provide the dues cards to the employees; 

Ms. Caron had a list of employees formerly employed by the Kinistino School Division, but the 

Union did not have a complete list of all previously unrepresented employees or ongoing new hires. 

[9] Mr. Coutts testified that he received the August 11 letter from Ms. Caron on August 

12. He said that he did not consider it to be an "appropriate request" pursuant to ss. 32 and 36 of the 

Act. He said that when he spoke to Mr. McBeth in September, he indicated to him that it was not the 

responsibility of the Employer to distribute the dues cards to new hires, although that had been done 

in the old bargaining units; he said that during that conversation, Mr. McBeth pointedly asked that 

the Employer distribute cards and make the dues deduction. 

[10] Mr. Coutts testified that he received a letter from Ms. Caron requesting employee 

names and addresses pursuant to The Freedom of Information Act, but he did not respond to it, 

despite receiving advice from the Privacy Commissioner that it would be reasonable for the 

Employer to release the information to the Union. He said that he had been too busy to provide the 

names, and that he would not have provided any address information in any event. He also indicated 

that since the previous problem over dues cards in the spring of 1998, he had not been on speaking 

terms with Ms. Caron. Mr. Coutts said that the Employer's change of heart in January, 1999, was, 

because, in the absence of a collective agreement covering the group of employees formerly 

employed by the Kinistino School Division, there was no posting procedure or other way for the 

Union to find out about new hires. 

Arguments 

[l1J Mr. Johnson, counsel on behalf of the Union, argued that the August 11, 1998, letter 

from Ms. Caron was sufficiently clear to constitute the requests by the Union required by ss. 32 and 

36 of the Act. He submitted further that even if it was determined that the letter was too obscure for 

that purpose, clarification was certainly provided by Mr. McBeth in his September telephone 

conversation with Mr. Coutts as to the purpose and intent of the letter. He asserted that neither 

provision requires that the Union's request be made in writing. Counsel's argument continued with 

the contention that, because s. 36 requires new hires to apply for and maintain membership in the 

Union, including the obligation to pay dues, and because s. 32 requires that upon the request of the 
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Union and the further request in writing of the employee the Employer shall deduct Union dues and 

assessments from an employee's wages and remit same to the Union, and because, as a practical 

matter, only the Employer has full knowledge as to who the employees are and how they might be 

contacted, the employer must seek to obtain the employee's written request. 

[12] Mr. Johnson asserted that because the Employer was in violation of the Act, it ought 

to be responsible for the dues that were not collected. He said that the Union had no way of knowing 

who the employees were at any given time, nor any mechanism to compel payment of dues. He said 

that the evidence showed that the Employer had received the request from the Union, and had 

ignored it; and also ignored the request for information would have allowed the Union to identify 

new employees. 

[13} Ms. Knudsen, counsel for the Employer, argued that the August 11 letter was not 

sufficiently clear and did not constitute the requests required by the Act She said that even if the 

letter had been sufficient, nothing in the Act requires the Employer to obtain the written authorization 

for dues deduction from the employees. 

Analysis and Decision 

[14] Sections 36(1) and 32(1) of the Act are commonly referred to as "union security" 

provls1Ons. Each provision imposes certain obligations on employers. Together, they serve to 

ensure that as many employees as possible apply for and maintain union membership as a condition 

of employment and that all members of the bargaining unit contribute to the financial support of the 

bargaining agent engaged on their behalf in collective bargaining and the administration of a 

collective bargaining agreement. However, as was pointed out by the Board in Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 88 v. St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Humboldt, [1995] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour 

Rep. 85, LRB File Nos. 260-94 and 032-95, the two provisions contemplate distinct unfair labour 

practices. 

[15} Section 36(1) ensures that existing members of the union remain members and that 

new employees become members. The purpose of s. 32(1) is to facilitate orderly compliance with 

dues payment obligations by members of the bargaining unit. The effect of the requirement of s. 
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32(1) that employers have the written authorization of employees to deduct union dues is beneficial 

to employers. As was explained by the Board in Health Labour Relations Reorganization 

(Commissioner) Regulations - Intapretive Ruling #2, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 188, LRB File No. 152-

97, at 193: 

[16] 

The effect of this requirement is to protect the employer from exposure to a 
complaint under The Labour standards Act. which restricts the capacity of an 
employer to make deductions from employee wages other than those mandated by 
law. 

In International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen, Local 13 v. United 

Masonry Construction Ltd., [May] Sask. Labour Rep. 66, LRB File No. 285-79, the Board 

considered the obligations imposed by s. 36(1) and determined that they included at least the duty to 

advise new employees that it is a condition of employment that they join the union within 30 days 

and, where the employer does not wish to sign the employees for the union, to provide the union with 

the names of new employees. The Board stated as follows, at 67: 

[17} 

The second branch of the application, whether or not the employer committed an 
unfair labour practice by retaining non-union personnel for more than thirty days, 
required a consideration of the respective obligations of the employer and union when 
the statutory union security clause is in effect. There is certainly an obligation upon 
the employer, 'vvhen he hires a new employee, to advise him that it is a condition of his 
employment that hejoin the union within thirD; davs after the date o/commencement of 
employment, However. in the view of the Board there is no obligation upon the 
employer to actualZv require the employee to sign the documents necessary to gain 
admission to the union, although in many cases employer qnd union do agree to such 
an arrangement. There is an obligation of course upon the employee to obtain 
membership in the union if he wishes to keep his job for more than thirty days. There 
is an obligation. however, on the part ofthe em plover, in situations where an em plover 
does not wish to sign emplovees for the union. to give to the union the names o/all new 
emplovees within thirty days at the commencement of their employment so that the 
union can arrange to sign them. 

(Emphasis added). 

The Board approved of and followed United Masonry, supra, in United Steel 

Workers of America v. Rite Way Mfg. Co. Ltd., [1980] May Sask. Labour Rep. 78, LRB File No. 006-

78. However, in neither United Masonry nor Rite Way Mfg. was the Board asked specifically to 

consider whether the employer had a duty to distribute applications for union membership to new 
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employees and obtain dues deduction authorizations if requested to do so by the union, or whether 

there is an obligation, under any circumstances, to provide the union with more information about 

new employees than just their names. 

[18] The extent of the obligations of employers under s. 36(1) was considered again some 

time later in United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. F. W. Woolworth Co Limited, et 

al., [1994] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 169, LRB File Nos. 148-93, 151-93,192-93,193-93 & 194-

93. In that case, the employer admitted that it had a duty to inform new employees of their 

obligation to join the union and to provide the union with the names of new employees. The 

employer claimed to have been informing new employees of their obligation, but argued that it was 

the union's responsibility to actually secure compliance and pursue employees who failed or refused 

to comply with s. 36. The union became aware that new employees were not applying for 

membership in the union and wrote to the employer requesting the names, addresses and telephone 

numbers of all employees hired since the date of certification. The employer refused to provide 

addresses and telephone numbers on the bases, inter alia, that the law did not require it and the 

information was private. 

[19] In F. W. Woolworth, supra, the union did not frame its application as a violation of s. 

36(1) or s. 32(1) of the Act, but rather, alleged that the employer's refusal to furnish the telephone 

numbers and home addresses of new employees, and its later refusal to supply even their names, 

constituted unlawful interference with the employees' right to be represented by the union and with 

the administration of the union, contrary to ss. 11(l)(a) and (b) of the Act. Applying Rite Way Mfg., 

supra, the Board held that the employer had violated those provisions as well as s. 36(1). It found 

that the almost total failure of new employees to apply for union membership belied the employer's 

assertion that it had informed new employees of the obligation to do so, particularly given the 

employer's failure to call anyone to testify about the assertion. The Board stated, at 181: 

On the authority of Rite Wav Mfg. Co. Ltd. this part of the application under Section 
11(1)(a) and (b) is granted. Second, we have reached a similar conclusion with 
respect to the Employer's refusal to provide the Union with the names of newly-hired 
employees, as it did between January and May of 1993. This is a violation not only of 
Section 36(1), which was not alleged, but also of Section 11 (l)(a), as it would clearly 
intelfere with the employees I right to be represented by the Union. It is also a violation 
of Section ll(l)(b) as it would inteifere with the Union's right to collect dues, which 
are essential for Union's administration and its obligation to carry out its statutory 
responsibilities o{representation. 
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[20] Furthermore, the Board opined, at 182, that the obligation on the employer to advise 

the union of the identity of new hires is based in general policy considerations: 

[21J 

The Employer's obligation to provide the union with the names of newly-hired 
employees was expressly imposed on employers for the purpose of permitting the union 
to secure compliance from new employees with the statutory obligations imposed on 
them by Section 36. The requirement to provide the Union with the names of new 
employees appeared to be quite logical and reasonable given the Board's decision in 
Rite WavMfg. Co. Ltd. not to interpret Section 36 in a manner that placed an 
obligation upon the employer to actually ensure that new employees complied with 
Section 36. It is difficult to pinpoint the actual wording in Section 36, which the 
requirement to provide the names of new employees was based upon, but it is not 
difficult to pinpoint the general policy considerations. That policy was expressed in 
Watergroup Canada Ltd.. 1993 3rd Quarter, Sask. Labour Report, p. 131, when the 
Board stated that the employees' right to join a union and bargain collectively and the 
union's right to represent these employees are not rights that either the employees or 
the union should have to fight the employer for. The corollary is that the employer has 
no inherent right to resist or obstruct the exercise of these rights. The adversarial 
contest ofinterests which is contemplated by The Trade Union Act is to be confined to 
the. content of the collective bargaining agreement or other legitimate collective 
bargaining issues. In other words. the Act presumes and expects a certain level of 
acceptance and cooperation ;trom the employer. and it is in that vein that the courts 
and boards have required a measure of cooperation from the emp!over when that is 
necessary to breathe life into a provision in The Trade Union Act, provided that doing 
so does not infringe any legitimate interest ofthe employer. Hence, for example, we 
have seen the emergence of the employer's obligation to cooperate during bargaining 
by providing the union with information. In that context, the employer has been 
obliged to provide, upon request and even to volunteer, various kinds of information 
required by the union (see: Government of Saskatchewan. 1989 Winter, Sask. Labour 
Report, p. 52). We can also see the Ontario Court of Appeal in T. Eaton Co .. infra, 
requiring employers to cooperate with unions by providing them with access to the 
employees on the employer's premises for the purpose of conducting lawful union 
business. In Time Air Inc. 77 di 55, an employer was required to let the union use the 
company bulletin boards and pigeon holes. It was in this same vein that the Board in 
Rite Way Mfg. Co. Ltd. stated that Section 36 required em plovers to provide unions 
with the names o/new employees. It was an attempt to breathe as much nre as possible 
into Section 36 without prejudicing any legitimate employer interest. 

(Emphasis added). 

The Board in F. W. Woolworth held that, in refusing to provide new employees' 

names, addresses and telephone numbers to the union, the employer had violated ss. ll(l)(a) and (b) 

of the Act, and that the claim that the refusal was justified by considerations of privacy was not well

founded. At 183, the Board stated as follows: 
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The Employer argued that disclosure of this information infringes upon the privacy 
of the employees, but this does not bear scrutiny. As the employees' exclusive 
bargaining agent, the union has access to their wage rates and often to their 
performance evaluations, disciplinary records and other highly personal 
information. The employees are informed when they apply for employment, or are 
supposed to be, that they must join the Union as a condition of employment. This 
knowledge, tends to undercut any need to keep this information private from the very 
organization which the employees have a statutory obligation to join and which has 
a statutOlY duty to represent them. Considering this scheme. access bv the Union to 
the names. addresses and telephone numbers of new employees would appear to be 
compatible with the attainment of these statutory obligations. Furthermore. given 
that membership in the Union is a condition of employment. it seems more 
reasonable to facilitate the Union's abili(v to solicit and secure compliance from the 
employees. than to force the Union to get the employees' attention by serving the 
Emplover with a demand that they be dismissed. 

In the final analysis, considering the intent of Section 36(1), and the general objectives 
of the Act to legitimize and to require employers to accept a regime of collective 
bargaining, we cannot see any reason to sanction a practice which fails to serve any 
legitimate interest oOhe employer and is designed merely to ,frustrate and obstruct the 
union's access to rights clearly accorded to it by Section 36(1). There was absolutely 
no attempt by the Employer to explain or defend its conduct on the basis of its 
legitimate interests. Its sole purpose was to frustrate and interfere with the 
administration ({/the Union and the rights ofemplovees. This part of the application is 
accordingly granted under Sections 11 (1}(a) and 11 (l)(b) of the Act. 

(Emphasis added). 

Subsequently, 111 Health Labour Relations Reorganization (Commissioner) 

Regulations - Interpretive Ruling #2, supra, in the context of the addition of previously 

unrepresented employees to an existing bargaining unit as a result of re-organization in the health 

sector, the Board inferred that an employer has the duty to seek to obtain the written dues deduction 

request from employees. The Board stated, at 193: 

[23] 

We are therefore of the view that, in the case of employees who are included in the 
new bargaining units ... , they must be asked to provide written authorization for the 
deduction of union dues. 

Accordingly, we interpret the Board's jurisprudence as having established that, 

pursuant to s.36(1) of the Act, upon the request of the union, the duty of the employer includes the 

obligations, inter alia: 
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[24] 

(1) To advise newly hired employees of the obligation, as a condition of 

continued employment, to apply for, and maintain membership in, the union 

within 30 days of the commencement of employment; 

(2) Where the umon offers to provide membership application for new 

employees, but the employer declines to agree to obtain their completion, to 

provide the union, upon request, with information regarding new employees, 

including their names, addresses and telephone numbers. 

And under s. 32(1), upon the request of the umon to deduct union dues from 

employees' wages and remit them to the union, the duty of the employer includes the obligations, 

inter alia: 

(1) To seek to obtain the written requests of all employees at the time of 

certification, and, subsequently, of new employees, authorizing the 

deduction and remittance dues, assessments and initiation fees; 

(2) To deduct from employees' wages, and remit to the union, dues, assessments 

and initiation fees, of those employees who have furnished a written 

authorization to do so, and to provide their names to the Union. 

[25] The policy considerations enunciated in the decisions cited above still pertain. In the 

present case, we have no difficulty in determining that the Union's letter of August 11, 1998, 

constituted a valid request pursuant to s. 36(1). While the wording of the letter could have been 

more specific, taken as a whole, the meaning and intent of the letter is sufficiently clear to a 

reasonable employer, and particularly in the present case, where the employer is experienced in 

dealing with union security provisions generally and had resolved similar issues with the Union a 

few months earlier. When Mr. McBeth contacted Mr. Coutts in September or October, Mr. Coutts 

did not assert that the letter was not clear in its intent. And, even if that were the case as far as Mr. 

Coutts was concerned, there certainly could be no mistake as to its meaning and intent after his 

conversation with Mr. McBeth. Neither the Act, nor any policy consideration, requires that the 

requests by the union pursuant to either s. 32(1) or s. 36(1), be in writing, although that is to be 

preferred. It was during this conversation that Mr. Coutts refused to provide even the names of new 
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employees. Mr. Coutts did not attempt to explain his conduct in terms of the protection of any 

legitimate interest of the employer, and, as in F. W. Woolworth, supra, it appears that he was merely 

attempting to frustrate the rights of the Union provided by s. 36(1). 

[26] While an employer is not obligated to obtain completion of applications for union 

membership from new employees on behalf of the union, certainly the employer is in a position to 

know who those employees are, to explain to them that they have an obligation to become union 

members and pay dues as a condition of employment, and to provide a dues deduction authorization 

request to the employee for completion. As pointed out earlier in these reasons, it is for the 

employer's protection that the employee's authorization is obtained. Where the union provides 

membership application documents and the employer declines to distribute those to employees, the 

employer must nonetheless seek to obtain the employee's authorization for dues deduction and 

provide the Union with the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all new employees and the 

names of employees who provide written authorizations. 

[27] These are not new requirements; they were articulated by the Board several years 

ago. Mr. Coutts was being obstructive. It may have been because of his strained relationship with 

Ms. Caron. We do not know. But there are no circumstances in the present case that might exempt 

the employer from fulfilling its obligations pursuant to ss. 36 (1) and 32(1). This is not a case where 

the Employer simply refused to distribute applications for union membership, as it would have been 

entitled to do, but, rather, the Employer did not attempt to obtain dues deduction authorizations from 

the employees added to the bargaining unit or from new hires and actually refused to provide the 

Union with the legitimate and reasonable information that the Union would require to enforce 

compliance with union security provisions by both the Employer and employees. 

[28] For the foregoing reasons, we find that the Employer committed unfair labour 

practices within the meaning of each of s. 32(2) and 36(2). The Union is out of pocket the dues of 

the previously unrepresented employees added to the bargaining unit and new employees hired since 

that date, from the effective date of its requests pursuant to ss. 36(1) and 32(1) of the Act by its letter 

of August 11,1998, September 1, 1998, or from the date of commencement of work, as the case may 

be to the first remittance of dues on behalf of those employees in accordance with the representations 

in the letter from Mr. Coutts of January 21, 1999. The Employer is to pay to the Union an 
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amount equivalent to such loss within 30 days of the issuing of an Order herein. If the parties are 

unable to agree upon the amount, we authorize and direct the Executive Officer of the Board to 

perform the calculation and determine the amount owing upon the request of either party with the 

power to inspect such documents and records of either party as he may consider necessary in that 

regard. We retain jurisdiction to make such further orders as may be necessary to implement this 

decision. 
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HOW ARD STILBORN, Applicant v. UNITED ASSOCIATION OF JOURNEYMEN 
AND APPRENTICES OF THE PLUMBING AND PIPE FITTING INDUSTRY OF THE 
UNITED STATES AND CANADA and COMFORT MECHANICAL LTD., Respondents 

LRB File No. 244-99; February 23,2000 
Vice-Chairperson: James Seibel; Members: Hugh Wagner and Judy Bell 

For the Applicant: David Halvorsen 
For the Union: Tom Waller, Q.c. 

Decertification - Interference - Board finds no evidence of employer 
interference or of threats, intimidation or other prohibited conduct on the part 
of the applicant - Vote Ordered. 

Employee - Definition - Board finds no evidence that applicant was not an 
employee within the definition set out in the Act. 

Trade Unioll Act, S.s. 5(k) & 9 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Mr. Howard Stilborn applied under s. 5(k) of 

The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act'') for an order rescinding the Order of the Board 

dated June 17, 1998, designating the United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 

Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry of the United States and Canada (the "Union") as bargaining agent 

on behalf of certain employees of Comfort Mechanical Ltd. (the "Employer"). There were six 

employees in the bargaining unit including Mr. Stilborn on the date the application was filed. The 

Board heard the application on January 13, 2000. Mr. Stilborn testified and also called fellow 

employees, Philip Methot and Ken Osiowy to testify on his behalf. Counsel for the Union called no 

evidence. 

[2] In his application, Mr. Stilborn submitted that his reason for making the application 

was that the majority of the employees employed in the bargaining unit no longer wished to be 

represented by the Union for the purposes of collective bargaining or for any other purpose. In his 
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evidence, he further submitted that the application of the provincial plumbers' bargaining agreement 

to the employees in the bargaining unit had resulted in less remuneration for some employees and 

only a small increase in value for others after the pension plan and health and disability plan were 

factored in. In its reply, the Union alleged, firstly, that Mr. Stilborn was either not an employee 

within the meaning of the Act or was an agent of the Employer for the purposes of making the 

application; and, secondly, that employee support for the application was garnered as a result of 

threats, intimidation or other prohibited conduct on the part ofMr. Stilborn. 

[3] Mr. Stilborn, a journeyman plumber and general gas fitter, has been employed by the 

Employer for over 25 years and is the Employer's main employee. He acts as foreman in the field 

and had a close working relationship with the Employer's former owner, Mr. Art Halfinger, and his 

son, Mr. Bob Halfinger, who is the present owner. 

[4] Counsel for the Union attempted to elicit evidence that Mr. Stilborn was acting 

under the instruction or direction or influence of Mr. Halfinger, or was an agent of the Employer in 

making the present application. The Board, however, after reviewing an of the evidence, is not 

convinced that Mr. Stilborn was so influenced by his relationship with the owners, such as would 

taint the application. As Mr. Stilborn stated, when it was suggested to him in cross-examination that 

he and Bob Halfinger were friends, "I hope that when you work for someone for that long that you 

can consider them to be a friend." He was adamant that he had not communicated with Mr. 

Halfinger about making an application for rescission before it was filed; after the application was 

filed, he said that Mr. Halfinger was made aware of it. Mr. Stilborn impressed the Board as an 

intelligent, articulate, and self-confident, but modest, man who knows his own mind. He testified 

that he had worked for what is a family-owned business for many years and that he has never had, 

and does not now have, any interest in being represented by a union. He said that he intended to seek 

to remove the Union as bargaining agent from the day he learned it was certified. Indeed, he had 

made a previous application for rescission, which was subsequently withdrawn as it was not filed 

during the open period. 

[5] We find no basis upon which to support the exercise of our discretion under s. 9 of 

the Act to dismiss the application as having been made on the advice of, or as a result of influence, 

interference or intimidation by, the Employer. 
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[6] Counsel for the Union also attempted to elicit evidence Mr. Stilborn was not an 

employee within the meaning of the Act. However, we accept his evidence that, as working foreman, 

he has no power to hire or fire employees; but he stated, candidly, that he could recommend to Mr. 

Halfinger that an employee be terminated for poor work performance or, during slow periods, 

suggest which employees could be laid off, and that his recommendations and suggestions were 

respected. We find that there is insufficient evidence to support a determination that Mr. Stilborn is 

not an employee within the meaning of the Act. Indeed, it is interesting to note that the Union did 

not attempt to exclude him from the bargaining unit at the time of applying for certification. 

[7] Counsel for the Union also attempted to elicit evidence that Mr. Stilborn had 

garnered support for the application by means of threat or intimidation, but this was wholly denied 

by Mr. Stilborn and not supported by either Mr. Methot or Mr. Osiowy. We do not find any basis to 

support a finding that Mr. Stilborn engaged in any conduct prohibited by the Act. 

[8] Having reviewed the evidence and the jurisprudence cited in argument by counsel 

for the Union, we have determined that the application ought not to be dismissed on any of the 

grounds pleaded by the Union. Counsel for the Union advised the Board that if that were the case, 

then, in the event that Mr. Stilbom demonstrated that there was majority support for his application 

among the employees in the bargaining unit, the Union did not oppose the ordering of a vote. 

[9] For the foregoing reasons, and as majority support for the application has been filed, 

an order will issue directing that a vote be conducted among the employees in the bargaining unit 

who were employed on the date the application was filed and who remain employed on the date of 

the vote. 
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SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL 299; Applicant and 
VISION SECURITY AND INVESTIGATION INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 228-99; February 21,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Tom Davies 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowa1chuk 
For the Respondent: Gerald Naylen 

[1] 

Certification - Statement of Employment - Board requires employer to obtain 
specimen signatures from employees with union representative in attendance, 
when requested - Signatures on other employment related docnments, such as 
TDt forms, may be attached to statement of employment in full, if employee is 
unable to provide specimen signature in time required - Board does not accept 
statement of employment with signatures cut and pasted on document from 
unknown sources. 

Practice and procedure - Preliminary objection - Union application to strike 
statement of employment as nnresponsive to Board's usual definition of 
employee - Board finds statement of employment is without evidentiary value 
and directs parties to address criteria to be used to determine employment 
status based on payroll evidence. 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: This will serve as the ruling on Service Employees 

International Union, Local 299's ("SEIU") application to strike the statement of employment filed by 

Vision Security and Investigation Inc. ("Vision") in the above-captioned matter. 

[2J The first statement of employment was filed by Vision on October 25, 1999 and it 

listed 158 names. Most of the names have two specimen signatures which have been cut and pasted 

on the document by the employer from documents which are unknown to the deponent of the 

statement of employment. The originating documents were not attached to the statement of 

employment. 
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[3] A supplemental statement of employment was filed by Vision on November 19, 

1999 containing the names of an additional 112 employees, divided into three groups. The first 

group of 82 employees are persons who worked during 1998, but had not been called to work in 

1999, although Vision argues that they are on the "active employee list." The second group of 20 

names are names that Vision says ought to have been included on the first statement of employment, 

but who were omitted due to an administrative oversight. The third group of 10 employees are 

employees who were listed on the original statement of employment but who have since quit their 

employment. Vision did not obtain specimen signatures for any of the names listed in the 

supplemental statement of employment. 

[4] A pre-hearing was conducted by the Vice-Chairperson on November 19, 1999 at 

which time Vision was ordered to produce copies of the security guard licenses for all employees, 

the supervisor's list of employees, and the payroll records for all employees for the three month 

period prior to the date offiling the application, which was September 23, 1999. 

[5] The hearing of this matter commenced on December 6 and 7, 1999. At that time, the 

parties were able to categorize employees on the payroll documents produced by Vision in 

accordance with the Vice-Chairperson's Order into the following six categories: Category 1 - Full

time and worked in 1999; Category 2 - Part-time and worked in 1999; Category 3 - Pre-1999 with 

contact and did not work in 1999; Category 4 - Pre-1999 without contact and did not work in 1999; 

Category 5 - IPSCO contract which commenced after the filing of the application for certification; 

Category 6 - Quit. The parties agree that all of the employees listed in Category 1 are properly on 

the statement of employment and all in Category 6 are properly removed from the statement of 

employment. 

[6] After hearing some evidence from Vision's President, Mr. Doug Emsley, the Board 

ordered further production of information. Counsel for SEru was provided with an opportunity to 

review the personnel files of employees. 

[7] 

Emsley. 

The hearing resumed on February 18, 2000 with further cross-examination of Mr. 
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[8] During the hearing, the Board ruled that it would not consider persons in Categories 

3 and 4 as "employees" within the meaning of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the 

"Act") as they lack any meaningful connection with Vision, not having worked at all in at least the 

nine month period preceding September 23, 1999. 

[9] When Vision closed its case, SEIU asked that the statement of employment be struck 

for two reasons: first, it is unresponsive to the Board's usual definition of "employee," and second, 

Vision failed to provide the Board with any proper signature specimens. 

Process of Obtaining Specimen Signatures 

[lO} SEIU requested to be present at the time that Vision was obtaining speCImen 

signatures, but Vision did not ask employees to sign the statement of employment; rather, it used 

other documents to provide the Board with the specimen signatures. As a result of Vision's failure 

to obtain specimen signatures, SEIU asked that the statement be struck and the Board rely solely on 

SEIU's estimate of employee numbers (78) to determine majority support. 

[11] The requirement to file a statement of employment is set out in Sask. Reg. 163/72 as 

amended in s. 21. Section 21(3) reads as follows: 

[12] 

If so required by the secretary, the employer shall include in the statement of 
employment, a specimen signature of each employee, employed in the unit described in 
the application for certification. The employer shall, if requested by the applicant 
trade union, permit a representative of such trade union to be present at the time when 
and the place where specimen signatures of the employees are obtained. 

The Board forwards a letter with an application for certification to each employer 

containing the following paragraph: 

Enclosed is a Statement of Employment which must be completed by you and returned 
to the Board Registrar not later than ten days ji-om the date of this letter. The 
applicant representative is permitted to be present during the obtaining of the 
specimen signatures. If he/she fails to contact you within two days of receipt of this 
letter, it will be in order for you to obtain the specimen signatures without himlher. If 
you are unable to obtain the specimen signatures, it would be in order to file a 
photocopy of the signature portion of the TDl form, or other documents bearing the 
signatures. 
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[13] Vision indicated in the present case that it contacted the Board Registrar and was 

informed that it could complete the form using photocopied signatures, cut and pasted on the 

statement of employment. 

[14] Regulation 21(3) requires an employer to obtain speC1men signatures from 

employees, where possible, with a representative of the applicant union present, if requested. 

Photocopies of other employment document, such as TDl forms, can be provided along with the 

statement of employment, if specimen signatures cannot be obtained directly from employees. This 

might occur where an employee is unavailable because of holidays, leaves of absence for illness or 

otherwise. The source document of the signature must be apparent to the Board, that is, it must 

indicate on its face that it is a TDl form or other employment related document. 

[15] There are two main purposes for obtaining specimen signatures from employees 

directly with a union representative present: first, the Board is provided with specimen signatures 

against which the union's membership cards can be verified; and second, the union is given an 

opportunity to confirm that the persons listed by the employer as "employees" are, in fact, 

employees. The applicant union is entitled to use the process of obtaining specimen signatures as an 

opportunity to ask questions of the employees, if necessary, to confinl1 employment status. 

[16] In our view, Vision has the obligation to provide proper specimen signatures to the 

Board. Given the delay in having this certification application heard and determined, we are 

reluctant to order that Vision obtain actual specimens from the each employee. However, the TDl 

Forms used for income tax purposes provide the Board with both an indication of employment status 

and specimen signatures. In this case, we will order Vision to provide a photocopy of the 

completeTDl Form for each employee to permit the Board to make the proper comparison of the 

signatures on SEIU's membership cards. 

[17] The Board cannot stress strongly enough the need for employers to file proper 

statements of employment which include specimen signatures taken properly. The Board is reluctant 

in this particular case to set aside the statement of employment on this ground alone as Vision was 

under some impression from the Board that it was able to file specimen signatures in the manner that 

it did. In future cases, however, it is expected that employers will follow the procedure set out above 

and the Board forms will reflect this requirement. 
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Statement of Employment as Unresponsive to the Board's Definition of Employee 

[18] The statements of employment filed in this application are without any evidentiary 

value. As indicated above, they contain the names of persons who have not worked for Vision for 

some time in excess of nine months. In essence, Vision filed a list of its labour pool, not its 

employees. 

[19] There is no doubt that, in the security field, there are a great number of employees 

who work on a casual or on-call basis. The Board has a policy of including casual employees in "all 

employee" bargaining units as part of its overall policy of favouring large, inclusive bargaining units: 

see University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association v. University of Saskatchewan, [1986] Apr. 

Sask. Labour Rep. 34, LRB File No. 070-85. 

[20] The question in this instance, however, is not an issue as to the description of the 

bargaining unit, but an issue as to who should be regarded as having "a sufficiently tangible 

employment relationship" with Vision on the date the application for certification was filed to justify 

their inclusion on the statement of employment. 

[21] In Retail, Wholesale Canada, A Division of the United Steelworkers of America v. 

United Cabs Ltd., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 337, LRB File No. 115-96, the Board acknowledged that 

the process for determining "employee" status for casual or on-call staff may be decided by criteria 

that appear somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, the Board is required to make the decision using some 

criteria that captures the majority of persons who have a tangible employment relationship with the 

employer. 

[22] In the present case, the parties disagree over the criteria to be applied to create a 

proper statement of employment. Vision argues that its entire labour pool ought to be included, 

while SEIU argues that a more substantial connection with the workplace is required. 

[23] We have in evidence the Ceredian payroll documents for the 3 month period prior to 

the date of filing the certification application. These documents do provide the Board with some 

evidence of who was actually working for Vision during the 3 month period. This can be deduced by 
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comparing each employee's year-to-date hours in Pay Period 12 (for the pay period ending June 25, 

1999) to the year-to-date hours in Pay Period 18 (for the pay period ending September 30, 1999). 

We are only concerned with employees who have been categorized in Category 2 and 5. 

[24] The Ceredian information is the only reliable material before the Board and we will 

not require SEIU to search further to obtain other or better information. The Board can apply 

criteria, such as the criteria applied in United Cabs Ltd., supra, to the Ceredian documents to 

determine employment status and arrive at a statement of employment. Although the statement of 

employment filed with the Board are inadequate and unresponsive to the Board's cases on 

determining who is an "employee," there is reliable evidence before the Board in the Ceredian 

documents from which a statement of employment may be compiled. 

[25] The Board directs the parties to address the criteria which the Board should apply to 

the Ceredian documents to determine who is an "employee" in this instance. The criteria proposed 

must be framed in tern1S that can be determined from the Ceredian documents which have been 

placed in evidence before this Board. Further, only Category 2 employees and those Category 5 

employees, who actually worked during the three month period prior to the filing of the certification i 
i 

Order, remain in dispute. The Board applies its reasoning in United Food and Commercial Workers, 

Local 1400 v. The Tropical Inn, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 87, LRB File No. 305-97 to eliminate from 

consideration any persons who were hired before, but did not commence working until after, the 

application for certification was filed. 

[26] The statements of employment filed by Vision have no evidentiary value and will 

not be considered on this application. 

[27] SEIU is not precluded from presenting further evidence if it so elects. However, we 

think it would be more productive for the Board to hear argument on the criteria to be applied to 

determine "employee" status and to apply that criteria to the evidence that is already before the 

Board in the Ceredian payroll records. This will allow the Board to resolve all outstanding issues 

without further delays. 
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Conclusion 

[28] On the resumption of the hearing, the parties are directed to address the criteria to be 

applied to the Ceredian payroll records (payroll nos. 012 to 018) to determine which of the Category 

2 and Category 5 persons ought to be included on the statement of employment. SEIU retains its 

right to call evidence. 

(29) The hearing will resume at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, February 22, 2000 at the Labour 

Relations Board Hearing Room, 1600 - 1920 Broad Street, Regina. 
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PATRICK QUIGLEY, Applicant v. SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, 
WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT STORE UNION and CUSTOM BUILT AG 
INDUSTRIES LTD. operating as TRAIL TECH, Respondents 

LRB File No. 220-99; March 2 , 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Don Bell and George Wall 

For the Applicant: Larry LeBlanc, Q.c. 
For the Union: Larry Kowa1chuk 

Decertification - Interference - Board finds interference by employer where 
manager ostensibly demoted to in scope position at crucial time in first 
agreement bargaining and immediately prior to open period for decertification 
assists employee in making application. 

Decertification - Interference - Employer's agent - Where no plausible 
explanation is given for ostensible demotion of manager to in scope position 
shortly before assisting employee in making application for decertification, 
adverse inference is drawn and former manager found to be employer's agent. 

Evidence - Admissibility - Hearsay - Board refuses to accept hearsay evidence 
that person who assisted employee in making application for decertification was 
not out of scope manager at time of exercising influence. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(h), 5(k) & 9. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale 

and Department Store Union (the "Union") is designated as the certified bargaining agent for a unit 

of employees of Custom Built Ag Industries Ltd., operating as Trail Tech (the "Employer") by an 

Order of the Board dated October 27, 1998. The Employer, located in Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan, 

designs, manufactures and markets trailers for agricultural applications. Patrick Quigley, an 

employee and member of the bargaining unit and the Union, applied to the Board pursuant to s. 5(k) 

of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c.T-l7 (the "Act") for an order rescinding the certification 
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Statutory Provisions 

[2] 

2 

Sections 2(h), 5(k) and 9 of the Act provide as follows: 

In this Act: 

(h) "employer's agent" means: 

(i) a person or association acting on behalf of 
an employer; 

(ii) any officer, official, foreman or other 
representative or employee of an employer 
acting in any way on behalf of an employer 
with respect to the hiring or discharging or 
any of the terms or conditions of employment 
of the employees of the employer; 

5 The board may make orders: 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversGlY of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(ii) there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notwithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 

9 T71e board may reject or dismiss any application made to it by an employee or 
employees where it is satisfied that the application is made in whole or in part on the 
advice of, or as a result of influence of or interference or intimidation by, the employer 
or employer's agent. 
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Evidence 

[3] Mr. Quigley has been employed as a welder by the Employer for over four years. He 

testified that, following certification, employees became frustrated with the slow progress of collective 

bargaining towards a first agreement. At a Union meeting he attended in August, 1999, the 

membership was asked whether a strike vote should be held or the bargaining committee directed to 

continue with its work; the latter course was decided upon. Within a few days of that meeting, the 

Employer requested to continue bargaining and much progress was made in a short period of time. At a 

Union meeting on August 19,1999, the membership indicated it was satisfied with the progress. 

[4] It was at around this time that Mr. Quigley began garnering support for his application 

for rescission, which he filed with the Board on September 10, 1999. It was accompanied by evidence 

of support of a majority of the employees in the bargaining unit. A few weeks later, the Union 

concluded a first collective agreement with the Employer, which was ratified by a majority of 

employees, including Mr. Quigley, on October 6, 1999. 

[5] Mr. Quigley testified that he initiated the application for rescission shortly after his 

supervisor, Bob Ratzlaff, asked him how he felt about the Union dming a conversation at Mr. Ratzlaff's 

house in July or August, 1999. When the celiification Order had been granted, Mr. Ratzlaff was the 

Employer's out-of-scope fabrication manager with authority over fabrication employees, including Mr. 

Quigley and his then in-scope welding supervisor, Al Chevrier. Mr. Chevrier is a member of the 

Union's bargaining committee. Mr. Chevrier went off work on compensation. Mr. Ratzlaff assumed 

his job as welding supervisor in July, 1999. Mr. Quigley thought that Mr. Chevrier was not returning to 

work, but he was unsure whether Mr. Ratzlaffwas pennanently in the position. 

[6] Mr. Quigley said it was at Mr. Ratzlaffs suggestion that they contacted present 

counsel with respect to making an application for rescission. He was not clear in his evidence whether 

this was before or after Mr. Ratzlaffbecame welding supervisor, or how or why or at whose suggestion 

it was decided that Mr. Quigley would file the application. He said that he obtained signatures to 

documents in support of his application with the assistance of Mr. Ratzlaff and fellow employees Don 

Birss and Cyril Gauthier. He asserted that neither had he received advice, assistance or encouragement 

from the Employer to make the application, nor was he motivated by any influence, interference or 

intimidation by the Employer. 
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[7] Mr. Quigley described his motivation for making the application as being an 

unwillingness to pay union dues; and, he said that reason was also the motivation expressed to him by 

employees who signed cards in support of his application. However, in cross-examination, Mr. Quigley 

said that he had intended to make an application for rescission ever since the certification Order had 

been granted, even though he and the other members of the bargaining unit have been paying dues only 

since April, 1999. And, he admitted that even if he were not required to pay dues, he would still be 

opposed to the Union because, in his opinion, it is of no benefit to the employees. 

[8] Mr. Quigley also admitted that he had been active in internal Union affairs, including 

participating in the election of Union officers, stewards and members of the bargaining committee, even 

after he had filed the application for rescission, and he confirmed that he had voted in favour of 

ratifying the collective agreement in October, 1999. He admitted that he knew that if the application for 

rescission was successful, the collective agreement would be ineffective. When asked in cross

examination why he would vote to ratify the agreement in such circumstances, Mr. Quigley said that 

otherwise the Union would have continued bargaining and he wanted to see it come to an end. 

However, he admitted that, as far as he was concerned, the agreement the Union had negotiated was 

"good enough." 

[9] Mark Hollyoak, a Union representative testified on behalf of the Union. He was 

assigned to service and assist in bargaining on behalf of the bargaining unit. The Union's bargaining 

committee comprised himself and four employees elected by the membership. He confirmed that the 

Union first met with the Employer to discuss bargaining in December, 1998, and the first dates for 

negotiation were in January, 1999. The Employer's president, Keith Brown, was involved in the 

negotiations, but the chief spokesperson was a Mr. Richardson. He said that bargaining proceeded 

slowly because in March, 1999 the Employer changed its chief spokesperson to a Mr. Watson, who was 

seldom available to bargain. He confirmed that some employees were frustrated by the lack of 

progress. He said that at a meeting in June, 1999, the membership directed the bargaining committee to 

continue its work until mid-August, at which time, if there was still no agreement, an application to the 

Board for assistance in achieving a first contract would be considered. 
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[10] Mr. Hollyoak said that at the conclusion of the negotiating session on August 6, 1999, 

the Employer, led by Mr. Watson, indicated that it was not available to bargain fmiher until September 

7, 1999. TI1e Union's bargaining committee was not satisfied with this. Notice of a Union membership 

meeting for August 19, 1999 was posted that indicated that the subjects for discussion would include 

consideration of whether to hold a strike vote and/or apply for assistance to conclude a first agreement. 

Shortly after the notice was posted, Mr. Hollyoak said that Mr. Brown contacted him and indicated that 

he could meet to negotiate between August 16 and 19, 1999. When the committees met on August 16, 

1999, Mr. Watson was not there and Mr. Richardson was once again the Employer's spokesperson. 

The parties resolved everything except monetary issues. When Mr. Hollyoak asked Mr. BroVVll for the 

Employer's proposed wage grid, he was told that it wasn't ready but that the Employer would have it to 

the Union on September 7, 1999. 

[11] Mr. Hollyoak asserted that fonowing certification the Employer, citing the restriction 

imposed by s. 11(1)(m) of the Act, had refrained from conducting employee performance reviews that 

could result in wage increases. However, the Employer eventually conducted the reviews in July, 1999 

and wage increases were given starting in August. When the Union's bargaining committee received 

the Employer's wage grid proposal on September 7, 1999, Mr. Hollyoak said it largely reflected the 

status quo including the August increases. The Union countered with a reduction in the length of the 

wage progression from five years to four; the Employer agreed. The agreement was ratified by the 

Union membership on October 6, 1999 and signed on November 19, 1999, with an effective date of 

September 1, 1999, for a 3-year term. 

[12] Mr. Hollyoak indicated that, at a membership meeting on November 5, 1999, Mr. 

Ratzlaff was elected as a Union shop steward. In cross-examination, he admitted that any member 

could hold office in the Union and that Mr. Ratzlaff, who was performing the in-scope welding 

supervisor job, had applied and been accepted for membership in the Union on August 13, 1999. 
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Arguments 

[13] Mr. LeBlanc, counsel on behalf of Mr. Quigley, argued that, as there was evidence 

of majority support for the application and no evidence of Employer influence or interference, the 

Board had no choice but to grant the application. As authority for this proposition, he cited the 

decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board v. Saskatchewan, 

ex reI. F. W. Woolworth Co. Ltd., [1956] S. C. R. 82 (S.C.c.), where, in relation to the Board's power 

of rescission of its orders as it existed in The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1953, c. 259, the Court stated 

as follows: 

[14J 

The language of s. 5 in so far as it affects this aspect of the matter, reads: 

5. The board shall have power to make orders: ... 

(i) rescinding or amending any order or decision of 
the Board. 

While this language is permissive in form, it imposed, in my opinion, a duty upon the 
Board to exercise this power when called upon to do so by a party interested and 
having the right to make the application... . Enabling words are always compulsory 
where they are words to effectuate a legal right .... 

In that case, the Board had dismissed an application for rescission of a certification 

order on the grounds that the Employer had provided both moral and financial assistance to the 

applicant, without which the application would not have been made. The Court held that, The Trade 

Union Act, as it read at the time, did not prohibit an employer from providing such assistance to 

employees wishing to rid themselves of their bargaining agent, and, as majority support for the 

application had been demonstrated, it was incumbent upon the Board to hear the application and give 

effect to the employees' statutory rights. Mr. LeBlanc admitted, however, that the case was decided 

prior to amendment of the Act to include the present s. 9, which specifically empowers the Board to 

dismiss any application made to it by an employee where the Board is satisfied that the application is 

made on the advice of, or as a result of influence of or interference or intimidation by, the employer 

or employer's agent. 
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[15] Mr. LeBlanc argued that Mr. Quigley's reasons for making the application - that he 

did not want to pay dues and that he perceived collective bargaining to be of no benefit to the 

employees - were honestly held and, in any event, were irrelevant unless they assisted in the 

determination of the issue of alleged employer influence. 

[16] Counsel said that there was no evidence that the Employer had purposely prolonged 

negotiations in order to achieve the open period without concluding an agreement. He also said that 

it was irrelevant and inconsequential that Mr. Ratzlaff, a former manager, had moved to a position 

within the bargaining unit and applied for membership in the Union a few weeks before assisting Mr. 

Quigley with his application. 

[17] On the basis of the evidence of support filed, counsel requested that the Board order 

a vote among the employees in the bargaining unit. 

[18] Mr. Kowa1chuk, counsel on behalf of the Union, argued that, in essence, the 

rescission application was the result of orchestration by the Employer. He asserted that between 

June and August, 1999, the Employer's prime bargaining tactic was to delay, causing frustration 

among the employees, and dissatisfaction with the Union, and to extend bargaining until the 

commencement of the open period when a rescission application could be made. He argued that this 

tactic has been recognized by labour relations boards as one that is not uncommonly used by certain 

employers to frustrate the bargaining process: see, Miscellaneous Workers, Wholesale and Delivery 

Drivers and Helpers Union v. London Drugs, [1974] 1 C.L.R.B.R. 140 (B.C.L.R.B.), cited in 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Prairie Micro-Tech 

Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 36, LRB File No. 201-95, at 39. Mr. Kowa1chuk asserted that the 

evidence was clear the Employer was attempting to delay concluding an agreement with the Union, 

and that it was the threat of a potential strike vote that motivated the Employer to meet with the 

Union in mid-August. Even then, however, he said, the Employer managed to put off concluding the 

agreement by delaying in providing a wage grid proposal until after the commencement of the open 

period. He charged that the Employer had to buy the additional time in order that Mr. Quigley and 

his cohorts, including Mr. Ratzlaff, could obtain enough support for the rescission application. 
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[19] Counsel also asserted that the Employer had placed Mr. Ratzlaff in the bargaining 

unit for the purpose of initiating the rescission application. Although counsel did not use the phrase, 

the inference of this argument was that, while Mr. Ratzlaff was ostensibly an employee, he was in 

fact the Employer's agent. Counsel argued that the facts, viewed objectively, led to this conclusion. 

[20J Mr. Kowa1chuk argued that, in all of the circumstances, in July and August, 1999, 

Mr. Ratzlaff would be perceived by a reasonable employee as being a member of management. 

Counsel suggested the Board should cast Mr. Ratzlaff much the same as it did the disputed position 

in its decision in Gabriel v. United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 and Saskatchewan 

Science Centre, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 232, LRB File No. 345-96, where it was held that the 

incumbent in a newly created position, which was the subject of a dispute between union and 

employer as to whether it was in or out of scope of the union was, in the circumstances of that case, 

an employer's agent within the meaning of s. 2(h) of the Act. He argued that the Board find that Mr. 

Ratzlaff was cast in a similar role. Counsel argued that, although it was not known how many 

employees Mr. Ratzlaff had recruited to support Mr. Quigley's application, under the circumstances, 

he would be viewed as a management authority figure and someone who could influence the terms of 

their employment. At the time when support was being sought, the employees generally would not 

have been aware as to whether Mr. Ratzlaff had assumed the in-scope position permanently, or was 

merely acting on a temporary basis, pending Mr. Chevrier's possible return to work; he had, of 

course, a few weeks before conducted performance reviews which determined whether fabrication 

employees received wage increases. 

[21] Mr. Kowa1chuk asserted that the Board's jurisprudence has established that, if an 

applicant does not advance a plausible reason for applying for rescission, the Board may conclude 

that the application has been made as a result of influence of the Employer. He said that Mr. 

Quigley's reasons did not make sense. In support of this contention, counsel cited the decision of the 

Board in Saranchuk v. United Steelworkers of America and Capital Pontiac Buick Cadillac GMC 

Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 756, LRB File No.152-98, and the cases cited therein. 

[22] In reply, Mr. LeBlanc countered that thirteen months to negotiate a first agreement 

was not extraordinarily long, and that there was no evidence that the Employer had been dragging 

out negotiations. He said that the Union made no wage proposal itself and had not asked the 

Employer for its proposal until August 16, 1999. 
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[23] Although Mr. LeBlanc aclmowledged the Board's policy of allowing employees a 

reasonable time to obtain, and experience working under, a first collective agreement, he said that 

the policy should not be applied in the present case where the application for rescission is made 

before, but not heard until after, the agreement has been concluded, and there is no evidence that the 

Employer had delayed in bargaining for illegitimate reasons. 

[24] In closing, Mr. LeBlanc asserted that if the Board's decision in Saranchuk, supra, 

stands for the proposition that an applicant for decertification must demonstrate a good reason for 

making the application, then the decision is just plain wrong. 

Analysis and Decision 

[25] The issue to be determined is whether the application for rescission of the 

certification Order should be dismissed pursuant to s. 9 of the Act as having been made in whole or 

in part on the advice of, or as a result of influence of or interference or intimidation by, the Employer 

or Employer's agent. The Union's position is that Mr. Ratzlaff is an agent of the Employer, and that 

Mr. Quigley made the application as a result of his influence. Mr. Quigley's position is that Mr. 

Ratzlaff did not influence him, but, even if he did, Mr. Ratzlaff is a fellow employee and not an 

agent of the Employer. 

[26] In making our determination, we must be sensitive to the fundamental object and 

purpose of the Act, set out in s. 3, which is to provide the right to employees to decide whether or not 

they wish to be represented by a union for the purpose of bargaining collectively with their 

employer. Section 9 of the Act is an adjunct to that right in that it attempts to guard that right against 

applications that reflect the will of the employer rather than of the employees: see, Wilson v. 

S.J.B.R. W.D.S. U and Remai Investment Co. Ltd., [1990] Fall Sask. Labour Rep. 97, LRB File 

No.088-90, at 99. Section 9 of the Act provides that if we are satisfied that the application is made 

"in whole or in part" on the advice, etc. of the employer or its agent, we are entitled to dismiss the 

application. The Act provides no express directive as to how great or small a part of the making of 

the application must be found to have been inf1uenced by an employer or employer's agent to justify 

exercising a discretion to dismiss the application - arguably, the least part will justify dismissal - but, 

it has been the policy of the Board, in cases of application for rescission, to respect the employees' 
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rights by ordering a vote unless, in its OpInIOn, the true wishes of the employees cannot be 

determined as a result of the employer's interference. The Board expressed the policy, as follows, in 

Leavitt v. UFC.W., Local 1400 and Confederation Flag Inn (1989) Ltd., [1990] Summer Sask. 

Labour Rep. 61, LRB File No. 225-89, at 63: 

[27] 

Generally, where the employer's conduct leads to a decertification application being 
made or, although not responsible for filing of the application, compromises the 
ability of the employees to decide whether or not they wish to be represented by a 
union to the extent that the Board is of the opinion that the employees' wishes can no 
longer be determined, the Board will temporarily remove the employees' right to 
determine the representation question by dismissing the application. 

Of course, an employer is rarely overt in its attempt to initiate or influence the 

making of a decertification application. Accordingly, evidence of employer influence need not be 

direct. In Ben Schaeffer and Larry Lang v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union and Loraas Disposal Services Ltd, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 573 at 593 , the 

Board accepted the following definition of the term "influence" as used in s. 9 of the Act: 

[28] 

The act or power of producing an effect without the apparent exertion of force or direct 
exercise of command; the power or capacity of causing an effect in indirect or 
intangible ways. 

Mr. Quigley testified that he intended to try to decertify the Union since the day it 

came into the workplace. But what had he done in that regard? He did nothing until a few days 

before the open period when Mr. Ratzlaff talked to him at Mr. Ratzlaffs house. The topic for 

discussion, according to Mr. Quigley, was: "How do you feel about unions?" Considered in 

isolation, the discussion between them could be interpreted as a healthy exchange of sociological 

ideas. But what happened next? Mr. Ratzlaff arranged for he and Mr. Quigley to consult a lawyer 

about making an application for decertification. At some point it was determined that Mr. Quigley 

would make the application in his name. Mr. Ratzlaff assisted him in gathering signatures of 

support. 

[29J In argument, Mr. Quigley's counsel attempted to downplay Mr. Ratzlaffs 

involvement in the making of the application as marginal and innocuous. It appears to us that Mr. 

Ratzlaffs activities were rather covert. He acted in the shadows encouraging Mr. Quigley to assume 

the formal public role. Mr. Ratzlaff was in the penumbra but, nonetheless, an integral part of the 
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scenano. He had the knowledge as to how to get started on an application - he knew whom to call. 

The source of his Imowledge is unknown. He sounded out Mr. Quigley regarding his opinion of the 

Union and then provided him with his expertise and assistance in relation to initiating, and gathering 

evidence of support for, the application. If Mr. Ratzlaff was indeed an employee at arm's length 

from the Employer, and not a member of management or an agent of the Employer, as counsel for 

Mr. Quigley asserted, his motivation in co-opting Mr. Quigley to make the application, rather than 

doing so himself, is puzzling and was not explained. 

[30] On the evidence, we are satisfied that Mr. Quigley made the instant application for 

rescission on the advice of, or as a result of the influence of or interference by, Mr. Ratzlaff. Mr. 

Ratzlaffs ability to exert such influence was tangible and significant. A few weeks before 

approaching Mr. Quigley, Mr. Ratzlaff was his out-of-scope manager charged with evaluating his 

perfOlmance and detennining whether or not he would receive a wage increase. The evidence 

suggests to us that Mr. Quigley was not motivated to educate himself about the process of 

decertification or to initiate the application but for Mr. Ratzlaffs suggestion, advice, assistance and 

specific referral to counsel. 

[31] But unless Mr. Ratzlaff is a member of management or an agent of the Employer, there 

is nothing offensive about his activities and influence upon Mr. Quigley. Counsel for Mr. Quigley 

described Mr. Ratzlaff as an employee and member of the bargaining unit who, with every right to do 

so, became active in Union affairs, a matter that is irrelevant to the present inquiry. But, is Mr. Ratzlaff 

in fact an "employee" within the meaning of the Act? 

[32] Without doubt, until sometime in July, 1999, at least, Mr. Ratzlaffwas the Employer's 

fabrication manager, a member of management specifically excluded from the bargaining unit. In late 

July, approximately one month before the open period under s. 5(k) of the Act, he assumed the duties of 

the in-scope welding supervisor, Al Chevrier, who had gone off work because of injury. He was then 

Mr. Quigley's direct line supervisor. Mr. Quigley testified that Mr. Ratzlaff left his position as 

fabrication manager and took what was a bargaining unit position on a permanent basis. But, Mr. 

Quigley could not know this except by hearsay. Neither Mr. Ratzlaff nor a representative of the 

Employer testified to these assertions. The issue is important. It goes to the very core of what we must 

decide: whether the Employer influenced the making of the application. We cannot fairly accept 

hearsay evidence on such a central issue. The fact that Mr. Ratzlaff joined the Union is not 
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determinative of the issue. What we are left with is evidence that Mr. Ratzlaff, as fabrication manager, 

is a member of management; there is no evidence other than hearsay from Mr. Quigley (who himself 

was not entirely certain of Mr. Ratzlaff's status) that he was not. Even if Mr. Ratzlaff was nominally 

appointed welding supervisor, there is no evidence that there was any functional change in, or 

emasculation of, his managerial authority - structurally his position may have changed, but there was 

no evidence that it had functionally changed. Accordingly, we find that Mr. Quigley made the 

application for rescission on the advice and influence of Mr. Ratzlaff, a member of management. 

[33] Alternatively, if we are wrong in that determination, we find that Mr. Ratzlaff was, at 

all material times, an agent of the Employer. Mr. Ratzlaff's alleged status as a bargaining unit 

employee is curious. He was demoted from fabrication manager to welding supervisor, not to 

temporarily backfill for an injured employee, but permanently. Managers are not generally forced 

downward in an organization. In ordinary circumstances, there may be legitimate reasons why this 

occurs: for example, a manager may choose a lesser position for personal reasons unrelated to a 

problem with his or her performance. By all accounts Mr. Ratzlaffwas a trusted manager; in early July, 

he was the senior manager responsible for conducting performance reviews of fabrication employees 

that resulted in their receiving wage increases - he, therefore, apparently exercised considerable power 

and influence. Yet, according to Mr. Quigley, that same month, Mr. Ratzlaff was either demoted or 

elected to permanently take a lesser position. The action may be benign and the reason irrelevant to our 

inquiry; or, it may be more calculated and malignant; but it demands explanation. His assumption of 

the duties of a line supervisor a few days before approaching Mr. Quigley with respect to initiating the 

rescission application and before approaching other employees to seek signatures of support, in our 

opinion, would not be sufficient to dispel the aura of his authority, as perceived by employees, to affect 

their working and economic lives - their perception of him as a manager would not likely evaporate 

overnight, particularly if his status was as unclear to them as it was to Mr. Quigley. In any event, as 

stated above, there is no evidence of a functional change from Mr. Ratzlaffs authority as fabrication 

manager. Despite the fact that the Union alleged that Mr. Ratzlaff is an agent of the Employer, and his 

involvement in the making of the application was clear, he was not called to testify. A negative 

inference may be drawn from that failure. Certainly his testimony would have been enlightening but, 

we must conclude, would not have advanced Mr. Quigley's case in any positive way. On the evidence, 

we have determined that Mr. Ratzlaff was, at all material times, an agent of the Employer. 
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[34] As described in the arguments of the parties outlined above, counsel for Mr. Quigley 

asserted that on the authority of Ex reI., F. W Woolworth, supra, permissive statutory enabling words 

are compulsory where they are words to effectuate a legal right. The enabling words of s. 9 are 

permissive and the provision effectuates a legal right sought by the Union in response to the application. 

It may well be that the enabling words of the provision are compulsory; however, the Union did not 

argue such, and it is not necessary to our decision to decide the point here. But we note that a prior 

decision by the Board appears to interpret the provision as compulsory. In Dreher v. Saskatchewan 

Joint Board Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union and WaterGroup Canada Ltd., [1993] 3rd 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 131, LRB File No. 033-93, at 142, the Board stated: 

[35] 

As always in these cases, we begin with the purpose of the Act which is found in s. 3. 
It states that employees have the right to determine for themselves whether or not 
they will bargain collectively and, if so, through which union. Various sections of 
the Act prohibit the employer from interfering with this right and s. 9 makes it 
clear that the Board has a duty to reject any application by employees to renounce 
their right to bargain collectively that in reality reflects the will of the employer 
(see: Confederation Flag Inn (1989) Limited, [1990] Summer Sask. Labour Report, 
p.61). 

(Emphasis added). 

It is interesting to note that within three weeks of filing the application, the Union 

membership, including Mr. Quigley, voted to ratify the collective agreement. This gives us some 

cause for concern on two counts: firstly, that the reasons advanced by Mr. Quigley for making the 

application are not plausible; and secondly, that Mr. Quigley may have made the application, and/or 

employees may have provided signatures in support of the application, out of an apprehension of 

betrayal: that is, a fear that if they did not do so, it would be made known to the Employer. The 

contradiction posed by the ostensible support for the decertification application followed such a short 

time later by the apparent demonstration of support for the Union may be the result of confusion or 

apprehension among the members of the bargaining unit. 
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[36} For the foregoing reasons, we are satisfied that the application was made in whole or 

in part on the advice of, or as a result of influence of or interference or intimidation by, the Employer 

or Employer's agent and that in all the circumstances the true wishes of the employees could not at 

this time be determined by a representation vote. We exercise our discretion pursuant to s. 9 of the 

Act to dismiss the application. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, Local 4324, Applicant v. REDVERS 
ACTIVITY CENTRE INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 269-99; March 7,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Bob Todd 

For the Applicant: Aina Kagis 
For the Employer: Kevin Wilson 
Proposed Intervenor, SACL: Leah Schatz 

[1] 

Practice and procedure - Adjournment - Board declines to grant late 
adjournment requested by proposed intervenor where no evidence that 
proposed intervenor represents any party with interest in application. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) & 19. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4324 (the 

"Union") applied to be certified for an all employee bargaining unit at Redvers Activity Centre Inc. 

(the "Employer") on November 4, 1999. The hearing of the matter was originally set for January 5, 

2000 and was adjourned by agreement of the parties to Tuesday, March 7,2000. The Union and the 

Employer notified the Board by letter on March 6, 2000 that they had reached agreement on all 

outstanding issues and the matter could be determined by the Board based on their agreement. 

[2] At 4:20 p.m. on Monday, March 6, 2000, the Board received a letter from lawyers 

for Saskatchewan Association for Community Living ("SACL") seeking an adjournment of the 

certification application hearing in order to permit SACL to make representations to the Board with 

respect to the certification process. No one from SACL was able to attend the hearing on March 7, 

2000 and it was suggested to the Board that counsel for SACL could be available to speak to the 

adjournment request by telephone. 

[3] A hearing was conducted in Regina on Tuesday, March 7, 2000 with representatives 

of the Union and Employer present in person and Ms. Schatz, counsel for SACL, present by 

telephone. 
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[4] Ms. Schatz advised the Board that her office was contacted by SACL on March 6, 

2000 and instructed to request an adjournment of this matter in order to permit SACL to make 

inquiries of employees at the Employer as to the process used by the Union to obtain its membership 

support. SACL is a third party advocacy group for persons with intellectual disabilities. It indicated 

to the Board that it has a partnership agreement with Saskatchewan Association of Rehabilitation 

Centres and the Department of Social Services. According to counsel, SACL's role is to "ensure that 

intellectually challenged workers are afforded proper support in making decisions in their day-to-day 

working lives." SACL did not allege that the Union had engaged in any impropriety in obtaining 

support from employees in question. It is simply a matter that SACL wants an opportunity to review 

the process used by the Union to ensure that it met a standard of informed decision making that 

SACL advocates for people with intellectual disabilities. 

[5J Ms. Schatz cannot know why SACL did not seek intervenor status prior to March 6, 

2000. SACL did not file with the Board any documents which indicate that it is authorized to 

represent any of the employees in question. It also did not file any material which would indicate 

that the support filed by the Union should be challenged or questioned on any ground. 

[6] The Union opposed the adjournment request and argued that the Board has dealt and 

rejected th0 supported decision making argument in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 

3820 v. Harvest Community of the Prairies Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 176, LRB File No. 303-95. 

[7] The Employer did not oppose the request for adjournment and supported the 

intervention by SACL. Counsel argued that the circumstances in this application were somewhat 

different from the circumstances in the Harvest Community of the Prairies Inc. decision because the 

employer in that instance had pressed the supported decision making argument. Counsel argued that 

SACL is an independent advocacy group that could bring different considerations to bear on the 

Board's approach to the unionization of employees, some of whom are intellectually disabled. The 

Employer also argued that there would be no prejudice to the Union occasioned by further delay. 

[8] The Board adjourned to consider the arguments. We are in agreement that the 

adjournment requested by SACL should not be granted for the following reasons: 
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1. SACL has not demonstrated to the Board that it acts in a representative 

capacity for individual employees who may be affected by the Union's 

application. We are aware that SACL plays an advocacy role in general for 

persons with intellectual disabilities. However, we are not aware if any 

employee, who is affected by the present application, desires SACL to act on 

his or her behalf in relation to the Union's application. The Board notes the 

comments of Barry J. in Gray v. Newfoundland Association of Public 

Employees, [1998] N.J. No. 259 where His Lordship commented as follows 

at para. 42: 

As the matter proceeded, I have difficulty understanding ji-om where 
counsel for the Applicants received authority to represent them [the 
alleged incapacitated adults] before the Board, when his submission 
was that his clients were legally incapacitated yet no guardian ad 
litem had been appointed. The hearing before the Board was probably 
unnecessarily cumbersome because of the failure to first resolve the 
issues of capacity and guardianship. But nothing fimdamental turns 
on this point. 

In the present case, SACL is not arguing that the employees in question are 

legally incapacitated and the facts of the Gray case may be somewhat 

different from the facts before the Board in this instance. Nevertheless, the 

Board is sensitive to the issue that if someone attends its proceedings and 

seeks to claim intervenor status in order to represent certain employees, the 

Board is obligated to ensure that employees have authorized the 

representative to act on their behalf. The Board and the parties are also 

entitled to be informed of the names of the employees who have authorized 

the representative to act on their behalf. In this situation, SACL is not 

arguing that the employees are legally incapacitated so we assume that their 

consent to the representative status of SACL was not impossible to obtain. 

In addition, we do not, as a rule, accept interventions from persons or 

organizations unless they have a direct interest in the proceedings: see 

Regina Police Association v. Regina Board of Police Commissioners and 

The City of Regina, [1994] 1 sI Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 86, LRB File Nos. 

159-93 & 160-93. There is no claim made by SACL in its letter to the Board 
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[9} 

which would indicate to the Board that it has status as a party directly 

interested in the proceedings. 

Without any indication that SACL is entitled to intervenor status in the 

proceedings between the Union and the Employer, either as a representative 

of certain employees who are affected by the application, or as a party itself 

that is directly affected by the application, the Board is unwilling to grant the 

adjournment application. 

2. Our second reason for refusing the adjournment relate to the unexplained 

delay in seeking intervenor status before the Board. The application was 

filed in early November, 1999. There may be some valid reason for not 

raising the issue with the parties and the Board at an earlier date but, if so, it 

was not made known to the Board at the hearing. 

3. We are also concerned with the hypothetical nature of SACL's intervention. 

As we understand, SACL is asking for an adjournment to permit it to 

interview employees of the Employer with respect to the methods used by 

the Union in soliciting its support. SACL is not alleging that there is any 

current complaint by an employee against the Union. This is a speculative 

intervention at best. In our view, parties claiming intervenor status on behalf 

of affected employees are subject to the same rules of fair play that are 

applied to the Union and the Employer; that is, their allegations must be 

made known to the other parties in advance of a hearing and stated with 

sufficient particularly that the Union and the Employer can respond to them. 

We do not accept that a proposed intervenor should be granted an 

adjournment to discover if there are any grounds for an intervention. 

For these reasons, the adjournment request is denied. 

145 
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[10] The Board has reviewed the material filed by the Union, the statement of 

employment as amended by the parties, and have concluded that a vote will be conducted among 

employees in the proposed bargaining unit. An Order will issue accordingly. 
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SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL 299; Applicant and 
VISION SECURITY AND INVESTIGATION INe., Respondent 

LRB File No. 228-99; March 7, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Tom Davies 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowa1chuk 
For the Respondent: Gerald Naylen 

Certitlcation - Statement of employment - Casual employees - Board must 
determiue appropriate criteria for establishing which employees have 
sufficiently tangible employment relationship with employer on case by case 
basis - Under circumstances of this case, employees who worked 35 hours in 14 
week period prior to certification included on statement of employment. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(t), 5(a), 5(b) & 5(c) 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Service Employees International Union, Local 299 (the 

"Union") applied to be certified for an "all employee" bargaining unit on September 23, 1999. In its 

application, the Union estimated that there were 78 employees in the proposed bargaining unit. 

Vision Security and Investigation Inc. (the "Employer") filed a statement of employment listing 158 

employees, claiming four managerial exclusions, which are not in dispute. Specimen signatures 

were provided for most of the 158 by cutting and pasting signatures from documents which were not 

provided to the Board. Other source documents were attached to the statement of employment. 

Subsequently, the Employer filed a supplementary statement of employment, without specimen 

signatures, which were separated into three categories: Category A - employees who were on the 

"active employee" list but who were not assigned duties in 1999 (82); Category B - employees who 

were omitted from the first statement of employment as a result of an administrative oversight (20); 

and Category C - employees who were listed on the first statement of employment but whom have 

since terminated their employment (l0). The Employer's total estimate of its workforce was 260 

employees (including the ten employees who quit after September 23, 1999). 
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[2] Hearings of this matter were conducted in Regina on December 6 and 7, 1999 and 

February 18 and 22,2000. 

[3] The Union applied to the Board to strike out the Employer's statement of 

employment on February 18, 2000. The Board issued Reasons for Decision on this application: see 

[2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 121. In its Reasons, the Board directed the Employer to provide the Board 

with specimen signatures for employees through the use of TD 1 forms. In relation to the statement 

of employment, the Board held as follows: 

The statements of employment filed in this application are without any evidentiary 
value. As indicated above, they contain the names of persons who have not worked for 
Vision for some time in excess of nine months. In essence, Vision filed a list of its 
labour pool, not its employees. 

There is no doubt that, in the security field, there are a great number of employees 
who work on a casual or on-call basis. The Board has a policy of including casual 
employees in "all employee" bargaining units as part of its overall policy of 
favouring large, inclusive bargaining units: see Universizv of Saskatchewan Faculty 
Association v. University o,,(Saskatchewan, [J986} Apr. Sask. Labour Rep. 34, LRE 
File No. 070-85. 

The question in this instance, however, is not an issue as to the description of the 
bargaining unit, but an issue as to who should be regarded as having "a sufficiently 
tangible employment relationship If with Vision on the date the application for 
certification was filed to justify their inclusion on the statement of employment. 

In Retail. Wholesale Canada. A Division of the United Steelworkers o"fAmerica v. 
United Cabs Ltd., [J996} Sask. L.R.B.R. 337, LRE File No. 115-96, the Board 
acknowledged that the process for determining "employee" status for casual or on
call staff may be decided by criteria that appear somewhat arbitrmy. Nevertheless, 
the Board is required to make the decision using some criteria that captures the 
majority of persons who have a tangible employment relationship with the employer. 

In the present case, the parties disagree over the criteria to be applied to create a 
proper statement of employment. Vision argues that its entire labour pool ought to 
be included, while the Union argues that a more substantial connection with the 
work place is required. 

We have in evidence the Ceredian payroll documents for the 3 month period prior to 
the date of filing the certification application. These documents do provide the 
Board with some evidence of who was actually working for Vision during the 3 
month period. This can be deduced by comparing each employee's year-to-date 
hours in Pay Period 12 (for the pay period ending June 25, 1999) to the year-to-date 
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[4] 

hours in Pay Period 18 (for the pay period ending September 30, 1999). We are 
only concerned with employees who have been categorized in Category 2 and 5. 

The Ceredian information is the only reliable material before the Board and we will 
not require the Union to search further to obtain other or better information. The 
Board can apply criteria, such as the criteria applied in United Cabs Ltd., supra, to 
the Ceredian documents to determine employment status and arrive at a statement of 
employment. Although the statements of employment filed with the Board are 
inadequate and unresponsive to the Board's cases on determining who is an 
"employee ", there is reliable evidence before the Board in the Ceredian documents 

from which a statement of employment may be compiled. 

The Board directs the parties to address the criteria which the Board should apply to 
the Ceredian documents to determine who is an "employee" in this instance. The 
criteria proposed must be framed in terms that can be determined from the Ceredian 
documents which have been placed in evidence before this Board. Further, only 
Category 2 employees and those Category 5 employees, who actually worked during 
the three month period prior to the filing of the certification Order, remain in 
dispute. The Board applies its reasoning in United Food and Commercial Workers, 
Local 1400 v. The Tropical Inn. [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 87, LRB File No. 305-97 to 
eliminate from consideration any persons who were hired before, but did not 
commence working until after, the application for certification was filed. 

At the hearing on February 22, 2000, the parties presented arguments on the criteria 

which the Board should apply to determine the statement of employment in the present case. The 

Union reserved its right to call further evidence and make further arguments and requests for orders 

following the determination of the statement of employment. 

Facts 

[5] The Employer operates a security business in Regina and provides security 

personnel to various sites in Regina and to various events that take place throughout the year. The 

site work can be performed according to a regular schedule and is performed mainly by full-time and 

regular part-time employees, although casual or call-in employees are used to cover some shifts. 

This work is relatively predictable. Some event work is also predictable, such as football games. 

However, the number of events and the timing of events can fluctuate greatly and requires the 

Employer to maintain a pool of casual or call-in employees that can be called into work on an event

by-event basis. 
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[6] The payroll documents filed in these proceedings for the period of June 25, 1999 to 

September 25, 1999 indicate that there were approximately 139 employees who had received pay in 

1999 from the Employer prior to September 23, 1999. The remaining 121 employees either did not 

receive pay in 1999 or were hired after September 23, 1999. Of the employees who received pay 

during 1999, the sums ranged from full-time income to as low as $42. Although it was possible to 

calculate the hours worked during the 14 week period for which payroll documents were provided, it 

was not possible to detennine when individuals worked in the period between January, 1999 and 

June 25, 1999. 

[7] As indicated in our earlier rulings, the Board ruled that those persons who did not 

receive pay for work perfonned during 1999 would not be included on the statement of employment 

as they did not possess a significant and tangible employment relationship. There was no evidence 

provided to the Board to indicate the amount of work they had perfonned in previous years on which 

the Board may have concluded that they did have some relationship to the workplace. The only 

evidence presented was through Mr. Emsley, President, who testified that some of these employees 

remained in contact with the Employer. This group of employees fonns a labour pool from which 

the Employer may draw employees; otherwise, their relationship with the Employer is non-existent 

for any practical labour relations purpose. 

[8] In addition, the Board ruled that employees hired before September 23, 1999 but 

who did not commence work until after September 23, 1999 would not be included on the statement 

of employment, following the Board's ruling in United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 

v. The Tropical Inn, [1998) Sask. L.R.B.R. 87, LRB File No. 305-97. 

[9] In dispute remain those employees who worked on a part-time and casual basis 

during 1999, which were referred to throughout the hearing as "category 2" employees. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[10] 

2 

Arguments 

[l1J 

The definition of "employee" is set out in s. 2(f)(i): 

In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually peiform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(d) a person engaged by another person to 
peiform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 

Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union, urged the Board to adopt the following 

criteria for determining which category 2 employees should be included on the statement of 

employment: (1) minimum 1999 income of $1,000; (2) an average of 20 hours per pay period in the 

time frame from June 25, 1999 to September 25,1999; (3) a status of "active", as opposed to "term"; 

and (4) "recently regular" employees, who did not work until close to September 23, 1999, but who 

worked 20 or more hours in the pay periods in which they did work. The Union argued that these 

criteria reflect the group of employees who would have a "reasonable expectation" of obtaining work 

on a regular basis with the Employer. 
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[12] Counsel for the Union did not propose that the Board adopt this criteria as the rule 

for each and every case coming before the Board, but suggested that, like the United Cab Ltd. case, 

the criteria is dependent on quality of the evidence before the Board and is fact driven. Counsel also 

noted that the determination is made for the purpose of deciding which persons have a substantial 

connection to the workplace in order to justify their inclusion on the list of employees who will have 

a say in determining if the Union ought to be certified, not to set the boundaries of the appropriate 

bargaining unit. 

[13] The Union referred the Board to Retail, Wholesale Canada - A Division of the 

United Steelworkers of America v. United Cabs Ltd., supra, Tropical Inn, supra, United Brotherhood 

of Carpenters and Joiners of America, (Millwrights Union, Local 1021) v. Daycon Mechanical 

Systems Ltd., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 127, LRB File No. 338-97; United Food and Commercial 

Workers, Local 1400 v. Argus Guard and Patrol Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 113, LRB File No. 292-

97; International Association of Bridge, Structural & Ornamental Iron Workers Local 771 v. 

Tamtrac Holdings Ltd., [1995] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 194, LRB File No. 254-94 and 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Custom Build Ag. 

Industries, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 662, LRB File No. 112-98. 

[14J Mr. Naylen, counsel for the Employer, opposed the criteria suggested by the Union 

and urged the Board to accept on the statement of employment any person who had received pay for 

hours worked in 1999. The Employer argued that this would take into account the sporadic nature of 

the Employer's work, particularly on the events side of its operation. In the alternative, counsel 

urged the Board to accept any person who had received employment income during the 14 week 

period set out in the Ceredian payroll records filed with the Board. The Employer would remove 

employees who worked less than 10 hours in either the 9 month period or the 14 week period. 

[15] The Employer also asked the Board to reconsider its ruling that employees who were 

hired prior to September 23, 1999 but who did not commence work until after September 23 be 

excluded from the statement of employment. This would include employees in "Category 5" on the 

Ceredian payroll documents, all of whom were employed after the application was filed at the 

IPSCO site. 
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[16] The Employer relied on University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association v. 

University of Saskatchewan, [1986] Apr. Sask. Labour Rep. 34, LRB File No. 070-85; Canadian 

Union of Public Employees v. Lakeland Regional Library Board, [1987] Apr. Sask. Labour Rep. 59, 

LRB File No. 116-86; United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Peak Manufacturing 

Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 791, LRB File Nos. 045-96, 046-96, & 047-96; Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 4188 v. Board of Education of Crystal Lakes School Division #120, [1999] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 715, LRB File No. 206-99; Saskatchewan Union of Nurses v. Quill Plains Centennial 

Lodge, [1985] Dec. Sask. Labour Rep. 64, LRB File No. 063-85. 

Analysis 

[17] The task for the Board is to determine who was an employee of the Employer at the 

time the application for certification was filed. The question is not "who has ever worked for this 

employer?" Nor is it "who was working on the day the application was filed?" The employment 

relationship is a complex relationship that varies from industry to industry, workplace to workplace. 

No two situations are perfectly alike. In some industries, employees work a regular 9 to 5 shift, 

Monday to Friday, with few exceptions, which makes it relatively easy to identify the list of 

employees whose views should be sought on the certification question. On the other hand, other 

industries hire employees shift by shift, with no permanency to the relationship outside of the chance 

of a call-in, making identification of "employees" extremely difficult for labour relations purposes. 

[18] The present case consists of both types of employment relationships - some regularly 

scheduled full-time and part-time employees, and some casual, call-in employees. In the casual 

group, there are many people who do not depend in any financial, social or emotional sense on their 

employment with the Employer. This conclusion can readily be drawn from the insignificant amount 

of income they derived from their employment or the dated nature of their employment. 

[19J Overall, the Board attempts to set the criteria for determining "employee" status to 

ensure that persons who have a "sufficiently tangible employment relationship" with the Employer 

are included on the statement of employment: see United Cabs Ltd., supra. 
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[20] In the Lakeland Regional LibraJY Board case, supra, Chairman Ball stated the 

Board's policies in the following terms at 74: 

[21] 

It has long been established that larger bargaining units are preferred over smaller 
ones, and that in an industrial setting all employee units are usually considered 
ideal. As a general rule the Board has not excluded casual, temporaJY or part-time 
employees from the bargaining unit. 

However, the Board has also applied the principle that before anyone will be 
considered to be an "employee ", that person must have a reasonably tangible 
employment relationship with the employer. If it were otherwise, regular filll-time 
employees would have their legitimate aspirations with respect to collective 
bargaining unfairly affected by persons with little real connection to the employer 
and little, if any, monetmy interest in the matter. 

In the Lakeland Regional LibraJY Board case, the Board included substitute 

librarians, who replace regular branch librarians during annual holidays, sick days, bereavement and 

other leaves and who worked a minimum of 30 hours in the calendar year of the application. In our 

view, such a long view of the employment relationship was justified by the union's ability to 

determine the names of casual staff, who would be known to full-time regular staff. 

[22] In more casualized labour markets, such as the taxi industry, the Board has set 

different criteria for determining employment status. In United Cabs Ltd. case, supra, the Board 

included employees who had worked at least two shifts per week over the three month period prior to 

the certification date. 

[23] In this case, the Board has determined that any person who worked 35 hours in the 

14 week period covered by the Ceredian documents filed by the Board should be included on the 

statement of employment. This would include employees who worked one football game every two 

week period. In our view, in this industry, this is a minimal standard. It takes into account the 

casual nature of the events work by including many casual employees, while not unfairly interfering 

with the legitimate aspirations of regular full-time and part-time employees to be represented by a 

trade union. 
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[24] The criteria adopted by the Board in each case must be responsive to the facts of 

each situation and the Board is not bound to adopt identical criteria in every case dealing with casual 

employees. Because of this uncertainty regarding employee status, parties are encouraged to seek a 

determination of employment criteria early in the process of a certification through a request for a 

preliminary determination. 

[25] The statement of employment in the present case is set out in schedule "A" to these 

reasons. The Board directs the Employer to provide TDI documents or obtain specimen signatures 

from employees as required on the statement of employment within 10 days of receiving these 

reasons. The Board requires specimen signatures in order to verify the authenticity of the support 

evidence filed by the Union and to determine the level of support demonstrated in the membership 

evidence. 

[26] The Board reaffirms its decision not to include persons who were hired before the 

application for certification was filed, but who did not commence work until after the application 

was filed for the reasons stated in The Tropical Inn case, supra. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and OFF THE WALL PRODUCTIONS LTD., Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 192-98 to 194-98; March 7, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Noel Sandomirsky, Q.C. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Business as before - During 
bargaining for first agreement, employer departs from wen established past 
practice of performance reviews and wage adjustments - Board finds unilateral 
change within meaning of s.11(l)(m) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Communication -Intimidation - Board 
finds various remarks made by employer to employees intended to signal 
employer's disapproval of union as bargaining agent - Board concludes that 
remarks intended to intimidate employees with respect to participation in and 
activity on behalf of union. 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Communication - Threat of closure -
During frank and productive bargaining discussion employer conveys 
frustration with bargaining process to non-employee union representative by 
mentioning moving business out of province - Board declines to find unfair 
labour practice under circumstances. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Board finds employer committed 
unfair labour practice by creating and designating new positions as "out of 
scope" without bargaining with union or obtaining amending Order from 
Board. 

Unfair labour practice - Dismissal for union activity - Lay-off - Following 
study session, employer implements lay-off - Board finds lay-off a result of 
unexpected downturn in sales and timing vis a vis study session coincidental -
Board declines to find violation of s. l1(l)(e) of The Trade Union Act. 

Technological change - Definition - Lay-offs - Technological change provisions 
do not apply to lay-off in the absence of evidence that employer decided to close 
part of business Or relocate business. 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Rectification plan - Board directs employer 
to file plan for rectifying violations of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sed), 5(e), 5.1, 11 (1)(a), 11 (l)(c), l1(l)(e), 11(l)(i), 
l1(l)(m) & 43. 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") was certified to represent employees at Off the Wall 

Productions Ltd. (the "Employer") on October 7, 1997. The Union filed applications for unfair 

labour practices, reinstatement and monetary loss, in which it alleged that the Employer had violated 

ss. 11(1)(a), 11(1)(c), 11(1)(i), 11(1)(m), 11(1)(0), 12 and 43 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. 

T-17 (the "Act"). The applications were filed on October 1, 1998 and were accompanied by an 

interim application. The interim application was settled by the parties prior to hearing and was 

withdrawn by the Union. 

[2} Hearings of this matter were conducted in Regina, Saskatchewan on February 10 and 

11, 1999. 

Facts 

[3J The Employer manufactures studio prop systems for the photographic industry. It 

employed approximately 15 employees in December, 1997, and grew quickly by adding 15 or more 

employees to the workforce in January, 1998. Management of the company consists of Mr. Larry 

Hersberger, owner, Mr. Terry Leigh, general manager, Mr. Tom Donnelly, production manager, and 

Mr. Mike Moskowy, construction manager. Mr. Bill Humeny was employed as a negotiator for the 

Employer in its negotiations with the Union. The employees of the Employer tend to be young 

workers, many of whom are students. 

[4] The Union raised four general areas of complaint: (1) the Employer's refusal or 

failure to maintain existing terms and conditions of employment post-certification; (2) the 

impropriety of certain comments made by members of the management team to rank and file 

members of the Union at the workplace and to the Union's representative; (3) the lay-off of eleven 

employees following on the heels of a one-day strike conducted in the paint department of the 

Employer's business; and (4) the placement of new positions outside the scope of the bargaining unit 
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without obtaining the agreement of the Union or a Board Order. The Union also raised general 

concerns about the Employer's method of bargaining collectively. 

The Employer's refusal or failure to maintain existing terms and conditions of 
employment post-certification 

[5] There was no disagreement in the evidence that, prior to the certification of the 

Union, employees were subject to a performance evaluation on a semi-annual basis, in May and 

November. In addition, new employees were promised and granted wage increases after completing 

a probationary period. In both situations, if the employee's performance met the expectations of the 

Employer, the employee would be granted a wage increase. 

[6] When the Union was certified, the Employer refused to carry out the bi-annual and 

probationary perfonnance evaluations. The Employer advised the Union and employees that it was 

prohibited from offering salary increases to employees unless the increases were negotiated with the 

Union. When the Union raised the matter at the bargaining table, the Employer attempted to extract 

an agreement from the Union that it would waive its rights under s. 11(l)(m) of the Act, which 

prohibits an employer from unilaterally changing rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of 

employment prior to entering into a first collective agreement. 

The Employer's justification for refusing to abide by past practice with respect to the 

probationary and bi-annual perfonnance reviews was set out in a memo from Terry Leigh, general 

manager, to all employees dated March 12, 1998 as foHows: 

Regarding: Direct Negotiations 

Once unionized, an employer is prohibited from unilateral(v changing rates of pay, 
hours of work, or other conditions of employment. Such changes are to be the result of 
bargaining and reaching an agreement with the union. Off the Wall Productions Ltd. 
will not commit an unfair labour practice by unilaterally changing any rates of pay, 
hours of work, or other conditions of employment through direct negotiation with an 
employee unless the RWDSU consents in writing and waives the provisions of section 
11 (1) (m) of the Trade Union Act, and therefore agrees that the company can deal 
directly with individual employees to affect such changes. The company will strictly 
adhere to the collective bargaining process and the letter of the law. 
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[8] Eventually, on June 11, 1998, the parties entered into a memorandum of 

understanding agreeing to continue the Employer's past practice of performance evaluations until the 

parties concluded a first collective agreement, although from the employees' point of view, there 

remained some doubt as to whether or not the Employer carried out the performance reviews after 

July, 1998. Mr. Bagnell and Mr. Fox both testified that they did not receive any further performance 

payments after the July, 1998 review. 

The impropriety of certain comments made by members of the management team to rank 
and file members ofthe Union at the workplace. 

[9] Jesse Henderson, an employee in the construction department and a member of the 

Union's bargaining committee, testified that Mr. Mike Moskowy, construction manager, made several 

derogatory remarks about unions, such as the comment that "unions are a cancer on society." These 

remarks were made after employees in the paint shop engaged in a one day study session. According 

to Mr. Henderson, the remarks were condoned by Mr. Tom Donnelly, production manager, who came 

out to the shop floor when Mr. Moskowy was talking and asked what was going on. Mr. Henderson 

testified that Mr. Moskowy responded "union bashing," to which Mr. Donnelly is reported as saying 

"bash on." Mr. Moskowy confirmed this evidence in his testimony. 

[10] Mr. Henderson also testified that he was asked by Mr. Donnelly if employees in the 

paint area were engaged in a study session when they all booked off sick on September 15, 1998. Mr. 

Henderson testified that he told Mr. Donnelly that he did not know. When Mr. Donnelly questioned 

further as to whether the employees were sick or whether they were engaged in union activity, Mr. 

Henderson responded that if they said they were sick, they must be sick. According to Mr. 

Henderson, Mr. Donnelly replied that if it was union activity and Mr. Henderson didn't tell him, it 

would be worse for "them", which Mr. Henderson understood as a reference to the bargaining 

committee. Mr. Henderson was a member of the bargaining committee and he felt intimidated by the 

conversation. Mr. Henderson was aware that the paint shop was engaged in a study session and the 

Union had planned to engage in rotating study sessions, taking each department out for one day. The 

Union has taken a successful strike vote and had notified the Employer of its strike on May 4, 1998. 
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[11] On an earlier occasion, Mr. Moskowy and Mr. Donnelly had both commented to Mr. 

Henderson that employees would be better off with an employees' association. According to Mr. 

Henderson, Mr. Moskowy explained to him and a co-worker that an employees' association would let 

employees make their own decisions without any union bureaucracy. Mr. Donnelly and Mr. 

Moskowy both confirmed that they had engaged in such conversations with Mr. Henderson and Mr. 

Bagnell. 

[12] On another occasion, when Mr. Henderson was meeting with Mr. Donnelly and Mr. 

Moskowy to discuss outstanding performance reviews, Mr. Moskowy stated that the employees "had 

screwed themselves out of more money by joining the Union." Mr. Moskowy testified that this was 

part of the general bantering that went on between employees and management on the shop floor and 

was not meant to intimidate or threaten employees. Mr. Donnelly also testified that he had told 

employees that the Employer could no longer adjust salaries on an individual basis. 

[13J Mr. Henderson also complained that Mr. Leigh referred to the Union's newsletter as a 

"communist rag." This occurred in a bargaining session between the Union and Employer. 

[14] Mr. Henderson complained about an incident which occurred early In 1998. He 

testified that he was talking to a fellow employee about a health and safety matter, when Mr. 

Moskowy came out of his office and told Mr. Henderson to get back to work. When Mr. Henderson 

attempted to explain why he was talking to his co-worker, Mr. Moskowy spun Mr. Henderson around 

by the shoulders, pushed him back toward his job location and told him to get back to work. Mr. 

Henderson is the co-chairperson on the occupational health and safety committee. 

[15] Ms. Miner also complained that Mr. Leigh threatened to relocate the plant from 

Regina to Florida during a conversation she had with him at the plant on May 6, 1998. Ms. Miner 

attended at the plant to conduct a study session with employees. Mr. Leigh asked to speak to Ms. 

Miner. She testified that Mr. Leigh was upset with the strike action and said that he was so frustrated 

he didn't know what to do - bargain or move to Florida. The conversation between the two parties 

was a very frank exchange - Mr. Leigh asked Ms. Miner what it would take to get employees working 

without strike activity and she indicated to him that they needed to see some concerted effort to 

bargain collectively and some progress at the bargaining table. 
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The lay-off of eleven employees following on the heels of a one-day study session 
conducted in the paint department of the Employer's business. 

[16] As indicated above, employees in the paint department engaged in strike activity on 

Tuesday, September 15, 1998 by phoning in sick for the morning shift. Mr. Donnelly acknowledged 

on cross-examination that he knew the paint department employees were engaged in a study session. 

[17] Mr. Donnelly testified that he received a telephone call from Mr. Leigh who was 

attending a trade show in Germany on Monday, September 14, 1998. Mr. Leigh advised Mr. 

Donnelly that the trade show was going poorly due to some unexpected competition from persons 

who formerly had been associated with the Employer. Rather than having a positive outlook 

resulting from the trade show, Mr. Leigh expressed concerns about the sales results that could be 

obtained at the show and indicated to Mr. Donnelly that they should look at laying off staff. Mr. 

Leigh testified that he was concerned that the Employer would be unable to meet payroll at the end of 

the month if steps were not taken to reduce the labour costs in light of the less than successful trade 

show. 

[18] Mr. Donnelly and Mr. Leigh testified as to the "just in time" model of manufacturing 

engaged in by the Employer and the precarious nature of its financing. Mr. Donnelly also explained 

that September to December is typically a slow period and the company generally employs fewer 

employees during these months. He indicated that the Employer relied on attrition as the main 

method of reducing its workforce as it lost a number of employees every year in September when 

they returned to school. 

[19} As a result of the conversation between Mr. Donnelly and Mr. Leigh on September 

14, 1998 and further phone calls that took place on September 15, 1998, Mr. Donnelly and the office 

manager began to prepare for lay-offs. They prepared a list of employees who were last hired and 

prepared lay-off notices for those employees, effective September 23, 1998. 

[20] Lay-offnotices were handed out to eleven employees on September 15, 1998 the day 

after the study session. Two of the employees who were given layoff notices had already indicated to 

the Employer that they intended to quit. Four employees quit work immediately and did not work out 

their notice period. Five other employees continued to work through their notice period. 
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[21] The Union and the employees assumed that the lay-off notices were retaliatory 

measures taken by the Employer in response to their strike activity. Employees were not aware of 

any reduction in the work orders and they also expected that orders would flow in from the German 

trade show. In addition, two new employees had started work on September 14, 1998 and three new 

management positions had been created at the workplace. All of these factors led the Union and 

employees to question the bona fides of the lay-offs for lack of work. 

[22] Mr. Leigh and Mr. Donnelly denied that the lay-offs were influenced by the strike 

activity. They testified that the decision was made on September 14 and 15, 1998 in response to the 

turn of events at the German trade show. 

[23] Following the lay-offs, the Union engaged in further strike activity by bam1ing all 

overtime work and engaging in a work slowdown. It also demanded that the Employer reinstate the 

laid-off employees and that it commit to six bargaining dates in the near future. The Union also 

asked the Employer to fire its chief negotiator, Mr. Humeny. 

[24] As a result of negotiations between the Union and the Employer, and after the filing 

of this application along with the application for interim relief, the Employer recalled five employees. 

Two returned to work on October 8, 1998; two on October 9, 1998 and one on October 14, 1998. Mr. 

Donnelly testified that, realistically, the recall should have taken place in January, 1999 when the 

Employer experienced an increase in its orders. 

[25] The Union also complained that the Employer changed its practice with respect to 

sick leave, as a result of the one day study session. When the employees in the paint department 

returned to work on September 16, 1998, Mr. Donnelly presented them with a sick leave form to sign 

for the previous day of absence. The employees normally were not required to account for sick time 

of one day or less and employees were not paid for sick leave. Mr. Donnelly's purpose in presenting 

employees with the form was, in his words, "to try to get employees to admit that they lied when they 

phoned in sick" on September 15, 1998. The employees all refused to sign the forms in question. 
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The placement of new positions outside the scope of the bargaining unit without obtaining 
the agreement of the Union or a Board Order. 

[26] In the course of collective bargaining, the Employer and the Union agreed to exclude 

a newly created position of office manager from the scope of the Union's certification. During the 

same period, the Employer introduced two new positions, that of plant manager and prototype 

director, without negotiating their inclusion or exclusion from the bargaining unit with the Union. 

The Employer treated the latter two positions as managerial positions falling outside the Union's 

certification Order. The Order itself is an "all employee" Order with named exclusions. 

General bargaining tactics 

[27} The Union also complained about the general bargaining tactics of the Employer's 

chief negotiator, Mr. Humeny. These tactics included a general unavailability to meet for more than 

one or two days in a month; insistence on negotiating from the Employer's proposed agreement; a 

refusal to respond to the Union's proposals; use of court reporters at negotiating meetings; change in 

the bargaining process from a focus on the wages to a focus on the language; a refusal to agree to 

matters already in place in the workplace or required by The Labour Standards Act; lack of progress 

on resolving the job performance issue at the bargaining table; and, a refusal to meet with the Union's 

entire bargaining committee. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[28] 

the Act: 

The Union alleges that the Employer's actions violated the following provisions in 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) in any manner, including by communication, to inteifere with, 
restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any right conferred by this Act; 
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(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the moJority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

(i) to threaten to shut down or to threaten to move a plant, 
business or enterprise or any part of a plant, business or entelprise in 
the course of a labour-management dispute; 

(m) where no collective bargaining agreement is in force, to 
unilaterally change rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of 
employment of employees in an appropriate unit without bargaining 
collectively respecting the change with the trade union representing 
the majority of employees in the appropriate unit; 

(0) to interrogate employees as to whether or not they or any of 
them have exercised, 01' are exercising or attempting to exercise an}' 
right conferred by this Act; 

Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer violated s. 11(l)(c) 

by refusing to negotiate with respect to the exclusions of plant manager and prototype director from 

the bargaining unit or, failing negotiations, by applying to the Board for an amended Order. Counsel 

noted that previous Board decisions place new positions in the bargaining unit unless the parties 

agree that the position is properly excluded as managerial or, the Employer applies for and receives a 

Board Order to that effect. 

[30] With respect to the unilateral change of terms or conditions of employment which is 

prohibited under s. 11 (1)(m), the Union noted that the Act requires employers to continue 

employment practices in effect at the time of certification. Counsel noted that the Employer's 

negotiator in this instance, Mr. Humeny, has been involved in a number of other bargaining situations 

where the Board has made similar rulings. The Union complains that despite the negotiator's 

knowledge of the Board's interpretation of s. 11(l)(m) and the requirement to maintain work 

conditions as they existed prior to certification, the Employer persisted in telling employees that it 

was unable to conduct performance reviews and unable to pay wage increases because of the Union. 
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[31] Counsel for the Union argued that the lay-off of employees constituted a violation of 

the technological change provisions contained in s. 43 of the Act as the Employer failed to give 90 

days notice of the change and failed to negotiate with respect to the change with the Union. 

[32] Counsel also argued that the lay-offs were intended to, and did interfere, with 

employees' rights to engage in strike activity. Counsel points to the Employer's lack of 

communication with the Union prior to the lay-off as indicating the Employer's state of mind. 

Counsel noted that, contrary to the Employer's claim in the first collective agreement application 

material filed with the Board, Mr. Leigh was unaware of the strike activity undertaken by the paint 

department on September 15, 1998. Mr. Leigh was clear in his testimony before the Board that he 

did not decide to lay-off employees until September 15, 1998, which was after he became aware that 

the paint department had engaged in strike activity. Counsel argued that the lay-offs violated ss. 

11(l)(a) and 1 1 (1)(e) of the Act. 

[33] Mr. Kowalchuk referred the Board to a number of decisions involving Mr. Humeny 

acting in the capacity as employer's negotiator. He asked the Board to note the similarity in the 

complaints in cases involving Mr. Humeny as labour relations consultant and asked the Board to send 

a clear message in this instance to employers to be careful about getting advice. 

[34] Mr. Sandomirsky, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, argued that the case should not be 

used as a witch hunt and the Employer should not be convicted based on the findings in other 

decisions. 

[35] With respect to the lay-off of employees, counsel argued that the evidence 

established that the decision to lay-off employees was made before the study session was entered into 

by the employees. According to the Employer, the lay-off was unrelated to the Union activity and 

was caused instead by the fragile nature of the Employer's finances. 

[36J Counsel also argued that the Employer did not violate s. 11(1)(m) by insisting that 

the Union provide it with a waiver of that provision before it reinstated performance reviews. 

Counsel argued that the waiver requested was merely an acknowledgement of the past practice. 

Further, he suggested that the Employer did not deny the past practice, but merely delayed it. 
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[37] With respect to the inclusion or exclusion of the plant manager and prototype 

director, the Employer argued that both positions are clearly out of scope of the Union's certification 

Order and that the issue was clearly not a central concern. 

[38] Counsel argued that s. 43, the technological change provision, was not violated in 

this instance because the Employer did not close part or all of its business. Counsel noted that the 

lay-off was merely in response to a temporary shortage of work. 

Analysis 

Unilateral change of wages and conditions of work 

[39] Section 11 (1 )(m) of the Act prevents employers from "unilaterally changing rates of 

pay, hours of work or other conditions of employment" without bargaining collectively with the 

certified trade union. In Construction and General Workers' Union, Local 890 v. Brekmar Industries 

Ltd., [1993] Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 126, LRB File No. 113-92, the Board held that a failure to 

pay wage increases in accordance with past practice constituted a violation of s. 11(1)(m), which is 

interpreted as requiring an employer to operate on the "business as before" principle. If the 

Employer undertook regular performance reviews and based salary increases on such reviews in the 

pre-certification period, then the Employer is required to continue the performance review practice 

until a collective agreement is entered into between the Union and the Employer. 

[40] In the present case, the Employer's practice of conducting bi-annual performance 

reviews to determine wage increases is not in dispute. Employees had a reasonable expectation that 

their salaries and performance would be reviewed at the end of their probationary period and 

thereafter in May and November of each year. The pattern of wage increases demonstrates the 

Employer's consistency in applying its wage policy. 

[41] The only issue that arises on the facts is whether the Employer was entitled to 

demand a waiver of s. 11(l)(m) from the Union before it continued to implement its wage practice. 

In our view, such a demand is improper for at least two reasons. First, it is difficult to understand 

why the Employer would need a waiver of the provision to enable it to carry on with a practice that is 
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required to be carried on by the statutory provision. Second, the Union's waiver of s. 11(l)(m) or any 

other provision contained in the Act would be ineffective as the Board has held that parties cannot 

contract out of the statutory scheme set up in the Act: see United Steelworkers of America v. Westank-

Willock, [1980] May Sask. Labour Rep. 72, LRB File Nos. 315-79 to 317-79, 002-80 & 003-80. 

[42] The Employer, in this instance, seemed to approach its understanding of s. 11(1)(m) 

using a literal interpretation. While this may seem justified when dealing with an employer who 

lacks experience in labour relations, this Employer had access to legal and consulting services, which 

ought to have advised the Employer of the "business as usual" interpretation. 

[43J We also point out that the Board also informs employers of the need to continue to 

operate on a "business as usual" basis in a bulletin provided to each employer with certification 

applications, the relevant portion of which reads as follows: 

[44] 

Q. Call I operate my business in the usual manner during the 
certification process? 

Generally speaking, it is anticipated that an employer will continue 
to operate the business as usual in the period leading up to the 
certification. Indeed, this is true after certification as well, until the 
employer and the trade union have reached an agreement 
concerning the terms and conditions of employment for the 
employees. 

The reason for the "business as usual" standard is that, once a trade 
union seeks to obtain bargaining rights for the employees, any 
departure from the terms and conditions of employment which were 
established before the union entered the picture may be perceived by 
employees either as punishment for considering unionization or a 
demonstration of the power of the employer to reward them for not 
supporting the trade union. 

This information makes it clear to newly certified employers that they must carry on 

in the manner that they had adopted prior to certification. If employers change the method of 

determining wages or other working conditions during the period prior to the signing of a first 

collective agreement, employees perceive that they are being punished for signing up with the union. 

Such tactic is a less than subtle form of interference in the employees' rights to join and participate in 

a trade union and to bargain collectively with a trade union. 
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[45J In our view, the Employer in this instance committed an unfair labour practice within 

the meaning of s. 11(1)(m) by failing or refusing to carry out performance reviews and to grant wage 

increases to employees after the probationary period, and in May and November each year, as had 

been the Employer's practice prior to certification. As the Employer had no statutory basis for 

requiring the Union to sign a waiver of s. ll(l)(m) or for demanding that the Union sign a 

memorandum of agreement recognizing the performance reviews as past practice, the delay in 

conducting performance reviews was not justified by the Union's refusal to sign a waiver of s. 

11 (1 )(m) or the delay in arriving at the memorandum of agreement. 

[46] We note the Union's complaints in relation to the Employer's request that employees 

who were absent on September 15, 1998 complete a sick leave form. Each employee refused to 

complete the form and nothing came from the refusal, nor was there any evidence that the Employer 

instituted a new policy relating to sick leave forms except in this one, somewhat unusual, occasion. 

We do not find it necessary to determine if this incident constituted a breach of s. 11(l)(m) as it was 

an isolated occurrence. 

Employer communications 

[47] The Union complained of various remarks made by the Employer's managers, Mr. 

Donnelly and Mr. Moskowy to Mr. Henderson, a member ofthe Union's bargaining committee. 

[48] The Act discourages employers from attempting to influence employees to join or not 

join a trade union through communication or otherwise. Section 1 1 (1)(a) prevents the Employer 

from interfering with an employee's exercise of rights under the Act and s. 11(1)(e) prohibits the 

Employer from using coercion or intimidation of any kind with the view to discouraging activity on 

behalf of a trade union. The Board has set out the rationale for the restrictions on employer speech in 

a number of cases, including Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store 

Union v. Brown Industries (1976) Ltd. et al., [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 71, LRB File Nos. 

010-95 & 012-95, where the Board stated at 86: 

As this Board has pointed out, an employer must exercise particular care during an 
organizing campaign that statements to employees do not have a coercive or 
intimidating effect, or signal to employees that the employer hopes they will take a 
particular view with respect to union representation. 
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[49] In our VIew, the statements made to Mr. Henderson by Mr. Donnelly and Mr. 

Moskowy were intended to signal to Mr. Henderson the Employer's disapproval of the selection of 

the Union as bargaining agent. Mr. Donnelly and Mr. Moskowy stepped over the line of shop floor 

bantering with employees when they discussed "employee associations" with Mr. Henderson and 

when they engaged in "union bashing" on the work floor. The "employee association" discussion 

was a undisguised attempt by the two managers to influence Mr. Henderson in his selection of a trade 

union; while the "union bashing" remarks were intended to intimidate Mr. Henderson with respect to 

his participation in and activity on behalf of the Union. 

[50] The Employer, acting through its managers, has therefore committed an unfair labour 

practice under ss. 11(1)(a) and 11(1)(e) in relation to these remarks. 

Threat of Closure 

[51J Ms. Miner described a conversation which she had with Mr. Leigh in private relating 

to the labour dispute. During the conversation, Mr. Leigh remarked that he was so frustrated that he 

didn't know what to do - bargain or move to Florida. In the context of a labour dispute, the threat of 

moving a plant can constitute an unfair labour practice under s. 11(1)(i). While Mr. Leigh made the 

comment in the course of a labour dispute, in our view, his intent in making the remark was to 

express his frustration with the labour dispute. Mr. Leigh and Ms. Miner went on to have a frank and 

productive exchange about what they both needed to do to get the collective bargaining talks moving. 

We do not find that the Employer violated s. 11 (1 )(i) by communicating in this manner with the 

Union representative. 

Lay-off of Shift Foilowing Strike Activitv 

[52] Section 11(1)(e) prohibits an employer from discharging or suspending employees 

for the purpose of discouraging membership in a union or activity in support of a union. When it is 

established that employees have exercised a right under the Act, then the burden of proving that their 

discharge or suspension was for good and sufficient reason falls to the employer. In this instance, the 

Union has established the prima facie case that (1) the employees were suspended from September 

23,1998 to October 8,1998 and (2) employees were engaged in union activity in the form ofa strike 
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or study session. The only issue remaining is whether the Employer established good and sufficient 

reason for the lay-off. 

[53] The evidence of Mr. Donnelly and Mr. Leigh established that the Employer was 

faced with an unexpected turn of events at a major trade show in Germany. The trade show 

coincided with the Union's withdrawal of services in the paint department. According to Mr. Leigh, 

he felt it necessary to address the question of lay-offs on September 14, 1998 and made the decision 

on September 15, 1998. This decision was made with the knowledge that the Union had engaged in a 

withdrawal of work on September 15, 1998. According to Mr. Leigh, he made the decision despite 

the labour relations conflict that it might generate because of his overriding concern for the 

Employer's ability to meet its expenses given what he expected would be the poor results of the 

German trade show. On his return to Canada, he was faced with a work slowdo\vn and deteriorating 

labour relations which resulted in the filing of this application along with an interim application 

seeking reinstatement of the employees on lay-off. As a result of negotiations between the Union and 

the Employer, five employees returned to work between October 8 and October 14, 1998. 

The remaining employees presumably were unavailable to return to work as a result 

of other work commitments or educational commitments. 

[55] In The Newspaper Guild v. The Leader-Post, [1994] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 

242, LRB File Nos. 251-93 to 253-93, the Board set out the test for demonstrating "good and 

sufficient reasons" in the following tern1s, at 248: 

For our pUlposes, however, the motivation of the Employer is the central issue, and 
in this connection the credibility and coherence of the explanation for the dismissal 
put fonvard by the Employer is, of course, a relevant consideration. We are not 
required, as an arbitrator is, to decide whether a particular cause for dismissal has 
been established. Nor, like a court, are we asked to assess the sufficiency of a cause 
or of a notice period in the context of common law principles. Our task is to 
consider whether the explanation given by an employer holds up when the dismissal 
of an employee and some steps taken in exercise of rights under The Trade Union 
Act coincide. The strength or weakness of the case an employer offers in defence of 
the termination is one indicator of whether union activity may also have entered the 
mind of the Employer. 
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[56] The Board, in this instance, finds that the Employer's explanation for the coincidence 

of the lay-offs and the Union's study session is credible and coherent. The Employer was faced with 

an unexpected situation and felt it was necessary to react quickly to protect its financial health. Mr. 

Leigh may have been well advised to discuss the matter with Ms. Miner prior to implementing the 

lay-off strategy; nevertheless, we find that the lay-offs were the result of the downturn in sales 

resulting from the disastrous German trade show and were not a retaliatory measure taken by the 

Employer in response to the Union's study session. For these reasons, the Board finds that the 

Employer did not violate s. 11(1)(e) by laying off employees on September 23, 1998. 

Technological change 

[57J The technological change provIsIOns contained in s. 43 of the Act reqUIre an 

employer to provide a trade union with 90 days notice of technological change. The tern1 

"technological change" has been interpreted by the Board as including the decision by an employer to 

close all or part of its business: see Saskatchevvan joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union v. Loraas Disposal Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 1, LRB File No. 207-97. There was no 

evidence that the lay-offs resulted from a decision made by the Employer to close part of the business 

or to relocate it elsewhere. In these circumstances, the lay-off itself does not fall within the 

technological change provisions set out in s. 43. 

Unilateral placement of new positions outside the scope of the Union's bargaining unit 

[S8] The Union complained that the Employer created two new positions and placed those 

positions out of scope of the Union's certification Order without negotiating with the Union or 

without obtaining an Order of the Board. 

[59] In Saskatchewan Government Employees I Union v. Wascana Rehabilitation Centre, 

[1991] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 56, LRB File Nos. 199-90 & 234-90, the Board set the 

following rules for dealing with new positions at 59 as follows: 

Accordingly, where a new position is created in an "all employee" unit, it remains 
in the bargaining unit unless excluded by order of the Board or agreement of the 
parties. Filing an amendment application pursuant to Section 5(k) of the Act does 
not have the same effect as an order. Therefore, if the Employer wishes to exclude a 
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new position from the scope of a bargaining unit, it must be done in one of the 
following ways: 

1. it may be excluded through the process of collective 
bargaining; 

2. if attempts at bargaining have failed, it can app/y- for an 
amendment to the certification order pursuant to Section 
50), (k) or (m) of The Trade Union Act. 

In the present case, the principles set out in the Wascana Rehabilitation Centre case 

would require the Employer to treat the positions of plant manager and prototype director as "in 

scope" positions, until negotiations led to an agreement to exclude the positions in question, or an 

application to exclude was heard and detern1ined by the Board. The Employer's failure to follow this 

procedure constitutes an unfair labour practice under s. 11 (1)( c) of the Act. 

General bargaining tactics 

[61] The Union complained about the general bargaining tactics of the Employer, notably 

in relation to the conduct of Mr. Humeny. The Union notes the parallels between the events in this 

case and those considered by the Board in United Steelworkers of America v. Brandt Industries Ltd., 

[1991] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 81, LRB File Nos. 193-91 and 194-91 and Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 3597 v. Town of Watrous, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 52, LRB 

File No. 128-93, which involved Mr. Humeny as labour relations consultant for employers. The 

cases set out the Board's interpretation of s. 11(1)(m) as requiring the employer to carry on "business 

as usual" in the freeze period prior to the conclusion of the first agreement. The Union's argument, in 

essence, is that there is a pattern of predictable conduct in bargaining relationships where Mr. 

Humeny is present as the Employer's negotiator. 

[62] In the present case, the Board has imposed a first collective agreement on the parties: 

see [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 393, LRB File No. 209-98. The first stages of many collective bargaining 

relationships are difficult for both the employees and the employers. Where the employer has little or 

no experience in collective bargaining, it must rely on outside help for advice and guidance. 

Ultimately, however, the parties must build a relationship that will endure through the negotiation of 

the first agreement and future collective agreements. Both parties must take responsibility for 

making the relationship work, even when they are relying on consultants or lawyers for labour 
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relations advice. A dynamic and healthy collective bargaining relationship requires communication 

between the Employer and the Union. From our perspective, Ms. Miner and Mr. Leigh have 

demonstrated their abilities to engage in the kind of frank and open discussions that will lead to a 

productive collective bargaining environment. Given the Board's decision in LRB File No. 209-98, 

which imposed the collective agreement, we do not feel it is necessary to make any Orders under this 

heading. 

Remedial Orders 

[63] Since hearing this application, the Board has imposed a first collective agreement on 

the parties: see [1999J Sask. L.R.B.R. 393, LRB File No. 209-98. Many of the issues raised above 

may now be resolved by the implementation of the collective agreement. We will issue regular 

Orders under ss. 5( d) and 5( e) of the Act and ask the Employer to file within 15 days of the date of 

receiving these Reasons a plan for rectifYing the violations set out in the Order. The Board will 

remain seized to issue further Orders, if needed. 
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BRIAN LYMER, Applicant v. SASKATCHEWAN INSURANCE OFFICE AND 
PROFESSIONAL UNION, LOCAL 397 (O.P.E.I.U.) and 
SASKATCHEWAN GOVERNMENT INSURANCE, Respondents 

LRB File No. 176-99; March 10, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Brenda Cuthbert and George Wall 

For the Applicant: Brian Lymer 
For the Union: Rick Engel 
For the Employer: Mitch Miller 

Duty fair representation - Contract administration - Board finds that union 
properly considered facts of applicant's complaint and competing interests 
involved before deciding not to file grievance. 

Duty of fair representation - Scope of duty - Duty does not oblige union to grieve 
matters that it does not consider to be grievable after fairly considering the facts, 
competing interests and collective agreement. 

Duty of fair representation - Discrimination - Decision by union not to file 
grievance in job competition case on basis of seniority not discriminatory. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 25.1 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Saskatchewan Insurance Office and Professional 

Employees' Union, Local 397 (O.P.E.I.D.) (the "Union") represents a unit of employees of 

Saskatchewan Government Insurance (the "Employer"). Brian Lymer, a member of the bargaining 

unit, has been employed by the Employer for 18 years and is presently a Personal Injury 

Representative Level 2 ("PIR 2"). Mr. Lymer applied to the Board alleging that the Union 

committed an unfair labour practice in violation of s. 25.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-

17 (the "Act which provides as follows: 
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25.1 Every employee has the right to be fairly represented in grievance or rights 
arbitration proceedings under a collective bargaining agreement by the trade union 
certified to represent his bargaining unit in a manner that is not arbitrary, 
discriminatory or in bad faith. 
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[2] Mr. Lymer's complaint concerns two competitions for positions as a PIR Level 3 

("PIR 3") based upon, among other things, an educational equivalency examination. Mr. Lymer 

alleged that the questions on the examination, which he was exempted from writing because he had 

completed the educational requirements for the positions, were not adequate to fairly test the 

knowledge of those candidates required to take the examination, resulting in an unfair advantage for 

those candidates in meeting the educational equivalency for the positions. He alleged that as a result 

he was denied one of the PIR 3 positions that were awarded to other candidates. Mr. Lymer felt that 

the Union ought to have filed and prosecuted a grievance on his behalf pursuant to the collective 

agreement between the Union and the Employer ("the collective agreement"). The Union took the 

position that because it had agreed to the Employer's rules regarding the qualifications and 

procedures for determining applicants' qualifications, including the content of equivalency 

examinations, the complaint was not grievable. 

Evidence 

Brian Lymer 

[3] Mr. Lymer testified on his own behalf. In January 1999, he applied for a posting for 

PIR 3. Three fellow employees also responded to the posting, one of whom was the temporary 

incumbent in the position. The "critical minimum requirements" for the position included the 

successful completion of nine educational courses or an equivalent combination of training and 

experience; if a candidate lacked all of the courses, they were permitted to write an educational 

equivalency examination. In early February, Courtney Soderland, manager of the bodily injury 

department, held a meeting with Mr. Lymer and the other applicants to advise them of the procedure 

that would be followed to test the applicants' qualifications. Mr. Soderland told the applicants that 

the examination portion of the competition would include two tests: one to test general technical 

knowledge and skills; and an educational equivalency examination with respect to the required 

educational courses. A "targeted selection" interview process would then follow. As concerns the 
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latter examination, Mr. Soderland advised the applicants that it would test on content from two of the 

nine required courses, which he identified. 

[4] One of the applicants withdrew from the competition. Mr. Lymer, who had 

completed all nine of the educational courses, was exempted :from writing the second test; the 

remaining two applicants, both of whom had more seniority than Mr. Lymer, but neither of whom 

had completed all of the educational courses, were required to write both examinations. Mr. Lymer 

did not successfully pass the first test of technical knowledge. Only one of the other two applicants, 

the temporary incumbent, passed both tests; following an interview process, he was awarded the 

position. 

Mr. Lymer, who was leaving on vacation, wrote a letter to Lewis Stunn, the 

Employer's manager of employee relations, before he knew the results of competition. Mr. 

Lymer complained that the second test, based as it was on only two of the nine required courses, was 

not comprehensive enough to fairly test on the educational requirements of the position posting. Mr. 

Lymer felt the selection procedure based on that test was arbitrary and preferred candidates who did 

not have the complete educational requirements, especially if they had more seniority than other 

candidates. Mr. Lymer provided a copy of his letter to the Union a few days later. Larry Sheffer, a 

Union staff representative, replied to Mr. Lymer stating that because he had not successfully passed 

the technical knowledge examination, he almost certainly could not have been successfully selected 

over a candidate with more seniority. Mr. Sheffer's position was that the issue was therefore moot 

and the Union would take no action. 

[6] Mr. Lymer responded stating that if the educational equivalency examination had 

tested on all nine courses, neither of the other two applicants would likely have passed, and all they 

and himself would have gone on to the targeted selection interview process. He indicated that he 

wished to grieve the testing procedure used to determine educational equivalency on the basis that it 

was unfair and discriminatory. No grievance was filed, and Mr. Lymer did not pursue the matter 

further. 

[7] In April, 1999, Mr. Lymer applied for another posting for a PIR 3 position. There 

was one other candidate who had been the third candidate on the previous posting and who was the 

incumbent PIR 3 acting on a temporary basis in the position under competition. As in the case of the 
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first posting, Mr. Lymer was only required to write the technical knowledge examination, which he 

this time passed. Again, the educational equivalency examination only tested on a few of the nine 

courses. The other candidate was awarded the position. 

[8] Mr. Lymer wrote to the Union on May 17, 1999, as soon as he found out the result of 

the competition. He advised the Union that he wished to grieve the educational equivalency 

examination process. He had several queries including, whether the Employer had the textbook 

material for all nine courses and he wondered who had prepared and marked the examinations and 

whether that person was qualified to do so. He requested that the Union investigate the matter. Mr. 

Lymer did not know whether or not the Union had investigated. 

[9] A Union representative, Dana Stutsky, contacted Mr. Lymer within a few days. She 

told Mr. Lymer that the Union did not consider the issue to be grievable as the Union had bargained 

a qualifications clause that recognized seniority and experience as well as admitting of educational 

requirements - the testing for educational equivalency was, she told him, within the purview of 

management. She explained that in the Union's opinion, the most senior qualified candidate had 

been successful, in accordance with the Union's objectives, and there were no grounds for a 

grIevance. 

Garry Hamblin 

[1OJ Garry Hamblin, is a PIR 2, a colleague of Mr. Lymer's and a shop steward in the 

bodily injury department. He was called to testify by Mr. Lymer. He said that, after the second 

competition, Mr. Lymer approached him with respect to filing a grievance. In Mr. Lymer's presence, 

Mr. Hamblin contacted David Miller, a Union representative. Mr. Miller said that he would contact 

Mr. Lymer at a later date to discuss the issue. 

David Miller 

[I1J David Miller has been a full time staff representative for the Union since 1995, and 

is a past local Union president. He testified on behalf of the Union. 
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[12J Mr. Miller said significant changes were made to the position classification plan in 

1989. He referred to a letter of understanding made between the Union and the Employer at the time 

that incorporated the principle that employees who lacked minimum formal educational requirements 

for posted competitions could, nonetheless, attain equivalency by demonstrating their knowledge 

through an interview process. He also referred to Art. 22 of the collective agreement regarding 

classification of positions. Briefly, it provides that the Employer shall provide specifications for 

each classification of position including the critical minimum requirements that constitute the basis 

for evaluating the qualifications of applicants for entrance to the class; the Union has the opportunity 

to make representations before the class specification is finalized, and if it is not satisfied with the 

Employer's decision, the Union may have recourse to the grievance procedure. 

[13] Mr. Miller also referred to Art. 10 of the collective agreement which, in part, deals 

with the process in filling vacancies and promotions. He described the Union's role in the 

competition process as ensuring that the Employer adheres to the time limits and the process for 

posting, evaluation of qualifications, interviews and the award. He summarized the contents of 

Art. 1 0 in relation to these issues as follows: the Employer creates the posting document and forwards 

a copy to the Union: the Union receives copies of the applications and the "competition sheet" 

containing candidates' names and details as to whether they meet the critical minimum requirements 

of the position; if the Union has a concern about the Employer's evaluation of a candidate's 

qualifications, it can call a 'selection panel', composed of a Union representative and the vice

president of human resources, to review the matter. 

[14] In relation to posted competitions, sub-clause lO.C.l(a) of the collective agreement 

provides, in part, as follows: 

... the applicant who is qualified and has the most seniority shall be given preference. 
To be considered qualified, an applicant must meet the minimum requirements as set 
forth in the Position Classification Plan. 

According to Mr. Miller, the sub-clause reflects the Union's emphasis on the 

importance of seniority in job competitions and it is within the purview of the Employer to set the 

content of educational equivalency examinations. Mr. Miller said that the Employer administers 

qualifying and equivalency examinations without consultation with the Union. The next step is the 

targeted selection interview process, also conducted without Union consultation or participation. 
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However, the Employer provides the Union with the results and advises as to whom it intends to award 

the position. An unsuccessful candidate may ask for written reasons as to why they were not selected. 

[16] With respect to the first competition involving Mr. Lymer, Mr. Miller said that when 

the Employer advised the Union as to whom it intended to award the position, he noted that the 

candidate had passed the educational equivalency examination and was the most senior applicant, so he 

had no objection to his appointment. After Mr. Lymer raised his concern, Mr. Miller said that he 

explained to him that the matter did not constitute grounds for a grievance under the collective 

agreement in light of Art. 22, and because Mr. Lymer had not passed the technical examination he 

could not be appointed to the position in any event. Nonetheless, Mr. Miller said that he discussed the 

matter with the Employer's human resources department and asked that they ensure that the 

equivalency examination met their standards. It was relayed to him that Mr. Soderberg considered the 

test to be adequately comprehensive. Mr. Miller passed the information along to Mr. Lymer. 

[17] Mr. Miller testified that, after the second competition, Mr. Hamblin, who was with Mr. 

Lymer at the time, contacted him. Mr. Miller said that he expressed the opinion to them that the 

Employer was not in violation of the collective agreement and the matter was not grievable; and, he 

also advised them that if there were a flaw in the testing process, it would have to be addressed in 

bargaining. 

[18] In cross-examination, Mr. Miller admitted that, in his opinion, the Employer must 

administer a reasonable examination and could not, for example, neglect to administer one at all, but he 

said that the Union must defer to the Employer's judgment as to what constitutes a reasonable test of 

the knowledge for the position, unless an examinee disputes the examination content, in which case a 

selection panel is struck as per the collective agreement. He said that when he made an inquiry of the 

Employer's human resources department, he was advised that it considered the examinations to be 

comprehensive enough, and he had no reason to seek to go behind that representation. The Union did 

not seek legal advice on the issue. 
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Arguments 

[19J In argument Mr. Lymer asserted that, in refusing to file and prosecute a grievance on 

his behalf, the Union had acted: (1) arbitrarily, because it did not review the adequacy of the 

examination material, it relied on the representation by the Employer in that regard, and it did not 

seek a legal opinion with respect to the issue and its interpretation of the collective agreement; (2) 

discriminatorily, because, although the Union may emphasize seniority in the selection process, it 

has a duty to ensure that those who fulfill the educational requirements, as opposed to those who 

attempt to qualify through equivalency, are not prejudiced; and, (3) in bad faith, because the Union's 

decision not to investigate the adequacy of the examinations was unreasonable. 

[20] In support of his arguments, Mr. Lymer referred to the Board's decision in Ward v. 

Saskatchewan Union of Nurses and South Saskatchewan Hospital Centre, [1988] Winter Sask. 

Labour Rep. 44, LRB File No. 031-88. 

[21] Mr. Engel, counsel for the Union, acknowledged Mr. Lymer's feelings of frustration 

in that he was the only candidate among the five in both competitions who had completed all of the 

required courses. But, he argued, after conducting its research and study of the classifications under 

consideration in the 1989 classification plan negotiations, including the PIR classification, the Union 

had made a decision at that time that equivalent knowledge and experience could satisfy the 

minimum educational requirements for positions open to competition. He noted that the main issue 

in a competition, as far as the Union is concerned, is whether the candidate appointed to the position 

is the senior applicant that has qualified, whether that be by having completed the required 

educational courses or through equivalency examination. He asserted that the issue Mr. Lymer 

raised - the adequacy of the procedure used to test for educational equivalency - was not a matter of 

grievance but was, rather, a matter for bargaining, should the Union choose to raise it. 

[22] In the alternative, even if the issue was grievable, counsel asserted that the real 

controversy was philosophical: Mr. Lymer felt that the competition process should stress the 

educational qualification, while the Union has chosen to stress the seniority aspect of selection. The 

Union has made a decision that it is in the interests of the membership as a whole to promote the 

recognition of seniority before educational qualification in selection matters. In such circumstances, 
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counsel said, the Union may decide it does not want to take issue with the parameters of determining 

educational equivalency unless they are deemed too onerous, or unless there is an allegation of 

wrongdoing by either the employer (such as to prefer a certain candidate for its own illegitimate 

reasons) or by a candidate (such as by cheating). 

[23J Mr. Bngel submitted that the application must fail on each of the three grounds 

asserted by Mr. Lymer. He said that the Union duly considered the issue and all interests, including 

that of Mr. Lymer and that of the collective membership, as well as the Union's objectives in 

bargaining. The following cases were cited in support of this position: Shipowich v. S.E.! U, Local 

333 and Saskatoon District health Board, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 56, LRB File No. 271-98; Wionzek 

v. fB.E.W., Local 2067 and SaskPower, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 765, LRB File No. 101-98; Campbell 

v. fB.E. w., Local 2067 and Saskatchewan Power Corporation, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 620, LRB File 

No. 080-96; Mravcak v. c.E.P., Local 594 and Consumers' Co-operative Refineries Limited, [1995] 

1 sI Quarter Sask. Labour Rep.79, LRB File No.221-94. 

Analysis and Decision 

[24] The Board's jurisprudence respecting applications alleging violation of s. 25.1 of the 

Act has adopted the discussion by the Supreme Court of Canada in Canadian Merchant Services 

Guild v. Gagnon (1984), 84 CL.L.C 14,403 (S.CC.) in relation to the discrete meaning of each of 

the terms "arbitrary," "discriminatory" and "bad faith" as used in that section. The Supreme Court 

cited with approval the following statement by the British Columbia Labour Relations Board in 

Rayonier Canada (B.C.) Ltd. (1975),2 CLRBR 196, at 201-202: 

. .. The union must not be actuated by bad faith, in the sense of personal hostility, 
political revenge, or dishonesty. There can be no discrimination, treatment of 
particular employees unequally whether on account of such factors as race and sex 
(which are illegal under the Human Rights Code) or simple, personal favouritism. 
Finally, a union cannot act arbitrarily, disregarding the interests of one of the 
employees in a peifunctory manner. Instead, it must take a reasonable view of the 
problem before it and arrive at a thoughtful judgement about what to do after 
considering the various relevant and conflicting considerations. 
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[25] In Ward, supra, the Board commented further on the distinctions between the three 

concepts, as follows: 

[26] 

The union's obligation to refrain from acting in bad faith means that it must act 
honestly and free from personal animosity towards the employee it represents. The 
requirement that it refrain from acting in a manner that is discriminatory means that 
it must not discriminate for or against particular employees based on factors such as 
race, sex or personal favouritism. The requirement that it avoid acting arbitrarily 
means that it must not act in a capricious or cursory manner or without reasonable 
care. In other words, the union must take a reasonable view of the problem and 
make a thoughtful decision about what to do. So long as it does so, it will not violate 
Section 25.1 by making an honest mistake or an error in judgment. 

In the present case, it is not necessary for us to assess whether the issue raised by 

Mr. Lymer is or is not grievable under the collective agreement. We have determined on all of the 

evidence that the Union did not violate s. 25.1 of the Act. The Union was forthright with Mr. Lymer 

In relation to the issue about its interpretation of the collective agreement and its philosophy and 

practical emphasis. There is no general duty upon a union to seek an opinion from a legal 

professional regarding such matters. The essence of the Union's position was that there was no 

violation of the collective agreement, and that, in any event, the interest of Mr. Lymer was secondary 

to that which it perceived to be in the best interest of the membership as a whole. 

[27] The evidence establishes to our satisfaction that the Union arrived at its decision not 

to investigate further or file a grievance after fairly considering the facts and the competing interests 

at stake. A union, after giving the matter due consideration, is not obliged to represent a member in 

grievance proceedings where to advance the position would be detrimental to the union itself or to its 

interests in bargaining; it is entitled to support the interest that it feels is consistent with the proper 

application and/or administration of the collective agreement. This may result in "discrimination" as 

between individual employees, but this type of discrimination is not improper if it results from an 

informed consideration of the facts and a choice based upon well-founded reasons that are not 

arbitrary or otherwise offensive. In Shipowich, supra, a duty of fair representation case that arose 

out of a selection complaint, the Board approved of the following statement by the Ontario Labour 

Relations Board in Mlakar v. CUPE, Local 79, [1989] OLRB Rep. Dec. 1246: 
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[28] 

12. . .. Unions are often placed in the position of having to deal with competing rights 
and interests as between individual members of the bargaining unit for which they hold 
bargaining rights. Invariably there are situations where there is "discrimination" as 
between individuals. For example, one is discriminating in conferring a preference to 
one employee over another based on seniority. It is discriminatory to confer a 
preference to a better qualified employee over another. However, that 
"discrimination" is, in and of itself, in no way improper. Choices as between 
individuals must be made. What gives rise to concern is where that choice is made 
based on arbitrary or other improper considerations. This Board has said on many 
occasions that making those difficult decisions is very much a part of the responsibility 
which a union bears in the representation of employees. 

We are of the opinion that the Union did not act arbitrarily or in bad faith in arriving 

at its decision. And to the extent that any detriment to Mr. Lymer is based upon the Union's 

promotion of seniority as the primary consideration in selection, there was no Improper 

discrimination against Mr. Lymer within the meaning ofs. 25.1 of the Act. 

[29] For the foregoing reasons, we have determined that the Union did not violate the Act 

and we dismiss the application. 

[30] We thank Mr. Lymer for his skillful presentation of his case and Mr. Engel for his 

sensitive and professional manner. 
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JLI'.n1.-'-'-"-" GENERT, Applicant and CYPRESS CREDIT UNION LIMITED, Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 003-99, 004-99 & 005-99; March 15, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Gloria Cymbalisty 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Bob Wall er 

Unfair labour practice - Dismissal for union activity - Jurisdiction of Board -
Employee and co-workers exploring possibility of joining trade union - Board 
finds that such general discussions about unions constitute sufficient union 
activities to meet threshold in s. 11 (1)( e) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Burden of proof - Discbarge - Employee engaged in 
union activity to discharge - Board proceeds to examine employer's reasons 
and motivation for discbarge - Board evaluates sufficiency of employer's reasons 
for termination in order to determine if union activity played any role. 

Evidence - Onus - Reverse onus - Employer's reasons for dismissal of employee 
coberent and credible - Board finds that employer had good and sufficient reason 
for dismissal and met reverse onus under s. l1(l)(e) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act ss. 11(l)(a) & l1(1)(e). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Chairperson: Ms. Genert filed applications for an unfair labour 

practice, reinstatement and monetary loss alleging that Cypress Credit Union Limited (the "Credit 

Union") terminated her employment in violation of ss. 3, J 1 (1)(a) and ll(1)(e) of The Trade Union 

Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). The Credit Union filed a reply which denied the allegations 

and asserted that Ms. Genert's employment was terminated for reasons related to her work 

performance and attitude toward management. Hearings were conducted in Regina from April 19 to 

21, 1999. 
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Facts 

[2] Ms. Genert was employed as a part-time member servIces representative at the 

Credit Union in Maple Creek. She started her employment in June, 1995 and worked an average of 3 

days a week. Ms. Genert's immediate supervisor was Ms. Jeannie Weiss, member services 

supervisor. Ms. Shelly Kay was also involved in the supervision of member services representatives 

in her position as manager of marketing and development. Mr. Glen Goddard was the general 

manager of the Credit Union and had overall responsibility for the operation of the Credit Union. 

[3] During her employment, Ms. Genert was subject to regular performance evaluations 

in which her performance was measured against a set of key results set for her at the beginning of 

each year. Ms. Genert's performance in 1996 was considered satisfactory with the exception of her 

product knowledge and operational skills. Ms. Genert was criticized for overages and shortages 

during 3 of the 4 review periods in 1996 and was reminded to make referrals to the financial service 

called "Membercare". 

[4] In 1997, Ms. Genert's work performance was assessed overall as satisfactory. 

However, the performance evaluation form noted a continuing problem with shortages or overages 

and lack of Membercare referrals. 

[5] In February, 1998, Ms. Genert was assigned to a converSlOn team which was 

responsible for implementing and training staff on a new computer system. She worked on this team 

until September, 1998 at which time she reverted to her member services representative duties. 

[6] In 1998, Ms. Genert was evaluated in June by Ms. Weiss and her performance was 

considered satisfactory or better in all areas of assessment. In the comments section of the 

document, Ms. Weiss noted that Ms. Genert was asked what she needed to make Membercare 

referrals. Also, shortages and overages continued to be noted as a concern. At the same time, Ms. 

Weiss praised Ms. Genert for her commitment and hard work on the conversion team. 
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[7] In August, 1998 the Credit Union posted a notice of job opportunity indicating that 

two temporary part-time member services representative positions would be created; one position 

was scheduled for the morning shift and the second for the afternoon shift with an overlap of the two 

positions over the noon hour. Mr. Goddard testified that the management team consisting of him, 

Ms. Kay and Ms. Weiss, anticipated that Ms. Genert and Ms. Dawn Clement, another casual 

employee, would be interested in applying for the positions. 

[8] After the positions were posted, Ms. Genert and Ms. Clement did approach Ms. 

Weiss and Ms. Kay to ask why the positions were posted as two positions with an overlapping lunch 

hour. They asked if they could arrange to trade shifts or switch shifts if they were successful in 

applying for the positions. Ms. Genert and Ms. Clement wanted to know why the po stings were so 

stringent. 

[9] Mr. Goddard testified that the management team had actually predicted that Ms. 

Genert and Ms. Clement would "try to work it [the new positions] for themselves." In anticipation 

of this, management designed the positions to ensure that the hours of work were under control of 

Ms. Weiss and Ms. Kay so they would know who was working each shift and who was responsible 

for the tasks set out in each job profile. Mr. Goddard explained that management had let a lot of 

things slide during the conversion process and he wanted to gain more control over staff assignments 

and attendance at work. 

[10] When planning the addition of two new part-time positions, the management team 

also decided that it would be appropriate to prepare performance improvement plans for Ms. Genert 

and Ms. Clement. Mr. Goddard felt that there were performance issues with both employees that 

should be addressed through the performance improvement process. Mr. Goddard indicated that the 

perfonnance improvement plans were developed in rough form in August, 1998 by Ms. Weiss and 

Ms. Kay, before the new positions were assigned to Ms. Genert and Ms. Clement. 

[11] In the draft performance improvement plan for Ms. Genert, Ms. Weiss and Ms. Kay 

indicated that Ms. Genert needed to improve her performance in three areas: (1) follow proper 

channels of communication; (2) change her attitude on branch work flow, decision-making and 

change; and (3) teamwork. 
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[12] Before the performance improvement plan for Ms. Genert was finalized, an incident 

occurred in a staff meeting on the evening of September 14, 1998 that, in management's eyes, 

demonstrated the difficulties they were experiencing with Ms. Genert in the workplace. A staff 

meeting was held with member services representatives. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss 

the two new positions. During the meeting, Ms. Genert challenged Ms. Kay and Ms. Weiss with 

respect to a statement in the job profile for the part-time positions which required employees to 

balance daily cash and receipts "on her own time." According to Ms. Kay and Ms. Weiss, Ms. 

Genert was overly aggressive in asserting that employees did not have to work without pay and that 

the requirement violated The Labour Standards Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. L-l. 

[13] According to Mr. Goddard, when Ms. Kay advised him of what had occurred at the 

staff meeting, he decided that he did not wish to continue to employ Ms. Genert because of her 

aggressive attitude toward management. 

[14] The following day Mr. Goddard spoke with the executive committee of the Credit 

Union and received their approval to terminate Ms. Genert's employment. The committee, however, 

suggested that Mr. Goddard discuss the matter first with the consultants at Credit Union Central who 

had performed an earlier evaluation of the Credit Union. 

[15] As a result of his discussions with Credit Union Central, Mr. Goddard decided to 

deal with Ms. Genert's performance issues through the vehicle of a performance improvement plan, 

as opposed to the termination of her employment. He was convinced by his discussions with 

consultants at Credit Union Central that Ms. Genert deserved to be notified of her performance 

deficiencies and given an opportunity to correct them. 

[16] The performance improvement plan document, which had been prepared earlier by 

Ms. Weiss and Ms. Kay, was significantly revised by Mr. Goddard, on the advice of the Credit 

Union Central consultant, to better relate performance problems to the core skills identified in the job 

profile of member services representative. The key critical comments in the document were as 

follows: 

When you disagree about a decision or change, follow the channels of 
communication as outline in the Personnel Policy. Bring about the concern in a 
tactful manner and if possible provide a better way not just disagree. 
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[17] 
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If other staff confront you with issues - encourage them to take the proper channels 
as well. Do not put yourself in a position to be involved with a confrontation against 
others. 

Accept changes and decisions in a positive and encouraging manner. Do not take 
evelY decision as a personal difference against you or your position. 

Support supervisOly and management decisions. Talk favourably about supervisors 
or management to members or other staff. Understand other positions in 
organization and why certain decisions are made, if unclear of where decision is 
coming ji-om, follow the channels of communication. 

Understand that we do not want to discourage your input, but only want it 
communicated in a different manner. 

Mr. Goddard held a meeting with Ms. Genert on September 17, 1998 at 3:30 p.m. 

with Ms. Weiss in attendance. Mr. Goddard began the meeting by reviewing the job profile prepared 

for the new position. Mr. Goddard reported that they spent time discussing the issue of balancing the 

cash drawer, and he clarified to Ms. Genert that she was not expected to balance "on her own time" 

but she \vas expected to find any shortages or averages on her own, and not pass the problem off to 

the member services supervisor. From Mr. Goddard's point of view, the issue was not one of 

requiring member services representatives to work without payor overtime, but to clarify who was 

responsible for locating any errors in the balancing of cash drawers. 

[18] Mr. Goddard testified that Ms. Genert's first comment to him at the meeting was that 

"if this was about the meeting the other night, he didn't need to go through it with her." Mr. 

Goddard advised her that it was necessary to review the job profile for the new position to ensure 

that she understood the job assignments. 

[19] After reviewing the job profile for the new position, Mr. Goddard presented Ms. 

Genert with the performance improvement plan which he had prepared in conjunction with the 

Credit Union Central consultant. Mr. Goddard told Ms. Genert that if she was promoted to the new 

position, there were certain areas of her performance that required improvement. According to Mr. 

Goddard, Ms. Genert became quite upset and said that this course of action was only being taken 

because of what happened at the meeting with Ms. Kay and Ms. Weiss. Mr. Goddard assured Ms. 

Genert that the performance improvement plan had been prepared in August and was not a result of 

the September 14, 1998 meeting. 
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[20] Subsequently, they discussed each area set out in the performance improvement plan 

and answered questions which Ms. Genert raised with respect to the plan. At the end of the meeting, 

Mr. Goddard felt that Ms. Genert was in agreement with the plan. He asked her to take it home and 

review it. If she was satisfied with it in the morning, she was to bring it back and sign it. 

[21] On the following day, Ms. Genert did not discuss the performance improvement plan 

with Mr. Goddard and he did not approach her to deal with it. 

[22] On September 21, 1998 Ms. Genert asked Mr. Goddard if he would agree to meet 

with her following work. She indicated that she also wanted two co-workers to attend the meeting 

with her. Mr. Goddard agreed to meet; however, he was unsure if it was appropriate to discuss Ms. 

Genert's performance improvement plan in the presence of other employees. He contacted the 

consultant at Credit Union Central and was advised not to discuss the plan at any meeting with other 

employees in attendance. 

[23] When the meeting began, Ms. Genert had the performance improvement plan with 

her and indicated to Mr. Goddard that she wanted to discuss how the plan came about. He advised 

her that he would not discuss the plan with her in the presence of other employees. At this point, 

according to Mr. Goddard, Ms. Genert became angry and loud. He pointed out to her that it was this 

type of attitude that got her into the position she was then in. Ms. Genert then got up and moved 

toward the door. Before leaving, she told Mr. Goddard that he would regret that he got into this with 

her and she would get the labour board in and go through the books. Ms. Genert and Ms. Clement, a 

co-worker of Ms. Genert's, testified that Mr. Goddard also acted in a loud and aggressive manner in 

this meeting. 

[24J Mr. Goddard met again with Ms. Genert in the presence of Ms. Weiss on September 

23, 1998. He testified that Ms. Genert was emotional on the subject of the performance 

improvement plan. She agreed that she needed to improve her performance but she was not prepared 

to agree to and sign the performance improvement plan which had been prepared by the Credit 

Union. Ms. Genert indicated that she would write out her own plan. 
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[25] At the same time, Ms. Genert asked for time off work. She was permitted to take the 

remainder of the day off work and was told that management needed a decision from her soon. 

[26] On September 24, 1998 Ms. Genert appeared at work with her sister. She gave Mr. 

Goddard a doctor's certificate indicating that she required two weeks sick leave and she also signed 

the performance improvement plan and attached a letter to it that stated: 

[27] 

I am writing this letter as a record that I am forced to sign the attached 
"pelformance improvement plan" under duress. I contest what the form says and 
the reason for which I was given this form. When asked I have not been given a 
logical or sound reason as to why I was given this "performance improvement 
plan n. 

Ms. Genert then went on sick leave although she did attend one staff meeting which 

was conducted on October 6, 1998. 

[28] On October 7, 1998, the Credit Union received a visit from a labour standards officer 

who also happened to be Ms. Genert's uncle. The labour standards officer indicated that he had 

received a complaint relating to overtime pay from Ms. Genert. The matter was discussed and 

resolved. The officer suggested to Mr. Goddard that a course in conflict resolution may help him 

deal with the issues that had arisen between him and Ms. Genert. The labour standards officer did 

not disclose to Mr. Goddard that he was Ms. Genert's uncle. 

[29] Ms. Genert returned to work on October 8, 1998. Mr. Goddard decided that the 

matter between management and Ms. Genert needed to be resolved. On October 22, 1998, a further 

meeting was held between Ms. Genert and Mr. Goddard. Mr. Goddard had requested that Charlene 

Klein, a consultant from Credit Union Central, attend the meeting as well. During the meeting, Ms. 

Genert indicated her unwillingness to agree to the performance improvement plan. The meeting 

ended at that point and Mr. Goddard indicated to Ms. Genert that he would be reviewing their 

options. 
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[30] After consulting with lavvyers, Mr. Goddard informed Ms. Genert that she would be 

terminated without cause with notice and he forwarded her a letter offering severance pay in 

accordance with The Labour Standards Act and the Credit Union's policy. This offer was not 

accepted by Ms. Genert so an amount equal to the notice requirement under The Labour Standards 

Act was paid to her by the Credit Union. 

[31] Mr. Goddard explained at the conclusion of his examination-in-chief that he had 

continued to try to get Ms. Genert to agree to the performance improvement plan, through a number 

of meetings and finally, with the assistance of an outside resource person. When it became apparent 

that Ms. Genert was not going to agree to the plan, he felt he had to move on. According to him, this 

was the only reason for terminating her employment. 

[32J On cross-examination, the Credit Union's witnesses aclmowledged that performance 

improvement plans can form part of the Credit Union's disciplinary process, as set out in the 

discipline policy. In addition, they agreed that employees should have input into performance 

improvement plans. 

[33] On cross-examination, Mr. Goddard did recall having one coffee room discussion 

about trade unions with Dawn Clement. Mr. Goddard recalled that Ms. Clement described a 

situation where her husband had crossed a picket line and she expressed her pride in him for doing 

so. Mr. Goddard explained that he said to Ms. Clement that unions do not always act in the best 

interest of people. He indicated that the remark was intended as an "off the cuff' comment. 

[34] Ms. Genert recalled the conversation and indicated that Mr. Goddard told her that 

three of the 160 credit unions in Saskatchewan were unionized. 

[35] Ms. Genert aclmowledged that she was an informal spokesperson for the member 

services representatives in the Credit Union. It fell to her to raise issues that concerned her fellow 

workers, including the issues of selling Membercare products and entitlements to overtime pay when 

required to balance cash after normal work hours. Ms. Genert indicated that she was not criticized 

by management prior to September 14, 1998 for her role as spokesperson for the member services 

representatives, nor was she criticized for speaking out at staff meetings. Rather, she felt that 

management expected her to relate staff concerns to them. 
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[36] Ms. Genert acknowledged that she filed a complaint with the Labour Standards 

office in Swift Current relating to overtime pay around September 24, 1998 

[37] In relation to union activity, Ms. Genert testified that she had discussed the question 

of unions with a co-worker at her sister's house in Maple Creek around the end of June, 1998. They 

considered which staff mayor may not be willing to join a union. After this conversation, Ms. 

Genert continued the conversation regarding forming a union with a different co-worker during 

coffee breaks at work. However, no action was undertaken to form a union. 

[38] Ms. Genert viewed the performance improvement plan as a disciplinary process and 

concluded that she was being given a disciplinary record for her conduct at the September 14, 1998 

meeting. 

[39] Ms. Dawn Clement testified for the Applicant. She confirmed that a coffee room 

discussion between her, Mr. Goddard and Ms. Genert relating to unions occurred in the spring of 

1998. According to Ms. Clement, all three individuals related personal stories about strikes, picket 

lines and unions. She also confirmed the discussions that she had with Ms. Genert concerning the 

fOl1nation of a union at the Credit Union. These discussions took place during coffee breaks at work. 

[40] Ms. Clement also testified that she was presented with a performance improvement 

plan document to sign at the same time she was interviewed for the new half-time position. Ms. 

Clement simply signed the form. 

[41] Ms. Genert's sister also testified and confirmed the one conversation regarding 

unions that had taken place at her house. In addition, Ms. Genert's father, Don Byers, testified and 

indicated that he had spoken to Mr. Goddard after Ms. Genert's employment was terminated to find 

out why his daughter had been fired from the Credit Union. Mr. Byers is a member of the Credit 

Union. He testified that Mr. Goddard would not provide him with an explanation for the firing. 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[42] The Applicant alleges that her employment was terminated in violation of s. 11(1)(e) 

of the Act, which reads: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

Arguments 

[43] Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Applicant, argued that the Applicant had established 

that she was engaged in union activity. In particular, counsel noted the conversations between the 

Applicant and a co-worker at Ms. Genert's sister's home and Ms. Genert 's conversations with Ms. 

Clement at work. Counsel argued that this activity was sufficient to shift the onus of proof to the 

Credit Union. 
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[44] With respect to the standard of cause required to establish that the Credit Union had 

"good and sufficient" reason for terminating the employment of Ms. Genert, counsel argued that Ms. 

Genert's performance reviews were better than the average for the period from 1995 to 1998. In 

1998, the Credit Union changed its opinion of Ms. Genert. Counsel argued that the explanation for 

the change lacked coherence. There was no previous warning to Ms. Genert that her job was in 

jeopardy; no misconduct was brought to her attention; she was not given any opportunity to rectify 

any perfonnance deficiencies. Counsel argued that the reason for termination came down to "sign 

the performance improvement plan or be fired." In the Applicant's opinion, this did not satisfy the 

requirements of s. 11 (1)(e). The only credible explanation was related to the Applicant's union 

activity - that is, that she was terminated for engaging in discussions of unions. 

Counsel argued that the Board should not view Mr. Goddard as an inexperienced 

general manager. Counsel pointed out that Mr. Goddard had worked as a specialist for Credit Union 

Central for 20 years and had been used as a trouble shooter to turn around troubled credit unions. 

Counsel asked the Board to discredit the evidence of Mr. Goddard which suggested that he did not 

know how to use or apply the performance improvement plan system. 

Counsel pointed out that the performance improvement plan document, on its face, is 

intended to apply to employees who demonstrate some incompetence, which is measured on the 

performance review forn1s as below 3. In the view of the Applicant, the performance improvement 

plan procedure is disciplinary in nature, having the consequence of termination of employment if 

improvement is not made within the time specified. Counsel noted that it was not inappropriate for 

an employee to disagree with the imposition of disciplinary penalties. It was designed to permit 

with input from the employee, which was refused in this instance. Counsel speculated that 

the general manager knew that the staff of the Credit Union respected Ms. Genert and saw her as a 

person knowledgeable In labour standards and trade union rights; the general manager decided to kill 

any organizing drive before it began by firing Ms. Genert. 

Finally, counsel for the Applicant noted that the Credit Union did not rely on "just 

cause" in terminating the employment of Ms. Genert. Counsel argued that the Credit Union cannot 

now assert that it had "good and sufficient reason" for terminating Ms. Genert's employment if it did 

not have just cause to fire her. 
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[48] Mr. Bob WaIler, counsel for the Credit Union, did not dispute that the Applicant had 

established that she was engaged in some degree of union activity. Counsel noted that a very low 

threshold of union activity is required to shift the onus of proof under s. 11(1)(e) to the Credit Union 

and the Credit Union accepted that it had the onus of establishing that it had a plausible and coherent 

explanation for terminating Ms. Genert's employment. 

[49] The Credit Union argued that the onus of proof required under s. 11(1)(e) is not 

''just cause." Counsel noted that the Credit Union in this instance went to some considerable time 

and effort not to discharge the employee. The discharge of Ms. Genert's employment came after the 

discussion of the performance improvement plan. Counsel argued that the evidence was clear that if 

Ms. Genert had simply agreed to the performance improvement plan, her employment would have 

continued at the Credit Union. 

[50] In addition, counsel pointed out that there was no connection between the Credit 

Union's efforts to address Ms. Genert's performance problems through the use of the performance 

improvement plan and Ms. Genert's discussions with others relating to organizing a trade union. In 

this instance, there was no evidence that the Credit Union had any lmowledge of the Applicant's 

union activity. According to the Credit Union, anti-union animus was not a factor in Ms. Genert's 

dismissal. 

[51] The Credit Union argued that it had established through the evidence of its witnesses 

that it had a coherent and plausible explanation for the termination of Ms. Genert's employment. 

The general manager decided to use the performance improvement process to set out management's 

expectations for the new half-time positions. Performance improvement plans were created for both 

positions by the manager in August. According to the manager's evidence, neither plan was intended 

to be disciplinary, but was instead a method of setting out performance expectations for the 

employees in question. 

[52] Both parties referred the Board to a number of previous Board decisions. 
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Analysis 

[53] Section ll(l)(e) protects employees from retaliatory firings where the employee has 

attempted to exercise a right under the Act. In the present case, there is evidence that Ms. Genert was 

exploring the possibility of joining a trade union with her co-workers, in particular, with Ms. 

Clement. The Board accepts that such general discussions about unions constitute sufficient union 

activity to meet the threshold requirements set out in s. 11(1)(e): see, Saskatchewan Joint Board, 

Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Imperial 400 Motel, [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. 

Labour Rep. 183; LRB File Nos. 226-92, 227-92 & 228-92. 

[54] The Board does not reqmre that the employee's activity be associated with a 

particular trade union or be sanctioned by a trade union: see Binkley v. Saskatchewan Crop Insurance 

C07poration, [1994] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 161, LRB No. 061-94 at 169 where the 

Board commented: 

The pUlpose of s. 11 (l)(e), however, is not only to protect the interests of trade 
unions who are struggling to gain credibility in the eyes of the employees they 
represent. It also protects individual employees jl-om the possibility of retaliation by 
their employers as they pursue their rights under The Trade Union Act. The wording 
of s. 11 (l)(e) makes it clear that, in the case of dismissal or suspension of an 
employee, the essence of the unfair labour practice addressed, is the "encouraging 
or discouraging" of "membership in or activity for or selection of a labour 
organization." When it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of Board that the 
employee in question "had exercised or were exercising or attempting to exercise a 
right under this Act, " the onus is on the employer to show that there was "good and 
sufficient reason" for the step taken. 

Having found that Ms. Genert was engaged in union activity to her dismissal, 

the onus then shifts to the Credit Union to establish that Ms. Genert's employment was terminated 

for "good and sufficient reason." requires an examination of the reasons for termination and 

Credit Union's motivation in arriving at the decision to dismiss the employee. The Board evaluates 

the sufficiency of the Credit Union's reasons for termination in order to determine if union activity 

played any role in the termination. In the case of insufficient reasons, the 

decision to terminate was influenced by anti-union sentiment. 

would infer that 
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[56] In The Newspaper Guild v. The Leader-Post, a Division of Armadale Co. Ltd., 

[1994] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 242, LRB File Nos. 251-93, 252-93 & 253-93, the Board 

explained its approach to determining the sufficiency of the employer's reasons for termination as 

follows at 248-249: 

[57] 

For our purposes, however, the motivation of the Employer is the central issue, and 
in this connection the credibility and coherence of the explanation for the dismissal 
put forward by the Employer is, of course, a relevant consideration. We are not 
required, as an arbitrator is, to decide whether a particular cause for dismissal has 
been established. Nor, like a court, are we asked to assess the sufficiency of a cause 
or of a notice period in the context of common law principles. Our task is to 
consider whether the explanation given by an employer holds up when the dismissal 
of an employee and some steps taken in exercise of rights under The Trade Union 
Act coincide. The strength or weakness of the case an employer offers in defence of 
the termination is one indicator of whether union activity may also have entered the 
mind of the Employer. 

In all cases arising under s. 11(1)(e), the Board must review the evidence as a whole 

to determine if the employer's rationale for terminating the employment of the employee constitutes 

'good and sufficient reason.' 

[58] In the present case, in the course of offering the Applicant a half-time permanent 

position, the Credit Union attempted to address performance issues with Ms. Genert by obtaining her 

agreement to a performance improvement plan. This position was taken with both Ms. Genert and 

Ms. Clement, when they applied for the half-time positions. In Ms. Genert's case, the Credit Union 

wanted to change her method of addressing issues as they arose in the workplace by fonowing the 

proper channels of communication and by using a more tactful manner. This issue arose as a result 

of the manner in which Ms. Genert had addressed Ms. Kay and Ms. Weiss in the staff meeting on 

September 14, 1998, as well as her style of raising issues in the past. Ms. Genert was aware that her 

method of dealing with these issues was a thorn in the side of the managers. 

[59] Unfortunately for both parties, the performance improvement plan methodology did 

not work in this instance. Ms. Genert was suspicious that the plan was being used to set her up for 

discipline or dismissal down the road and she did not see the value of agreeing to the plan without 

qualification. On the other side, Mr. Goddard required some commitment to improvement in the 

areas noted in the plan. By the October 22, 1998 meeting, the parties had reached a stalemate on the 
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issue. Mr. Goddard explained that he required the matter to be resolved, and, at that point, the only 

resolution open to him was to terminate Ms. Genert's employment. He claimed that there was no 

other reason for terminating her employment. The Credit Union did not claim to possess "just 

cause" for the dismissal and paid Ms. Genert the required notice in accordance with The Labour 

Standards Act. 

[60] It was apparent from our review of the evidence that, had Ms. Genert agreed to the 

perfonnance improvement plan in September, 1998, her employment would have continued with the 

Credit Union. Mr. Goddard's efforts at that time were directed to addressing performance issues 

which he had identified as problems. He candidly admitted that he initially had wanted to terminate 

Ms. Genert's employment after her conduct at the September 14, 1998 staff meeting, but he was 

convinced by the Credit Union Central consultant to provide Ms. Genert with a description of the 

performance issues which required improvement. He focused his attention from September 16, 1998 

to October 22, 1998 on getting Ms. Genert to agree to the performance improvement plan, without 

success. This process was obviously difficult and frustrating for all involved. 

[61] Overall, however, the Board finds that the Credit Union's reasons for terminating the 

employment of Ms. Genert did not lack the coherence or credibility which would lead the Board to 

conclude that the termination was intended to discourage further union activity. Although there may 

have been different or better ways for the Credit Union to deal with Ms. Genert, the Board finds that 

the Credit Union's evidence as to its attempts to address the performance issues relating to Ms. 

Genert was credible. It also finds that the explanation was coherent and was not seriously disputed 

by Ms. Genert. In our view, the Credit Union has established that it had good and sufficient reasons 

for terminating Ms. Genert's employment. Having come to this conclusion, we do not imply or infer 

that there was 'Just cause" for her dismissal but merely that the reasons advanced by the Credit 

Union were sufficiently coherent and credible to avoid the conclusion that the Credit Union 

dismissed Ms. Genert because of her union activity. 

[62] There is also no secondary evidence which would lead the Board to conclude that the 

Credit Union had knowledge of Ms. Genert's discussions with other employees relating to unions and 

tem1inated her employment because of her involvement in such discussions. No inference could be 

drawn from the circumstances of the termination which would lead the Board to this conclusion. 
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[63] In these circumstances, the Board finds that there has been no violation of s. 11 (1)( e) 

and it dismisses the application. 

[64J Ms. Cymbalisty dissents from these findings. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and BASF CANADA INC. and in particular, LES PUSTAI 
and DOUG V ANJOFF, Respondents 

LRB File No. 259-98; March 16, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Bruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Dennis Ball, Q.c. 

Unfair labour practice - Discrimination -- Employer offers different benefits 
packages to unionized employees than to out of scope employees - Two groups 
of employees perform different work under different conditions - Board finds 
no unfair labour practice. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 3 & l1(l)(e). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") filed an application for an unfair labour practice in which it 

alleged that BASF Canada Inc. (the "Employer") violated ss. 3 and ll(l)(e) of The Trade Union Act, 

R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the by refusing to its unionized employees the same benefits 

package that the Employer had made available to its non-union employees. The application also 

alleges that the Employer discussed the matter directly with members of the Union. 

[2] The Employer denied that it had acted in a discriminatory manner towards its 

unionized employees and denied discussing the matter directly with employees. 
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Facts 

[3] The Union was certified to represent a group of employees at Prairie Micro-Tech 

Inc. which manufactured pre-mixed feed for animals. There are approximately 8 employees who fall 

within the scope of the bargaining unit; the remaining five employees fall within the managerial 

exclusions or are technical or office employees, who are not included in the Union's certification 

Order. 

[4] In 1995, BASF Canada Inc. purchased Prairie Micro-Tech Inc. There was no 

collective agreement in place when BA SF Canada Inc. took over ownership; however, the parties did 

reach a first agreement in March, 1996 for the period covering November 15, 1995 to November 14, 

1998. Article 21 of the Agreement set out the benefits plans in place for the employees covered by 

the agreement. 

[5] Mr. Steve Kolish, shop steward, testified that, about four months after signing the 

first collective agreement, all employees were called to a meeting with management. At the meeting, 

management indicated that it was going to improve the working environment by making changes to 

safety policy, equipment, clothing, lunch area and other matters. Mr. Kolish agreed that these 

changes benefited all employees. 

[6] At the same meeting, management also outlined changes to the employee benefits 

plan. Mr. Kolish recalls that the management spokesperson told employees that the new plan applied 

to everyone at BASF except Union members. According to Mr. Kolish, the revised plan announced 

for out-of-scope employees contained better features than the plan set out in the collective 

agreement. When the Union spokesperson asked the Employer to apply the out-of-scope plan to 

Union members, he was told that they would need to negotiate plan changes through the collective 

bargaining process, and that, if they were not in the Union, they would be covered by the plan in 

question. Mr. Kolish interpreted these remarks as suggesting to employees that if they applied to 

decertify the Union, they would receive the better benefits package. 
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[7] The parties began collective bargaining for a renewal agreement in November, 1998 

at which time the Union renewed its request for the benefits plan that applies to out-of-scope 

employees of the Employer. The Employer made a final offer to the Union on December 1, 1998, at 

which time it proposed to increase its contributions to employee RRSP accounts from 3% to 4%. No 

other change to the benefits provisions were proposed by the Employer. At this point, the unfair 

labour practice was filed to address the question. 

[8] The parties agreed that the Employer has entered into collective agreements with the 

Communication, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada ("CEP") in several different plants 

across Canada. At each location, benefits for hourly workers are set out in the collective agreements 

with some of which were filed with the Board for examination. It is clear that each set of 

negotiations between the Employer and CEP results in the negotiation of different types of benefits 

plans. 

[9] During cross-examination, Mr. Kolish acknowledged that the Union had achieved 

significant gains in wages and benefits in the negotiation of its first collective agreement with the 

Employer. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

follows: 

The Union alleges that the Employer violated ss. 3 and 11 (1)( e) which provide as 

3. Employees have the right to organize in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the pwpose of bargaining collectively by 
the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the 
exclusive representative of all employees in that unit for the purpose of bargaining 
collectively. 
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11(1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

Arguments 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

203 

[11] Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer's refusal to offer 

the same benefits package to Union employees as it offered to non-Union employees constituted 

discrimination against the Union employees based on their membership or activity in the Union. 

Counsel argued that anti-union animus is not required to be established under s. 

11(1)(e). It is sufficient if the effect of the Employer's action is to cause employees to question their 

decision to join a trade union. For this proposition, counsel referred the Board to Retail Clerks' 

International Union and Bank Canadian National, [1980] 1 Can LRBR 470 (CLRB) and Howard v, 

Northern Interior Woodworkers Association and Pacific Inland Resources Ltd., [1983] B.C.L.R.B. 

No. 68/83. Counsel also referred the Board to the definition of discrimination in Battlefords and 

District Co-operative Ltd. v. Gibbs, [1996] 3 S.c.R. 566; Crown Life Insurance Company v. Office 

and Technical Employees Union, Local 15, [1980] B.C.L.R.B.R. No. 70/80; Re Major Foods Ltd. 

and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 1065 (1989), 7 L.A.C. (4th) 129. 
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[13] Mr. Ball, Q.C., counsel for the Employer, noted that this Employer provides a 

variety of wages and benefits to its employees across the country. Many of the employees are 

unionized. The benefits packages are set in each round of collective bargaining and form part of the 

overall wage and benefits package negotiated by the Employer with the various unions. Counsel 

argued that any differences between the out-of-scope pay and benefits packages and the in-scope pay 

and benefits packages do not necessarily constitute discriminatory treatment as the work is different 

and the overall compensation is arrived at through different mechanisms. The Employer argued that 

the Union should not be permitted to pick and choose certain features of the out-of-scope contract 

while rejecting other aspects in favour of the provisions contained in its collective agreement. 

Counsel argued that s. 11 (1 )( e) requires a clear motive on the part of the Employer - that of 

discouraging or encouraging union activity. On the facts presented by the Union, counsel argued that 

the Board could not determine if overall the Employer's offer to the Union was greater than or lesser 

than the offer made to out-of-scope employees. 

Analysis 

The Board is asked in this instance to conclude that a difference in the benefits 

package offered to out-of-scope employees by the Employer is automatically a violation of s. 

1 1 (l)(e) when the same package is not extended to the Union. The theory of the Union's case is that 

any unjustified difference in payor benefits or work conditions between union and non-union 

employees must constitute discriminatory treatment because it leads employees to the conclusion 

that they would be "better off" without the Union. The Employer, on this theory, is assumed to have 

intended the natural consequences of his action. 

Cases which have discussed such a theory include Irwin Toy Ltd. and us. WA., 

Local 1357 (1983), 4 CLRBR (NS) 23 where the Ontario Labour Relations Board concluded at 28-

29: 

8. It is obviously not axiomatic that the unionized employees in one plant of an 
employer must necessarily receive the same treatment in respect wages and 
benefits as comparable employees in another plant. Economic considerations may 
justify different wages and benefits in different work places. By the same token, it is 
plainly unlawfitl for an employer to punish a group of employees because they have 
chosen union representation or to reward another group because they have not. 
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is unlawful for an employer to make such distinctions, it is equally in violation of the 
Act for it to bring them forcibly to the attention of employees as a means of 
discouraging union support in the course of bargaining or in a representation vote. 

In Irwin Toy Ltd., the employer granted higher wages and benefits to non-union employees than it 

provided to recently certified employees. The employees performed similar work in different 

locations and there was no obvious reason for a salary or pay difference. 

[16J In Iberia Airlines of Spain and C. UP.E. (Airline Division), Local 4027 (1990), l3 

CLRBR (2d) 224, the Canada Labour Relations Board summarized the relevant case law as follows 

at 253: 

These decisions illustrate cases in which the desire of an employer to establish 
conditions of employment through collective bargaining that are inferior to those 
that existed prior to unionization, or are unfavourable when compare with those for 
other groups of non-unionized employees whose duties and qualifications are 
comparable, has been found to be contrary to the duty to bargain in good faith and, 
in all cases, unlawful. These conclusions are based on the general context of 
negotiations, the specific situation of the parties and the reasons and justifications 
put forward in support of such proposals. 

The mere fact of offering different conditions of employment to different categories 
of employees is not in itself a violation of the duty to bargain in good faith. 
However, the manner in which the negotiations unfolded may, in some 
circumstances, lead to a finding that the conduct of an employer who has made 
offers of this nature or taken such positions at the bargaining table is contrary to the 
Code. 

The Canada Labour Relations Board went on in the Iberia Airlines case to find the Employer in 

violation of the duty to bargain in good faith as a result of its preferential treatment of comparable 

non-union employees during the bargaining period with the Union. 

[17] A similar approach was taken by the New Brunswick Labour and Employment 

Board in Atlantic Wholesalers Ltd. and United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Local 1288P 

(1999), 51 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 161. 

[18] In this case, the evidence indicates that the Employer bargains, as it is required to do, 

on a plant by plant basis with its unionized employees. In each plant, the benefits plans form part of 

the collective agreement between the local Union and the Employer. There appears to be no 
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uniformity in the terms negotiated between plants. Employees who are covered by the tern1S of the 

various collective agreements perforn1 work that is comparable to the work performed by members 

of the Union. There does not appear to be a significant group of non-union employees who perform 

comparable work to the members of the Union. 

[19] In our view, the difference between the benefits plans for Union members and out-

of-scope members in the Regina plant does not automatically demonstrate anti-union animus on the 

part of the Employer. Such differences are not unusual between members of management and other 

salaried employees and hourly employees. The two groups of employees are not directly 

comparable, either in the work they perform or the conditions of their work. We would not conclude 

from the fact of this difference alone that the Employer was attempting to discriminate against Union 

members or influence their decision to remain or leave the Union. 

We do not find that the Employer has committed an unfair labour practice by 

providing out~of-scope employees in Regina with a new benefits package and not offering the same 

package to unionized employees. Mr. Kolish was very suspicious of the Employer's motives in 

announcing the change in package for out-of-scope employees with Union employees 

present. While we may question the Employer's judgment in making the announcement in this 

manner, we do not find that it was improperly motivated by a desire to convince the Union members 

to abandon their Union. The Employer's overall history and pattern of bargaining demonstrates that 

it bargains on a plant plant basis its unionized employees and this is consistent with its 

approach to bargaining in the Regina plant. 

The application for an unfair labour practice is dismissed. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 1975, Applicant and 
UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, Respondent and ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, Interested Party 

LRB File No. 297-99; March 22, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Bruce McDonald and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Jim Holmes 
For the Respondent: Neil Gabrielson, Q.C. 
For Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association: Gary Bainbridge 

Employer - Definition - University, as party to agreement with federal 
government to provide service, is held by Board to be employer of employees of 
service. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Community of interest -
Positions in question perform student counseIing functions similar to functions 
performed by other members of interested party's bargaining unit - Board 
assigns work to interested party's bargaining unit. 

Certification - Amendment - Add-on to existing unit - Board will not apply add
on rnles requiring demonstration of support where employer failed to have 
issue of bargaining unit assignment determined when positions originally 
created - Tag-end groups that remain outside of bargaining units as a result of 
employer's failure to have matter determined when positions created will be 
assigned by Board without support evidence. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(g) and 5en. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Backg:round 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 

("CUPE") applied to add an employee employed at Native Access Program to Nursing ("NAPN") to 

its bargaining unit and filed support evidence with its application. In its reply, the University of 

Saskatchewan (the "University") alleged that it was not the employer of employees in NAPN. The 

University asserted that the Federal Department of Health is the employer. An intervention was 

received from the Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association ("ASP A") claiming that the 

position in question properly falls within its bargaining unit. 
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Facts 

i2J Yvonne Brown, Dean of Nursing, testified that NAPN was established in 1985 as a 

partnership between the College of Nursing and the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College. The 

purpose of the program was to encourage aboriginal students to enter into nursing programs as a 

method of addressing, in part, the lack of aboriginal health professionals in Saskatchewan. At the 

time the program was proposed, it was a national program and was called the National Native Access 

Program to Nursing. Students came from across Canada to attend a seven week orientation program 

in the spring of each year in order to better prepare them for nursing studies at the various nursing 

colleges across Canada. Local staff recruited aboriginal students to attend the program. At that time, 

the program received 50% of its funding from Indian and Inuit Health Careers Branch of Health 

Canada and 50% from the Provincial Branch of Medical Services Branch, Health Canada. The 

program was originally intended to be a three year program. After three years, funding from Health 

Canada was significantly reduced. 

NAPN is run under the umbrella of an advisory committee which consists of 

members of the College of Nursing, Medical Services Branch - Health Canada, Dumont 

College, Indian and Inuit Nurses Association, Saskatchewan Registered Nurses Association, and 

Saskatchewan Indian Community College, with some fluidity in the composition year to year of the 

membership of the advisory committee. The College of Nursing Dean and a representative of the 

Medical Services Branch - Health Canada act as co-chairs of the advisory committee. 

[4] At one time. the program employed a co-ordinator, assistant co-ordinator and 

support staff. In addition, in its summer orientation program, it would also employ teaching staff. 

The University contributed some funds to the program in the years 1996/97 and 1997/98 but 

otherwise the program operates 011 monies from Health Canada which are approved on a bi-annual 

basis. Since 1998, there has been no summer program due to low applications and tight money. 

[5] In May, 1998, the objectives of the NAPN program were redesigned to focus on 

support and advocacy work for aboriginal students enrolled in the bachelor nursmg program. 

Recruitment work also remains within terms of reference of NAPN. During this period, due in 

part to a staff illness, the roles of support staff, assistant co-ordinator and co-ordinator have been 
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rolled into one position, with all of the work being performed by Val Arnault, who formerly was the 

clerical staff person. Since the filing of the application, NAPN has advertised for and hired an 

additional staff person in the position ofNAPN student advisor. Ms. Arnault's position is currently 

caned Program Assistant/Student Advisor. She is expected to take the lead role in delivering the 

program. 

[6J As indicated, funding for NAPN comes from Health Canada. It has entered into an 

agreement with the University related to the funding for the year April, 1999 to March 31, 2000. In 

the agreement, the College of Nursing is described as the "recipient." Part of the agreement provides 

as follows: 

[7] 

28. This is an Agreement for the performance of a service and the 
Recipient is engaged under the Agreement as an independent 
contractor for the sole purpose of providing a service. Neither the 
Recipient nor any of the Recipient's personnel is engaged by the 
Agreement as an employee, servant or agent of Her Majesty. The 
Recipient agrees to be solely responsible for any and all 
applications, reports, payments, deductions, or contributions 
required to be made including those required for Canada Pension 
Plan, Employment Insurance, Worker's Compensation or Income 
Tax. 

The University did perform payroll functions for NAPN. In return, the University at 

one time received an administrative fee for attending to the financial management of the grant funds, 

but it waived those fees as a method of helping NAPN survive the funding cutbacks. The University 

has obtained a separate employer number for its remittances to Revenue Canada for employees of 

NAPN. 

[8] NAPN did refer to the ASP A and CUPE agreements to assist in the determination of 

salaries for staff in the program but they were not totally duplicated. Dean of Nursing, as co-

chair of NAPN, performs the hiring and tem1ination functions and she has day-ta-day contact with 

the program staff. 
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[9] The primary tasks of the current staff are to provide counseling and advocacy to 

aboriginal nursing students; to recruit new aboriginal students to the program; and to develop cross

cultural understanding and experiences in the College of Nursing. The current nursing program is 

split between SIAST and the University, and the staff are therefore required to work at the Kelsey 

and Wascana sites of SIAST to assist first and second year aboriginal students. 

[10] Mr. Schultz, president of ASPA, testified that the position of student advisors were 

comparable to various positions already assigned to ASP A, such as the co-ordinator of student 

recruitment, College of Arts and Science, and co-ordinator of academic programs for aboriginal 

students, College of Arts and Science. Mr. Schultz also referred the Board to positions involving 

advising and counseling of students, which are generally assigned to the ASP A bargaining unit. In 

this regard, reference was made to admissions counselors, advisor for unclassified students, 

international admissions officer, co-ordinator of academic programs and internship, College of 

Engineering, recruitment officer, academic program advisor - Indian Teacher Education Program, 

director - Aboriginal Students Office. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[11] "Employer" is defined in s. 2(g) of The Ti'ade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the 

"Act") as follows: 

2 In this Act: 

(g) "employer" means: 

(z) an employer who employs three or more 
employees; 

(ii) an employer who employs less than three 
employees if at least one of the employees is 
a member of a trade union that includes 
among its membership employees of more 
than one employer; 
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[12] 

Arguments 

[13J 

(iii) in respect of any employees of a contractor 
who supplies the services of the employees 
for or on behalf of a principal pursuant to the 
terms of any contract entered into by the 
contractor or principal, the contractor or 
principal as the board may in its discretion 
determine for the purposes of this Act; 

and includes Her Majesty in the right of the Province of 
Saskatchewan; 

The application also raises some issues under s. 5(j)(ii). 

Mr. Holmes, for CUPE, argued that the employees in question clearly fit the 

definition of "employee" and ought to receive the protection of union membership. The lack of a 

secure source of funding or the term nature of a position is insufficient to remove it from the 

bargaining unit. CUPE also argued that the University is the "employer" as it maintains effective 

control over the employment matters of the staff of NAPN and the program fulfiIls part of the 

University's mandate, which is to increase the enrollment of aboriginal students. CUPE relies on s. 

2(f)(i.l) which defines "employee" as including "a person engaged by another person to perform 

services if, in the opinion of the board, the relationship between those persons is such that the terms 

of the contract between them can be the subject of collective bargaining." CUPE relied on a decision 

of the Board in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 v. University of Regina, 

unreported, LRB File No. 030-78, where the Board included research assistants, whose positions are 

funded by funds external to the University, but administered by the University under various 

agreements with the funding agencies, as employees of the University. 

With respect to the choice of bargaining unit, CUPE referred to its arguments made 

in LRB File No. 218-98, [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 83. 
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[15] With respect to the issue of support, following the Supreme Court of Canada 

decision in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 v. Administrative and Supervisory 

Personnel Association and University of Saskatchewan, [1978] 2 S.c.R. 834 (S.c.c.), CUPE filed 

evidence of support in this instance. If the positions are found not to be included in CUPE's 

bargaining unit, CUPE questioned whether they could be assigned to ASP A without evidence of 

support. 

[16] Mr. Gabrie1son, Q.C., counsel for the University, argued that the evidence points to 

Health Canada as the employer of the employees of NAPN. He referred the Board to University of 

Saskatchewan Faculty Association v. University of Saskatchewan, [1980] Aug. Sask. Labour Rep. 

47, LRB File No. 184-79 where the Board held that an extension specialist in the University 

Extension Division, whose position was funded through the Indian and Northern Affairs Department 

of the Government of Canada, was not an employee of the University. In this instance, counsel 

argued that the benefit of the program is primarily related to improving aboriginal health through the 

education of aboriginal persons in nursing and other health professions. The involvement of the 

University in the administration of the program does not equate with status as employer. 

[17] The University asserted that evidence of support is required from the persons in the 

positions in question before an assignment can be made to an appropriate bargaining unit. 

[18] Mr. Bainbridge, counsel for ASPA, argued that the employees in question are 

employees of the University. ASPA referred the Board to University of Saskatchewan (LRB File No. 

030-78), supra; University of Regina Faculty Association v. University of Regina, [1987] May Sask. 

Labour Rep. 43, LRB File No. 390-86, which held that the University of Re gin a was the employer of 

a research co-ordinator, whose position was funded by external sources; University of Saskatchewan 

Faculty Association v. University of Saskatchewan, [1994] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 200, LRB 

File No. 127-94, where research scientists at the Crop Development Centre were included in the 

Faculty Association's bargaining unit; and Professional Association of Interns and Residents of 

Saskatchewan v. University of Saskatchewan, [1996] Sask. 209, LRB File No. 278-95 

where medical residents were certified as a bargaining unit at the University. ASP A argued that 

there are many situations where the Board has included in bargaining units at the University 

positions which are funded by external sources. In this case, counsel for ASP A argued, that the 

program is intimately connected to the University and is a University program. 
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[19] With respect to the appropriateness of the bargaining unit, ASP A argues that the 

position of student advisors belongs in its bargaining unit. It referred to its certification Order and 

the various job descriptions for similar positions which are assigned to its bargaining unit which are 

similar to the student advisor positions in question. 

(20) ASPA argued that the 1978 University of Saskatchewan case is distinguishable 

because it is not attempting to sweep into its bargaining unit large numbers of employees, without 

their having a say in the representation offered. 

Analysis 

[21] The Board finds that the University is the employer of the employees in the NAPN 

program at the College of Nursing. This determination is based on the agreement between the 

University and Health Canada, which clearly reflects the employment relationship between 

employees in the program and the University. In this agreement, the University agrees to perform 

the employer functions related to the staff of the project. In our view, this case is factually similar to 

University of Regina (LRB File No. 030-78), supra, and University of Regina (LRB File No. 390-

86), supra. In the latter case, the agreement between the Department of the Solicitor-General, the 

University of Regina and the Justice Research Consortium is similar in effect to the terms of the 

agreement in the present situation. The responsibility for the funds, proper use of the funds, the 

hiring, paying and reporting of staff fall to the University, not the Advisory Committee or any other 

body. In our view, this is sufficient indicia of the employment relationship required under s. 2(g) of 

the Act. 

[22] In relation to the appropriate bargaining unit, we find that the position of student 

advisor is properly within the ASP A agreement. The Board recently set out the procedures for 

determining the scope ofCUPE and ASPA's bargaining units in LRB File No. 218-98 at paragraphs 

57 and 58 as follows: 

In determining the proper placement of these positions, the Board has considered the 
nature of the certification Orders granted to CUPE and to ASPA. We agree with the 
remarks of former Vice-Chairperson Hobbs in Canadian Union of Public 
Emplovees, Local 1975 v. University of Saskatchewan and Administrative and 
Supervisory Personnel Association, [1990} Summer Sask. Labour Rep. 97; LRB File 
No. 040-90 at 98, that there is an "overlapping and poorly defined boundary 
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between these two bargaining units." In our view, the original ASP A certification 
Order was not restricted solely to middle management positions, or, in other words, 
to those positions who would experience some labour relations conflict with 
membership in the larger CUPE bargaining unit. We come to this conclusion 
because of the generic wording of the ASPA order and from the positions which were 
listed in the Order, not all of which would have significant supervisory duties. As a 
result, there is not an easily applied labour relations test to determine if the disputed 
positions ought to be assigned to CUPE or to ASPA. 

We would comment briefly at this point on CUPE's interpretation of the ASP A 
certification Order. As we understand, CUPE is asking the Board to confine the 
ASP A Order to those positions that involve teaching or are managerial or 
confidential in nature. As we have indicated above, however, the certification Order 
issued to ASPA on its face is broader than the bargaining scope that CUPE urges 
upon the Board. When ASP A applied to be certified as a bargaining agent, the 
Board described its bargaining unit in a generic fashion by using the terms 
"administrative and professional persons and all technical officers." We agree that 
it is not easy to discern the boundaries between CUPE and ASPA,. nevertheless, 
some effort must be made to give meaning to the original Order, which stands as a 
valid Order unless it is subject to an application to amend or VafY in accordance 
with the provisions contained in s. 5 of the Act. 

In these circumstances, the Board reverts to its previous decisions involving the 
same parties and applies principles that have been developed in those cases. In the 
case cited above, Vice-Chairperson Hobbs referred to the history of the positions 
and particularly whether the duties and responsibilities of the new positions could be 
traced back to either of the bargaining units. The Board also considers the 
similarities between the new positions and ones currently assigned to each 
bargaining unit. 

ASP A has established the similarity between the student advisory position and other 

positions already assigned to its bargaining unit. In particular, we note the inclusion of student 

advisors, the director of the aboriginal students office, counselors at the student counseling service, 

and the like. The functions are similar and the positions enjoy a community of interest with positions 

already in the ASP A unit. 

[24] With respect to a demonstration of support, we are of the view that these positions 

do not fall within the terms of the Supreme Court of Canada decision referred to earlier. The 

positions at NAPN are not new or unique at the University and do not represent a group that is not 

dealt with in the certification Orders issued by the Board to the various bargaining agents. At the 

time of their creation, they would have properly been assigned either to the CUPE bargaining unit or 

the ASP A bargaining unit. The Board set out the procedures for determining the assignment of 
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positions in LRB File No. 218-98 and placed the responsibility for initiating the process on the 

University. The assignment of the position at the appointment stage to one of the two bargaining 

units would take place without any demonstration of support. This results from the effect of the 

certification orders, which are intended to describe a group of employees in such a fashion that new 

positions can be included in the bargaining units without the need for constantly altering the 

certification orders. Certification orders are designed to speak to the current and on-going 

environment of the employer and are not fixed in time to include only those positions which were in 

existence at the time the orders issued. 

[25] In our view, the University had an obligation when the positions at NAPN were first 

created to negotiate with CUPE and ASP A with respect to the assignment of the positions to one of 

the bargaining units. It would seem unfair if the University were permitted to rely on its own failure 

to comply with the Act to now insist that ASP A or CUPE demonstrate support for each of the tag-end 

groups that remain outside of collective bargaining regimes. 

[26] For these reasons, we find that the positions properly falls within ASP A and no 

demonstration of support is required. If the parties require an amended Order, the Board will issue 

one pursuant to s. 5(j)(ii). 
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, Applicant and CANADIAN UNION OF 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 1975 and ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, Respondents 

LRB File No. 083-00; March 30, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Don Bell and Bruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Neil Gabrielson, Q.c. 
For the Union: Jim Holmes 
For ASP A: Gary Bainbridge 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Multiple bargaining unit 
setting - Employer follows proper procedure with respect to assigning new 
positions to bargaining unit - Board issues interim Order. 

Practice and procedure - Interim Order - All parties agree there is an urgent 
need to create and fill positions proposed by employer - Interim Order issued 
and to remain in effect until such time as final Order is made. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. S(m), 5.2 and 5.3 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Chairperson: University of Saskatchewan "University") 

applied to the Board for a determination under s. 5(m) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 

(the "Act"), respecting the creation of six new positions and their assignment to an appropriate 

bargaining unit. At the same time, the University applied for an interim Order pursuant to s. 5.3 of 

the Act permitting the University to post and fill four of the positions in question as members of the 

Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association's ("ASPA") bargaining unit. The material 

filed included the motion seeking an interim Order, the application under s. 5(m), affidavits of Bruon 

Korecsni, Don Steponchev, Jim Greuel, Laurel Rossnagel, and Fred Oster, setting out the 

University's reasons for asserting that the positions belong within the ASPA bargaining unit and the 

procedure it followed prior to the bringing of this application. 
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[2] Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 ("CUPE") filed a reply to the 

University's application in which it asserts that the positions in question belong within CUPE's 

bargaining unit and which sets out the reasons for its assertion. 

[3] ASP A did not file material on the interim application but it did appear at the hearing 

and did not oppose the interim application. 

[4} At the hearing of this matter on March 29, 2000, all parties agreed that there was 

urgency to the filling of the positions. 

Analysis 

[5] In Canadian Union of Public Employees v. University of Saskatchewan and 

Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association, [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 83, LRB File No. 218-

98, the Board set out the procedure to be followed by parties when assigning new positions to a 

bargaining unit at p. 98 of its Reasons: 

In the present case, the University's practice of unilaterally assigning new positions 
to the ASPA bargaining unit, rather than to the CUPE bargaining unit, based on its 
understanding of the effect of the certification Orders, runs afoul of the principles 
stated in the St. Paul's Hospital case and the Citv of Regina case. Where an 
employer is faced with multiple bargaining units, it must follow these steps in 
determining the proper assignment of work: 

1. notify the interested bargaining agents of the proposed new position; 

2. if there is agreement on the assignment of the position to one bargaining 
unit, then no further action is required unless the parties wish to update the 
certification Order to include or exclude the position in question; 

3. if agreement is not reached on the proper placement of the position, the 
employer must apply to the Board to have the matter determined under ss. 
5(j), (k) or (m); 

4. if the position requires filling on an urgent basis, the employer must seek an 
interim or provisional ruling from the Board or agreement from the parties 
on the interim assignment of bargaining units. 
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[6] In the affidavit material filed by the University in the present case, the University 

established that the procedures set forth above have been followed in this case. 

[7] CUPE notes in its affidavit material that the University, ASPA and CUPE entered 

into an agreement on June 17, 1999 to resolve such disputes through negotiation and failing 

negotiation, through a reference to a adjudicator for determination. CUPE's affidavit material 

indicated that the parties have examined 66 positions, and have agreed that 22 should be assigned to 

CUPE and 29 to ASP A. One position was assigned to CUPE and one to ASPA through the 

adjudication process, five are the subject of grievances by CUPE and eight have been refened by the 

University to this Board. 

[8] The Board will issue the interim Orders assigning the four positions in question to 

the ASP A bargaining unit, until the hearing and determination of the final application. The Board is 

persuaded by the University's affidavit material that the assessment of the positions as falling within 

the ASP A bargaining unit was made by the University based on some rational comparisons with 

positions currently assigned to the ASP A bargaining unit, was made after negotiations with CUPE 

and ASP A, and \vas made in good faith. We accept that there is an urgent need to create and fill the 

positions. 

[9] With respect to the final application, the Board directs the Board Registrar to 

expedite a hearing of the application. However, if the parties wish to follow the procedures set out in 

their memorandum of agreement dated June 17, 1999, the Board application can be adjoumed sine 

die \vith the consent of all parties. The parties should indicate their wishes to the Board Registrar at 

their earliest opportunity. 
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RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT STORE UNION, LOCAL 455, Applicant and 
TAl WAN PORK INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 076-00; April 3, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Rob Garden, Q.c. 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Injunction - Duty to bargain in good faith
Board declines to grant interim Order where facts do not show requisite 
urgency, issues are legally and factually too complex to determine on affidavit 
evidence and brief oral argument, and remedy sought would essentially finally 
determine main application. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5.3, 44(1) and 46. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 

455 (the "Union") applied to the Board for an unfair labour practice in which it alleged that Taiwan 

Pork Inc. (the "Employer") committed an unfair labour practice within the meaning of ss. 44(1) and 

46 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T -17 (the "Act") by failing to reinstate employees to 

work at the conclusion of a labour dispute. 

[2] Section 44(1) of the Act states: "No employer shall cause a lock-out during the term 

of a collective bargaining agreement." Section 46 of the Act contains certain provisions for ensuring 

the orderly return to work of employees following a labour dispute "where an employer and a trade 

union have not reached an agreement for reinstating striking or locked-out employees." 

[3) The parties to this application concluded a collective agreement on February 4, 2000 

which was ratified by the Union membership and the Employer on February 7, 2000. The agreement 

contained an effective date of February 7, 2000 and provided in part as follows: 
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40. The parties agree that there will be no legal actions or labour 
applications arising ji-om the labour dispute, and no employee shall 
be discriminated against or disciplined for activities surrounding 
the lockout. Employees shall be reinstated to all rights and benefits 
continuous ji-Olll their date of hire with the Company. 

41. The parties agree that the employees will be returned in order of 
seniority. Employees called to work will be allowed up to four (4) 
weeks to return, provided, however the employee: 

a) must advise the Employer that they will return to 
work by a fixed date not to exceed four (4) weeks, 
and provide a return date; 

b) in the period between the acceptance of a return to 
work and the return to work, the Employer may 
temporarily fill the job while waiting for the 
employee to return; 

c) the clean-up team leader, employees needed for 
clean-up and maintenance employees, will have first 
calls to return to work. After completion of this 
work, employees will be returned to the jobs they 
previous occupied or to jobs based upon 39 above, 
depending on the option chosen; 

d) employees returned to work in clean-up ~will be paid 
at the rate of pay that they vl/ouZd be paid under the 
ratified agreement fm" their regular job. 

The Employer's affidavit indicates that the clean-up team leader, employees needed 

for clean-up and maintenance staff returned to work between February 14, 2000 and February 17, 

2000. A Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Points employee also returned at that time. In 

addition, three office employees were recalled to work. 

[5] The recall of production workers has been somewhat slower. At first, the 

resumption of production was hindered by a non-functioning boiler which, according to the 

Employer, took until March 16, 2000 to properly repair. On March 20,2000 the Employer indicates 

that it recalled 51 production employees for a total employee compliment of 67 employees. The 

Union alleges that approximately 130 employees remain "locked-out." The employees have not 

received recall notices, lay-off notices or termination notices from the Employer. 

[6] The Employer in its Affidavit evidence, indicated that production is slow to resume, 

in part, because of the high cost of obtaining hogs. 
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Arguments 

[7] The Union argued that the Employer was continuing the lock-out of employees by 

not recalling them to work, providing them with lay-off notices if there is a true shortage of work. 

As its second argument, the Union asserts that the Employer has violated the orderly return to work 

provisions contained in s. 46(4) of the Act. Section 46(4) provides that employees who are not 

recalled following a labour dispute because of a lack of work must be provided with notice of layoff 

or pay in lieu of notice in accordance with (1) the collective agreement; (2) the back-to-work 

protocol agreed to by the employer and the trade union; or (3) where there is no collective 

agreement, The Labour Standards Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. L-1. 

[8] The Employer argues that it has not continued the lock-out. The labour dispute has 

ended and it is engaged in an orderly return to work in accordance with the agreement reached with 

the Union and set out in Article 41 of its agreement. The Employer further asserts that Article 41 of 

the agreement precludes the application of s. 46(3) of the Act because s. 46 only applies when the 

parties have failed to reach a "back-to-work" agreement. The Employer argues that the matter 

involves the interpretation and application of the collective agreement, which must be resolved 

through the grievance and arbitration provisions contained therein. 

[9] The interim relief sought by the Union includes an Order requiring the Employer to 

stop its lock-out of employees; to provide written notice of recall to their positions in accordance 

with the agreement set out in Article 41 of the agreement; to pay employees for the period from date 

of ratification to date of reinstatement. 

[10] The Union argues that the Employer's delay in recalling employees has harmed the 

reputation of the Union and continues to harm the employees who are left without work, paycheques 

and access to employment insurance benefits. 
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Analysis 

[11] The Union raises an arguable case in this instance under ss. 44 and 46 of the Act. 

However, with respect to the labour relations harn1, it is our view that this matter can be remedied by 

a monetary order should the Employer be found to have engaged in unlawful lock-out or to have 

failed to abide by the terms of s. 46 of the Act. Where the remedy relates solely to a monetary claim, 

the Board will not issue an interim Order. 

Although the Union alleged that the reputation of the Union was also at stake if the 

Board did not make an interim Order, in our view, the reputation of the Union at this stage of the 

relationship between the Employer, employees and Union, is not so fragile that it must be protected 

from a possible breach by the Employer of the back-to-work provisions of the Act. 

[13] We would be concerned if there was a strong allegation that the Employer was 

continuing to engage in a labour dispute once a collective agreement has been concluded. In this 

case, if the final application reveals that the Employer has not recalled employees for reasons related 

to the labour dispute, the Board will need to address the seriousness of this allegation through its 

remedial arsenal. Overall, however, it would seem to the Board that this conclusion is speculative 

and, if acted on at this could potentially cause more labour relations problems than it solves. 

If an interim Order was granted by the Board, the remedial consequences of the main 

application would be complete, except perhaps for an assessment of some aspects of the monetary 

claim. This result dissuades the Board from proceeding solely on the basis of affidavit material and 

brief oral arguments. The issues are more complex both factually and legally and deserve a full 

hearing before remedial relief of this magnitude is granted. 

The Board dismisses the application for interim Order and directs the Board 

Registrar to expedite a hearing of the main application. 
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GRAIN SERVICES UNION, LOCAL 1450, Applicant and BEAR HILLS PORK 
PRODUCERS LTD. PARTNERSHIP, Respondent 

LRB File No. 079-00; April 3, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike CalT and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Rob Garden, Q.c. 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Injunction - Duty to bargain in good faith -
Board will not grant interim Order where facts do not show requisite urgency 
and appropriate remedy could only be obtained after full hearing and final 
Order. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 20.2), 5.3, 11(1)(c) & 11(1) (e). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Grain Services Union, Local 1450 (the "Union") 

applied for an unfair labour practice alleging that Bear Hills Pork Producers Ltd. (the "Employer") 

has committed an unfair labour practice within the meaning of ss. 11 (l)( c) and 11 (l)( e), 11 (7), 20.2) 

and 12 of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). The Union sought an interim Order 

requiring the Employer to suspend its lock-out of employees, to reinstate all employees within 24 

hours of the date of the Order, to pennit employees to work no more than 44 hours per week, no 

more than eight hours per day, and no more than five consecutive days without their consent and 

without payment of overtime for hours worked in excess; and to tenninate the employment of all 

replacement workers who are displaced by the reinstatement of Union members. 

[2] The Union's affidavit material discloses that the parties have reached an impasse in 

their collective bargaining relating, in part, to the Union's insistence that the Employer abide by the 

hours of work and overtime provisions contained in The Labour Standards Act, RS.S. 1978, c. L-l. 

The Employer asserts that it is exempt from the provisions. The Union served strike notice on 

December 23, 1999 to take effect December 25, 1999. In its notice, the Union advised that strike 

action would consist of a refusal to work any part (or all) of the following statutory holidays: 
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December 25, December 26 and January 1; an overtime ban; and a weekend work ban. In addition, 

the Union reserved its right to escalate its strike activity. The Union asserted in its affidavit that the 

strike activity engaged in brought the hours of work in line with the requirements of The Labour 

Standards Act. 

[3] In response to the strike notice, the Employer served a lock-out notice. The lock-out 

notice was proportionate to the strike activity in that it locked out those employees who engaged in 

strike activity at Site 1 (sow barn) and Site 2 (nursery). The notice was dated December 31, 1999 

and came into effect at 7:00 a.m. on January 3, 2000. The lock-out notice also reserved the 

Employer's right to escalate the lock-out activity. 

[4] Certain employees have filed complaints with the Labour Standards Branch, 

Saskatchewan Labour alleging violations of the hours of work, overtime and statutory holiday 

provisions of The Labour Standards Act. These complaints are currently pending with the Labour 

Standards Branch. 

Union asserted in its affidavit material that replacement workers have been 

engaged by the Employer to work hours, overtime and statutory holidays in accordance with the 

Union's interpretation of the requirements of The Labour Standards Act. The Union indicates that its 

members are engaged in strike activity in order to enjoy the benefits that the Employer has made 

available to the replacement workers. The Union further indicates that it is unable to negotiate an 

agreement which is in compliance with The Labour Standards Act and are unable to end the labour 

dispute. 

The Union complains that it is unable to access the first collective agreement 

provisions contained in s. 26.5 of the Act, which would effect a strike and lock-out ban, because it is 

unable to agree to have employees return to work under conditions which violate The Labour 

Standards Act. 
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[7] The Union also filed materials which support its position that the Employer is not a 

"farmer" within the meaning of The Labour Standards Act. 

[8] The Employer, in its affidavit material, indicated to the Board that the outstanding 

collective bargaining issues include hours of work, the apportionment of benefit plan premiums, 

work boot allowance, statutory holidays, duration of agreement and wages. The Employer issued its 

final offer to the Union on November 30, 1999, which was rejected by the membership of the Union. 

[9] The Employer asserts that its lock-out notice was served as a defensive measure in 

response to the strike action. The Employer's operation involves approximately 20,000 pigs in 

various stages of development, which require feeding, cleaning and tending to, seven days a week, 

365 days a year. The Employer locked out the employees in the sow barn and nursery barns. The 

finishing barn employees did not engage in strike activity and they were not locked out by the 

Employer. 

[10] The Employer asserts that its final offer meets or exceeds the requirements contained 

in The Labour Standards Act in every material particular except statutory holiday pay, even though 

the Employer views its operation as falling within the fanning exemption under the Act. 

[11J The Employer argued that it would suffer irreparable harm if it was required to lift 

its lock-out notice and permit employees to return to work the hours set out in the Union's strike 

notice. The Employer requires employees to work hours outside of the normal eight hour day and 

outside of the Monday to Friday work week. 

[12) The Board was provided with a copy of the Employer's final offer. 

[13] The parties have unsuccessfully engaged the services of a conciliation officer. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

The Board considered ss. 11 (l)( c), 11 (1)( e), 2(j.2) and 5.3 of the Act. We also 

considered s. 4(3) of The Labour Standards Act which provides as follows: 

This Act does not apply to an employee employed ill farming, ranching 
or market gardening but, for the purposes of this subsection, the operation of egg 
hatcheries, greenhouses and nurseries, or bush clearing operations, shall be 
deemed not to be within the meaning offarming, ranching or market gardening. 

(Emphasis added) 

Analysis 

[15] The primary or foundational application before the Board is an unfair labour practice 

which alleges, in essence, that the Employer is pushing an illegal demand to impasse. The Union 

alleges that the Employer's offer on hours of work and pay fans below the minimum standards set by 

The Labour Standards Act. The Union also complains that replacement workers are working under 

better conditions than are being offered to Union members, although this point is disputed in the 

evidence filed with the Board. 

[16] As indicated, the Employer asserts that it is exempt from the provisions of The 

Labour Standards Act because it is engaged in a farming operation, that is, the production of pigs. 

[17] At the time of this hearing, there was no definitive interpretation of the farming 

exemption from the Labour Standards Branch. The arguments on both sides were sound and logical 

and no particular conclusion could be reached by the Board as to the correctness of either position. 

In other words, the illegality relied on by the Union as constituting the substance of the bargaining 

complaint was not a conclusion the Board could make solely on the face of the evidence. It involves 

questions of fact and law and the public policy surrounding The Labour Standards Act and has 

significant implications for the agrarian economy. 
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[18] We are asked in this situation to issue an interim Order to restrain the lock-out and 

permit employees to return to work. The Union offered, in addition, to withdraw its strike notice. 

The Union also requested that the Board direct the Employer to apply the Union's interpretation of 

the hours of work provisions contained in The Labour Standards Act to the work in the interim 

period between the issuing of an interim Order and the final determination. 

[19] The Board's power to issue interim relief or injunctions was set out by the 

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Burkart v. Dairy Producers Cooperative Limited (1991), 87 Sask. 

R. 241 (Sask. C.A.). The statutory authorization for the exercise of the interim Order power was 

found then in s. 42 of the Act, which provided that the Board "shall exercise such powers and 

perform such duties as are conferred or imposed on it by this Act, or as may be incidental to the 

attainment of the objects of this Act . ... " Subsequently, in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, 

Wholesale and Department Store Union v. WaterGroup Companies Inc., [1992] pt Quarter Sask. 

Labour Rep. 68, LRB File No. 011-92, the Board established the procedure and criteria for applying 

for interim or injunctive relief. Section 5.3 was added to the Act in 1994 permitting the Board to 

issue interim Orders, which may include interlocutory Orders of the nature requested in this 

application. The test for determining if an interim Order should issue was restated by the Board in 

United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Tropical Inn, Operated by Pfeifer Holdings 

Ltd. and United Enterprises Ltd., [1998J Sask. L.R.B.R. 218 at 228-229, LRB File Nos. 374-97, 375-

97 & 376-97, and Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, Local 206 v. Canadian Hotels 

Income Properties Real Estate Investment Trust #19 Operations Ltd., Operating as Regina Inn Hotel 

and Convention Centre, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 190 at 194, LRB File No. 131-99, where the Board 

stated as follows: 

The Board is empowered under ss. 5.3 and 42 of the Act to issue interim Orders. The 
general rules relating to the granting of interim relief have been set down in the cases 
cited above. Generally, we are concerned with determining (1) whether the main 
application reflects an arguable case under the Act, and (2) what labour relations 
harm will result if the interim Order is not granted compared to the harm that will 
result if it is granted. (see Tropical Inn. supra, at 229). This test restates the test set 
out by the Courts in decisions such as Potash Corporation o/Saskatchewan v. Todd et 
al., [l987] 2 W. W.R. 481 (Sask. CA.) and by the Board in its subsequent decisions. In 
our view, the modified test, which we are adopting from the Ontario Labour Relations 
Board's decision in Loeb Highland, supra, focuses the Boards attention on the labour 
relations impact of granting or not granting an interim Order. The Boards power to 
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grant interim relief is discretionary and interim relief can be refl/sed for other 
practical considerations. 

In this case, it is clear that the Union has raised an arguable case under the Act. The 

Board has held in other cases that an insistence on an illegal clause constitutes "bargaining in bad 

faith": see United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Moose Jaw Co-operative Ltd., 

[1984] Jan. Sask. Labour Rep. 30, LRB File No. 349-83. As we understand, the Union alleges that 

the Employer's offer relating to hours of work and overtime does not meet the minimum standards 

required by The Labour Standards Act. Although there is considerable debate about the correctness 

of the Union's interpretation of s. 4(3) of The Labour Standards Act, nevertheless, it is an arguable 

position and one which the Board does not need to determine on this interim application. 

[21] \'v'bat labour relations harm will result if the interim Order is not granted? The 

parties are engaged in a labour dispute which initially originated with the Union serving strike notice 

and the Employer responding with a defensive lock-out. The issues in the strike and lock-out center 

around the parties' different interpretations of The Labour Standards Act and the hours of work 

provisions. However, there are other matters in dispute, in addition to the hours of work provisions. 

There is no question but that the parties are in a lawful position to engage in strike and lock-out 

activity separate and apart from the hours of work issue. 

[22] The Union complains that the Employer's unlawful position prevents the Union from 

obtaining a settlement of the collective agreement, from accessing the first agreement provisions of 

the Act, and from returning to work. 

[23] In our view, however, the granting of an interim Order to restrain the Employer from 

engaging in lock-out activity in relation to its bargaining position that mayor may not be illegal, 

does not move the parties along in achieving a first collective agreement. They remain free to 

engage in strike and lock-out activity related to other aspects of the bargaining dispute. 
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[24} In addition, the Board is reluctant to throw itself into a bargaining dispute of this 

nature through the mechanism of an interim Order when the dispute originated with a strike notice. 

The Union's concern with the lawfulness of the Employer's bargaining position could be brought to 

the Board in the form of an unfair labour practice at any time, and, in this case, certainly before strike 

activity commenced. There is no apparent urgency in the Union's conduct of its own case. In 

addition, a final Order is required to enable the parties to engage in serious bargaining on the hours 

of work dispute. An interim Order does not resolve the central issue that is in dispute and does not 

further bargaining on the issue in question. 

[25J If it is found on a final hearing, that the Employer's offer was unlawful and that it 

caused an unnecessary delay in achieving a collective agreement or unnecessarily prolonged the 

labour dispute, the Board can address the resulting harm in a monetary award. 

[26] In addition, the Union has the right to apply to the Board to obtain assistance in 

concluding a first collective agreement which also operates as a strike and lock-out ban. The Union 

is reluctant to access this provision because it does not want employees to return to work what it 

considers illegal hours in the period between the making of the application and a final detern1ination 

of the first agreement application. In our view, the remedy for working hours of work that are not in 

compliance with The Labour Standards Act can be obtained either through the current complaint 

before the Labour Standards Branch, or by raising the issue on the first agreement application. Both 

avenues are available to provide the employees a complete remedy. 

[27J If, however, the Employer's position is not unlawful, it has the right to push the issue 

to impasse and the Board's interim Order to suspend the lock-out would have unduly interfered with 

the exercise of economic force as the weapon of choice in concluding the collective agreement. 
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[28] In these circumstances, we do not VIew the granting of an interim Order as a 

productive labour relations intervention. The main issue requires a final determination and based on 

this detem1ination, the parties can reconsider their bargaining strategies and determine the best 

method of achieving a first collective agreement. 

[29] In our view, the Union requires an expedited hearing of its main application which 

we will direct the Board Registrar to arrange. The application for interim Order is dismissed. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, Applicant and POTASHVILLE SCHOOL 
DIVISION #80, Respondent 

LRB File No. 206-98; April 4, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James SeibeI; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Don Bell 

For the Applicant: Harold Johnson 
For the Respondent: Geraldine Knudsen 

Collective agreement - Definition - Board holds that The Trade Union Act does 
not require ratification or execution of memorandum of settlement to constitute 
collective bargaining agreement - The Trade Union Act recognizes parties' right 
to agree to conditions precedent to execution and implementation of agreement. 

Collective agreement - Existence - Refusal to ratify or execute memorandum of 
settlement - Employer declines to caB evidence of reason for failure to ratify 
memorandum of settlement - Board decides that, in the circumstances, 
employer's discretion to refuse to ratify is limited and enforceable collective 
bargaining agreement in existence. 

Collective agreement - Mistake - Refusal to ratify or execute collective 
bargaining agreement because of alleged mutual mistake - Board finds onus of 
proving mutual mistake is on party that alleges it. 

CoHective agreement - Ratification - No evidence of reason for refusal to ratify 
- Board finds refusal to ratify in the circumstances not justified - Employer 
ordered to execute and implement agreement. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Collective agreement - Union and employer 
arrive at terms for renewal of collective bargaining agreement which are 
reduced to writing and submitted for ratification - Employer then refuses to 
ratify agreement and provides no evidence of reason for refusal - Board 
determines that employer failed to bargain in good faith. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Remedy - Board orders employer to execute 
and implement collective bargaining agreement in form agreed to by parties 
and ratified by union. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(d) & l1(l)(c). 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Cbairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees (the 

"Union") filed an application with the Board alleging that Potashvi11e School Division #80 (the 

"Employer") had committed an unfair labour practice by to bargain collectively with the 

Union in violation of s. l1(1)(c) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). The 

Union alleged that the Employer refused to ratify and execute the collective agreement reached by 

the parties. In its reply to the application, the Employer maintained that while a "tentative 

agreement" had been achieved, it was subject to ratification by each pari'; and that, prior to 

ratification by the Union, the Employer ascertained, and advised the Union, that in its opinion there 

was a misunderstanding between the parties concerning the starting dates of certain items on the 

salary grid. The Employer said it made every effort to meet with the Union and resolve the issue. 

Facts 

[2] The Union's bargaining committee was led by Donald Moran, a representative of the 

national Union with bargaining experience in several other school districts and Lori Sutherland, the 

local Union president for the past 6 years. They testified on behalf of the Union. The Employer's 

bargaining committee was comprised of Bill Wells of the Saskatchewan School Trustees 

Association; Darry1 Bangsund, the Employer's director of education; and the Employer's 

chairperson, secretary-treasurer and one other person. At the hearing before the Board, no evidence 

was led on behalf of the Employer. 

[3] The Union is designated as the certified bargaining agent for a unit of all 

paraprofessional employees employed by the Employer by an Order of the Board dated June 7, 1993. 

There are approximately 28 employees in the bargaining unit comprising the positions of library 

assistant, teaching assistant and school secretary. The collective agreement between the parties 

expired December 31, 1997. The salary grid under the expired agreement provided for a single 

paraprofessional classification and annual salary increments based on experience topping out at 6 

years' service. The salary grid is contained in what is rp-c,"rr"n to as "Schedule B" to the collective 

agreement. 
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[4] On April 8,1998, the parties exchanged packages of proposed changes to the 

collective agreement. Among the Union's proposals was a Schedule B that contained a two-tier 

salary grid in the paraprofessional classification - Paraprofessional 1 and 2. To qualify for the 

second level - what was termed by the parties as being "certificated" - it was proposed that an 

employee possess one year post-secondary education in a field related to their duties or have a 

minimum of 8 years' experience. It also provided for annual salary increments through to 8 years' 

servIce. The Employer's proposal maintained a single classification level, retained a 6-year 

increment scheme, and proposed increases to the grid on three dates: July 1, 1999; December 31, 

1999; and December 31, 2000. 

[5] The parties met to negotiate on three dates: April 9, May 8 and August 17, 1998. At 

the April 9, 1998 meeting, they exchanged the ideas behind their proposals. At the May 8, 1998 

meeting, the Employer presented what the parties referred to as "a non-prejudicial offer," which 

meant that if the Union did not accept the offer, the Employer would be deemed to have reverted to 

its April 8, 1998 position. An agreement was not reached and negotiations broke off and resumed on 

August 17, 1998 when the Union presented the Employer with its own non-prejudicial offer. 

[6J Schedule B to the Union's August 17, 1998 proposal contained a two-tier salary grid 

with 3% increases to the grid on January 1 in each of 1998, 1999 and 2000, and included annual 

increments through to 8 years' service. Under the proposal, the initial salary for Paraprofessional 2 

in each year of experience was pegged at the Paraprofessional 1 rate plus 1 %. During discussions 

between the parties, the Employer reiterated its proposal of a single classification level. Negotiations 

continued all day on August 17, 1998. After an evening break, the parties returned to the meeting 

room. The Employer's representatives went through a counter-proposal by the Employer, referring 

to notes and figures regarding Schedule B that they had written on a whiteboard. The Employer's 

Schedule B counter-proposal comprised a single classification level, a series of six (6) 1 % increases 

staged over 3 years, and a 6-year annual increment grid for the first year of the agreement (i.e., 

1998), adding Years 7 and 8 by stages during the following year. Only employees who were 

certificated would qualify for service increments beyond 6 years. To move to the Year 7 level, an 

employee would have to have 1 year of post-secondary education and occupy a position requiring a 

certificate; to move to the Year 8 level, an employee would have to have 2 years of post-secondary 
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education and likewise occupy an appropriate position. 

evenmg Schedule B and the implementation of the Year 7 and 8 

Union's witnesses on 17, 1998 the parties an 

agreement, including a form of Schedule B which, they maintained, provided for the implementation 

of the certificated Year 7 salary level effective December 31, 1998, and the Year 8 effective 

December 31, 1999; the initial salary for Year 7 was to be set at the Year 6 level as at December 31, 

1998, plus 7%. This is where the dispute arises. In cross-examination of the Union's witnesses, 

counsel for the Employer maintained that the pmiies agreed that the Year 7 and 8 levels were not to 

be implemented until July 1, 1999 and July 1,2000, respectively, or, alternatively, that the Employer 

had a mistaken understanding as to what had been agreed to. 

[8] At the conclusion of the August 17, 1998 meeting, the parties agreed that the 

agreement they had achieved should be reduced to vvTiting and submitted for ratification to the Union 

membership and the Employer's board of directors. Mr. Wells, the Employer's chief negotiator, was 

to have the written agreement prepared and sent to Mr. Moran. he did on August 19. The fax 

cover page contained the comment, in part: "Please call re errors or if okay and I forward 

signing copies to Board office." This version ("Version 1") of the portion of Schedule B to the draft 

agreement referring to the certificated positions, specified implementation of the Year 7 level on July 

1, 1999, and the Year 8 level on July 1,2000, as follows: 

Certificated 

Jan 1 Dec 31 July 1 Dec 31 July 1 Dec 31 
Experience 1998 1998 1999 1999 2000 2000 

Year 7 n.a. n.a. 20,140.32 20,341.73 20,545.14 20,750.60 

Year 8 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 21,982.93 22,202.76 

[9] The following day, Mr. Moran faxed the draft agreement back to Mr. Wells indicating 

several corrections, including certain changes to the certificated grid in Schedule B; the change made by 

Mr. Moran that bears on the issue in this case specified implementation of the Year 7 level on 

December 31, 1998, and the Year 8 level on December 31, 1999. 
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[10] On August 21, Mr. Wells faxed a revised draft to Mr. Moran incorporating Mr. 

Moran's purported emendations. This second version ("Version 2") of Schedule B, with the changes 

indicated in shadow, provided as follows: 

Jan 1 
Experience 1998 

Year 7 

Year 8 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Dec 31 
1998 

n.a. 

Certificated 

July 1 
1999 

n.a. 

Dec 31 
1999 

July 1 
2000 

20,545.14 

Dec 31 
2000 

[11] A comment by Mr. Wells on the fax cover page stated, in part: "Subject to your 

review .... " According to Mr. Moran, two very minor discrepancies remained regarding the numbers in 

the grid on Schedule B, and he said that he either faxed his amendments to Mr. Wells or else he called 

him about it. 

[12} Mr. Wells faxed back to Mr. Moran what was to be the final draft, incorporating these 

changes, on August 24. The material portion of this final version ("Version 3") of Schedule B, which 

made no change to the implementation dates of Years 7 and 8 as compared to the previous draft, 

provided as follows, again with the changes in shadow: 

Jan 1 
Experience 1998 

Year 7 n.a. 

Year 8 n.a. 

Dec 31 
1998 

n.a. 

Certifi ca ted 

July 1 
1999 

20,140.32 

n.a. 

Dec 31 July 1 Dec 31 
1999 2000 2000 

20,341.77 20,750.64 

21,765.69 21,983.35 22,203.18 

[13] Mr. Well's comment on the fax cover page read: "Thank you for your efforts." This 

version of Schedule B was part of the agreement ratified by the Union membership on September 3, 

1998. 
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Mr. Moran testified that Mr. Wells ,.HHJH"U him on August 31, 1998, that 

lp",~,."hpr 31 commencement dates for Year 7 & 8 certificated salary levels to be changed 

to 1,1999, and July 1,2000, respectively. that Wells expressed his request 

the in terms of "saving face"; it was not Mr. Wells meant his own, of the 

Employer's bargaining committee and/or that of the Employer. Mr. Moran told that because of 

open and honest relationship, he would present the request for change to the Union's 

bargaining committee, which he did, by telephone, same day. But the Union's committee rejected 

the request. Mr. Moran advised Mr. Wens of this immediately. He said that Mr. Wells called him 

again the next day and exhorted him to agree to the July 1 dates in order to "maintain our relationship," 

and sent him a further revised version of Schedule B with the dates at issue changed to July 1. Mr. 

Moran said that he again spoke to the Union's bargaining committee, but it was unwilling to agree. 

Mr. Moran' s evidence remained un shaken on cross-examination. He testified that 

there was a lot of discussion on the evening of August 17, 1998 regarding both the commencement 

dates of the certificated salary steps and whether the employee review to determine individual 

certification status to be done by Mr. Bangsund could be completed by the end of the year. He said that 

discussion of the latter matter concluded with the agreement by Mr. Bangsund that review could 

accomplished by then. He further said that the session ended with the December dates in the diagram 

of Schedule B on the whiteboard; the parties shook hands and agreed that their agreement would be 

reduced to writing and submitted for ratification by each party. 

[16] 

follows: 

On September 18, 1998, the Union received a letter from Mr. Bangsund that reads as 

Please be advised that the Board has ratified the Tentative Agreement as presented at 
our last negotiating session. 

Attached is a copy of page 14 which the Board believes was agreed to. 

Please respond at your earliest convenience so that we can arrange for the signing of 
the contract. 
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[17J The material portion of Schedule B attached to this letter ("Version 4") changes the 

commencement of the Years 7 and 8 salary levels back to the July dates, and in that respect bears 

resemblance to Version No. 1, above, first sent by Mr. Wells to Mr. Moran; but it also contains 

differences from even that version, as indicated in shadow as follows: 

Certificated 

Jan 1 Dec 31 July 1 Dec 31 July 1 Dec 31 
Experience 1998 1998 1999 1999 2000 2000 

Year 7 

Year 8 

[18] 

[19] 

n.a. n.a. 20,140.32 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Mr. Moran replied by letter dated September 23, 1998, as follows: 

This is in response to your letter dated September 18, 1998. Your letter indicated that 
the Board had ratified the tentative agreement based on what the Board believed was 
agreed to. 

Unfortunately, as we had previously stated, when the change in offer by the Board was 
given to us, 3 days before we were to take it to the membership, we did not agree. The 
Union subsequently ratified the unchanged offer at their September 3, 1998 general 
membership meeting based on what was agreed to (attached). 

Consider this notice to inform you that the Union will file an wifair labour practice if 
the Employer does not reinstate its offer (of the attached) by October 14, 1998. 

The Employerreplied on October 16, 1998, with a request that the parties return to the 

bargaining table to resolve the problem, but the Union remained firm in its position and filed the present 

application. 

[20] Ms. Sutherland's evidence corroborated that of Mr. Moran. She testified that she had 

kept notes of the writing placed on the whiteboard by Mr. Wells at the August 17, 1998 bargaining 

session; those notes indicate commencement dates for the Years 7 and 8 certificated salary levels of 

December 31, 1998 and 1999, respectively. Ms. Sutherland said that during discussion regarding 

Schedule B, Mr. Wells had asked Mr. Bangsund whether the position review and certification could be 

completed before December 31, 1998 (i.e., the Union's proposed commencement date for the Year 7 

salary level), and Mr. Bangsund had responded affirmatively. 
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[21] Ms. Sutherland testified that Mr. Bangsund had, in fact, called her sometime during the 

week of August 24, 1998 to arrange a time to sign the collective agreement; he apparently did not raise 

any concern with Version 3 of Schedule B. She said that he called her again shOlily after Mr. Well's 

first discussion on August 31, 1998 with Mr. Moran about changing the subject dates in the draft 

agreement. According to Ms. Sutherland, Mr. Bangsund asked her whether the matter could be 

"worked out"; she said she responded to him to the effect that the Union's position was that there was 

an agreement and it would not negotiate further. She said that she told him that if the problem was that 

the Employer could not complete the employee review and certification by December 31, 1998, the 

Union would consider allowing more time for that process if the salary at the appropriate level was paid 

retroactively. However, she said that Mr. Bangsund replied that the issue was one of money and that 

the Employer could not afford to pay the certificated-level salaries from the December 31 dates. 

[22J The Employer adduced no viva voce evidence in variation to or contradiction of the 

facts outlined above. 

Statutory Provisions 

[23] 

2 

Among the provisions of the Act that the Board must consider are the following: 

In this Act: 

(b) "bargaining collectiveZv" means negotiating in good faith 
with a view to the conclusion of a collective bargaining agreement, or 
a renewal or revision of a bargaining agreement, the embodiment in 
writing or writings of the terms of agreement arrived at in 
negotiations or required to be inserted in a collective bargaining 
agreement by this Act, the execution by or on behalf of the parties of 
such agreement ... ; 

(d) "collective bargaining agreement" means an agreement in 
>vriting or writings between an employer and a trade union setting 
forth the terms and conditions of employment or containing provisions 
in regard to rates afpay, hours of work or other working conditions of 
employees; 
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11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

Arguments 

[24] Mr. Johnson, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer's actions demonstrated a 

failure to bargain in good faith and constituted a violation of s. 11 (1)( c) of the Act. In support of that 

position, he cited the following decisions of the Board: University of Regina Faculty Association v. 

Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, [1995] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 139, LRB File No. 217-

94; C. UP£', Local 1486 v. City of Melville, [1992] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 92, LRB File No. 

036-92; C. UP£., Local 1832 v. Benian Management Ltd., [1987J Sept. Sask. Labour Rep. 36, LRB 

File No. 136-87; R. WD.S U, Local 955 v. Morris Rod Weeder Co. Ltd., [1977J Sept. Sask. Labour Rep. 

32, LRB File Nos. 375-77,451-77,452-77 & 462-77; SG.£.U v. Regina Transition Women's Society, 

[1983] Sept. Sask. Labour Rep. 52, LRB File No. 068-83; SG.£.U v. Saskatchewan Housing 

COlporation, [1983] Sept. Sask. Labour Rep. 54, LRB File No. 189-83. He also cited the decision of 

the British Columbia Labour Relations Board in Ladner Private Hospital, et al. v. Hospital Employees' 

Union, Local No. 180, BCLRB No. 19177 (March 29, 1977), a case which was cited with approval in 

several of the foregoing decisions. 

[25] In particular, Mr. Johnson pointed out that in Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, 

supra, the Board reiterated its position that bad faith is not an essential element of an unfair labour 

practice under s. 11 Cl)( c), and that while the section speaks of "refusing" to bargain collectively 

(connoting an intentional act), it also speaks of "failing" to bargain, which may include less wilful 

conduct. Counsel pointed out that in Morris Rod Weeder, Benian Management, and Ladner Private 

Hospital, all supra, it was stated that, in the late stages of bargaining, a sudden repudiation of an earlier 

agreement without "compelling justification" is indicative of a breach of the duty to bargain in good 

faith. 
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Ms. Knudsen, counsel for the Employer, admitted that at the conclusion of the August 

17, 1998 negotiating session, both parties believed that an agreement in principle had been reached, but 

that the Employer subsequently realized that there was a misunderstanding as to the commencement 

dates for the certificated salary levels. 

[27J Ms. Knudsen attempted to distinguish the decisions cited by Mr. Johnson on the basis 

that in each case the employer had retracted an offer that it had made, but in the present case, the 

Employer had not retracted an offer, but simply sought to correct the misunderstanding regarding a 

single item. She pointed out that, on August 17, 1998 the agreement between the parties was not 

committed to \vriting, which is required to conclude a "collective bargaining agreement" as defined by 

s. 2(d) of the Act. She said that the Employer's position, simply put, was that Mr. Wells and Mr. Moran 

made a mistake when they purported to reduce the agreement to vvriting. She argued that after the two 

gentlemen prepared the draft vvTitten agreement, it still remained for it to be reviewed by the parties' 

respective bargaining committees before submission for ratification, and that was when the error was 

discovered. 

[28] In support of her submissions on behalf of the Employer, counsel cited the decisions of 

the Board in S.J.B.R. WD.s. U v. Acme Video Inc., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 126, LRB File Nos. 148-97 & 

170-97, and Prince Albert Police Association v. Prince Albert Board of Police Commissioners, [1998] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 296, LRB File No. 005-97. 

Analysis and Decision 

[29] As a general rule of law, there cannot be a contract between parties who do not intend 

to be bound and are not in genuine agreement (this is referred to in legal texts as the parties being ad 

idem). However, the intentions of the parties may be inferred from their words and conduct reasonably 

interpreted: that is, whatever a party's real intention may be, if they so conduct themselves that a 

reasonable person would believe that they are agreeing to the terms proposed, they will be bound as if 

they had intended to agree to those tenns. 
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[30J In detennining that in the present case the parties had a mutual intention to enter into a 

collective bargaining agreement, we have examined their words and conduct. The evidence was that at 

the conclusion of the negotiations on August 17, 1998 the bargaining committees for each party agreed 

to reduce their agreement to writing and submit it to their respective principals for ratification prior to 

signing the agreement. The definition of "collective bargaining agreement" in s. 2( d) of the Act does 

not require that it be "ratified" (or, indeed, executed) to be valid; however, ratification is common, 

because it ensures that the negotiating agents have in fact secured the agreement of their principals. 

Generally, ratification is widely required by unions in order to insure that what may be a large and 

diverse membership supports execution of the agreement; an employer's negotiating committee is 

usually better able to obtain timely instructions during bargaining as may be necessary. 

[31] The tenn "ratification" connotes that the party whom it is sought to bind to a contract 

has, with the ful11mowledge of the tenns of the agreement, assented to the same and agreed to abide by 

and be bound by the contract undertaken on their behalf. However, as a general proposition, while 

execution of an agreement may be contingent upon ratification by one or both of the parties' principals, 

unless some indication is given during the negotiating process that a party's negotiator or negotiating 

committee lacks the ability to conclude an agreement that its principals will ratify, except for good and 

sufficient reason, the other party has the right to expect that ratification (and execution) will follow 

without delay. 

[32] In the context of bargaining for a first or renewal collective agreement, s. 2(b) of the 

Act requires each party to fulfil at least three obligations: 

[33J 

1) 

2) 

3) 

to negotiate in good faith with a view to concluding an agreement; 

to embody the tenns of that agreement in writing; and, 

to execute the agreement. 

The obligation on both parties to bargain collectively is one of the fundamental 

requirements of the Act. In prior decisions, including Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, supra, 

the Board has described the paradox inherent in detennining whether parties have fulfilled these 

obligations, given the legal pressure to negotiate and conclude a collective agreement detennining the 

tenns and conditions of employment, but without any legal requirement as to the nature and content of 
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those terms and conditions, and, we might add, without any express requirements as to how the 

negotiations will be conducted or the agreement concluded. In that case the Board stated, at 150: 

In a decision in Retail. Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Westfair Foods Ltd., 
operating as Western Grocers, LRE File No. 157-93, the Board made the following 
comment: 

In bringing an application under Section 11(1)(c) of17w Trade Union 
A et, the Union has asked the Board to perform one of its most difficult, 
and in some ways paradoxical, tasks. The duty to bargain collectively 
lies at the heart of the relationship between an employer and a trade 
union representing employees, and is a vital element of the legislative 
scheme set out in our Aa and in similar pieces of legislation. Labour 
relations boards have, on many occasions, made an effort to capture 
in their decisions the nature of this duty, and the character of the 
responsibility which lies upon a tribunal such as ours to supervise the 
peljormance of the obligation to bargain. 

171e task of the Board is not to intervene in the bargaining process directly in an effort 
to dictate the agenda at the bargaining table or the outcome of negotiations. Our 
responsibility on an application such as this one is to discern whether the course of 
dealings between the parties can be described as bargaining collectively as that 
process is defined in Section 2(b) of171e Trade Union Act: 

In assessing the degree to which one or other of the parties has complied with the duty 
to bargain collectively, we are unequipped with a textbook which describes collective 
bargaining in an authoritative way, or a template which may be used as a means of 
deciding whether what is going on betvveen the parties fits some predetermined set of 
criteria. In the Wes{(air Food, decision, supra, we made the following observation: 

l7lere are, as we have intimated earlier, no rules for the bargaining 
process as such. 17wugh the parties may have expectations, based on 
their past experience, that issues will be discussed in a particular 
sequence, or that there will be a particular proportionality between 
proposal and countelproposal, or that one party or the other can 
always expect to achieve improvements in its favour, there are no 
sanctions attached to deviations from the anticipated course. 171e 
parties may be required to adjust their expectations according to 
changed conditions or changes in their relative bargaining strength. 
171ey may apply any combination of rational persuasion, deployment 
of economic power, or other inducements which is sanctioned by the 

Each of the parties may combine and recombine their own 
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[34] 

proposals and those put forward by the other party in an attempt to 
find the formula which will lead to an agreement. This process may 
be messy, it may be unscientific, it may be unpredictable, it may on 
occasion be brutal, but it is bargaining. 

With the exception of that portion of Section 2(b) of the Act which refers to the 
negotiation of disputes and grievances, it is clear from this provision that the essential 
objective of the bargaining process is the conclusion and execution of a collective 
agreement. Though the Board may examine many facets of the conduct of the party 
charged with failing to comply with the duty to bargain, and may assess that conduct 
as a whole, the core question is whether there is anything to indicate an unwillingness 
or an inability to strive towards this goal. 

The facts of each case will detennine when a party is legally expected to fulfil, and will 

be considered to have fulfilled, each obligation. There are no rules in granite. In one case the issues 

may be more complex and bargaining more difficult than in another; the reduction to writing of the 

agreement achieved may be more fraught with semantic wrangling in some cases. But, particularly 

where negotiating committees have undertaken to recommend ratification to their respective principals, 

once the first two obligations cited above have been fulfilled, in most cases, the third execution of the 

agreement - follows expeditiously and without rancour between the parties or significant internal delay. 

Ratification is a matter that is internal to each party. A collective bargaining agreement may be 

concluded under the Act without ratification. In the present case, no evidence was tendered as to what 

procedure, fonn or content ratification was intended by the parties to include. 

[35] In Barber Industries v. Glass, Molders, Pottery, Plastics and Allied Workers Int'/ 

Union (1989),3 CLRBR (2d) 288, the Alberta Labour Relations Board commented as follows, at 297: 

When assessing the obligation to bargain in good faith, the Board must look at the 
question of ratification along with the parallel notion of a mandate. The legislation 
permits an employer to bargain through a bargaining committee and allows an 
employer to stipulate a process of ratification. However, there is a duty to provide 
any such bargaining committee with clear direction about what the employer wishes 
to achieve and is willing to accept. This is an important part of the duty to bargain 
in good faith and make evelY reasonable effort to enter into a collective agreement. 

An unexplained failure to ratifY a proposal negotiated by a committee, ostensibly 
acting within their mandate, calls into question either the bona fides of the refusal to 
ratify or the adequacy of the mandate given to that bargaining committee. 
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[36] In Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, supra, Board commented on the 

process of ratification and on this aspect of the Barber Industries decision as follows, at 158: 

[37] 

This does not mean that the step of ratification is necessarily an empty gesture. Both 
parties to this application acknowledged that no agreement could be finalized until 
both members of the bargaining unit and the board of governors had signalled their 
approval. It is the responsibility of both these bodies themselves and those to whom 
the task of bargaining has been delegated. however to ensure that there is sufficient 
interchange of illformation and instructions that ratWcation is a reasonable 
expectation. As the decision in Barber Industries, supra, suggests, a failure by one or 
the other of the principals to ratify the agreement constitutes something of a crisis in 
the bargaining process, for it must either cast doubt on the bona fides of the mandate 
given to the negotiators, or signify a drastic loss of confidence in those representatives 
in the course of bargaining. 

(Emphasis added.) 

In Barber Industries, supra, The Alberta Board held that a settlement subject to 

ratification is not a collective agreement. It should be noted, however, that s. 59 of the Alberta Labour 

Relations Code, S. A. 1988, c. L-1.2, expressly provided for a procedure of notice regarding bargaining 

subject to ratification; in Saskatchewan the Act is silent on the point, and as pointed out earlier, the 

definition of "collective bargaining agreement" in the Act makes no mention of ratification. Clearly, 

however, negotiating parties in Saskatchewan commonly require ratification as a condition precedent to 

the conclusion of a collective agreement. But is the discretion to refuse to ratifY without limits, or is it 

circumscribed? The parties may agree on a procedure for ratification or as to the nature of the 

conditions that will allow a valid refusal to ratifY. But what of the situation where, as here, the parties 

have not directed their minds to the issue? The interests of orderly collective bargaining dictate that the 

choice to ratifY a memorandum of settlement in such a circumstances is not without qualification. 

[38] In the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College case, the union believed that a 

collective agreement had been reached subject to submission for ratification to the principals for both 

sides. However, the employer's negotiators described it as a "working document"; after reviewing the 

draft and identifYing several substantive issues, including an obvious ambiguity in the wording of an 

important clause with substantial financial ramifications that they thought would present an obstacle to 

ratification, they were unwilling to refer the agreement to the employer's board of governors until they 

were in the position to make a positive recommendation. The union argued that once the agreement had 
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been reached at the bargaining table the employer was barred from reopening issues for further 

discussion or from doing anything but submitting the agreement for ratification. The Board said that it 

did not necessarily agree with that proposition, stating at 156: 

[39] 

In our view, to accept such a proposition in categorical form would be to suggest that 
collective bargaining must follow a formula which is cut and dried, which, as we have 
intimated above, we do not regard as an accurate description of the process. We 
accept that, in identifYing issues for further discussion with the Union, Dr. Hampton 
was genuinely trying to clear up issues which he saw as problematic. In the case of 
parity for College salaries with the University of Regina, the Employer was entitled to 
raise the question of whether the words of the agreement actually reflected what the 
parties had agreed to. It seems clear from the evidence at the hearing that the wording 
was capable of bearing two meanings, and that each of the parties ascribed to it a 
different one. If the Employer was genuinely concerned. as seems to have been the 
case. that the parties had not actuallv been in agreement on this issue. they should not 
be prohibited trom raising the issue in a time{vfashion. 

Accepting the notion that one of the parties may. at some time prior to the actual 
execution o(the agreement. raise issues which it sees as causing confUsion or dispute. 
does not. however. mean that this option is open to the parties on an unlimited or open
ended basis. 

(Emphasis added.) 

In finding that the employer in that case was in breach of s. 11(1)(c) of the Act, the 

Board stated, at 159: 

[40] 

17ze Union is in error in arguing that an employer will always be in breach of the duty 
to bargain if they seek to reopen discussion on particular issues or do not forward an 
agreement for ratification within a particular period. .. , The Employer was bound, 
however, to ensure that the committees at the bargaining table could reach an 
agreement, an agreement which - barring some political catastrophe of an unexpected 
kind - could be reasonably counted on to be acceptable to the principals on both sides. 
This is an assumption about the process which the Union was entitled to make. 

In the present case, the evidence is clear and, indeed, counsel for the Employer 

admitted, that on August 17, 1998, the negotiating committees for the parties ended the day's 

bargaining with a verbal agreement as to the whole of a renewal of the collective bargaining agreement; 

it was to be reduced to writing and submitted for ratification by their respective principals. The parties 

embodied their agreement in writing, including Schedule B, culminating in the final draft of August 24, 

1998. All of the drafts, although they contained changes suggested by the Union's representative, were 
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prepared and delivered to the Union by the Employer's rej:ires;enran final draft, containing 

Version 3 of Schedule B, was provided with the intention, HH,JU,"''-' if not express, that it be taken by the 

Union to its members for ratification. The notes from Mr. Wells on accompanying fax cover pages 

to Versions 1 and 2 (see, supra) are consistent with the interpretation that it was intended that Mr. 

Moran review the documents for errors and advise so that corrections could be made. We may infer 

that Mr. Wells agreed that the change of dates for Years 7 and 8 from July to December were 

cOlTections and not substantive changes to the parties' agreement. Mr. Wells' note on the fax cover 

page accompanying Version 3 (see, supra) is consistent with the interpretation that he intended it to be 

the COlTect and final embodiment of the parties' agreement to be submitted for ratification. 

[41] The process engaged in by Mr. Wells and Mr. Moran to put the agreement in written 

form did not bear the indicia of bargaining an agreement - that had already been done. Mr. Wells 

accepted Mr. Moran's emendations without question, hesitation or objection; there was no negotiation 

between them regarding the changes; there was no suggestion of a misunderstanding or a mistake on his 

part. The Union had no reason to assume that the final draft of August 24 did not have the imprimatur 

of the Employer's bargaining committee; indeed, at some point in the next couple of days, Mr. 

Bangsund spoke to Ms. Anderson about alTanging a time to sign the agreement. As in Saskatchewan 

Indian Federated College, supra, the Union was entitled to assume that, balTing some major unforeseen 

problem, the Employer's bargaining committee had bargained an agreement that it could reasonably 

expect was acceptable to its principals. That is, for one week between August 24 and August 31, 1998 

when Mr. Wells called Mr. Moran, the Union had no reason to expect that the Employer's 

representatives might seek to change anything in the agreement, and the Union arranged for its 

membership meeting to ratify the agreement. This was done on September 3, 1998. 

[42] In fact, there was 110 evidence that an agreement containing Version 3 of Schedule B 

was not acceptable to the Employer's board. The fact that the Employer's board did not ratify an 

agreement with Version 3, and instead ratified an agreement with Version 4, does not necessarily mean 

that Version 3 would have been unacceptable; it may simply mean that Version 4 was preferred. But 

we do not know whether the Employer's board had the opportunity to review and consider Version 3; 

we do not know whether it was submitted to the Employer's board for ratification. 
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[43] Placing ourselves in the position of a reasonable person observing what occurred 

between the parties from and after August 17, 1998 we have determined that the Employer's 

negotiating committee agreed to a collective bargaining agreement containing Version 3 of Schedule B 

and intended the August 24, 1998 form of the agreement to be the written embodiment of the agreement 

between the parties. No evidence was called to refute the evidence of the Union's witnesses or the tale 

of the documentary evidence. Mr. Wells did not testify as to why, if Version 1 contained the dates 

agreed upon on August 17, 1998 he did not object to making a change to the January dates through 

Versions 2 and 3; he did not testify why the January dates remained in the draft for over 10 days before 

he raised the matter with Mr. Moran, and even then did not suggest that a mistake had been made. Mr. 

Bangsund did not testify as to why he called Ms. Sutherland within a week of the final draft to arrange 

to sign the agreement; he did not testify why, when he eventually spoke to her about requiring a change 

to the dates, he did not suggest that a mistake had been made, but rather indicated that it was a question 

of cost; he did not testify as to why the Employer's bargaining committee did not raise the issue of a 

mistake, in writing, until September 18, 1998. The Employer called no evidence as to whether Version 

3 had been considered by the Employer's board for ratification but was rejected; nor were we apprised 

of what the Employer's bargaining committee told the Employer's board about the course of events 

culminating in Version 3 - did the committee tell the board that there had been a mistake and explain 

how it had happened?; or had the committee exceeded its mandate from the board?; or did the 

committee or the board simply determine that the agreement was too rich? 

[44J The failure of the Employer's principal actors to testify about these things necessarily 

leads us to draw a negative inference about what they would have said. The reason for the failure to 

ratify the agreement remains unexplained beyond the initial explanation by Mr. Bangsund that the 

Employer had balked at the cost associated with the January dates. There was no evidence of a mistake 

by the Employer; to the extent that the letter of September 18, 1998 could be said to suggest that there 

had been a mistake, it is self-serving and cannot be accepted as evidence of such a fact. 

[45] But what if the Employer's negotiating committee had in fact been mistaken as to the 

commencement dates of the certificated position salaries? Ostensibly, the parties would not be ad idem 

with respect to an agreement. It is well established in law that the burden of proof that there has been a 

mistake such as would persuade a court to disturb what to outward appearances is a contract validly 

made falls on the party who alleges the mistake. In the present case, the type of mistake alleged by 

counsel for the Employer in this case is a "mutual mistake." It occurs when one of the parties alleges to 
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have been mistaken as to some term of the contract pnTPrF'n into such that they did not to make 

that specific contract, and their mistake is not known to the other party. It is distinguished from 

"unilateral mistake," in which case the other party is aware of the first party's mistake, and from 

"common mistake," in which both parties are mistaken (for example, where the subject matter of the 

contract no longer exists). In mutual mistake, the parties misunderstand each other and are at cross

purposes; in unilateral mistake only one of the parties is mistaken and the other knows, or must be taken 

to know, of the mistake. In the case of mutual mistake, the argument is that despite appearances, there 

is no correspondence of offer and acceptance, and therefore the transaction is void. 

[46] The authors of Cheshire, Fifoot & Furmston's Law of Contract, 12th Ed. (London: 

Butterworths, 1991) at 230, explain the difference in the judicial approach to mutual mistake and 

unilateral mistake as follows: 

If mutual mistake is pleaded, the judicial approach, as is normally the case in 
contractual problems, is objective; the court looking at the evidence from the 
standpoint of a reasonable third party, will decide whether any, and if so what, 
agreement must be taken to have been reached. If unilateral mistake is pleaded, the 
approach is subjective; the innocent party is allowed to show the effect on his mind of 
the error in the hope of avoiding its consequences. 

In the case of mutual mistake, therefore, it is only a fundamental and material mistake 

of fact that may result in a declaration that the agreement is void. As described by the authors just 

cited, at 247: 

[48] 

A mistake is wholZy immaterial at common law unless it results in a complete 
difference in substance between what a mistaken party bargained for and what in fact 
he will obtain if the contract is fulfilled. 

There was no suggestion that the Union knew of the Employer's alleged mistake and 

sought to exploit it. On the basis of the evidence presented, we find that there was no mistake by the 

Employer. The burden of proof was on the Employer; the Employer elected not to call evidence. But 

even if we are wrong in this view, we would have found that it was not a mistake as to a fundamental 

and material term such as would justifY vitiating the contract. We find that the parties achieved a 

collective bargaining agreement containing Version 3 of Schedule B. 
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[49] Likewise, as enunciated in the Barber Industries and Saskatchewan Indian Federated 

College cases, supra, while an employer may refuse to ratify a collective bargaining agreement in 

certain circumstances, it may only do so for good and sufficient reason and in a timely manner. Is the 

reason proffered by Mr. Bangsund to Ms. Sutherland, i. e., cost, a valid and sufficient reason? There 

was no evidence of a change in circumstances beyond the Employer's control after August 17, 1998 

that might have caused it to reasonably require to seek a change to the agreement based on cost. The 

Employer's negotiating committee did not indicate on August 17, 1998 that it had yet to cost out the 

Schedule B scenarios that were being discussed. Unless it was informed otherwise, the Union had the 

right to expect that the Employer's committee had a mandate to negotiate an agreement within the 

financial parameters represented by their August 17, 1998 agreement. In Syndicat Canadien de la 

Fonction Publique et sa section Locale 2519 v. Corporation Le Lycee Claudel, [1996] O.L.R.D. No. 

1454, at para. 52, the Ontario Labour Relations Board discussed the relationship between mandate and 

ratification as follows: 

[50] 

The relationship between mandate and ratification is ideally very straightforward. 
They are the beginning and end points of a successful bargaining process. If there is a 
clear mandate, adhered to by a negotiator or committee, and a tentative agreement 
reached within that mandate, problems with ratification ought to be rare. However, as 
the cases demonstrate, what occurs between mandate and ratification is not always so 
linear. But at a minimum, reasonable efforts to conclude a collective agreement and 
good faith require that there be substance to the authority and mandate of a team, so 
that progress toward a collective agreement is real and not illusory. Even where 
agreements are made at the table subject to ratification. the statutory duty continues to 
apply. as the cases make clear. A formal mandate with no content is problematic as is 
the repudiation of agreements within the mandate without sufficient reason. Adequate 
authority should mean fOr instance. at the very least. that if an employers proposal 
was adopted in its entirety by the other side. there would need to be a very good reason 
why it was not ratified. 

(Emphasis added.) 

In a similar vein, in Barber Industries, supra, at 297, the Alberta Board cites 

with approval from the earlier decision of the Alberta Public Service Employee Relations 

Board in Alberta and A. Up.E., as follows: 

However, to send out a negotiator with instructions to begin collective bargaining 
without fully and properly instructing him as to his authority on the matters which have 
been identified between the parties as being in dispute, especially with respect to such 
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a major item as wages, without this being clearly 
bargaining in good faith. 

home to the other side is not 

It is possible that the Employer's negotiating committee exceeded its mandate. It is 

possible that a mistake was made and that the Employer's representatives did not realize that the final 

\vritten version of Schedule B prepared by Mr. Wells did not reflect the understanding of the 

Employer's negotiating committee. But there was no testimony to sustain these arguments. 

Accordingly, the ineluctable conclusion is that the Employer has sought to resile from what, in 

hindsight, it determined to be an improvident agreement. 

In the circumstances, there is no evidence that the failure of the Employer to ratify the 

agreement was for good and sufficient reason. The Employer has failed to fulfil the obligation to 

execute the collective bargaining agreement settled in writing on August 24, 1998, including Version 3 

of Schedule B. In doing so, it has violated s. 11(1)(c) of the Act. 

[53] The nature of the remedy for this breach of the Act must reflect the position that the 

Union would have been had the breach not occun-ed. In the past, the Board has been cautious in 

imposing collective agreements upon parties when they are unable to achieve agreement themselves. 

This cautious approach continues to be reflected in the Board's recent decisions respecting applications 

for assistance in making a first contract under the 1994 amendments to the Act. However, in the present 

case, we have found that the parties did achieve a collective bargaining agreement, agreeing upon all of 

its terms and conditions. Accordingly, an Order will issue directing that the Employer forthwith, and in 

any event within ten days of the date of the Order, execute and implement the collective bargaining 

agreement sent by Mr. Wells to Mr. Moran under cover of the fax memorandum dated August 24, 1998 

and containing Version 3 of Schedule B as set forth above. The Board shall remain seized to settle any 

problems in implementing the Order. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, Applicant and UNIVERSITY OF 
SASKATCHEWAN, Respondent, and ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, Respondent 

LRB File No. 142-99; April 5, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Gerry Caudle 

For ASPA: Doug Kovatch 
For the University: Neil Gabrielson, Q.c. 
For CUPE: Jim Holmes 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Community of interest -
Board assigns co-ordinator and assistant co-ordinator positions to applicant 
union '8 bargaining unit based on similarity between new positions and existing 
positions in applicant's bargaining unit. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(a) & 5(k). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Administrative and Supervisory Personnel 

Association ("ASPA") applied to amend its certification Order to add to the enumerated 

classifications of positions the following new employees: 

Centre for Second Language Instruction: 

e Instructors, 

• Academic Coordinator, ESL and CERTESL Programs, 

• Instructional Resources Coordinator, 

• Culture and Recreation Activities Coordinator, 

• Evening Librarian, 

• Advisor, ESL Teacher and Student Services and Coordinator 
of Part-time ESL Program, 

• Home Stay and Part-time Languages Program Coordinator, 

• Assistant Coordinator, Culture and Recreation Activities. 
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ASP A filed membership support 

and requires support evidence. 

on the theory 
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group is an "add 

ASP A also applied to amend its certification Order by adding the classification 

"editorial assistant (Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review)." 

[4] In its reply to the application, the University disputed the claim that it employs the 

editorial assistant (Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review). It also submitted that the proper job 

title for "instructors" is "teachers" and the proper job title for "evening librarian" is "evening 

instructional resources coordinator." 

The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 ("CUPE") filed an 

intervention in which it claimed that it was unclear if instructors and coordinators have a historical 

community of interest with the existing ASP A unit. Also, CUPE noted that professional librarians 

are included in the Faculty Association's bargaining unit, while other librarians are included in 

CUPE's bargaining unit. 

During the pre-hearing process, ASPA withdrew its claim to represent the position 

of editorial assistant (Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review). CUPE agreed to withdraw any 

objection to the inclusion of "teachers" if support was demonstrated in ASP A's application. 

[7] At the hearing of this matter, ASP A withdrew its claim to represent the evening 

librarian or evening instructional resources coordinator. CUPE withdrew its objections to the 

inclusion of all remaining positions except the culture and recreation activities coordinator and 

assistant coordinator. 

[8] Having determined that ASP A filed sufficient support evidence at the hearing of this 

matter, the Board granted ASPA's request for amendment for all positions except the coordinators of 

culture and recreation activities. 
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Facts 

[9] The Centre for Second Language Instruction was established in 1979 in the College 

of Education primarily to provide instruction in the French language. The Centre initially operated 

on grants from the Secretary of State. It was transferred to the Extension Department in 1981 and 

began to provide non-credit language courses on a cost recovery basis. Staff of the Centre have not 

been included in any bargaining unit and were treated as out-of-scope for reasons which are not 

known. The salaries paid to Centre staff were determined by the University by reference to similar 

positions in the ASP A and CUPE bargaining units. 

[10] In 1996, there was a significant change in the programming direction of the Centre 

with the introduction of the International English Language Program. This program is designed to 

teach international students academic English in order to prepare them for entrance into Canadian or 

North American universities. Students attend the program on a full-time basis and receive 80% of 

their instruction in the classroom and 20% of instruction through attendance at cultural and 

recreational events. 

[11] The positions m dispute, that is, the cultural recreational coordinator and the 

assistant coordinator, organize and facilitate the non-classroom educational component of the 

program. They arrange five hours of outside programming per week. This entails setting up various 

cultural and recreational events, arranging transportation and casual staff to attend with students. 

[12] The coordinator is responsible for recruiting and hiring casual staff, who work 

anywhere between one to twenty hours per week. She also assists in the hiring of the assistant 

coordinator. In addition, she is responsible for managing the budget assigned to her program area. 

The coordinator's position requires a social science or recreation degree. The coordinator also 

consults with teachers and plans various activities in conjunction with the teaching staff. 

[13] The assistant coordinator is responsible to the coordinator. They share the workload 

over evenings and weekends. 
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Participants are marked on their participation in the cultural and recreation program 

but this mark is dependent only on their attendance at the various events. Records of attendance are 

kept by the coordinator and assistant coordinator. 

[15] ASPA filed job descriptions of various other coordinator positions, most of which 

are included in the ASP A bargaining unit. 

Arguments 

[16] Mr. Kovatch, counsel for ASP A, referred the Board to Canadian Union of Public 

Employees, Local 1975 v. University of Saskatchewan, [1990] Summer Sask. Labour Rep. 97, LRB 

File No. 040-90, where the Board indicated that it would take into account the history and seniority 

of positions and their general similarities to other ASP A positions to determine which unit the 

positions in question ought to be assigned. 

[17] In the present case, ASPA argued that various aspects of the coordinator's and 

assistant coordinator's positions supported ASPA's claim that they should be included in the ASPA 

bargaining unit. These aspects include: 

[18] 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

instructional aspect of the positions; 

cultural aspects; 

supervisory duties; 

counseling and recruitment functions; and 

liaison functions with other organizations and agencies. 

ASP A compared the positions to the position of coordinator of academic programs 

for aboriginal students, an ASP A position, and to the position of program coordinator, international 

student office. Based on these comparables, it concluded that the positions belong in its bargaining 

unit. 

[19] The University took no position with respect to the placement of the coordinator and 

assistant coordinator position. 
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[20] Mr. Holmes for CUPE argued that the positions belong in CUPE's bargaining unit 

because they involve no instructional functions. CUPE noted that the positions did not devolve from 

academic or ASP A positions and have no historical relationship to the ASP A bargaining unit, unlike 

the positions referred to in the University of Saskatchewan case, supra. 

[21J CUPE referred the Board to its recent decisions in City of Saskatoon v. Canadian 

Union of Public Employees, Local 59 and Saskatoon Civic Middle Management Association, [1998] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 321, LRB File No. 232-97 and City of Saskatoon v. Canadian Union of Public 

Employees, Local 59 et al., [1998] Sask. L.RB.R 335, LRB File No. 244-97, where the Board held 

that it would define smaller bargaining units in a multiple bargaining unit setting narrowly. In the 

City of Saskatoon examples, the Board restricted middle management units to those positions who 

experienced a labour relations conflict with members of the larger bargaining unit. 

[22} CUPE noted that it has agreed to a method of resolving scope disputes that arise at 

the University and that one of the positions filed by ASP A as an example of an ASPA-like job, that 

is, the position of Health, Safety and Environment project coordinator, has been determined to be a 

CUPE position. 

[23] CUPE reiterated its claim, made in an earlier case before this Board, Canadian 

Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 v. University of Saskatchewan et al., (2000] Sask. L.R.B.R 

83, LRB File No. 218-98, that the only exclusions justified from its bargaining unit are (1) 

instructional exclusions; and (2) managerial and confidential exclusions based on the history of 

CUPE's certification Orders at the University and its collective agreements. CUPE claims that other 

comparable positions relied on by ASP A were placed in the ASP A bargaining unit by the University 

in contravention of the requirements of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 
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Analysis 

[24] The Board reviewed the history of these parties in the University of Saskatchewan 

case, supra, and concluded at p. 100 as follows: 

[25] 

In determining the proper placement of these positions, the Board has considered the 
nature of the certification Orders granted to CUPE and to ASPA. We agree with the 
remarks of former Vice-Chairperson Hobbs in Canadian Union of Public 
Employees. Local 1975 v. University of Saskatchewan and Administrative and 
Supervisory Personnel Association, [1990} Summer Sask. Labour Rep. 97; LRB File 
No. 040-90 at 98, that there is an "overlapping and poorly defined boundary 
between these two bargaining units." In our view, the original ASP A certification 
Order was not restricted solely to middle management positions, or, in other words, 
to those positions who would experience some labour relations conflict with 
membership in the larger CUPE bargaining unit. We come to this conclusion 
because of the generic wording of the ASP A order and from the positions which were 
listed in the Order, not all of which would have significant supervisory duties. As a 
result, there is not an easily applied labour relations test to determine if the disputed 
positions ought to be assigned to CUPE or to ASPA. 

We would comment briefly at this point on CUPE's interpretation of the ASPA 
certification Order. As we understand, CUPE is asking the Board to corifine the ASPA 
order to those positions which involve teaching, are managerial or confidential in 
nature, or are librarians. As we have indicated above, however, the certification 
Order issued to ASPA on its face is broader than the bargaining scope that CUPE 
urges upon the Board. When ASP A applied to be certified as a bargaining agent, the 
Board described its bargaining unit in a broad and generic fashion. We agree that it is 
not easy to discern the boundaries between CUPE and ASPA; nevertheless, some effort 
must be made to give meaning to the original Order, which stands as a valid Order 
unless it is subject to an application to amend or vary in accordance with the 
provisions contained in s. 5 of the Act. 

In these circumstances, the Board reverts to its previous decisions involving the 
same parties and applies principles that have been developed in those cases. In the 
case cited above, Vice-Chairperson Hobbs referred to the history of the positions 
and particularly whether the duties and responsibilities of the new positions could be 
traced back to either of the bargaining units. The Board also considers the 
similarities between the new positions and ones currently assigned to each 
bargaining unit. 

In the present case, the positions in dispute bear a very close resemblance to the 

program coordinator position in the international students office, which is an ASP A position. 

Despite the lack of a formal instructional component, the positions do perform functions that are 

closely related to the formal language instruction and are a recognized component of the overall 
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educational experience for students. The coordinator is also responsible for the supervision of the 

assistant coordinator and for the casual staff. The position is program oriented with the coordinator 

and assistant coordinator undertaking the design of the program, implementing the program, 

evaluating it and managing the financial aspects of the program. These characteristics seem typical 

of ASP A coordinator positions. 

[26] For these reasons, the Board finds that the positions are properly assigned to ASP A 

and an order will issue accordingly. 
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Intervenor 

LRB No. 016-00; April 11, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Don Ben and Bruce McDonald 

For the Union: Neil McLeod, Q.C. 
For the Employer: Gary Meschishnick 
For the Intervenor: Janice Staniec 

Certification - Representation vote - Given evidence of majority union support 
for application and in the absence of any evidence regarding union impropriety 
during organizing process, Board will not order representation vote - Board 
orders certification based on evidence submitted at time of application. 

Certification - Statement of employment - Board refuses to make 
determination regarding exclusion from .statement of employment when union 
has majority support regardless of such determination. 

Certification - Statement of employment - Union seeks exclusion of 
shareholders and individuals related to shareholders - Board exercises caution 
when asked to disenfranchise individuals on this basis - Board finds no evidence 
supporting exclusion - Board declines to exclude shareholders and relatives 
from statement of employment. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Managerial exclusion - Crux 
of determination to find whether conflict or the potential for conflict exists 
between the functions of position at issue and membership in bargaining unit -
Senior janitor exercises supervisory rather than managerial functions - Board 
declines to exclude senior janitor from bargaining unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Community of interest -
Board finds that parts coordinator and truck drivers have closer affinity, in 
terms of conditions of work, with production personnel than with office 
personnel - Board declines to exclude parts coordinator and truck drivers from 
production unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Fragmentation - Union seeks 
exclusion of two truck drivers from production unit - Board expresses concern 
that exclusion will effectively deny bargaining rights to these two positions -
Board declines to exclude truck drivers from bargaining unit. 

Practice and procedure - Intervenor - Intervenor status is given where 
evidence to be given by intervenor relevant and admissible - Board dismisses 
application of intervenor. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(a), 2(t)(i), 3, 5(a), 5(b), S(c), 6(1), 10 & 18. 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[lJ James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: United Steelworkers of America, Local 5197 (the 

"Union"), applied to be certified as the bargaining agent for a unit comprising the production employees 

of Doepker Industries Ltd. (the "Employer"), a designer and manufacturer of stock and custom trailers 

for agriculture and industry, at its head office and plant at Annaheim, Saskatchewan. The Employer 

also has a branch plant and office at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan which is the subject of a separate 

certification application. The Employer is a closely-held corporation, all the shareholders of which, 

with the exception of two minority shareholders, are members of the Doepker family (the "Doepker 

shareholders"), siblings who are the children of three of the original founding brothers. The description 

ofthe unit applied for was as follows: 

[2] 

all employees of Doepker Industries Ltd. except office personnel, training personnel, 
research and development personnel, engineering personnel, familial shareholders, 
safety supervisor(s), supervisors and those employees above the rank of supervisor. 

In its reply to the application, the Employer did not dispute that the proposed unit 

was appropriate for the purposes of bargaining collectively, so long as it was limited to the 

employees at the Annaheim facility and did not exclude the shareholders' family members. At the 

hearing, the parties were agreed that the geographic scope of the proposed bargaining unit should be 

limited to the Village of Annaheim and the contiguous Rural Municipality of st. Peters. 

[3} In its application, the Union estimated there were 171 employees in the proposed 

bargaining unit; however, the Employer listed 193 employees on the statement of employment. At 

the hearing, the Union disputed the inclusion of certain persons on the statement of employment and 

in the proposed bargaining unit. Some of the employees are related to the Doepker shareholders and 

directors of the Employer and to each other by blood or through marriage. At the hearing, counsel 

for the Union applied to amend the bargaining unit description to exclude all shareholders of the 

Employer and "related corporations"; counsel explained that the individual Doepker shareholders 

held their shares in the Employer through holding companies. Counsel also explained that the term 

"familial shareholders" in the description of exclusions from the proposed unit was intended to refer 
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not only to members of the family who may be shareholders in the and related 

companies, but also to their spouses and to what he called their progeny, are employees. 

Counsel for the Employer opposed the application acceding only that the exclusion of shareholders 

of the Employer might be appropriate. 

[4] The persons alleged by the Union to be within the exclusions in the proposed unit 

description, and the names of others that the Union sought to have deleted from the statement of 

employment, included the following: 

Cameron Doepker, welder, on the basis that he is the son of Randall 

Doepker who is a director, senior manager and shareholder of the Employer 

through a holding company; 

Donelda Doepker, senior janitor, and the spouse of Murray Doepker, a 

senior manager, on the basis of a managerial exclusion; 

Calvin Jaeb, parts co-ordinator; Jane Niekamp, couner driver; Murray 

Ramler, transport operator; and Michael Crone, painting trainer/maintenance 

assistant; on the basis that each is not within the proposed unit description; 

Mark Schemenauer, yard/forklift operator; Sid Therres, welder; and 

Michael Greig, welder; on the basis that each was not an employee on 

the date the application was filed. 

[5] The Employer's reply raised as an issue majority support for the application. However, 

notwithstanding whether any or all of the exclusions from the proposed bargaining unit, or deletion of 

certain names from the statement of employment, that are sought by the Union, are granted, the Union 

filed evidence of majority support for the application. Accordingly, with respect to the last three 

gentlemen listed above, for reasons explained later in the "Analysis and Decision" section of these 

Reasons, the issues regarding their status are moot and we have declined to outline the evidence and 

arguments presented at the hearing regarding their status in these Reasons for Decision. 
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[6] In its reply, the Employer also alleged impropriety in the Union's organizing drive; 

the Employer requested that a vote be conducted pursuant to s. 6 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, 

c. T-17 (the "Act") regardless of the evidence of employee support filed on the application. One of 

the employees in the proposed unit, Janice Staniec, applied for status as an intervenor to present 

evidence with respect to alleged impropriety by the Union in the conduct of the organizing drive. 

Her application to intervene was granted based upon her representation that her evidence would be 

strictly limited to matters of which she, or other witnesses that she might call, had personal 

knowledge that would bear upon the admissibility and weight of the evidence filed of support for the 

application. She also requested that the Board order a vote regardless of the evidence of support 

filed by the Union. 

Evidence 

[7] Mr. David Doepker is the Employer's president and chief operating officer. He 

declared the reply and statement of employment on behalf of the Employer and was cross-examined 

by counsel for the Union, providing a summary of the Employer's history, organizational structure 

and shareholdings. Additional witnesses testifying on behalf of the Employer were Mr. David 

Niekamp, the Employer's production manager since 1994 and Ms. Nicole Davis, the Employer's 

human resources manager from 1997 until the week of the hearing when she resigned for personal 

reasons. 

[8] The company's roots lie in an agricultural implement business started in 1948 by 

brothers Francis and Bernard Doepker; it began manufacturing trailers exclusively in 1972. At one 

time there were 6 brothers involved in the company. Today there approximately 230 staff at the 

Annaheim facility, which comprises an office and a production plant; the company's Moose Jaw 

branch plant has approximately 70 employees. 

[9] The office functions include clerical and administrative support, sales, safety, 

training, research and development, engineering and design and purchasing. Plant production is 

overseen by production manager David Niekamp, assisted by production control manager Don 

Willenberg and physical planning manager John Cross. Reporting to the production manager are 

supervisors for each of 7 production departments, including parts, parts fabrication, grain trailers, 

welding, suspension (assembly), painting and finishing. The production control manager's area of 
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responsibility includes In''PnTO''U control, tool crib, shipping and receiving and the yard area 

materials and finished product are marshalled. Approximately one in every 4 or 5 employees is a 

crew chief - a kind of lead hand. The plant operates two shifts daily. The supervisors determine 

who will work and when, as well as authorizing leaves 

performance. 

absence, and they assess employee 

[10] The common shares in the Employer are held by four holding companies. The 16 

Doepker shareholders hold their shares through three of the holding companies, which together hold 

75% of the common shares in the Employer; they are the children of three of the original Doepker 

brother owners; five of them are active in the management of the company; none of them is an 

employee in the proposed bargaining unit. Cliff Hagerty and Faye Hagerty hold the shares of the 

fourth holding company, which holds the remaining 25% of the common shares; Cliff Hagerty is the 

Employer's vice-president of finance; Faye Hagerty is not active in the company. 

[11] On the statement of employment, three employees bear the Doepker name: Brian 

Doepker, Cameron Doepker and Donelda Doepker; the Union submitted that the latter two ought not 

to be included in the bargaining unit for reasons outlined both above and below. Carol Forster, who 

works in the paint and prepping department, is a daughter of an original Doepker brother. None of 

these four persons is a Doepker shareholder or the spouse of a Doepker shareholder. Cameron 

Doepker is the son of a Doepker shareholder. Several other employees listed are related to managers 

or office staff of the Employer. 

The Status of Cameron Doepker 

[12] The Union sought to exclude Cameron Doepker from the proposed bargaining unit 

on the basis of his filial relationship to Doepker shareholder, manager and director, Randall Doepker. 

The only evidence elicited from David Doepker beyond the existence of this relationship was that 

Cameron is 18 or 19 years old, has worked for the Employer part-time as a welder since he was 16 

years old, and has worked full-time since completing high school. 
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The Status of Donelda Doepker 

[13J The Union sought to exclude Donelda Doepker from the proposed bargaining unit on 

the basis of the managerial exclusion pursuant to s. 2(f)(i) of the Act. According to David Doepker, 

Ms. Doepker is the senior janitor or janitorial crew chief. She is married to Murray Doepker who 

works in the office. The Union did not seek to exclude the janitorial staff generally £i'om the unit on 

the ground that they were not appropriately included or on any other ground. 

[14] The janitorial staff performs the cleaning functions in the office and the non-

production areas of the plant, including washrooms, lunchrooms and hallways. The production 

employees clean and maintain the production area including the plant floor and yard. Although Ms. 

Doepker reports to the office manager, Elaine Huffman, the physical planning manager, John Cross, 

has responsibility for the non-production areas of the plant. According to David Doepker, she does 

some scheduling of staff based on a budgeted workload set by the office manager and janitorial staff 

may call in to her to report absences for illness. However, the formal job description for her position 

does not refer to these latter functions; according to that document, the main differences in the 

functions of the senior janitor as compared to a janitor is the responsibility to order the inventory for, 

and collect and account for the proceeds from, vending machines, and the maintenance of eyewash 

safety stations and first aid kits. According to Ms. Davis, the senior janitor is also responsible for 

ordering cleaning supplies and dealing with contract cleaners retained for special projects such as 

wax stripping. Ms. Davis said that the senior janitor is paid perhaps $1.00 per hour more than the 

janitor rate. There was no additional evidence of alleged managerial authority or function. 

The Status of Michael Crone 

[15] The Union sought to exclude the position of painting trainer/maintenance assistant, 

held by Michael Crone, from the proposed bargaining unit on the basis that it was within the training 

personnel exclusion. 

[16] According to Mr. Niekamp, the production manager, Mr. Crone reports to the paint 

and prepping supervisor, Brian Tim, as do the two crew chiefs in the department, Noel Lizee and 

Mark Kruppi. The crew chiefs are paid a crew chief premium, and a shift premium when working 

the evening shift; Mr. Crone works a straight day shift. The crew chiefs in the paint department are 
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paid a higher hourly rate than Mr. Crone, shift inclusive crew 

chief premium. 

[17] The paint process is apparently quite technical, both with respect to technique and 

products. Paint and finishing product manufacturers have rigourous standards for product 

application. New products may require variations in technique and process. Continuing training is 

required for both tyro and veteran painters. In addition to in-house training by Messrs. Tim, Crone, 

Lizee and Kruppi, Mr. Niekamp said the Employer also uses a training contractor for paint 

department employees from time to time. 

[18] The specific responsibilities of the painting trainer/maintenance assistant position, 

according to the position description, are as follows: 

1. Effectively train and help motivate employees in the paint division with the 
direction of the paint supervisor and crew chiefs. 

2. When required, assist the paint supervisor with the planning and 
coordinating of personnel, material, equipment and tools, or supplies for the 
painting division. 

3. Assist crew chiefs in teaching new employees how to read specs and drawing 
packages. 

4. Ensure all equipment works properly and safely. 

5. Teach the QA system to new employees and reinforce where necessary with 
current employees. 

6. Check the workmanship of painting and prepping procedures and try to 
. correct any problems. 

7. Record all time of maintenance in a log. 

8. Report to supervisor and crew chiefs on peliormance of all crew members. 

9. Assist paint supervisor and crew chiefs when necessary with the daily 
schedule. 
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[19] By way of comparison, the job description for "production crew chief' includes 

related responsibilities, including supervision and training of a team of 2 to 6 persons; ensuring the 

quality assurance (QA) system is followed; checking painting/finishing workmanship; and assisting 

the supervisor in evaluating the workmanship of crew members. 

[20] According to Mr. Niekamp, Mr. Crone is very experienced in the art of paint 

finishing. Part of Mr. Crone's job is to assist his supervisor in training others in the department. 

New employees in the paint department generally work day shift while they are being trained. Mr. 

Crone may be specifically assigned to assist an employee with a particular technique. Another part 

of his job is to maintain and repair the paint application equipment. Mr. Niekamp said that Mr. 

Crone spends approximately 25% of his time on each of the training and equipment maintenance 

aspects of his position and the balance of his time doing regular painting work. He said that while 

Mr. Crone has responsibility for quality assurance and assisting employees in the department with 

that aspect of their work, along with the paint supervisor and crew chiefs, he has no authority to hire 

or discipline employees. 

[21J Mr. Niekamp testified that Mr. Crone does not act as paint supervisor in Mr. Tim's 

absence and does not authorize employee leave requests as do the crew chiefs. Mr. Crone is an 

employee representative on the plant's occupational health and safety committee. 

[22] According to the human resources manager, Ms. Davis, as far as the Employer is 

concerned, Mr. Dave Fisher, who bears the job title of "trainer," is the only person who the Employer 

considered to be excluded from the proposed bargaining unit under the rubric "training personnel." 

Mr. Fisher, she said, is the only full time trainer, engaged in training with respect to welding and 

plant health and safety issues, policies and procedures. 

The Status of Calvin Jaeb 

[23] The Union sought to exclude the parts coordinator position, held by Calvin Jaeb, 

from the proposed bargaining unit on the basis that it is part of the excluded office personnel and not 

a production employee position. 
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[24] Mr. Jaeb was listed on the statement of employment as a finisher, but had assumed 

the duties of parts co-ordinator about 10 days prior to the filing of the application for certification. 

At present he is the only employee in the position. He reports to the production planner, Evan 

Doepker, who works in the and who, in turn, reports to the production control manager, Don 

Willenberg. According to David Doepker, the duties of the position are to obtain parts requisitions 

from the production employees on the plant floor, pick the parts from inventory, deliver them to the 

appropriate work area and enter the information in the computer system for the purposes of inventory 

control and the purchasing department. Before the creation of the position, the production 

employees would leave their work bays and themselves pick the parts they required from inventory. 

The job description for the position provides as follows: 

The parts coordinator will ensure that the correct parts, components and quantities 
are recorded on the parts packets for all production units, through the production. 
paint and finishing processes. Parts coordinators must ensure that parts are 
identified correctly before use and ready for the production process. Parts 
coordinators will monitor the consumption of standard production parts and control 
the level of these parts by placing orders with the production planner. Success will 
be measured by the timeliness of organizing parts for production and finishing 
processes and by the accuracy in which the job packets are returned to data 
processing. Parts coordinators will limit the access of parts and component 
inventory to regular production staff as required, to ensure the control of inventory 
and achieve accurate inventory. Parts coordinators will ensure that any 
nonconforming parts are recorded, and will ensure the supervisor in charge of area 
is made aware of nonconforming parts. Parts coordinators will advise the 
supervisor in charge when there is a discrepancy between the inventory 
requirements on the drawings and the packets to ensure revisions are made to the 
drawings if needed. 

Specific Duties 

1. Record the correct part numbers and quantities of all parts and 
components on assembly job packets for suspension, production, 
painting and finishing. 

2. Limit access to inventory by production staff as required to maintain 
inventory accuracy. 

3. Pick all parts and components from inventory where practical to 
ensure they are ready for use in production, painting and finishing. 

4. Monitor the consumption of standard production parts and place 
orders with the production planner as required to ensure supply. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

[26] 

Maintain proper identification for all parts in inventory and parts 
that have been picked and ready for use in production. 

Ensure that nonconforming parts are recorded properly to ensure 
accurate inventory and notifY supervisor in charge. 

Alert the supervisor in charge when a discrepancy exists between 
drawings and packets. 

Report all packet deficiencies or errors to the production planner. 

The parts co-ordinator position was created on a provisional 3-month basis to assess 

its efficacy before establishing it permanently. According to Mr. David Doepker, the idea behind the 

position is to make inventory control more accurate and efficient - one or a few employees, instead 

of many, are responsible for picking parts and entering inventory control information. According to 

Ms. Davis, if the classification is added on a permanent basis there will be between 4 and 6 positions. 

At present, as the only parts co-ordinator, Mr. Jaeb can only work for one area at a time and the 

production employees must still obtain their own parts from inventory if he is not working in their 

area. Mr. Niekamp said that if the position does not work out, Mr. Jaeb will return to his position in 

the finishing department. 

The Status of Jane Niekamp and Murray Ramler 

[27] The Union sought to exclude courier driver, Jane Niekamp, and transport operator, 

Murray Ramler, fTom the proposed bargaining unit on the basis that the positions are not involved in 

production, but rather were part of the office exclusion mainly because of their relationship with the 

purchasing department. The incumbents both report to the purchasing manager, Gerard Doepker. 

Ms. Niekamp is the wife of David Niekamp, the Employer's production manager. 

[28] Mr. Niekamp testified that Mr. Ramler operates a semi trailer tractor with a flat deck 

trailer, transporting heavy steel and other materials from suppliers such as IPSCO to the plant for use 

in production. Ms. Niekamp operates a II2-ton truck picking up smaller production supplies and 

parts and delivering them to the plant; she also performs other errands, for example, driving an 

injured worker to the hospital. Ms. Niekamp has another job as a school bus driver for about 2 hours 

a day and her schedule with the Employer is structured to accommodate this. Neither Ms. Niekamp 

nor Mr. Ramler has supervisory responsibility. 
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Ms. Janice Staniec has been employed as a welder at Employer's Annaheim plant 

since September, 1999. She applied to intervene raising an as to the propriety of celiain activities 

by the Union during its organizing drive. Prior to being granted intervenor status, Ms. Staniec was 

advised by the Board that with respect to present application the only evidence that might be 

relevant would be that of personal knowledge concerning events that related to the evidence of 

employee support for the application and that occurred prior to the application being filed on January 

14, 2000. Despite this instruction, the bulk of her testimony concerned events that occurred after that 

date. For the reasons outlined in the "Analysis and Decision" section, below, we have declined to set 

forth her evidence of such post-filing events. 

[30] The only evidence that Ms. Staniec gave regarding events prior to January 14, 2000 

was concerning a meeting called by the Union at a hotel in Humboldt on January 11, 2000. She 

claimed that at the meeting, representatives of the Union, including Mr. Jeff Kallichuk, said that after 

certification all employees, whether they had signed a support card or not, would become Union 

members with full rights and privileges. She said that the Union representatives also said that current 

benefits would remain In place. She said, however, that after researching what she had been told, she 

determined that she had not been told the truth, that is, that employees who did not sign applications for 

membership in support of the certification application would not be forced to become members of the 

Union and that benefits were open for negotiation at the bargaining table. Ms. Staniec admitted that she 

was not induced by these alleged misrepresentations to sign a card prior to the application being filed. 

[31] In response, Mr. Kallichuk, an organizer with the Union, testified that, at the January 

11, 2000 meeting, materials made available to the dozen or so people who attended included copies of 

the constitution of the international union, local union bylaws, a pamphlet on the certification process 

produced by the Board and a reprint of ss. 11 through 15 of the Act. Mr. Kal1ichuk asserted that what 

he told the meeting included a statement that once the bargaining unit was certified, the Union would 

represent all members of the bargaining unit whether or not they were Union members and that they 

would all have the same rights and privileges to be represented by the Union in accordance with its 

constitution and bylaws; he denied that anyone representing the Union at the meeting said that anyone· 

would be forced to become, or would automatically become, a member of the Union. With respect to 
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the second point raised by Ms. Staniec, the crux of Mr. Kallichuk's testimony was that it was his 

understanding, communicated at the meeting and/or to Ms. Staniec, that all conditions of employment, 

including benefits, were "frozen" after certification, but that no one was told that there could not be 

changes through bargaining. 

Statutory Provisions: 

[32] 

2 

Relevant provisions of the Act, include the following: 

In this Act: 

(a) "appropriate unit" means a unit of employees appropriate for 
the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

(f) "employee" means 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually peiform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly acting 
in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(i. 1 ) a person engaged by another person to 
peiform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 
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3. Employees have the right to in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively a union of their mvn choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the purpose of bargaining collectively by the 
majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the exclusive 
representative employees in of bargaining collectively. 

5 The board may make orders: 

(a) determining whether the appropriate unit of employees for the 
pUlpose of bargaining collective(v shall be an employer unit, craft 
unit, plant unit or a subdivision thereof or some other unit; 

(b) determining what trade union, if any, represents a majority of 
employees in an appropriate unit of employees, but no order under 
this clause shall be made in respect of an application made within a 
period of six months from the date of the dismissal of an application 
for certification by the same trade union in respect of the same or a 
substantially similar unit of employees, unless the board, on the 
application of that trade union, considers it advisable to abridge that 
period; 

(c) requmng an employer or a trade union representing the 
majoriZv of employees in an appropriate unit to bargain collectively; 

6(1) In determining what trade union, if any, represents a majority of employees in 
an appropriate unit of employees, in addition to the exercise of any powers conferred 
upon it by section 18, the board may, in its discretion, subject to subsection (2), direct 
a vote to be taken by secret ballot of all employees eligible to vote to determine the 
question. 

10 Where an application is made to the board for an order under clause 5(a) or 
(b), the board may, in its absolute discretion, reject any evidence or information 
tendered or submitted to it concerning any fact, event, matter or thing transpiring, or 
occurring after the date on which such application is filed with the board in 
accordance with the regulations of the board. 

18 The board and each member thereof and its duly appointed agents have the 
power of a commissioner under The Public Inquiries Act and may receive and accept 
such evidence and information on oath, affidavit or otherwise as in its discretion it may 
deem fit and proper whether admissible as evidence in a court of law or not. 
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Arguments 

The Union 

[33] Mr. McLeod, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer was very much a 

family-related company and that shareholders and immediate relatives of shareholders who were, or 

who became employees, would have conflicting loyalty between the Employer and the Union. Counsel 

asserted that the ability of the Union to command the loyalty of such employees, who would feel 

compelled to answer to their families, would be impaired and that they should be excluded from the 

proposed bargaining unit. At the time of the application and the hearing, the only employee in this 

category was Cameron Doepker. 

[34] Counsel referred to an article by James Dorsey, a former vice-chair of the Canada 

Labour Relations Board, entitled "Appropriate Bargaining Units and the Employer's Familial 

Relations" (1976) Dalhousie L.J. 306, which reviewed the treatment of such situations by labour 

relations tribunals up to that time. Counsel also referred to the decision of the Board in u.F. C. w., Local 

1400 v. Ne-Ho Entelprises Ltd. a/a as Confederation Flag Inn, [1989] Spring Sask. Labour Rep. 79, 

LRB File No. 229-88, where the Board determined to exclude a university student employed as a 

secretary and who also was the daughter ofthe employer's owner and sister of the general manager. 

[35J With respect to the senior janitor, Donelda Doepker, Mr. McLeod argued that she 

was a supervisor and her position should be excluded. He said that she decided which janitors would 

work and when and evaluated their performance. 

[36J With respect to the painting trainer/maintenance assistant, Michael Crone, Mr. 

McLeod argued that the evidence showed him to be a "trainer" and that he should therefore be excluded 

from the proposed bargaining unit. He asserted that Mr. Crone's job description disclosed that his 

primary function was conducting training of painters. He said that the Union was not seeking to 

establish that he was excluded on the basis that he was a manager. 
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With rpcnPI't to Calvin Mr. McLeod that the parts 

position had more in common with office 

because a portion of the duties involved tracking parts usage by way computer data entry. 

He out that the position to the production planner in area and was under the 

aegIS of the control manager rather than the manager. In of this 

~Uiil\AH, counsel to the decision of the Board in SJ.B.R. WD.S. U v. Brown Industries (1976) 

Ltd., et al., [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 71, LRB File Nos. 010-95 & 012-95, where the Board 

determined to exclude an employee from a bargaining unit of production employees at a plant that 

manufactured caps for truck boxes whose primary duties were to create computer-coded cards 

recording the specifications for orders and to deliver the cards to the production area. 

[38] With respect to courier driver, Jane Niekamp and transport operator, Murray Ramler, 

Mr. McLeod said that their positions should be excluded as office personnel. He pointed out that they 

report to the purchasing department which controls their activities. He said that their relationship to the 

production process was only incidenta1. In support of the Union's position, he cited Brown Industries, 

supra, where the Board excluded truck drivers from a bargaining unit of production employees. 

[39] With respect to the application by the intervenor, Ms. Staniec, Mr. McLeod argued that 

there was no evidence of any coercion, intimidation or other illegal activity during the organizing 

campaign. In support of that position, counsel cited National Automobile, Aerospace, Transportation 

and General Workers Union of Canada (CAW-Canada) v. Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority Inc., 

[1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 625, LRB File No. 122-99. 

The Employer 

[40] Mr. Meschishnick, counsel for the Employer, argued that the Union was attempting 

to "tailor" the unit to follow the shape of its support for the certification application, a practice that 

the Board does not allow. On this point, counsel cited the Board's decision in United Food and 

Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Peak Manufacturing Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 234, LRB File 

No,0l1-96. 
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[41J With respect to Cameron Doepker and the Union's application regarding familial 

shareholder exclusion, Mr. Meschishnick argued that the Act does not exclude shareholders (or 

relatives of shareholders) from the definition of "employee." He said that the jurisprudence 

supported a case by case approach where there was evidence that such exclusions were warranted. In 

support of this position, counsel cited the decisions of the Ontario Labour Relations Board in Great 

Lakes Fishermen & Allied Workers Union v. Causarano Fisheries Ltd., et al., [1988] OLRB Rep. 

January 23; the British Columbia Labour Relations Board in Bruce Clarke Ltd. and I.B.E. w., Local 

No. 213, [1979] 1 C.L.R.B.R. 149 and c.F. Markets Ltd. and Retail Clerics Union, Local 1518, 

[1979] 1 C.L.R.B.R. 414; and the Canada Labour Relations Board in Canadian Food and Allied 

Workers, Local P-534 and Feed-Rite Ltd., [1979] 1 C.L.R.B.R. 296. 

[42J With respect to Donelda Doepker, Mr. Meschishnick argued that the senior janitor 

position should not be excluded from the proposed unit on the grounds that there was no evidence 

that the position bore any of the indicia necessary for a management exclusion. He said that 

although she performed some scheduling, it was done within the amount of work hours allotted by 

management and that she had no functions in conflict with members of the proposed bargaining unit. 

In support, he cited the decisions of the Board in Saskatchewan Government Employees Union v. 

Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority; Saskatchewan Liquor Store Managers' Association v. 

Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, LRB File Nos. 037-95 & 

349-96; and S.E.!. u., Local 333 v. Congregation of Sisters of Notre Dame de Sion, [1998] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 439, LRB File No. 288-97. 

[43] With respect to Michael Crone, Mr. Meschishnick challenged the assertion that his 

position was within the training personnel exclusion from the proposed unit. Counsel pointed out 

that only 25% ofMr. Crone's time is spent assisting with training, and that the in-scope crew chiefs 

in the paint department also assisted the paint manager with training, quality assurance and employee 

performance evaluation. 

[44] With respect to Calvin Jaeb, Mr. Meschishnick pointed out that the parts coordinator 

duties were integrated with the production process and that he was primarily doing work that was 

previously done by the production employees themselves. 
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With respect to Jane Niekamp and MUlTay -'-'-UUU'-L Mr. Meschishnick argued that 

the delivery of raw materials and supplies was also integral to production and that the fact that the 

incumbents obtained their direction from the purchasing department was of no consequence. 

The Intervenor 

[46] Ms. Staniec, on her own behalf, was given the opportunity to present argument. She 

essentially reiterated what she had said in her evidence and argued that the employees should be 

given the opportunity to vote on the application in order to determine their true wishes. 

Analysis and Decision 

1. The Evidence of Support for the Application 

(a) The Intervenor Issue 

[47] Pursuant to s. 10 of the the long-standing policy of the Board on certification 

applications is that the relevant date for detennining the level of support for the application is the date 

that the application is filed; that is, other than in exceptional circumstances, the Board does not consider 

evidence of additional support or evidence of withdrawal of support for the application, that is received 

by the Board after the date the application is filed. This general policy has been established by 

decisions of the Board that are too numerous to list here, including the Congregation of Sisters of Notre 

Dame de Sion, supra, cited above by counsel for the Employer. The underlying rationale for this policy 

was explained by the Board in Construction and General Workers Union, Local 180 v. Gunner 

Industries Ltd., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 318, LRB File No. 333-96, at 321-22, as follows: 

In keeping with this provision [so 10 of the Act], the Board has consistently refused to 
consider evidence of support or of revocation of support which originates after the 
date the application is filed. In Hotel Emplovees & Restaurant Emplovees Union v. 
Chi Chi's Restaurant Enterprises Ltd., [1986] June Sask. Labour Rep. 31, LRB File 
No. 035-86, the Board summarized this well-entrenched policy in these terms, at 34: 

The Board has always required an applicant for certification to 
establish majority support as of the date on which the application is 
filed, and only if there is a cloud over the union's organizing campaign 
in the form of coercion, undue influence, or misrepresentation, will the 
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[48J 

Board order a vote by secret ballot rather than rely on support cards. 
That policy facilitates the employees' choice of collective bargaining, 
renders pointless the imposition of sanctions on the employees once 
the application has been filed, and protects as much as possible the 
future relationship between the union and employer from the acrimony 
that often arises during a pre-vote contest between the union and anti
union forces. In this case there are no reasons why the Board should 
depart from its normal practice by ordering a vote. 

In a more recent decision in Retail Wholesale Canada, a Division 0/ the United 
Steelworkers o/America v. United Cabs Ltd" [1996} Sask. L.R.B.R. 337, LRB File No. 
115-95, the Board explained the basis of the policy asfollows, at 366: 

The evidence which was presented was of persons who had signed a 
Union card and later changed their minds. It is common enough in 
any democratic system for persons to alter their views about important 
issues, and they are pelfectly entitled to do that. It is also true in any 
democratic system that there must be some criteria for determining 
what the majority do support in relation to particular decisions, and 
establishing fixed points at which opinion will be assessed. Elections 
are held to elect members to legislatures, for example: though voters 
may decide the day after an election that they no longer support the 
candidate they voted for, a parliamentwy system could not function if 
such changes of opinion were allowed to alter the outcome of the 
election. 

In the case of applications filed with this Board related to questions of trade union 
representation, it is necessary to develop a coherent picture of whether there is 
majority support for a trade union at a particular time. The time which has been 
accepted consistently by the Board as critical for this purpose is the date on which an 
application was filed. The question of majority support will be determined as of that 
date, whether or not individuals might later wish to withdraw their support for the 
trade union or add their support. 

In the present case, we heard no evidence that would warrant our departure from this 

policy. Furthennore, we heard no evidence whatsoever that established any impropriety by the Union 

in its conduct of the organizing drive that could be argued to have affected in the least any of the 

evidence filed of support for the application. While Ms. Staniec was forthright and credible in giving 

her testimony, and we do not doubt her sincerity, we find that her evidence was not inconsistent with 

that of Mr. Kal1ichuk, who was also forthright and credible. What Mr. KalIichuk testified was told to 

the meeting and to Ms. Staniec did not constitute prevarication or misrepresentation, and there was no 

evidence, in any event, that it induced, or was likely to have induced, anyone to sign a card in support of 
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the Union. Indeed, Ms. Staniec testified she herself did not sign a support card as a result of any 

representation by a Union representative prior to the application being filed. 

(b) The Status of Mark Schemenauer. Sid Therres and Michael Grieg 

[49] The Union sought to remove the names of Mark Schemenauer, Sid Therres and 

Michael Grieg from the statement of employment and from consideration for the purposes of 

determining the level of support for the application, on the basis that none of them was an employee 

of the company on January 14, 2000, the date the Union filed the application for certification. The 

Union alleged that each of these gentlemen resigned or was terminated from employment on or 

before that date; the Employer disputed that assertion. 

[50] However, in the present case, the Union has filed evidence of support for the 

application by a majority of persons in the proposed bargaining unit regardless of the inclusion on 

the statement of employment of any or all of these three gentlemen or the other persons disputed by 

the Union as outlined above. For that reason, whether or not the names of Messrs. Schemenauer, 

Therres and Grieg remain on the statement of employment is immaterial to the determination of 

whether there is majority support for the application. The issues raised by the Union regarding the 

employment status of those three gentlemen are moot and it is unnecessary for us to decide them. 

(c) Representation Vote 

[51] The Union has filed evidence that the application is supported by a majority of the 

employees in the bargaining unit notwithstanding that any or all of the additional exclusions sought by 

the Union are granted. There is no evidence that demonstrates in the least that such evidence is tainted 

or should not be accepted. The Board's policy in such circumstances is to exercise its discretion 

pursuant to s. 18 of the Act to grant the certification order on the basis of such evidence; a 

representation vote is not ordered. Vague assertions of opinion and unfounded protestations that a 

majority of employees do not support the application are both inadmissible and irrelevant. The Board 

described the long history of and the basis for this practice, which began with the original Board in 

1945, in S.JB.R.WD.S.U v. Roca Jack's Roasting House and Coffee Company Ltd., [1997] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 244, LRB File No. 016-97, as follows, at 247-48: 
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With respect to the issue of whether a representation vote should be ordered to 
determine the level of support among employees, the Board has had a long practice of 
issuing certification Orders on the basis of the evidence of support which is filed along 
with an application, where that evidence shows that the application is supported by a 
majority of the employees in the bargaining unit. 

In a decision in United Food and Commercial Workers v. Holiday Inn Ltd., [1994] 4th 
Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 227, LRB File No. 240-94, the Board reviewed the practice 
in this regard, and made this comment, at 228: 

Some of the earliest decisions made by the Board disclose the choice 
made at that time to rely on evidence of support by a trade union at 
the time an application for certification is filed as the basis for issuing 
a certification order. In Hotel and Restaurant Emplovees' and 
Beverage Dispensers' Union v. Ritz Cafe Limited. LRB File No. 024-
45, the request of the employer for a vote was based on allegations 
that the trade union had made threats and false statements to 
employees; on satisfYing themselves that this was not the case, the 
Board rejected this request. 

In Saskatchewan Government Emvlovees' Union v. Saskatchewan Institute of Av plied 
Science and Technology. [1985] May Sask. Labour Rep. 42, the Board commented as 
follows, at 50: 

For many years the Board has granted outright certifications on the 
basis of individual support cards signed by a majority of employees in 
an appropriate bargaining unit. It has done so because that evidence 
of support is generally relatively free from potential employer 
influence and therefore at least as reliable as a representation vote. 
At the same time the Board has carefully guarded the confidentiality 
of employee support cards, and as a result only the Board and the 
party filing them can subject them to any scrutiny. 

Counsel for the Employer argued that the Board should consider directing that a 
representation vote be conducted in this case because many of the employees had only 
been workingfor this Employer for a short time prior to the filing of the application for 
certification. 

We are not persuaded that this is a factor which should lead us to depart from our 
established policy in this respect. There was no suggestion in this case that there was 
anything improper about the organizing campaign conducted by the Union, or any 
other sign that the evidence of support filed by the Union, including that evidence 
relating to the employees who were only working for a short period, is not as accurate 
an indication of their wishes with respect to the representation issues as a vote would 
be. 
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In the present case there is no evidence whatsoever that leads us to depart fi:om the 

established policy. is no reason to suspect that evidence of employee support filed on 

application does not accurately reflect their true wishes, 

2. Exclusions from the Bargaining Unit 

[53] The final issue for determination is which, if any, of the additional exclusions from 

the proposed bargaining unit sought by the Union ought to be granted. 

(a) Shareholder/Familial Exclusion and the Status of Cam er on Doepker 

[54] Persons are generally excluded from the bargaining unit on the basis of either the 

definition of "employee" in s. 2(£)(i) of the Act on the grounds that their primary responsibility is 

managerial or they regularly act in a confidential capacity with respect to the employer's industrial 

relations, or on the basis of s. Sea) of the Act because their inclusion in the bargaining unit makes the 

unit inappropriate for the purpose of bargaining collectively. The Act does not exclude per se either 

shareholders or relatives of shareholders of any degree from inclusion in the bargaining unit and, to 

our knowledge, neither do the labour relations statutes of any other Canadian jurisdiction. In the 

United States, the National Labour Relations Act, 49 Stat. 449 (1935), as amended, specifically 

excludes persons employed by a spouse or parent from the definition of "employee," but it does not 

exclude shareholders generally. And there is no general policy based on labour relations 

considerations that presumes that such persons should be excluded from the bargaining unit. 

[55] As pointed out by the Canada Board in Feed-Rite Mills, supra, at 303, the basis for 

the exclusion on managerial and confidential grounds is the intention of the legislature to avoid 

conflicts of interest for those persons between the employer and the union, whereas the basis for an 

exclusion related to the appropriateness of the unit is usually based upon a finding that the employee 

In question does not share a community of interest with other employees in the bargaining unit by 

reason of their functions, duties, skills or working conditions, In both cases the issue is usually 

resolved by a detailed examination of the employer's organization of the work and the employee's 

functions, duties, skills and working conditions. However, with respect to shareholders and 

employees with a familial relationship to the employer who perform bargaining unit work, such an 
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inquiry is of no use. But the concern regarding such employees, like that in respect of employees 

with managerial or confidential capacities, is that they will be in a conflict of interest between the 

employer - who may be a parent, a spouse or other relative - and the union. 

[56J In Feed-Rite Ltd., supra, in excluding a fourteen-year old student working for the 

employer for the summer, who was also the son of one of the employer's vice-presidents, from the 

bargaining unit in a feed mill, the Canada Board enunciated the principle that each case must be 

examined in order to determine whether a conflict of loyalty exists that is contradictory to orderly 

collective bargaining. The Canada Board stated, at 304: 

[57J 

While there is no statutory requirement for the exclusion of familial employees from 
the operation of the [Canada Labour] Code, the Board, in exercising its power of 
exclusion under section J 25(2) is, in effect, making negative determination as to 
their employee status for the purposes of Part V of the Code as they clearly would 
not be eligible for inclusion in any other bargaining unit in the employer's operation 
so long as the familial relationship existed. Despite this consequence, exclusions 
will be made where an examination of any case reveals the likelihood of such a 
conflict of loyalty that the inclusion of the familial employee would run counter to 
the interests of the scheme of collective bargaining under the Code. 

While there is no presumption in favour of the exclusion of familial employees as 
such, the Board must be taken to be aware of the normal human responses arising 
out of close familial relation such as between the spouse and dependent children of 
an employer. The degree of possibility of conflict of loyalties obviously decreases as 
the remoteness of the familial relationship increases. 

In Bruce Clarke Ltd., supra, at 154 the British Columbia Board expressed a similar 

sentiment as follows: 

[58] 

In neither case is it solely the question of familial relationship in and of itself which 
results in the exclusion of a person from a bargaining unit. Rather, it is those 
factors that generally complement the familial relationship that are determinative of 
the Board's finding. 

In its decision, the B.C. Board enunciated a two-fold test: (1) Is the person's 

community of interest more closely allied with that of the employer than the other employees?; and 

(2) Would the inclusion of that person in the bargaining unit produce conflict within that unit? 
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Therefore, while it is persons normally act in certain ways as a result 

of close family relationships, this cannot be taken for granted. The vagaries of employment 

relationship complicated by the vicissitudes of family life may result in unexpected feelings and 

reactions and cause a familial employee to bear strong allegiance with fellow employees. Relatives 

may grow distant or become estranged; employees may form friendships that are stronger than blood 

relations. Accordingly, the legislature has not seen fit that such persons should be automatically 

excluded from participating in collective bargaining. In Feed-Rite Ltd., supra, at 305, the Canada 

Board succinctly outlined the factors and considerations that caused it to exclude the employee in 

question from the bargaining unit: 

[60] 

In this case the Board has considered evidence establishing the familial relationship 
of the employee, the circumstances under which he became employed, and the nature 
of his employment. The employee in question is a fourteen year old school boy 
whose father is a vice-president of the employer. His employment is for a short 
duration, during the summer vacation period. The situation is one which occurs 
commonly in many closely held family corporations. Considering his age alone, it is 
doubtful that his employment derives from other than his familial relationship }vith 
the employer. 

The Board considers that the youth of the employee and the nature of his 
employment taken in the context of his familial relationship with the employer would 
present an obvious conflict of loyalties if he were expected to participate as a 
member of the bargaining unit. For this reason the Board does not consider that it 
would be appropriate to include him in the bargaining unit. 

In Bruce Clarke Ltd., supra, the B.c. Board excluded the owner's son, who mostly 

performed tradespersons' work but who occasionally acted as supervisor and who took his father's 

place in his absence, on the basis that his community of interest lay with the employer and conflicted 

with that of his fellow employees. 

[61] In Great Lakes Fishermen, supra, in which the issue was considered some ten years 

after both Feed-Rite Ltd. and Bruce Clarke Ltd., the Ontario Labour Relations Board took a more 

restricted approach. Although the two persons In question in that case between them held 40% of the 

shares of the employer and the bargaining unit, including them, comprised only 8 people, the Ontario 

Board held that it lacked the jurisdiction to exclude them from the bargaining unit on that basis 

alone. The Ontario Board stated, at paras. 14-15: 
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14. . .. Under the current legislation, however, the Board has no authority to exclude 
on its discretion either shareholders or family members from a bargaining unit 
solely on the basis that they are shareholders or family members or both and whom 
the Board is satisfied that because of that position are in a conflict of interest 
position with the persons in the bargaining unit. 

15. Conflict of interest must be addressed within the framework of clause 1 (3)(b) of 
the [Labour Relations] Act. The jurisprudence makes it clear that being a 
shareholder or a family member results in exclusion only if that position leads the 
person to exercise managerial functions (or be employed in a confidential capacity) . 
... The test is whether being a shareholder (or director) or family member involves 
performing duties and responsibilities which are considered managerial. A son of 
the owner president of the company was included in the unit in Hodgson Steel, 
[1976J OLRB Rep. June 312 because he had never been effectively involved in the 
labour relations of the company and held no executive or management position. Nor 
was he employed in a confidential capacity. As the Board in that case said, the Act 
is silent with respect to persons who may experience a conflict of interest because of 
a familial relationship with a manager. . .. Without statutory authority or obligation 
to exclude individuals, the Board must apply the underlying premise of the Act that 
employees are entitled to engage in collective bargaining with their employer 
through their bargaining agent. The Board has not been given the discretion to 
exclude persons solely because the circumstances of those persons in the operation 
of the company might make it difficult for the union to carry out its mandate without 
fear their activities will be communicated to the owner. (Indeed, should 
inappropriate influence be affected by the owner through persons in the bargaining 
unit, the union has recourse to the unfair labour practices of the Act.) 
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[62J In Ne-Ho Entelprises Ltd., supra, the Board appears to have adopted an approach 

similar to that of the B.C. Board in Bruce Clarke Ltd., supra. The daughter of the employer's owner, 

who was also the sister of the general manager, was a university student employed by the employer 

as a part-time secretary; she worked closely with the employer's accountant and performed 

secretarial work for her brother and the employer's operations manager. The Board found that there 

was little evidence to support the union's contention that she regularly worked in a confidential 

capacity. However, it found that her position should be excluded from the bargaining unit. The 

Board stated, at 79: 

However, it is apparent that Ms. Nets works almost exclusively with and for those 
who manage the company. Her familial relationship to her father, who as principle 
shareholder of Ne-Ho Enterprises Ltd. may be viewed as the "owner" of the 
business, and to her brother, who continues to act as the General Manager of the 
business, does not in itself require an inference that she is an "integral part of her 
employer's management." However, when her family relationship is considered in 
the context of her proximity in the workplace to those in management and the nature 
of her duties and responsibilities, the result is that her interests and loyalties are 
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likely more closely aligned with her employers than with employees within the scope 
of the bargaining unit. It is also fair to say that her position would be incompatible 
with participation in trade union affairs. 

While the reasons for the Board's decision are not particularly clear, the Board was 

obviously persuaded in large part by the nature of her duties and responsibilities (which are not 

described in any detail) and the fact that she worked in such close proximity with senior management 

as a secretary in the hotel office she would not likely have had a great deal of contact with other 

members of the bargaining unit. 

[64] In the present case, the evidence regarding Cameron Doepker is meagre: he is 

eighteen years old and employed full-time and permanently as a welder; he is but one employee in a 

large bargaining unit. Given his job it is unlikely that he is financially dependent on his father. It is 

not even known whether he lives at home with his father. There is no evidence of managerial 

responsibility or confidential capacity. There is no evidence of the kind adduced in Ne-Ho 

Enterprises Ltd., supra, which places him in any closer proximity with management than any other 

employee; and he is not particularly youthful or necessarily dependent on his father as appears to 

have impressed the Canada Board in Feed-Rite Ltd., supra. Clearly, mere familial relationship to a 

shareholder, director or manager of an employer without more is not a sufficient basis on which to 

exclude an employee from the bargaining unit. The fact that he could potentially communicate 

bargaining unit information to his father is not a basis upon which the Board excludes persons from 

the unit; ifhe should become the Employer's instrument for inappropriate influence, the Act provides 

for remedies. But that is all highly speculative. 

[65] In view of the overarching rights provided to employees by s. 3 of the Act, the Board 

must be cautious in disenfranchising persons on the basis alleged in this case. We find no evidence 

of any ground upon which to exclude Cameron Doepker, or shareholders generally, from the 

bargaining unit. In the present case, 110 shareholders are employees in the bargaining unit and there 

is no general basis on which to find that employees who are shareholders should be excluded. 

Should any shareholder or other relative of a shareholder become employed in the future, the Board 

can be called upon to deal with the situation if it is deemed necessary. 

[66] The application to exclude shareholders and their family members generally, and 

Cameron Doepker in particular, from the bargaining unit is dismissed. 
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(b) The Status of Donelda Doepker 

[67] The many recent decisions of the Board that describe the principles applied and the 

rationale underlying those principles, in determining exclusion from the bargaining unit based upon 

managerial function were reviewed at length in the Board's decision in Congregation of Sisters of 

Notre Dame de Sion, supra, at 457-60. We do not intend to review those decisions again here, but a 

partial list, including some even more recent decisions includes: City of Re gin a v. C.UP.E., Local 21 

and Regina Civic Middle Management Association, [1995] yd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 153, LRB 

File No. 268-94; S.JB.R. WD.S. U v. Remai Investment Corporation, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 335, 

LRB File Nos. 014-97 & 019-97; Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union and Saskatchewan 

Liquor Store Managers' Association v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, supra; 

MacKenzie Society Ventures Inc. v. C.UPE., Local 3364, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 387, LRB File No. 

169-97; C.UP.E., Local 4283 v. Duck Mountain Ambulance Care Ltd., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 697, 

LRB File No. 096-99; and The Newspaper Guild Canada/Communication Workers of America, CLC, 

AFL-CIO, IFJv. Sterling Newspapers Group, A Division ofHollinger Inc., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 5, 

LRB File No. 187-98, upheld on judicial review [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. c-89 (Sask. Q.B.). 

[68J The crux of the determination is to find whether there is a conflict, or the potential 

for conflict, in a labour relations sense, between the functions of the position in question with the 

other members of the bargaining unit. In the present case, the question is: does the evidence disclose 

such a conflict between the position of senior janitor and the janitors? 

[69] With respect to Donelda Doepker, senior janitor, on the evidence presented, we are not 

persuaded that her primary responsibility is to actually exercise authority and perform functions that are 

of a managerial character, nor does she act in a confidential capacity with respect to the Employer's 

industrial relations such that there is any significant conflict or potential for conflict with other 

members of the bargaining unit. There is no evidence that Ms. Doepker exercises functions that can be 

said to demonstrate the indicia of managerial capacity; she has no responsibility for hiring, discipline, 

demotion, termination or evaluation of employees. She has a minor role in scheduling janitorial staff 

according to a workload budget provided to her by the office manager, but does not have any real 

decision-making authority in matters affecting the economic lives of employees. The responsibility to 

order janitorial supplies, direct special cleaning contractors, and collect vending machine proceeds are 

certainly not of the degree of consequence that would support a managerial exclusion under the Act. 
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[70] The Board's jurisprudence is clear that the exercise of functions that are merely 

supervisory - and there is no clear indication that such a term accurately describes the senior janitor 

functions - will not found an exclusion under s. 2(£)(i) of the Act: See, Congregation of Sisters of Not re 

Dame de Sion, supra; Sterling Newspapers Group, supra; and, University Hospital v. Saskatchewan 

Union of Nurses, [1984] Nov. Sask. Labour Rep. 31, LRB File No. 089-84. Accordingly, the request 

for the exclusion of the senior janitor position from the bargaining unit is dismissed. 

(c) The Status ofMichael Crone 

[71] The bargaining unit description sought by the Union and agreed to by the Employer 

excludes "training personnel." The Union sought to exclude the position occupied by Michael 

Crone, painting trainer/maintenance assistant, on that basis. By its agreement to the training 

personnel exclusion it is clear the Employer intended that it include only Dave Fisher, who occupies 

the position of trainer, working fun-time training welders and instructing in general plant safety. 

[72] On the evidence adduced, Mr. Crone spends only approximately 25% of his work 

time assisting the supervisor and crew chiefs with training new employees, or teaching new 

techniques to existing employees, in the craft of painting. He spends 25% of his time repairing paint 

equipment and 50% perfonning painting work like any other employee in the department. He does 

not perform training in plant safety per se as does Mr. Fisher and he does not exercise functions to 

any significant degree that could be said to be managerial. There is no logical basis upon which to 

exclude the painting trainer/maintenance assistant position from the bargaining unit; the application 

to do so is dismissed. 

(d) The Status of Calvin Jaeb 

[73] The Union sought to exclude the position of parts coordinator occupied by Calvin 

Jaeb from the bargaining unit on the basis of the agreed "office personnel" exclusion. 

[74] According to the evidence, Mr. Jaeb performs job duties that were largely performed 

by production employees in the bargaining unit before the position was created and, because there is 

only one such provisional position, those functions are still largely performed by production 
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personnel. At most, the evidence suggests that the position includes a component requiring computer 

data entry and retrieval. Much of Mr. Jaeb's time is spent on the shop floor interacting with the 

production personnel. The duties and functions of his position are largely integrated with those of 

the production personnel. The fact that his first-line supervisor is the production planner in the office 

does not outweigh his community of interest with the production personnel. His second-line superior 

is the production control manager who, in concert with the production manager, directs the 

production process. 

[75] For these reasons, the position has a closer affinity in terms of conditions of work 

with the plant floor than with the office, and the application to exclude the parts coordinator from the 

bargaining unit is dismissed. 

(e) The Status of Jane Niekamp and Murray Ramler 

[76] The exclusion of the couner driver and transport driver positions from the 

bargaining unit was sought by the Union on the ground that their community of interest most closely 

lies with the excluded office personnel rather than with the production employees. A review of the 

Board's jurisprudence tends to indicate that in the industrial setting driver employees have been 

included in production employee bargaining units more or less as often as they have been excluded. 

In some instances where they have been excluded, it appears that there was no opposition or 

argument to the contrary. This appears to have been the case in Brown Industries (1976) Ltd., supra, 

where truck drivers were excluded by the Board, along with office staff and janitors, but without 

explanation by the Board of the reasons for doing so. By contrast, in SJ.B.R. WD.S U v. Prairie 

MicroTech Inc., [1994] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 87, LRB File No. 088-94, the Board certified a 

bargaining unit comprising the employees directly involved in the manufacturing process as well as 

the employees in the warehouse and a truck driver. 

[77J While there is no doubt in this case that a bargaining unit of production employees 

that does not include the drivers is an appropriate unit, there are other considerations that bear on the 

determination as to whether the positions should be excluded. The configuration of the bargaining 

unit must promote and satisfy the purposes of the Act and rights of employees. The Board's policy 

prefers larger more inclusive bargaining units to less inclusive or specialized units. In the fairly 

recent decision of the Board in SJ.B.R. WD.SU v. Custom Built Ag Industries Ltd., [1998] Sask. 
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L.R.B.R. 662, LRB File No. 112-98, a case which involved an application to represent a unit of 

production employees at another trailer manufacturing firm, the Board reviewed at length its 

contemporary jurisprudence regarding this issue. A portion of that discussion, at 682 - 688, is as 

follows: 

The jurisdiction of the Board to determine what is an appropriate unit pursuant to s. 
5(a) of the Act is both exclusive and unfettered. 

There is no doubt that the Board's longstanding general policy has been to favour 
more inclusive units rather than smaller specialized units, but the Board's 
jurisprudence is replete }vith examples where it has deviated from this policy. The 
Board's overarching concern in this regard is to facilitate viable, healthy and 
harmonious collective bargaining in balance with the exercise of the rights of the 
employees under s. 3 of the Act. 

Accordingly, a unit 'rFhich is the most inclusive possible, depending on the 
circumstances, may not be appropriate for these purposes. And, the Board will not 
necessarily reject a proposed unit simply because it is not the most appropriate unit. 
The fimction and duty exercised by the Board is to ensure that the rights of 
employees guaranteed by s. 3 of the Act to organize and bargain collectively are not 
defeated solely by the dogmatic application of a policy regarding the configuration 
of the bargaining unit. 

In the St. Paul's Hospital decision, supra. the Board explained it asfollows, at 271: 

The Board has long held the belief that collective bargaining is most 
effective if the participants are defined on the basis of the most 
inclusive possible bargaining unit, and has favoured larger 
bargaining units as the model which represents the appropriate 
bargaining unit. As we have often pointed out, however, the Board 
does not adhere to this preference with such obstinacy as to blind us 
to the fact that we should be ready to allow employees the benefits of 
collective bargaining if it can be conducted in a bargaining unit 
which is viable, and therefore appropriate, even if it is not 
comprehensive enough to match an ideal. 

Thus, to choose one example of many, in a decision in Saskatchewan 
Joint Board Retail. Wholesale and Deoartment Store Union v. 
Regina Exhibition Association Ltd, LRB File No. 182-92, this Board 
detennined that a group of employees in the Casino at the Regina 
Exhibition Park constituted an appropriate bargaining unit, given 
that the alternative would be to deny these employees the 
opportunity to be represented by a trade union for an unforeseeable 
length of time. 
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In past cases, the Board has set out various criteria to assist in the determination of 
the unit description. While each is relevant, no one factor alone is necessarily 
determinative, and each case is examined on its facts in order to assess whether a 
bargaining unit configuration will promote and satisfY the purposes of the Act and 
the rights of employees. In the St. Paul's Hospital decision, supra, the Board stated, 
at 270: 

The primary obligation of the Board is not to devise a set of 
principles or a formula to which it will adhere in a dogmatic way, 
but to make a pragmatic assessment of each case which is brought 
before it, and to determine what definition will best serve the overall 
objectives of promoting collective bargaining and allowing 
employees access to such bargaining. 

The Board reiterated these factors in Saskatchewan Joint Board. Retail. Wholesale 
and Department Store Union v. Regina Exhibition Association Ltd. [1992} 4th 
Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 75, LRB File No. 182-92, at 77, but explained that the list 
is not exhaustive and the issue must be approached on the facts of each case bearing 
in mind the policy objectives of the legislation: 

There is a range of factors which may enter into the consideration of 
these policy objectives, and which may affect the weight which is 
given to any of them. An impressive volume of cases has emerged in 
which these factors are enumerated. They include such things as 
whether there is sufficient community of interest among the 
employees concerned, whether recognition of a unit will result in 
undue fragmentation of the total complement of employees, whether 
there is a histOlY of successful collective bargaining between any 
employer and a union or unions, and whether other groups of 
employees may be disadvantaged in some way by the description of 
a unit. It must be kept in mind, however, that the articulation of 
these factors is not meant to provide an exhaustive list of necessary 
conditions for a finding that a unit is appropriate. The list of items 
results rather from attempts by labour relations boards, after 
examining specific employment situations, to identifY the aspects of 
those relationships which suggest that certain definitions of 
bargaining units will better satisfY the policy objectives which are 
being pursued. 

At the same time, however, the Board must also consider the impact that certification 
of a less-inclusive unit might have on the ability of excluded employees to ever 
become certified and obtain the benefits of collective bargaining. This was a major 
factor in the Board's denial of an application for certification by a group of security 
guards located at one of many sites serviced by their employer in Argus Guard and 
Patrol Ltd., supra. 

287 
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In the present case, the Union has argued the truck drivers' community of 

interest lies more closely with the office personnel; this argument is largely based on fact that the 

incumbents report to the purchasing manager. However, on the evidence, they have no clearer or 

closer community of interest with the office personnel as far as their working conditions are 

concerned than they do with the production employees. Obviously, they do not have clerical or desk 

jobs and do not work alongside office personnel but, rather, interact daily with employees in the yard 

and at the plant when delivering the materials and parts picked up from suppliers. There are only 

two persons in the classification. A very real concern is the denial of bargaining rights for these two 

employees. It is unlikely that on their own they would be found to comprise an appropriate unit in 

this setting. And, without disclosing the evidence of support for the application, if any, among the 

truck driver employees (there being only two, it could tend to identify whether or not the individual 

incumbents supported the application) we are entitled to consider such evidence, or lack thereof in 

making our determination. 

[79] For the foregoing reasons and on the basis of the evidence adduced, we are of the 

opinion that the truck drivers' community of interest more closely lies with the employees involved 

in production than with the office employees and that the consideration of the s. 3 rights of the 

employees involved outweighs the rather meagre evidence adduced by the Union to support its 

position. Accordingly, the application to exclude the truck driver classifications from the bargaining 

unit is dismissed. 

Summary 

[80] A summary of the determination of the Board in this case is as follows: 

1. The Union has filed evidence that a majority of employees support the application 

for certification whether or not the names of Mark Schemenauer, Sid Therres and 

Michael Grieg are removed from the statement of employment and whether or not 

any or all of the exclusions from the bargaining unit requested by the Union are 

granted or denied; 
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2. There is no evidence - and we state this most emphatically - of misrepresentation, 

interference, intimidation, threats or coercion by the Union in the conduct of its 

organizing efforts in this case as was alleged by the Employer in its reply to the 

application. The applications for a representation vote by each of the Employer and 

the Intervenor are dismissed; 

3. The application to exclude shareholders of the Employer and immediate family 

relations of such shareholders, and Calvin Doepker in particular, from the bargaining 

unit is dismissed; 

4. The applications to exclude the positions of senior janitor, painting 

trainer/maintenance assistant, parts coordinator, courier driver and transport driver 

from the bargaining unit are dismissed. 

Order 

[81] An Order will issue pursuant to ss. 5 (a), (b) and (c) of the Act that: 

1. the following unit of employees of the Employer is an appropriate unit for the 

purposes of bargaining collectively: 

"All employees of Doepker Industries Ltd. employed at the Village of Annaheim and 

the Rural Municipality of St. Peters, except office personnel, sales personnel, 

training personnel, research and development personnel, engineering personnel, 

safety supervisor(s), supervisors and employees above the rank of supervisor"; 

2. finding that the Union represents a majority of the employees in the bargaining unit; 

and, 

3. ordering the Employer to bargain collectively with the Union respecting the 

employees in the bargaining unit. 
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STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, LOCAL 591 Applicant and DOEPKER 
INDUSTRIES LTD" Respondent 

LRB File No. 041-00; April 12, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Don Bell; Hugh Wagner 

For the Applicant: Gary Bainbridge 
For the Respondent: Anne Wallace, Q.c. 

Certification - Representation vote - Given evidence of majority union support 
for application, and in absence of any evidence regarding union impropriety 
during organization process, Board will not order representation vote - Board 
orders certification based on evidence submitted at time of application. 

Certification - Statement of employment - Union seeks to exclude shareholders 
and individuals related to shareholders - Board exercises caution when asked to 
disenfranchise individuals on this basis - Board finds no evidence supporting 
exclusion - Board declines to exclude shareholders and relatives from statement 
of employment. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining mlit - Geographic scope - Board's 
general policy to restrict industrial bargaiuing units to municipal boundaries of 
employer's undertakiug - Board declines to depart from policy in this case. 

Practice and procedure - Application and reply - Where allegations of violation 
of The Trade Union Act or other unlawful acts are made by party in application 
or reply and party does not intend to attempt to prove the allegations, party 
should apply to amend accordingly - Alternatively, opposing party may move to 
strike allegations. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(a), 5(a), 5(b) & 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: United Steelworkers of America, Local 5197 

(the "Union"), applied to be certified as the bargaining agent for a unit comprising the production 

employees of Doepker Industries Ltd. (the "Employer"), a designer and manufacturer of stock and 

custom trailers for agriculture and industry, at its branch plant at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. The 
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Employer has its head office and main plant at Annaheim, Saskatchewan. In LRB File No. 016-00, 

the Union was designated recently by the Board as the certified bargaining agent for a similar unit of 

employees at the Annaheim plant. 

[2] 

[3] 

The description of the bargaining unit applied for on this application was as follows: 

all employees of Doepker Industries Ltd. in the City of Moose Jaw and area except 
office personnel, sales personnel, training personnel, research and development 
personnel, engineering personnel, familial shareholders, safety supervisor(s), and 
those employees above the rank of supervisor. 

The statement of employment, which was not disputed by the Union, indicates that 

there were 69 employees in the proposed bargaining unit on the date the application was filed. The 

Union has filed evidence of support for the application of a majority of employees in the proposed 

bargaining unit. 

[4] At the hearing before the Board on April 5, 2000, the Union rested on its application 

and evidence of support. The Employer called no evidence. The parties joined issue on two points: 

[5] 

1. The geographic scope of the proposed bargaining unit; and, 

2. Whether the description of the proposed bargaining unit should exclude 

shareholders of the holding companies that hold all of the shares in the 

employer and members of their immediate families in the employ of the 

company. 

Certain facts bearing on these issues were not in dispute. The Employer is a closely-

held corporation all shares of which are held by a number of persons ("the shareholders") through 

holding companies. The Employer's Moose Jaw facility is wholly located within the municipal 

boundaries of the City of Moose Jaw. There was no evidence that the Employer is seeking to expand 

the facility beyond the municipal boundaries or to relocate the facility. There are no shareholders or 

immediate family members of shareholders employed at the Employer's Moose Jaw plant. 
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Arguments 

The ShareholderlFamilial Exclusion 

[6] The Board extensively considered the issue of the exclusion of shareholders and 

their family members from the bargaining unit in the application for certification of the unit at the 

Annaheim facility. The Order and Reasons for Decision in that case, LRB File No. 016-00, issued 

on April 11, 2000 (not as yet reported), that is, not until after the hearing of this application. At the 

hearing of this application counsel for both parties stated that they did not consider it necessary to re

argue the issue in full and that their clients would be bound by the decision of the Board on the point 

in LRB File No. 016-00. 

[7] Mr. Bainbridge, counsel for the Union, simply added that, although there were no 

employees at the Moose Jaw facility who fit the description, given the extensive familial 

shareholdings and the not insignificant number of members of the extended Doepker family 

employed at the Annaheim facility, in positions both in and out of the bargaining unit, the Umon was 

seeking the exclusion for the Moose Jaw facility on a prospective basis to avoid possibly having to 

apply for an amendment at some future date. 

[8] Ms. Wallace, counsel for the Employer, essentially reiterated the main argument 

advanced in LRB File No. 016-00 with respect to the issue, that is, that such exclusions should be 

considered on an individual basis, case by case, in accordance with the established principles and 

criteria used in exclusion cases. 

The Geographic Scope of the Bargaining Unit 

[9] Mr. Bainbridge acknowledged that with respect to industrial bargaining units the 

Board's general policy was to restrict the certification order to the municipal boundaries of the 

Employer's undertaking. He advised the Board that the reason for seeking an extended scope in this 

case was because an employee had raised a vague issue that the Employer might seek to relocate the 

Moose Jaw plant. 
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[10] Ms. Wallace argued that there was no evident reason to depart from the Board's 

policy in this case. She said the Employer was not seeking to restrict the geographic scope to the 

civic address of the plant, but any wider description was unwarranted. In support of this position she 

cited the decisions of the Board in United Steelworkers of America v. Impact Products, a division of 

General Scrap and Car Shredder Ltd., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 766, LRB File No. 180-96 and United 

Steelworkers of America v. Wheat City Steel, a division of Sametco Auto Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

532, LRB File No. 102-96. 

Analysis and Decision 

Shareholder/Familial Exclusion 

[11 J Since the hearing of this application, the Board has issued the Reasons for Decision 

and Order in LRB File No. 016-00 in which it dismissed the Union's application to exclude generally 

shareholders and their family members from the bargaining unit at the Employer's Annaheim 

facility. For the reasons stated by the Board in that decision, the analogous application by the Union 

in this case is dismissed. We decline to issue an order in this case that is both prospective and 

speculative; each actual instance must be decided on its own facts. 

Geographic Scope 

[12] We are in agreement with counsel for the Employer that the certification order 

should not be extended beyond the municipal boundaries of Moose Jaw. There is no evidence in this 

case that persuades us to depart from the general policy. 

[13] In all other respects the unit applied for is appropriate for the purposes of collective 

bargaining. The Board declines to order a representation vote in accordance with the Board's long

standing policy for the reasons described at length in the Reasons for Decision in LRB File No. 016-

00. 
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The Reply bv the Employer 

[14] A further matter remains to be addressed. In the reply to the application. David 

Doepker, the Employer's president, declared, in part, as follows: 

[15] 

4.(c) The [Union's] conduct does not entitle it to an automatic certification without a 
vote even if it proves through admissible evidence that it represents a majority of the 
employees in the bargaining unit applied for. During the [Union's] organizing drive, 
the [Union] and its representatives and agents engaged in misrepresentation, 
interference. intimidation and bribery of employees with a view to obtaining their 
membership in the union . ... 

These allegations are serious. In essence what is alleged is an unfair labour practice in 

violation ofs. 1l(2)(a) of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), with the addition of 

the bribery charge. Pursuant to s. 15 of the Act, a person or union that commits an unfair labour 

practice is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to be fined, and in the case of an 

individual to be imprisoned. These are not allegations to be lightly made. Allegations of criminal 

conduct are often perceived by the public to have credibility simply because they have been formally 

stated. The Board takes an extTemely dim view of such practice where, as here, although the allegation 

was made, no application to have the Board declare that an unfair labour practice had been committed 

by the Union was filed, no evidence whatsoever to support the allegations was led at the hearing, and 

the Employer did not seek to withdraw the allegation and amend its reply accordingly. 

[16] We recognize that previous counsel for the Employer drew the reply for declaration by 

Mr. Doepker, and that Mr. Doepker is not trained in the law or familiar with practice before the Board; 

and we do not know what previous counsel advised him as far as the solemnity of a statutory 

declaration and the import of the allegations made. To make such allegations in appropriate 

circumstances, which as we have said, if proven, may potentially attract criminal sanctions is, of course, 

not in and of itself improper, but to make the allegations and then not proceed to attempt to prove them 

in good faith or, alternatively, to withdraw them, is, to put it euphemistically, sharp practice and not 

condoned by the Board. 

[17] We recognize that present counsel did not draw the document and was retained to act 

in the matter on fairly short notice, and by these remarks we do not intend to upbraid Ms. Wallace 

whatsoever. Indeed, had we been more prescient, once counsel advised us that no evidence would be 
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called on the point we might have suggested to counsel that an application be made to amend the reply 

by deleting the allegations. Neither did counsel for the Union apply to have them struck. In any event, 

these remarks are intended to be of general application and guidance for all parties appearing before the 

Board. If analogous allegations were contained in pleadings in superior court proceedings, they might 

well be struck on the motion of the party opposite. Civil pleadings are not under oath or by statutory 

declaration; but the initiating application and reply in proceedings before the Board as required by the 

Regulations to the Act are declared solemnly and of the same force and effect as if made under oath. If 

anything, this means that the declarant must exercise more care and diligence in making his or her 

allegations than does a party in civil court pleadings. The application and reply in proceedings before 

the Board are no place for totally unfounded assertion, hyperbolic rhetoric or, as has occurred from time 

to time, careless, reckless or even intentionally inflammatory statement. More often than not the 

documents are drawn by a solicitor, and there is a duty upon such counsel to exercise diligence in so 

doing and to ensure that the declarant appreciates the nature and import of the declaration. 

[18] We wish to make it crystal clear that in the present case there was no evidence that 

the allegations of misconduct by the Union are true in the least. 

Order 

[19] As the Union has filed evidence of support for the application of a majority of 

employees in the bargaining unit an Order will issue pursuant to ss. 5(a), (b) and (c) of the Act for the 

following bargaining unit: 

All employees of Doepker Industries Ltd. employed at the City of Moose Jaw, except 
office personnel, sales personnel, training personnel, research and development 
personnel, engineering personnel, safety supervisor(s), supervisors and those 
employees above the rank of supervisor. 
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BERNICE NAP ADY, Applicant and CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES 
CENTR4L DISTRICT BOARD, Respondents 

LRB File No. 252-99; Apri112, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Mike Can and Mike Geravalis 

For the Applicant: Bemice Napady 
For the Union: John Welden 

Facts 

[1] 

Duty of fair representation - Arbitrary conduct - Union fails to file grievance 
despite request of applicant to do so and confirmation by union representative 
tbat grievance would be and had been filed - Board finds failure of union to 
fairly represent the applicant. 

Duty of fair representation - Remedy - Union ordered to file grievance and pay 
expenses of applicant to attend Board hearing - Employer ordered to process 
grievance expeditiously despite expiry of time for filing but without prejudice to 
raise expiry of time as defence at arbitration. 

Practice and procedure - Evidence - Statutory declaration - Union 
representative failed, until morning of hearing, to confirm contents of statutory 
declaration he bad sworn several montbs prior - Board finds such conduct 
reckless and negligent and confirms serious nature of statutory declaration and 
importance of accurate attestation of same. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 25.1 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

James Seibel, Vice-Cbairperson: The Applicant, Ms. Bemice Napady, is 

employed by the East Central District Health Board (the "Employer") at the Theodore Health Centre 

and is a member of the bargaining unit represented by Canadian Union of Public Employees (the 

"Union"). She is covered by the Employer's long-term disability benefits plan through the 

Saskatchewan Association of Health Organizations ("SAHO"). On the advice of her physician, Ms. 

Napady has been off work for medical reasons since November, 1998. The EmployerlSAHO 

consistently denied her coverage under the disability plan. The Union engaged SAHO in discussions 

regarding her situation on several occasions and SAHO and the Employer were aware the matter was 

an issue in dispute. 
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[2] In August, 1999, Ms. Napady requested in writing that the Union file a grievance on 

her behalf pursuant to the collective agreement with the Employer. A representative of the Union 

advised her that this would be done and a grievance document may have been prepared. However, 

when Ms. Napady, who is without income, heard nothing further, she filed an application with the 

Board on October 13, 1999, alleging that the Union had violated its duty of fair representation 

pursuant to s. 25.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17. The Union's reply, in the form of a 

statutory declaration completed on October 29, 1999, by Mr. John Welden, a national representative 

of the Union, refers to an attached letter to the Board Registrar of even date. The letter reads, in part, 

as follows: 

[3] 

... CUPE denies any failure to represent Ms. Napady. 

CUPE agrees that the Disability Income Plan carrier, SAHO, has denied her 
claim twice. We have appealed such denials, however, said appeals go to 
exactly the same person who denied the claim in the first place. There has 
been a grievance filed and we are progressing through the grievance 
procedure with the intent of arbitration. ifnecessary. 

(Emphasis added.) 

However, at the hearing before the Board, Mr. Welden, on behalf ofthe Union, advised 

the Board that his inquiries that morning had revealed that in fact the Union had neglected to file a 

grievance on behalf of Ms. Napady. Mr. Welden did not know how or why the matter was overlooked, 

nor did he advise the Board why the situation had only come to light that morning. He admitted that the 

Union accepted that it had failed to fairly represent Ms. Napady and had violated s. 25.1 of the Act. 

Analysis and Decision 

[4] The admission by the Union of its violation of s. 25.1 of the Act was clearly the 

proper course to follow. Once the Union had determined that a grievance would be filed, it had a 

duty to do so within the time limited by the collective agreement. It did not and that time has 

expired. The Union has been negligent in its handling of the matter in a manner and to a degree that 

constitutes arbitrariness within the meaning of the section. With a minimal degree of diligence and 

attention the Union would have discovered its error shortly after Ms. Napady filed this application, 

however, it neglected to make the necessary internal inquiries until a few minutes before the hearing 
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commenced. To the credit of the Union and Mr. Welden, no attempt was made to offer excuses for 

its actions. 

[5] However, reluctantly, further comment is necessary. The Union, and Mr. Welden in 

particular, must be severely reproved for their actions. The reply to the application filed on behalf of 

the Union in the form required by the regulations was made by Mr. Welden as a solemn declaration 

pursuant to the Canada Evidence Act before a commissioner for oaths. The making of such a 

declaration is not to be taken lightly or considered a meaningless formality: it is a declaration of the 

same force and effect as if made under oath and is intended to declare the truth of the statements 

made in the reply. While we do not believe that Mr. Welden intentionally misstated the truth or 

intended to mislead Ms. Napady or the Board, he was reckless and negligent in attesting to the truth 

of matters of which he had no personal knowledge. If the statements in the reply were based upon 

information that he received from other persons, then his declaration should have stated that fact and 

identified those persons. Ultimately, however, he is responsible for what he solemnly declares. The 

Union's negligence has resulted in the expiry of the time limit for filing a grievance; Mr. Welden's 

recklessness has resulted in a significant delay in Ms. Napady's attempt to obtain resolution of her 

complaint, and in some cost to her, at least in attending the hearing at the Board. 

[6] However, the Employer and SAHO could not claim to be surprised by the complaint 

on behalf of Ms. Napady and there is no apparent prejudice to them as a result of the delay in filing 

a grievance, but if that is an issue, it can be dealt with by a grievance arbitrator. 

[7J An order will issue directing the Union to file a grievance with the Employer 

regarding Ms. Napady's complaint and directing the Employer to accept the grievance despite the 

expiry of the time limit under the collective agreement; both the Union and the Employer will be 

directed to process the grievance expeditiously. This direction shall be without prejudice to the right 

of the Employer to raise any defences to the grievance at arbitration, including the expiry of time for 

filing same. The Union shall also be directed to pay the sum of $200.00 to Ms. Napady for her 

expenses to attend the hearing before the Board. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4324, Applicant and 
REDVERS ACTIVITY CENTRE INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 095-00; April 14,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Ken Hutchinson 

For the Union: Aina Kagis 
For the Employer: Kevin Wilson 
For Saskatchewan Association for Community Living: Leah Schatz 

Practice and procedure - Interim Order - Board declines to grant interim 
order where application anticipates future violation of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 5.3 and 42. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4324 (the 

"Union") applied to be certified for a bargaining unit of employees at Redvers Activity Centre Inc. 

(the "Employer") and an Order was issued by the Board on March 8, 2000 directing a representation 

vote among employees in the bargaining unit. At the time of the certification hearing, Saskatchewan 

Association for Community Living ("SACL"), an independent advocacy group for persons with 

intellectual disabilities, applied for intervenor status which the Board refused: see Canadian Union 

of Public Employees, Local 4324 v. Redvers Activity Centre Inc., [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 142; LRB 

File No. 269-99. 

[2] On April 4, 2000, the Union applied for an interim Order to restrain the Employer 

from bringing in representatives of SACL to conduct a meeting with employees of the Employer to 

discuss supported decision making in the context of the representation vote. The Employer denies 

that it asked SACL to make such intervention. SACL filed material with the Board in which it sets 

out the purpose of its interventions in this matter and its reasons for wanting to conduct a meeting to 

discuss the concept of supported decision making with employees of the Employer. We understand 
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that SACL is proposing to conduct this meeting on off-work time and away from the place of 

employment, not in a "captive audience" forum, with neither the Employer nor the Union present. 

Analysis 

[3] Having read the materials filed by the parties and having heard their arguments, the 

Board has concluded that the interim application must be dismissed. In essence, the Union is asking 

the Board to issue an interim Order to prevent an anticipated breach of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 

1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). It is not, on its face, contrary to the Act for a third party to discuss the 

representation question with any employee. The Employer and SACL run the risk, as would any 

other group holding a meeting of this nature at a sensitive time in a Union's organizing campaign, of 

having an unfair labour practice charge filed against them after such a meeting if the 

communications stray into conduct that amounts to interference, intimidation or the like, as set out in 

s. 11(1)(a) of the Act. However, without some allegation that suggests that the Employer or SACL 

have already engaged in conduct that violates the Act, the Board is reluctant to use its interim Order 

powers under ss. 5.3 and 42 to restrain such activity where the alleged breach is anticipatory. 

[4] The application for interim Order is therefore dismissed. 

The Board agent will be directed to conduct the vote in accordance with the Board's 

Order and direction for vote. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 1975, Applicant v. TREATS 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, Respondent 

LRB File No. 220-98; April 28, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Don Bell and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Jim Holmes and Glenn Ross 
For the Respondent: Larry Seiferling, Q.C. 

Collective agreement - First collective agreement - Board holds that employer's 
refusal to bargain wages and monetary issues threatens entire bargaining 
relationship - Board decides to exercise discretion to conclude terms of first 
collective agreement between parties. 

Practice and procedure - First collective agreement - Board discusses potential 
consequences to employer of not replying to application under s. 26.5 of The 
Trade Union Act within statutorily mandated time period. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 26.5. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1J James Seibei, Vice-Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 

1975 (the "Union") was certified to represent the employees of Treats, a take-away food emporium 

located at the University of Saskatchewan (the "Employer"), on November 27, 1997. On November 

3, 1998, the Union filed an application seeking the appointment of an arbitrator to conclude a first 

collective agreement. The Board heard the application in December, 1998. In Reasons for Decision 

reported at [1999J Sask. L.R.B.R. 81, LRB File No. 220-98, the Board exercised its discretion under 

s. 26.5(6)(a) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") to require the parties to submit 

the collective bargaining issues to a conciliation officer. In its decision, the Board noted that the 

Employer failed to comply with the requirement of s. 26.5(5) that it file a list of issues in dispute and 

its position concerning same and that it had not made a wage offer to the Union; we note that it sti11 

has not done so. The Board further directed that if the conciliation effort was not successful, the 

Union could ask the Board to address the issues raised in its application upon filing a letter from the 

conciliation officer indicating that conciliation had been attempted but was unsuccessful. 
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[2J On July 6, 1999, the Union filed the requisite letter from the conciliation officer, Mr. 

George Semeniuk, dated June 28, 1999. Mr. Semeniuk indicated that after three conciliation 

meetings, "while considerable progress was made concerning non-monetary matters, the parties were 

not able to resolve the monetary issues and therefore reached an impasse." The matter came back 

before the Board on September 13, 1999, for argument by the parties as to whether the Board should 

exercise its discretion pursuant to s. 26.5(6)(b) of the Act to conclude any term or terms of a first 

collective bargaining agreement or order arbitration to conclude such terms or pursue some other 

avenue. The Union's position was that the Board ought to appoint an arbitrator to settle the 

outstanding issues or, alternatively, undertake the task itself. The Employer's position was that the 

application should be dismissed. 

Statutory Provisions 

[3] Section 26.5 of the Act provides, in part, as follows: 

26.5(1) Either party may apply to the board for assistance in the conclusion of a first 
collective bargaining agreement, and the board may provide assistance pursuant to 
subsection (6), if: 

(a) the board has made an order pursuant to clause 5(a), (b) or 
(c); 

(b) the trade union and an employer has bargained collectively 
and have failed to conclude a first collective bargaining agreement; 
and 

(c) any of the following circumstances exist: 

the trade union has taken a strike vote and 
the majority of those employees who voted 
have votedfor a strike; 

(iU the employer has commenced a lock-out; or 

(itU the board has made a determination pursuant 
to clause 11 (1)(c) or 11 (2)(c) and, in the 
opinion of the board, it is appropriate to 
assist the parties in the conclusion of a first 
collective bargaining agreement pursuant to 
subsection (6). 
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(2) If an application is made pursuant to subsection (1), an employee shall not 
strike or continue to strike, and the employer shall not lock out or continue to lock out 
the employees. 

(3) An application pursuant to subsection (1) must include a list of the disputed 
issues and a statement of the position of the applicant on those issues, including the 
applicant's last offer on those issues. 

(4) All materials filed with the board in support of an application pursuant to 
subsection (1) must be served on the other party within 24 hours after filing the 
application with the board. 

(5) Within 14 days after receiving the information mentioned in subsection (4), the 
other party must: 

(a) file with the board a list of the issues in dispute and a 
statement of the position of that party on those issues, including that 
party's last offer on those issues,· and 

(b) serve on the applicant a copy of the list and statement. 

(6) On receipt of an application pursuant to subsection (1): 

(a) the board may require the parties to submit the matter to 
conciliation if they have not already done so,· and 

(b) if the parties have submitted the matter to conciliation or 120 
days have elapsed since the appointment of a conciliator, the board 
may do any of the following: 

(i) conclude, within 45 days after undertaking to do 
so, any term of terms of a first collective bargaining 
agreement between the parties,· 

(ii) order arbitration by a single arbitrator to 
conclude, within 45 days after the date of the order, 
any term or terms of the first collective bargaining 
agreement. 

(7) Before concluding any term or terms of a first collective bargaining 
agreement, the board or a single arbitrator may hear: 

(a) evidence adduced relating to the parties' positions on disputed 
issues; and 

(b) argument by the parties or their counsel. 
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Arguments 

[4] On behalf of the Union, Mr. Holmes pointed out that the first contract assistance 

provisions of s. 26.5 of the Act were enacted by October 1994 legislative amendments and have not 

been the subject of a great deal of activity before Board. He acknowledged that the Board's early 

decisions regarding applications for assistance had been cautious and that the Board had expressed 

some reluctance to intervene in the bargaining process particularly with respect to monetary issues. 

In this regard, Mr. Holmes referred to S.J.B.R. W.D.S. U. v. Prairie Micro- Tech Inc., [1996] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 36, LRB File No. 201-95, which was the first time the Board considered an application 

under the provisions. However, Mr. Holmes asserted that as the Board has gained experience with 

the provisions, its trepidation to intervene with respect to monetary issues in appropriate cases has 

lessened. He referred to the Board's decisions in International Union o/Operating Engineers, Local 

870 v. Rural Municipality 0/ Coalfields, No.4, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 280, LRB File No. 326-97 and 

Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Namerind Housing Corporation Inc., [1998] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 542, 606 and 707, LRB File No. 189-97. Mr. Holmes pointed out that in the present case 

the Employer has yet to file a statement of issues and its position thereon as required by s. 26.5, nor 

has it provided any proposal to the Union on wages. 

[5] Mr. Holmes argued that imposition of collective agreement terms by an arbitrator 

appointed by the Board, or the Board itself, regarding the issues outstanding between the parties is 

appropriate in the present case because of the small size of the unit; the high turnover of employees, 

most of whom are students working part-time or casual; the low wages and skill level of the 

employees and the ease with which the Employer would be able to hire replacements in the event of 

job action; the likely effect on the perception of the employees of the effectiveness of the Union if an 

agreement is not achieved; and the difficulties experienced generally by workers in the service sector 

seeking to organize. Mr. Holmes pointed out that the bulk of the provisions of a first agreement 

between the parties have been negotiated and suggested that, with respect to the limited number and 

scope of outstanding issues remaining, economic struggle would not further the objectives of the 

employees or the Act in this case. He argued that the intervention of the Board was appropriate. 
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[6] Counsel for the Employer, Mr. Seiferling, Q.c., filed a written brief which we have 

reviewed. He argued that the Board should not intervene in the present case because there was no 

evidence of any unfair labour practice, such as a failure to bargain in good faith, by the Employer. 

He said that where, as here, the only outstanding issue is wages, the Board's decisions all hold that 

the Board will not become involved absent evidence of some unfairness in the bargaining process. 

Mr. Seiferling asserted that the real reason for the Union's request was that it did not want to take the 

employees out on strike because it had no power; but, he argued, the use of what he termed 

"economic activity" is part of collective bargaining. He stated repeatedly that if the Board 

intervened to impose an agreement in this case it would have to do so in every case. He argued that 

the decisions in Prairie Micro- Tech, supra, in which the Board reviewed the approach to first 

contract assistance in other jurisdictions, Board of Education of the Tisdale School Division No. 53 v. 

C. U.P.E., Local 3759, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 503, LRB File No. 078-96 and u.F.c. W, Local 1400 v. 

Madison Development Group Inc., o/a Madison Inn, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 425, LRB File No. 053-

96, demonstrated that the position of the Board is that it would be a rare case where it would become 

involved in the imposition of monetary terms. Mr. Seiferling said that fear that a labour dispute 

might otherwise occur should not determine whether the Board intervenes. 

[7] Mr. Seiferling said that the Board's decision in R.M of Coalfields, supra, was of 

little assistance because the Board had imposed the terms of two minor outstanding monetary issues 

under circumstances that could almost be said to have been a reference by the parties. He also 

referred to u.F. C. W, Local 1400 v. Remai Investment Corporation, o/a Corona Regency Inn, 

Yorkton, [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 132, LRB File No. 004-96, where the main outstanding issues were 

monetary and the Board appointed a Board agent to explore whether the outstanding issues could be 

resolved and to report to the Board. However, Mr. Seiferling said that the appropriate response in 

the present case was to dismiss the Union's application and allow the parties to use whatever means 

were at their disposal to resolve the impasse. 

[8] In support of the Employer's position, counsel also referred to the decisions of other 

tribunals in Retail Clerks Int'l Union, Local 206 v. MacLean-Hunter Cable TV Limited, Guelph, 

Ontario, [1981J 1 Can LRBR 454 (Can. L.R.B.); United Steelworkers of America v. Saxum Canada 

Inc., [1999] O.L.R.D. No. 1511 (Ont. L.R.B.); and IWA-Canada, Local 2693 v. Atway Transport 

Inc., [1991] OLRB Rep. April 425 (Ont. L.R.B.). 
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Analysis and Decision 

[9] The Board's jurisprudence demonstrates that as the Board has acquired more 

expenence 111 administering s. 26.5 of the Act it has refined the factors and principles that may 

influence its decision whether to intervene in the bargaining process and, if it determines to do so, 

which procedure or procedures may be utilized. 

[to] In the first such application to come before the Board, Prairie Micro-Tech, supra, 

the Board reviewed the origins of first contract arbitration and the types of provisions and 

approaches taken in other jurisdictions, and enunciated the general approach it proposed to take in 

such cases. The Board stated, at 47 - 49: 

A l1umber of features can be identified, however, from examining the experience in 
otherjllrisdictions than ollr mvn. We can see, for example, that all of the legislative 
initiatives which have been put in place represent an acknowledgement of the 
peculiar problems 'vvhich can arise in the context of an infant collective bargaining 
relationship. A review of the jurisprudence shows that the problem which most often 
gives rise to the lIse o.ffirst contract arbitration is the obduracy or illegal conduct of 
an employer who is determined to thwart or ignore the trade union. Other problems 
may also threaten to destroy the relationship, such as, for example, the emergence of 
an insoluble industrial dispute, or roadblocks created by the incompetence or 
inexperience of negotiators on either side. 

We can also discern in the experience of other jurisdictions a continuing effort to 
draw a sustainable balance between the underlying objective of promoting healthy 
and independent bargaining by the parties themselves, and that of avoiding a 
situation where the bargaining process is exposed to the risk of damage or 
destruction because of the conduct or inexperience of the parties. In attempting to 
draw this balance, legislatures have adopted one of two general models - one which 
requires some determination of the necessity for first contract arbitration, and one 
which allows the parties themselves to decide when to avail themselves of this 
mechanism. The former model is exemplified by the legislation in British Columbia, 
Ontario, Ne'vifoundland and the federal jurisdiction, and the latter by the Manitoba 
and Quebec statutes. 

In this context, tribunals and commentators in all jurisdictions have laid great stress 
on the proposition that first contract arbitration is not intended to replace 
bargaining between the parties, but to foster and support it. 
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Over the lifetime of ne Trade Union Act. this Board has on many occasions 
interpreted the provisions of the Act in light of what is, in our view, one of its 
primary objectives - the support of vigorous and sustainable collective bargaining 
relationships between employers and the trade unions which have been selected to 
represent their employees. In this connection, the Board has thought it appropriate 
to refi'ain from intruding unduly upon the bargaining relationships which lie under 
our supervisOly eye, and from attempting to influence the outcome of the bargaining 
which takes place. 

Our reading of Section 26.5 is that this provision is consistent with the general 
approach we have taken, in that it is not intended as a substitute for the achievement 
of a first collective agreement by bargaining between the parties. Of the two models 
we have described above, it clearly belongs at the end of the spectrum occupied by 
the legislation in British Columbia, Ontario and the federal jurisdiction. By this we 
mean, particularly, that Section 26.5 calls upon the Board to make a series of 
threshold determinations concerning whether and when to intervene to assist the 
parties by imposing a term or terms ofa collective agreement. and that the conduct 
o/the parties and the state o/the relationship are relevant considerations in making 
these determinations. 

To use the language of the Yarrow Lodge decision, supra, of the British Columbia 
Labour Relations Board, it is our view that it [i.e., s. 26.5] falls within the 
"mediation/breakdown" region 0/ this end of the spectrum. rather than the "bad 

faith/extraordinary remedy" area. We draw this conclusion from the definition in 
Section 26.5(1) of the conditions which may trigger the use of first contract 
arbitration. ... 

The first two conditions permit either party to apply to the Board if bargaining has 
broken down and a strike is in the offing, or a lock-out has occurred. 

The third requires the Board to examine the conduct of either or both of the parties in 
the light of the obligation to bargain set out in Sections 11 (l)(c) and 11 (2)(c). am:. 
reading o/Section 26.5(])(d(iii) is that. even ifthe Board determines that there has 
been no violation of the duty to bargain collectively, it is open to us to decide that it 
would be appropriate to assist the parties in the conclusion of a first collective 
agreement. 

Section 26.5(1) as a whole allows the Board to make the determination as to whether 
assistance with the first agreement is appropriate. It is our opinion that, in assessing 
the circumstances of any application, the Board should be mindful of our overall 
objective of promoting - rather than replacing - collective bargaining. The occurrence 
of an industrial dispute, or the commission of one or more unfair labour practices 
under Section 11 (I)(c) or 11 (2)(c), do not in themselves corifer on either party an 
automatic entitlement to the imposition of a first contract. Even in the context of the 
conclusion of a first agreement, an industrial dispute may be a tolerable component of 
a course of bargaining which is essentially healthy. 
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In our view, the overall purpose of the provision is to intervene, where the situation 
warrants it, in an attempt to preserve the collective bargaining relationship, and the 
ability of the trade union to continue to represent employees, 

(Emphasis added,) 

In Prairie Micro-Tech, supra, the Board intimated that conclusion of an agreement 

by arbitration, or by the Board, under s, 26,5 was perhaps more appropriate where a limited number 

of terms remained in issue rather than an entire agreement. And, although it was not an issue in the 

case, the Board recognized that intervention with respect to wage and monetary issues was not 

inappropriate depending on the situation, At 49-50, the Board stated: 

In reference to a first contract arbitration conducted either by the Board itself or by 
an arbitrator, Sections 26,5(6) and 26,5(7) refer to the setting of "any term or terms" 
or the agreement, It is, of course, possible to conceive of circumstances in which the 
conduct of an employer has been so egregious or the outlook for the conclusion of an 
agreement so bleak that it would be appropriate for the Board or an arbitrator to 
undertake the imposition of an entire collective agreement, and we see nothing in the 
wording of Section 26,5(6) or (7) which would rule this out. 

On the other hand, this wording suggests that the expectation would be in most cases 
that the Board or an arbitrator would be concerned with a limited number of terms, 
We have said earlier that our understanding of the purpose ofthis provision is that it 
is intended to allow the Board to reinforce the collective bargaining relationship, 
and to prevent inroads on the ability ofthe trade union to represent employees, 

It is perhaps to be expected, if the goal of the provision is seen in these terms, that 
the focus of the Board in devising terms of a first agreement would be on those types 
of provisions which support the existence and operation of the bargaining 
relationship, such as scope provisions, seniority provisions, provisions governing a 
grievance procedure, and union security provisions, to name several of the issues 
which might be a particular preoccupation of this Board, 

This is not to say that the Board would not become involved in other categories of 
terms and conditions if circumstances warranted. Under certain conditions, for 
example, it might seem necessary to us to intervene with respect to wages. if this 
appeared to be an issue which threatened to prevent the collective bargaining 
relationship from being given a fair and reasonable chance to survive, 

It is impossible to draw any clear line between the terms of a collective agreement 
which it would be appropriate to consider imposing under Section 26,5 and those 
which are best left to be worked out between the parties, H. 
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[12J One year later, in Madison Development Group, supra, the Board reiterated the 

general principles espoused in Prairie Micro-Tech, supra, but nonetheless was not deterred from 

undertaking to impose a wage grid once it determined that it was appropriate in the circumstances. 

At 73, the Board stated: 

[13] 

The Board has commented many times that we are reluctant to intervene directly in 
collective bargaining, given that it is the vigour of collective bargaining which we 
understand to be the basic objective of the Act. As a general proposition, the parties 
are in the best position to arrive at the bargain which will be most satisfactory in the 
long run, and which best represents the balance of power and the preferences of the 
parties. 

The existence of a provision which permits our intervention in the conclusion of a first 
contract, however, indicates that we must be prepared to consider intervention in the 
appropriate circumstances. We cannot agree with counsel for the Employer that the 
circumstances in which these parties find themselves at the present time are such that it 
can be safely left to the parties to conclude a collective agreement without further third 
party involvement. 

In Madison Development Group, supra, the Board based its decision to intervene 

with respect to the wage issue on a concern that it had a significant potential to undermine the 

collective bargaining relationship. At 74 - 75, the Board noted as follows: 

... Since the foundation for first contract arbitration is a relationship in which it has 
proven impossible for some reason to reach agreement by the usual means, it stand~ to 
reason that a third party must have standards for deciding what should be included in 
an imposed agreement in addition to speculation about what bargain the parties 
themselves might have struck. 

As we have noted, our focus in first contract arbitration is on the construction of a first 
agreement which will establish a framework to support the development of a healthy 
collective bargaining relationship. In the passages which we quoted earlier from the 
Prairie Micro-Tech decision, supra, we identified such issues as union security and a 
grievance procedure as being elements we would regard as basic to the protection of 
the status of the trade union and to the formation of a sound bargaining relationship. 

We do not, however, share the view expressed by counselfor the Employer that a clean 
line can be drawn between provisions in a collective agreement which deal with the 
protection and administration of the collective bargaining process, on the one hand, 
and those which deal with monetary issues and workplace management, on the other. 
We are willing to concede that first contract arbitration may not in general be an 
appropriate way of settling detailed matters such as scheduling of work, regulation of 
dress or provision of fringe benefits. We do not accept that a corollary of this is that 
all financial matters or matters of workplace administration are none of our affair. 
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Insofar as certain of these issues have the potential to support or to undermine the 
collective bargaining relationship in a significant way, we may think it appropriate to 
make our determinations on such issues part of the general framework which we 
choose to impose on the parties. 

And, with respect to the wage issue in particular, the Board stated, at 78: 

In the decision of this Board in the Prairie Micro-Tech decision, supra. we reiterated 
the reluctance of the Board to become involved in the determination of monetary 
issues. At that time. however. we also indicated that we could imagine circumstances 
in which the inability ofthe parties to come to agreement on wage rates would pose a 
sLifJicient threat to the continuation of the bargaining relationship that the Board 
would/eel compelled to intervene. We have concluded that this is a situation in which 
intervention is warranted. 

(Emphasis added) 

On an application for reconsideration of its decision in Madison Development 

Group, reported at [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 425, LRB File No. 053-96, the Board clarified the basis 

that underlay its motivation to, and the extent to which it chose to, intervene, explaining, at 429, that 

a primary consideration was the maintenance of the strength of the collective bargaining relationship: 

[16] 

Several themes emerged in the discussion of first contract intervention in our earlier 
decisions. Two are particularly significant for our purposes here. To begin with, it 
should be clear from our comments that the Board is inclined to be selective about the 
specific issues which would be the subject matter of our intervention. The issues in 
which the parties themselves may have an interest are wide-ranging, and the menu of 
items about which they may choose to bargain is affected by the particular 
environment in which their collective bargaining relationship develops. 

The interests of this Board are not, however, identical to the interests of the parties, 
and we think it is sufficiently clear from our earlier remarks on this point that the 
questions which will engage the Board are those related to strengthening a continuing 
bargaining relationship. 

In R.M. of Coalfields, supra, after the assistance of a conciliation officer resulted in 

the settlement of all but two issues with monetary implications, the Board imposed terms respecting 

the issues, citing among the factors that influenced it to do so, the small number of employees 

affected, the fact that the major outdoor work season was looming and the desirability of 

crystallizing and stabilizing the relatively good bargaining relationship that the parties had 

demonstrated they had formed. 
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[17] In Namerind Housing, supra, on application by the union, the Board had appointed 

an agent to assist the parties to conclude a first agreement, who, in the event that the assistance was 

not wholly successful, was to report to the Board on the progress of bargaining and what if any issues 

might be the subject of arbitration by the Board. The assistance of the Board agent was not wholly 

successful and the entire monetary package, among other issues, remained unresolved. In reviewing 

the purpose of s. 26.5 of the Act and the general factors considered in determining whether to 

intervene when assistance efforts fail, the Board stated at 546 - 47: 

The purpose of s. 26.5 of the Act is to facilitate the conclusion of the first collective 
agreement. It was recognized by the Legislature that first agreements are often 
difficult to obtain within the ten month time frame that is permitted by the Act before a 
rescission application can be brought by employees to displace the union as the 
bargaining agent. Although not all failed first contract disputes result in rescission 
applications, there are pressures on a union to quickly demonstrate its effectiveness by 
obtaining a reasonable collective agreement. On occasion, the union shoots for the 
moon and is unrealistic in its expectations for a first agreement. As well, there is 
pressure on the employer to resist significant changes in the terms and conditions of 
employment for the newly unionized employees. In this regard, some employers also 
respond negatively to the dilution of their traditional managerial authority and they 
may resist the collective bargaining process or attempt to drag it out as long as 
possible. 

When mediation efforts fail to bring the parties to a collective agreement, the Board 
must determine if "it is appropriate to assist the parties in the conclusion of a first 
collective bargaining agreement." (s. 26.5(J) of the Act). In making this 
determination. the Board can consider various matters including: (J) the report ofthe 
Board agent: (2) the length of time that has passed since the union was certified; (3) 
the bargaining efforts; (4) the nature ofthe business and the size of the bargaining 
unit; and (5) any other relevant infOrmation . 

. ,. A great deal of time has passed since the parties commenced collective bargaining. 
They have made significant efforts to conclude a collective agreement. Unfortunately, 
the normal tools which can be resorted to in order to overcome the impasse are not 
readily available to the parties because of the size of the bargaining unit, the nature of 
the Employer's business, the public harm which would result from a strike or lock-out, 
the limited financial options available to the Employer and the sensitive nature of the 
relationship between the employees, the Employer and their client group. 

(Emphasis added.) 
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[18] Similarly, in Off the Wall Productions Ltd. v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, 

Wholesale and Department Store Union, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 393, LRB File No. 209-98, where the 

application for assistance was made by the employer, the parties had made great strides towards 

concluding a first agreement with the assistance of a Board agent. The Board intervened with 

respect to the few issues remaining unresolved, including the wage structure and monetary package, 

and imposed the terms. 

[19] In the present case, the parties have demonstrated that they can bargain and they 

have concluded virtually the whole of a first agreement with the exception of the wage and monetary 

issues. The Union has made monetary and wage proposals to the Employer; the Employer has 

refused to do the same, simply rejecting the Union's proposals. The Employer's intransigence has 

extended to these proceedings in which it has neglected to fulfil its statutory obligation pursuant to s. 

26.5(5) to file with the Board and serve upon the Union a list of the issues in dispute and its position 

on those issues. Indeed, the Employer's stance with respect to this duty borders on defiance. In a 

letter to the Board Registrar dated November 26, 1998, counsel for the Employer stated: "We 

understand your position on mandatory time limits. However, there is nothing in the Act to say what 

the consequence of non-compliance are [sic], whether by the Union or the Company." 

[20] We are concerned that the present impasse and the Employer's intransigence and 

refusal to bargain at all with respect to wages and monetary issues poses a threat to the entire 

bargaining relationship that has been established. It has been over two years since the Union was 

certified to represent the employees. We are concerned that the present impasse also threatens to 

undermine the perception of the employees as to the Union's effectiveness as their bargaining agent. 

Indeed, the fact that there is an outstanding application for rescission of the certification Order may 

be a manifestation of this. The Employer's workforce is largely unskilled and composed of students, 

young people working part-time and casual employees. Job action is most probably impractical as a 

tool to resolve the impasse because of the seasonal layoff of employees consonant with the extreme 

campus population swings of the university academic year. In all of the circumstances, we have 

determined to exercise our discretion to conclude the terms of a first collective agreement between 

the parties. 
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[21] An Order will issue directing the Employer to file with the Board and serve upon the 

Union a list of the issues in dispute and a statement of its position on those issues within 7 days of 

the date of the Order. As for the possible consequence upon a failure to comply with this direction, 

the Employer is referred to decision of the Board in International Brotherhood of Electrical 

Workers, Local 2067 v. Saskatchewan Power Corporation, [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 17, LRB File 

No. 162-99 . In that case the respondent neglected or refused to file a reply to the application as 

required by the Regulations to the Act and after further being directed to do so at a pre-hearing 

meeting by the Executive Officer of the Board; at the hearing of the application, the Board prohibited 

the delinquent party from calling evidence. 

[22] The Union shall also be directed to file an updated list of issues in dispute. The 

Board Registrar is directed to expedite the hearing of this matter. 
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INTERl~ATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL ·WORKERS, LOCAL 2067, 
SASKATCHKW AN POWER CORPORATION and GOVERNMENT OF 

SASKATCHEWAN, Respondents 

LRB File No. 207-98; May 2, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Ken Hutchinson and Bob Todd 

For the Applicant: Ted Koskie 
For Saskatchewan Power Corporation: Brian Kenny 
For Government of Saskatchewan: Darryl Bogdasavich, Q.c. 

Remedy - Unfair labour practice - Rectification plan - Board reviews 
rectification phm filed by employer and proceeds to make remedial ordero 

Remedy - Unfair labour practice - Remedial authority - Board's overriding 
goal is to place union in it would have been in but for employer's 
breach - Board avoids punitive remedies and seeks to design remedies that 
support and foster underlying of The Trade UlliOlI Acto 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Posting of notice - Board orders employer 
to issue statement to union members proposed by employer in rectification plan 
- Board also orders employer to provide union members with copies of Board's 
Reasons for Decision and Orders in case. 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Communication - Direct bargaining -
Board orders employer to pay union for costs associated with meetings held by 
union with members to discuss case and Board's decision in cas eo 

Tlte Trade Union Act, SSo 5(e), 5.1 and 42. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Board issued Reasons for Decision in this matter 

on January 21, 2000 and directed Saskatchewan Power Corporation (the "Employer") or 

("SaskPower") to file a rectification plan under s. 5.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T -17 

(the "Act"). SaskPower filed a four point rectification plan on February 4, 2000 that included: (1) a 

written apology; (2) circulation of the ,,,r,t"tF'n apology by mail to each member of the International 

Brotherhood of Workers, Local 2067 (the "Union"); (3) posting of portions of the Board's 
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Reasons for Decision and copy of the written apology on internal bulletin boards and on the 

Employer's intranet system; and (4) an undertaking to enter into arrangements with the Union to 

allow the Union conditional access to the Employer's Lotus Notes system to foster improved 

communications. 

[2] The Union responded to the Employer's rectification plan on February 21,2000 and 

took the position that the Employer's plan was "wholly inadequate. 11 It requested, in addition to the 

four points set out by the Employer in its plan, that the Board also order the Employer: (1) to publish 

an apology and retraction, agreeable in content, size and location to IBEW in the Saskatoon Star 

Phoenix, Regina Leader Post, Estevan Mercury, Prince Albert Herald, and Humboldt Journal and any 

other print media outlet in which it had purchased advertising in relation to the matters that were 

found to constitute unfair labour practices; (2) to restrict the content of its future communications to 

Union members to not refer to industrial or labour relations issues that are the subject of 

negotiations; (3) to fund wage and travel costs for Union staff to travel and meet with all its units to 

explain and answer questions relating to the rectification plan and to promote an anticipated 

improved labour relations atmosphere; (4) to provide the Union with "read only" access via the 

intern et to its human resources intranet information system; (5) to pay wages of certain employees 

relating to the time frame of the labour dispute; and (6) to call and participate in a public news 

conference with the Union to announce and answer questions related to the rectification plan. 

Previous Orders 

[3] In the previous decision the Board found that SaskPower had violated s. 11(1)(a) of 

the Act. The Board summarized its findings at [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 30, LRB File No. 207-98 at 57 

to 59 as follows: 

[86] In the present case, the On-Line communications emanating from SaskPower 
did, in our view, cross the line into impermissible communication. First, the 
communications were disparaging of the Union s leadership and their proposals. The 
communications were worded in such a fashion so as to draw a distinction between the 
membership of the Union and its leadership and to suggest that the leadership of the 
Union lacked support from its members. SaskPower used the On-Line communication 
to suggest to the Unions membership that they reject their Union's position. In so 
doing, SaskPower undermined the role of the Union as the exclusive representative of 
its members. The Employer was clearly attempting to convince members of the Union 
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that its leadership was acting against their interests. Such communications are 
improper and constitute violations ofs. 11(1)(a) and of the 

[87} Secondly, some of the On-Line communications conveyed inaccurate 
information, such as the claim that the Union was seeking a 12.4% wage increase and 
the claim that the Union had instructed employees to engage in a work-to-rule. Both of 
these claims misrepresented the state of collective bargaining. 

[88} In Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Government of 
Saskatchewan et al., [l999} Sask. L.R.B.R. 307, LRE File No. 109-98, the Boardfound 
as follows at 346: 

We find that the Government's communication with northern 
employees constitutes improper intelference with employees' rights to 
be represented exclusively by SGEU The terms of the transfer were 
not agreed to between SGEU and the Government at the time the 
representations were made to northern employees. While the 
Government may have felt it necessary to assume that the transfer 
would take place on the terms set out in the 1994 agreement in 
principle and to advise the northern employees of those terms, it failed 
to advise northern employees the matter was the subject of 
negotiations between it and SGEU, and that no final agreement had 
been reached on the terms of the . The Government's assertion 
that the tramJer would take place under the terms of the 1994 
agreement in principle misrepresented the state of collective 
bargaining to such a degree that ordinary SGEU members would be 
confilsed by the information and have their faith and confidence in 
SGEU undermined. 

For these reasons, wefind that the Government violated s. 11(1)(a) of 
the Act. 

[89} In our view, the same result would occur in this instance. Union members 
were receiving information on bargaining from both the Union and SaskPower. 
While the Union had proposed an 8% increase in one year, SaskPower asserted that 
the Union was seeking a 12.4% increase. Aside from the confusion that the 
misrepresentations would cause among the Union's membership, vile find that the 
Employer's purpose in making such assertions was to undermine the position of the 
Union as the exclusive representative of its members by causing dissention and 
distrust among the membership against the Union. Such conduct constitutes unfair 
labour practices within the meaning of s. 11 (1)(a) and (b). 

[89} Third, the On-Line communications contained threats relating to the strike 
activity of the Union. In On-Line No. 173, SaskPower made reference to a decision 
to "lock-out an IBEW member who away from a power outage 11 •• and notes 
that its action "appears to have sent a clear message to the IBEW leadership that we 
will not tolerate any action which threatens safety of our customers !I. The same 
On-Line goes on to detail the members for strike related 
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activity. On-Line No. 174 continued in the same tone with unknown action 
threatened. In our view, these comments conveyed a message to the average Union 
member that strike activity would not he tolerated by the Employer, which clearly 
constitutes a violation of s. 11 (I)(a). Employees of SaskPower, having taken a 
successful strike vote having notice of the strike in accordance with the 
Act were entitled to engage in any strike activity. SaskPowerls On-Line 
communications constitute improper attempts to coerce or threaten employees who 
were exercising the right to strike. 

[91} We find SaskPower in violation of s. II (I)( a) and (h). SaskPower argued 
that issues relating to the communications were not adequately raised in the Union IS 

application. However, we find that paragraph 4( dd) is sufficient to raise the issues 
dealt with under this heading. SaskPower did not file a formal, detailed reply to the 
application, nor did it seek particulars of the application. It did not request an 
adjournment of the application to permit it to respond fully to the Union's case, nor 
did it lead any evidence in these proceedings. In these circumstances, the Board 
finds that the Union IS pleadings were sufficiently clear to permit the Board to make 
the determinations under s. 11 (I)(a) and (b). 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

317 

[4] In making its remedial orders relating to unfair labour practices, the Board exercises 

powers pursuant to ss. See), 5.1 and 42 of the Act. 

Arguments 

[5] Mr. Kenny, counsel for SaskPower, argued that the remedies must bear some 

relationship to the violations found by the Board. SaskPower noted that the unfair labour practice 

findings relate to communications from SaskPower to its employees which were transmitted through 

the internal computer based e-mail system. According to SaskPower, the remedy should address the 

form of the impermissible communication. SaskPower argued that the general purpose of a remedial 

order under s. 5(e)(ii) is to attempt to place the Union in the position it would have been in but for 

the breach of the Act. Counsel argued that the remedy must not be punitive in nature and it must be 

rationally connected with the breach and its consequences. In its view, the proposed four-point plan 

addressed the improper communication by circulating SaskPower's apology, the Board's Reasons for 

Decision and the Board Orders, to the employees who received the impermissible communication 

and in the same manner that they received it. In SaskPower's opinion, this remedial response would 

foster improved labour relations and would not inflame the conflict between it and the Union further. 

Counsel referred to Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. 
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[1 

Sask. 

Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board ",,,,,,,r.,, [2000] Sask. IhRB.R. 314 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 556, LRB File Nos. 208-97 to 227-97 & 234-97 to 239-97 and 

Government and General Employees' Union v. Government of Saskatchewan [1999], 

398, LRB File No. 109-98. 

Counsel for SaskPower argued that the remedial requested by the Union went 

beyond the findings of the Board in the 

findings of the Board, such as the request 

the Union's request for a Board order 

hearing by requesting relief that is unrelated to the 

pay for certain employees. SaskPower also argued that 

SaskPower from engaging in communications with 

employees is a forn1 of quia timet injunction based on subject matter. Similar objections were raised 

with respect to the remaining aspects of Union's proposed order, with the exception of granting 

the Union access to SaskPower's internal communication systems. 

Mr. Koskie, counsel for the Union, argued that there were three primary methods of 

communication relied on by SaskPower during the labour dispute, which included newspaper 

advertisements, on-line communications internal email system) press conferences. Each 

method was according to the to the leadership Union and to undennine its 

representation rights both with its membership and with members of the pUblic. 

Counsel referred the Board to 

[1996] 1 S.C.R. 369 CS.c.c.) in support 

Oaks j1;tines Inc. v. Canada (Labour Relations 

his argument that the Board can impose broad 

remedial solutions to overcome bargaining behaviour that violates the Act. Counsel also referred to 

Re Tandy Electronics Ltd. v. United Steelworkers of America et al.(1980), 115 D.L.R. (3d) 197 (Ont. 

High Ct.) as authority for the Board to order monetary loss for lost opportunity to bargain a 

collective agreement and to Saskatchewan Government and General Employees' Union, supra, as 

authority for the Union's claim for payment of Union expenses in meeting 

mechanism for assisting the Union restore its credibility in its members' eyes. 

its members as a 

The Union argued that SaskPower's impermissible communication left the Union 

vulnerable during the co11ective bargaining process which affected all the membership of the Union. 

As a result, the Union desires a broad internal and external remedial response from SaskPower to 

overcome the hann to the Union resulting from the violations of the Act. 
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Analysis 

[10] The Board set out its approach to its remedial powers in Loraas Disposal Services 

Ltd., supra, as follows at 568: 

[11] 

The Board has broad powers under the provisions of the Act to make orders which 
are designed to rectifY or overcome, as best as possible, a violation of the Act. In 
this regard, we are guided by the judgment of Cory J. in Roval Oak Mines. supra, 
where His Lordship stated as follows: 

There are four situations in which a remedial order will be considered 
patently unreasonable: (1) where the remedy is punitive in nature; (2) 
where the remedy granted infringes the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms; (3) where there is no rational connection between the 
breach, its consequences, and the remedy; and (4) where the remedy 
contradicts the objects and purposes of the Code. 

The overriding goal of the Board in designing an appropriate remedy is to place the 
Union and its members in the position they would have been in but for the 
Employer's breach of the Act. In doing so the Board avoids punitive remedies and 
seeks to design remedies that support and foster the underlying purposes of the Act, 
which includes the encouragement of unionized workplaces and the encouragement 
of healthy collective bargaining. 

In the present case, the Board found that the Employer's communication undermined 

the exclusive role of the Union as the bargaining representative by various means, including drawing a 

distinction between the Union's members and its leadership. The harm done was to the credibility of 

the Union as bargaining representative in the eyes of its members. In addition, the Board found that 

certain comments made by SaskPower during the labour dispute conveyed the message to Union 

members that a strike would not be tolerated by SaskPower and thereby attempted to interfere with 

employees' rights to participate in strike activity. 

[12] It is not always possible to shape a meaningful or complete remedy to overcome the 

harm caused by a violation of the Act. This may be particularly so when the violation occurs in the 

heat of a labour dispute and the remedy that is available to overcome the harm comes in the relative 

calm following the dispute. 
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[D] There is also some complexity added to the remedial issue the 

violations relate to employer communications. The Board must be mindful of protection 

afforded by the Charter to speech and must tailor its remedies to impact on the Charter right only to 

the extent that is necessary or permitted by the Act. In Re National Bank v. Retail ClerIcs' 

International Union et al.(1984), 9 D.L.R. (4th) 10 (S.c.c.), the Supreme Court of Canada held a 

Canada Labour Relations Board Order requiring the employer to issue a Canada Labour Relations 

Board written letter under the signature of its chief executive was punitive and violated the 

Charter's speech protections. Specifically, the Board must avoid making an order which requires a 

party to make statements that it does not wish to make. 

[14J In the present case, the Board asked for and received a rectification plan from the 

Employer. In its plan, the Employer volunteered to issue a statement to its employees as part its 

efforts to overcome the effect of its violations of the Act. In our SaskPower has presented a 

document which is accurate and which expresses its regret in a meaningful fashion. We are in 

agreement with the issuing of the statement, which is set out in the rectification plan, from 

SaskPower to all Union members mail and its inclusion on internal boards and 

In making this Order, the Board is not requiring SaskPower to issue a statement of apology, IS 

agreeing with SaskPower that its proposed statement is an appropriate and effective mechanism for 

remedying the breach. 

[15] The Board also agrees with SaskPower's proposal to provide Union members with 

copies of the Board's Reasons for Decision and Orders, as proposed in its rectification plan. 

[16] With respect to SaskPower's proposal to enter into an arrangement with the Union to 

anow the Union conditional access to SaskPower's Lotus Notes system, the Board is unwilling to 

make an order requiring SaskPower to make such an Obviously, the parties are able to 

enter into such an agreement on their own as a method of improving communication between them. 

However, there are serious security issues which must be addressed before access is granted. These 

issues are beyond the ability of the Board to monitor and enforce in any meaningful way and will not 

be addressed in this Order. The parties may refer to Communication, Energy and Paperworkers 

Union, Local 911 v. ISM Information Systems lVIanagement Corporation, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 352, 

LRB File No. 120-97, for an example of difficulties arising from such computer access 

arrangements. 
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[17] The Union's response to SaskPower's rectification plan asked the Board to order 

SaskPower to issue its apology in various newspapers throughout Saskatchewan. The Board found 

that SaskPower's improper communications 'Nere aimed at convincing Union members that they 

were being poorly represented by the Union leadership. In our view, this effect is best remedied by 

addressing the Union members directly, as proposed by SaskPower. The placement of 

advertisements in various newspapers would serve to embarrass SaskPower in the eyes of the public, 

but it would not assist, in our view, in restoring healthy labour relations in this workplace. 

[18J The Union also requested a restraining order preventing SaskPower from discussing 

labour relations matters with Union members through the use of the internal "On-Line" 

communications. The Board will issue a general restraining order directing SaskPower to refrain 

from engaging in the conduct which the Board found to constitute a violation of the Act in this 

instance. However, the Board generally does not grant orders restraining communications that may 

otherwise be lawful. The Union is seeking an order preventing SaskPower from discussing any 

industrial and labour relations issues that are the subject of negotiations. In our view, this type of 

order is too broad and infringes on areas of communication which the Board has found to be lawful: 

see Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Canadian Linen Supply Limited, [1991] 1 st 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 63, LRB File No. 029-90. 

[19] The Union also requested that it be provided with resources to conduct meetings 

with its members around the province to discuss the unfair labour practice application with its 

members. In our view, the Union's proposal is appropriate. Such meetings would assist in restoring 

the credibility of the Union with its membership. In Saskatchewan Government and General 

Employees' Union v. Government of Saskatchewan et ai., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 398, LRB File No. 

109-98, which involved circumstances similar to the present case, the Board ordered the respondents 

to pay for the costs of a meeting held by the union with employees to review the Board's decision 

and explain the impropriety of the respondent's communications. In our view, a similar order in this 

instance would provide an effective remedy for overcoming the effect of the violations. The Board 

will order SaskPower to reimburse the Union for the costs associated with such meetings, namely, 

the travel costs paid by the Union to its members, if any, to attend the meetings; the cost of staff 

travel to the meetings (for one staff person); the costs of the wages paid to the staff person to prepare 
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and attend the meetings; and any other costs that are reasonably associated with such meetings. 

Board will reserve its jurisdiction to determine any matters arising from this Order. 

[20] The Union's request for "read only" access to SaskPower's human resources Intranet 

infonnation system is denied for the same reasons Board stated above in relation to SaskPower's 

proposal. 

The Union's request for of statutory holiday pay and stand-by pay to certain 

employees is denied because this issue is unrelated to the unfair labour practice application and the 

Board's findings therein. 

The Union's request for an order reqmrmg SaskPower to participate m a news 

conference with the Union relating to this Order and the Board's Reasons for Decision is not granted. 

Such a press conference could be arranged by agreement of the parties but, in our view, it would not 

be a productive labour relations remedy. It seems to the Board that a great deal of the problem 

during the lock-out related to both parties' use of the media as a method for conveying bargaining 

messages. pattern communication v;:'CHl\.U in a serious escalation of the dispute and, in our 

it should be discouraged, not by the Board. 
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SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL 299, Applicant and 
VISION SECURITY Al~D INVESTIGATION INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 228-99; May 8, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Gerald Naylen 

Remedy - Costs - Board declines union's application for costs where Board 
partially responsible for delay in having certification application determined -
Board confirms that award of costs is unusual remedy. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(e), 5(g) and 42. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Service Employees International Union, Local 299 

(the "Union") applied to be certified for a bargaining unit consisting of all employees of Vision 

Security and Investigation Inc. (the "Employer") on September 23, 1999. The statement of 

employment was set by the Board in Reasons for Decision issued March 7, 2000. The final Order 

was granted after hearing from the parties on March 30, 2000. The Board found that the Union 

represented a majority of employees in the bargaining unit. 

[2] There are two issues remaining to address in these Reasons. First, the Union is 

seeking its costs of the application. This request is made in light of the Board's findings set out in a 

letter decision dated February 21,2000 that the statement of employment filed by the Employer was 

without any evidentiary value. The Employer's statement of employment indicated that there were 

approximately 260 employees in the bargaining unit; in the end result, the Board found that there 

were 82 employees in the bargaining unit. The Union had originally estimated that there were 78 

employees in the bargaining unit. The Union argued that the Employer's conduct of its case was 

designed to delay the hearing and to prevent the Union from knowing who was and who was not an 

employee. Counsel also noted that the Union had requested to be present when the Employer had 

employees sign the statement of employment and this request had not been complied with by the 

Employer. 
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[3] The Employer argued that no issue was raised by the Union with to the 

statement of employment at the pre-hearing of the application. In addition, counsel indicated that he 

was caught off-guard by the Union's request to have the Board strike down the Employer's statement 

of employment. Counsel also indicated that he was not prepared to argue the issue of costs and 

would wish to speak to it further if the Board was considering such an order. 

[4] The second issue deals with the Union's request to have the Board direct that an 

interim Order issued by a different panel of the Board in LRB File Nos. 229-99 to 233-99 be returned 

to the panel for further and better orders. The Union argued that the Employer had failed to carry out 

the terms of the original interim Order and that further orders were necessary. 

[5] The Employer denied that it had failed to carry out the Order in question. The 

Employer also argued that nothing would be gained at this point by directing the Employer to 

comply with the Order or by issuing fmiher orders on the matter. 

Analysis 

[6] The Board found in its February 21, 2000 letter decision the Employer had not 

followed the procedure set down in the Regulations for obtaining specimen sif,rnatures employees 

'vvhen requested to do so by the Board. In our decision, we attempted to clarify the procedure for 

completing statements of employment so that it is understood clearly that the Employer is required to 

have employees sign the statement of employment in the presence of the Union if the Union requests 

to be present for the taking of specimen signatures. the Union does not request to be present, the 

Employer still must obtain specimen signatures from employees included on statement of 

employment, unless it is not practically possible to obtain signature in the time frame required by 

The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the In that event, a photocopy of the employee's 

TDl form can be attached to the statement of employment. 

[7] In the earlier proceeding, the Employer claimed that it had received advice from the 

Board Registrar that photocopied specimen signatures were accepted by the Board. Although we are 

doubtful that the Board Registrar gave the advice indicated, we are prepared to accept that the 

Employer understood that it was not to obtain signatures. 
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[8] Secondly, in relation to the statement of employment, the parties required earlier and 

better guidance in setting the criteria for determining which of the persons listed by the Employer on 

its statement of employment were "employees". In other cases, the Board has set the criteria first 

and then asked the Employer to file a statement of employment that is responsive to the criteria that 

has been set by the Board: see Retail, Wholesale Canada, A Division of the United Steelworkers of 

America v. United Cabs et al., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 337, LRB File No. 115-95. It would seem to 

this Board that earlier guidance from the Board on this issue would have assisted the parties in 

determining an accurate statement of employment. 

[9J In relation to the Union's claim for costs related to the statement of employment, the 

Board is unwilling to grant such an order. The Board is aware of the Union's frustration in getting 

the certification application heard and we recognize that the application was unnecessarily delayed 

by the problems outlined above. However, these difficulties were not solely the fault of the 

Employer and were contributed to, in part, by the Board's lack of clarity on the procedural side and 

the failure to intervene early to set the criteria for determining which employees would be included 

on the statement of employment. In these circumstances, the award of the unusual remedy of costs 

would not be warranted. 

[10] The second matter raises an issue of compliance with a previous Order of the Board. 

This matter should be directed back to the panel that heard and determined the Interim Order under s. 

5(e) of the Act which provides that the Board may make orders requiring any person to "do anything 

for the purpose of rectifying a violation of this Act, the regulations or a decision of the board." This 

Board is not seized with the application that lead to the Interim Order. We will direct the Board 

Registrar to refer the matter to hearing before the panel of the Board that issued the Interim Order. 
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COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES (SASKATOON) ASSOCIATION LTD., 
Applicant and CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 974, 
Respondent 

LRB File No. 246-98; May 9, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Gerry Caudle and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Garj Zabos 
For the Respondent: Harold Johnson 

Employee - Confidential personnel - Confidential secretary will have access to 
confidential labour relations information and win be regularly exposed to 
confidential labour relations discussions among management team - Board 
provisionally excludes confidential secretary from bargaining unit. 

Employee - Confidential personnel - In order to be excluded from bargaining 
unit, exposure to confidential labour relations information must be on regular 
basis - Board stresses that confidential exclusions granted with caution because 
excluded personnel not permitted to belong to any trade union. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(m) and 5.2. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Community Health Services (Saskatoon) Association 

Ltd. (the "Clinic") applied under ss. 5(k)(i) and (ii), 5(m) and 5.2(1) and (2) of The Trade Union Act, 

R.S.S. 1978, c.T-17 (the "Act") to amend the celiification Order issued to the Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 974 (the "Union") on January 26, 1994 to exclude a confidential secretary. 

The application was filed on November 27, 1998, within the 30-60 day open period set by s. 5(k) of 

the Act. 

[2] The Union filed a reply to the application in which it asserted that the position of 

confidential secretary was not required and that in-scope clerical personnel had been used to take 

notes and prepare correspondence. 

[3] The Board conducted on August 26 and 27, 1999. 
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Facts 

[4] The Clinic is a member-owned health co-operative which employs approximately 

140 full-time equivalent staff and provides medical care to 25,000 patients, 10,000 of whom are 

members. The Clinic's day-to-day operations are run by Mr. Patrick Lapointe, administrator, who 

reports to an elected Board of Directors. Seventeen department heads report to Mr. Lapointe. 

[5] The administrator is assisted by a committee called the Internal Planning and 

Priorities Council ("IPPC"), which includes department heads and a representative of the Union. The 

IPPC meets on a monthly basis to develop strategies and policy and to plan for the future. The 

Union representative sitting on this committee is excluded from discussions that would give rise to a 

conflict of interest, for instance, discussions relating to the negotiation of collective agreements, 

interpretation of the collective agreement, grievance and arbitration matters, discipline and the like. 

Minutes of the IPPC are taken by the administrative assistant, an out-of-scope position. 

[6] In addition, an executive committee meets on a weekly basis (the "IPPE"). This 

committee includes the head of medical group, head of counseling, controller, IPPC representative, 

administrator and a member of the Union. Again, the Union representative is excluded from the 

meeting when discussions turn to matters that would give rise to a conflict of interest for the Union 

representative. 

[7] The Union is also represented on the Board of Directors, through the election of a 

Union member to the Board. However, the member is excused from Board meetings when matters 

pertaining to the Clinic's labour relations with the Union are discussed. 

[8] The Clinic operates on democratic principles and encourages the inclusion of the 

Union in decision-making. 

[9] The request for an additional confidential secretary was made to address the Clinic's 

need for a confidential secretary to attend to minute taking at the IPPE meetings and to prepare and 

circulate the minutes and background information that are required prior to and subsequent to the 

weekly meetings. The administrative assistant has insufficient time to devote to the work of the 
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IPPE. According to the Clinic, other in-scope secretarial staff found that they were uncomfortable in 

the role as secretary to IPPE because of the confidential nature of some of the discussions. This was 

disputed by the Union's witnesses who thought that the system of using in-scope secretaries for the 

IPPE meetings worked well. 

[10] 

duties: 

The proposed job description assigns to the confidential secretary the following core 

Prepares, types, edits and distributes cOlTespondence, memos, 
reports, agendas and written material for meetings, and meeting 
minutes, including those of a confidential nature (especially those 
related to the IPPC and IPPE). 

Attends meetings of a confidential nature, takes, transcribes and 
distributes meeting agendas and minutes of meetings. 

@ Prepares and distributes confidential reports and correspondence. 

41 In the absence of the Administrative Assistant, acts as Recording 
Secretary for the IPPC and Board of Directors. 

Types, distributes and files material relating to collective bargaining 
and grievances. 

Monitors the Staff Development Fund budget and carries out 
secretarial and clerical duties required in connection with 
administration of the Fund. 

Does typing and filing of material for employee personnel files, as 
directed by the Administrative Assistant. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[11] 

2 

The Board considered the following provisions: 

In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 
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(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(i. 1) a person engaged by another person to 
perform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 

5 The board may make orders: 

(m) subject to section 5.2, determiningfor the purposes of this Act 
whether any person is or may become an employee; 

5.2(1) On an application pursuant to clause 5(m), the board may make a 
provisional determination before the person who is the subject of the application is 
actually performing the duties of the position in question. 

(2) A provisional determination made pursuant to subsection (1) becomes a final 
determination after the expiry of one year from the day on which the provisional 
determination is made unless, before that period expires, the employer or the trade 
union applies to the board for a variation of the determination. 

Arguments 

329 

[12] Mr. Zabos, counsel for the Clinic, argued that a person may be excluded on the basis 

that they act in a confidential capacity with respect to the industrial relations of the employer if the 

confidential functions constitute a regular, not incidental, part of the position. Counsel referred the 

Board to Grain Services Union (ILWU - Canadian Area) v. Hillcrest Farms Ltd, [1997] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 591, LRB File No. 145-97 and Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union of 

Canada v. E.C.C. International Inc., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 268, LRB File No. 362-97. Counsel 

noted that the primary focus of the confidential secretary's position is to attend and keep records of 

the discussions of the ICCE, including all confidential matters that arise in that meeting. The 

position is required to allow management to function in the smoothly. 
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[13] Mr. Johnson, counsel for the Union, argued that confidentiality cannot anse In 

relation to info1111ation which is shared with the Union and it does not arise solely because of access 

to the Clinic's personnel files: see Canada (Labour Relations Board) v. Transair, [1977] 1 S.c.R. 

722 (S.c.c.). The Union also relied on Canadian Union of Public Employees', Local Union 935 v. 

Government of Saskatchewan at the Psychiatric Centre, [1965] 3 Decisions of Sask. L.R.B. 7 for the 

proposition that the confidential exclusion must "be taken into confidence of management in the 

formulation, interpretation andlor execution of company policy" (at 8). The Union argued that the 

position in question would not be involved in developing or implementing the Clinic's labour 

relations strategy. Counsel also argued that the person's participation in labour relations issues is 

incidental to her main role as a recorder of meetings which include the Union as participant. The 

Union noted that the Clinic prides itself on operating in a democratic fashion. It also notes that its 

grievance and arbitration load is small and well managed by the Clinic and the Union. The Union 

participates in all levels of decision-making in the Clinic. As a result, the confidential lS 

not great and could be managed by a change in cunent assignments and duties without the creation 

of the confidential secretary. 

[14] The Union also refened the Board to Ontario Public Service Employees' Union v. 

Dufferin County Board of Education, [1995] O.L.R.B.D. No. 4958 and British Columbia (Labour 

Relations Board) v. Canada Safevvay Ltd., [1953] 2 S.c.R. 46 (S.c.c.). 

Analysis 

[15] In the E. C. C. International Inc. case, supra, the Board noted that the purpose of the 

confidential exclusion under s. 2(f)(I)(B) was to prevent a conflict of interest between an employee, 

whose job requires him or her to have access to confidential information related to his or her 

employer's labour relations, and his or her membership in the Union. The provision also permits an 

employer to freely discuss labour relations issues with a group of managerial and confidential 

employees without fear that the discussions will be inappropriately disclosed. The exclusion is 

granted with caution because of the serious consequences for the person holding such position - they 

are not permitted to belong to any trade union. In this regard, the Board must ensure that the job 

functions entail regular exposure to confidential labour relations information. 
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[16] In any workplace, the amount of confidential labour relations work will vary from 

time to time depending on the issues at play in the workforce, the state of collective bargaining, the 

relationship between the union and the employer, and other factors. In the present case, the Clinic's 

internal structure is different from many workplaces in that the Union is encouraged to participate in 

the major managerial committees and the Board of Directors. While this factor may reduce the 

number of issues that would be subject to the "confidential" labour relations label, it does not totally 

remove the Clinic's need for an out-of-scope confidential secretary. This is demonstrated by the 

evidence that Union officials are asked to withdraw from the IPPE, IPPC and Board of Directors' 

meetings during discussions of labour relations issues. 

[17] In our view, the Clinic has established that the proposed position will have access to 

confidential labour relations information and will be regularly exposed to confidential labour 

relations discussions among the management team. The person who occupies the position will be 

required to act in a confidential capacity with respect to the labour relations of the Clinic by keeping 

minutes of IPPE meetings, circulating and compiling confidential information and being present 

during confidential discussions among management relating to labour relations. 

[18] For these reasons, the Board will grant an Order under ss. 5(m) and 5.2 declaring the 

position of "confidential secretary" not to be an employee within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i)(B) and 

granting provisional exclusion from the bargaining unit for a period of one year from the date of this 

Order, to become final after the passage of one year unless either party applies to the Board for a 

variation of this determination. 
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, 529, 
Applicant and MUDJATIK THYSSEN MINING JOINT VENTURE, Respondent 

LRB File No.140-99; May 9, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Bruce McDonald and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton 
For the Respondent: Fred McBeth 

Construction industry - Appropriate bargaining unit - Standard construction 
unit - Board notes that standard electrician bargaining unit includes foremen -
Board includes individuals acting as foremen with supervisory functions but 
without disciplinary functions in bargaining unit. 

Construction industry - Appropriate bargaining unit - Statement of 
employment - Board declines to apply "reasonable expectation of recan" 
principle in construction industry where individuals employed on job-by-job 
basis, work not permanent and no general expectation of recall. 

Construction industry - Collective agreement - Abandonment - Board reviews 
principle of abandonment and difficulties associated with establishing its 
application in construction industry. 

Decertification - Employer's application - Board confirms that principle of 
employee choice prevents employer from applying for rescission of certification 
order. 

Successorship - Transfer of business - Joint venture - Board finds joint venture 
to be successor to one party to joint venture agreement where management 
expertise, key personnel, type of work, equipment, office facilities, operational 
control and expertise all "transferred" from party to joint venture. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sea), 5(b), S(e), 37 and 37.3. 
The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, s. 18. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 

529 (the "Union") applied to be certified for a bargaining unit composed of "all journeyman 

electricians, electrical apprentices, electrical workers and electrical foremen" employed by Mudjatik 

Thyssen Mining Joint Venture (the "Joint Venture") in Saskatchewan, north of the 51 st parallel. 
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[2] The Joint Venture filed a reply on June 23, 1999 and raised various issues relating to 

the Union's application. Subsequently, an amended reply was filed by the Joint Venture on January 

31, 2000. The parties to the Joint Venture are Thyssen Mining Construction of Canada Ltd. 

("Thyssen") and Mudjatik Enterprises Inc. ("Mudjatik"). The Joint Venture denies that it is an 

electrical contractor as alleged in the Union's application. It claims that there were approximately 30 

employees employed by the Joint Venture at the time the application was filed. 

[3] On December 10, 1999, the Union notified the Board and the Joint Venture that it 

sought to amend its application to include a claim for successorship and/or common unionized 

employer declarations pursuant to ss. 37 and 37.3 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the 

"Act") and s. 18 of The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, S.S. 1992, c. C-29.11 (the 

HCILRA, 1992 "). In this regard, the Union was relying on a certification Order dated August 29, 

1975 for Thyssen. 

[4] At the hearing of this matter on February 1 and 2, 2000, the Joint Venture withdrew 

its amendment to the statement of employment dated July 21,1999. The Union agreed to permit the 

Joint Venture to amend its reply and the Joint Venture agreed to permit the Union to amend its 

application. The parties agreed that Chuck LaB rash should be deleted from the statement of 

employment and that Gary Wiens should be added to the statement of employment. The parties 

dispute the status of Clifford Roland, Ken Walker and Gord Horricks. 

Facts 

[5] Thyssen is involved in the construction, maintenance and operation of mines. It is a 

subsidiary of Thyssen Schachtau GMBH of Germany. Thyssen was certified by the Union on 

August 29, 1975 and was a party to collective agreements for the years 1976 and 1977. In 1980, it 

wrote to the Union and advised that it would be represented in collective bargaining by the 

Saskatchewan Construction Labour Relations Council ("SCLRC"), which was then the designated 

representative employers' organization under The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, S.S. 

1979, c. C-29.1 (the "CILRA, 1979"). 
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[6] In 1984, SCLRC gave notice to the Union to terminate the collective bargaining 

agreement then in effect on behalf of Thyssen and the other employers in the trade division. 

In 1993, following the passage of the CILRA, 1992, the Union wrote Thyssen to 

engage it in collective bargaining under the framework established by the CILRA, 1992. Thyssen 

responded to the con-espondence by indicating that it was not a "unionized employer" and was not 

obligated to bargain the Union. Subsequently, the Construction Labour Relations Association 

of Saskatchewan Inc. ("CLR"), the designated representative employers' organization for the trade 

division, contacted Thyssen and advised it that it was subject to seven certification orders and was 

therefore a unionized employer within the meaning of the CILRA, 1992. Various other pieces of 

con-espondence were forwarded by the Union to Thyssen after March, 1993 but none of them 

received a response from Thyssen. 

[8] According to Mr. Gus Gereke, former business manager for Union, during the 

period subsequent to the repeal of the CILRA, 1979 until March, 1993, the Union had contacted 

Thyssen on a regular basis to inquire as to whether or not it had need for electricians. Each time it 

was told that there was no cun-ent need for electricians. This period also coincided with the 

expansion of spin-off companies and the Union suspected that Thyssen was hiring employees 

through a spin-off company called Thyssen Mine Development Corporation, a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Thyssen. 

[9] Mr. Carmen Firlotte, Human Resources Co-ordinator for Thyssen, testified that 

Thyssen has no corporate records relating to its certification by the Union or any other union and 

lacks any corporate knowledge of the events of the 1970's and 1980's pertaining to its collective 

bargaining obligations. Mr. Firlotte did not know the basis on which Thyssen asserted in March, 

1993 that it was not a unionized employer. The officer who made the assertion is no longer 

employed by Thyssen and was not called as a witness in these proceedings. 

[10] At the time of this application, Thyssen was working on three mmmg sites m 

northern Saskatchewan. On all three sites, it had entered into a joint venture agreement with 

Mudjatik, which is owned by Des Nedhe Development Inc., a corporation established by the English 

River First Nation. On all three joint ventures, Mudjatik represented and was agent for a variety of 

northern partners, including northern towns northern First Nations. The Mudjatik Thyssen Cigar 
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Lake Joint Venture was formed in order to bid on the construction of a test mining facility at Cigar 

Lake; the Mudjatik Thyssen CluffLake Joint Venture was formed in order to bid for contract mining 

at Cluff Lake; and the Mudjatik Thyssen Joint Venture was fonned in order to bid on Cameco's 

McArthur River Project. All of these projects relate to uranium mines in northern Saskatchewan. 

The joint ventures were entered into between April 22, 1997 and March 1, 1998. 

[11] The joint venture agreements contained the following common elements: (1) 

Thyssen acts as administrative manager of the joint venture; (2) Thyssen is responsible for 

appointing the Project Manager; (3) Thyssen hires, places and supervises all employees; (4) Thyssen 

and Mudjatik share responsibility for providing working capital, but Mudjatik is limited in its 

maximum exposure on each project; (5) Thyssen is paid a management fee based on revenues or 

profits; (6) Tron Power Inc., a corporation owned by the English River First Nation, co-ordinates the 

hiring and training of northern residents for the project, maintains a northern hiring pool, and acts as 

northern liaison in return for a management fee. All revenues are shared on a 50-50 basis between 

Thyssen and Mudjatik. 

[12J Thyssen supplies all of the key personnel and, through them, the knowledge and 

skills to perform the work in question. Mudjatik provides some of the working capital and, through 

Tron Power Inc., access to northern resident employees. Thyssen prepared all of the tendering 

documents. The equipment used on the joint venture projects came from three sources: rental, 

project owner or Thyssen. Mr. Firlotte was unaware of any assets held in the name of the Joint 

Venture. The Joint Venture does not have an office but relies on the office space and staff of 

Thyssen. In addition, all salaried employees on the projects are paid by Thyssen and their salaries 

are billed back to the Joint Venture for reimbursement. Benefit plans for employees were 

maintained by Thyssen. 

[13] The joint venture arrangements between Thyssen and Mudjatik are required, in part, 

as a result of the surface leases negotiated between the Province and the owners of the uranium 

mines to ensure that northern residents benefit from the employment created by mine development 

and to ensure that northern communities and First Nations benefit from the same development. Mr. 

Firlotte indicated that Thyssen could not obtain work in the north without entering into a joint 

venture arrangement with northern companies. 
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[14] In relation to the statement of employment, Mr. Firlotte testified that Ken Walker is 

a long term employee of Thyssen and acted as an electrical foreman at the McArthur River site. 

According to Mr. Firlotte, Mr. Gord Horricks is also a long term employee of Thyssen and he 

worked as chief electrician at the McArthur River site. The documents indicate that Mr. Horricks 

and Mr. Walker recommend hiring, which is subject to approval by the project manager or the site 

superintendent. There is no evidence that either employee disciplined other employees. Both are 

hourly paid employees. They also have some input the electrical quotes prepared by Thyssen. 

[15] Mr. Firlotte testified that Mr. Clifford Roland worked at the Cluff Lake site and was 

laid off for lack of work on May 7, 1999. He was subsequently rehired on June 21, 1999 at the 

McArthur River site. He was on layoff for period from May 7 to June 21, 1999. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[16] 

CILRA,1992. 

Arguments 

[17] 

The Board considered ss. Sea), (b), (c), 37 and 37.3 of the Act and s. 18 of the 

Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, argued that Mr. Roland should be included on 

the statement of employment as he had a "reasonable expectation of recall" as set out in Schan v. 

Little Borland and United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Local 1805, [1986] 

Feb. Sask. Labour Rep. 55, LRB File Nos. 221-85 & 275-85. 

[18] The Union also argued that Mr. Horricks and Mr. Walker should be included on the 

statement of employment as employees. The Union noted that their duties are similar to electrical 

foremen and that they lack the power to hire and fire employees. The Union relied on Saskatchewan 

Government Employees' Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority; Saskatchewan 

Liquor Store Managers' Association v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, [1997] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 836; LRB File Nos. 037-95 & 349-96. 
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[19] With respect to the successorship/common employer argument, the Union argued 

that this case is a classic successorship with the assets, personnel and know-how transferred from the 

unionized employer, Thyssen, to the new employer, the Joint Venture. 

[20J The Union also argued that s. 18 of the CILRA, 1992 applies to the factual situation. 

According to the Union, the evidence demonstrates that Thyssen and the Joint Venture are associated 

or related businesses which are carried on under common control and direction. Thyssen controls all 

aspects of the work of the joint venture with Mudjatik adding working capital and labour force 

development. The work of the Joint Venture is indistinguishable from work formerly performed by 

Thyssen. Counsel argued that the extension of the Union's certification Order from Thyssen to the 

Joint Venture was not an unreasonable or unwarranted extension of collective bargaining rights. The 

Union argued that the situation was similar to a traditional spin-off arrangement. The Board was 

referred to Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local Union 296 v. Inter-City 

Mechanical Ltd. and Century Mechanical (1975) Ltd., [1984] May Sask. Labour Rep. 37, LRB File 

Nos. 002-84, 003-84 & 004-84 and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 529 v. 

Sun Electric (1975) Ltd. and Sun/Baker Joint Venture, [1985] July Sask. Labour Rep. 34, LRB File 

No. 052-85. 

[21] The Union argued that the "abandonment" argument is not available to the Employer 

as a matter of law under the Act or on the facts of this case. Counsel noted that, absent an allegation 

of fraud, the only provision permitting the rescission of a certification order is contained in s. 5(k), 

which permits employees to apply to rescind a certification order on an annual basis. The Union 

argued that certification orders "belong" to the employees of an employer and that the Board should 

reverse its previous decisions that permitted an employer to rescind a certification order based on the 

principle of abandonment. The Union referred the Board to International Union of Operating 

Engineers, Hoisting, Portable and Stationary, Local 870 v. Wappel Concrete and Construction Ltd., 

[1984] April Sask. Labour Rep. 33, LRB File No. 302-83 which first dealt with the "abandonment" 

argument. 

[22J As a matter of fact, counsel argued that the abandonment principle does not apply 

because the Joint Venture has failed to demonstrate through its evidence that the Union did intend to 

abandon its bargaining rights. The Union noted that the Joint Venture did not establish that it hired 

any electricians in the period of the 1980's and early 1990's. In this regard, counsel referred to 
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Prince Albert Comprehensive High School Board v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners 

of America, [1981J 3 Can LRBR 410, LRB File No. 144-81; National Bank of Canada v. Retail 

Clerks International Union, Local 508 (1985), 12 CLRBR (NS) 300 (Can. L.R.B.); Armatage 

Refrigeration Ltd. v. United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and 

Pipejitting Industry of the United States and Canada, Local No. 516 (1993), 17 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 311 

(B.C.I.R.C.); VicWest Steel Inc. v. Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local Union 296, 

[1988] Feb. Sask. Labour Rep. 55, LRB File No. 072-87. 

[23] The Union asked the Board to detennine the successorship/related employer issue 

first. If the certification Order needed to be dealt with, the Union requested that the Board reserve on 

the issue of ordering a vote, if a vote needed to be ordered. 

[24] Mc McBeth, counsel for Thyssen and the Joint Venture, argued that Mr. Roland was 

not an employee on the date the application for certification was filed. Counsel referred the Board to 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. A-Ler! Canada Ltd., [1996J Sask. L.R.B.R. 156, 

LRB File No. 294-95. 

The Joint Venture also maintains that Mr. Walker and Mr. Horricl(s are 'B"""«!",'" 

employees and are excluded from the definition of "employee". 

[26] The Joint Venture disputes that there is any evidence that there has been a sale, 

lease, transfer or other disposition of Thyssen's business to the Joint Venture, as required to trigger 

the successorship provisions contained in s. 37 of the Act. 

[27] The Joint Venture also argued that the related employer provisions set out in s. 37.3 

of the Act and s. 18 of the CILRA, 1992 do not apply to the factual setting. Counsel argued that 

Mudjatik and Thyssen were totally separate entities with no overlapping ownership or interest 

outside of the contractual joint venture agreements. Mudjatik is not a "spin off" of Thyssen and 

should not be affected by the certification Order binding Thyssen. 

[28] The Joint Venture also argued that the Union abandoned its rights to be certified at 

Thyssen by its inactivity over a 14 year period, which corresponds to the period of time that Mr. 

Firlotte was employed by Thyssen. 
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Analysis 

Certification Issues - Statement of Employment 

[29] The Board finds that Ken Walker and Gord Horricks are employees within the 

meanmg of the Act. In International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 529 v. A-Lert 

Canada Ltd., supra, the Board outlined the history of the standard bargaining unit assigned to the 

Union in the construction sector. The typical electrician bargaining unit includes "all journeymen 

electricians, electrician apprentices, electrical workers and electrician foremen." The evidence in the 

present case indicates that Mr. Walker and Mr. Horricks perform primarily foreman functions. They 

do not perform disciplinary functions. These functions are left in the hands of the project manager. 

In light of Board rulings in Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, supra, the supervisory 

functions performed by Mr. Walker and Mr. Horricks are insufficient to remove them from the 

bargaining unit. 

[30] Mr. Clifford Roland is not added to the statement of employment because he was not 

employed on the date the application for certification was filed. Mr. Roland's employment had been 

terminated for lack of work and he was not re-hired until after the application for certification was 

filed with the Board. 

[31] In International Association of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers v. 

Metal Fabricating Services Ltd., [1990] Spring Sask. Labour Rep. 70, LRB File Nos. 166-89, 193-89 

to 195-89,214-89 to 216-89 at 71, the Board held that employees, who are not employed on the date 

the application for certification is filed, are not entitled to participate in the representation question 

unless there are exceptional circumstances. In the construction sector, employees are hired to 

perform work on a job-by-job basis, there is little permanency to the work and no general 

expectation that employees will be recalled by the employer when the work situation improves. In 

this environment, the Board is reluctant to apply the "reasonable expectation of recall" principle set 

out in the Schan v. Little-Borland Ltd. and United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of 

America, Local 1805, [1996] Feb. Sask. Labour Rep. 55, LRB File Nos. 221-85 & 275-85. In our 

view, the Schan decision is not in line with the decisions of the Board set out in Metal Fabricating 

Services Ltd., supra. If the principle were applied, the Union would be required to file support 
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evidence from employees who, at the time, were not at the workplace and who may well be unknown 

to the Union. Unless there is demonstrated regular employment with the Employer, and very short 

periods of lay-off, the Board is unlikely to accept that an employee on lay-off prior to the date of 

application for certification should be included on the statement of employment. 

Abandonment of Certification Order 

[32] In Wappel Concrete and Construction Ltd., (supra), the Board pem1itted an 

employer to rely on the doctrine of "abandonment" to effectively render a certification order void. 

The Board justified the application of the doctrine of "abandonment" in the following terms at 36: 

Underlying the doctrine of abandonment is the concern that a trade union, because of 
its inactivity, no longer represents employees in the bargaining unit. 

And at 37: 

[33] 

If a union seeks and acquires the right to act as exclusive bargaining agent for 
employees and then for an unreasonably long time ignores its responsibility to bargain 
in good faith for them it should lose its right to do so. Accordingly, any union that fails 
to actively carry out its duty to bargain collectively for the employees it represents, 
without a satisfactory explanation for its failure, will be found as a fact by this Board 
to have abandoned its bargaining rights. Although the Board will always be reluctant 
to infer that bargaining rights vested in a union have been abandoned, this case is one 
that is velY clear. 

In the WappeZ Concrete and Construction Ltd. case, the certified trade union was 

certified with the employer in October, 1959 and negotiated a one year collective agreement. After 

that period, no further negotiations were entered into between the union and the employer and the 

union did not deal with any disputes or grievances of employees in the unit. The employer raised the 

abandonment defence in response to an application by the union filed in 1983 to bring the employer 

within the statutory provisions of the first CILRA, 1979. 

[34] Subsequently, the defence of "abandonment" was relied by the Board in Morin v. 

Aim Electric Ltd. and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 529, [1985] Feb. Sask. 

Labour Rep. 27, LRB File No. 331-84, to carve out a portion of a certification order on whose behalf 

the certified trade union had not bargained and who in fact were represented by a different local of 

the same trade union on a voluntary recognition basis with the employer. 
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[35] The Board has considered the abandonment argument on several occasions since the 

WappeZ case, but the defence has not been accepted by the Board outside the two cases cited above. 

In International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 870 v. Gunnar Industries Ltd., [1996] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 749, LRB File No. 160-96, the Board rejected an abandonment argument in the following 

terms at 764: 

[36] 

In this case, the Union did contact the Employer and brought succeeding collective 
agreements to the attention of Mr. Kimery. They made a demand for the 
enforcement of the union security clause, they presented a notice to bargain, and 
they ultimately filed a grievance. It is true that these steps were taken at fairly 
lengthy intervals, and the Union did not seek the assistance of this Board in 
asserting their claims. At the same time, it must be remembered that the Union was 
making these efforts during a period when there was considerable confusion 
concerning industrial relations in the construction industry, and, in any case, they 
may not have known that there were employees falling under their jurisdiction at 
work for much of this time, given the flat denials of Mr. Kimery on this point. These 
circumstances fall far short of those in which a trade union might reasonably be 
regarded as having abandoned the bargaining rights granted in a certification 
Order. 

The confusion concerning industrial relations in the construction industry related to 

the repeal of the CILRA, 1979 in 1983 by the passage of The Construction Industry Labour Relations 

Repeal Act, S.S. 1983-84, c.2 (the "Repeal Act"), and the resulting debate over whether s. 4 of the 

Repeal Act continued in force the collective agreements negotiated under the terms of the CILRA, 

1979. This last issue was ultimately resolved by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in United 

Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe fitting Industry of the United 

States and Canada v. Metal Fabricating and Construction Ltd. (1990), 84 Sask. R. 195 (Sask. c.A.). 

The Court of Appeal interpreted s. 4 of the Repeal Act as continuing the pre-Repeal Act collective 

agreements in force until new collective agreements were concluded under the new system of 

collective bargaining. A description of the industry over the period from 1983 to 1990 is set out in 

International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 870 v. Dominion Company Inc.; United 

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Local 1985 v. PCL Industrial Constructors Ltd., 

[1994] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 146, LRB File Nos. 158-93 & 176-93. 

[37} The Board had a further opportunity to examme the abandonment defence in 

International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades, Local 739 v. Marchuk Decorating Ltd., 

[1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 63, LRB File No. 009-97, where the Board held that an employer who 
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represented to the certified union that it engaged no employees in the bargaining unit could not rely 

on the doctrine of abandonment to resist the enforcement of the existing certification order. 

[38] It would seem to the Board from a review of the cases referred to above that before 

the principle of abandonment can be applied in the construction industry, the employer must 

establish that it employed tradespeople within the scope of the union's certification order during the 

period of the alleged abandonment. If there is no evidence that such tradespeople were employed by 

the employer during the alleged abandonment period, the principles set out in Prince Albert 

Comprehensive High School Board, (supra) and VicWest Steel Inc., (supra), would apply. 

[39] In Prince Albert Comprehensive High School Board, supra, the Board held that an 

employer is not entitled to apply for rescission of a certification order when there are no employees 

in the bargaining unit. The Board explained at 411 that: 

[40] 

In the construction industry, to permit the decertification at the instance of an 
employer when there are no employees in a unit would require unions to apply for 
certification for each employer for each new construction project if an employer 
chose to decertifY at the conclusion of each project. This would be an impossible 
task and would, in effect, destroy adequate union representation in the construction 
industry and disrupt collective bargaining as it exists in the construction industry. 

The principle of employee choice underlying the Board's decision in Prince Albert 

Comprehensive High School Board case, (supra), was reinforced by the Board in VicWest Steel Inc., 

(supra), where the Board held at 60 as follows: 

Why, then, shouldn't the contractor be entitled to decertifj; the union after a project 
is done and the tradesmen have left? Because there is a basic contradiction between 
an employer application for decertification and the fundamental premise of The 
hade Union Act. That premise, which is as applicable to contractors in the 
construction industry as it is to all other employers, is that it is the wishes of the 
employees, and only the wishes of the employees, that are to be considered in 
choosing and rejecting a bargaining agent. A certification order issued solely on the 
basis of the wishes of the employees can only be removed on the basis of the wishes 
of the employees unless there is some other criterion directed by the Act in a 
particular situation (as, for example, Section 16 of the Act which permits an 
employer application to rescind a certification order obtained by fraud). If there is 
to be a different set of rules for contractors, they must emanate not from the Board 
but from the legislature. 
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[41J The VicWest Steel Inc. case dealt briefly with the issue of abandonment and noted at 

58 that: 

It may be that when a union abandons its bargaining rights the affected employer 
should be entitled to apply for and receive an order rescinding the stale certification 
order. The Board need not decide that question on this application, however, 
because the absence of collective bargaining between the employer and the union in 
this case has nothing to do with union abandonment of existing employees. Rather, 
no bargaining occurred because the employer found it profitable to terminate all of 
its sheet metal workers and subcontract its construction work. 

--/ .;.:;;~-.-~.-- '"'" 
\\ 

[42J (~~~~~~l~)t would seem to the Board that the employer must also explain how it 

came to employ tradespeople without reference to the hiring provisions contained in the relevant 

collective agreement. Once a collective agreement has been entered into between a union and an 
", ___ .. __ ~ ",~_"~O'_' __ ,._~~.on ~.," c·_ ,-.~._.~_. , , __ , ~'''. _ 

employer in the construction sector, the employer generally is obligated to obtain his employees 

from the union's hiring hall. Such agreements restrict the employer's ability to hire employees "off 

the street" except in unusual situations, such as an inability on the part of the union to provide 

sufficient employees. Where an employer is relying on the defence of abandonment, in our view, it 

must explain how it came to employ persons who are not members of the union. This may occur, for 

instance, if the certified union refused to provide members to the employer in response to the 

employer's request for tradespeople. 

(43) A similar policy is applied in decertification applications as evidenced by cases like 

Sinnaeve v. Johnson Controls Ltd. and United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 

Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry of the United States and Canada, Local 179, [1990] Fall Sask. 

Labour Rep. 49, LRB File No. 243-89, where the Board held at 52: 

The Board's policy has always been that before it will accept the evidence of support 
filed with a decertification application, the membership of the bargaining unit 
should be as close as possible to what it would be if the union security provisions of 
the collective bargaining agreement had been complied with. 

[44] (Third, tn the context of the CILRA, 1992, where negotiations and collective 

bargaining take'pla~;/ on a multi-employer basis through the designation of a representative 

employers' organization, it would be <!iXQ~ult for an individual employer to allege abandonment of 

bargaining rights where the certified trade union has negotiated or is attempting to negotiate a .... _"",,,, 
-~--~""' 
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of bargaining, collective bargaining takes place at the level of the union and the representative 

employers' association. A unionized employer may have little direct contact with the certified union 

under this scheme. However, the on-going collective bargaining between the union and the 

representative employers' organization is carried out with respect to the unionized employer and the 

employees covered by the union's certification order. An lack of awareness of or 
---~--------~- .. -.-......... -

involvement in the work of the representative employers' organization is not indicative of 

"abandonment" by the certified union. 

[45] Lastly; in most situations, employees in the bargaining unit who do not want to be 

represented further by the certified union have the ability to file to rescind the union's certification 

order on an annual basis. The Board should be reluctant, except in the most extreme cases, to find 
-----~------,·,--'"~·----"-,- •• _c~,< • ._. ~-.,--.---- -,-, _____ ~-

that a trade union has abandoned certificate without testing the union's support 
~----

through the vehicle of a rescission and vote. This is the statutory mechanism established 

for continually checking employee support for a certified bargaining agent. 

[46] In the present case, the Joint Venture has not established that it did employ 

electricians during the period of the alleged "abandonment" by the Union. In addition, it did not 

rebut the evidence of Mr. Gereke who testified that he regularly checked with the Joint Venture to 

see ifit required tradespeople, and was consistently told "no." As a result, the Joint Venture has not 

established the first condition for claiming abandonment, i.e. that the Joint Venture actually 

employed persons within the bargaining unit during the period in question. The abandonment 

argument must fail on this ground. 

Successorship 

(47] The Union argued in this case that the Joint Venture is a successor employer to 

Thyssen Mining Construction of Canada Ltd. and is subject to the certification Order and the 

collective agreement applicable to Thyssen Mining Construction of Canada Ltd. The Union relies on 

s. 37 of the Act. 
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[48] In United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Locals 1805 and 1990 

v. Cana Construction Co. Ltd. et al., [1985] Feb. Sask. Labour Rep. 29, LRB File Nos. 199-84, 201-

84 & 202-84, the Board set out the test for determining if an employer is a successor employer under 

s. 37 of the Act in the following terms: 

[49] 

In order to determine whether there has been a sale, lease, transfer or other 
disposition of a business or part thereof, the Board will not be concerned with the 
technical legal form of the transaction but instead will look to see whether there is a 
discernable continuity in the business or part of the business formerly carried on by 
the predecessor employer and now being carried on by the successor employer. The 
Trade Union Act does not contain a statutory definition of "business" and the Board 
recognizes that it is not a precise legal concept but rather an economic activity 
which can be conducted through a variety of legal vehicles or arrangements. It has 
given the term "business" a meaning consistent with the comments of the Ontario 
Labour Relations Board in Canadian Union of Public Emvlovees v. Metrovolitan 

..... ..- .... 

Parking Inc., [J980} 1 Can. L.R.B.R. 197, at 208: 

A business is a combination of physical assets and human initiative. 
In a sense, it is more than the sum of its parts. It is a dynamic 
activity, a "going concern If, something which is "carried on". A 
business is an organization about which one has sense of life, 
movement and vigour. It is for this reason that one can 
meaningfully ascribe organic qualities to it. However intangible 
this dynamic quality, it is what distinguishes a "business" fram an 
idle collection of assets. This notion is implicit in the remarks of 
Widjery, 1. in Kenmir v. Frizzel et al., [J968} 1 All E.R. 414 ... 

Widjery, 1. took the same approach as that adopted by this Board, concentrating on 
substance rather than form, and stressing the importance of considering the 
transaction in its totality. The vital consideration for both Widjery, 1. and the Board 
is whether the transferee has acquired from the transferar a functional economic 
vehicle. 

In determining whether a "business" has been transferred, the Board has frequently 
found it useful to consider whether the various elements of the predecessors 
business can be traced into the hands of the alleged successor business; that is, 
whether there has been an apparent continuation of the business - albeit with a 
change in the nominal owner. 

In applying the test to a transfer in the construction industry, the Board commented 

as follows at 41 : 

In the Boards opinion, the "economic life" of a construction company may therefore 
depend upon the availability of a combination of component parts at a cost the 
market will bear and which include, among other things, the availability of skilled 
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labour, managerial expertise, ownership of or access to necessary equipment, and 
(especially in the commercial, institutional and industrial sector) sufficient capital 
and financial stability. 

In the present case, we find that the following factors indicate that the Joint Venture 

is a successor employer to Thyssen: 

1. The Joint Venture has acquired all of its management expertise from 

Thyssen. Thyssen provides the Joint Venture with its key personnel in all 

areas of operation, from the tendering process, to the actual construction 

activities. Thyssen personnel completely manage the worksite; 

2. The business carried on by the Joint Venture is the same as was carried on 

by Thyssen prior to the creation of the Joint Venture. The Joint Venture is 

not engaged in a business that is different from the business operated by 

Thyssen prior to the creation of the Joint Venture; 

3. The Joint Venture operates with equipment from Thyssen and with the use 

of Thyssen!s office facilities and support staff. Thyssen provides the benefit 

coverage to employees on the site; 

4. Practical operational control of the Joint Venture rests with Thyssen and 

depends on its expertise in mine construction; 

5. The remaining partners in the Joint Venture lack the mining construction 

expertise to obtain the work in question. Their partnership with Thyssen is 

essential to obtaining the work through the Joint Venture. The economic 

relationship between the partners is based on mutual gain, providing access 

for both to the work in question. 
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[51J In our view, these factors indicated that Thyssen has transferred a part of its business 

to the Joint Venture. This case is similar to the Board decision in Sheet Metal Workers International 

Association, Local Union 296 v. Inter-City Mechanical Ltd. and Century Mechanical (1975) Ltd., 

[1984] May Sask. Labour Rep. 37, LRB File Nos. 002-84, 003-84 & 004-84, where the Board 

concluded at 40 as follows: 

[52] 

The distinction must always be drawn between a transfer of a "business" or "part of 
a business /1 and a transfer of assets or items. There is no single test that can be 
applied in every situation because the decision is essentially a factual one. However, 
in this case, the Board has concluded that Century disposed of and Inter-City 
acquired more than simply a collective of assets. The arrangement amounted to a 
disposition of Century's business or part thereof, and its essential elements, 
including shop facilities, vehicles and equipment, managerial expertise and 
experience, office space, and contracts. 

In holding the Joint Venture to be the successor employer to Thyssen, the Board is 

not expanding the representation rights of the Union beyond the rights it held before the disposition 

of the business. Unlike the factual situation in International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 

Local Union 529 v. SUN Electric (1975) Ltd. and SUN/Baker Joint Venture, [1985] July Sask. 

Labour Rep. 34, LRB File No. 052-85, the successor employer in this instance is performing the 

same work as the predecessor employer. The Union in this instance is not gaining access to work 

beyond what it had prior to the transfer of part of Thyssen's business to the Joint Venture. 

Related Employer 

[53] Given the Board's finding under s. 37, it is not necessary to determine if the Joint 

Venture and Thyssen are related employers within the meaning of s. 18 of the CILRA, 1992. 

Summary 

[54] 

1. 

The Board finds as follows: 

The Joint Venture is a successor employer to Thyssen and is bound by the 

certification Order issued by the Board to the Union on August 29, 1975 and 

to any collective agreement in force between Thyssen and the Union; 
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2. Ken Walker and Gord Honicks are employees within the bargaining unit 

described in the above-captioned certification Order; 

3. The certification application filed by the Union in these proceedings IS 

redundant given the finding in paragraph (1) above; and 

4. There is no evidence that the Union abandoned its representation rights with 

respect to Thyssen. 

[55] 

Venture. 

A certification Order will Issue with respect to Mudjatik Thyssen Mining Joint 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC ElVIPLOYEES, LOCAL 3926, Applicant and BOARD 
OF EDUCATION OF DEER PARK SCHOOL DIVISION #26 OF SASKATCHEWAN 
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Certification - Raid - Effect - Incumbent bargaining agent acknowledges its 
inability to effectively represent group of employees and consents to their 
inclusion in different bargaining unit - In this unusual situation, while 
confirming long standing policy against fragmentation, Board allows creation of 
second bargaining unit. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 5(k). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 3926 

("CUPE") applied to the Board to be certified to represent "all employees of the Board of Education 

of Deer Park School Division #26 (the "Employer") except [various managerial positions] bus 

drivers and teachers employed and functioning as such. fI The application was filed with the Board 

on November 25, 1999. 

[2] There is an existing certification Order issued to the Deer Park Employees 

Association ("DPEA") dated June 24, 1991 for "all employees employed by Deer Park School 

Division No. 26 except [various managerial positions] and teachers." There is currently a collective 

agreement in place between DPEA and the Employer with an effective date of January 1, 1998. 

CUPE's application was therefore filed in the time frame required by s. 5(k)(i) of The Trade Union 

Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 
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[3] The Employer filed a statement of employment indicating that there are eleven 

employees in the proposed bargaining unit, which includes the classifications of teacher assistant, 

teacher aide, clerk n, speech pathologist, library technician and clerk 1. The Employer also filed a 

Reply in which it objected to the carve out of this group of employees from the all employee 

bargaining unit assigned to DPEA. 

[4] The geographical area of the Deer Park School Division #26 consists of a large rural 

area. There are three schools in the School Division at Grayson, Goodeve and Ituna with a student 

population of 329 students. In order to economize, the Employer employs a secretary-treasurer on a 

part-time basis and shares administrative offices and staff with two other school divisions, both 

located in Melvil1e. Aside from teachers, the Employer employs clerks, teachers aides and 

assistants, speech pathologist, bus mechanics and bus drivers. Bus drivers make up the largest part 

of the bargaining unit assigned to DPEA. 

[5] CUPE is certified to represent employees of the two school divisions in Melville 

with whom the Employer in this case shares administrative staff and offices. Although they are two 

separate employers, bargaining takes place on a multi-employer basis between CUPE and the two 

divisions. The key management personnel for the three school divisions are identical and are 

familiar with the CUPE collective agreements. Some of the students from the Employer's area attend 

the Comprehensive High School in Melville and a member of the Employer's Board of Education sits 

on the Board of the Comprehensive High School. 

[6] The clerical and teacher support staff wish to leave the bargaining unit assigned to 

DPEA because they feel they would be better represented by CUPE. In particular, wages are an 

issue for the clerical and teacher support staff, and they reported being significantly behind their 

counterparts in CUPE in the two divisions in Melvi11e. 

[7] Ira Martin, president of DPEA, testified that the Association understood the 

complaints of the clerical and teacher support staff but were unsuccessful at negotiating better 

provisions for them in collective bargaining. DPEA does not oppose the movement of clerical and 

support staff from its bargaining unit to CUPE and, for this purpose, it conducted a vote among its 

membership which supported the change by a vote of 85% in favour of releasing the clerical and 

teacher support staff. Mr. Martin indicated that the bargaining committee for DPEA had tried to 
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obtain better pay increases for the clerical and support staff but found that the Employer was more 

willing to deal with the drivers, who constitute a majority of the membership, than the other staff 

members. At one point, the drivers were willing to take a lower wage increase than the clerical staff 

but this offer was refused by the Employer. Mr. Martin indicated that the Employer was playing to 

the majority of members in the bargaining unit at the expense of the clerical and teacher support 

staff. According to Mr. Martin, bus drivers are paid more on average than bus drivers in other 

divisions. 

Arguments 

[8] Ms. Kagis, for CUPE, argued that the proposed bargaining unit is a viable unit. Ms. 

Kagis referred the Board to Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Canadian Linen, 

[1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 173, LRB File No. 048-99 where the Board set out the rules for determining 

which of two bargaining units is more appropriate. She urged the Board to consider the history of 

collective bargaining in both units, the nature and size of the bargaining units, the nature of the work 

and the interchangeability of the work. According to CUPE, DPEA has been unable to bargain 

successfully on behalf of the clerical and teacher support staff in its bargaining unit. CUPE, through 

its multi-employer structures, has been successful in representing this group in the two school 

divisions in Melville. The three groups share a community of interest in terms of the work 

performed. There are some positions which the school divisions share in common in the Board 

offices. CUPE urged the Board to set aside its normal rules against fragmentation of existing 

bargaining units to allow this group of employees to be represented in a separate bargaining unit. 

[9] The DPEA made no representations to the Board. 

[10J The Employer opposed the creation of a second bargaining unit. It noted that the 

Board had decided the issue of appropriateness of bargaining units when it issued its certification 

Order to DPEA in 1991. At that time, CUPE had applied for a smaller unit, which was rejected by 

the Board. Counsel for the Employer noted that it is a separate employer from the two other school 

divisions in MelviIle and it is not required to bargain centrally with the other two divisions who are 

certified with CUPE. Counsel noted that the tax base for the school divisions differed. The 

Employer argued that there was not sufficient evidence to permit a fragmentation of the bargaining 
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unit. Although CUPE could point to wage differences for clerical and teacher support staff between 

the rural and urban school divisions, it did not present evidence of comparisons between rural 

divisions. Counsel noted that the bargaining structure adopted by the two Melvi11e divisions is 

voluntary and cannot be mandated by the Board. 

Analysis 

[11] The Board has a long standing policy against fragmentation of existing bargaining 

units. The rationale for the rules against fragmentation was set out in Health Sciences Association of 

Saskatchewan v. Wascana Rehabilitation Centre and Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union, 

[1994] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 100, LRB File No. 265-93 at 109 as follows: 

On the other hand, the Board has often stated, notably in the Wavne G. Hanna v. 
Government orSaskatchewan case, supra, and the related decisions in D. Grant Griffin 
v. Government of Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Government Employees' 
Association, LRB File No. 168-80, and Robert M. Donald v. Government of 
Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union. LRB File No. 435-
82, that employees cannot simply choose to opt out of bargaining units because they 
feel their own interests would be better served. In the Plains Health Centre case in 
LRB Files No. 421-85 and 422-85, the Board commented: 

If a democratic majority rule system is accepted as valid under the 
Charter, as surely it must be, then it is the appropriate bargaining unit 
that forms the constituency within which majority views are 
determined. No matter how the constituency lines are drawn, it is 
virtually inevitable that one or more employees in one or more 
occupational groups will not be represented by the bargaining agent 
of their choosing. Nevertheless, everyone in the constituency is 
governed by the wishes of the majority, and no one in the minority has 
a special constitutional right to "opt out" of the constituency and 
choose his own bargaining agent. If that were not the case, collective 
bargaining as it is now structured under The Trade Union Act would 
soon be replaced by the anarchy of unlimited free choice for everyone. 

In that case, of course, the Board did place heavy weight on the community of interest 
relied on by the applicant in granting the application. In retrospect, it is our view that 
the Board, in that and other cases, failed to make what seems to us a valid distinction 
between the significance of community of interest when a certification order is being 
sought for a bargaining unit which is smaller than an all-employee unit in the first 
instance, and the significance of this factor when what is being considered is the 
dismantling of an existing bargaining unit. In a decision in Island Medical 
Laboratories Lld. v. Health Sciences Association Qf British Columbia (1993), 19 
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C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 161, the British Columbia Labour Relations Board referred to the two 
major goals which guide the determination of appropriate bargaining units - ensuring 
access to collective bargaining to employees, and providing a foundation for stable 
industrial relations. The Board went on to make this comment: 

We believe that the concept of community of interest as employed by 
all labour relations boards in North America adequately addresses 
both goals on initial applications for certification. The facilitation 
and encouragement of collective bargaining and the issue of industrial 
stability are not policy matters completely divorced from one another 
either at the initial stage of certification or at the second or additional 
stage of the expansion of collective bargaining. For example, at the 
initial stage of certification, the design of the bargaining unit must 
ensure the viability of collective bargaining. The Board would not put 
into a single bargaining unit employees whose communities of interest 
directly conflict; further, no bargaining unit would be created that 
cuts across a particular classification, where all members are in the 
same physical location, resulting in half of the employees in that 
classification in the bargaining unit and the other half out of the 
bargaining unit. Both these situations would not be conducive to the 
settlement of collective bargaining disputes. 

Industrial stability, however, has different facets, depending upon 
whether one is at the initial stage of certification or at the second or 
additional stage of certification. At the initial stage of certification the 
concern with industrial stability is with the design of the bargaining 
unit. The focus is on a single unit - one union, one employer. 
However, at the second or additional stage of certification the concern 
is threefold: first, the design of the bargaining unit; second, the 
proliferation of bargaining units; and third, the relationship not just 
between the second or additional units and the employer but between 
the units themselves. As the number of units increases, so does the 
potential for industrial instability. 

At the second or additional stage of certification, among the four 
criteria cited in ICBC - administrative efficiency and convenience, 
lateral mobility, common framework of employment conditions and 
industrial stability - we see industrial stability as the most crucial 
factor. 

We do not interpret earlier decisions of this Board as signifying that employees may 
point to a strong community of interest as a basis for defining any bargaining unit they 
wish, or for departing from a bargaining unit which has been defined on a more 
inclusive basis. Though community of interest may have considerable weight in an 
assessment by the Board of whether a bargaining unit can be a viable basis for 
coherent collective bargaining, it is a factor which must be considered in relation to a 
wide range of other factors, especially, as the Island Medical Laboratories decision 
intimates, when what is at issue is breaking down an existing large unit into smaller 
ones. 
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[12] However, in the Wascana Rehabilitation Centre case, supra, the Board indicated that 

one factor that may justify the carving off of a group of employees from a bargaining unit is 

evidence relating to the capacity of the incumbent trade union to provide adequate representation to 

the employees in question. In the present case, there is evidence that the clerical and teacher support 

staff receive wages that are lower than their counterparts in the two Melville divisions, while bus 

drivers receive wages that are more in line with their counterparts in other districts. There is also an 

indication that the incumbent bargaining agent does not feel capable of representing the interests of 

the clerical and teacher support staff. In addition, the incumbent bargaining agent does not oppose 

the removal of clerical and teacher support staff from its bargaining unit. There is no suggestion that 

DPEA has been negligent or careless in representing the interests of the clerical or teacher support 

staff but rather it has been stymied in its representation of these classifications by the Employer's 

bargaining tactics which play to the majority of members in the bargaining unit at the expense of the 

clerical and teacher support staff. We infer from the evidence that DPEA has been unable to 

convince a majority of its membership to reject the Employer's contract offers which continue the 

inequities for clerical and teacher support staff because of the richness of the offer to the majority 

group. 

[13] In this very unusual situation, where the incumbent bargaining agent acknowledges 

its inability to effectively represent a group of employees and consents to their inclusion in a 

different bargaining unit, the Board will stray from its policy of preferring "all employee" bargaining 

units and will allow the creation of a second bargaining unit. In school divisions, the existence of a 

separate bargaining unit for bus drivers is not unusual and the configuration of employees which 

results from the creation of the new bargaining unit will not create an unnatural or unknown 

bargaining structure. We do acknowledge that the creation of the new bargaining unit will impose 

additional burdens on the Employer. However, we are hopeful that the parties can adapt the existing 

voluntary multi-employer structure to facilitate collective bargaining for the new bargaining unit. 

[14] The Board does not think it is appropriate to design the new bargaining unit as an 

"all employee" unit. Currently, the certification issued to DPEA is an "all employee" unit. As CUPE 

is the carve out unit, its order should reflect the classifications that are being brought into it 

excepting therefrom the managerial positions which may have a bearing on the bargaining unit. We 

will issue the Order in the following terms: 
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[15] 

all teacher aides, teacher assistants, library technicians, clerks L II and III and 
speech-language pathologists employed by the Board of Education of the Deer Park 
School Division No. 26 of Saskatchewan in Saskatchewan, except the director of 
education, assistant director of education, secretary-treasurer, assistant secretary
treasurer, confidential secretary, administrative assistant and supervisory assistant, 
are an appropriate unit of employees for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

At the same time, an Order will issue amending the certification Order issued to 

DPEA in the following telTIls: 

[16J 

All employees employed by the Board of Education of Deer Park School Division 
No. 26 in Saskatchewan except the director of education, assistant director of 
education, secretary-treasurer, assistant secretary-treasurer, confidential secretary, 
administrative assistant, supervisory assistant, transportation supervisor, teachers, 
teacher aides, teacher assistants, library technicians, clerks L 11 and III and speech
language pathologists, 

The Board has reviewed the evidence of support filed by CUPE and find that it 

represents a majority of employees in its proposed bargaining unit. As a result, Orders will issue in 

the telTIlS set out above. 
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SWIFT CURRENT DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD, Applicant v. SERVICE 
EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL 336, Respondent 

LRB File No. 001-99; May 11,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Leo Lancaster and Bruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Brian Kenny 
For the Respondent: Ted Koskie 

Employee - Managerial exclusion - Occupational health and safety coordinator 
wiU have disciplinary authority over an employees including highest levels of 
management - Board provisionally excludes occupational health and safety 
coordinator position from bargaining unit. 

Employee - Status - New position - In context of existing bargaining unit and 
certification Order, s. 5(m) of The Trade Union Act must be applied with reference 
to s. 5(j) or s. 5(k) of The Trade Ullion Act - Board describes process which allows 
employer to react to changing conditions and create new positions outside open 
period without committing unfair labour practice. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(j), 5(k), 5(m) and 5.2. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Service Employees' International Union Local 336 

(the "Union") is designated as the certified bargaining agent for a unit comprising all health services 

providers employed by Swift Current District Health Board (the "Employer") by Order of the Board 

dated March 14, 1997. The certification Order includes two schedules: one describing the exclusions 

from the bargaining unit, and one listing classifications that remain in dispute to be determined later. 

The parties concluded a collective bargaining agreement effective January 1, 1995 to December 31, 

1997, and from year to year thereafter. The Union served notice to negotiate for revision of the 

agreement during the "open period" specified by s. 33(4) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17, 

as amended (the "Act"). Subsequently, but prior to October, 1998, the Employer created the new 

position of District Occupational Health and Safety Coordinator (the "coordinator position"). On 

January 5, 1999, the Employer filed an application pursuant to ss. 5(m) and 5.2 of the Act to have the 

Board determine whether the coordinator position is within the scope of the bargaining unit or is 
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excluded on the grounds that the person in the classification is not an employee within the meaning of s. 

2(f)(i) of the Act. The Employer's position is that the coordinator position is out of scope. The Union 

disputes this. 

Statutory Provisions 

[2] 

2 

Relevant provisions of the Act include the following: 

In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer except: 

(A) a person whose primary responsibility is 
to actually exercise authority and actually 
perform functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly acting in a 
confidential capacity with respect to the 
industrial relations of his or her employer. 

5 The board may make orders: 

0) amending an order of the board if: 

(i) the employer and the trade union agree to the 
amendment; or 

(ii) in the opinion of the board, the amendment is 
necessary; 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
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anniversary of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(iU there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversmy date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notwithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 

(m) subject to section 5.2, determiningfor the purposes of this Act 
whether any person is or may become an employee; 

5.2(1) On an application pursuant to clause 5(m), the board may make a provisional 
determination before the person who is the subject of the application is actually 
pelionning the duties of the position in question. 

(2) A provisional determination made pursuant to subsection (1) becomes a final 
determination after the expily of one year from the day on which the provisional 
determination is made unless, before that period expires, the employer or the trade 
union applies to the board for a variation of the determination. 

Preliminary Issue 

[3] At the commencement of the hearing before the Board, Mr. Koskie, counsel for the 

Union, raised a preliminary objection that the Employer's application was out of time because it had not 

been brought during the "open period" prescribed by s. 5(k)(i) of the Act for amending the certification 

Order; the open period would have been approximately the month of November, 1998. 

[4] The facts presented by the Union respecting the preliminary issue were not disputed. 

In October, 1998, the parties were in negotiation to amend the certification Order and the included 

schedule listing those positions that would be out of scope. On October 19, 1998, the Employer 

provided the Union with a copy of the job description for the coordinator position requesting the 

Union's agreement to have the position placed out of scope and stating that time was of the essence. 
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The Union responded the next day that it would not agree. The Employer did not respond specifically 

to the situation regarding the coordinator position but, by letter to the Union dated November 4, 1998, 

the Employer attached a draft schedule listing proposed exclusions from the health services provider 

bargaining unit; the draft schedule did not include the coordinator position. The Employer delayed in 

filing the present application until beyond the open period. 

[5J Counsel for the parties then argued the preliminary issue. Mr. Koskie asserted that the 

Employer's application sought to amend the certification Order because, if granted, it would require 

amendment of the schedule of exclusions to the Order. Mr. Koskie referred, in particular, to the Board's 

decision in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1788 v. John M Cuelenaere Library Board, 

[1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 732, LRB File No. 052-96. In that case the union had argued that the Board was 

barred from hearing an application such as the present one outside of the open period. In determining 

that it had jurisdiction to consider the application, the Board held that s. 5(j) of the Act as it presently 

reads provides the Board with a discretion to deny or to grant such applications based on policy 

considerations. He argued that unless the Employer demonstrated some urgency or pressing necessity, 

the Board ought not to allow an amendment to the certification Order outside the open period. 

(6) In response, Mr. Kenny, counsel for the Employer, argued that the application was not 

to amend the certification Order under s. 5 (j), but rather, was made under ss. 5(m) and 5.2 to determine 

whether a person occupying the position would be an employee within the meaning of the Act. Mr. 

Kenny pointed out that neither of the latter two provisions contained any time restrictions for 

application and he suggested that the addition to the Act of s. 5.2 in 1994, allowing for a provisional 

ruling, evidenced a legislative intention that applications for a determination as to whether a position is 

in or out of scope of the bargaining unit do not have to wait for the open period. He stated that, in any 

event, a provisional ruling would have no immediate effect on the scope of the certification Order and 

amendment mayor may not eventually be necessary. 

[7} Mr. Kenny said there was no practical reason to delay s. 5(m) determinations until the 

s. 5(k) open period. In the present case, he said, there was an immediate need for the position because 

of its relationship to occupational health and safety issues and a notice of contravention made by the 

Occupational Health and Safety branch of Saskatchewan Labour (lithe OH & S Branch") requiring the 

Employer to develop a safety program. 
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[8] It was not suggested that there was any prejudice to the Union in considering the 

application at this time. 

[9] The Board reserved decision on the preliminary issue and heard the evidence on the 

main application. 

Facts 

[101 Mr. Shawn Terlson, the Employer's chief financial officer and acting chief executive 

officer, testified with respect to the position description that had been developed for the coordinator 

position. He said the general responsibility of the coordinator position is to develop, administer and 

evaluate a comprehensive district-wide occupational health and safety ("0H&S") program and to 

ensure compliance by the Employer and employees with provincial1egislation respecting occupational 

health and the program. The Employer has approximately 1000 employees at six facilities. The 

specific responsibilities of the position, as outlined in the position description, are as follows: 

Nature and Scope 

Develop, administer and evaluate a comprehensive OH&S Program. 

To assist management in creating a safe and healthy work environment for employees; 
conformance to legislation; member of OH&S Committees in capacity of employer co
chair; collaborate with and advise management regarding review, development and 
implementation of OH&S policies, procedures and programs as they apply to District 
operations and labour relations. 

Evaluate ongoing safety and health status of the Health District through inspections, 
audits and involvement with OH&S Committees. 

Help identifY OH&S hazards; recommend and promote effective policies and 
procedures to provide safe practices. 

Provide educational activities through SAHO and other agencies to preventlreduce 
accidents (SHMIS, PART, etc.) in conjunction with the Swift Current Health District 
and the Department of Education. 

Assist in the development of a safety program, including site inspections and safety 
audits of departments. 
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Act as a district resource for OH&S issues by reporting directly to the board on OH&S 
issues that have not been dealt with in an effective and efficient manner. The board 
may direct the employee based on recommendations presented when contravention of 
OH&S policy and legislation has been neglected. This position has the authority to 
institute disciplinary action on any employee or member of management as prescribed 
by current OH&S legislation and other legislation surrounding safety and protection 
of employees. 

Ensure compliance of legislation. 

Develop programs to assist in reduction of staff incidents and accidents which may 
result in injury claims. 

Participate with management and members of OH&S Committees to develop a safety 
program that is committed to reduction of physical hazards as well as unsafe work 
practices and behavior and promote a safety culture within each workplace. 

Develop, manage and maintain an accident and claims reporting system in which 
accidents are promptly reported and investigated and are analyzed for implementation 
of corrective action. 

Develop communication strategy between managers, employees, physicians and 
Workers' Compensation Board. Coordinate the implementation of the workers' 
Compensation Risk Management Program. 

Coordinate the Return to Work Program with Human Resources and appropriate 
manager by identifying rehabilitative options. 

On behalf of the employer, create and maintain a safe and healthy work environment 
by adhering to district policies and current workplace legislation. 

Develop and ensure maintenance of a WHMIS program. 

Evaluation of the ongoing safety and health status of the District and make necessary 
changes as required. 

SPECIFIC ACCOUNTABILITIES: 

1. Standards 

Establishes goals and objectives on an annual basis for the OH&S Program. 

Develops and establishes work procedures and standards for self and others. 

Reviews and revises policies and procedures to promote safe work practices. 

Keeps abreast of legislation and current trends concerning health and safety. 
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Dialogues and consults with Saskatchewan Association of Health 
Organizations (SAHO) to ensure safety standards are known and understood. 

2. Education 

Develops and promotes safety education programs. 

Promotes awareness of safety through a comprehensive safety education 
program. 

Assists in the orientation of new employees, medical staff, volunteers and 
students regarding safety procedures and practices and assists in the ongoing 
education of employees and supervisors. 

Assumes responsibility for personal and professional growth and development 
through participation in continuing education. 

3. Administration 

Acts as employer co-chairfor OH&S Committees in the execution of their role. 

Assists in the investigation of work place incidents/accidents. 

Jvlonitors and analyses trends and statistics. 

In consultation with Human Resources and managers, assists handling of 
Workers' Compensation (WCB) claim files including maintenance of 
appropriate records for monitoring purposes, follow-up with employees and 
WCB claims officers. 

As employer co-chair, works with the OH&S Committees to ensure workplace 
inspections and follow-up, environmental monitoring, ergonomic assessments 
and consultations. 

Mr. Terlson testified that the impetus to create the coordinator position arose as a result 

of a notice of contravention from the OH&S Branch in June, 1998, requiring that the Employer develop 

a health and safety program. He stated that officials of the Branch emphasized the independence 

required of OH&S professionals, and expressed the opinion that existing positions dealing with OH&S 

matters in the Employer's various facilities did not meet the independence criteria. He said the 

coordinator would be responsible for establishing the terms of reference for OH&S issues throughout 

the health district and, although the coordinator would report to himself in his capacity as chief financial 

officer, if necessary, the coordinator could take his or her concerns to the chief executive officer or 

directly to the district health board. He said the position will actually exercise disciplinary authority 

over members of management as wen as the members of the bargaining unit. He described this 
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authority as independent in that it will not require the approval of anyone else in management; the 

coordinator will be free to act against both employees and members of management including situations 

in which criminal sanction may result. He said the coordinator will have the authority to place 

documentation on employee personnel files concerning performance with respect to OH&S matters 

and, with reference to that function, will be involved in employee performance appraisal. 

[12] As Employer co-chair on the OH&S committee, he said the coordinator would exercise 

a supervisory role with respect to employee co-chairs on the committee because implementation of 

OH&S initiatives resides with the Employer. He said the ultimate responsibility for compliance with 

OH&S requirements lay with the coordinator, who will perform site inspections and safety audits and is 

charged with implementing remedial action required by any notice of contravention made by the OH&S 

Branch. 

[13] Mr. Terlson emphasized the serious nature of the responsibilities of the position in light 

of the significant penalties and potential punitive damages that could result to the Employer and/or to its 

officers, directors and managers in the event of non-compliance with statutory OH&S duties and 

obligations. In the event of such a situation, he said, the coordinator will be charged with maintaining 

an accident and claims reporting system and assisting in the investigation and advising counsel. He 

emphasized the independent decision-making authority of the position related to the aspect of 

compliance with statutory requirements. 

[14] While the Employer has created only the one position at present, Mr. Terlson said that 

if additional personnel were necessary the coordinator would be involved in their hiring, supervision 

and evaluation. 

[15} Mr. Terlson expressed the opinion that the Employer had a fairly urgent need for a 

safety professional in light of the notice of contravention from the OH & S Branch, and that in 

November, 1998, he was unaware of an open period for amendment of the certification Order; once he 

became so aware he contacted counsel. 
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[16] Mr. Terlson also expressed the opmlOn that, in particular, the disciplinary and 

personnel file recording functions of the position created a real potential for conflict with members of 

the bargaining unit. 

[17] Mr. Dave Milo, a long-serving officer with the OH&S Branch was also called to testify 

by the Employer. He said that in the two to three years before the Employer filed this application it had 

been found to be in contravention of OH&S regulations on a number of occasions. Mr. Milo referred to 

thc notice of contravention that he filed against the Employer requiring the development of a safety 

program on a health district-wide basis pursuant to s. 13 of The Occupational Health and Safety Act, 

1993, S.S. 1993, c. 0-1.1 (the "OH&S Act, 1993"). He described the development of such a program 

for an employer like the health board as a "huge" undertaking requiring professional risk analysis and 

the development of comprehensive protocols. 

[18] Mr. Milo said individuals charged with the development, implementation and 

compliance of such a program must have authority over all employees, whether in or out of scope, as 

concems OH&S matters. He expressed the opinion that the position must be able to report 

independently to the highest level of the organization because of the potential for criminal sanctions 

against the board and/or its officers, directors and managers under s. 60 of the OH&S Act, 1993. He 

referred to a recent case involving a different employer where a supervisor was found guilty of the 

wrongful death of an employee. He said an OH&S professional should have the authority to bypass an 

organization's chief executive officer and go directly to the organization's board of directors and, if 

necessary, be able to recommend discipline of even the eEO. It is that independence and authority, he 

said, that lends credibility to the program. 

[19] In cross-examination, Mr. MHo was referred to the provisions of the OH&S Act, 1993 

providing for the mechanism for development of a safety program through a consultative process with 

OH&S committees and representatives of all distinct workplaces in an organization. He said he 

encouraged the Employer to retain an OH&S professional because of the magnitude of the undeliaking, 

but made no comment as to whether the position should be in- or out-of-scope of the bargaining unit. 

He asserted that the safety professional charged with the responsibilities required under the legislation 

should be independent of any committee and would be a resource person for, and have authority over, 

such committees regardless of their composition of members of management or the bargaining unit. 
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[20] Mr. Greg Trew, an international representative of the Union, was called to testify by 

the Union. He pointed out that the coordinator position was not covered by the existing certification 

Order resulting from health care reorganization following the Dorsey Commission report. Since the 

Order was issued, he said, the parties have agreed that some of the positions in dispute listed in one of 

the schedules to the Order are out-of-scope. 

[21] Mr. Trew testified he was unaware that a position description had been developed for 

the coordinator position until it was sent to him by the Union's local office in the latter part of October, 

1998. He said the response of the local Union to the Employer's request for agreement that the position 

was out-of-scope was not discussed with him. Mr. Trew said he was contacted by Mr. Terlson in late 

October requesting that he intercede with the local Union. Mr. Trew declined and said he told Mr. 

Terlson that the Employer should apply for amendment to the certification Order during the open 

period. 

[22] With respect to the coordinator position description, Mr. Trew was of the opinion that 

it did not include access to confidential information regarding the Employer's industrial relations and 

pointed out that it did not refer to the access to employee personnel files described by Mr. Terlson. He 

said some of the duties described in the position description were currently being performed by other 

employees; for example, he said in-scope employees had been performing safety officer duties 

regarding hazardous materials disposal for some time and that the Saskatchewan Association of Health 

Organizations ("SAHO") provided some training for that. 

[23] Mr. Trew stated that in his experience with other health districts it was not necessary 

that the safety officer report to the CEO but only to a senior manager. He said he differed with Mr. 

Terlson as to whether an in-scope employee could fill the position because, traditionally, such personnel 

have not been involved in discipline. 

[24] In cross-examination, when asked by Mr. Kenny whether it made any difference 

whether the Employer applied to resolve the status of the coordinator position inside or outside of the 

open period, Mr. Trew responded that it really made no difference except that it was a statutory 

requirement and the Employer should not be rewarded for, as he put it, "coming through the back door." 
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Argu.ment 

[25] Mr. Kenny argued that the Employer had acted appropriately in applying to the Board 

under s. S(m) rather than acting unilaterally to fill the position out-of-scope; it had developed a detailed 

position description and attempted to bargain the issue with the Union. He pointed out that the 

Employer was under pressure from the OH&S Branch to develop a comprehensive safety program. As 

far as the position itself was concerned, Mr. Kenny referred to the decision of the Board in 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retaii Whoiesale and Department Store Union v. Canadian Linen and 

Uniform Service Co., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 173, LRB File No. 048-99, as authority for the proposition 

that In a multi-bargaining unit setting, the Board looks at whether there is a possible labour relations 

conflict of interest with any potential bargaining unit. Mr. Kenny said there was no doubt that the 

coordinator position must not only be out-of-scope but independent of both management and the 

members of the bargaining unit, as the duties entailed investigation and enforcement of compliance 

regarding matters that could result in criminal sanction if not enforced. 

[26] Mr. Kenny asserted that OH&S issues are closely related to labour relations in many 

instances and not uncommonly lead to disputes between the Union and the Employer. The coordinator 

is envisioned as having the authority to issue directives to be acted upon immediately by employees and 

management alike. He said the coordinator would be a key member of the management team in dealing 

with notices of contravention and charges under legislation, and would be a management co-chair on 

the OH&S committee. 

[27] Mr. Koskie pointed out that it was difficult to assess a position that had never been 

filled, but on the face of the position description the coordinator would not primarily exercise authority 

and actually perfom1 functions that are of a managerial character nor regularly act in a confidential 

capacity with respect to the Employer's industrial relations. In this regard, he referred to Service 

Employees'International Union, Local 333 v. Metts Addictions Council of Saskatchewan, Inc., [1993] 

3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 49, LRB File No. 002-93. Mr. Koskie also referred to Canadian Union 

of Public Employees, Local 21 v. City of Regina; Regina Civic Middle Management Association v. City 

of Regina, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 464, LRB File Nos. 023-95 & 037-96, and said that the determination 

of whether a position is in or out-of-scope is based on whether there is an "insoluble conflict" with the 

members of the bargaining unit. Mr. Koskie referred to Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union 
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V. Bosco Homes Inc., [1989] Spring Sask. Labour Rep. 84, LRB File No. 246-88, as authority that 

where there is no experience or history with a position, the Board looks at whether the duties are clearly 

identified and assigned. He said that in the present case the position description was nothing more than 

a "wish list." He asserted that the representation that the duties would include disciplinary authority 

must be examined closely as it did not appear to be related to industrial relations. He said that the 

Employer's argument on this point did not weather scrutiny because there was a conflict inherent in the 

coordinator being a member of management with authority to discipline other members of 

management. He opined that the disciplinary component of the position was not significant enough to 

warrant exclusion from the bargaining unit. 

Analysis and Decision 

[28] The Employer in the present case has not applied to amend the certification Order but 

rather for a determination under s. 5(m) of the Act and, alternatively, for a provisional order under s. 

5.2, that the coordinator position is out-of-scope of the bargaining unit. 

[29] While an application pursuant to ss. 5(m) and 5.2 may eventually result in an 

amendment to the certification Order, the scope of the changes to the certification Order that may be 

sought under ss. 5(j) and 5(k) is much broader. The purpose of the open period prescribed by s. 5(k), as 

enunciated in several decisions of the Board, is to promote predictability and stability in the 

representation of employees in certified bargaining units. The most notable instance of an application 

which can only be made during the open period is an application for rescission of the certification 

Order. But in some cases of amendment requiring that application be made only during the open period 

may not have the desired effect and may promote instability in labour relations. The use of s. 5(j) is 

intended to ameliorate any negative effect of applying the time restrictions of s. 5(k) in situations of 

amendment outside of the open period by allowing an employer to make reasonably necessary and 

urgent changes to the method of performing its work necessary or advisable in the interests of 

promoting stability in industrial relations. 
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[30J Prior to the amendment of s. 5G) in 1994, jurisdictionally, the Board considered its use 

to be restricted to situations where it was necessary to clarifY or correct an order of the Board outside of 

the open period. But this is no longer the case. In John M. Cuelenaere Library Board, supra, the Board 

desclibed the effect of the 1994 legislative change to s. 5(j) on applications of this kind and reiterated 

the primary purpose of the open period to ensure predictability and promote stability in the 

representation of employees in certified bargaining units. At 742, the Board stated as follows: 

[31] 

Section 5(j) places in the hands of the Board a discretion to amend or rescind an Order 
in other circwnstances than those where it is considered necessary to clarify or correct 
the Order. It permits the Board to contemplate such amendment or rescission for a 
range of reasons which could include substantive considerations of policy, as well as 
the technical issues which were the basis of such amendment or rescission before the 
amendment to s. 5(j). In our view, one of the implications of this is that the restrictions 
on considering applications which are filed outside the open period in s. 5(k) are no 
longer of a jurisdictional nature; the restrictions which remain are those imposed by 
the Board in the light of whatever factors we think relevant. 

As we indicated in the University of Saskatchewan decision, supra, we do not think the 
amendment of s. 5(j) constituted a signal for the wholesale abandonment of the open 
periods set out in s. 5(k). As a general rule, the requirement that parties who wish to 
apply for amendment or rescission of Board Orders concerning the scope of 
bargaining units and the representation of employees by trade unions serves a useful 
pUlpose in terms of ensuring orderliness and predictability. The temporal benchmarh 
provided by the open periods should continue to guide the parties in the vast majority 
of cases. It is only where the application of the ordinary requirements creates a 
significant dijjiculty for the parties or an obstacle to sound collective bargaining that 
the Board should consider exercising our discretion under s. 5(j). 

At the same time, the Board was cognizant that a simple finding under s. 5 (m) was not 

wholly satisfactory: a declaration of status under s. 5(m) does not have the effect of changing the scope 

of the certification order. The Board stated, again at 742: 

We have taken note of the argument made on behalf of the Employer that all that is 
necesswy is a finding under s. 5(m) that the positions either are or are not out of scope 
of the bargaining unit. It is true that such a finding may clarify or resolve a number of 
issues which have resulted from the dispute between the Employer and the Union over 
the status of these positions. 

On the other hand, there is equally something unresolved about a finding pursuant to s. 
5(m) which is not followed by an amendment to the certification Order. As we pointed 
out in the case of the earlier dispute which arose between these parties, in connection 
with the application designated as LRE File No. 033-91, neither party can insist (in a 
manner which disrupts collective bargaining) on a delineation of the bargaining unit 
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[32] 

other than that contained in the certification Order. Though a finding that incumbents 
in particular positions are not employees within the meaning of The Trade Union Act. 
and must therefore be treated as being outside the scope of a bargaining unit 
represented by a trade union, is always of significance - and the issue of whether 
anyone is an "employee" is in some senses perpetually an issue - the certification 
Order constitutes the description of the bargaining relationship which is binding on 
both parties. 

The approach expressed by the Board in John M Cuelenaere Library Board is cautious 

- to allow amendment applications without any regard to time restrictions might promote destabilization 

of collective bargaining relationships - and each case must be examined with a view to balancing the 

interests of the parties and the obligation of the Board to administer the Act in light of its objects and 

purposes expressed in s.3 of the Act. 

[33] We agree with the Board in that case that, in the context of an existing bargaining unit 

and certification order, s. 5(m) must be applied with reference to ss. 5(j) and 5 (k). In the 1994 

legislative amendments to the Act, s. 5.3 was also added to the Act expressly conferring jurisdiction on 

the Board to make interim orders pending final determination of an application. This change made it 

easier for an employer to create necessary positions: an employer can apply under s. 5(m) and obtain an 

interim order, in appropriate circumstances, pending a final determination. And while the Board in the 

John M Cuelenaere Library Board case did not address the nature and effect of a s. 5.2 provisional 

order as concerns this issue, clearly such an order can only pertain during the period before the scope of 

the certification order is amended - not until it is finally determined whether a position is in- or out-of

scope would an amendment be necessary. Once the order becomes final, the certification order can be 

amended. The whole scheme that has been created allows an employer to react to changing conditions 

and make changes necessitating the creation of new positions outside of the restrictions of an open 

period, in appropriate cases, without committing an unfair labour practice by unilaterally assigning a 

position in- or out-of-scope where it cannot obtain the agreement of the union. 

[34J The Board recently described the appropriate procedure to be followed in the multi-

bargaining unit setting in Canadian Union of Public Employees v. University of Saskatchewan 

Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 464, LRB File No. 218-

98 at para. 50,as follows: 
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In the present case, the University's practice of unilaterally assigning new positions to 
the ASPA bargaining unit, rather than to the CUPE bargaining unit, based on its 
understanding of the effect of the certification Orders, runs afoul of the principles 
stated in the St. Paul's Hospital case and the City of Regina case. Where an employer 
is faced with multiple bargaining units, it must follow these steps in determining the 
proper assignment of work: 

1. notifY the interested bargaining agents of the proposed new position,' 

2. if there is agreement on the assignment of the position to one 
bargaining unit, then no further action is required unless the parties 
wish to update the certification Order to include or exclude the 
position in question,' 

3. 

4. 

if agreement is not reached on the proper placement of the position, 
the employer must apply to the Board to have the matter determined 
under ss. 50), (k) or (m),' 

if the position requires filling on an urgent basis, the employer must 
seek an interim or provisional ruling from the Board or agreement 
ji'Oln the parties on the interim assignment of bargaining units. 

We are of the opinion that the position of district occupational health and safety 

coordinator should provisionally be out-of-scope of the bargaining unit. While the duties of the 

position as envisioned by the draft position description may be more expansive and possess a greater 

element of disciplinary authority than in the Union's experience exists in safety officer positions in 

other health districts, that does not militate against the application. The Employer has expressed a need 

for a district occupational health and safety coordinator that is driven by the requirements of OH&S 

legislation. While we offer no opinion as to whether such a position strictly configured to fulfil the 

requirements of the legislation would be in or out of the bargaining unit, nothing prevents the Employer 

from assigning the position authority greater than or additional to the authority required by the 

legislation. And if that authority creates a real potential for conflict in a labour relations sense with the 

members of the bargaining unit, then it is properly excluded. 

[36] We do not know whether the coordinator position in actual practice will fulfil the 

duties of the description in theory. But, if it does, then in our opinion the position should be excluded 

from the bargaining unit. The coordinator is to be responsible for planning, implementation, 

assessment and enforcement of a comprehensive health and safety program. As the Employer has it 

planned, that responsibility will be fulfilled, in part, with the assistance of disciplinary authority over all 
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employees, both in and out-of-scope, and including the highest levels of management. Workplace 

health and safety is deadly serious; a successful program requires a serious level of internal diligence 

and the ability to effectively enforce compliance. The Employer believes it has created a position with 

the "teeth" that are required to make the workplace as safe or safer than required by legislation. 

Whether the coordinator can or will be allowed to exercise the authority the Employer says the position 

will have remains to be seen. 

[37] The position of district occupational health and safety coordinator is declared 

provisionally to be out of scope for a period of one year from the date of the Order to issue upon these 

Reasons. At the end of that period, if the Union does not object by bringing the matter back before the 

Board, the position shall become finally out-of-scope. The Employer may then apply under s.5(k) 

during the open period to amend the certification Order, or the parties may jointly request the 

amendment under s. 5(j). 
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SASKATOON CITY POLICE ASSOCIATION, Applicant and SASKATOON BOARD 
OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS, Respondent 

LRB File No. 086-99; May 11, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Marianne Hodgson and Donna Ottenson 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton, Dawn McBride 
For the Respondent: Barry Rossman 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Refusal to bargain - Board finds employer's 
refusal to refer grievances to arbitration to be breach of ss. l1(l)c) and 25 of 
The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Duty to bargain in good faith -- Remedy - Board 
orders employer to refer grievances to arbitration in accordance with collective 
agreement and s. 25 of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(b), l1(l)(c) and 25(1). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Saskatoon City Police Association (the "Union") is 

certified to represent "all members of the City of Saskatoon Police Department below the rank of 

Inspector, not including members of the General Staff attached to the Police Department or any other 

person not engaged in Police duties." The Union filed an unfair labour practice alleging that the 

Saskatoon Board of Police Commissioners (the "Employer") violated s. 11 (1)( c) and s. 3 of 171e 

Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") by refusing to bargain collectively with the Union 

with respect to two grievances. 

[2] The Employer filed a reply in this matter in which it asserted that it lacked 

jurisdiction to deal with the grievances in question. 

[3] A hearing of this matter was convened on September 14, 1999 in Saskatoon. 
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Facts 

[4J The Union and the Employer are parties to a collective agreement which contains 

the usual grievance and arbitration provisions as now required by s. 25(1) of the Act. Article 24 of 

the collective agreement sets forth the grievance procedure and article 24( c) outlines the particular 

procedures to be followed on a dismissal, suspension, discipline, demotion and any other grievance. 

Appendix "A" to the agreement, which sets forward the wage scales, contemplates "probationary" 

constables and probationary special constables. Further, in Appendix "A" the parties have set forth 

probationary periods. 

[5] New recruits to the service are hired by the Employer and are then required to attend 

at the Police College in Regina, provided they are not already trained police officers. The two 

employees in question, Constables Riendeau and Gardipy, were sworn in as probationary members 

of the Saskatoon Police Service on July 15, 1998 and commenced their official duties in training at 

the Saskatchewan Police College on August 24, 1998. Prior to his appointment as a probationary 

member, Constable Gardipy had been employed as a special constable. Special constables are 

members of the Union and are covered by the collective agreement between the Employer and the 

Union. Both were required to be members of the Union after their appointment as probationary 

members. 

[6] Constables Riendeau and Gardipy ran into difficulty at the Saskatchewan Police 

College and were reprimanded by the College for disreputable conduct. The constables were caught, 

along with several other recruits, having plagiarized a paper. The Chief of Police of the Employer, 

Chief Dave Scott, investigated the matter and, as a result of the investigation, dismissed Constables 

Riendeau and Gardipy from the service on December 12, 1998. 

[7] The Union filed grievances relating to the dismissals of Constables Riendeau and 

Gardipy on December 16, 1998 with the Employer. Because the Chief of Police was the decision

maker in this instance, the parties agreed to proceed to move the grievances to the second step of the 

grievance process which involves a meeting with the Employer. This meeting was conducted on 

February 26, 1999. At the meeting, the Chief of Police appeared before the Employer with his own 

legal counsel to argue that the Employer had no jurisdiction to hear and determine the grievances in 
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question on the theory that the Chief of Police has sole discretion under The Police Act, 1990, S.S. 

1990-91, c. P-42.1. The Employer agreed with the Chief of Police that it did not have jurisdiction to 

hear the matter under the collective agreement. Since then, the Union has requested the Employer to 

refer the issue to arbitration but the Employer has steadfastly refused to do so. 

Arguments 

[8] Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, argued that the only question before the Board 

was whether the Employer refused to participate in the grievance and arbitration procedure contrary 

to s. 11 (1)( c) of the Act. Counsel noted that the Employer appears to have confused the question of 

its obligation to refer disputes of this nature to arbitration with the question of whether it has a good 

defence to the issues raised by the Union in its grievance. The Union relied on Saskatoon City Police 

Association v. Saskatoon Board of Police Commissioners, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 158, 

LRB File No. 240-93; Canadian Food and Allied Workers, Local P-234 v. Agra Industries Ltd. 

(1973), 3 Sask. L.R.B. Decisions 325, LRB File No. 304-72; United Steelworkers of America, Local 

7452 v. Duval Corporation of Canada (1973), 3 Sask. L.R.B. Decisions 319, LRB File No. 302-72; 

Carpenters Provincial Council of Saskatchewan v. Wm. Clark Interiors Ltd. et al., [1984] Nov. Sask. 

Labour Rep. 43, LRB File No. 236-84; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union v. Estevan Co-operative Association Ltd., [1989] Spring Sask. Labour Rep. 

33, LRB File No. 118-88; University of Saskatchewan v. University of Saskatchewan Faculty 

Association, [1990] Spring Sask. Labour Rep. 30, LRB File No. 280-88; Regina Police Association 

Inc. and Greg Shotten v. Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Regina (1998), 168 Sask. R. 

197 (Sask. c.A.); and Canada Messenger/Canada Truck Lease Ltd. v. United Food and Commercial 

Workers, Local 1400 and James Elliot, unreported, arbitration award, D. Ish, Q.c. - October 20, 

1997. 

[9] Mr. Rossman, counsel for the Employer, argued that the issue of the dismissal of the 

two probationary constables is not a matter that can be the subject of a grievance under the collective 

agreement as it is placed exclusively in the hands of the Chief of Police under the terms the common 

law, relating to the authority of the Chief of Police as an office holder, The Police Act, 1990 and its 

Regulations. The Employer referred the Board to Bruton v. Regina City Policemen's Association, 

Local No. 155, [1945] 2 W.W.R. 273 (Sask. c.A.); Empringham v. Regina (City) (1984), 34 Sask. R. 
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141 (Sask. Q.B.); Mitchell v. The Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Moose Jaw, 

unreported, arbitration award, R.D. Laing, Q.C. - August 26, 1992; Gartner v. Board of Police 

Commissioners of Regina (1989), 81 Sask. R. 318 (Sask. C.A.); Regina Police Assn. Inc. v. Regina 

(City) Police Commissioners, supra; Lund v. Estevan (City) Police Commissioners, [1996J 9 W.W.R. 

440 (Sask. c.A.); Re Nicholson and Haldimand-Norfolk Regional Board of Commissioners of Police, 

[1979], 1 S.c.R. 311 (S.c.c.); Saint Mary's University Faculty Union v. Board of Governors of Saint 

Mary's University, unreported, arbitration award, James V. Leefe, Q.C. - Sept. 27, 1990; Re Toronto 

Electric Commissioners and Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1 (1973),2 L.A.C. (2d) 24 

(Rayner); Knight v. Indian Head School Division No. 19, [1990] 1 S.c.R. 653 (S.C.c.); and Leslie 

and Strocen v. Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Weyburn et al. (1993), 24 Sask. R. 54 

(Sask. Q.B.). 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[10J 

2. 

The Act contains the following provisions: 

In this Act: 

(b) "bargaining collectively" means negotiating in good faith with 
a view to the conclusion of a collective bargaining agreement, or a 
renewal or revision of a bargaining agreement, the embodiment in 
writing or writings of the terms of agreement arrived at in 
negotiations or required to be inserted in a collective bargaining 
agreement by this Act, the execution by or on behalf of the parties of 
such agreement, and the negotiating from time to time for the 
settlement of disputes and grievances of employees covered by the 
agreement or represented by a trade union representing the majority 
of employees in an appropriate unit; 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer; 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively with representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

25(1) All differences between the parties to a collective bargaining agreement or 
persons bound by the collective bargaining agreement or on whose behalf the 
collective bargaining agreement was entered into respecting its meaning, application 
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or alleged violation, including a question as to whether a matter is arbitrable, are to be 
settled by arbitration after exhausting any grievance procedure established by the 
collective bargaining agreement. 

(1.1) Subsections (1.2) to (4) apply to all arbitrations pursuant to this Act or any 
collective bargaining agreement. 

(1.2) The finding of an arbitrator or an arbitration board is: 

(a) final and conclusive; 

(b) binding on the parties with respect to all matters within the 
legislative jurisdiction of the Government of Saskatchewan; and 

(c) enforceable in the same manner as an order of the board 
made pursuant this Act. 

Analysis 

[11] This Board will not explore the legal issues raised by the Employer with respect to 

the authority of the Chief of Police to dismiss the probationary constables without reference to the 

provisions of the collective agreement. 

[12] For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that there is a dispute between the Union and 

the Employer over the "meaning, application or alleged violation [of provisions contained in the 

collective agreement], including a question as to whether the matter is arbitrable." It may be that an 

arbitration board will agree with the Employer's position. However, the Act requires the Employer to 

refer the dispute to arbitration and to have it settled in that forum. A failure to do so constitutes a 

violation of s. 25(1) and s. ll(l)(c) - the latter provision requiring the Employer to "bargain 

collectively" with the Union, which is defined in s. 2(b) as including "the negotiation from time to 

time for the settlement of disputes and grievances of employees covered by the agreement or 

represented by a trade union." 

[13] In this case, the Employer's refusal to refer the dispute to arbitration constitutes an 

unfair labour practice and an Order will issue directing the Employer to refer the two grievances to 

arbitration in accordance with the provisions contained in its collective agreement with the Union 

and s. 25(1) of the Act. 
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SHEET METAL WORKERS' INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION, LOCAL 296, 
Applicant v. DAYCON MECHANICAL SYSTEMS LTD., Respondent 

LRB File No. 227-99; May 16,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Bruce McDonald and Don Bell 

For the Applicant: Gunnar Passmore 
For the Respondent: Kevin Lang 

Employee - Managerial exclnsion - Board finds that, under circumstances of 
case, journeyman sheet metal workers actually exercise authority and perform 
functions that are of a managerial character - Board concludes that these 
individuals are not employees within meaning of Tlte Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 2(t). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[lJ James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Sheet Metal Workers' International Union, Local 

296 ("the Union") applied to be designated as the certified bargaining agent for all employees of 

Daycon Mechanical Systems Ltd. ("the Employer") employed within Saskatchewan as journeyman 

sheet metal workers, sheet metal workers, sheet metal workers' apprentices or sheet metal foremen. In 

its application, the Union estimated there were two employees in the proposed unit including James 

Reid, Jr. and Ken Missere. The Employer, which specializes in the installation of grain cleaning 

systems, replied that it had other workers at two jobsites in Saskatchewan but that none of them were 

within the description of the proposed bargaining unit. It admitted that Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere 

were journeyman sheet metal workers, but took the position they were out-of-scope of the bargaining 

unit because they were managers and not employees within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i) of The Trade 

Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c.T -17 ("the Act"), each being the sole management representative at one of the 

jobsites. Section 2(f)(i) provides as follows: 
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2 In this Act: 

Evidence 

[2] 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
fimctions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(E) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(i. J) a person engaged by another person to 
perform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 

The Union rested on the evidence of support filed with its application and, by consent, 

entered documentary evidence that Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere were presently, and had been, dues

paying members of the Union's Local 397 in Thunder Bay, Ontario, for 18 years and 35 years, 

respectively. 

[3] No employees were listed on the statement of employment by the Employer. Other 

than with respect to the status ofMr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere, the Union did not dispute the statement. 

[4J James Reid, Sr. was called to testify on behalf of the Employer. He began as a sheet 

metal apprentice in 1958, became a journeyman and said he has been in management for the past 20 

years. He said the Employer is an Ontario company, with its head office in Thunder Bay, performing 

work in that province and the four western provinces. Mr. Reid described himself as the Employer's 

regional field superintendent based in Thunder Bay. 
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[5] At the time of the Union's application, the Employer had persons working atjobsites at 

North Battleford and Glenavon, Saskatchewan. According to Mr. Reid, Sr., he visits each site for about 

a week each month. He said his son, James Reid, Jr., is the Employer's site manager at North 

Battleford and Mr. Missere is the site manager at Glenavon; both gentlemen are journeyman sheet 

metal workers and have been with the Employer for about 25 years. The Employer has 6 to 8 other 

workers at each site. As site managers, Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere are paid an hourly wage of 

$27.00. The other employees, all paid between $8.00 and $20.00 per hour, include persons Mr. Reid, 

Sr. described as welders, labourers, helpers, and a "quasi-foreman" training for entry into management. 

[6] Mr. Reid, Sr. said the site managers have the authority to hire such persons as may be 

necessary and that all the workers at the two sites had been hired by himself, his son or Mr. Missere -

the site manager merely advises Mr. Reid when they have hired someone and forwards the hiring notice 

to Thunder Bay. He said Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere schedule the work at their respective sites, 

including labour and the requisitioning and delivery of materials. He said they can hire additional help 

or layoff workers as they deem fit, but they may, nonetheless, consult with Mr. Reid, Sr. on these 

matters. They approve requests for leaves of absence and vacation leave, but may consult with Mr. 

Reid, Sr. on these matters as well if the leave request is for a lengthy period that might affect the 

staffing requirements of the job. 

[7] Mr. Reid, Sr. said each site manager provides all on-site direction to the workers and is 

responsible for disciplinary matters at their site. He said the site managers can impose discipline 

without consulting anyone else and could, for example, on their own authority, summarily dismiss a 

worker for an offence such as theft; but, he said he may be consulted regarding serious offences. He 

said each site manager assesses the performance of the people they supervise and can determine 

whether to retain someone, let them go or "try to turn them around." Mr. Reid, Sr. said the site 

managers generate documents regarding such matters that are placed in employee files. 

[8] Each site manager has either a company vehicle, or receives a vehicle allowance, as 

well as a company credit card - perks that Mr. Reid, Sr. said were only provided by the Employer to its 

managers. 
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[9] In cross-examination, Mr. Reid, Sr. admitted that in the industry it was not unusual to 

have a supervisor for a crew of 3 to 8 workers, and that Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere work side by side 

with the other workers. He agreed the work largely consists of assembling a materials package of 

numbered pieces. He also admitted they are paid the journeyman sheet metal workers' wage rate, and 

receive benefits, under the collective agreement covering the Union's Local 397 in Ontario. When in 

Ontario, he said, they do not have managerial responsibility and they work as in-scope sheet metal 

journeymen. But, in Saskatchewan, he said, they have independent managerial authority because he 

cannot be on site consistently. 

Arguments 

[10] Mr. Passmore, on behalf of the Union, asserted the issue was whether Mr. Reid, Jr. and 

Mr. Missere are out-of-scope supervisors or in-scope foremen. He argued that they are foremen and 

Mr. Reid, Sr. is the supervisor. He stated it is commonplace on construction sites for foremen to hire 

and layoff workers. He emphasized the lengthy union membership of the two gentlemen in Ontario and 

the fact that, with respect to their terms and conditions of employment when working in Saskatchewan, 

they are treated by the Employer as being covered by the collective agreement for Local 397 as they 

would be when working in Ontario. 

[11] Mr. Lang, on behalf of the Employer, filed a brief that we have reviewed. He argued 

that the project at each site required a manager with the authority that Mr. Reid described in his 

evidence, and the much higher wage rate paid to Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere in relation to those they 

supervise reflects the authority they have. He asserted that they made most of the managerial decisions 

on the jobsites in Saskatchewan, overseeing the work of others who were essentially labourers and not 

sheet metal workers. 
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Analysis and Decision 

[12] Although the present situation is not particularly well defined, - a situation that might 

have been clarified with the assistance of the testimony of the two gentlemen concerned - on the whole 

of the evidence, we are satisfied on a balance of probabilities that it is the primary responsibility of Mr. 

Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere to actually exercise authority and perform functions that are of a managerial 

character. Accordingly, they are not employees within the meaning of the Act. 

[13J When supervising the jobsites in Saskatchewan, they exercise authority and perform 

functions beyond that which they exercise and perform as journeyman sheet metal workers when 

working in Ontario. According to their supervisor, Mr. Reid, Sr., they have the independent authority to 

perform those functions that are most clearly indicative of managerial status: hiring, discipline, 

termination, scheduling and evaluation of performance. (See, Saskatchewan Government Employees' 

Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor & Gaming Authority; Saskatchewan Liquor Store Managers' 

Association v. Saskatchewan Liquor & Gaming Authority, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, LRB File Nos. 

037-95 & 349-96.) They undoubtedly have the authority to seriously affect the economic lives of those 

working under them. The fact that when working in Saskatchewan the Employer continues to provide 

the same wages and benefits as when they work in-scope in Ontario is not determinative of the issue; 

we must consider the evidence of their duties, authority and responsibility. The fact that they may 

consult Mr. Reid, Sr. from time to time with respect to management matters is no less consistent with a 

state of fact where they, with less experience, simply avail themselves of his greater managerial 

experience and wisdom, than it is with a state of fact that belies his averments as to their authority. 

[14J We are convinced that Mr. Reid, Jr. and Mr. Missere would be in conflict in a labour 

relations sense with other members of the proposed bargaining unit. There is no evidence that there are 

any employees in the proposed bargaining unit, so we decline to order a vote. The application is 

dismissed. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and YOUNG CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION LIMITED 
and FEDERATED CO-OPERATIVES LTD., Respondents and UNITED FOOD AND 
COMMERCIAL WORKERS, LOCAL 649, Interested Party 

LRB File No. 060-98; May 24, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Marianne Hodgson and Gloria Cymbalisty 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowa1chuk 
For the Respondent, Young Co-operative Association Limited: Rob Garden 
For the Respondent, Federal Co-operatives Ltd.: Larry Seiferling 
For the Interested Party: Drew Plaxton 

Practice and procedure - Particulars - Union fails to provide particulars within 
time period ordered by Board - Board refuses to permit union to file or make 
use of documents referred to in demand for particulars - Board declines to 
dismiss union's application as result of failure to provide particulars. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 5(e). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") applied to amend the certification Orders of 17 retail co

operatives, including Young Co-operative Association Limited, by naming Federated Co-operatives 

Ltd. ("FCL") as the employer and by amalgamating all Orders into one Order. The application was 

made pursuant to ss. 5(j) and 42 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T -17 (the "Act"). 

[2J The various retail co-operatives and FCL filed replies to the application and/or 

requested particulars from the Union. 

[3] Two questions were referred to the Board for determination and are set out in Board 

Reasons for Decision at [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 521, LRB File Nos. 044-98 to 061-98. In these 

proceedings, the Board determined that the application could be brought under s. 5(j) of the Act and 

was not required to be brought within the time limits set out in s. 5(k) of the Act. 
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[4] In addition, the Board held that the application was not barred by the related 

employer provisions contained in s. 37.3 of the Act. 

[5] 

[6] 

[7} 

Union: 

The Board also made the following direction with respect to particulars: 

We would direct each Respondent to renew their request for particulars within 15 days 
of receiving these Reasons for Decision, if further particulars are required from the 
Union in light of the Board's rulings herein. The Union shall respond to each request 
within 15 days of receiving each request for further particulars. All parties are 
requested to file the requests for particulars and the reply thereto with the Board. 

The Reasons for Decision issued September 15, 1999. 

On September 28, 1999, counsel for FCL requested the following particulars from the 

As the decision of Chairperson Gray dated September 15, 1999 appears to restrict 
your application to section 2(g)(iii} of The Trade Union Act (which section was only 
referred to collaterally in your application) we hereby request that you provide 
particulars of all facts you intend to establish in support of as. 2(g)(iii) application as 
identified by ChaiTperson Gray. Without restricting the generality of the foregoing, we 
would anticipate receiving the following particulars as they apply to Federated Co
operatives Limited and each Retail Co-operative: 

(1) the dates of any contract; 
(2) the terms of any contract; 
(3) who is the principal of each alleged contract; 
(4) who is the contractor of each alleged contract; 
(5) specifics as to what employees were supplied pursuant to the 

alleged contracts; 
(6) what services were provided with respect to the alleged 

contracts; 

Although the decision of Chairperson Gray restricts other aspects of your application, 
we would also appreciate receiving and hereby request that you provide the 
particulars identified by Vice-Chairperson Seibel in his February 9, 1999 
memorandum. 

I trust the above is adequate for the purposes of the renewal of our request for 
particulars as required by Chairperson Gray's September 15, 1999 decision. Please 
note the Respondent, Federated Co-operatives Limited, hereby reserves its right to 
request further and better particulars upon receipt of your response to our request and 
further reserves its right to make further preliminary applications with respect to this 
matter upon receipt of adequate particulars. 
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[8] The Union did not respond in writing to the demand for particulars filed by FCL within 

the 15 day time limit set by the Board in its Order of September 15, 1999. On November 30, 1999, 

FCL applied to the Board for the dismissal of the Union's application on the basis that the Union had 

failed to comply with the Board's Order. 

[9] On January 24, 2000, counsel for the Union filed an extensive letter with the Board 

which asserted the following: 

[10] 

(1) The content and existence of contracts between FCL and Young Co-operative 

Limited are totally within the knowledge of the Respondents. 

(2) The solicitor for the Union provided a comprehensive disclosure of the 

evidence on which it intends to rely to support its application. 

(3) In response to the pmiiculars requested, counsel for the Union indicated that: 

(i) the Union does not have copies of any contracts between Young Co

operative Limited and FCL; (ii) the question of who is the contractor, who is 

the principal, and who is the labour supplier are matters of law and fact; (iii) 

because FCL is a corporation which is wholly owned and supposedly directed 

by its representatives of all retails, it is either the agent of all retails when it 

handles industrial relations and/or has become the principal corporate voice for 

all industrial relations. 

The Board heard an application to dismiss the Union's application on May 10, 2000. 

At that hearing, counsel for United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 649 ("UFCW") applied for 

standing as an interested party in the proceedings. UFCW is certified to represent employees of FCL at 

or in connection with its Saskatoon operation. The parties agreed that UFCW has standing in these 

proceedings. 
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Arguments 

[11] Mr. Seiferling, Q.c., counsel for FCL, argued that the Board's Reasons, for Decision 

issued on September 15, 1999, limited the Union's application to s. 2(g)(iii) of the Act, that is, to 

establishing that the relationship between FCL and Young Co-operative Association Limited is that of a 

principal and labour supply contractor. As this matter was raised in a collateral sense only on the main 

application, FCL desires particulars of the issues related to s. 2(g)(iii). FCL asserts that in the absence 

of such particulars, there is no case to meet and the application should be dismissed. 

[12] Counsel noted the Board's decision in International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 

v. SaskPower, [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 17, LRB File No. 162-99, where the Board prohibited the 

Respondent, who had failed to file a reply after being directed to do so by the Board, from tendering 

evidence before the Board on the application in question. Counsel argued that similar consequences 

should be applied in the present instance to ensure that Board Orders have some meaning and are 

respected by the parties appearing before the Board. In this case, FCL argued that without particulars of 

a contract for the supply of labour between FCL and Young Co-operative Association Limited, no 

action exists and the matter should be dismissed without further hearings. 

[13] Counsel for FCL also indicated that it intends to raise an argument on the main 

application, if it proceeds, that if the Union is successful in having FCL determined to be the 

"employer" of employees at Young Co-operative Association Limited, that they should then be 

included in the certification Order issued to UFCW at FCL's head office in Saskatoon. FCL requires the 

particulars requested to determine the degree of interconnectedness between the Young Co-operative 

Association Limited employees and the FCL employees. Counsel argued that under s. 2(g)(iii), the 

Board does not create new bargaining units but determines in which bargaining unit the employees in 

question belong. 

[14] Counsel for FCL requested that it be invited to speak to the issuing of any subpoena 

duces tecum that the Board may be requested to issue in these proceedings in order to permit FCL to 

argue the relevancy of the request for production of documents that may be contained in such a 

subpoena. 
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Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union, argued that the request for particulars related to 

"formal written documents or contracts." The Union is not aware of any written contracts between 

Young Co-operative Association Limited and FCL. Counsel for the Union noted that the Union had 

provided a substantial articulation of all the facts it intends to proceed on in reply to particulars filed 

with the Board on September 23, 1998. Counsel argued that the request for particulars under 

consideration on this application requested legal conclusions, not the facts on which the Union relies. 

[16] Counsel noted that he contacted the Board Registrar to indicate that he would provide a 

list of documents to the Respondents that the Union intends to rely on in the proceedings. He also 

indicated that he had a conversation with Mr. Seiferling, counsel for FCL, in which he indicated that the 

documents requested in the demand for particulars were within the knowledge of FCL and Young Co

operative Association Limited. Counsel indicated that he did provide FCL and Young Co-operative 

Association Limited with an extensive list of the evidence upon which the Union intends to rely in order 

to assist them to understand the totality of the Union's case. 

[17] Mr. Kowalchuk did admit that he did not comply with the request to respond to the 

demand for particulars in the time frame directed by the Board. He apologized for this failure and 

indicated that he was motivated by a desire to assist the Respondents in better understanding the 

Union's application by providing them with a more detailed response than was requested in the demand 

for particulars. 

[18] Mr. Kowalchuk indicated that, in his view, the Respondents' focus on the labour 

supply contract aspect of s. 2(g)(iii) is misguided, and to the best of his client's knowledge, there is no 

labour supply contract between FCL and Young Co-operative Association Limited. In his view, the 

central issue is the identification of the "employer," which the Board can review under s. 5(j) in the 

same manner it reviewed the description of the appropriate bargaining unit under s. 5(j) in 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Raider Industries Inc., 

[1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 27, LRB File Nos. 274-95 & 275-95. 

[19] Counsel for the Union noted that all of the documents in question have been in the 

possession of the Respondents for four months and there is no substantial prejudice resulting from the 

Union's failure to respond to FCL's demand for particulars in a timely fashion. 
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Analysis 

[20J The Board indicated in SaskPower, supra, that a party who fails in a significant fashion 

to comply with the rules of the Board and procedural rulings of the Board or its executive officer will be 

restricted in the evidence that it is entitled to bring before the Board. 

[21] In the present case, the parties were given a clear directive by the Board with respect to 

the time frame for requesting further particulars and for providing a response to such requests. The 

Union acknowledges that it has failed to respond in the time frame required by the Board. Properly, it 

ought to have filed a response with the Board and FCL indicating that it did not think the request for 

particulars was proper and setting out its objections to the particulars requested. In this manner, the 

request could be dealt with in a quick and orderly fashion by the Board and by the parties. The delay in 

responding is disrespectful of Board processes and orders, even if disrespect was not intended and other 

measures were offered to substantially comply with the Board direction. Board orders are meant to be 

followed, not ignored or substituted with other actions. 

[22} Section S( e) of the Act allows the Board to require a person to "rectif[y] a violation of 

this Act, the regulations or a decision of the board." We would apply the reasoning in the SaskPower 

case, supra, and not permit the Union to file with the Board any written labour supply contract between 

FCL and Young Co-operative Association Limited, which alleged contract is the subject matter of the 

request for particulars filed by FCL in its letter dated September 28, 1999. 

[23] We do not find, however, as urged by FCL, that this ruling puts an end to the Union's 

case. FCL interprets the Board's earlier Reasons as restricting or focusing the Union's application to a 

claim under s. 2(g)(iii). On review of those Reasons, the Board can advise that it did not so restrict the 

Union's application, although the wording of part of the Reasons may seem to suggest otherwise and it 

is understandable that counsel for FCL would have concluded that the Board had restricted the Union's 

application to a claim under s. 2(g)(iii). We will comment on this aspect of our earlier Reasons later. 
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[24] In the previous application, the Board held that the Union's application could be made 

under s. 5(j) and was not barred by ss. 37.3(1) and (2). In its discussion of s. 5(j), the Board referred to 

the use of s. 5(j) in the Raider Industries Inc. case, supra. The Board accepted the Union's claim that s. 

50) permits the Board in special circumstances to revisit a previous certification order, and, in that 

decision, the Board revisited the determination of appropriate bargaining unit. We understand that the 

Union's application in this instance asks the Board to reconsider its determination of "employer" as 

contained in the certification Order issued to Young Co-operative Association Limited. This involves a 

consideration of the definition of "employer" which is contained in s. 2(g) of the Act. The Board in its 

earlier Reasons agreed that the Union could bring such an application. As indicated, however, this 

decision is not intended to comment on the strength or weaknesses of the Union's case. 

[25] We believe that the confusion regarding this aspect of the Board's September 15, 1999 

Reasons for Decision come from an incorrect reference to s. 2(g)(iii) in paragraph 21 of the Board's 

Reasons, which read in part as follows: 

In addition, just as the Board could exercise an amendment power under s. 50) to 
redesign the description of the appropriate bargaining unit as a result of a change of 
circumstance of the employer in the Raider Industries Inc. case, supra, there is a 
theoretical basis for concluding that the Board may use similar powers to re-designate 
the named employer in a certification order if the evidentiary basis were sufficiently 
compelling under s. 2(g)(iii). 

(Emphasis added) 

[26] The Board reference that is highlighted above should have read s. leg), not s. 2(g)(iii). 

We regret that this error resulted in confusion to the parties and trust that the matter is clarified to the 

extent necessary in these Reasons. 

[27] FCL properly has given notice to the Union and the Board that it will ask the Board to 

include any employees that the Board may find to be employees ofFCL in the bargaining unit assigned 

toUFCW. 
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[28] In addition, FCL asked for an opportunity to speak to the relevancy of any documents 

that may be requested to be produced by FCL by subpoena duces tecum. The Board will grant such a 

request if the Union requests such a subpoena. 

[29J The hearing of the main application will commence at 10:00 a.m., Monday, May 29, 

2000 at the Board hearing room, 2nd Floor, Sturdy Stone Building, Saskatoon. 
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SASKATOON CIVIC MIDDLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, Applicant and 
CITY OF SASKATOON, Respondent and AMALGAMATED TRANSIT UNION 
LOCAL 615, Certified Union 

LRB File Nos. 235-98 & 255-98; May 25, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Bruce McDonald and Brenda Cuthbert 

For Applicant: Tom Milroy and Cary Humphrey 
For the Respondent: Jim Cowan 
For ATU: Dan Bichel and Al Smidden 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Fragmentation - Carve out -
Board generally does not permit carve out from general all-employee 
bargaining unit in interests of industrial stability - However, situation 
somewhat different where workplace already has multiple bargaining units. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Middle 
management unit - Board confirms that it prefers large nnits including as many 
employees as possible over small specialized craft or other units - When faced 
with multiple bargaining units Board will take restrictive approach to defining 
scope of smaller specialized unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Middle 
management unit - Board defines middle management unit in restrictive 
fashion by confining membership to positions which would be in labour 
relations conflict of interest with members of larger unit or positions with some 
peculiar historical reason for exclusion from larger unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Middle 
management unit - Applicant seeking to remove group from general bargaining 
unit to middle management unit must demonstrate existence of labour relations 
conflict for supervisory personnel between obligations to perform supervisory 
duties and membership in general unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Middle 
management unit - Long history of conflict between members, union and 
supervisors in general unit - Supervisors caught in impossible position - Board 
removes some supervisors from general unit and places in middle management 
unit. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 5(k). 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[l} Gwen Gray, Chairperson: In both applications, Saskatoon Civic Middle 

Management Association ("SCMMA") applied to the Board to add transit supervisors to its 

certification Order and to remove them from the Amalgamated Transit Union's ("ATU") bargaining 

unit. The applications were filed in the open period of SCMMA's Order dated January 9, 1997 and 

within the open period of the collective agreement between ATU and the Transit Services Branch of 

the City of Saskatoon (the "City"). 

[2] ATU filed a reply to the application and acknowledged that it represents 12 in-scope 

supervIsors. It agreed that the mechanical supervisor, body shop supervisor, and the service 

supervisor positions, to the extent that they perform on-road supervision of transit drivers, do have a 

labour relations conflict with their membership in ATU. ATU maintained that the utility shift 

supervisors, the control and dispatch portion of the service supervisor position, and the schedules 

planner are not in a labour relations conflict. The reply also indicated that the membership of ATU 

voted to keep the supervisory positions in-scope of their bargaining unit as they provide promotional 

opportunities for ATU members. 

[3] ATU indicated in its reply that the names of supervisory positions had changed in 

the last round of bargaining between it and the City. Inspectors became "service supervisors"; 

mechanical and body shop sub foreman became "mechanical supervisor" and "body shop 

supervisor"; afternoon and night shift foreman became "utility shift supervisors." 

[4] The Transit Services Branch of the City agreed with the application brought by 

SCMMA and indicated that the "conflict between job responsibilities of supervisors and ATU is 

consistent, repetitive and on-going regarding how each supervisor performs duties." 

[5] At the hearing of this matter, ATU changed its position and argued that all 12 in-

scope supervisors should remain within ATU's bargaining unit. ATU argued that the duties that give 

rise to labour relations conflicts could be carved out of the supervisory positions. 
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[6] The original Board panel hearing this matter consisted of Chairperson Gray and 

members Cuthbert and Jones. The hearings commenced on August 16, 1999. On August 17, 1999, 

the Board was advised by member Jones that she intended to seek nomination to run as a candidate 

in the up-coming provincial election. This information was provided to the parties in an in-camera 

meeting with the Board the morning of August 17, 1999 and it was agreed among the parties that the 

evidence of Mr. Embury would be concluded before the original Board panel. It was agreed among 

the parties that the Board would appoint a new union-side Board member to replace member Jones 

and would require the new panel member to review the written transcript of the evidence that had 

been adduced on August 16 and 17, 1999. It was agreed that the new panel member could discuss 

the transcript with the previous panel members. Member McDonald was then appointed and was 

provided and did read the transcripts of the evidence. The hearings resumed on October 6, 1999 and 

December 17, 1999 with the new panel. 

Facts 

[7] ATU was certified to represent all employees, including inspectors, of the Transit 

Services Branch of the City on April 28, 1947. The first collective agreement between ATU and the 

City included various references to the inspector classification. 

[8J In the last round of collective bargaining, ATU and the Transit Services Branch 

agreed to the following scope clause: 

Article A2 

a) 

b) 

Coverage 

This Agreement will constitute the wages and working 
conditions of all employees of the City within the collective 
bargaining unit represented by the Union. 

This Agreement will not cover the General Manager, 
Transportation Business Manager, Technical Support Co
ordinator, Transportation Services Co-ordinator, 
Operations Manager, Maintenance Manager, Marketing 
Manager, Operations Supervisor, and Secretary to the 
Transit Branch. 
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[9} The current organizational structure of the Transit Services Branch consists of 

managerial personnel, SCMMA personnel and A TU personnel. The transit manager is Mr. Tom 

Mercer, who is out-of-scope of both bargaining units. The branch is organized into four sections that 

report to Mr. Mercer. 

[10] The operations section IS headed by an operations manager and operations 

supervisor both of whom are assigned to SCMMA's bargaining unit. Seven service supervisors and 

one schedule planner report directly to the operations manager. These positions are currently in 

ATU and are in dispute in these proceedings. Transit operators report to the service supervisors, and 

a charter coordinator and schedules clerk report to the schedule planner. All these latter positions 

fall within ATU's bargaining unit. 

[11] The administrative support section is headed by an office manager who is in 

SCMMA's bargaining unit. An accountant reports directly to her and is within ATU's bargaining 

unit. A clerk steno and payroll coordinator and assistant payroll coordinator report to the accountant. 

All these positions fall within ATU's bargaining unit and none are in dispute in these proceedings. 

[12] The service development section is headed by a service development manager and 

transportation services coordinator, both within SCMMA's bargaining unit. A customer services and 

revenue coordinator reports to the service development manager. Six customer service clerks and a 

customer service representative report to the coordinator. All positions below the transportation 

services coordinator position fall within ATU's bargaining unit. None of these positions are in 

dispute. 

[13] The maintenance section is headed by a maintenance manager, who is 

included in SCMMA's bargaining unit. Two utility shift supervisors report to the maintenance 

manager. These positions are currently included in ATU and are in dispute in these proceedings. 

Sixteen utility employees, who are included in ATU's bargaining unit, report to the utility shift 

supervisors. 
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[14] In addition, the mechanical shop supervisor and the body shop supervisor report to 

the maintenance manager. Both are currently members of ATU and their positions are in dispute in 

these proceedings. Nineteen mechanical shop employees, who are ATU members, report to the 

mechanical shop supervisor. Five body shop employees and two stores employees report to the body 

shop supervisor. All these positions are within ATU's bargaining unit. 

[15] Mr. Mercer, transit manager, testified that there are three main functions performed 

by service supervisors: (1) on-road supervision of transit operators; (2) dispatch; and (3) control 

function. 

[16] With respect to on-road superVISIon, the service superVIsors are expected to 

supervise the performance of bus operators. The service supervisors monitor each operator's 

schedule adherence, operation of bus, compliance with policies and procedures. In addition, the 

service supervisors investigate and report on complaints, and assist at accident sites. Part of the role 

of the supervisors in dealing with accidents is to prepare reports of an accident for insurance and 

claims under The Workers' Compensation Act, 1979, S.S. 1979, c. W-17.l. 

[17] With respect to their dispatch functions, servIce supervIsors follow various 

procedures set down for dispatching work to operators which include provisions in the collective 

agreement relating to the assignment of work based on seniority. Dispatchers are also required to 

assign additional work to operators named on a "spare board." The rules relating to the spare board 

have been the subject of negotiation between ATU and the City. A monthly meeting is held between 

ATU and transit management to sort out scheduling and spare board problems. If an operator 

disagrees with the dispatch of work, the complaint is taken to the monthly meeting and a decision is 

made to grant or deny the request. Service supervisors attend the spare board meetings to explain the 

assignment of work. Supervisors performing the dispatch function also keep track of operators' 

work hours for payroll purposes. 

[18] In the control function, service supervisors are the first line of contact for reporting 

problems that may affect the service. They relay information to drivers related to road or traffic 

conditions, and dispatch service supervisors to assist operators, as needed. They are also responsible 

for coordinating special events functions for operators and service supervisors. They report incidents 

to management. 
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[19] Service supervisors drive buses on a relief basis and in unusual circumstances. 

There are currently 7 full-time service supervisors and 10 to 11 relief positions. The work is divided 

into 8 shifts. For instance, shift #1 is a dispatch shift. Shift #5 is a mobile shift that involves on-road 

supervision. The other shifts combine the three service supervisory functions of on-road supervision, 

dispatch and control. The transit services branch requires service supervisors to be competent in 

each function. 

[20] The schedule planner is responsible for planning bus routes, stops, frequency of 

service, and hours of service. This position is also responsible for creating the "sign-up," which 

parcels out work for operators. The position requires an ability to balance the needs of passengers 

with the fiscal requirements of the branch and the collective agreement requirements for scheduling 

of work, hours of work and pay. The schedule planner faces a lot of pressures from operators over 

the manner in which routes are constructed and changes are implemented. 

[21] The mechanical supervisor supervises mechanical tradespeople who are responsible 

for the maintenance of the transit services fleet of 108 buses. The mechanical supervisor is 

responsible for shop safety, staff training, WHIMIS, OH&S, paperwork, payroll and call-ins for 

overtime. The mechanical supervisor does not perform hands-on mechanical work. 

[22J The body shop supervisor performs functions similar to the mechanical supervisor 

only in relation to the body shop tradesmen. The body shop is located in a building away from the 

central transit facility. The body shop supervisor oversees the performance of body work on the fleet 

of buses. He prepares the daily schedules, trains staff, oversees safety and OH&S issues, checks skill 

levels and looks after the administrative end of the body shop. 

[23] Both the mechanical shop supervisor and the body shop supervisor were subject to a 

classification review in 1996. As a result of the classification review, both positions received an 

increase in their pay. 
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[24] The utility shift supervisors work afternoon and evening shifts with a crew of four 

people to clean and refuel buses. The supervisors assign the work and ensure it is performed in a 

safe manner. Unlike the mechanical shop and body shop supervisors, the utility shift supervisors do 

work along side of the utility workers. 

[25] All supervisors are expected to investigate incidents and prepare reports for senior 

management. They are also responsible for the allocation of staff and the day-to-day direction of 

staff. They are relied on to report deficiencies, both in equipment and work practices. 

[26] In general, supervisors do not play a significant role in hiring, firing, discipline, 

grievance handling, budget, or collective bargaining. They can affect an employee's hours of work; 

they can require employees to leave work following an incident or accident; and dispatchers can 

affect the work schedule of employees, but in doing so they must follow the scheduling rules agreed 

to by ATV and the transit service. 

[27] This application arose out of a conflict between ATU and service supervisors over 

the extent to which service supervisors can report to management on matters that may give rise to 

discipline of an operator. In late 1997, an operator and a supervisor were involved in a workplace 

incident that resulted in a three day suspension for the operator. The Union grieved the suspension 

and also took action under ATU's constitution to charge the supervisor who had reported the incident 

to management. ATU also grieved the assignment of what it perceived to be managerial duties to 

service supervisors. ATU disputed that supervisors could be required to file reports on operators that 

could lead to the discipline of an operator. Tom Mercer, the general manager, on the other hand, 

directed service supervisors to continue to file written reports to the operations manager. 

[28] According to Mr. Mercer, the conflict between service supervisors and ATV has 

negatively affected the workplace. He cited one example of a service supervisor who was 

discouraged by ATU from applying for an apprenticeship program. In other instances, ATU 

members have been discouraged from signing training records that are kept for OH&S purposes to 

establish that proper training has occurred. The OH&S minutes record that ATV's president 

instructed his members not to discuss anything, including OH&S concerns, with their supervisor 

without ATV representation present. 
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[29] ATU's position on the role of service supervisors was set out in a letter from Dan 

Bichel, to Tom Mercer, which read in part as follows: 

[30] 

We the members of ATU Local 615 believe the Supervisors job is, not to be a 
policing person, but it is to assist their fellow employees in doing their jobs by 
offering advice, taking care of safety issues, and by taking a leadership role. If a 
Supervisor has a problem with a fellow employee's actions and after offering advice 
to that person, that person's actions do not change, they turn the issue over to a 
fellow in-scope supervisor or a Union Representative and after that, if necessary, 
turn the issue over to management, preferably verbally, stating proven facts only, 
offering no suggestions of discipline or personal observations. 

Transit Services Branch management rejected ATU's suggestion as unworkable. 

The City requires service supervisors to provide written documentation to the operations manager. 

On occasion, the written reports will result in disciplinary action against an ATU member. 

[31J On April 21, 1998, ATU circulated the letter to its members warning them not to 

speak to supervisors or management about any work related incidents unless they had an A TU 

representative present. 

[32] On April 28, 1998, service supervisors and relief supervisors sent a letter to Mr. 

Bichel in response to the Apri121, 1999 letter complaining in part that: 

[33] 

We further feel that your letter gives the impression that we as supervisors are not to 
be trusted and this seems at odds with the spirit and intent of our ATU Constitution and 
Local 615 Bylaws (Article II (5,6)). We are also concerned with your reported 
approach to one of our representatives regarding your desire to assist us to join 
another Union certified under the Province of Saskatchewan's Labour Relations Act. 
This would constitute a violation of section 22.5 of the Constitution. 

In the absence of clarification and specific information we cannot but look upon 
your letter as a slanderous attack on loyal and dedicated members of Local 615 
ATU 

Mr. Bichel had apparently met with SCMMA executive members and suggested to 

them that the supervisors could be transferred to their bargaining unit. Mr. Bichel spoke to Tom 

McRuvie, supervisor representative on ATU's executive, on April 16, 1998 to provide him with 

information on how the service supervisors could leave A TU and join SCMMA. 
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[34] On May 6, 1998 Mr. Bichel responded to the supervisors' letter in rather hostile tones 

suggesting that the supervisors needed to clean up their own act. Mr. Biche1 also complained that 

supervisors had contacted the Labour Relations Board and SCMMA to find out how to get out of ATV. 

[35] On June 1, 1998, the supervisors wrote Mr. Bichel indicating that the majority of 

supervisors no longer wished to be represented by ATV and they asked to be allowed to leave ATV on 

the condition that, first, a transfer be negotiated between the supervisors and the City or another 

bargaining unit, and that the relief supervisors remain in ATV and continue with their present duties. 

[36] On September 8, 1998, Mr. Bichel submitted a lengthy report on this issue to his 

membership which stated in part as follows: 

[37] 

Over the past few months some of the Supervisors and a select few of the members 
have decided that this is a Bichel against Supervisors issues. You have my word it is 
not. This fight between the employee\supervisor is not a new issue, it has come up in 
the past many times, during my time as President, and before. I believe it keeps 
coming up because some, usually one or two Inscope Supervisors, let themselves get 
caught up in doing management's job, eg: writing damning reports to management 
about their Brothers and Sisters. In other cases, some Supervisors have taken it upon 
themselves to chastise our members, sometimes in front of the general public or in 
front of other employees or in front of Management. Recently I have had people say 
to me that I'm taking a big gamble by confronting the Supervisors in this way, as 
some have told me that they are afraid of being set up by having false reports 
submitted to management about them. Sounds to me like some of our Sisters and 
Brothers are afraid of some of the Supervisors, this bothers me and it should bother 
the Supervisors even more. There should not be anyone of us afraid or not trusting 
of our Supervisors, but ask around, find out for yourselves, how many of your fellow 
employees trust their Supervisors and their actions? Something must be done to 
change this. 

The letter went on to propose that the membership vote on a motion to conduct a pre-

trial investigation under ATV's constitution and to proceed with charges if necessary against the 

supervisors. In addition, the motion recommended that supervisors remain in scope, at least for a 

period of one year, at which time the issue would be reviewed, and the membership would vote on what 

it considers to be the proper role of supervisors. The motion also recommended pre-trial investigation 

of the actions of the supervisor who "wrote up" an ATV operator. Letters were sent to service 

supervisors on October 15, 1998 notifYing them of a pre-trial meeting on November 4, 1998. The 

supervisor who "wrote up" the ATV operator was served with a notice of trial. 
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[38] Mr. Cliff Embury, servIce supervIsor, testified that, at this point, the servIce 

supervisors realized that they needed legal advice and they soughtthe services of a lawyer. On October 

30, 1998, the service supervisors filed an unfair labour practice application against ATIJ and sought an 

interim Order to restrain ATIJ from proceeding with the pre-trial meetings and the trial. At that time, 

the parties agreed to put the application on hold pending a possible resolution of the matter. 

[39] Mr. Embury testified that he felt "set up" by ATIJ as it had, on the one hand, 

encouraged supervisors to leave A TIJ and, on the other hand, was proposing to consider laying charges 

against them for considering a move to SCMMA. 

[40] Mr. Embury expressed the frustrations experienced by service supervisors in dealing 

with the A TIJ executive. He confirmed that the tension between service supervisors and operators had 

been a long-standing issue. He did not feel that ATIJ could fairly represent his interests, and he felt 

caught between the demands of his employment and the demands of the ATIJ. Mr. Embury reported to 

the Board that the stress at work caused by the dispute with ATIJ was having a significant impact on his 

health. 

[41] Cal Galambos, body shop supervisor, testified that he felt in a conflict of interest with 

the body shop employees that he supervises. He indicated that these employees complained to ATIJ 

when he applied for a reclassification of his position. He also found it difficult to effectively supervise 

body shop employees when they were told by ATIJ not to cooperate with supervisors. Mr. Galambos 

indicated that employees in his shop had refused to sign OH&S training forms indicating that they were 

properly trained in the operation of equipment. He also indicated that the stress levels at work caused 

by the dispute with ATIJ have had an impact on his health. 

[42] Glen Currie, schedules planner, testified that he is often in conflict with members of 

ATIJ as a result of his need to prepare schedules that are cost effective for the transit service. Mr. 

Currie meets regularly with the sign-up committee to review the shifts proposed by Mr. Currie for the 

quarter. The committee consists of operators and Mr. Currie. In addition, Mr. Currie also participates 

in a productivity committee which is composed of operators and Mr. Currie. The productivity 

committee deals with changes to shift schedules that result from the transit services budgetary process. 

Mr. Currie complained that he often is verbally criticized by operators and the executive of ATIJ for 
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making changes to shift patterns. He recalled one incident where Dan Bichel called him at home and 

questioned Mr. Currie for 40 minutes about changes that had been made to the sign up schedule. Mr. 

Currie felt he had been "ragged on" by the ATU president for doing his job. Mr. Currie also gave 

evidence to the effect that ATU opposed his reclassification attempt. Mr. Currie supervises the 

schedules clerk and the charter clerk. 

[43] Mr. Gilchrest, service supervisor, performs control and mobile functions for the transit 

servIce. Mr. Gilchrest testified that he experiences a conflict between ATU's expectations that 

supervisors should not file written reports on operators and his job responsibilities. Mr. Gilchrest 

testified that he does give verbal warnings to operators when they are not following proper procedure. 

Mr. Gilchrest was hopeful that the removal of supervisors from the ATU bargaining unit would reduce 

on-the-job tension between ATU and the supervisors. 

[44] Abe Driedger, mechanical supervisor, reports to the maintenance manager, along with 

the body shop supervisor and the utility supervisor. Mr. Driedger does not perform hands on 

mechanical work. As mechanical supervisor, Mr. Driedger is responsible for ensuring that his staff are 

properly trained to operate equipment. He is also required to interpret the collective agreement in order 

to deal with overtime can-ins and other scheduling issues. Like Mr. Galambos, body shop supervisor, 

Mr. Driedger's request for reclassification was opposed by the staff in the maintenance shop. Mr. 

Driedger was unhappy with ATU's handling of the issue and felt that he lacked representation in ATU. 

Mr. Driedger reported a couple of incidents where he was confronted by ATU executive members over 

his handling of work issues in his area. Mr. Driedger testified that he has been negatively affected by 

the workplace conflict. 

[45] Mr. Dave Andreen, service supervisor, was at the centre of the controversy which 

started the recent round of conflict between ATU and the service supervisors. Mr. Andreen attended 

the ATU meeting where Mr. Biche1 told members of ATU not to trust supervisors. Mr. Bichel was 

referring to the incident between a supervisor and an operator where the supervisor's report resulted in a 

three-day suspension of the member. At the union meeting, Mr. Andreen confronted Mr. Bichel and 

told him that "he [Mr. Andreen] didn't have to take any more of this." According to Mr. Andreen, Mr. 

Bichel responded by indicating that he wanted supervisors out of ATU. As a result of this exchange, 

Mr. Andreen wrote a letter to Mr. Bichel on April 19, 1998 to call him to account for his comments that 
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supervisors should not be in ATU. Mr. Bichel responded by letter on April 27, 1998, which read in part 

as follows: 

[46J 

Your right, I swore an oath to represent the members of Local 615 to the best of my 
ability. It is also my responsibility to inform Local 615 members that if they bring 
harm to, or put another member at risk of being disciplined due to exaggerated or 
untrue reports, whether the reports are verbal or in writing, they will eventually 
answer to the Membership. 

I have been asked by the Executive Board to make sure the Inscope Supervisors 
know they had better back off or face the consequences. Those consequences could 
be to find a way to have another organization other than Local 615 represent the 
Supervisors and if that upsets you, take it up with the membership. Being a past 
Executive Board member, you know the avenues as well as I do. 

Mr. Andreen has been with the transit service for 21 years and he recalls that there 

has always been conflict between operators and supervisors. Mr. Andreen has also experienced 

health problems as a result of the workplace conflict. 

[47] Peter Perera, journeyman mechanic, testified for ATU. Mr. Perera works with Mr. 

Driedger in the mechanical shop and performs relief work as the mechanical shop supervisor when 

Mr. Driedger is absent. Mr. Perera is also vice-president of ATU. Mr. Perera testified that the 

mechanical shop supervisor and the body shop supervisor used to be classified in the collective 

agreement as subforemen. The change to "supervisor" was made in 1992 to remove gender 

references from job titles. The position of mechanical supervisor was reclassified at some point as 

well and Mr. Perera recalled that other employees in the mechanical shop were not happy that they 

were not included in a reclassification effort. Mr. Perera circulated a petition opposing the 

reclassification of the mechanical shop supervisor and the body shop supervisor and raised the issue 

at an ATV meeting. In the end result, the reclassification was approved by ATU and implemented 

for the two positions. 

[48] Mr. Perera also pointed out the supervisor classification provides an avenue for 

promotion for employees in the mechanical shop. He noted that if the job left ATU, it is unlikely 

that he would consider bidding on it. 
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(49) In relation to any conflicts between supervisors and operators or other ATU 

members, Mr. Perera indicated that ATU is dominated by the operators group, but he denied that 

supervisors were "picked on." 

[50] Mr. Calvin Harrison is one of two utility shift supervisors. Mr. Harrison works from 

11 :30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. supervising a crew of 7 utility workers who are responsible for cleaning and 

performing minor repair work on the transit fleet. Mr. Harrison does not set hours of work, authorize 

leaves of absence, receive ATU grievances, hire, fire or discipline employees. He does coach 

employees in the proper work methods and he reports any incidents to the maintenance manager, Mr. 

Ferguson. 

[51] Mr. Greg Winkenweder, a bus operator, also testified for ATU. Mr. Winkenweder 

was a full-time service supervisor who reverted to his position as operator. Mr. Winkenweder 

performed dispatch duties and described them as not being not overly stressful. He indicated that 

when there was a dispute over the manner in which work was dispatched, the complaint would be 

dealt with at the monthly spare board meeting between ATU and the transit service and would be 

resolved at that time. Mr. Winkenweder testified that as a service supervisor, he did not find himself 

in a conflict of interest situation with other ATU members. 

[52] Mr. Morris Hrasymuik, service supervisor, also testified for ATU. Mr. Hrasymuik 

has been an employee of transit services for 33 years and presently is the most senior supervisor. He 

has served as a inspector representative on the ATU executive. He confirmed that service 

supervIsors do not hear grievances, do not have access to employee personnel files, do not 

recommend discipline, and do not impose discipline on the operators under their supervision. Mr. 

Hrasymuik testified that the work stress is lower than what it used to be before the advent of 

computers and other systems like the mobile supervisor vehicles and radio systems. Mr. Hrasymuik 

testified that he did not wish to join SCMMA and would prefer to remain as an operator in ATU even 

though it would mean a loss of income for him. 
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[53} Patty Gieni, operator, also testified for ATU. Ms. Gieni is the financial secretary of 

ATU. Ms. Gieni pointed out that the City had agreed on November 24, 1998 to apply for a joint 

amendment to ATU's certification Order to up-date the exclusions from the bargaining unit that had 

been agreed to in the last round of collective bargaining. The last collective agreement was signed 

November 24, 1998 and had an effective date of January l, 1998 to December 31, 2000. Shortly 

after agreeing to the amended certification Order for ATU, the City filed a reply in these proceedings 

indicating that there was a conflict between the service supervisors' duties and their membership in 

ATU. 

[54] Ms. Gieni explained ATU's role in responding in the controversy between the 

service supervisors and ATU. She explained that ATU decided to hold pre-trial hearings as a method 

of determining why service supervisors wanted to leave ATU and to document the outcomes. With 

respect to the service supervisor whose report resulted in the suspension of an operator, Ms. Gieni 

testified that ATU did conduct a pre-trial hearing and voted to go to trial on the matter. However, no 

trial was held because the 3 day suspension of the operator was resolved in the grievance and 

arbitration process. 

[55] Ms. Gieni explained that in 1998 there was a general election for president of ATU 

which split the membership between supporters of Mr. Bichel and those members who opposed Mr. 

Bichel's leadership. Mr. Biche1 did win the election but, according to Ms. Gieni, many of the 

supervisors were unhappy with this outcome. Ms. Gieni thinks that the conflict between the 

supervisors and A TU arose out of the election of Mr. Bichel. 

[56] Ms. Gieni also discussed the role of ATU in the productivity and sign up committee. 

She testified that, just prior to her attendance at the hearing, she had been involved in lengthy 

meetings with Glen Currie, the schedules planner, and eventually, with Mr. Mercer, transit manager, 

to work out a new schedule. Ms. Gieni testified that the senior operators would refuse to sign onto 

the runs being proposed by Mr. Currie. This would result in a chaotic situation as runs are assigned 

in order of seniority. Ms. Gieni worried that they would end up with a wild cat strike. The matter 

was taken up with Mr. Mercer who had a final say on the proposed sign-up. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[57] Section 5 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") pennits the 

Board to rescind or amend certification Orders in the following circumstances: 

5 The board may make orders: 

(i) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (d), (e), (I), (g) or (h), or amending an order or 
decision of the board made under clause (a), (b) or (c) in the 
circumstances set out in clause (;) or (k), notwithstanding that a 
motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in respect of or 
arising out of the order or decision is pending in any court; 

0) amending an order of the board if: 

(i) the employer and the trade union agree to the 
amendment; or 

(if) in the opinion of the board, the amendment is 
necessmy; 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(ti) there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notlllithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; rescinded or amended; 
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Arguments 

SCMMA 

[58] Mr. Milroy for SCMMA argued that the positions in question perform supervisory 

and low level managerial functions that have led to untenable conflicts between the obligation of the 

employees to the transit service and their membership in ATU. SCMMA argued that the issue 

before the Board is which bargaining unit is appropriate for the transit supervisors - ATU or 

SCMMA. There is no dispute between ATU and SCMMA that the employees in question are 

"employees" within the meaning of the Act. SCMMA's bargaining unit does not contain managers 

who have authority to hire, fire or significantly affect the economic lives of other employees. 

[59} SCMMA argued that the conflict between supervisors and ATU was not solely due 

to personality clashes between the executive of ATU and the supervisors. According to SCMMA, 

the evidence demonstrated that the conflict has been present for many years. In this regard, SCMMA 

relied on the testimony ofMr. Andreen in particular. 

[60] SCMMA also relied on ATU's reply to its application in which ATU acknowledged 

that the mechanical and body shop supervisors and 135 hours of road service supervisors duties were 

in conflict in a labour relations sense with membership in ATU. SCMMA argued that ATU cannot 

ask for the work to be carved out of the existing positions. The manner of configuring the work is a 

decision of the City, not the Board. 

[61] SCMMA reviewed in its argument the supervisory roles played by the service 

supervisors, schedules planner, mechanical supervisor, body shop supervisor, and utility shift 

supervisors. 

[62] SCMMA points to the actual conflict that has arisen between the supervisory group 

and A TU as proof of a labour relations conflict sufficient to justify the inclusion of these positions in 

SCMMA. Mr. Milroy pointed out the degree of personal stress that has been endured by the 

supervisory group as a result of the conflict with ATU. The degree of conflict experienced by the 

supervisory group, all of whom obtained their positions through ATU's seniority system, points to 
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the untenable nature of the conflict in this workplace. Mr. Milroy recommended that the Board place 

industrial stability ahead of promotional opportunity in making its determination. 

[63] ATU argued that SCMMA had failed to show that any of the positions in question 

have the power to fundamentally affect the economic lives of fellow employees. ATU pointed out 

that the supervisors do not hire, fire, demote or discipline ATU employees. In addition, in relation to 

more minor managerial powers, ATU argued that the supervisors must follow the provisions set out 

in transit service's policy or the collective agreement for setting hours of work or assigning work to 

employees. ATU argued that the evidence demonstrated that the supervisors cannot authorize 

absences from work, do not have access to employee files, do not play a role in the negotiation of 

grievances, do not have decision making responsibility in terms of the budget, and do not have input 

into confidential labour relations matters. 

[64] ATU argued that the isolated circumstances in which the body shop supervisor and 

the mechanical shop supervisor work does not render their functions managerial. ATU argued that 

these two positions are relied on by the City for training and supervision of staff because of their 

superior knowledge. 

[65] ATU argued that it relied on the processes available to it to deal with the issue of 

Improper reports being forwarded by supervisors to management. According to ATU, it was 

attempting to "try and bring out the truth concerning certain reports which were sent to management 

by some supervisors, who added opinions and possible false accusations in the reports." 

[66] ATU also argued that the evidence ofMr. Mercer, general manager, established that 

the job functions of supervisors have not changed. According to ATU, this role requires supervisors 

to provide management with factual reports on incidents arising in the workplace. ATU reasoned 

that if the role of supervisors has not changed over time, then there is no justification for considering 

their removal from ATU at this point in time. 
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[67J ATU also argued that the conflict that exists in the workplace is between supervisors 

and Dan Bichel, president of ATU, not between supervisors and other employees. ATU drew a 

distinction between Dan Bichel acting on his own, and Dan Bichel acting as president of ATU. In 

particular, it argued that Dan Bichel, in his personal capacity and not as president of ATU, advised 

Mr. McRuvie on the steps to be taken by supervisors to leave ATU. It argued that the membership of 

ATV directed Dan Bichel to keep supervisors in A TU and he was bound as president to follow 

through with the charges against the supervisors who sought to leave ATU. ATV concluded that the 

conflict is related to personalities and not to a labour relations conflict arising from the duties 

assigned to supervisors. 

[68] ATU noted that it has a long history of successfully representing the supervisory 

group and referred to examples from the evidence where supervisors had received the assistance of 

ATV. 

[69] ATV also argued that supervisors cannot be removed from a bargaining unit merely 

because they feel awkward or uncomfortable in directing or admonishing their fellow employees. 

Similar feelings relating to their attendance at union meetings were commented on by ATU and was 

explained to be a result of supervisors not regularly attending ATU meetings and the improper 

conduct of some supervisors reporting incidents to management. 

[70] In relation to Mr. Currie, schedules planner, ATV argued that he is relied on for his 

expertise but that factor does not render his position "manageria1." 

[71J In relation to the utility shift supervisors, A TU noted the lack of evidence from 

SCMMA relating to these two positions and noted that Mr. Harrison's testimony established that the 

positions have few managerial functions and perform hands on work along side of ATU members. 

[72] A TU opposed the exclusion of the supervisors positions as it would remove a 

promotional opportunity for ATU members. ATU noted that all of the supervisors in question 

obtained their positions through the seniority provisions contained in A TU's collective agreement. 
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[73] ATU also argued that the Board could carve out the mobile functions of the service 

supervisor position and exclude it from ATU's bargaining unit. This would leave the dispatch 

function and the control function in ATU, along with the other supervisors. 

Transit Service 

[74] The transit service seeks a labour relations climate that is healthy and productive. It 

notes the current dysfunctional state of the transit workplace and argues that it is the result of the 

conflict between supervisors and A TU relating to the supervisory functions performed by supervisors 

in relation to other ATU members. According to the transit service, the best way to resolve the 

conflict is to place supervisors in the middle management bargaining unit assigned to SCMMA. 

Analysis 

[75] The issue before the Board in this application is whether the service supervisors, 

mechanical shop supervisor, body shop supervisor, utility shift supervisors and the schedules planner 

ought to be removed from the bargaining unit assigned to ATU and included in the bargaining unit 

assigned to SCMMA. This type of application is known as a "carve out" as it seeks to remove 

classifications from an existing bargaining unit and to transfer it to a new bargaining unit. 

[76] The Board generally does not permit "carve outs" from a general, aB-employee 

bargaining unit because it is concerned that such a fragmentation of the bargaining structures will 

result in industrial instability in the workplace. In this case, however, the "carve out" does not raise 

issues directly related to fragmentation as multiple bargaining units have already been certified for 

the transit service. Any concern relating to industrial stability has been addressed when the existing 

bargaining unit structures were approved by the Board. As indicated, employees in the transit 

service are divided into two bargaining units: the general transit bargaining unit and the middle 

management bargaining unit. 
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[77] Similarly, the issues raised do not concern the status of the various supervisors as 

"employees" under the Act. There is no disagreement among the parties that the supervisors are 

"employees." The disagreement relates to whether they are properly assigned to the large, general 

transit bargaining unit or whether they should be assigned to the middle management unit. The fact 

that such supervisors do not hire, fire or discipline employees or play a major role in the transit 

services' labour relations is not determinative of the issue before the Board. 

[78J In the multi-bargaining unit setting, such as is the case in the present application, the 

Board has attempted to define bargaining unit structures so that there is a rational basis for assigning 

positions either to the main bargaining unit or to the specialty unit, such as SCMMA's bargaining 

unit. The factors relied on by the Board were summarized in City of Saskatoon v. Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 59, Saskatoon Civic Middle Management Association and Amalgamated 

Transit Union, Local 615, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 335, LRB File No. 244-97, as follows at 339: 

In City o(Saskatoon v. Canadian Union o/Public Employees. Local 59 and Saskatoon 
Civic Middle Management Association, [1998} Sask. L.R.B.R. 321, LRB File No. 232-
97, the Board set out its approach in determining the boundaries of the middle 
management unit along the following general principles: 

1. in a multi-bargaining unit setting, the Board is primarily 
concerned with ensuring that the multiplicity of bargaining 
units does not result in industrial instability; 

2. the Board historically favours larger, industrial units over 
smaller specialized bargaining units as being the best vehicles 
for promoting industrial stability; 

3. when faced with multiple bargaining units, the Board will take 
a restrictive approach to defining the scope of the smaller, 
more specialized unit; 

4. middle management units will be confined, in general, to 
those employees who, if they were included in the large 
industrial unit, would be placed in a coriflict of interest 
situation between their obligations to perform supervisory 
and low level managerial functions and their membership in 
the larger unit; 

5. the Board may allow for exceptions to the conflict of interest 
test where there are peculiar historical reasons for excluding 
persons from the larger unit, but these exceptions will not be 
permitted to form a spring board for organizing positions that 
otherwise would be assigned to the larger unit. 
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[79] In short, the Board must decide on this application if the supervisors in question are 

placed in a conflict of interest situation between their obligations to perform supervisory and low level 

managerial functions and their membership in ATU. If such a conflict exists, the supervisors would be 

appropriately placed in the middle management bargaining unit. 

[80] It can be argued, as ATU did, that the Board already made this decision when it 

certified ATU with the supervisors included in its bargaining unit. We would agree that generally, 

when an application has been determined, a party who seeks to have the Board review and reverse a 

decision which it already made must demonstrate some compelling reason for revisiting the earlier 

decision. This rule has been applied by the Board when it has been asked to consider whether 

employees who were once included in a bargaining unit should now been excluded from the bargaining 

unit based on their performance of managerial functions: see City of Regina v. Canadian Union of 

Public Employees, Local 21, [1990] Summer Sask. Labour Rep. 80, LRB File No. 276-88 where the 

Board stated at 81: 

[81] 

Furthermore, where the positions relationship to the bargaining unit has already been 
decided by the Board or by the collective bargaining agreement, the Board has refilsed 
to grant amendment applications which seek to reverse the positions status unless the 
applicant can show that there has been a material change in the duties and 
responsibilities of the position since the date of the order or agreement. 

In the present case, SCMMA has not established that the job functions of the 

supervisors in question have changed significantly over the years. A TU is correct in asserting that the 

positions have not changed significantly in their functions. 

[82] The only real change that has occurred in the workplace has been the introduction of 

the middle management bargaining unit, which did not exist at the time that supervisors in the transit 

service were included in the general A TU bargaining unit. At that time, access to collective bargaining 

would be a significant factor in determining if the supervisory employees ought to be included in the 

large transit bargaining unit. Without inclusion in ATU, the supervisors would have remained outside 

of a collective bargaining regime, despite the fact that they are "employees" within the meaning of the 

Act. 
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[83] It would seem to the Board that the introduction of a middle management bargaining 

unit does permit a re-evaluation of the assignment of supervisory positions to the general bargaining 

unit. It is an intervening event that may cause the Board to reconsider an earlier decision to include 

supervisory personnel in a general bargaining unit. The issue no longer is simply a question of access 

to collective bargaining for this level of supervisory personnel. It is now a question of the 

appropriateness of the particular bargaining unit for the employees, based on the nature of their work 

functions. The test that will be applied, however, to determine which unit is appropriate for the 

particular supervisory employee remains the strict conflict of interest test set out above. The applicant 

seeking to remove one group from the general bargaining unit to the middle management unit must 

demonstrate that there is a labour relations conflict for the supervisory personnel between their 

obligations to perform supervisory duties on behalf of the Employer and their membership in the union. 

[84] In our View, the present case presents a textbook example of such a conflict. 

Supervisory employees have been subjected to severe verbal and written attacks, pre-trial and threat of 

trial procedures, from their current union, A TU, in relation to the manner in which they have carried out 

their supervisory functions. A TU justified its attack based on its view of the service supervisors' roles 

which it would limit to simply reporting incidents on a factual basis to management without comment. 

It would require supervisors to resolve incidents which have potential for a disciplinary response from 

the transit service through A TU and not through the reporting structures put in place for the 

management of the service by the City. ATU wants, in essence, to supervise the supervisors in order to 

limit their impact on the working lives of the remaining members of ATU. 

[85] As a result of A TU's view of the role of supervisors, the supervisors are caught in an 

impossible situation. They cannot perform their jobs properly without running the risk of upsetting 

ATU. They do not feel welcome within ATU; they question its ability to represent them fairly; and 

they know that A TU will encourage other members to work in opposition to them in the performance of 

their day-to-day functions as supervisors. The end result is a very dysfunctional workplace which has 

taken its toll on the health and well-being of the supervisors in particular. 

[86] In most cases, the Board is asked to make decisions about the inclusion or exclusion of 

persons from bargaining units when the position is first created and there is no practical means of 

determining if an actual conflict of interest will arise. If we were simply considering the job 

descriptions of supervisory staff in this workplace, we may not have been convinced that the 
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supervisors or any of them ought to be excluded from ATU's bargaining unit. However, in this case, 

there is a long history of conflict. There is also a record of recent conflict pertaining solely to the 

perfonnance of supervisory functions by the supervisory staff. The actual workplace events makes it 

exceedingly clear that a labour relations conflict does exist for most of the supervisory staff. The 

service supervisors, in particular, bore the brunt of ATU's attack. The mechanical shop supervisor and 

the body shop supervisor have experienced similar conflicts and would, in our opinion, benefit from a 

transfer to SCMMA. These two employees perfonn supervisory functions on a daily basis and do not 

work "on the tools" with the mechanical and body shop employees. The schedules planner, while he 

does not exercise a great degree of supervision over ATU members, does perfonn work that impacts on 

the economic lives of ATU members and it has given rise to extreme levels of conflict between him and 

the A TU president. His job functions place him in a conflict of interest situation with A TU because his 

work impacts on work schedules, one of the key areas of concern for the majority of members in A TU. 

In our opinion, the schedules planner should be removed from A TU and placed in SCMMA. 

[87] We do not view the role of the utility shift supervisors in the same light as the other 

supervIsors. SCMMA presented little evidence with respect to these positions. ATU's evidence 

indicates that the utility shift supervisors work along side utility workers and perfonn more of a lead

hand function, as opposed to a supervisory function. There is no evidence of labour relations conflict 

between the supervisory functions perfonned by the utility shift supervisors and utility workers. In our 

view, this position should remain in A TU. 

[88] In coming to these conclusions, the Board does not accept A TU's assertion that the 

conflict between supervisors and ATU arose from a personality clash between service supervisors and 

Mr. Biche1. Mr. Bichel's own correspondence makes it clear that the conflict has been a long-standing 

issue arising out of the perfonnance of the supervisor's job duties. 

[89J We also reject the proposition that the Board could carve off the supervisory functions 

that are in conflict, that is, the on-road supervisory duties, from the general service supervisor position. 

The transit service is entitled, as employer, to detennine the job requirements and qualifications for 

each position. The Board's role is to assess whether the job requirements assigned to the positions in 

question give rise to a conflict of interest. 
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[90] The Board has considered A TU's record of representation of supervisors and does not 

come to a firm conclusion as to whether or not supervisors have been adequately represented by ATU. 

The issue on this application does not require the Board to make such an assessment. We agree with 

ATU that minor admonitory or lead-hand functions would not give rise to an exclusion of an employee 

from the general bargaining unit. However, in this case, supervisors, with the exception of the utility 

shift supervisors, perform more intense supervisory duties than is typical of a working lead-hand. 

These functions have resulted in the conflict of interest for the supervisory employees. 

[91] Finally, it is unfortunate for the ATU membership that a formal avenue of promotion 

may be eliminated by the removal of the supervisors from ATU's bargaining unit. This factor is one 

that the Board has considered in reaching its decision. Promotional opportunities are a factor in the 

design of healthy bargaining units; however, in this case, the conflict that has arisen between 

supervisors and ATU and its negative impact on the workplace environment make the promotional 

factor less important than it may be in other circumstances. 

[92] However, we are concerned that the shift of supervisors from A TU to SCMMA may 

affect pensions, benefits and other entitlements that supervisors now enjoy as members of ATU. 

Although SCMMA has filed support cards from a majority of the employees affected by this 

application, we would direct the transit service to permit supervisors to exercise their seniority to 

remain in the A TU bargaining unit. The movement of the supervisory positions to SCMMA is just that 

- the movement of positions, not people. The rights of the individual supervisor should be determined 

in accordance with the seniority and other job protection provisions contained in A TU's collective 

agreement. The Board will reserve its jurisdiction to determine any issues which arise as a result of this 

direction and its Orders. 

[93] In conclusion, we find that the service supervisors, body shop supervisor, mechanical 

shop supervisor, and schedules planner positions are properly located in SCMMA's bargaining unit and 

should be removed from ATU's bargaining unit based on the conflict of interest between their job 

functions and their membership in ATU. The utility shift supervisors are properly assigned to ATU's 

bargaining unit. 

[94] Orders will issue accordingly. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, Applicant and CANORA 
AMBULANCE CARE (1996) LTD., Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 105-99 & 106-99; May 31, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Bruce McDonald 

For the Union: Harold 10hnson 
For the Employer: Larry Seiferling, Q.C. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Wage increase - In the unusual 
circumstances of case, Board finds employer's failure to pay promised wage 
increase to be violation of s. l1(1)(m) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Business as before - Board applies 
both "business as before" and "reasonable expectation" tests to situation before 
it to determine if unilateral change occurred. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. l1(l)(a) and l1(l)(m). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees (the 

"Union") was certified to represent members of an all employee bargaining unit at Canora 

Ambulance Care (1996) Ltd. (the "Employer") on December 7, 1998. The Union filed applications 

under ss. 5( d), (e) and (g) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T -17 (the "Act") in which it 

alleged that Rod Taylor, advanced emergency medical technician, was denied an increase in pay to 

$24,000/year as promised and was denied an anniversary date increase. The Union alleges that the 

Employer violated ss. 11(1)(a) and (m) of the Act. 

[2] The Employer filed a reply indicating that it had no opemngs for advanced 

emergency medical technician and that the anniversary date increase would alter the terms of the 

employment contract. 
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[3] A hearing was held in Regina, Saskatchewan on September 10, 1999. 

Facts 

[4J Rod Taylor commenced employment with the Employer in April, 1997 as an 

emergency medical technician ("EMT"). At that time, he was paid $1500 per month, and, according 

to his evidence, was promised annual increases of $1 OO/month. Mr. Taylor received a $100 increase 

on April 1, 1998, his first anniversary. At that time, he asked the Employer to complete a 

verification of income form in order to apply for a mortgage. The Employer indicated in the form 

that, after Mr. Taylor completed his advanced EMT course, his income would be increased to 

$24,000/year. Mr. Taylor completed the advanced EMT course on April 16, 1999. He attended 

school on weekends and paid $1,205 for tuition and $237.27 for books. After completing the course, 

he was advised by the Employer that he would not receive an increase in pay to $24,000 because the 

Employer had no position for an advanced EMT. No negotiation took place with the Union with 

respect to the advanced EMT position and, at this time, there was no collective agreement between 

the parties. Mr. Taylor was a member of the Union's bargaining committee. He quit his employment 

on July 8, 1999. 

[5] Mr. Taylor had also complained to the Labour Standards Branch, Saskatchewan 

Labour regarding a change to his hours of work, overtime and statutory holiday pay which occurred 

in September, 1998. Prior to that time, employees worked a shift rotation of 3 days on, 3 nights on 

and 5 days off. The time at work involved both attendance at the work site for 8 hours and "on call" 

for the remaining hours. In September, 1998 the shift schedule changed to 3 days on, 3 nights on and 

3 days off. The hours at work were reduced to 3 hours per day with the remainder being "on call" 

time. Eventually, the hours employees were required to attend at work were cut to zero and all work 

hours were scheduled as "on call" hours. Once actual work hours exceeded 160 hours per month, 

employees were paid overtime. The dispute before the Labour Standards Branch relates to payment 

of the "on call" hours. Mr. Taylor's claim amounted to approximately $3,000.00. At the time of this 

hearing, no final determination had been made with respect to the claim. 
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[6] On cross-examination, Mr. Taylor acknowledged that the Labour Standards 

complaint was filed after April, 1998, the date on which the Employer indicated that he would be 

getting an increase to $24,000 upon completion of the advanced EMT course. He acknowledged that 

the Labour Standards complaint, if successful, would alter the terms of the employment contract and 

increase the Employer's costs. Mr. Taylor acknowledged that the Employer faced the Labour 

Standards claim in April, 1999 when Mr. Taylor expected to receive both a promotion to advanced 

EMT and an anniversary increase in pay. Mr. Taylor indicated that he was told that, until the costs 

were detem1ined, the Employer would not grant any increases in pay. 

[7] Mr. Wally Huebert, owner of Canora Ambulance Care (1996) Ltd., testified that he 

employs full-time EMT's and advanced EMT's, along with part-time staff in both positions and in the 

emergency medical responder position. Mr. Huebert testified that the changes to the work schedule 

came about due to financial problems faced by the Employer in July, 1998. As a result, the 

Employer laid off staff and did not replace other staff who had quit. Mr. Huebert testified that he 

met with Mr. Taylor in April, 1999 and told him that he would not be receiving an increase in his pay 

because of the uncertainty caused by the Labour Standards complaint. He also advised Mr. Taylor 

that there was no advanced EMT position available for him to fill. Employees are guaranteed their 

monthly salaries even if their call-in hours are less than 160 hours per month. Mr. Huebert noted 

that the outstanding Labour Standards complaints would be affected if an increase in pay was agreed 

to at this time. 

Argument 

[8] Mr. Johnson, counsel for the Union, argued that the terms of Mr. Taylor's 

employment contract were clearly set out in the mortgage verification form signed by the Employer. 

The Union noted that no collective agreement was in force when the terms of Mr. Taylor's contract 

were changed and no negotiations took place with the Union with respect to the change. The Union 

argues that these facts establish a breach of the freeze provisions contained in s. 1 1 (l)(m) of the Act. 

Counsel argued that the Employer was retaliating against Mr. Taylor for having filed the Labour 

Standards complaint. 
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[9] With respect to the Employer's refusal to place Mr. Taylor in an advanced EMT 

position, the Union argued that this also constituted a change in tenns or conditions of employment 

under s. 11(l)(m). Counsel noted that the progression from EMT to advanced EMT had previously 

taken place automatically, once an employee had completed an advanced EMT program. 

[10] Mr. Seiferling, Q.C., counsel for the Employer, argued that the test to be applied 

under s. 11(1)(m) is the "business as usual" test or the "reasonable expectation" test. In this case, the 

Employer was experiencing financial difficulties and made a number of changes, both to the hours of 

work and to the staff complement. These changes occurred prior to the Union's application for 

certification. After the Union applied for certification, Mr. Taylor filed an complaint with the 

Labour Standards Branch, which, if successful, would result in a payment of $3,000 to him for hours 

worked back to the date of the change of shifts. The Employer needed to know the outcome of the 

Labour Standards complaint before it could realistically decide on wage increases, either through the 

standard anniversary date increase or through collective bargaining. Counsel noted that an increase 

in wages would change the Labour Standards calculation as well. According to the Employer, its 

refusal to grant wage increases was directly attributable to the outstanding Labour Standards issues 

and it was not in a financial position to offer wage increases without having a final detennination of 

the outstanding Labour Standards matters. 

[l1J Counsel relied on the Board's decision in Canadian Union of Public Employees, 

Local 4152 v. Canadian Deajblind and Rubella Assoc., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 138, LRB File No. 

095-98 as authority for the proposition that the Employer can respond to first time events in a 

manner that is consistent with the reasonable expectations of employees. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[12J The Board considered ss. 11(1)(a) and 11(1)(m) of the Act. 
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Analysis 

[13] The facts of this case present a novel question under s. ll(l)(m). Does the 

Employer violate the freeze provisions contained s. l1(1)(m) by withholding an expected increase 

because the employee has filed a complaint with the Labour Standards Branch which may result in 

an increase in pay? In the present case, the Union's evidence established that Mr. Taylor, in the 

ordinary course of his employment, was entitled to an annual increase of $1 OOlmonth effective April 

1, 1999 to bring his pay to the level of $1,700/month. This increase was promised at the time of his 

hiring and was paid on Aprill, 1998 by raising his salary from $1,500Imonth to $1,600Imonth. 

[14] We have reviewed Canadian Deajblind and Rubella Assoc., supra, which sets out 

the Board's approach to s. l1(1)(m) and we agree that this case, in part, presents an issue of first 

time events. As such, it would be appropriate to ask whether the employees in this circumstance 

would reasonably expect to receive a wage increase when a Labour Standards complaint on wages 

was outstanding. 

[15J In our view, an employee would reasonably expect to have his or her base wages 

changed while a complaint is pending before the Labour Standards Branch. It would seem to the 

Board that an employee would expect the Employer to know and apply the provisions of The Labour 

Standards Act when issuing the offer of employment and when making changes to the hours of work. 

The Employer may have been mistaken concerning its obligations to pay employees for time that the 

employee is required to be available for work, however, this mistake, if there is one, is the 

Employer's mistake. The employee did not seek the change in the work schedule that resulted 

ultimately in the filing of the complaint with the Labour Standards Branch. 

[16] In these rather unusual circumstances, we find that the Employer's failure to pay the 

promised anniversary wage increase constitutes a violation of the freeze provisions in s. 11 (1 )(m). 

Either the "business as before" test or the "reasonable expectation" test wouldJead the Board to the 

conclusion that Mr. Taylor's salary ought to have been increased from $1600/month (his 1998 base 

income) to $ 1700/month effective April 1, 1999. 
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[17] With respect to the promotion to advanced EMT, the Board notes that the Employer 

dealt with its financial problems by laying off staff and not filling other EMT positions. In our view, 

it has established a practice which supports its position that the movement from EMT to advanced 

EMT is not automatic. In these circumstances, the failure of the Employer to promote Mr. Taylor 

does not constitute an unfair labour practice under s. 11 (1 )(m). 

[18} For these reasons, the Union's application is partially successful. The Board will 

issue an Order setting out the violation of the Act in relation to the non-payment of the annual 

increase and will reserve its jurisdiction to determine monetary loss should the parties fail to agree 

on the amount. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 342, Applicant v. CITY OF 
YORKTON, Respondent and YORKTON FIRE FIGHTERS, LOCAL 1527, Interested 
Party 

LRB File No. 295-99; May 31, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Tom Davies and Donna Ottenson 

For CUPE, Local 342: Harold Johnson 
For the City of Yorkton: Randy Kachur 
For Yorkton Fire Fighters, Local 1527: Greg Litvanyi 

Employer - Definition - Board reviews factors tending to identify employer for 
labour relations purposes - Board finds city to be employer of employees of 
recreational facility operated by a facility management board under joint 
venture agreement. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(g), 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(k). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 342 

(the "Union") applied to amend the bargaining unit description in its existing certification Order for a 

group of employees of the City of Yorkton (the "City") to delete a now inaccurate reference in the 

exclusions from the bargaining unit and to add a group of employees at the Parkland Agriplex Arena 

in Yorkton (the "Agriplex Arena"). The bargaining unit description in the Order dated December 3, 

1964 is as follows: 

[2] 

The employees employed by the City of Yorkton, except the City Hall staff and 
employees employed in or in connection with the Yorkton General Hospital, and all 
employees in its Fire Department, except the Fire Chief and Deputy Fire Chief. ... 

By an Order of the Board of the same date, Yorkton Fire Fighters, Local 1527 (the 

"Fire Fighters Union") was designated as the bargaining agent for the employees employed by the 

City in the Fire Department. 
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[3] The employees of the Y orkton General Hospital are no longer employed by the City 

but by the district health board as a result of health care reorganization. 

[4} In the present application, the Union sought to amend the bargaining unit description 

to read as follows: 

[5] 

All employees employed by the City of Yorkton, including those at the Agriplex 
Arena, except the City Hall Staff, Supervisors, Foreman, Fire Chief, Deputy Fire 
Chief, Firemen and Confidential Secretary at the Public Works Yard .... 

The statement of employment filed by the City indicates that as at the date of the 

application seven persons were employed at the Agriplex Arena: Agriplex manager, Jerry Bulitz; 

Agriplex maintenance manager, Gerald McGregor; and five persons employed in arena labourer 

classifications. 

[6] In a reply dated December 17, 1999, filed with the Board on December 21, 1999, the 

City did not take issue with the addition to the bargaining unit of the "labourer" employees at the 

Agriplex Arena, so long as the Union demonstrated majority support among the group, but took the 

position that the description of exclusions should extend to "managers, foremen and confidential 

secretaries wherever employed." The reply stated this was required because: 

[7] 

In addition to employing supervisors, foremen and a confidential secretary at the 
public works yard, the City of Yorkton employs managers and confidential 
secretaries at the Fire Hall and the Parkland Agriplex. 

In the event the Union demonstrated majority support among the add-on group, the 

City suggested the bargaining unit description ought to be as follows: 

All employees employed by the City of Yorkton, including Agriplex Arena labourers, 
except City Hall staff, employees employed in or in connection with the Yorkton 
General Hospital, employees in the Fire Department, including the fire chief and 
deputy fire chief managers, supervisors, foremen, and confidential secretaries. 
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[8] However, the City filed an amended reply with the Board on February 23,2000, just 

a week before the hearing, which significantly expanded the issues and the scope of the hearing. The 

Union did not object to the amended reply being filed with the Board, nor did it seek an adjournment 

of the hearing. Specifically, the amended reply declared that the persons employed at the Agriplex 

Arena are not employed by the City but by the Parkland Agriplex Management Board (the 

"Management Board"). It reiterated that the Agrip1ex manager and a confidential secretary at the 

Agriplex facility should be excluded from the bargaining unit in any event. 

[9] The Fire Fighters Union filed a reply that simply suggested that the exclusions in the 

proposed bargaining unit description should refer to "fire fighters" rather than "firemen," as the latter 

term is often used in reference to persons with boiler operation certification. The Union had no 

objection to this suggested change. 

[10] 

proceedings. 

Evidence 

[11] 

Board. 

[12] 

The matter was heard March 1, 2000. The Management Board was aware of the 

The Union rested upon its application and the evidence of support filed with the 

William Wright, Jerry Bulitz and Laurie-Anne Rusnak were called to testify by the 

City. Mr. Wright is a chartered accountant in Yorkton and, until a month before the hearing, had 

been a director of the Yorkton Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition Association Limited (the 

"Exhibition Association") for some 12 years; he was a Management Board director for six years and 

its chair during 1998-99. He provided much of the background information that follows regarding 

the physical and organizational structure of the Parkland Agriplex facility relevant to this case and 

which was not in dispute. 
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[13] The Parkland Agriplex facility compnses the Agriplex Arena building, the Ag 

Pavilion building, an old industrial building, concession stands, a grandstand, a racetrack, two 

livestock barns, a horse show ring and some miscellaneous storage buildings, on an 80 acre parcel 

owned by the Exhibition Association and leased to the City. The Agriplex Arena building itself 

contains a hockey arena, public swimming pool, curling club and rink, meeting rooms, a concession, 

a convention centre and office space. 

[14] During the 1970's the City wished to replace its aging hockey arena and build an 

indoor public swimming pool. The Y orkton Curling Club was also interested in relocating to more 

modem premises. The Exhibition Association owned the parcel of land with some facilities and 

buildings where it hosted an annual exhibition and sundry agricultural and trade shows. It had access 

to a federal loan program for the construction of sports facilities. In 1976, the City and the 

Exhibition Association entered into an agreement (the 'joint venture agreement") to construct the 

Agriplex Arena building, which would house the hockey arena, curling rink and swimming pool, on 

the parcel owned by the Exhibition Association. 

[15] Under the joint venture agreement, the Exhibition Association granted the City a 

long-term lease with an option to purchase the parcel where the Agriplex is situated. The Exhibition 

Association accessed the federal loan to build the hockey arena and curling rink. The City 

underwrote construction of the swimming pool. Under the agreement, the Exhibition Association 

receives rent equal to its loan payments for 10 years, the year-round use of office space and use of 

the entire facility for a certain number of days each year at no cost. 

[to} Revenue is obtained from: admission fees; the major tenants, being the Yorkton 

Terriers Hockey Club and the Yorkton Curling Club; usage fees from other sports groups; 

convention space rental; and rental of other buildings and venues within the facility. Operating 

revenue is received by the Management Board but, according to Mr. Wright, ultimately goes into the 

City's coffers. 
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[17] The joint venture agreement provides for the creation of the Management Board 

comprised of 13 members, seven of which are members of City Council, and six of which are from 

among the directors of the Exhibition Association. The Management Board is not an incorporated or 

registered entity. Its general mandate is "to construct, equip, occupy, manage and operate" the 

Parkland Agriplex facility. Mr. Wright said the Management Board has total operating responsibility 

and authority over the facility. In actual fact, the Management Board submits an annual operating 

budget proposal to the City for approval; the City covers any operating deficit up to the approved 

budget amount. Over the years the City has covered all operating losses, which cunently are 

approximately $400,000 a year. Under the agreement, the City maintains the facility at its cost; this 

is done through the Management Board's operating budget. 

[18] As concerns Agriplex staft~ the joint venture agreement provides that the 

Management Board may request the City "to appoint and remove all staff that the Management 

Board deems expedient and to fix their salaries and other benefits, and prescribe their duties as 

directed by the Management Board." According to Mr. Wright, the Management Board hires the 

Agriplex manager who reports directly to the Management Board. The Agriplex manager is 

responsible for the day to day operation of the facility. The arena labourers are hired by the Agriplex 

manager and perform all manner of duties at the facility, such as maintaining the ice rinks and pool, 

readying the convention and hockey rink areas for special events, and general cleaning, maintenance 

and repair. During Exhibition Association events, they perform duties cooperatively with Exhibition 

Association volunteers. The City does the Agriplex facility's payroll and accounting and issues City 

paycheques to the Agriplex Arena employees. The City sets the wage rates for the Agriplex Arena 

employees, but the Agriplex manager provides recommendations on salary. The City moves the 

employees between pay grades. The Agriplex Arena employees have the same benefits and 

participate in the same pension plan as do the City's employees. Workers' compensation levies are 

paid through the City and allocated back to the Management Board's budget. The Management 

Board does not have its own Goods and Services Tax number. Mr. Wright admitted that, in his 

opinion, the perception of the public is that the Agriplex is a City facility. 
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[19J Jerry Bulitz has been the manager of the Agriplex for the past seven years. He is 

responsible for directing the day to day operation of the facility. He testified that he assumed that 

when he was originally interviewed for the position, it was by members of the Management Board. 

He said he reports to, and takes direction from, the Management Board, but he was unable to say 

who was on it. 

[20] Mr. Bulitz testified that the invoices to users of the facility are prepared at the 

Agriplex and the Agriplex receives invoices for Agriplex expenses. He said he has authority to 

incur, and approve for payment, expenditure items of up to $5,000, but the Management Board must 

authorize expenditures in excess of that amount. However, he said that the City issues the cheques 

for payment. He said that Agriplex staff includes himself, the maintenance manager, a confidential 

secretary, two classifications of arena labourers, a concession supervisor and workers, and security 

andjanitorial personnel. He said that he is assisted in hiring staffby either the maintenance manager 

or concession supervisor depending on the position. Positions are advertised in the City's personnel 

newspaper ads. He said that staff wage rates are established by reviewing comparable positions in 

City departments. The assignment of hours is made by the Agriplex maintenance manager 

depending on facility usage. Timesheets are approved by Mr. Bulitz and sent to the City for 

processing and payment. Mr. Bulitz maintained that he is responsible for the evaluation and 

discipline of Agriplex staff. 

[21J In cross-examination, Mr. Bulitz was referred to the job description for arena 

labourer. The document is entitled "City of Y orkton Job Description" and contains the following 

specific references to the City: 

11. 

12. 

[22J 

Purchase goods and services in accordance with the City 
purchasing policies and procedures .... 

Must .. follow all Occupational Health and Safety policies 
established by the City. 

Mr. Bulitz was also referred to several pieces of correspondence authored by him. 

One item, a disciplinary memorandum dated February 4, 1999, to one of the Agriplex Arena 

employees, Ken Starger, resulted from a letter Mr. Starger sent to the City's mayor critical of 

Agriplex management. In the memorandum, Mr. Bulitz imposed a suspension from duty and states 
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that, "The City finds your attitude unacceptable and therefore recommends a referral to the 

Employee and Family Assistance Program." The document, as well as an earlier disciplinary 

memorandum, was copied to Laurie-Anne Rusnak, the City Clerk and Director of Personne1. In 

another memorandum to Mr. Starger advising of a change to his wage rate, dated December 8, 1998, 

Mr. Bulitz stated that, "As of January 1, 1999, the City of Yorkton has moved you into a grid 

system." 

[23] Laurie-Anne Rusnak has been the City Clerk and Director of Personnel for some 

eight years. She explained that the City sets the wage rates for Agriplex employees assisted by the 

recommendations of Mr. Bulitz. She said she acted as his "agent" in preparing comparisons with 

City employees to use in establishing the wage rates. She testified that she assists the Agriplex 

manager with discipline matters by preparing questions for him to use in employee interviews, but 

that he decides on whether discipline should be imposed. 

[24] In cross-examination, Ms. Rusnak was referred to a letter she wrote on City 

letterhead tenninating Mr. Starger's employment dated November 15, 1999. In it she refers to the 

fact that she was in attendance at the interview that resulted in Mr. Starger's tennination and refers to 

the fact that it is the City that is tenninating his employment. The letter states, in part, as follows: 

[25] 

As management indicated to you at our said meeting, we continue to find that your 
work habits and your dealings with persons utilizing the Parkland Agriplex are not 
satisfactory .... employees ofthe City q(Yorkton who work at the Agriplex must be able 
to get along ... The City of Yorktoll has no alternative but to terminate your 
employment as Arena Labourer ... 

(Emphasis added). 

Ms. Rusnak said the letter was written by her on the direction of Mr. Bulitz. It does 

not indicate that it was copied to him. 

[26] The 1998 Revenue Canada T4 statement provided to Mr. Starger indicates the City 

as his employer, and the deduction record attached to his paycheque is entitled "City of Yorkton 

Employee Earnings Statement." Ms. Rusnak stated that the City is the agent for the Management 

Board with respect to those matters. 
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Statutory Provisions 

[27] Relevant provisions of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") 

include the following: 

2 In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(i. I) a person engaged by another person to 
perform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 

(g) "employer" means: 

(i) an employer who employs three or more 
employees; 

(ii) an employer who employs less than three 
employees if at least one of the employees is 
a member of a trade union that includes 
among its membership employees of more 
than one employer; 
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(iit) in respect of any employees of a contractor 
who supplies the services of the employees 
for or on behalf of a principal pursuant to the 
terms of any contract entered into by the 
contractor or principal, the contractor or 
principal as the board may in its discretion 
determine for the purposes of this Act; 

and includes Her Majesty in the right of the Province of Saskatchewan 

5 The board may make orders: 

Arguments 

[28] 

(a) determining whether the appropriate unit of employees for 
the purpose of bargaining collectively shall be an employer unit, 
craft unit, plant unit or a subdivision thereof or some other unit; 

(b) determining what trade union, if any, represents a majority of 
employees in an appropriate unit of employees, but no order under 
this clause shall be made in respect of an application made within a 
period of six months fi'om the date of the dismissal of an application 
for certification by the same trade union in respect of the same or a 
substantially similar unit of employees, unless the board, on the 
application of that trade union. considers it advisable to abridge that 
period; 

(c) requmng an employer or a trade union representing the 
majority of employees in an appropriate lInit to bargain collectively; 

Mr. Kachur, counsel for the City, filed a written brief which we have reviewed. He 

argued that the Agriplex employees are employed by the Management Board and not by the City, as 

evidenced by the nature and degree of control that the Management Board has over operational, 

financial and personnel matters. He asserted that control ceded to the City by the Management 

Board under the joint venture agreement with respect to wage, personnel and payroll items is 

revocable by the Management Board. He said that as a practical matter the City acts as agent for the 

Management Board with respect to such functions. Counsel referred to the oft-cited criteria 

enunciated by the Ontario Labour Relations Board in Labourers' International Union of North 

America, Local 183 v. York Condominium Corporation, et al., [1977] OLRB Rep_ Oct. 645, used to 
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assist in determining which of two employers is the employer for the purposes of labour relations 

legislation, in arguing that control lay with the Management Board which was the true employer of 

Agriplex staff. Those factors are: (1) the party exercising direction and control over the employees 

performing the work; (2) the party bearing the burden of remuneration; (3) the party imposing 

discipline; (4) the party hiring the employees; (5) the party with the authority to dismiss the 

employees; (6) the party who is perceived to be the employer by the employees; and, (7) the 

existence of an intention to create the relationship of employer and employees. 

[29] Mr. Kachur referred to the Board's decision in Canadian Union of Public 

Employees, Local 3737 v. Town of Moosomin, [1994] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 92, LRB File 

No. 038-94. In that case, the union sought to certify a unit of employees of the Town including 

seasonal employees at the local swimming pool. The pool was managed by a recreation board 

comprising representatives of the Town, the contiguous rural municipalities and a number of local 

organizations. The recreation board advertised and hired for all the positions, and the payroll was 

handled through the Town's system. On the facts of the case, the Board was satisfied that the 

recreation board, and not the Town, was the employer of the swimming pool employees for the 

purposes of the Act. Mr. Kachur argued that the present situation was analogous and the arena 

employees ought not to be included in the City employees' bargaining unit. 

[30} Mr. Johnson pointed out that the City controls the Management Board through its 

majority number of representatives. The City controls the budget for the Agriplex and he asserted 

that the job description, correspondence and other documents referred to in evidence relating to Mr. 

Starger led strongly to the conclusion that the City is the employer. He said the evidence disclosed 

that the City handles personnel matters at the Agriplex in the same manner as for any other City 

department. 

[31J Mr. Johnson referred to the Board's decision in Canadian Union of Public 

Employees, Local 59 v. City of Saskatoon and Saskatoon Regional Economic Development Authority 

Inc., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 376, LRB File No. 164-97, in asserting that because the City "controls 

the purse strings," so to speak, it ought to be the party at the bargaining table respecting the Agriplex 

employees, and because the Management Board is an unincorporated entity, the Union could not 

enforce an order of the Board against it. 
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[32] In reply, Mr. Kachur said it was not necessary that an employer for the purposes of 

the Act be a registered corporation or natural person - that the employer for the purposes of the Act is 

the entity that is the employer in "the labour relations sense" of the word, not according to corporate 

law. He said the reason why the City filed the amended reply maintaining the Agriplex employees 

were employed by the Management Board and not the City was because until sometime in February, 

2000, Ms. Rusnak was unaware of the existence of the joint venture agreement and its provision 

whereby the Management Board could elect to request the City to handle certain matters related to 

personnel. 

[33] He also asserted that, in the event a certification order is granted, the exclusions 

should include the Agriplex maintenance manager and confidential secretary. Mr. Kachur agreed 

that the reference to employees of the City at the Y orkton General Hospital could properly be deleted 

from the amended bargaining unit description. 

Analysis and Decision 

[34] We have determined that the City is the employer of the Agriplex Arena employees 

for the purposes of the Act. Until it discovered the joint venture agreement at the eleventh hour, the 

evidence is overwhelming that the City considered the Agrip1ex Arena employees to be employees of 

the City and it represented that to the employees and the world at large: this is apparent on the face 

of the discipline and wage classification documents referred to above and on the Revenue Canada 

document. It is clear that the City considered them to be employees of the City and it treated them as 

such: it advertised Agriplex staff positions in advertisements for City personnel; it graded their 

classifications and set their wages in concordance with other City employees; it included them in the 

benefits and pension plans covering other City employees without differentiation; it essentially 

handled employee discipline. And, according to Mr. Wright, the public's perception was that they 

were employed at a City facility. 

[35] Considering the factors enunciated in York Condominium, supra, the City may be 

said to satisfy many of them: it bears the burden of remuneration, it imposes discipline, and it 

exercises the authority to dismiss employees. In the present case, with the weight of the evidence 

being that the City considered the employees to be its own, coupled with its control over the 
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Management Board and Agriplex finances, the seventh criterion set forth in York Condominium - the 

existence of an intention to create the relationship of employer and employees - is determinative in 

this case. The coming to light of the joint venture agreement does not change the situation. Had the 

agreement not come to the attention of the City at the last moment, it would not have made its 

agency argument to the Board. That is, the agency argument is a technical legal argument that 

denies labour relations reality. It is for such reasons that the Board has developed the criteria to 

determine the true employer for the purposes of the Act. The technical legal organization and 

structure of the employer is not allowed to undermine the organization of the employees based on the 

labour reality of the situation. Whatever the City's de jure position is under the joint venture 

agreement it does not affect the fact that the City is the de facto employer in a labour relations sense. 

[36J We do not agree with the assertion by counsel for the City that the Town of 

Moosomin case, supra, is analogous to and determinative of the present case. The Board stated in 

that case, at 94, that each situation where municipal services are jointly managed must be determined 

on its own facts: 

[37] 

The administration of public activities such as these through a separate body such as 
the Parks and Recreation Board is not an uncommon feature of municipal government, 
particularly where the services are being jointly managed by several municipalities. 
This is not in itself conclusive of the question whether the municipal government 
remains the true employer of a group of employees. The circumstances of each case 
must be examined to determine whether the administrative body which supervises a 
particular activity actually functions as the employer, or whether their responsibilities 
extend only to the direction of the program and not of the employees who are involved 
in it. 

The Reasons for Decision in Town of Moosomin indicate that the indicia which were 

relied upon to argue that the Town was the employer were far less extensive and conclusive than in 

the present case, and was essentially limited to the fact that the Town provided a majority of the 

funding for the board and its payroll system was used for the swimming pool employees. By 

contrast, in the present case, the City provides all the funding and controls the Management Board, 

and there was no evidence in Town of Moosomin that the Town represented to the world at a large 

and to the employees that it considered them to be its employees. 
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[38] The evidence is insufficient to determine whether there are any employees of the 

City at the Agriplex Arena other than the arena labourers, Agriplex manager, and Agriplex 

maintenance manager. Our determination that the Union enjoys majority support is on the basis of 

the seven employees indicated in the statement of employment. Mr. Bulitz made reference to a 

confidential secretary, but that person was not otherwise referred to in the evidence and no such 

person is listed on the statement of employment. No evidence was adduced whatsoever with respect 

to what that person's duties are or on what ground they should be excluded from the bargaining unit. 

We do not know whether the position, if it in fact exists, ought to be excluded as "confidential." 

Counsel for the City did not indicate that a bargaining unit including the position would not be an 

appropriate unit. If it is warranted, application can be made to have that person's status determined 

under s. S(m) of the Act. 

[39] Mr. Bulitz also referred in evidence to a concessions supervisor, concession workers, 

and security and janitorial personnel at the Agriplex Arena, but no evidence was presented as to their 

employment status nor did the Union seek to represent them as part of the proposed amended 

bargaining unit. No persons in those classifications are listed on the statement of employment as 

employees at the Agriplex Arena. 

[40J While Mr. Bulitz, the Agriplex manager, will be excluded as he is not an employee 

within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i) of the Act, there is very little evidence respecting the status of the 

Agriplex maintenance manager other than the fact that he schedules the arena labourers. The onus 

was on the City to establish that the exclusion is warranted. In our opinion it has failed to do so. The 

evidence presented cannot support a finding that the primary responsibility of the incumbent, Gerald 

McGregor, is to actually exercise authority and actually perform functions that are of a managerial 

character. There is no evidence whatsoever that he regularly acts in a confidential capacity with 

respect to the City's industrial relations. There is no evidence that his presence in the bargaining unit 

is likely to result in a labour relations conflict such that the position ought to be excluded, and we 

decline to do so. 
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[41] The Union has filed evidence of majority support among the group comprising the 

Agriplex maintenance manager and the arena labourers. For the reasons outlined above, and based 

on the representations concerning the unit represented by the Fire Fighters Union and the status of 

employees at the Y orkton General Hospital, an Order will issue describing the bargaining unit 

represented by the Union as follows: 

[42] 

All employees employed by the City of Yorkton, except the City Hall staff, supervisors, 
foreman, fire chief, deputy fire chief, all employees in its fire department, confidential 
secretary at the public works yard and Agriplex manager. 

The City did not file an application for amendment, nor present any evidence to 

support the contention in its reply, that an amended bargaining unit description should refer to 

"managers, supervisors, foremen and confidential secretaries" generally among the exclusions. 

[43] Of course, given our findings above, as concerns the Agriplex Arena employees, this 

unit description includes only the arena labourers and Agriplex maintenance manager in the 

bargaining unit, but not a so-called confidential secretary at the Agriplex Arena nor anyone else who 

works there. 
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HOTEL EMPLOYEES AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES UNION, LOCAL 206, 
Applicant and CHELTON SUITES HOTEL (1998) LTD., Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 091-00, 110-00, 125-00, 139-00, 144-00 & 145-00; June 20, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Ron Asher and Bruce McDonald 

For the Union: Brian Christoph 
For the Employer: Paul Hamilton and Brad Enright 

Remedy - Interim order - Criteria - Board confirms use of two-fold test on 
application for interim injunctive relief - Board rejects assertions that standard 
which applicant must meet too low and that interim orders should be 
considered extraordinary remedies. 

Remedy - Reinstatement - Discharge or suspension - Board orders employer to 
reinstate employee pending determination of final application for 
reinstatement. 

Remedy - Monetary loss - Award - Board orders employer to pay employee 
monetary loss for period from date of dismissal to date of reinstatement by 
Board. 

Remedy - Posting of notice - Board orders employer to post copy of Order and 
Reasons for Decision and to provide same to employees. 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 5.3 and 42. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Backgrmmd 

[1] Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, Local 206 (the "Union") applied 

for an interim Order for reinstatement of, and compensation for monetary loss for, Lee Harper, 

formerly employed as housekeeping supervisor at Chelton Suites Hotel (1998) Ltd. ("the 

Employer"), and for other relief, until final hearing and determination of several applications 

alleging unfair labour practices by the Employer. The application for interim relief was filed May 

11, 2000 and heard on May 26, 2000. An interim Order was issued on May 29, 2000, with these 

written Reasons for Decision to follow. 
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[2J On March 13,2000, the Union applied for certification as bargaining agent for a unit 

of all employees of the Employer. The certification Order was granted May 15,2000 (LRB File No. 

072-00). Since applying for certification, the union has filed several applications alleging that the 

Employer has committed unfair labour practices contrary to The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-

17 ("the Act"). Briefly, these applications are as follows: 

LRB File No. 091-00, filed March 30, 2000, alleging violation of ss. 

11 (l)(a), (b), (e) and (g), in that the Employer eliminated the 

housekeeping supervisor position, then filled by Ms. Harper, and 

created the position of housekeeping manager, in an ostensible 

attempt to make the position out-of-scope of the bargaining unit 

applied for by the Union. 

LRB File No. 110-00, filed April 18, 2000, alleging violation of ss. 

l1(1)(a) and (0), in that on April 11, 2000, the Employer's general 

manager, Brad Enright, questioned Ms. Harper as to whether she 

supported the Union. 

LRB File No. 125-00, filed April 25, 2000, alleging violation of ss. 

11(1)(a) and (e), in that on April 24, 2000, the Employer terminated 

the employment of Lee Harper. 

LRB File No. 139-00, filed May 4, 2000, alleging violation of ss. 

11(l)(a), (b) and (g), in that on May 3, 2000, the Employer posted a 

memorandum to all employees in the workplace (the "May 3 

memo"), which provided as follows: 

IF THE UNION IS BARGAINING UNIT YOU 
WANT IN THIS HOTEL, CERTIFY THE LOCAL. 

IF YOU DO NOT WANT THE UNION - YOU 
HAVE THE RIGHT BY PETITION TO REQUEST 
IT NOT BE CERTIFIED. 
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AN ALTERNATIVE IS A HOTEL 
ASSOCIATION - RUN BY THE EMPLOYEES -
FOR THE EMPLOYEES. YOU PEOPLE CAN 
FORM THE ASSOCIATION - ELECT YOUR 
REPRESENTATIVES - DETERMINE YOUR 
OWN AGENDA. GET THE RESULTS YOU 
WANT. 

LRB File Nos. 144-00 and 145-00, filed May 10, 2000, are 

applications for reinstatement of, and compensation for monetary 

loss for, Ms. Harper, pursuant to ss. 5(f) and 5(g) of the Act, 

respectively. 

On this application for an interim Order, the material filed for consideration by the 

Board in the form of statutory declarations and affidavits was extensive. The bulk of the evidence 

was not in dispute. Following is a summary of the evidence. 

[4] Ms. Harper was engaged by the Employer as housekeeping supervisor on Febmary 

22,2000. The Union's drive to organize the Employer began on March 9, 2000, when Ms. Harper 

met with Brian Christoph, an international organizer for the Union, to discuss organizing a union in 

the Employer's workplace. Ms. Harper was the key organizer. 

[5] On March 23, 2000, the day before the taking of the statement of employment, the 

Employer's general manager, Brad Enright, advised Ms. Harper that her job title was to be changed 

forthwith to housekeeping manager and her authority would extend to the hiring and firing of 

housekeeping staff. Ms. Harper deposed that Mr. Enright advised her the change was being made so 

as to keep her position out of scope of the bargaining unit. During the same meeting, Ms. Harper 

deposed, Mr. Enright asked her whether she had signed a Union support card (indeed, this was 

admitted by the Employer in its reply to the application in LRB File No. 091-00); Ms. Harper 

answered in the negative. During another meeting with Mr. Enright on April 5, 2000, Ms. Harper 

deposed, he stated to her, "When did you think I was going to find out about really where it is you sit 

with this whole union thing." When Ms. Harper queried him as to what he meant, Mr. Enright 

advised her that the Union had filed an application alleging an unfair labour practice by the 
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Employer containing details that, as far as he was concerned, must have come from her. In a third 

meeting with Mr. Enright, on April 11, 2000, Ms. Harper deposed, Mr. Enright referred to further 

allegations of unfair labour practices and again insinuated that Ms. Harper had provided information 

to the Union; he also made a reference about "going to war" with the Union. In his affidavit, Mr. 

Enright did not deny or dispute these assertions. 

[6] Mr. Christoph deposed that on April 12, 2000, he was engaged in collective 

bargaining with one Don Ewart, a management labour consultant, respecting another employer. 

During their meeting, Mr. Christoph ascertained that earlier that day, at a lunch meeting with Mr. 

Enright, Mr. Ewart had shown Mr. Enright a photograph of Ms. Harper and identified her as 

supporter of the Union - the photograph had been taken when Ms. Harper was on the Union's 

bargaining committee with another employer also represented by Mr. Ewart. Mr. Ewart's affidavit 

corroborated these facts and deposed that, during their meeting, Mr. Enright queried him about 

terminating an employee for poor performance. 

[7] On April 24, 2000, Ms. Harper was called to a meeting with Mr. Enright. When she 

arrived, he was typing a letter, which he then handed to her. The entire body of the letter states as 

follows: 

[8] 

Effective receipt of this letter your employment with the Chelton Suites Hotel has 
been terminated. We thank you for your efforts and wish you the best for the future. 

During the meeting, Mr. Enright alleged there had been numerous problems in the 

past with Ms. Harper's housekeeping of guestrooms, but he provided no specific details of his 

allegation. Prior to April 24, 2000, however, Ms. Harper had received verbal instructions from her 

supervisor, executive housekeeper Helen Teetaert, to correct some particular deficiency in one 

guestroom or another, but had not been disciplined for her work performance. When Ms. Harper 

explained to Mr. Enright that she had been required to return to a room to remedy a deficiency on 

only two occasions, he replied, "Okay. Whatever. You are no longer a part. I require your keys." 

When Ms. Harper asked whether her termination had anything to do with the Union organizing, Mr. 

Enright responded that it was entirely the result of her work. In his affidavit, Mr. Enright did not 

dispute this version of the events of April 24, 2000, but deposed that Ms. Harper had been terminated 
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for not changing the bedding in a particular room. However, Mr. Enright admitted that this alleged 

deficiency had not been raised with Ms. Harper during the exit interview and she never had the 

opportunity to refute it or offer an explanation. 

[9] 

[10] 

Mr. Enright further deposed as follows: 

It became obvious after the date of [Lee Hmper 's J employment, that there was a 
lack of respect for the management of the hotel, and that she was not interested in a 
career in the hospitality industJY. 

Mr. Enright provided no evidence or details of this assertion, nor did the affidavit of 

Ms. Teetaert, Ms. Harper's immediate supervisor. 

[11] Ms. Harper deposed that she has tried to maintain contact with her co-workers, but 

said it has been difficult and senses they are fearful to associate with her. Kristine Loffler, a 

housekeeper with the Employer, deposed that the termination of Ms. Harper has had a negative effect 

on the employees' perception of their jobs and the Union. Mr. Christoph deposed that the 

Employer's actions have had a chilling effect on the perception of the Union by the employees. 

[12] On or about May 3, 2000, the Employer placed the May 3 memo, supra, in the 

workplace. In his affidavit, Paul Hamilton, the Employer's hotel accountant, deposed that he had 

prepared the memo for the purpose of advising the employees of the options available to them and 

did not believe his actions were in violation of the Act. 

Arguments 

[13J Mr. Christoph .argued, on behalf of the Union, that the material disclosed there were 

serious Issues to be determined by the Board. He argued, essentially, that the Employer's 

representatives had admitted, or failed to deny, many, if not all, of the facts necessary to establish the 

commission of several of the unfair labour practices, but certainly violations of ss. ll(l)(a), (e) and 

(0) in the interrogation of Ms. Harper as to her support of the Union and her termination, and the 

publication of the May 3 memo .. 
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[14] Mr. Christoph characterized the May 3 memo as an attempt to undermine the Union 

when its application for certification was pending but had not yet been heard. He characterized the 

termination of Lee Harper as clearly being in bad faith and an attempt to intimidate the employees. 

[15J Mr. Christoph intimated that the Union had demonstrated more than serious issues to 

be determined but had in fact established its case. He argued that the labour relations harm to the 

Union and Ms. Harper, if she was not returned to work pending final determination of the 

applications, far outweighed any conceivable harm to the Employer. And he argued similarly with 

respect to the May 3 memo if it was not removed from the workplace. 

[16J Mr. Enright and Mr. Hamilton shared the argument on behalf of the Employer. Mr. 

Enright admitted that he had asked Ms. Harper whether she had signed in support of the Union, but 

said that his intention was only to determine whether he could speak frankly to her about 

management matters such as her authority under the newly designated title of housekeeping 

manager. He expressed that he was upset that Ms. Harper would lie to him in response to his query, 

insinuating that her prevarication on this point demonstrated her unsuitability for continued 

employment and bolstered the Employer's purported justification for her termination. 

[17] Mr. Hamilton argued that the purpose of the May 3 memo was his attempt to counter 

what he called "much instability" in the workplace, with the intent "to advise the employees of their 

options." 

[18] With respect to the termination of Ms. Harper, Mr. Hamilton stated that as she was a 

housekeeping supervisor the employer had greater expectations of her performance than for an 

ordinary housekeeper. He agreed that Ms. Harper was never informed of the specific reason for her 

termination. 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[19] Relevant provisions of the Act include the following: 

3. Employees have the right to organize in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the purpose of bargaining collectively by 
the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the 
exclusive representative of all employees in that unit for the purpose of bargaining 
collectively. 

5. The board may make orders: 

(d) determining whether an unfair labour practice or a violation 
of this Act is being or has been engaged in; 

(e) requiring any person to do any of the following: 

(i) refrain from violations of this Act or fi-om 
engaging in any unfair labour practice; 

(ii) subject to section 5.1, to do any thingfor the 
purpose of rectifYing a violation of this Act, 
the regulations or a decision of the board; 

(j) requiring an employer to reinstate any employee discharged 
under circumstances determined by the board to constitute an unfair 
labour practice, or otherwise in violation of this Act; 

(g) fixing and determining the monetary loss suffered by any 
employee, an employer or a trade union as a result of a violation of 
this Act, the regulations or a decision of the board by one or more 
persons, and requiring those persons to pay to that employee, 
employer or trade union the amount of the monetary loss or any 
portion of the monetary loss that the board considers to be 
appropriate; 

5.3 With respect to an application or complaint made pursuant to any provision 
of this Act or the regulations, the board may, after giving each party to the matter an 
opportunity to be heard, make an interim order pending the making of a final order 
or decision. 
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11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) in any manner, including by communication, to interfere with, 
restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any right conferred by this Act; 

(b) to discriminate or interfere with the formation or 
administration of any labour organization or contribute financial or 
other support to it; but an employer shall not be prohibited from 
permitting the bargaining committee or officers of a trade union 
representing his employees in any unit to confer with him for the 
purpose of bargaining collectively or attending to the business of a 
trade union without deductions from wages or loss of time so occupied 
or from agreeing with any trade union for the use of notice boards and 
of the employers premises for the purposes of such trade union; 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

441 
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(g) to intelfere with the selection of a trade union as a 
representative of employees for the purpose of bargaining 
collectively; 

(0) to interrogate employees as to whether or not they or any of 
them have exercised, or are exercising or attempting to exercise any 
right conferred by this Act; 

18 The board and each member thereof and its duly appointed agents have the 
power of a commissioner under The Public Inquiries Act and may receive and accept 
such evidence and information on oath, affidavit or otherwise as in its discretion it may 
deem fit and proper whether admissible as evidence in a court of law or not. 

42. The board shall exercise such powers and pelfonn such duties as are 
conferred or imposed on it by this Act, or as may be incidental to the attainment of the 
objects of this Act including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the 
making of orders requiring compliance with the provisions of this Act, with any rules 
or regulations made under this Act or with any decision in respect of any matter before 
the board. 

Analysis and Decision 

[20J The material filed by the parties contained much that might be described as the 

parties' respective perception or characterization of those facts and the imputation of motives to the 

Employer for its actions. We considered only evidence based on the personal knowledge of the 

declarant or deponent and which was not in dispute between the parties; while the Board has the 

power under s. 18 of the Act to depart from the strict acceptance of only first person evidence, there 

were no compelling reasons advanced for our doing so in this case, 

[21J On an application for interim relief we are not charged with determining whether the 

allegations have been proven; rather, we are charged with determining whether the status quo should 

be maintained pending the final determination of the various applications. That is, an interim order 

is intended to be preservative rather than remedial. Any interim order must first and foremost be 
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directed to ensuring the fulfillment of the objectives of the Act pending the final hearing and 

determination of the issues in dispute. This includes not only the broad objectives of the Act but also 

the objectives of those specific provisions alleged to have been violated. 

[22] The test applied on an application for interim injunctive relief has been described by 

the Board in several decisions. It is a two-fold test: (1) whether the main application raises an 

arguable case under the Act; and, (2) consideration of the labour relations harm that will result if the 

interim order is not granted compared to the harm that will result if it is granted. The second part of 

the test is really an amalgam of the test applied in general civil cases regarding the necessity to 

demonstrate irreparable harm and what is termed "balance of convenience." 

[23] Some parties before the Board have argued that the standard to be met by an 

applicant for interim injunctive relief on the test applied by the Board is too low, and have urged the 

Board to apply a stricter test akin to the tests applied by the superior courts on injunction 

applications. The Board explained the origin of the test and its relationship to the test used in the 

superior courts in its decisions in United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Tropical Inn, 

et al., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 218, LRB File Nos. 374-97, 375-97 & 376-97, and Hotel Employees 

and Restaurant Employees Union, Local 206 v. Canadian Hotels Income Properties Real Estate 

Investment Trust #19 Operations Ltd. (Regina Inn), [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 190, LRB File No. 131-

99. 

[24] The first part of the test - the threshold of an arguable case - was enunciated by the 

Ontario Labour Relations Board in United Food and Commercial Workers International Union, 

Local 175/633 v. Loeb Highland, [1993] OLRB Rep. March 197, a case, like the one presently before 

us, that dealt with an application seeking interim reinstatement with compensation where it was 

alleged that an employee had been discharged for union activity. The Ontario Board stated, at 202: 

Turning first to the idea of a threshold test with respect to the merits of the main 
application, we have some concern about applying a high level of scrutiny to that 
application at the time of a request for an interim order. To the extent that such 
scrutiny may imply a form of prejudgment of the final disposition of the main matter, 
it is not particularly compatible with the scheme for interim relief set out in the A£t 
and the Board's Rules of Procedure. More specifically, the procedure for interim 
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relief contemplated by the Board's Rules reflects the inherent necessity for 
expedition in these matters. To that end, evidence is filed by way of certified 
declarations which are not subject to cross-examination. Indeed, s. 104(14) of the 
Act and Rules 92 and 93 indicate the Board may not hold an oral hearing at all, but 
may receive the parties' arguments in writing as well. 

This means that the Board is not in a position to make determinations based on 
disputed facts. In these circumstances, it would normally be unfair for an interim 
order to be predicated to any significant extent on a decision with respect to the 
strength or weakness of the main case. That should await the hearing of the main 
application when the Board hears oral evidence and can make decisions with 
respect to credibility based on the usual indicia, in a context where the parties have 
a full right of cross-examination. This is particularly important in cases such as the 
section 91 complaint to which this application relates, where decisions are often 
based on inferences and the various nuances of credibility play a key role. In other 
words, the granting of interim relief in this context should usually be based on 
criteria which minimize prejudging the merits of the main application. 

The second part of the test - consideration of the respective labour relations hann 

is an adaptation of the civil irreparable hann criterion to the industrial relations arena. Both the 

Ontario Board in Loeb Highland, supra, and United Steelworkers of America v. Tate Andale Canada 

Inc., [1993] OLRB Rep Oct. 1019 at 1027-28, and the British Columbia Industrial Relations Council 

in British Columbia Transit and Transit Management Association, [1988] BCIRCD C317 (December 

30, 1988), specifically observed that while common law principles surrounding interim relief can 

offer useful guidelines, they do not take into account labour relations concerns such as loss of 

membership support. As stated by the Ontario Board in Loeb Highland, at 201: 

[26] 

... it is incumbent upon the Board to develop a sound and indigenous jurisprudence 
in regard to interim orders which reflects the complex and unique realities of labour 
relations. . .. if we were to import in a wholesale or unreflective manner the kinds of 
tests applied by the courts in considering interim and interlocutory relief, we would 
be failing in our responsibility as an expert tribunal to develop a jurisprudence 
attuned to the distinctive features of labour relations in this province. 

Very recently, the Canada Industrial Relations Board expressed like sentiments in 

Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 1624 v. Trentway-Wagar Inc., [2000] C.I.R.B.D. No. 10 

(February 21,2000). The Canada Board stated as follows: 

22. .., The power [to grant interim relief] should be interpreted and applied not 
as a common law power according to common law tests but rather should be 
applied in a manner that reflects the intention and objectives of the statute. 
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23. 

[27J 

The notion that such power should be viewed as based upon the statute and 
not as a common law power is that generally taken by labour boards. 

The fact that the legislature did not abrogate or restrict the power of the Board to 

develop its criteria for applications for interim relief pursuant to s. 5.3 of the Act is supportive of the 

approach advocated in Loeb Highland and Trentway- Wagar. 

[28] Some parties before the Board have argued that the interim order power should be 

considered an extraordinary remedy to be granted in limited circumstances. In Loeb Highland, 

supra, the Ontario Board rejected the argument that the interim order power should be exercised 

rarely and in exceptional circumstances, determining, instead, that so long as the test is efficacious 

and fair, those applicants that meet the test are entitled to the relief. At 201, the Ontario Board 

stated: 

[29J 

... we turn to the company's argument that the Board's interim relief power should 
be used only in rare and exceptional circumstances. We do not find this a 
particularly useful approach. Section 92.1 [of the Ontario Labour Relations Act} 
contains no hint that it should be reserved to extraordinary cases; indeed unlike 
some corollary provisions which contain threshold tests, the Ontario provision is 
available in every proceeding before the Board. This is not to say that the prospect 
of a flood of interim relief applications does not cause us some concern. However, 
we think it more appropriate to start from the position of attempting to elucidate a 
fair and intelligent labour relations test for section 92.1 (1). Those cases that meet 
that test should then attract interim relief, regardless of how many or how few they 
maybe. 

Similarly, in its recent decision in Vancouver City Savings Credit Union v. British 

Columbia Government and service Employees' Union, [1999] BCLRBD No. 228 (June 14, 1999), 

the British Columbia Board reiterated the criteria it applies when determining whether to grant an 

interim order and stated that it does not require any demonstration of "rare and exceptional 

circumstances" over and above the stated criteria. 

[30] We find the approach by the Ontario Board to interim applications as set out in Loeb 

Highland, supra, to be compelling. It is a fair and reasoned approach tailored to the unique setting of 

labour relations. The test used by the Board is designed to admit of the procedural safeguards 

developed by the courts while accommodating the exigencies of the industrial relations setting. It 
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has not resulted in a flood of applications for interim relief and neither has it resulted in the 

wholesale granting of such applications. 

[31] The Board has enunciated certain policies which help serve to curtail the numbers of 

applications for interim relief. For example, the necessity for interim relief must be urgent, and, 

generally, the relief that may be granted will not have the practical effect of granting what the 

applicant might hope to obtain on the main application: see, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store 

Union, Local 455 v. Tai Wan Pork. Inc., LRB File No. 076-00 (April 3, 2000, not yet reported). Nor 

should an application for interim relief be dependent upon the determination of a pure question of 

law. In such cases, the Board will generally not act on the basis of affidavit evidence alone. This is 

in keeping with the notion that the interim order power is intended as preservative rather than 

remedial. 

[32] Each application for interim relief is determined according to its specific facts. 

Certain types of applications have particular factors that the Board takes into account in assessing the 

application according to the test. The factors considered are driven by the specific objectives of the 

particular statutory provisions alleged to have been violated. In applications such as the present one, 

where it is alleged that an employee was terminated for activity in support of the union, or in 

attempted intimidation of union supporters, the Board has considered the potential for a negative 

effect on the status of the union and the potential for loss of support and confidence, as well as the 

impact on the individual employee who was terminated. The fragility of the union's status and 

strength of support, and the vulnerability of its supporters to pressure exerted by the employer prior 

to certification, is generally accepted and not seriously disputed. This vulnerability extends to the 

recently certified nascent bargaining unit prior to achieving a first collective agreement: see, 

International Union of Operating Engineers v. Quality Molded Plastics Ltd., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

356, LRB File Nos. 371-96,372-96 & 373-96. 

[33] In Trentway-Hagar, supra, the Canada Board approved of an approach to 

considering applications for interim relief that specifically entailed consideration of the objectives of 

the statutory provisions in issue. With respect to the discharge of a union organizer, it approved of 

the following statement by the Ontario Board in Tate Andale, supra: 
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[34] 

In the instant case, there is not much doubt that the applicant meets 
the threshold. Where the union's two key organizers are 
unexpectedzy discharged at the height of the organizing campaign, 
there is a prima facie case of a breach of the Act, and there is 
reasonable cause for employees to believe that an unfair labour 
practice has occurred; moreover, in cases of this kind, where the 
employer bears the legal onus of establishing that it has not 
contravened the Act, it is hardly surprising that the union requests 
that the pre-discharge status quo be maintained until the employer 
meets the statutory onus cast upon it. If the employer is obliged to 
establish that its removal of employees from the work place was not 
unlawful, there is nothing counter-intuitive about keeping them there 
until it does so . ... 

In other words, whether or not the employer is ultimately successful 
on the main application, the sequence of events under review is 
likely to inhibit the free exercise of employee rights, unless there is 
some positive and tangible assurance that those statutory rights will 
be protected. If an outsider regards these discharges as at least 
suspicious, an employee in the workplace would reasonably fear the 
consequences of his/her involvement with the union. ... whatever the 
motive for these discharges may actually have been, there is likely to 
be an adverse impact in the workplace until the aggrieved 
employees' rights are resolved through adjudication. 

In the present case, the Union has established that the termination of Ms. Harper and 

the publication of the May 3 memo raise arguable issues that are not frivolous or vexatious. The 

labour relations harm that may pertain if interim relief by way of reinstatement and compensation of 

Ms. Harper and the removal of the May 3 memo from the workplace pending final hearing and 

determination of the main applications is not granted, in our opinion, significantly outweighs any 

potential harm to the Employer if it is granted. The potential for a chilling effect caused by the 

conduct complained of on the position of the recently certified Union and on the willingness of the 

employees to participate in its activities, and the hardship that would enure to Ms. Harper, far 

outweighs what, at worst, will be fairly small financial cost to the Employer in the interim. 

[35] For these reasons, an Order has issued, pending final determination of the 

applications, directing that Ms. Harper be reinstated and compensated for monetary loss, that the 

May 3 memo be removed from the workplace, that the Employer accommodate the Union in meeting 

with the employees, and that the Employer post the Order and these Reasons and provide them to the 

employees; the exact terms are contained in the Order issued May 29, 2000. 
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KATRINA SWAN, Applicant v. CANADIAl'\I UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, 
LOCAL 1975 and TREATS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, 
Respondents 

LRB File No. 258-99; June 28, 2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Brenda Cuthbert and Gerry Caudle 

The Applicant: Katrina Swan 
For the Union: Jim Holmes and Glenn Ross 
For the Employer: Chnt Weiland 

Decertification - Interference - Board finds interference by employer where 
applicant with personal relationship with management transferred into 
unionized location just before open period for rescission application - Board 
finds that applicant's stated rationale for making application not credible -
Board dismisses application. 

Tlte Trade Union Act, ss. 5(k) & 9. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 

(the "Union") was certified to represent the employees of Treats, a take-away food emporium at the 

University of Saskatchewan (the "Employer"), on November 27, 1997. The Employer has another non

union location at the Centre at Circle and 8th in Saskatoon ("the Circle Centre location"). Katrina 

Swan, one of the employees at the University location, applied to the Board for rescission of the 

certification Order under s. 5(k) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), on October 

20, 1999. In its reply to the application, the Union alleged the application had been made as a result of 

influence by the Employer. The Union also took the position that the application was premature since a 

first collective agreement had not been reached. The Union did not take issue with the statement of 

employment filed by the Employer. The application was heard on January 9, 2000. 
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[2] In November, 1998, the Union filed an application (LRB File No. 220-98) seeking 

assistance to conclude a first collective agreement. The Board ordered conciliation; the Reasons for 

Decision are reported at [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 81, LRB File No. 220-98. Conciliation was not wholly 

successful, following which the application came before the Board once again. In Reasons for Decision 

dated April 28, 2000 (not yet reported), the Board determined to conclude the first collective agreement 

between the parties. That matter is set for hearing in the near future. 

Evidence 

[3] Katrina Swan testified on her own behalf. She has worked for the Employer, and its 

principals, Ron and Fay Cummings, since October, 1997, first at the Treats location at the Circle Centre 

location and, since September, 1999, for the Employer at the University location. That is, she filed the 

present application a few weeks after she started working for the Employer at the University location. 

At the Circle Centre location, she worked 20 hours per week. At the time of the hearing, she was 

working 8 hours a week on Sundays. She said she applied to rescind the certification Order because 

there had been no progress towards a collective agreement for two years and the employees appeared to 

her to be ambivalent towards the Union. Ms. Swan expressed the opinion that, even if the Union 

succeeded in obtaining a wage increase for the employees, after payment of union dues she would make 

less than she presently does; however, in cross-examination she admitted she did not know what the 

Union's dues rate was. Ms. Swan referred to the fact that she resented having to pay union dues when 

she had previously worked for another unionized employer, and she also admitted she did not favour 

unions in general. 

[4J At the Circle Centre location, Ms. Swan' s supervisor was Lori Cummings, the 

daughter of the principals; Ms. Swan admitted that she and Ms. Cummings were good friends and 

associated socially outside of work. The manager of the University location is Glen Selinger; Ms. Swan 

admitted that Mr. Selinger's brother is a friend of hers. She was adamant that no one in management, 

including Lori Cummings, had spoken to her about making an application for rescission. However, she 

did admit that she and Lori Cummings had had conversations from time to time about the Union and 

labour relations at the University location. When asked how she learned how to make the application 

for rescission, Ms. Swan said she had made inquiries of Board staff in September, 1999. She said she 
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asked Ron Cummings for a list of the employees and the hours they worked so she could contact them 

regarding the application - she said he knew why she wanted the infonnation and he gave it to her. 

[5] Ms. Swan admitted that in November, 1998, she had written a letter to the editor of the 

University of Saskatchewan Students' Union newspaper, The Sheaf, that appeared in the November 12, 

1998, issue, concerning the state of labour relations at the University location in which she made 

references based upon infonnation she received from Lori Cummings as if they were facts of which she 

herself had knowledge. The letter was written when she was still working at the Circle Centre location 

in response to an article in the newspaper two weeks before regarding the Union having obtained a 

strike mandate from the employees at the University location and its application to the Board for first 

contract assistance. In the letter, she stated, in part: 

[6] 

Ron Cummings does not have the capital ... to pay his staff much more than minimum 
wage . ... 

It is as Ron says, if they want this much money they will not have a place to work for 
long. Ron has been most responsive to all the labour negotiations . 

... As for employee benefits, what are these people wanting? Do most family owned 
business, or food places provide benefits? Clearly these people do not realize who they 
are workingfor .... 

As an employee of the Treats at the Centre at Circle and 8th I also do not like the 
reference to our store. Although Ron does own our store we do not belong to the 
union. We appreciate Ron's position and most of us feel the employees at the 
university are being ridiculous . . " 

The letter also contained references to a food services contractor at the University, 

Versa Foods, which infonnation Ms. Swan admitted was given to her by Lori Cummings. 

[7] Ms. Swan said she requested to transfer to the University location and to work fewer 

hours in the fall of 1999 because she was attending the College of Law at the University and that 

location was not as busy on Sundays as was the Circle Centre location. She admitted that she now had 

twice as far to travel to work. 
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[8] The Union called Glenn Ross, Janice Hilbrecht, Nadine Grieman, Jody Waynert and 

Melanie Roach as witnesses. Mr. Ross is the president of the Union local and the other witnesses, all of 

whom were subpoenaed to testify, are employees at the Employer's University location. 

[9J Mr. Ross provided a brief overview of negotiations with the Employer; they appear to 

have been difficult and protracted, especially as concerns monetary issues. He said that the Union's 

initiation fee is nominal and the dues rate is 1.5% of an employee's gross wage. The Union has not yet 

collected any dues from the employees. He said that when he asked Fay Cummings for a copy of the 

statement of employment prepared for the application she initially refused, but eventually provided it to 

him. 

[10} Ms. Hilbrecht has worked at the Employer's University location since October, 1998, 

except over the summer of 1999 when she worked at the Circle Centre location. She works 37 hours 

per week. She said that all but 3 or 4 employees are laid off from the University location over the 

summer. She testified that during the lunch break on her first day of work at Circle Centre, Lori 

Cummings advised her to the effect that, "If I ever hear anything about the Union I'll fire you on the 

spot." 

[11] Ms. Hilbrecht, Ms. Grieman, Ms. Waynert and Ms. Roach all testified that 

when Ms. Swan approached them to gamer support for the rescission application, she told them that 

they would make less than minimum wage after deduction of union dues, but she did not pressure them 

to sign anything in support of this application. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[12J Relevant provisions of the Act include the following: 

3. Employees have the right to organize in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the purpose of bargaining collectively by the 
majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the exclusive 
representative of all employees in that unit for the purpose of bargaining collectively. 
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9 The board may reject or dismiss any application made to it by an employee or 
employees where it is satisfied that the application is made in whole or in part on the 
advice of or as a result of influence of or inteiference or intimidation by, the employer 
or employer's agent. 

Arguments 

[13] Ms. Swan argued that what she said to the employees who testified when she 

approached them about the application had been misrepresented. She said she had told them they 

would make less than minimum wage after deduction of union dues if they did not get a wage increase. 

[14] Ms. Swan admitted that she and Lori Cummings were friends and not just employer 

and employee, but she said she made the application entirely on her own and not as a result of influence 

by Ms. Cummings or anyone else in management. She said she applied for rescission because "the 

Union has no valid purpose in the workplace." 

[15] On behalf of the Union, Mr. Holmes filed a number of precedent cases that we have 

reviewed. 

[16] Mr. Holmes emphasized that Ms. Swan's letter to The Sheaf evidences that she had 

information about the relationship between the Union and the Employer that she could only have 

obtained from management, and that she had admitted to having discussed the situation at that time 

with Lori Cummings. He asserted that the present application, like the letter, was made on the advice 

of, or as a result of influence by, Lori Cummings. 

[17] Mr. Holmes questioned why Ms. Swan would transfer to the University location just 

before the start of the "open period" to apply for rescission: she made the application almost 

immediately upon her arrival. He said Ms. Swan's purported reasons for making the application were 

suspect. Firstly, he said, she testified she was unhappy that an agreement had not been reached in the 

two years since certification, when she had only worked at the University location for a few weeks; and, 

her letter to The Sheaf clearly infers that she did not think the University location employees should be 

represented by a union let alone have a contract - she refers to the employees as being "ridiculous." 
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Secondly, he said, she expressed concern about the amount of union dues when none had yet been 

collected and she did not know how much they would be. Mr. Holmes argued that with no rational 

basis for making the application, an inference should be drawn that Ms. Swan had been influenced by 

the Employer. 

[18] Citing the Board's decision in Cook v. International Woodworkers of America, Local 

1-184 and Shelter Industries Inc., [1981] Mar. Sask. Labour Rep. 34, LRB File No. 368-80, Mr. 

Holmes argued it was not necessary to demonstrate employer influence that the Union adduce direct 

evidence of the Employer's involvement in the application, but that it was sufficient to adduce evidence 

that leads to an inference that the application had the employer's tacit approval and encouragement. He 

said the fact that the Employer gave Ms. Swan a list of the employees and their hours of work so that 

she would know who to contact regarding the application and when, compared with the difficulty the 

Union had in simply obtaining the statement of employment, is demonstrative of such encouragement. 

[19] Mr. Holmes argued that the present case was distinguishable from Saranchuk v. United 

Steelworkers of America and Capital Pontiac Buick Cadillac GMC Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 756, 

LRB File No. 152-98, in that the Board in that case found that Mr. Saranchuk had a plausible 

explanation for seeking rescission. While in that case a manager had provided Mr. Saranchuk with a 

copy of the employees' seniority list and, while he testified that he suspected that Mr. Saranchuk might 

have wanted it for the purposes of making a rescission application, he also testified that he believed that 

any employee was entitled to the seniority list and would have provided it to him in any event; that is, 

his motivation in giving the list to Mr. Saranchuk was not to encourage the application, but to provide 

him with information that any employee was entitled to. In the present case, however, Ron Cummings 

knew why Ms. Swan wanted the employee information, and the provision of their names and hours of 

work was not for any reason unrelated to the rescission application and went beyond what management 

would ever have provided to the Union had it been requested. In all of the circumstances, Mr. Holmes 

said, the inference of employer influence should be drawn. He argued that the application should be 

dismissed. 

[20} In the alternative, Mr. Holmes exhorted the Board to follow its decision in Choponis v. 

Madison Development Group Inc. and United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400, [1996] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 511, LRB File No. 226-95. In that case, having found that there was insufficient 

evidence of employer influence to dismiss the application, the Board nonetheless suspended the vote on 
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the rescission application pending disposition of the Union's application for assistance to conclude a 

first contract. 

Analysis and Decision 

[21] The purpose and interrelationship of ss. 3 and 9 of the Act was discussed by the Board 

in Scheidt v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union and Pineland 

Co-operative Association Limited, [1995] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 256, LRB File No. 239-94. It 

was emphasized that, just as the decision to apply for certification must be that of the employees and 

the employees alone, so must the decision to rescind the certification order. At 259 the Board stated as 

follows: 

[Section 3] protects the right of employees to bargain through a trade union of their 
choosing, and it also, by implication, protects the right of employees to decide not to be 
represented by a trade union. It is frequently a matter of vigorous debate among 
employees whether their relationship with their employer should be conducted through 
the vehicle of collective bargaining. This Board has indicated on a number of 
occasions that such debate should be encouraged and protected, and that employees 
are entitled to take part freely whatever their views on the issue of representation. 

What is underlined by Section 9 of the Act is that the representation question is an 
issue for employees to decide for themselves, and that the freedom of employees to 
decide this issue may be impaired if an employer intervenes in the debate. It would be 
expecting too much to require that an employer not hold opinions on the question, but 
those views must not become a factor in the decision which employees are making. 
The Board must be satisfied that employees are having an opportunity to make the 
decision with respect to representation freely, and not because of pressure from their 
employer. 

In Robe,.t Schan v. Little Bor/and Ltd. and United Brotherhood of Carpenters and 
Joiners of America. LRB File Nos. 221-85 and 275-85, the Board outlined the purpose 
of Section 9 in the following way: 

The purpose and intent of Section 9 is to ensure that applications 
made by employees do not succeed if they are made in whole or in 
part as a result of employer irifluence - not any influence, but 
influence that so compromises the employees ability to make an 
iriformed, reasoned decision that their basic right to decide should be 
removed by the Board. In the Board's opinion, employer influence of 
that kind was not present in this case. 
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[22J 

What is generally required for the Board to decide that an application should be 
dismissed pursuant to Section 9 is a demonstration that an employer was linked to a 
rescission application in a way which casts doubt upon the ability of employees to 
make a decision independently. The evidence in this case disclosed no such link 
between the Employer and the group of employees who organized and supported the 
rescission application. 

Employer influence is rarely overt. It is not something that is trumpeted about, but 

rather, is most often exercised indirectly, obliquely or by inference; it may result from the creation of an 

atmosphere of tension, fear, frustration, or disillusionment for which the employer has been responsible 

(see, for example: Schaefer, et al. v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union and Loraas Disposal Services Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 573, LRB File No. 019-98). 

Nonetheless it may be as effective as an express direction. 

[23] In Loraas Disposal Services Ltd., supra, at 592-93, the Board accepted the following 

definition of "influence" as used in s. 9 of the Act: 

[24J 

The act or power of producing an effect without apparent exertion of force or direct 
exercise of command; the power or capacity of causing an effect in indirect and 
intangible ways. 

There is no direct evidence that the present application was made on the advice of or as 

a result of influence or interference by the Employer. However, there are several factors present in this 

case that bear upon whether it is reasonable to draw an inference that such influence existed. 

[25J In Loraas Disposal Services Ltd., supra, the Board recognized that the ability of the 

Employer to influence the making of an application for rescission may be affected by the age and 

experience of the bargaining unit and the history and state of negotiations. At 585, the Board stated: 

The Board has consistently recognized the fragility of the nascent bargaining 
relationship and that a recently certified bargaining agent for a unit of employees 
inexperienced in collective bargaining is often in a vulnerable and tenuous position 
prior to being able to demonstrate its ability to represent the employees and achieve a 
first collective agreement. 
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[26] The inexperience of the employees in the bargaining unit may be turned to advantage 

by an employer who delays and prolongs bargaining, purposefully or not. There are often some 

feelings of uncertainty and suspicion (or, in some cases, even hostility) in the workplace following 

certification until a first collective agreement is concluded a certain tension often exists between the 

employees and the employer, and between the employees who supported the union in its organizing 

efforts and those who did not. The conclusion of the first agreement demonstrates to the employees and 

employer alike that they can indeed work together and its successful conclusion creates a foundation for 

stable labour relations. The collective agreement provides a solid framework for the employees and 

employer to rely upon in dealing with one another it allows for concrete procedures and a routine to 

be established and it inhibits arbitrary treatment and conduct. Failure to achieve a first agreement, or 

lengthy delay in doing so, may create a perception among the employees in a nascent bargaining ll.l1it 

that the union is ineffective, that it cannot efficiently represent them; during this period the employer 

may let it be known how unhappy it is with being unionized. It is well known that the apparent inability 

of the union to conclude a first collective agreement may result in frustration among employees in the 

bargaining unit. The continuing tension caused by prolonged and problematic negotiations, or a 

breakdown in negotiations, is wearing on employees and can lead to a yearning for it all to be over one 

way or another. Of course, one way for it all to be over is to decertify the union. And, the environment 

that has been created in the scenario outlined above is fertile ground to propagate the idea of 

decertification from the tiniest seed. Under such circumstances, the apprehension of betrayal among the 

employees if they do not support the application may be a very real concern. 

[27] In Madison Development Group, supra, even though the Board did not find that the 

application for rescission had been made as a result of influence by the employer, it referred to the fact 

that the employer had earlier been found guilty of a failure to bargain and the Board delayed the vote on 

the application until after the first contract had been settled. One may deduce that the rationale is that 

the employees cannot properly assess the efficacy of representation by the bargaining agent until they 

have had the opportunity to live under a collective agreement and, in that case, the employer had been 

responsible for the inordinate delay in achieving an agreement. In Loraas Disposal Sen;ices, supra, the 

Board found that the behaviour by the employer had been so egregious with respect to engendering fear 

and loathing in the workplace that a vote on the rescission application would not reliably demonstrate 

the true wishes of the employees and dismissed the application. 
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[28] In the present case, it has been over two years since the Union was certified as the 

bargaining agent. Negotiations have been long and difficult, and ultimately failed. This resulted in the 

obtaining of a strike mandate by the Union and the application for first contract assistance. While the 

Employer in the present case has not been found guilty of an unfair labour practice with respect to its 

tactics in bargaining, in the Reasons for Decision in the application for first contract assistance dated 

April 28, 2000, the Board referred to the obstinacy of the Employer in dealing with outstanding 

monetary issues. The Board stated, at 13: 

[29] 

We are concerned that the present impasse and the Employer's intransigence and 
refusal to bargain at all with respect to wages and monetmy issues poses a threat to 
the entire bargaining relationship that has been established. 

It would be little wonder that some employees would be frustrated in such 

circumstances and, without direct or detailed knowledge of the negotiations or the proceedings before 

the Board, might view the Union as ineffective. But Ms. Swan most probably is not one of those 

employees: she did not work at the University location during the protracted negotiations and the other 

events prior to September, 1999. She only worked there for a few weeks before applying for rescission. 

One of her alleged bases for making the application - dissatisfaction with the Union in its failure to 

conclude a collective agreement two years after certification - is one that is often cited by applicants for 

rescission but in this case is not plausible. It was likely suggested to her by someone else. Ms. Swan is 

not, and never has been, interested in having a collective agreement at the University location. In her 

opinion, as expressed in her letter to The Sheaf, the employees at the University location that obtained 

certification in the first place were "being ridiculous." In her opinion, as she stated in argument, the 

Union "has no valid purpose in the workplace." We do not accept that her alleged frustration with the 

delay in obtaining a collective agreement has anything to do with her motivation to seek rescission. In 

her circumstances, it makes no sense. And there was no evidence that such a ground was discussed 

with or among the employees when she was garnering their support for the application. That ground is 

specious, and we cannot accept that she reached the conclusion to advance it as a basis for the 

application on her own. It draws into issue the bonajides of her motivation for the application. 

[30} This leads us to the second ground alleged by Ms. Swan as a basis for applying for 

rescission: that Union dues for these employees are so onerous that it makes no sense for them to be 

organized and be bound to pay dues. In her opinion they will be worse off financially, a view that 

necessarily implies they will not get their money's worth. But again, this is not credible: the employees 
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have paid no dues; Ms. Swan did not know how much they would eventually have to pay, or what the 

Union would obtain for them as far as a contract is concerned. Dissatisfaction with payment of dues is 

also a reason that is often advanced by an applicant for rescission, and it may form part of a credible 

rationale for an application. But in the present case there was no objective basis for Ms. Swan to make 

the asseliion either to the Board or to her fellow employees. The payment of dues could not be an issue 

because it has not yet been resolved what they will be or what the employees will receive in return 

under a collective agreement. 

[31] The plausibility of an applicant's reasons for applying for rescission of a certification 

order - that is, the credibility of the rationale - and the bona fides of the applicant's motivation for so 

doing, are matters for us to consider on an application for rescission. In PfefJerle v. Ace Masomy 

Contractors Ltd. and Bricklayers and Masons International Union of America, [1984J Aug. Sask. 

Labour Rep. 45, LRB File No. 225-84, in dismissing an application for rescission, former Chairperson 

Ball stated, at 46: 

[32] 

Although the applicant denies having discussed this application with the co-owners 
and the members of their family, the Board finds it difficult to accept that denial at face 
value since all of the employees workfairly closely with one another. Furthermore, the 
Board is not satisfied that the applicant has an honest belief, well founded or 
otherwise, that the union has failed to adequately carry out its responsibilities as his 
bargaining agent. He attempted but failed to advance any credible rationale for 
applyingfor rescission, and that, coupled with all of the other circumstances, leads the 
majority of the Board to conclude that the application has been made in whole or in 
part as a result of the influence of the employer. 

Similarly, in Poberznek v. United Masonry Constntction Ltd. and International Union 

of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen, [1984] Oct. Sask. Labour Rep. 35, LRB File No. 245-84, the 

Board commented that the absence of plausible reasons for supporting an application for rescission may 

be a sign that the application was initiated by the Employer. At 36, the Board observed: 

.. .{The Board} cannot accept the proposition that the Applicant acting spontaneously, 
and alone, and at his own expense, with no knowledge of industrial relations between 
the employer and the union, and no idea of how the application might afJect him 
personally, took it upon himself to retain a lavvyer to apply for rescission at a time that 
happened to coincide with the available open period. 
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[33] 

Employer influence is rarely overt. Under the circumstances, the only inference the 
Board can draw is that this application was made in whole or in part on the advice or 
as a result of influence by the employer 

However, in Gabriel v. Saskatchewan Science Centre and United Food and 

Commercial Workers, Local 1400, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 232, LRB File No.345-96, at 242-43, the 

Board emphasized that there are limits to its scrutiny of those reasons: 

[34] 

177e Board has observed, however, that the requirement of a "credible rationale" does 
not mean that the Board should scrutinize the reasons given by employees for 
supporting an application for rescission to determine whether they are well-founded or 
articulated in a sophisticated way. In the Remai Investment Corporation decision, 
supra, the Board made this comment, at 198: 

In this case, Ms. Wells herself put forward a variety of reasons why 
she and other employees wished to disengage themselves from a 
collective bargaining relationship. It is not necessary, in our view, 
that an applicant demonstrate that their views of the Union were 
completely accurate or fair, but that they had given the matter 
sufficient thought that we could be confident that they came up with 
the idea themselves. 1710ugh it was not possible to form a view 
concerning the motives of the two other employees who, along with 
Ms. Wells, spearheaded the campaign to gather support for the 
application, we are prepared to accept that the applicants advanced a 
"credible rationale "for the application. 

Thus, the notion of a "credible rationale" for the application is directly linked to the 

independence of the applicant from the employer. This view was applied in Saranchuk v. Capital 

Pontiac, supra, where the Board, in allowing the application observed, at 756: 

In the present case, Mr. Saranchuk rejects USWA because it costs him money and he is 
willing to forego the benefits of the collective agreement for himself and other 
employees in order to save the dues money. He is confident in his own abilities to keep 
his job and his current rate of pay and benefits. Although Mr. Saranchuk was unaware 
of the actual percentage used to determine his union dues, he was aware of the annual 
amount that he paid and the fact that union dues were calculated as a percentage of his 
income, not at a flat monthly rate. 

The Board concludes that Mr. Saranchuk is somewhat typical of younger employees 
who are concerned more with immediate financial gain than they are with more long 
term needs such as health benefits, pensions and the like. Nevertheless, Mr. 
Saranchuk's explanation is a plausible one. As a result, the Board will not draw an 
inference of employer interference in this situation. 
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[35J In argument Ms. Swan asserted that she believed "the Union has no valid purpose in 

the workplace." As far as we are concerned, that is her true motivation - the reasons she gave are not 

plausible, and we reject her assertion that they formed the basis for the application. Quite simply, we 

are not convinced that she came up with the ideas herself and, accordingly, she advanced no sufficiently 

credible rationale for the application. So where did the ideas come from? 

[36] Ms. Swan clearly has no use for unions, an opinion she is entitled to hold. If Ms. 

Hilbrecht is to be believed - and no reason was advanced nor any argument made that we ought not to -

Lori Cummings holds a similar view. Although she denied speaking to Lori Cummings or anyone else 

in management about the present application - and we have no direct evidence that would cause us not 

to accept that assertion - we find there is evidence to warrant our drawing an inference that Ms. Swan 

discussed the labour relations situation at the University with Lori Cummings and that Ms. Cummings 

and/or others in management had a not insignificant role in influencing the making of the present 

application. 

[37] Ms. Swan and Ms. Cummings are close friends, and it appears that Ms. Swan is also 

close to Mr. Cummings. Even though Ms. Swan had no personal interest in the certification of the 

University location at the time, in November, 1998, a letter in her name was sent to The Sheaf 

newspaper in defence of the Employer. The letter was the result of a collaborative effort between 

herself and Ms. Cummings, as evidenced both by Ms. Swan' s admission to discussing the situation with 

Ms. Cummings, and by the references in the letter indicating a knowledge of the negotiations between 

the parties, the Employer's financial condition and the comparative purported conditions of 

employment of employees with a food services contractor at the University. In the letter, the employees 

at the University location are derided for organizing, as mentioned earlier in these Reasons; Mr. 

Cummings is referred to familiarly by Ms. Swan as "Ron" several times in the letter; and Ms. Swan 

shares Mr. Cummings' purported view that the employees risk layoff or termination as a result of their 

alleged wage aspirations. Presumably the information regarding the Employer's finances and Mr. 

Cummings' opinion were obtained by Ms. Swan from Mr. Cummings himself. It would have been 

quite strange for Ms. Swan to possess such a keen interest in the situation involving the employees at a 

location where she herself did not work were it not explained by her close personal relationship with 

members of the Cummings' family. 
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[38] Ms. Swan's transfer to the University location on the eve of the open period after 

working for almost two years at the Circle Centre location is odd. Odder still is the fact that she began 

to organize the making of the application for rescission almost immediately upon arriving. She said she 

did this without the advice or influence of management. Like the majority in Ace Masonry Contractors, 

supra, we find this difficult to accept. Ms. Swan did not suggest that her friendship with Ms. 

Cummings was something less in September - October, 1999 than it had been in November, 1998. 

While there is no direct evidence that the Employer encouraged her transfer to the University, we 

simply do not believe that in the process Ms. Swan had no discussions or conversations with Lori 

Cummings or her parents about the labour relations situation there. And, clearly, Mr. Cummings had 

no hesitancy in providing Ms. Swan - ostensibly an ordinary employee - with employee infonnation, 

beyond simply their names, consciously destined to assist her in garnering support for the application. 

This, while not detenninative of the issue by itself, demonstrates some active encouragement for, if not 

assistance with, the application. 

[39J Finally, the intransigence of the Employer in bargaining in the more than two years 

since the certification Order was granted, even if it has not been alleged to be in violation of the Act, is 

bound to lead to frustration with the Union on the part of some employees. And while this group would 

not include Ms. Swan, it would provide rich ground for her to seek support for her application. In 

Madison Development Group, supra, the Board found there was insufficient evidence of employer 

influence to reject the application, but the facts were far less compelling than those in the present case 

given the relationship of Ms. Swan with the Cummings' and the direct evidence that she discussed the 

labour relations situation at the University location with at least Lori Cummings. Ms. Swan may have 

nurtured the application, but the Employer provided the seed for its inception and the fertile ground for 

its propagation. 

[40] On the whole of the evidence, we find, on a balance of probabilities, that the 

application for rescission was made in whole or in part upon the advice of, or as a result of influence by, 

the Employer, and we exercise our discretion to dismiss the application. 
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HOTEL EMPLOYEES AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES UNION, LOCAL 206, 
Applicant and 7-ELEVEN CANADA, INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 138-00; July 10,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Bob Todd 

For the Applicant: Brian Christoph 
For the Respondent: Michael Crosbie 
For a group of employees employed by the Respondent: Brian Kenny 

Certification - Membership - Evidence - Where no suggestion of improper 
organizing tactics by union, Board declines to consider evidence of revocation of 
support received after application filed - Board also declines to order 
representation vote under the circumstances - Board orders certification on 
basis of evidence of majority support filed with application. 

The Trade Uni011 Act, ss. 5(a), 5(b), S(c) and 10. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees 

Union, Local 206 (the "Union") applied on May 4, 2000 to be certified for a bargaining unit 

composed of "all employees employed by 7-Eleven Canada, Inc., operating under the name and style 

of 7-Eleven, at 938 Victoria Avenue, in Regina, Saskatchewan, except the store manager and 

assistant store manager." 

[2] 7-Eleven Canada, Inc. (the "Employer") replied to the application on May 18,2000 

and requested the exclusion of an additional assistant store manager. The Employer also questioned 

the support enjoyed by the Union and asked the Board to order a vote. 
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[3J The Union agreed with the Employer's request to exclude an additional assistant 

store manager. The Board Registrar notified the parties that if agreement was reached on the 

exclusion issue, the application would be heard by the Board "in camera." The Board Registrar 

notified the Employer that it is not the Board's practice to order a vote on a certification application 

where majority support is filed with the application. The Board Registrar further indicated that the 

application was filed with majority support. 

[4] On May 31, 2000, Mr. Kenny, acting on behalf of a group of employees of the 

Employer, wrote to the Board to indicate his clients' opposition to the Union's application and 

seeking a secret ballot vote to determine the true wishes of the employees. A petition was enclosed 

signed by employees of the Employer indicating "we the employees of 7-Eleven on Victoria and 

Winnipeg in Regina. We the staff after further discussion do not wish to be represented by a union." 

[5] A hearing was held in Regina, on Thursday, June 29,2000. 

Arguments 

[6} Mr. Kenny, counsel for the group of employees, indicated that his clients were not 

suggesting that there had been any improper organizing methods used by the Union in obtaining its 

support card evidence. He also indicated that there was no suggestion of employer interference in 

the decision by his clients to seek a secret ballot vote. The group of employees want a secret ballot 

vote and believe that the Board has discretion under s. 10 of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-

17 (the "Act"), to accept the petition document as evidence that challenges the Union's claim to have 

majority support. 

[7J Mr. Christoph for the Union noted that the Board has a longstanding policy of not 

accepting evidence of support or revocations of support received after the date the application has 

been filed. He referred the Board to United Steelworkers of America, Local 5917 v. Doepker 

Industries Ltd., [2000] Sask. L.RB.R. 290, LRB File No. 041-00 and Retail, Wholesale Canada 

(US. W.A.) v. United Cabs Ltd. and Johnson et al., [1996] Sask. L.RB.R 337, LRB File No. 115-95. 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[8] The Board considered s. 10 of the Act, which reads as follows: 

10 Where an application is made to the board for an order under clause 5(a) or 
(b), the board may, in its absolute discretion, reject any evidence or information 
tendered or submitted to it concerning any fact, event, matter or thing transpiring, or 
occurring after the date on which such application is filed with the board in 
accordance with the regulations of the board. 

Analysis 

[9] The Board has reviewed the application and its support evidence and determined that 

the Union has filed evidence of support among a majority of the employees in the proposed 

bargaining unit. The only issue remaining is whether the Board should accept the petition evidence 

of the employees who applied to the Board for a secret ballot vote. The petition evidence was filed 

with the Board after the date the application for certification was filed by the Union. 

[10] In Construction and General Workers Union, Local 180 v. Gunner Industries Ltd., 

[1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 318, LRB File No. 333-96, the Board explained its policy of not accepting 

evidence of support or revocation of support filed after the receipt of the Union's certification 

application as follows at 321: 

In keeping with rlds provision [s.10J, the Board has consistently refused to consider 
evidence of support or of revocation of support which originates after the date the 
application is filed. In Hotel Emplovees & Restaurant Emplovees Union v. Chi Chi's 
Restaurant Enterprises Lld., [1986J June Sask. Labour Rep. 31, LRE File No. 035-86, 
the Board summarized this well-entrenched policy in these terms, at 34: 

17ze Board has always required an applicant for certification to 
establish majority support as of the date on which the application is 
filed, and only if there is a cloud over the union's organizing campaign 
in the form of coercion, undue influence, or misrepresentation, will the 
Board order a vote by secret ballot rather than rely on support cards. 
That policy facilitates the employees' choice of collective bargaining, 
renders pointless the imposition of sanctions on the employees once 
the application has been filed, and protects as much as possible the 
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future relationship between the union and employer from the acrimony 
that often arises during a pre-vote contest belvo/een the union and anti
union forces. In this case there are no reasons why the Board should 
depart from its normal practice by ordering a vote. 

In a more recent decision in Retail Wholesale Canada. a Division or the United 
Steelworkers of America v. United Cabs Ltd., [1996J Sask. L.R.B.R. 337, LRE File No. 
115-95, the Board explained the basis of the policy as follows, at 366: 

The evidence which was presented was of persons who had signed a 
Union card and later changed their minds. It is common enough in 
any democratic system for persons to alter their views about important 
issues, and they are perfectly entitled to do that. It is also true in any 
democratic system that there must be some criteria for determining 
what the majority do support in relation to particular decisions, and 
establishing fixed points at which opinion will be assessed. Elections 
are held to elect members to legislatures, for example: though voters 
may decide the day after an election that they no longer support the 
candidate they voted for, a parliamentary system could not fimction if 
such changes of opinion were allowed to alter the outcome of the 
election. 

In the case of applications filed with this Board related to questions of 
trade union representation, it is necessary to develop a coherent 
picture of whether there is majority support for a trade union at a 
particular time. The time which has been accepted consistently by the 
Board as critical for this purpose is the date on which an application 
was filed. The question of majority support will he determined as of 
that date, whether or not individuals might later wish to withdraw 
their support for the trade union or add their support. 

465 

[11] There is no suggestion in this case that there has been any improper organizing 

tactics engaged in by the Union. In these circumstances, the Board is not persuaded to alter its policy 

of refusing to accept evidence of additional support or revocation after the date of filing the 

application for certification. In our view, the policy ensures the integrity of employee choice by 

removing the opportunity for a campaign-style approach to union organizing drives by unions and 

employers. Such an approach increases the opportunity for employers to influence or interfere with 

the employees' decision to join or not join a trade union and increases the likelihood of an 

acrimonious relationship between the trade union and the employer. For these reasons, the Board 

will not consider the petition filed in these proceedings as evidence of revocation of support. 
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[12] For similar reasons, the Board will not direct that a secret ballot vote be conducted. 

The Union filed evidence of support among a majority of the employees in the bargaining unit. The 

petition may indicate that some employees have undergone a change of heart with respect to their 

support for the Union. The circumstances that created this change of heart are unknown to the 

Board, except that we know that they do not relate to the manner in which the Union obtained its 

support card evidence. 

[13] As indicated in the passage quoted above, in any democratic process, there is always 

a cut-off date for determining support for or against a proposition. In the Board processes on 

certification, this cut-off point is the date of filing the certification application. The date has been 

fixed in stone since the formation of the Board and has worked effectively as a method of 

determining majority support. 

[14] The Union's application for certification IS therefore granted for the following 

bargaining unit: 

all employees employed by 7-Eleven Canada, Inc., operating under the name and 
style of 7-Eleven, at 938 Victoria Avenue, in Regina, Saskatchewan, except the store 
manager and assistant store managers. 
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REGINA PUBLIC BOARD OF EDUCATION UNION OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES (No 
Affil.), Applicant v. CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 3766 and 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE REGINA SCHOOL DIVISION No. 4 OF 
SASKATCHEWAN, Respondents 

LRB File No. 245-98; July 10,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Ken Hutchinson and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: David Birchard 
For CUPE: Harold Johnson 
For Regina Board of Education: Richard Brown 

Certification - Raid - Effect - Issue in carve out situation is whether new 
bargaining structure likely to enhance long-term industrial stability - Raiding 
union bears onus of demonstrating that change sought is warranted -
Preference of employees involved is consideration but not determinative -
Board determines that existing bargaining· structure better for promotion of 
long-term industrial stability - Board dismisses application. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 3, 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(k). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: The Applicant, Regina Public Board of Education 

Union of Office Employees (No AffiI.) ("RUOE"), a non-affiliated union, has represented a unit of 

employees of the Board of Education of the Regina School Division No. 4 of Saskatchewan (the 

"School Board") since 1977 (LRB File No. 497-77, amended LRB File No. 127-80). The unit of 

approximately 53 employees comprises secretaries and clerical employees in the school division 

secondary schools and the School Board's central office. It seeks to carve out, and add to its bargaining 

unit, a group of 55 employees employed as elementary administrative secretaries and clerical assistants 

in the school division elementary schools from a bargaining unit currently represented by Canadian 

Union of Public Employees, Local 3766 ("CUPE"). 
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[2] In 1982, the Association of Commercial & Technical Employees, Local 1733, (CLC) 

("ACTE") was designated as the bargaining agent for a unit comprising various aides, assistants, 

coordinators and teacher associates in the school division elementary schools (LRB File No. 191-82). 

Historically, members of the ACTE bargaining unit performed the secretarial and clerical duties in the 

elementary schools; over time, the clerical duties in the elementary schools grew more specialized and 

came to be perfoffi1ed by the dedicated positions of elementary administrative secretary and clerical 

assistant. In 1994, the membership of ACTE transfened affiliation to CUPE. The certification Order 

was amended to reflect the change on January 22, 1998 (LRB File No. 381-97). The bargaining unit, 

including the elementary administrative secretaries and clerical assistants, presently comprises 

approximately 253 employees. All of the employees in the bargaining unit are on the same wage grid. 

[3] RUOE filed evidence of majority support for the application among the employees in 

the carve out group. 

Evidence 

[4] Shelley Loney has been the president of RUOE for the past nine years. She testified 

that in late 1997 she was first approached by a small group of elementary administrative secretaries and 

clerical assistants who were interested in leaving CUPE and joining RUOE, their main reason for doing 

so being that the number of employees in other classifications represented by CUPE had grown to the 

point that those in the clerical classifications were quite out numbered, and they felt they had more in 

common with the secondary school clerical employees. She said the number of employees in the 

bargaining unit represented by RUOE has remained stable for several years and is unlikely to increase, 

whereas the bargaining unit represented by CUPE has the potential for growth because of expansion in 

the area of special education. 

[5] Ms. Loney stated that while the secretarial and clerical employees in the secondary 

schools and the central office work year-round, whereas those in the elementary schools work only ten 

months of the year, they perfom! similar duties. Despite this, however, she confirmed that there is no 

lateral movement between the two groups - the elementary clerical employees are afforded no 

preference over outside applicants when applying for positions in the secondary schools. 
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[6] Ms. Loney candidly admitted that RUOE was not denying that ClJPE has done an 

adequate job of representing all employees in its bargaining unit including the elementary clerical 

employees, and stated there was no division between RUOE and CUPE on any matters of significance. 

[7] In cross-examination, Ms. Loney was asked several questions concernmg the 

representation by RUOE of its members. She admitted that RUOE had not conducted a grievance 

arbitration and none of its members have been trained to do so. When asked how RUOE was equipped 

to handle a strike, she replied that she was not sure because it had never been an issue, but she thought 

the members could last a few weeks with their present numbers. She admitted that RUOE struggles to 

increase member attendance and participation at its meetings. 

[8] Eden Guidroz has been the CUPE representative assigned to represent Local 3766 

smce 1994. Since then, she said, CUPE has negotiated two collective agreements on behalf of the 

employees, in 1995 and 1997; the latter agreement expires in 2000. In her opinion, CUPE has been 

successful in obtaining a number of important advances for the employees, including premium dental 

benefits coverage for their families, a fully funded extended health care benefits plan with retiree 

coverage, certain job security provisions and good wage increases. She said CUPE also succeeded in 

getting the School Board to re-evaluate all classifications and update the job descriptions resulting, for 

example, in a significant title change for the elementary administrative secretaries. According to Ms. 

Guidroz, CUPE not uncommonly represents bargaining units with members in varied classifications. 

[9] Ms. Guidroz described the assistance and support provided by the national Union to 

Local 3766 in preparation for bargaining and in grievance management and arbitration. For example, 

she said, if a local cannot cover the cost of arbitration, it can apply to the national Union for assistance; 

or it may request assistance with research and preparation of briefs. According to Ms. Guidroz, the 

local has access to national COPE representatives that specialize in particular areas such as 

occupational health and safety, job evaluation, and public relations, to name a few, and to the CUPE 

national strike fund, should it be necessary. 
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[10] Ms. Guidroz said that, although the administrative secretaries and clerical assistants did 

not at present have one among them who was a representative on the local executive, they usually did, 

and if someone wanted to be so involved there was plenty of opportunity as many positions are filled by 

acclamation. Members have the opportunity to express any concerns at the monthly membership 

meetings. Ms. Guidroz said she took steps to ascertain the reasons why the group wanted to leave 

CUPE, and found some of them wanted access to the clerical jobs in the secondary schools. 

Statutory Provisions 

[11] Relevant provisions of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") include 

the following: 

3. Employees have the right to organize in and to form, join or assist trade 
unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing; and 
the trade union designated or selected for the purpose of bargaining collectively by the 
majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for that purpose shall be the exclusive 
representative of all employees in that unit for the purpose of bargaining collectively. 

5 The board may make orders: 

(a) determining whether the appropriate unit of employees for 
the purpose of bargaining collectively shall be an employer unit, 
craft unit, plant unit or a subdivision thereofor some other unit; 

(b) determining what trade union, if any, represents a majority 
of employees in an appropriate unit of employees, but no order under 
this clause shall be made in respect of an application made within a 
period of six months from the date of the dismissal of an application 
for certification by the same trade union in respect of the same or a 
substantially similar unit of employees, unless the board, on the 
application of that trade union, considers it advisable to abridge that 
period; 

(c) requmng an employer or a trade union representing the 
majority of employees in an appropriate unit to bargain collectively; 
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Arguments 

[12J Mr. Birchard, on behalf of RUOE, admitted that CUPE had done an adequate and 

credible job of representing all employees in its bargaining unit and has much greater resources than 

RUOE, but said that "this particular craft has a special need for more specific representation." He 

argued that they wished to be joined with their counterparts in the secondary schools and central office, 

and the Board should respect their wishes in accordance with s. 3 of the Act. Mr. Birchard argued that 

the community of interest ofthe group sought to be added lay with the members ofRUOE. 

[13] Mr. Johnson, on behalf of CUPE, argued that the Board's policies, firstly, of preferring 

larger more inclusive bargaining units to smaller less inclusive units and, secondly, of favouring a 

bargaining unit structure that is most appropriate for long term industrial stability, militate against 

granting the application. He asserted that, in a "raid" situation, a history of successful negotiations and 

representation favours the incumbent bargaining representative. He expressed concern about the 

adequacy of representation that could be provided by RUOE to a bargaining unit more than double its 

present size, while also expressing the concern that the removal of one-fifth of the membership of 

CUPE's bargaining unit would weaken it at the same time. TI1e key, according to Mr. Johnson, is 

whether the change would promote industrial stability and advance the principles of trade unionism, the 

onus to demonstrate which is upon RUOE. 

[14] In support of his arguments Mr. Johnson cited the decisions of the Board in Health 

Sciences Association of Saskatchewan v. Board of Governors of the South Saskatchewan Hospital 

Centre (The Plains Health Centre, et al.), [1987] April Sask. Labour Rep. 48, LRB File Nos. 421-85 & 

422-85; Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1902-08 v. Young Womens' Christian 

Association, et al., [1992] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep.71, LRB File No. 123-92; and Health Sciences 

Association of Saskatchewan v. Wascana Rehabilitation Centre, [1994] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 

100, LRB File No. 265-93. 

[15] Mr. Richard Brown, on behalf of the School Board, made representations that the 

School Board had successfully bargained with both bargaining agents. He confirmed that amount of 

secretarial assistance allotted to each school is governed by school population and allotted in 3 hour 
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increments. He said resource assistant capacity is taken out of the allotted secretarial assistance hours, 

the allocation being made by each school principal, and that there was a potential for problems if the 

secretarial assistants and resource assistants were in two different bargaining units, although he did not 

describe what those problems might be. 

Analysis and Decision 

[16] There is no issue that the unit of employees represented by each of RUOE and CUPE is 

appropriate for the purposes of bargaining collectively. While there is nothing inherently objectionable 

to the change sought by RUOE, the issue is whether the new bargaining structure that would be created 

by the raid and carve out would likely enhance long-term industrial stability and the exercise of rights 

under s. 3 of the Act. RUOE bears the onus of demonstrating that the change it seeks is warranted in all 

of the circumstances. As described by the Board in Plains Health Centre, supra, at 50, when faced with 

the choice of two or more appropriate bargaining structures, an other factors being equal, the Board is 

inclined to choose the structure that is most advantageous to the attainment ofthese objects: 

[17] 

T¥henever the Board is faced with a choice of two or more bargaining stntctures, both 
of which are appropriate for the purpose of bargaining collectively, it will choose the 
one most appropriate for the promotion of long-term industrial stability. Beyond that 
it has not established an exhaustive set of ntles for determining an appropriate 
bargaining unit. Depending on the nature of the case, it may look at any number of 
factors, including the history of collective bargaining, the nature of the employer's 
operations, the size and viability of the proposed unit, the nature of the work performed 
by the employees and any particular community of interest they might have, the 
interchangeability of personnel, the expressed views of employees, the union and the 
employer, any agreements between the parties, and so forth. 

While the preference of the employees involved may be a consideration in such cases, 

it has not been viewed by the Board as determinative. In Hanna v. Government of Saskatchewan and 

SGEU, [1985] Aug. Sask. Labour Rep. 31, LRB File No. 338-84, the Board considered an application 

to exclude a group of some 200 professional agrologists from a bargaining unit of over 13,000 

provincial government employees. The argument on behalf of the agrologists was essentially one of 

community of interest evidenced by a history of conflict between the agrologists group and the union. 

In denying the application, the Board referred to its overarching responsibility to determine the 

appropriateness of a bargaining unit even where the exercise of its judgment conflicts with the wishes 

of the employees. At 34, the Board stated: 
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[18] 

It is well settled that a labour relations board is not obligated to approve whatever unit 
is put forward by employees as appropriate for collective bargaining purposes, any 
more than it must accept the unit favoured by the trade union claiming to represent 
them, or the unit chosen by their employer. While the Board will consider the reasons 
why any particular unit is preferred, its paramount concern must be the creation of 
bargaining units that in its opinion will facilitate the establishment, development and 
continuity of viable, healthy and harmonious bargaining. 

The present configuration has a demonstrated history of successful bargaining and 

industrial stability. There is no evidence that the representation of its present unit by CUPE has been 

anything less than adequate, successful and without complaint - indeed the evidence is quite to the 

contrary. The alleged superior community of interest of the group of subject employees with the 

secondary school and central office clerical personnel was only addressed generally in the applicant's 

evidence and was not well defined. There is usually more than simple similarity of function to the 

notion of community of interest, which can include any number of other factors, such as physical work 

location with fellow employees in the bargaining unit, a common physical and emotional work 

environment, a team or unit approach to the accomplishment of the work, and similarity of terms and 

conditions of employment, to name a very few. An argument could be made that the elementary 

clerical employees have a greater community of interest with the employees that they work shoulder to 

shoulder with each day on the job in their respective schools than with the clerical employees in the 

secondary schools whom they never interact with despite any similarity of job function. 

[19J At present there is no interchangeability of clerical personnel in the elementary and 

secondary school systems. In our view, it is the desire of the elementary clerical employees to enhance 

their access to clerical positions in the secondary schools that drives this application. Certainly there is 

nothing inherently objectionable about that goal. But there is neither evidence that this aspiration 

cannot be satisfactorily dealt with in the present bargaining framework, nor that the group's 

opportunities will be enhanced by changing this structure. There is no evidence that CUPE has ignored 

this group's concerns, or has been less than fair, reasonable or competent in considering pursuit of 

objectives that are of interest to them - indeed there is no evidence that the issue has ever been raised 

with the executive or membership of the local at all. 
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[20] It is unknown how the change sought by RUOE would affect the effectiveness of either 

itself or CUPE as the bargaining agents of their respective units. For its part, in the evidence CUPE 

intimated that RUOE may not have the resources to efficaciously service a bargaining unit double its 

present size, and f1..rrther, or alternatively, the carve out would weaken CUPE's level of effectiveness in 

bargaining which is presently exercised on behalf of all of the employees in its bargaining unit 

including the clerical group. These concerns - which are not proven but are concerns nonetheless -

were not very forcefully addressed by RUOE in the evidence. 

[21] In most cases of carve out a pnmary consideration is fragmentation of the total 

complement of employees. That is not an issue in the present case because granting the application 

would not create an additional bargaining unit within the group of the School Board's employees as a 

whole. However, the Board's long-standing policy is to favour larger more inclusive bargaining units 

over smaller more restrictive units. In the present case the smaller more exclusive RUOE unit was 

certified first in time before the larger unit fonnerly represented by ACTE and now represented by 

CUPE. Despite the fact that the RUOE unit is established and has demonstrated its viability and 

effectiveness it is a consideration that to grant the present application would run counter to the Board's 

general policy. While the Board departs from the policy in appropriate cases, no evidence was 

presented in the present case to demonstrate that to change the bargaining structure would enhance the 

viability of either bargaining unit or the stability of industrial relations with the School Board. We are 

concerned, however, that to grant the application and move all School Board clerical employees into 

their own unit after the certification of a more comprehensive unit has the potential for a deleterious 

effect on industrial stability, or might be misinterpreted as recognition of a "craft" jurisdiction for 

clerical employees in education. 

[22] In Plains Health Centre, supra, the Board warned against attempts by "special groups" 

of employees to enlarge existing discrete appropriate bargaining units at the expense of other units, 

expressing concern that such activity may erode industrial stability. At 55, the Board stated: 

... the Board will be most reluctant to permit any special group of employees forming 
an appropriate bargaining unit to move in and out of a larger bargaining unit or 
attempt to enlarge itself at the expense of another unit. Either attempt could lead to the 
VelY type of industrial instability the Board is committed to avoiding. 
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[23] In the present case RUOE has not demonstrated sufficient and cogent reasons why the 

Board should allow it to do so. 

[24] On all of the evidence we have determined that the existing bargaining structure is 

preferable to the promotion of long-term industrial stability to that which would pertain if expansion of 

the bargaining unit represented by RUOE were allowed at the expense of the bargaining unit 

represented by CUPE. The application is dismissed. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and CM SASKATCHEWAN EMERGENCY ROAD 
SERVICE, Respondent 

LRB File No. 153-00; July 25,2000 

Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Donna Ottenson 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Brian Kenny 

Certification - Raid - Timeliness - Applicant union filed application for 
certification of bargaining unit for which certification order already existed -
Application not filed during open period - Existing certification order dormant 
for many years - Time limits in s. 5(k) of The Trade Uldon Act are mandatory -
Board dismisses application for certification. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(t), 5(j) and 5(k). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1 ] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") applied on May 18, 2000 to be certified to represent all 

employees of CAA Saskatchewan Emergency Road Service (the "Employer") with certain 

managerial exceptions. 

[2] The Employer filed a reply dated May 30, 2000. It asserted that the Union's 

application was not filed in the period specified in s. 5(k) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-

17 (the "Act") as an existing certification Order is in effect naming the Chauffeurs, Teamsters and 

Helpers Local Union 395 (the "Teamsters' Union") as the bargaining agent for employees in the 

proposed bargaining unit. The Teamsters' Union's certification Order was issued by the Board on 

November 9, 1978. 
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[3] The Board gave notice to the Teamsters' Union of the certification application. The 

Teamsters' Union indicated that there was no collective agreement reached between it and the 

Saskatchewan Motor Club, the predecessor of the Employer. According to the Teamsters' Union, a 

strike took place in 1979 and due to lack of support there was never an agreement between the parties. 

The Teamsters' Union did not oppose the application made by the Union in this instance. 

[4] A hearing was held to deal with the preliminary issue of timeliness of the 

application. All parties acknowledge that the certification application was not filed in the open 

period specified in s. 5(k)(ii) of the Act. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[5] 

5 

Section 5 of the Act contains the following provisions: 

The board may make orders: 

(i) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (d), (e), (j), (g) or (h), or amending an order or 
decision of the board made under clause (a), (b) or (c) in the 
circumstances set out in clause (j) or (k), notwithstanding that a 
motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in respect of or 
arising out of the order or decision is pending in any court; 

(;) amending an order of the board if: 

(i) the employer and the trade union agree to the 
amendment; or 

(it) in the opinion of the board, the amendment is 
necessary; 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(ii) there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notwithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 
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Arguments 

[6] Mr. Kowa1chuk, counsel for the Union, argued that the Board may exerCIse 

discretionary powers under ss. 50) and 42 to permit the Union's application to proceed. Second, the 

Union argued that the certification Order issued to the Teamsters' Union was abandoned and, as a 

result, there is no certification order in existence to operate as a bar to the Union's application. The 

Union argued that the 22 year hiatus between the two certification applications and the inactivity of 

the Teamsters' Union is sufficient evidence of abandonment. In addition, the Union argued that it 

would be contrary to s. 3 of the Act to allow the old certification Order to block the new expression 

of employee wishes. 

[7] Mr. Kenny, counsel for the Employer, argued that the Board's earlier decisions on 

"abandonment" did not establish that the effect of abandonment is to eliminate a certification order. 

The Employer argued that the principle of abandonment simply prevented a trade union from relying 

on its certification order in certain circumstances. The Employer noted that the Board has strictly 

applied the time limits set out in s. 5(k) in other circumstances. 

Analysis 

[8] The Board finds that the application for certification was filed outside the time limits 

set in s. 5(k)(ii) of the Act and must be dismissed. There may be good grounds for arguing in this 

case that the Teamsters' Union abandoned its certification Order. In our view, however, the doctrine 

of abandonment, if it were found, does not relieve the Union from the mandatory provisions 

contained in s. 5(k)(ii). The doctrine of abandonment simply prevents one party from relying on its 

strict legal rights in situations where it is clear to the Board that the party in question abandoned its 

legal rights. It does not, in our view, operate to rescind a certification order vis-a-vis third parties. It 

must be remembered that the principle of "abandonment" is not set out in any statutory provisions 

contained in the Act and it cannot be extended through creative interpretations to overcome 

mandatory statutory provisions, such as are contained in s. 5(k)(ii). 
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[9J Although in the present case, it may seem extreme to require employees to apply in 

the open period of a certification Order that has not been acted on for some 22 years, those 

employees had an opportunity each year since 1978 to apply to the Board to rescind the certification 

Order issued to the Teamsters' Union, or to file within the open period set out in s. 5(k) of the Act to 

join a new trade union. These options remain open to the employees. 

[10] The Board also considered whether it could or should rely on ss. 5(j) and s. 42 of the 

Act to use its discretion to amend the Teamsters' Union Order by substituting the Union. In 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Remai Investment Co. 

Ltd., [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 136, LRB File Nos. 167-93 & 168-93, the Board 

explained the rationale for strict adherence to the time limits set out in s. 5(k) as follows at 138 and 

139: 

[11] 

The rationale for open periods is, in our view, to provide some predictability and order 
in the context of the changes, which are signalled by the events to which they apply. 
The open period established under Section 33(4), for example, permits trade unions 
and employers to prepare for the stage of bargaining which will occur following the 
expiry date of a collective agreement. Trade unions, employers and individual 
employees are made aware, by the choice of other open periods, of their opportunities 
to seek changes in the certification order or other orders issued by the Board. The 
Board has expressed the view in the past that it is not only beyond its jurisdiction to 
consider applications which are not filed during the relevant open period, but that it 
would produce confusion and inequity to do so. 

There are many instances in the Board's past decisions where applications have been 

dismissed for not strictly adhering to the time limits set out in s. 5(k). In some of these cases, it was 

nearly impossible for the applicant to determine the appropriate date for filing the application: see 

Hebert v. International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 870 and Gunner Industries Ltd., [1997] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 112, LRB File No. 375-96. No exceptions have been made, however, to the time 

limit rules. Board policy prefers the predictability and order established by the time limits set out in 

s. 5(k) especially in the area of rescission and replacement applications. Such predictability adds 

stability to the labour relations between a certified union and an employer and permits a predictable 

annual opportunity for employees to either rescind the certification order or seek representation 

through another trade union. Although the factor of industrial stability is not a major concern in this 

instance, the underlying policy favouring a stable and predictable open period is a major concern for 

the Board. 
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[12] For these reasons, we do not think that ss. 5U) and 42 should be used to overcome 

the time limits established for replacement applications. 

[13] The application for certification is therefore dismissed on the grounds that it was not 

filed in the open period set out in s. 5(k)(ii). 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4279, Applicant and 
ABORIGINAL HEADSTART PROGRAM, LITTLE EAGLE LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURAL NEST - REGINA FRIENDSHIP CENTRE, Respondent 

- and-

CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4285, Applicant and 
REGINA FRIENDSHIP CENTRE, Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 112-99, 113-99, 117-99, 119-99, 120-99, 123-00, 144-99 to 161-99, 166-99, 182-99, 
241-99 and 242-99; August 2, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Tom Davies and Bruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Harold Johnson 
For the Respondent: Conrad Lavallee 

Unfair labour practice - Dismissal for union activity - Lay-off - Union 
presented evidence that employees were laid off, suspended or terminated from 
employment shortly after application for certification filed and employer failed 
to meet evidentiary onus - Board concludes that employees were dismissed 
contrary to s. 11(1)(e) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Interrogation - Employer interrogated employee about 
whether employee had signed union card - Board finds violation of s. 11(1)(0) of 
The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Duty to bargain in good faith - Unilateral change -
Employer required employee to sign employment contract without negotiating 
same with union - Board finds violations of s. l1(l)(c) and s. l1(1)(m) of The 
Trade Union Act. 

Remedy - Unfair labour practice - Reinstatement and monetary loss - Board 
orders reinstatement of employees laid oft~ suspended or terminated from 
employment contrary to s. 11(1)(e) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 11 (l)(a), 11(1)(c), 11 (l)(e), 11 (l)(g), l1(l)(m) and 
11(1)(0). 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1) Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4279 

(the "Union") was certified to represent employees in the Aboriginal Headstart Program, Little Eagle 

Language and Cultural Nest, a program operated by the Regina Friendship Centre on Apri120, 1999. 

A sister local, Local 4285 applied for and received a certification Order for all employees of the 

Regina Friendship Centre (the "Employer" or the "Centre") on May 14, 1999. 

[2] On April 30, 1999, the Union filed application 112-99, alleging that Albert Robillard 

was terminated from his position at the Centre, contrary to s. 11(1)(e) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 

1978, c.T-17 (the "Act") because of his activity in support of the Union. Applications for monetary 

loss and reinstatement were subsequently filed in relation to Mr. Robillard. The Board issued an 

interim Order requiring the Employer to reinstate Mr. Robillard on October 4, 1999. 

[3] On May 5, 1999, the Union applied for an unfair labour practice (LRB File No. 117-

99) against the Employer alleging that the Employer had violated ss. 11(1)(a) and (m) of the Act by 

not issuing pay cheques to its employees on May 5, 1999, after the certification application was filed 

with the Board. 

[4] On May 12, 1999, the Union filed a further unfair labour practice application (LRB 

File No. 123-99) against the Employer alleging that the Employer violated ss. 11(1)(a), (c), (e), (j) 

and (m) of the Act by closing down the programs at the Centre and terminating the employment of 

Phyllis Aisaican, Wendy Laxdale, EIdon McKenzie, and Lee Pompana. Applications for 

reinstatement and monetary loss were made with respect to these four employees (LRB File Nos. 

144-99, 145-99, 148-99, 149-99, 150-99, 151-99,241-99 and 242-99). At the hearing of this matter, 

the Union withdrew the application for reinstatement and monetary loss in relation to Wendy 

Laxdale: LRB File Nos. 148-99 and 149-99. 

[5] On June 4, 1999, the Union filed an unfair labour practice application against the 

Employer alleging that the Employer had violated s. 11 (1)(0) of the Act by asking if an employee had 

signed a union card: LRB File No. 166-99. 
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[6] On June 23, 1999, the Union filed an unfair labour practice against the Employer 

alleging that the Employer violated ss. ll(l)(c) and ll(l)(m) of the Act by asking an employee to 

sign a contract of employment without bargaining collectively with the Union: LRB File No. 182-99. 

[7] On April 30, 1999, the Union filed an application for an unfair labour practice 

against Aboriginal Headstart Program, Little Eagles Language and Cultural Nest - Regina Friendship 

Centre, and Health Canada - Health Promotions and Programs Branch alleging that the respondents 

violated ss. 1 1 (l)(a), (c), (e), (j) and (m) of the Act by closing down the Headstart Program upon the 

certification of the Union: LRB File No. 113-99. The application was withdrawn against Health 

Canada by the Union on August 25, 1999. 

[8} Applications for reinstatement and monetary loss were filed in relation to those 

employees affected by LRB File No. 113-99, who included Melanie Fisher (LRB File Nos. 146-99 

and 147-99), Angela Noname (LRB File Nos. 152-99 and 153-99), Sandy Pelletier (LRB File Nos. 

154-99 and 155-99), Brian Poorman (LRB File Nos. 156-99 and 157-99), Veronica Whitehawk 

(LRB File Nos. 158-99 and 159-99) and Lisa Wolfe (LRB File Nos. 160-99 and 161-99). 

[9) No replies were filed to any applications by the Employer or the Aboriginal 

Headstart Program. 

[10] A hearing was held in Regina on June 28, 2000 commencing at 9:30 a.m. Mr. 

Lavallee for the Employer arrived at the hearing at 10:00 a.m. after the commencement of the 

evidence for the Union. Mr. Lavallee sought an adjournment of the application to permit the 

Employer more time to get its affairs in order and to deal with the Union. The Union opposed the 

further delay as it had attempted to resolve the matters with the Employer to no avail since 1999. 

After considering Mr. Lavallee's request, the Board refused to grant the adjournment based on the 

lengthy delay that has occurred since the filing of the applications. 
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Facts 

[11] The Employer operates various programs for the wellbeing of aboriginal people in 

Regina. At the time of the certification of the Union, the Employer ran a Native spiritual and 

cultural advisor program at the Regina Correctional Centre. Mr. Bob Smoker was the elder who was 

employed in this program. Mr. Smoker was telephoned at work by Sharla Sparvier, administrative 

co-ordinator to the executive director of the Employer, who asked him ifhe had signed a union card. 

Mr. :::;moker believed that Ms. Sparvier had no right to ask this question and he responded in a non

committal fashion. 

[12] On or about June 11, 1999, Mr. Smoker was presented with an employment contract 

to sign by Pam Lavallee, executive director of the Employer. Mr. Smoker felt that he did not have a 

choice but to sign the agreement, although he disagreed with its contents and did not fully understand 

the terms of the agreement. Mr. Smoker's position fell within the Union's certification Order and 

the contract of employment was not negotiated with the Union. Mr. Smoker was eventually 

terminated from his employment and his termination is now the subject of an arbitration under the 

Act. 

[13] Mr. Albert Robi11ard was employed as the program co-ordinator at the Centre. He 

supervised an of the Employer's programs except the Headstart program. Mr. Robi11ard was the 

subject of the Board's interim reinstatement Order. He was terminated on Apri120, 1999 for "gross 

misconduct" around the time the Union applied for certification. He was reinstated by the Board by 

interim Order. Subsequently, Mr. Robillard was again terminated and/or laid off. 

[14] At that time, the Employer ran three programs, in addition to the Aboriginal 

Headstart program. These included the Native Spiritual and Cultural Advisor (Mr. Bob Smoker, 

elder), the Family Worker Program (Eldon McKenzie and Phyllis Aisaican) and the Justice Program. 

The Family Worker program had been offered by the Employer for many years. The two workers in 

this program were laid off at the time of certification of the Union. According to Mr. Robillard, who 

supervised these programs, there was no reason for the termination of the program as the funds were 

still in place for the program when the workers were laid off. 
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[15] The Justice program worker was dismissed for "just cause" and her termination is 

the subject of an arbitration hearing (Wendy Laxdale). Funding for this program was withdrawn by 

the Department of Social Services and was transferred initially to the United Way and subsequently 

to a different NGO. The withdrawal of program money by the Department of Social Services was 

related to on-going problems over the accountability of the Board of the Employer. The Union has 

applied in other proceedings for a successorship application. 

[16J Mr. Robillard was assigned the task of preparing a financial forecast for the 

Employer after he was reinstated on an interim basis by the Board. He concluded that the Employer 

had sufficient funds to run programs. At that time, the Employer was in receipt of a grant in the 

amount of $ 180,000/year from the National Association of Friendship Centres, which administers 

grants on behalf of the Department of Secretary of State and Citizenship. The Employer was then 

approximately $250,000 in debt. Mr. Robillard concluded that the Employer could continue to 

function with the grants it could obtain and manage its debt load at the same time. 

[17] Ms. Angela Noname was employed as a childcare worker with the Aboriginal 

Headstart program, which operated out of Kitchener School in Regina. The application for 

certification of the program was filed with the Board on April 1, 1999. On that day, Ms. Noname 

was called to the office to meet with the executive director of the Employer. Apparently, the 

executive director was not impressed by the Union's application. Although Ms. Noname did not 

draw the connection directly, the executive director must have related the Union drive with Ms. 

Noname as she suspended Ms. Noname from work at that time. Ms. Noname was escorted out of the 

school as, according to the executive director, the Employer did not want Ms. Noname around 

students, parents or the program. The following week was Easter break and during this week the 

staff of the Headstart program were given lay-off notices effective April 9, 1999. According to the 

information staff were provided, funding for the program had been withdrawn by Health Canada. 

The program has since been re-established by Aboriginal Family Services in the same school using 

the same toys and equipment. No hiring opportunities were extended to the employees of Aboriginal 

Headstart and the Union has applied to the Board for successorship in relation to this program. 
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[18] Mr. Don Moran, national representative for the Union, also testified. Mr. Moran 

explained that when the Union started to organize the Aboriginal Headstart program, they did expect 

that funding would continue through to June 30, 1999. When the application for certification was 

filed, the Employer let the program go and Mr. Moran felt that this decision was made because the 

Union applied to certify the employees. 

[19] At the Centre, the dismissals and closures of programs were equally swift on the 

heels of the Union's organizing efforts. Mr. Robi11ard was terminated immediately. The Union had 

trouble getting the Employer to reinstate Mr. Robillard after the Board's interim Order. The Union 

concluded that once it attempted to organize the employees of the Employer, the latter took steps to 

close down its programs and terminate all the employees. Currently, Mr. Lavallee is the only paid 

employee of the Employer. 

[20J Mr. Lavallee is currently acting as executive director of the Employer. He indicated 

to the Board that the Employer has been operated lately by members of the National Association of 

Friendship Centres and other volunteers. Currently, the efforts are focused on whether the Employer 

can survive its financial crisis. Mr. Lavallee does not believe that the Aboriginal Headstart Program 

was ended because of the Union's certification efforts, but he does not doubt that the other programs 

- that is, the Native Spiritual and Cultural Advisor program, the Justice program and the Family 

Workers programs were ended as a result of the unionization efforts. Mr. Lavallee left the Board 

with the impression that the Employer has suffered from poor management that has left it close to 

bankruptcy. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[21] The Board has considered ss. 11(1)(a), (c), (e), (g), (m), and (0) of the Act. Section 

ll(l)(e) is particularly important in these proceedings and it reads as follows: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension qf an employee, with a view to 
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Analysis 

[22] 

encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

This case is unusual as the Employer has not presented evidence to contradict the 

Union's factual assertions. Mr. Lavallee does not disagree with the Union's assertion that three 

programs at the Centre were closed because the Union applied for certification. Mr. Lavallee was 

less certain about the Aboriginal Headstart program and he assigned the cause for its closure to the 

state of affairs at the Employer and Health Canada's unwillingness to continue the funding. Ms. 

Noname's evidence, however, made it clear to the Board that her suspension was clearly related to 

the Union's application for certification. In light of this direct evidence, we conclude that the 

remaining employees of the Aboriginal Headstart program were laid off as a result of the 

certification efforts made by the Union on their behalf. This conclusion is supported by the evidence 

of Mr. Moran who pointed out that all other Headstart programs in the province were funded by 

Health Canada until June 30, 2000 and that none of the other programs were reassigned to a different 

agency after June 30, 2000. The implication of Mr. Moran's testimony was that the executive 

director of the Employer caused the funding to be removed from the Aboriginal Headstart program 

in response to the Union's organizing efforts. 

[23] Section 3 of the Act grants employees "the right to organize in and to form, join or 

assist trade unions and to bargain collectively through a trade union of their own choosing." This 

right is protected by the unfair labour practice provisions set out in s. 11 (1) of the Act, which 

includes the prohibition contained in s. 11(1)(e). Section 11(1)(e) prohibits an employer from using 
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discharge or suspension or the threat thereof to discourage an employee from joining a trade union. 

Under s. 11 Cl)( e), when an employee has been discharged or suspended during a period of union 

activity, the onus falls to the employer to establish that the discharge or suspension was for "good 

and sufficient reason." 

[24] In the present case, there is evidence that employees were laid off, suspended or 

terminated from their employment shortly after the Union applied to be certified for both bargaining 

units. Therefore, the onus of establishing the "good and sufficient reasons" for the lay-offs, 

suspensions and terminations falls to the Employer. It did not meet the evidentiary onus and, as a 

result, the Union's applications are made out under s. 11(1)(e). 

[25J Orders will issue accordingly on LRB Files 112-99, 113-99 and 123-99. In addition, 

orders will issue reinstating Albert Robillard, Phyllis Aisaican, Eldon McKenzie and Lee Pompana, 

all at the Centre, and granting them monetary loss for the period from their termination or suspension 

of employment until they are reinstated by the Employer. 

[26] In relation to the Aboriginal Headstart program, Orders will issue reinstating 

Melanie Fisher, Angela Noname, Sandy Pelletier, Brian Poorman, Veronica Whitehawk, Lisa Wolfe 

and granting them monetary loss for the period from their termination of employment or suspension 

of employment until they are reinstated by the Aboriginal Headstart program of the Employer. 

[27] A further Order will issue in relation to LRB File Nos. 166-99 and 182-99, finding 

the Employer in violation of ss. 11(1)(0), (c) and (m) by interrogating Bob Smoker as to whether or 

not he was exercising a right under the Act, and by requiring Bob Smoker to sign a contract of 

employment, without bargaining with the Union. 

[28] The Union's application with respect to LRB File No. 117-99 relating to the failure 

of the Employer to pay employees on time and with valid cheques is granted, based on the statutory 

declaration filed by the Union. An Order shall issue finding the Employer in violation of ss. 11(l)(a) 

and (m) by interfering or attempting to interfere with employees' rights by failing to pay employees 

and by changing the terms or conditions of employment where no collective agreement exists, 

contrary to s. 11(1)(m). A further Order shall issue pursuant to s. 5(g) requiring the Employer to pay 

monetary loss to the employees affected by its failure to pay employees on April 30, 1999. 
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[29J The Union and the Employer shall attempt to reach agreement on the amounts of the 

monetary loss claims owing to each employee. If agreement is not reached within thirty (30) days of 

this decision, either party may refer the matter back to the Board for a determination. 

[30] The parties are encouraged to seek the assistance of the Labour Relations, Mediation 

and Conciliation Branch of Saskatchewan Labour in their discussions. 
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HOTEL EMPLOYEES AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES UNION, LOCAL 206, 
Applicant and SPARTAN HOLDINGS LTD., OPERATING UNDER THE NAME AND 
STYLE OF BURGER KING, Respondent 

LRB File No. 155-00; August 10,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Patricia Gallagher and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Brian Christoph and Garry Whalen 
For the Respondent: Larry LeBlanc, Q.c. 

Certification - Employee - Duties of shift co-ordinators are supervisory rather 
than managerial- Board finds that shift co-ordinators are employees within the 
meaning of s. 2(t) of The Trade Union Act. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Casual and part-time 
employees - Board concludes that bargaining unit consisting only of part-time 
employees lacks bargaining and negotiating strength and is not appropriate unit 
within the meaning of s. 2(a) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(a) and 2(t). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, 

Local 206 (the "Union") applied on May 24, 2000 to bargain collectively for all employees of 

Spartan Holdings Ltd., (the "Employer") at its 4181 Albert Street location in Regina, except for 

managers and shift co-ordinators. The Employer opposed the exclusion of "shift co-ordinators" from 

the bargaining unit. 

[2] A hearing was conducted by the Board on August 10,2000. 
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Facts 

[3] The Employer operates a fast food restaurant in the south end of Regina. The 

restaurant manager, Mr. Bieber, has overall authority for the operation of the restaurant with help 

from three assistant managers. There are ten shift co-ordinators and 39 crew members. Eight out of 

ten shift co-ordinators work on a full-time basis, while all of the crew members work on a part-time 

basis. 

[4] Shift co-ordinators work on various shifts throughout the day starting at 8 a.m. They 

work without the assistance of crew members for the slower parts of the day. Crew members are 

scheduled to work over the lunch hour and supper rush periods. A night shift provides drive through 

service to customers until 3 or 4 a.m. and performs various cleaning and maintenance functions. 

During most shifts, the store manager or one of his assistant managers are also on duty. 

[5] The main functions of the shift co-ordinators include: reading shift report book from 

previous shift; ensuring that food is prepared for the upcoming lunch or supper rush; performing 

temperature checks on the grills; running the floor during the rush periods; assisting as needed at 

various work stations; making bank deposits and closing the computer at the end of the day; 

assigning cleaning duties to crew member; supervising the work of the crew members; issuing verbal 

and written reprimands and praise to crew members; completing performance evaluation forms on 

staff members; and attending monthly management meetings. 

[6J Currently, one shift co-ordinator is responsible for the scheduling of employees. 

This work is normally performed by an assistant manager, who is away from the Albert Street 

location attending to the opening of another restaurant for the Employer. 

[7] Shift co-ordinators are responsible for minor discipline of employees, such as 

sending employees home when they arrive at work without the proper uniform. As part of their 

supervisory functions, shift co-ordinators are required to speak to employees about work 

performance issues. If correction is needed, they can issue written reprimands. Any further 

corrective action is decided by the restaurant manager or assistant managers. Shift co-ordinators do 

not hire, fire or suspend employees. They have a limited supervisory role in relation to crew 

members. 
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[8] Shift co-ordinators and assistant managers are required to complete performance 

evaluations on crew members. These evaluations are reviewed with the employee and forwarded to 

the restaurant manager who decides if the employee will receive a wage increase. Shift co-ordinators 

have no direct input into the salary determination. 

[9J Shift co-ordinators attend monthly management meetings where various matters are 

discussed, such as upcoming promotions, overall sales results, and the like. They are also assigned 

responsibility for representing the Employer on the Occupational Health and Safety Committee. 

They report problems to the restaurant manager through the use of the shift report book that is not 

accessible to crew members. They wear uniforms similar to the uniforms worn by senior 

management and different from the crew members' uniforms. 

[10j Crew members perceive shift co-ordinators to be junior management. Shift co

ordinators are the direct supervisor of crew members and the first line of authority for resolving 

employee problems. 

[H] One crew member testified that she was interviewed for employment by two shift 

co-ordinators. She was offered employment by an Assistant Manager who called her at a later time. 

[12] A shift co-ordinator testified that he had been suspended when he worked as a crew 

member by his shift co-ordinator. It was unclear if the shift co-ordinator was merely relaying a 

decision that the restaurant manager had made or if she made the decision herself. He also indicated 

that he was told by the restaurant manager not to issue any written warnings to employees during the 

certification period and to refer all such matters to the restaurant manager. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[13J The definition of "employee" is set out in s. 2(f)(i) of the The Trade Union Act, 

R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") as follows: 

Arguments 

[14J 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually peiform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

Mr. Christoph, International Organizer for the Union, argued that shift co-ordinators 

are too close to management to include in the bargaining unit. The Union pointed out the ways in 

which shift co-ordinators affect the working lives of crew members, including their power to 

supervise, discipline and evaluate crew members. Mr. Christoph argued that the industrial relations 

flow from the reports made by the shift co-ordinators to senior management. He pointed out that 

crew members consider shift co-ordinators to be management. 

[15] Mr. LeB1anc, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, reviewed the Board's cases on the 

managerial exclusion and argued that shift co-ordinators did not meet the tests established by the 

Board to justify their exclusion from the bargaining unit. The Employer noted that the exclusion 

would result in an employee: managerial ratio of 2.8 part-time employees to 1 manager. Counsel 

encouraged the Board not to let the Union gerrymander the bargaining unit by changing the 

managerial test to fit the facts of this case. 
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Analysis 

[16] The Board has set out its interpretation of the managerial exclusion most recently in 

Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, 

[1997) Sask. L.R.B. R. 836, LRB File No. 349-96 at 853 as follows: 

[17] 

The job functions which the Board considers central to the finding of managerial status 
includes the power to discipline and discharge, the ability to influence labour 
relations, and to a lesser extent, the power to hire, promote and demote. Other job 
functions, such as directing the worliforce, training staff, assigning work, approving 
leaves, scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisOly functions 
which do not, in themselves, give rise to conflicts that would undermine the 
relationship between management and union by placing a person too closely identified 
with management in a bargaining unit. 

The evidence in this case indicates that shift co-ordinators perform job functions that 

are more in line with those job functions set out in the last sentence of the excerpt quoted above. 

They supervise, guide, train and perform minor admonitory functions. These functions, in our view, 

are not "managerial" in nature as that term is defined by the Board. 

[18] Having found that shift co-ordinators are "employees' within the meaning of the Act, 

the Board must also address the question of whether a bargaining unit which excludes them is an 

"appropriate bargaining unit" under s. 5(a) of the Act. 

[19] It is difficult to see how the remammg part-time employees could bargain 

collectively with the Employer if shift co-ordinators were excluded from the bargaining unit. The 

Employer would have a large out-of-scope staff to rely on in the event of a strike or lock-out. The 

bargaining unit would lack bargaining strength in its numbers, as compared to the number of out-of

scope personnel. 

[20] In addition, the pattern of employment among crew members adds to the instability 

of the proposed bargaining unit. Crew members are primarily students who are working a few hours 

a week while attending school or post-secondary institutions and they lack a strong attachment to the 

Employer. The process of establishing a bargaining committee, putting in place a shop steward and 
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grievance handling system would be difficult to achieve without the inclusion of the full-time 

employees. In our view, a bargaining unit that excluded full-time employees and included only part

time employees, is not an "appropriate bargaining unit." It lacks the strength necessary for effective 

collective bargaining. 

[21J As a result, the Board finds that the appropriate bargaining unit consists of "all 

employees employed by Spartan Holdings Ltd. operating under the name and style of Burger King at 

4181 Albert Street, Regina except the store manager, 1'1 assistant manager, 2nd assistant manager and 

3rd assistant manager." The statement of employment will be amended to include the names of the 

ten shift co-ordinators, as follows: 

[22] 

Karen Turgeon 
Jasmina Mehinovic 
Sheldon Olynick 
Rachel Bodnar 
Pauline Gabriel 

Jason Habuza 
Patricia Parada 
Evangeline Tosh 
Kelly Godlien 
Nicole Bagwell 

A vote will be conducted among the bargaining unit to determine if a majority of the 

employees in the bargaining unit wish to be represented in collective bargaining by the Union. 

[23] There was an unfortunate incident during the hearing that the Board will comment 

on briefly in these Reasons. A Union witness testified to obtaining certain evidence from the 

Employer's office without having any authority to enter the office. He knew that his entry into the 

office was wrong. The matter is the subject of a police investigation and until the hearing, the 

Employer was unaware that the employee in question was responsible for the office break-in. 

[24] The Board does not want to condone such conduct and would not permit the Union 

to introduce the evidence in question in any form. We would hope that the Union would make 

employees aware that they may be disciplined and subject to criminal sanctions if they engage in 

such conduct. We would also hope that the Union would attempt to head off and not condone such 

conduct if they become aware of it prior to its occurrence. Employees need to be made aware that 

the protections afforded to them under the Act do not extend to protect employees when they engage 

in illegal activities. 
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DOUGLAS WOODSIDE, Applicant and REGINA POLICE ASSOCIATION and 
REGINA BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS, Respondents 

LRB File Nos. 167-99, 168-99 & 169-99; August 16,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Carr and Bob Todd 

For the Applicant: Don Findlay 
For the Regina Police Association: Garrett Wilson, Q.C. 
For the Regina Board of Police Commissioners: Jim McLellan 

Duty of fair representation - Scope of duty - Board reviews scope of duty of fair 
representation relating to grievance and arbitration proceedings - Union did 
not take a reasonable view of the problem or make a thoughtful decision about 
what to do - Board finds breach of duty of fair representation. 

Duty of fair representation - Contract administration - Union considered 
applicant's conduct in determining the level of support it would give his 
grievances and provided inaccurate or false information to applicant's counsel -
Board determines that applicant was treated in a manner demonstrating 
arbitrariness, discrimination and bad faith on the part of union. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sed), See), 5(g) and 2S.1. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Douglas Woodside applied to the Board on June 4, 

1999 alleging that the Regina Police Association (the "RP A") had failed in its duty to fairly represent 

him as required by s. 25.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") by failing to 

refer two grievance issues to arbitration. The RP A filed a reply in which it denied that it had 

breached s. 25.1 of the Act. The Regina Board of Police Commissioners also filed a reply to the 

application. 

[2] A pre-hearing meeting was conducted by the Vice-Chairperson on September 2, 

1999 and recorded that the parties were to discuss whether they would simply proceed to arbitration 

and withdraw the duty of fair representation application. 
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[3] As a result of the pre-hearing discussions, the parties agreed that Mr. Woodside 

could proceed to arbitrate the two grievances at his own cost. An arbitration hearing was held on 

February 7,2000 with Mr. Bob Pelton as arbitrator and an award was issued February 18,2000. The 

results of the arbitration are discussed below. 

[4] At the hearing before the Board on March 8, 2000, counsel for the RP A argued that 

the matters raised in the application were settled by the agreement to refer the matters in dispute to 

arbitration at the cost of Mr. W oodside. Counsel argued that the total remedy had been obtained and 

the Board was functus with respect to the dispute raised in the application. 

[5] The Board determined that it would hear evidence on the entire matter and reserved 

its ruling on the preliminary objection. 

Facts 

[6] Mr. W oodside was a police officer with the Regina Police Service having joined the 

police service in 1990. In December, 1995 Mr. Woodside was charged under The Municipal Police 

Discipline Regulations with improperly disclosing police information and was suspended with pay 

under The Police Act, 1990, S.S. 1991-91, c. P-15.01, by the Chief of Police. Mr. Woodside retained 

Mr. Aaron Fox, Q.c. as counsel to represent him in the disciplinary proceedings. The disciplinary 

proceedings culminated in a finding of misconduct and a decision to dismiss Mr. W oodside from the 

police service on January 27, 1997. 

[7J Mr. Woodside appealed the decision of the hearing officer to the Saskatchewan 

Police Commission on February 4, 1997. His appeal was heard on December 5, 1997 and was 

dismissed on February 4, 1998. 

[8] Mr. W oodside was a member of the RP A, which bargains collectively for police 

officers employed by the Regina Board of Police Commissioners. During the period of Mr. 

Woodside's original suspension and hearings, the collective agreement between the RPA and the 

Regina Board of Police Commissioners provided indemnification oflegal fees as follows: 
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8(b) Subject to subsection (c) hereof, the Regina Board of Police Commissioners 
will pay the costs of counsel to any employee in the following cases: 

(i) Where an employee is charged with an offence in discipline 
which will place the employee at risk of dismissal in penalty; 

(ti) Proceedings under Section 60 of The Police Act; 
(iii) Proceedings under Section 88 of The Police Act; 
(iv) Appeals under (i), (ii) and (iii); 
(v) Successful challenges to the jurisdiction of any tribunal 

involved in (I), (ii), (iii) or (Iv),' 
(vi) Where an employee's actions result in a Coroner's inquest. 

(c) An employee may select any counsel but the selection will be subject to the 
approval of the Board. The Board reserves the right to tax all accounts. 

In the course of representing Mr. Wood side in the disciplinary hearing before the 

hearing officer, Mr. Fox was required to apply to the Court of Queen's Bench for an Order pennitting 

disclosure of wiretap evidence to him and the hearing officer. When Mr. Fox submitted his account for 

payment to the solicitors for the City of Regina, the Regina Board of Police Commissioners objected to 

the payment oflegal fees related to the costs of the Queen's Bench application. This matter was one of 

the grievances finally referred to arbitration in February, 2000. The arbitrator held that the Regina 

Board of Police Commissioners was required to pay the legal fees in relation to this claim. 

[10J Mr. Woodside also sought indemnification of the legal fees incurred by him in relation 

to his appeal of the decision of the hearing officer to the Saskatchewan Police Commission. After his 

appeal was filed, the RP A and the Regina Board of Police Commissioners entered into a new collective 

agreement and amended the indemnification provisions set out above. The collective agreement was 

signed on April 1, 1997 and had an effective date of January 1, 1997. The appeal was launched on 

February 4, 1997, was heard December 5, 1997 and was decided February 4, 1998. The new 

indemnification provisions were as follows: 

8(b)(i) In the event a member is proceeded against under section 60 of the Police Act. 
1990. or is charged with an offence under the Municipal Police Discipline Regulations, 
and prior to the rendering of a verdict, the proceeding or charge is withdrawn, the 
member shall receive the legal costs of the proceedings incurred by the member up to 
the time of the withdrawal of the charge or proceedings. 

(ii) If a member is found not guilty of an offence or is found guilty and successfully 
appeals the conviction, or if a member is issued with an official warning under the 
Municipal Police Discipline Regulations and subsequently successfully appeals the 
official warning to the Saskatchewan Police Commission, the Board shall reimburse 
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[11] 

the member for all legal costs of the discipline proceedings incurred by the member 
after the discipline charge is laid or the official warning is issued and which relate 
directly and solely to the charge or official warning successfully appealed. 

(iit) A member charged with an offence under the Municipal Police Discipline 
Regulations shall, at the time of or prior to being notified of such charge, be advised as 
to the penalty being sought. If the penalty ultimately imposed by a hearing officer, or 
by the Saskatchewan Police Commission on appeal, is lesser than sought, the Board 
will reimburse the member for all legal costs of the discipline proceedings incurred by 
the member after the discipline charge is laid and which related directly and solely to 
the charge. 

Based on the new provisions, the Regina Board of Police Commissioners refused to 

pay the legal fees incurred by Mr. Woodside in relation to his unsuccessful appeal to the Saskatchewan 

Police Commission. This matter was ultimately referred to arbitration and the arbitrator concluded that 

those fees incurred prior to the date of signing the new collective agreement were recoverable by Mr. 

Woodside from the Regina Board of Police Commissioners. However, the bulk of the appeal costs 

were not recovered under this amended provision. 

[12] In these proceedings, Mr. Woodside sought to obtain relief from the Board in relation 

to the costs of the appeal that were not recovered through arbitration, the costs of the arbitration and the 

arbitrator's fees, the cost of the pre-hearing conference, and the costs of the present application. 

[13] Overall, the evidence indicated that there was a general unwillingness on the part of the 

RP A to assist Mr. W oodside in enforcing the indemnity provisions contained in the collective 

agreement. The RPA admitted in its reply and in evidence that Mr. Woodside was not a popular 

member of the service after the charges in question came to light. The reply stated: 

[14J 

The Applicant was, on May 25, 1998, convicted of two counts of obstruction of justice, 
criminal offences that were committed while he was serving as a member of the Regina 
Police Service. Because the Applicant's conduct had place his fellow members in 
jeopardy, the general membership of the Regina Police Association Inc. was more than 
reluctant to support the Applicant. 

This attitude, however, was not immediately apparent to Mr. Fox in his dealings with 

the RPA on behalf of Mr. Woodside. In June, 1996, Mr. Fox notified the RPA that the Regina Board of 

Police Commissioners was refusing to pay Mr. Woodside's legal fees in relation to the Queen's Bench 

application. In August, 1996, Mr. Fox requested that a grievance be filed in relation to the Queen's 

Bench fees and Ms. C. Tell, a member of the RP A grievance committee, did file a grievance with the 
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Chief of Police on August 29, 1996 relating to this matter. This matter was put "on hold" by Ms. Tell 

with the Chief of Police and by Mr. Fox with the City Solicitor, separately until the disciplinary 

hearings had concluded. The RP A and Mr. Fox agreed to wait the outcome of the disciplinary hearing 

before proceeding with the grievance. 

[15] After the dismissal decision was rendered by the hearing officer, Mr. Fox advised RP A 

that Mr. Woodside had appealed the dismissal to the Saskatchewan Police Commission. He also 

reminc1ed the RP A of the outstanding matter relating to the Queen's Bench fees and asked that a 

grievance be filed in relation to this matter. Apparently, Mr. Fox was unaware that Ms. Tell had 

already filed a grievance in relation to the Queen's Bench fees. 

[16] On March 27, 1997, Mr. Fox wrote to the RPA and asked for specific information 

related to the effect of the new indemnification provisions contained in the 1997-1998 collective 

agreement which was then under negotiations. He made the following request: 

[17] 

I have looked at the new Indemnification Policy concerning representation of an 
officer in disciplinmy matters. Am I correct that while an officer was entitled to have 
the cost of his Appeal indemnified under the previous Collective Bargaining Agreement 
under the new Agreement he is not? Also, as this Agreement is effective January 1, 
1997, is it your understanding that it would apply retroactive to Cst. Woodside? 

On April 23, 1997, Mr. Fox repeated his request to the RPA for a grievance to be filed 

in relation to the Queen's Bench fees and his request for clarification ofMr. Woodside's position under 

the new collective agreement indemnification provisions relating to the appeal of his dismissal. 

[18] Mr. Fox subsequently had a telephone conversation with Mr. Laurrie Schweitzer, a 

member of the RP A grievance committee, concerning the indemnification of appeal costs under the 

newly negotiated provisions. On June 23, 1997, Mr. Fox wrote Mr. Schweitzer to confirm the 

telephone conversation that had taken place between Mr. Fox and Mr. Schweitzer as follows: 

This follows our telephone conversation of June 20, 1997. I confirm your advice to me 
that at the time the present Collective Bargaining Agreement was signed it was 
intended that any disciplinary proceedings that were already under way concerning 
the indemnification portion of them, would be governed by the prior Collective 
Bargaining Agreement. This of course is of significance to Doug as he had filed a 
Notice of Appeal under the former Collective Bargaining Agreement and the cost of his 
appeal is to be indemnified by the City. 
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[191 Mr. Schweitzer did not recall the conversation, nor did he recall providing Mr. Fox 

with specific advice that was summarized by Mr. Fox in his letter. He had no reason, however, to doubt 

Mr. Fox's version of the conversation. Mr. Schweitzer thinks that he might have talked to Mr. Fox 

about this matter in a general way, but he would have needed proper advice on the matter from the 

executive of the RP A or its counsel before a fonnal position would be set out to Mr. Fox. However, he 

did not recall responding to Mr. Fox's letter. 

[20J Mr. Fox's letter also went on to discuss the grievance relating to the Queen's Bench 

fees in the following tenns: 

[21] 

[22] 

J had also raised the matter with you concerning the outstanding payment of Doug 's 

legal fees applying to the Court of Queen's Bench to obtain particulars of the wire tap 
evidence which was being dealt with at his disciplinary hearing. The amount involved 
is $8,541.36. Particulars are set forth in my letter of February 14, 1997, a copy of 
which J enclose herein. 

You advised that the Association's position is that a grievance may be filed but if there 
are to be any costs incurred these would be the responsibility of Doug. 

J would ask that you please file a grievance on behalf of Doug. As J understand, the 
grievance will initially be dealt with by the Chief and if not resolved there, will be dealt 
with by the Regina Board of Police Commissioners. If not dealt with there, this matter 
can then proceed to arbitration. The first two steps generally do not involve legal 
counsel and J would ask that you proceed with the filing of the grievance. If neither of 
the first two steps provide a successful resolution of this matter, Doug will then have to 
decide what he wants to do in regards to the cost of an arbitration. 

On July 2, 1997, Mr. Fox received a confusing fax from C. Tell indicating that: 

... the Regina Police Association will not grieve the failure of the Board to indemnifY 
W oodside with respect to the costs incurred at and for his disciplinary hearing. J 
understand that Laurrie Schweitzer has outlined the reasons why. Please feel free to 
contact us if you have any questions. 

Mr. Fox wrote back to the RP A on July 8, 1997 indicating that he understood that RP A 

had agreed to allow Mr. Woodside to proceed with the grievance relating to the Queen's Bench costs to 

arbitration at his own costs. Mr. Tray Hagen, President ofRPA, responded to Mr. Fox's July 8, 1997 

letter on July 22, 1997, in part as follows: 
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After considering your letter of July 8, 1997, our Executive has determined not to take 
a position with respect to the Woodside grievance or its possible merit. However, vve 
accept your proposal that the grievance be carried fonvard by Mr. Woodside as you 
suggest at no cost to the Association. 

On July 29, 1997, Mr. Fox wrote to Mr. Ragen and confirmed his understanding of the 

arrangement set out in Mr. Ragen's letter of July 22, 1997 relating to the Queen's Bench costs 

grievance. 

[24] On August 13, 1997 Mr. Fox wrote to Mr. Ragen to explain that he had come across 

correspondence from the City Solicitor dated October 2, 1996 which indicated that a grievance had 

already been filed by RPA in relation to the Queen's Bench fees. Mr. Fox indicated in his letter to Mr. 

Ragen that "I was not aware that a grievance had already been filed by the Association." Re explained 

that, as a result, he wrote the Chief and asked him to deal with the grievance. 

[25] On August 23, 1997, the City Solicitor wrote Mr. Fox and advised him that Mr. 

Woodside's grievance had been withdrawn by the RPA. Mr. Fox then wrote Mr. Ragen to get some 

clarification of the issue. Before receiving Mr. Ragen's reply, Mr. Fox realized that the City was 

referring to the withdrawal of a grievance that had been filed by RP A on behalf of Mr. W oodside in 

January, 1996 relating to the Regina Board of Police Commissioner's refusal to pay the legal costs of 

Mr. Woodside relating to his suspension hearings and not the grievance relating to Queen's Bench fees. 

Mr. Fox communicated this to the City Solicitor on September 4, 1997 and copied his letter to Mr. 

Ragen. On September 5, 1997, Mr. Ragen wrote to Mr. Fox indicating that he was sorry that the City 

was taking the position that the grievance was withdrawn but there was nothing the RP A could do 

further for Mr. Woodside. 

[26] Mr. Fox responded to Mr. Ragen's September 5, 19971etter as follows: 

I have gone back to review the file and it appears the only grievance that was filed on 
behalf of Doug was one pertaining to the payment of his account for the suspension 
hearing. Doug has paid that account personally. The remaining issue pertains to the 
work done on the Court of Queen's Bench application and obtaining information for 
the disciplinary hearing. That, to my knowledge, has never been the subject matter of 
a grievance. To the contrary, the informal arrangement with Neil Robertson and 
myself was that it would remain outstanding until such time as we thought it should be 
resolved, likely at the conclusion of the proceedings. For this reason I think Doug still 
can proceed with a grievance on that matter and I have written to the City accordingly. 
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[27] Mr. Fox's reference to Mr. Robertson is a reference to earlier correspondence with the 

City Solicitor's office where Mr. Fox asked to put the question of payment of the Queen's Bench fees 

on hold until after the disciplinary hearing. Again, the letter sets out Mr. Fox's belief that no grievance 

had been filed relating to the Queen's Bench fees. 

[28] On September 24, 1997, Mr. Robertson from the City Solicitor's office wrote Mr. Fox 

and advised him that a grievance on this matter would need to be processed in the usual manner and it 

was his position that there was no agreement to waive the time limits for filing such a grievance. On 

September 30, 1997, Mr. Fox forwarded a grievance to the Chief of Police. The Chief replied to the 

grievance by indicating that the matter had been withdrawn by Mr. Schweitzer of the RP A on April 29, 

1997. Mr. Fox clarified again that the withdrawal related to Mr. Woodside's grievance of the legal 

costs relating to his suspension, not the legal costs of the Queen's Bench application during the 

discipline hearings. 

[29] Mr. Fox then engaged in some discussion with Mr. Schweitzer relating to the Queen's 

Bench grievance. Mr. Fox prepared another grievance relating to these fees which Mr. Schweitzer 

copied onto RP A letterhead and forwarded to the Chief of Police. Mr. Fox noted in his file that Mr. 

Schweitzer confirmed that "Doug would be responsible for the legal fees associated with the grievance" 

and he noted that "I advised him that that was our understanding and agreement." This grievance was 

forwarded to the Chief on November 28, 1997. 

[30] In February and March, 1998, Mr. Fox received assurances from Mr. Schweitzer that 

the RP A had filed a grievance with the Chief of Police in relation to the Queen's Bench costs. 

[31) On December 16, 1997, the City Solicitor advised Mr. Fox that the legal fees incurred 

by Mr. Woodside on his appeal to the Saskatchewan Police Commission were covered by the 

indemnification provisions contained in the 1997-1998 collective agreement and would only be paid if 

Mr. Woodside was successful on his appeal. Mr. Fox responded on December 22, 1997 setting out his 

conversation with the RP A which indicated that Mr. Woodside' s appeal would be covered by the terms 

of the old collective agreement. The City Solicitor responded on December 29, 1997 and stated: 

I have asked counsel who negotiated the contract on behalf of the Board for his advice, 
as I believe this proceeding was the subject of discussion during negotiations of the 
new contract. I hope to be in a position to make a recommendation to the Board of 
Police Commissioners at its meeting in January. 
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[32] The City Solicitor renewed its request for a delay in referring the appeal costs to the 

Regina Board of Police Commissioners on March 9 and May 20, 1998, indicating to Mr. Fox that they 

were still awaiting advice on this matter. On July 13, 1998, counsel for the City Solicitor responded to 

a further inquiry from Mr. Fox related to the appeal costs that he had again been in contact with the 

solicitor who was asked to provide an opinion to the Regina Board of Police Commissioners respecting 

the indemnification changes and was still awaiting that advice. 

[33] Counsel for the City added "for the time being, however, the claim remains denied." 

This letter suggested that the matter had been raised with the Regina Board of Police Commissioners 

and had been denied, when earlier correspondence to Mr. Fox indicated that the matter was not going to 

be i:eferred to the Board until advice could be received from the solicitor who negotiated the agreement 

on behalf of the Board. 

[34] Mr. Fox wrote to clarify the state of affairs on August 20, 1998 and received in reply 

on August 24, 1998 a letter from the City Solicitor's office indicating that the appeal costs were denied. 

In addition, the City Solicitor referred to the Queen's Bench costs and indicated that "the Regina Police 

Association filed grievances on behalf of former Cst. W oodside in respect of these accounts in 

correspondence dated 23 January, 29 August, 1996, and 29 November 1997. The 1996 grievances, in 

respect of the disputed accounts for the Queen's Bench application, were withdrawn by letter dated 29 

August 1997." 

[35J On August 28, 1998, Mr. Fox wrote to Mr. Schweitzer at RP A to complain about the 

outstanding accounts for the Queen's Bench and appeal matters and to ask the RPA to proceed with the 

grievances. Mr. Fox commented to Mr. Schweitzer that he felt that he "was getting jerked around big 

time on this matter." Mr. Schweitzer replied to this correspondence on September 17, 1998 in the 

following terms: 

It is our understanding that upon Woodside being dismissed, and his conviction, etc., 
we had no need to further represent him with regard to his indemnification. Please 
respond with your specific concerns and where we have a duty to continue to represent 
Mr. Woodside. 
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[36] Mr. Fox then attempted to contact Mr. Schweitzer by telephone and finally again by 

letter wherein he restated the two outstanding grievances and sought the RPA's assistance. Mr. Fox 

spoke to Mr. Schweitzer on October 2, 1998 and recorded in his file that Mr. Schweitzer had spoken to 

the Chief and that he would respond to the grievance. 

[37] On October 1, 1998, the City Solicitor wrote to Mr. Fox to confirm that the legal 

opinion sought earlier by him on the indemnification matter had been received by the Regina Board of 

Police Commissioners and the Board's position on Woodside's request for indemnification remained 

unchanged. 

[38] On October 2, 1998, the Chief responded to the RPA's grievance of November 28, 

1997 (the indemnification grievance) by referring to the City Solicitor's letter of October 1, 1998 as 

follows: 

In response to your letter of grievance dated November 28, 1997, on behalf of Mr. 
Doug Woodside, I am attaching correspondence from Neil Robertson to Mr. Fox, legal 
counselfor Mr. Woodside, and copied to me. 

I am responding as your original communication was directed to the Chief of Police, 
however, I note Mr. Robertson's communication references a "position" taken by the 
Regina Board of Police Commissioners. This leads me to the belief this matter had 
passed from the Chief through to the Board for disposition and that this disposition has 
been delivered, if not to the Regina Police Association, at least to Mr. Woodside's 
legal counsel. 

This then is to advise you of the Board's decision and that I concur with their position. 

The letter fi'om the Chief of Police was not shared with Mr. Fox until the hearing of this matter before 

the Board. 

[39J On October 20, 1998, Mr. Schweitzer wrote Mr. Fox as follows: 

Further to our previous correspondence, Wes Britton and myself spoke with Chief 
Johnston in regard to this matter. 

He stated that he was not aware of the grievance we had filed in November of 1997, 
but at the recent Board of Police Commissioners meeting, the W oodside matter was 
discussed. 
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Chief Johnston advised he would look into the matter further and report back to us. 

On October 6, 1998, we received a letter from City Solicitor, Les Shaw, which stated 
the grievance had been denied. 

Upon receipt of this letter the Executive of our Association put our minds to this matter 
and we have determined at this time we will not be going forward with this grievance. 

This is to inform you and your client that we will not have any fitrther involvement in 
your client's ability to recover his costs on this matter. 

In his testimony before the Board, Mr. Schweitzer indicated that this letter was intended to signal to Mr. 

Fox that the grievances were ready to be forwarded to arbitration, under the RPA's understanding that 

Mr. Woodside would pay for the costs of the arbitration. 

[40] Mr. Fox responded on November 2, 1998 expressing his disappointment at the about-

face by the RP A and putting the RP A on notice of its obligations to fairly represent Mr. W oodside. On 

November 10, 1998, Mr. Fox requested in writing that the RPA proceed with Mr. Woodside's 

grievances. On December 7, 1998, Mr. Fox set out in a letter to the RPA his client's position with 

respect to the duty of fair representation owed to him by the RP A and again requesting the RP A to 

proceed with the grievances. On December 9, 1998, Mr. Wilson, counsel for RPA, called Mr. Fox and 

advised him that the RP A would not proceed with the grievances. This advice was confirmed in 

correspondence from Mr. Wilson dated December 18, 1998. 

[41] Mr. Woodside filed his application under s. 25.1 on June 4, 1999. As a result of 

discussions that took place between Mr. Woodside, the RPA and the Regina Board of Police 

Commissioners, it was agreed that both the issue of unpaid fees related to the Queen's Bench 

application and the appeal of the disciplinary hearing to the Saskatchewan Police Commission, could 

proceed to arbitration. This agreement was set forth in a letter from Mr. Wilson, counsel for RP A to 

Mr. Findlay, counsel for Mr. Woodside in these proceedings, as follows: 

1 can confirm that my clients have authorized me to make the proposal we discussed 
before the Executive Officer of the Labour Relations Board. That is, the Regina Police 
Association will co-operate fully in enabling your client to take the issues here forward 
to arbitration provided only that such process shall be entirely at your client's expense 
and that the Association be indemnified from any cost in respect thereof 
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[42] An arbitration did take place before Mr. Bob Pelton, who rendered his decision on 

February 18,2000, the results of which were divided for Mr. Woodside, as we have set out above. The 

costs of the arbitration to Mr. Woodside included his own legal fees and his Yz share of the arbitrator's 

fees which amounted to $3,015.72. 

[43] Mr. Woodside acknowledged that the Regina Board of Police Commissioners offered 

payment of the Queen's Bench costs, but not the appeal costs, prior to reference of the matters to 

arbitration. 

[44J Mr. Troy Ragen, President of RP A, explained in a general way the operation of the 

RP A in dealing with members' grievances. Mr. Ragen indicated that the RP A had spent a great deal of 

money on interest arbitrations relating to the conclusion of collective agreements. As a result of these 

expenditures, the RP A had little resources to spend on rights arbitration and had undertaken only 2 or 3 

arbitrations over the last decade. Re explained that some arbitrations are allowed to proceed on the 

basis that the RP A will co-operate with counsel for the member but the matter proceeds at the 

member's expense. Woodside's grievances were the third occasion where the RPA made such an 

arrangement. 

[45] Mr. Ragen explained that in considering the Queen's Bench costs grlevance, the 

Executive Board of the RP A deliberated over the costs of the matter and in the course of their 

deliberations, the Executive Board considered Mr. Woodside's conduct and his position in the RPA -

that is, whether he was a "member in good standing." On the latter point, Mr. Ragen explained that the 

Executive Board held the view that Mr. Woodside had breached one of the RPA's by-laws and 

constitution by disclosing the name of one of the members of the RP A to a person who was not 

authorized to receive such information. This conduct, of course, was the subject matter of the discipline 

imposed on Mr. Woodside by the Chief of Police and was the subject of criminal prosecution. 

[461 Mr. Ragen also pointed out the different discipline structure imposed on members of 

police services under the provisions of The Police Act and the Municipal Discipline Regulations. In 

relation to these provisions, Mr. Ragen noted that discipline and dismissal do not fall under the 

collective bargaining agreement. Mr. Ragen testified that members whose off-duty conduct runs afoul 

of The Police Act or Regulations do not receive financial support from the RP A in relation to the 

discipline processes. 
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[47] In relation to the grievances filed by Mr. Fox on behalf of Mr. Woodside, it was Mr. 

Ragen's position that Mr. Fox had agreed to proceed with those grievances at Mr. Woodside's expense 

and that it was Mr. Fox's responsibility to advance the grievances to arbitration. Mr. Hagen 

acknowledged that the RPA had received advice with respect to the costs of the Queen's Bench 

application. The advice confinned that the grievance would likely be successful but at a cost that would 

exceed the amount to be recovered. As a result, the RP A was not prepared to proceed with the 

grIevance. 

[48] In relation to the appeal grievance and the change in the indemnification provisions of 

the collective agreement, Mr. Ragen confinned that a tentative collective agreement was reached on 

March 11, 1997 and was sent to the parties for ratification. The actual agreement was signed April 1, 

1997. Mr. Ragen acknowledged that a substantial amount of time during bargaining was spent on the 

indemnification provisions. Re indicated that in this round, the RP A had an appetite for changing the 

provision and it responded to the Regina Board of Police Commissioner's concern that the 

reimbursement of appeal costs was leading to unnecessary appeals to the Saskatchewan Police 

Commission. 

[49] Mr. Ragen did not recall if the Woodside appeal was discussed at the bargaining table 

and he did not believe that he was aware that Mr. W oodside had filed an appeal of his disciplinary 

matter. Mr. Hagen did not recall seeing the correspondence from Mr. Fox seeking clarification of the 

effect of the new indemnification provisions and he did not recall the matter being discussed at 

Executive Board meetings. Mr. Ragen indicated that if he had seen the letter before the collective 

agreement was signed, he would have attempted to address the matter in negotiations. 

[50] Re did recall that the Executive Board decided not to pursue a grievance on the appeal 

costs because the Executive felt the grievance would not be successful given the new provisions in the 

collective agreement. However, Mr. Ragen denied that the RP A intended to deny access to the 

arbitration process to Mr. W oodside. 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[51) The Act provides for the "duty of fair representation" in s. 25.1 as follows: 

25.1 Every employee has the right to be fairly represented in grievance or rights 
arbitration proceedings under a collective bargaining agreement by the trade union 
certified to represent his bargaining unit in a manner that is not arbitrary, 
discriminatory or in bad faith. 

509 

[52J Mr. W oodside seeks remedies pursuant to s. 5( d), ( e) and (g) which provide as follows: 

5 

Arguments 

[53] 

The board may make orders: 

(d) determining whether an unfair labour practice or a violation 
of this Act is being or has been engaged in,· 

(e) requiring any person to do any of the following: 

(i) refrain from violations of this Act or from 
engaging in any unfair labour practice; 

(ii) subject to section 5.1, to do any thing for the 
pwpose of rectifYing a violation of this Act, 
the regulations or a decision of the board; 

(g) fixing and determining the monetary loss suffered by any 
employee, an employer or a trade union as a result of a violation of 
this Act, the regulations or a decision of the board by one or more 
persons, and requiring those persons to pay to that employee, 
employer or trade union the amount of the monetary loss or any 
portion of the monetary loss that the board considers to be 
appropriate; 

Mr. Findlay, counsel for Mr. Woodside, argued that the RP A was grossly negligent in 

its representation of Mr. Woodside and acted in bad faith in relation to his grievances. The applicant 

argued that the RP A had acted in an arbitrary fashion by failing to give timely, adequate and full 

consideration to Mr. Woodside's grievances. Further, the applicant argued that the RPA acted in a 

discriminatory manner by taking into account inappropriate concerns, i.e. the conduct of Woodside that 

lead to the disciplinary complaint against him. Lastly, the applicant argued that RP A had been guilty of 

bad faith, by failing to represent the situation fully, fairly and accurately. 
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[54] Counsel noted the RP A's reply to the unfair labour practice in which it justified its 

treatment of Mr. Woodside because of the nature of the disciplinary allegation made against Mr. 

W oodside. Counsel argued that the RP A did not investigate the incident nor did they allow Mr. 

Wood side to answer any questions in relation to the incident. 

[55] Counsel pointed out that the RP A did not infonn Mr. Fox that a grievance had been 

filed in relation to the Queen's Bench fees in August, 1996. It adopted an arbitrary approach to the 

Wood side grievances, changing its position on at least seven occasions over the course of 1996 to 1998. 

Mr. Findlay argued that the responses of the RPA to Mr. Fox's requests were refusals to assist Mr. Fox 

in the carriage of the grievances, contrary to any agreements reached between Fox, on behalf of Mr. 

Woodside, and the RPA. 

[56] In relation to the appeal costs, Mr. Findlay argued that, at the time of negotiating the 

change In the indemnity provisions, the RPA must have known that Woodside's appeal was 

outstanding. Mr. Fox had raised the issue in February, 1997 before the agreement was signed. Mr. 

Findlay pointed to the representation made by Mr. Schweitzer to Mr. Fox that Mr. Woodside's appeal 

would be "grandfathered" as the basis for the claim for monetary loss relating to the appeal costs. 

[57] The applicant relied on: Canadian Merchant Services Guild v. Gagnon, [1984] 84 

CLLC 14,043; Banga v. Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union, [1993] 4tll Quarter Sask. Labour 

Rep. 88, LRB File No. 173-93; MacNeil1, Lynk and Engelmann, Trade Union Law in Canada (Aurora: 

Canada Law Book, 1999); Simpson v. United Garment Workers, [1983] CLRBR 136 (Sask. L.R.B.); 

Berry v. Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 65, LRB 

File No. 134-93; Johnson v. Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 588 and City of Regina, [1997] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 19, LRB File No. 091-96; K.H v. Communications Energy and Paperworkers Union, [1997] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 476, LRB File No. 015-97. 

[581 The applicant seeks damages for the appeal costs that were not recovered on the 

arbitration, the costs of the arbitrator, and an legal costs relating to the arbitration and the duty of fair 

representation case. 
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[59] The applicant also alleged collusion between the Regina Board of Police 

Commissioners and the RP A. 

[60J Mr. Wilson, Q.c., counsel for the RPA, argued that Mr. Woodside had agreed to 

resolve this matter by referring the two grievances to arbitration at his own cost. RP A is entitled to rely 

on its agreement with Mr. Findlay. Counsel argued that the applicant has received the relief that the 

Board could have ordered had the application proceeded before the arbitration was undertaken. The 

RP A asked the Board to dismiss the matter in its entirety based on the agreement to arbitrate. 

[61] Counsel acknowledged that the RP A did not handle the matter crisply, efficiently or 

well. He noted, however, that those elements do not constitute discrimination, arbitrariness or bad faith 

as required under s. 25.1. The RPA argued that Mr. Fox ought to have been aware that Mr. Schweitzer 

was merely expressing his own opinion with respect to the grandfathering of the costs of appeals 

already in the works prior to the signing of the 1997-1998 collective agreement. In written argument, 

counsel for RP A argued that Mr. Schweitzer was simply expressing his interpretation of a provision of 

the collective agreement and that Mr. Fox ought not to have relied on the interpretation offered or 

considered the interpretation binding in any sense. Counsel argued that Mr. Schweitzer's statements to 

Mr. Fox were not dishonest or arbitrary or intended to mislead Mr. Fox. Counsel also argued that Mr. 

Schweitzer's statements did not constitute gross negligence. 

[62] Counsel for RPA pointed out that the RPA is staffed by full-time police officers, who 

perform RP A work on a volunteer basis. In this context, the standards applied to the RP A in the 

handling of grievances should not be set so high as to prevent the RP A from operating effectively. 

Counsel pointed out the complexity of the issue of retroactivity as set out in the arbitrator's award. 

Counsel argued that a union should not be held as a guarantor of its representatives' interpretations of 

the collective agreement. 

[63] The RP A also argued that Mr. Fox ought not to have relied on the interpretation placed 

on the new indemnification provisions by Mr. Schweitzer. According to the RP A, Mr. Fox had the 

same information as Mr. Schweitzer, in the form of the revised collective agreement, and the legal 

knowledge to form his own opinion on the subject of retroactive effect of the reduced indemnification 

provisions. RP A argued that Mr. Fox acted unreasonably by relying on the opinion of Mr. Schweitzer, 

who is not a lawyer. 
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[64] The RP A relied on: Gagnon, supra; Radke v. Communication, Energy and 

Papervvorkers' Union, Local 1120, [1993] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 57, LRB File No. 262-92; 

Hertz, [1990] 90 CLLC 16.055 (CLRB); Poitras, (1986),63 di 183 (CLRB). 

Analysis 

[65] Section 25.1 of the Act imposes a duty on the RPA to "fairly represent" Mr. Woodside 

in grievance or rights arbitration under the collective agreement. The scope of this duty is well 

established, having been set out in the following terms by the Supreme Court of Canada in Gagnon, 

supra at 12,188 as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

[66] 

The exclusive power conferred on a union to act as spokesman for the 
employees in a bargaining unit entails a corresponding obligation on the 
union to fairly represent all employees comprised in the unit. 

When, as is true here and is generally the case, the right to take a grievance to 
arbitration is reserved to the union, the employee does not have an absolute 
right to arbitration and the union enjoys considerable discretion. 

This discretion must be exercised in good faith, objectively and honestly, after 
a thorough study of the grievance and the case, taking into account the 
significance of the grievance and of its consequences for the employee on the 
one hand and the legitimate interests of the union on the other. 

T71e union's decision must not be arbitrary, capricious, discriminatory or 
wrongful. 

The representation by the union must be fair, genuine and not merely 
apparent, undertaken with integrity and competence, without serious or major 
negligence and without hostility towards the employee. 

In Glynna Ward v. Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union, [1988] 

Winter Sask. Labour Rep. 44, LRB File No. 031-88, the Board elaborated on the standard of 

care expected from a union in its representation of its members as follows at 47: 

Section 25.1 of The Trade Union Act obligated the union to act "in a manner that is 
not arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith H. The union's obligation to refrain from 
acting in bad faith means that it must act honestly and free from personal animosity 
towards the employee it represents. The requirement that it refrain from acting in a 
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[67J 

manner that is discriminatory means that it must not discriminate for or against 
particular employees based on factors such as race, sex or personal favouritism. The 
requirement that it avoid acting arbitrarily means that it must not act in a capricious 
or cursory manner or without reasonable care. In other words, the union must take a 
reasonable view of the problem and make a thoughtful decision about what to do. 

The Board has been careful in its application of the duty of fair representation not to 

impose unrealistic standards of competence or skill on trade union representation and not to unduly 

interfere with the setting of collective bargaining or financial goals. The Board has recognized that 

many trade unions are run on a volunteer basis through elected shop stewards and executive members. 

The Board also recognizes that unions must set collective bargaining goals for their entire membership, 

not simply the complainant in a duty of fair representation application. Financial resources can also 

influence the ability of a trade union to carry out its representation tasks. 

[68] In the present case, however, we are persuaded by the evidence presented on behalf of 

the Applicant, that he was treated in a manner that demonstrated arbitrariness, discrimination and bad 

faith on the part of the executive of the RP A. There are a number of factors that lead to this 

conclusion. 

[69J First, the RP A in its reply and evidence acknowledged that it was reluctant to support 

Mr. Woodside because his conduct had placed members of the RPA in some jeopardy. RPA engaged in 

a subtle form of shunning Mr. Woodside for his conduct in publicly identifYing a member of the 

undercover drug squad. While this conduct may have been reprehensible and deserving of a 

disciplinary response from the Regina Police Service, it was not a reasonable factor to take into account 

in determining whether Mr. Woodside's grievances over the indemnification provisions in the 

collective agreement had any merit or were deserving of support from RP A. As the certified 

bargaining agent, the RP A is not entitled to pick and choose which members are entitled to the benefits 

of the indemnification provisions based on an assessment of the conduct that gave rise to the 

disciplinary proceedings in question. The provisions were negotiated on behalf of all members facing 

disciplinary proceedings, not simply those deemed worthy by the RP A. In considering the conduct of 

Mr. W oodside as a factor in determining its support for his grievances, the RP A acted in bad faith with 

personal animosity toward Mr. Woodside. 
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[70] Second, the experience of Mr. Fox with the RP A, which we have detailed above, 

demonstrates a total lack of care or attention by RP A in handling of the grievance files and in the 

decision-making relating to the grievance. This started when Mr. Fox was not made aware of the 

grievance filed by Ms. Tell relating to the Queen's Bench fees on August 29, 1996. Subsequently, Mr. 

Fox was given inaccurate or false information relating to the negotiation of the new indemnification 

provisions. Although Mr. Fox was careful to outline his understanding of the grandfathering of existing 

appeal costs under the new provision, at no point was his understanding corrected by members of the 

RPA executive. It was also not clarified by the Regina Board of Police Commissioners when Mr. Fox 

raised the issue with the City Solicitor who at first, indicated that it was seeking the advice of the 

solicitor who negotiated the collective agreement on behalf of the Regina Board of Police 

Commissioners, then did not follow up with any meaningful response to Mr. Fox on the topic of 

grandfathering. Mr. Fox was not made aware of the position that the City or the RP A might take on this 

issue at arbitration. 

[71] These events were followed by a confusing exchange of correspondence between Mr. 

Fox and the RP A relating to the withdrawal ofMr. Woodside's grievances in which RP A indicated that 

it was content to rely on Regina Board of Police Commissioner's response that the grievances had been 

withdrawn. There was a further indication from Mr. Schweitzer to Mr. Fox that the RP A owed no 

further duty to Mr. Woodside because he had been dismissed by the Regina Board of Police 

Commissioners. Another letter was sent from RP A to Mr. Fox indicating that the RP A would "not have 

any further involvement in [Mr. Woodside's] ability to recover his costs." Mr. Schweitzer's explanation 

of this communication, that it was intended to signal to Mr. Fox that the grievances were ready to be 

forwarded to arbitration, was simply not believable. 

[72] At the hearing, Mr. Hagen put forward scarcity of financial resources, the unique 

structure of the discipline proceedings under The Police Act, and the costs of proceeding to arbitration 

as justifications for not proceeding to assist Mr. Woodside with his grievances. These justifications, 

however, were not put forward to Mr. Woodside or his counsel at the time the requests for assistance 

were made and considered by the RP A. In our view, there is nothing in the evidence to suggest that the 

RP A took a "reasonable view of the problem and made a thoughtful decision about what to do": see 

Ward, supra. 
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[73] For these reasons, the Board finds that the RPA acted in a manner that was arbitrary, 

discriminatory and in bad faith in relation to Mr. Woodside' s grievances under the indemnification 

provisions of the collective agreement. 

[74] With respect to the remedies that may be ordered by the Board, counsel for the RP A 

argued that any breach of s. 25.1 has been remedied by the arbitration that took place before Mr. Pelton 

relating to the two grievances. The Board finds, with one exception, that there is merit to this assertion. 

After Mr. Woodside filed his application before the Board, the parties agreed to permit Mr. Woodside 

to arbitrate the Queen's Bench costs and the appeal costs grievances. Mr. Woodside agreed to pay for 

his own costs of arbitration. This agreement was in the nature of a settlement agreement to resolve the 

outstanding claims and is binding on Mr. W oodside. The parties made a genuine attempt to settle the 

outstanding matter without the need for a Board hearing and it is important for the Board to respect and 

enforce such settlement efforts. As a result, no remedial order will issue for the costs of legal counsel 

for the arbitration or Mr. Woodside's share of the arbitrator's fees. 

[75] We are concerned, however, that the decision by Mr. Woodside to continue his appeal 

of his dismissal and seek indemnification from the Regina Board of Police Commissioners under the 

terms of the old collective agreement provisions was influenced by the information provided to Mr. Fox 

by Mr. Schweitzer that appeals undertaken prior to the changes would be grandfathered and paid under 

the old indemnification provisions. Mr. Fox was careful to inquire into the status of Mr. Woodside's 

appeal costs vis-a-vis the newly negotiated provisions and to state his understanding of Mr. 

Schweitzer's advice. The RPA did not correct Mr. Fox's understanding of the negotiations and it did 

not become clear until after the arbitration of the matter before Mr. Pelton that there was no agreement 

between the RP A and the Regina Board of Police Commissioners to "grandfather" existing appeals. 

[76] In our view, the RPA must accept responsibility for this aspect of Mr. Woodside's 

claim and pay to him the costs associated with the appeal of his dismissal to the extent that such claims 

were not awarded to him in the arbitration process. This loss flows out of the failure to fairly represent 

Mr. W oodside, principally by the failure of RP A to provide Mr. Fox with correct, factual information, 

that is, that there was no agreement between the RP A and the Regina Board of Police Commissioners to 

grandfather existing appeal costs under the old indemnification provisions. Mr. Woodside's decision to 

continue with his appeal was premised on the advice Mr. Fox received from Mr. Schweitzer that such 

appeal costs would be grandfathered and dealt with under the old agreement. 
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[77] In other situations, a misrepresentation of this nature may be viewed as a matter of 

simple negligence and not give rise to any liability on the part of the union: see Hertz, supra and 

Poitras, supra. In both of these decisions, the Canada Labour Relations Board found that the decisions 

made by the unions were made in good faith, albeit ineptly. 

[78] In this case, there is evidence that irrelevant and prejudicial factors influenced the RP A 

in its assessment of Mr. Woodside's grievances, which is demonstrated in part by its failure to 

undertake any reasonable or fair assessment of his grievances. In other words, the RP A demonstrated 

bad faith in its handling of Mr. Woodside's grievances. In these circumstances, the RPA's failure to 

fairly represent Mr. W oodside resulted in a substantial loss to Mr. W oodside that was avoidable. In our 

view, Mr. Fox was not relying on Mr. Schweitzer for legal advice relating to the complicated issues that 

ultimately were discussed in the arbitration award relating to the coming into force of a collective 

agreement provision. Rather, he was relying on Mr. Schweitzer's factual representation that there was 

an agreement at the bargaining table to grandfather existing appeals. 

[79] Union members may not be entitled to expect perfection from their umon 

representatives and there is certainly no guarantee that advice sought from a union representative will 

prove to be accurate. Nevertheless, union members are entitled to be treated honestly and in good faith. 

These two elements were sadly lacking in the RPA's treatment ofMr. Woodside. 

[80] As a result, the Board will order the RP A to pay the remaining legal costs of the appeal 

with interest to the time of payment. The Board reserves the right to determine the actual amount of the 

monies owing if the parties are unable to agree on the calculation. 

[81] This is also a case for the ordering of legal costs incurred by Mr. W oodside on the 

application. While the ordering of legal costs before the Labour Relations Board is a rare occurrence, 

evidence of bad faith in the treatment of a union member is surely one clear instance where such costs 

should be awarded. The Board will reserve its jurisdiction to determine the amount if the parties are 

unable to agree on the calculation. 
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MARK D. STEVENSON, Applicant v. UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL 
WORKERS, LOCAL 226, Respondent and WESTERN CANADIAN BEEF PACKERS 
INC., Employer 

LRB File No. 006-99; August 21,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Leo Lancaster and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Donald Kwochka 
For the Union: Sandra Mitchell 

Duty of fair represeutatiou - Scope of duty - Board found union did not violate 
duty where it considered possibility of success, costs, potential effect on its 
credibility with employer in future grievances and decided not to grieve 
dismissal of applicant after violation of last chance agreement. 

Duty of fair representation - Scope of duty - Independent legal advice - Union 
did not abdicate its responsibilities by relying on legal advice. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 25.1. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Mark D. Stevenson filed an application with the 

Board alleging United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 226 (the "Union") committed an unfair 

labour practice in violation of s. 25.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") in 

failing to fairly represent him in grievance or rights arbitration proceedings related to the termination 

of his employment with Western Canadian Beef Packers Inc. (the "Employer"). 

[2] The Union is designated as the bargaining agent for a group of employees of the 

Employer. Mr. Stevenson was a member of the bargaining unit. Mr. Stevenson commenced 

employment with the Employer in September, 1991. His employment was terminated on April 15, 

1998. At all times material to this application there was a collective bargaining agreement between 

the Union and Employer expiring March 24, 2001, providing for settlement of grievances through a 

detailed grievance and arbitration procedure. 
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[3] The Union grieved Mr. Stevenson's dismissal in April, 1998, but determined not to 

proceed to arbitration in September, 1998. Mr. Stevenson alleged that the Union's decision was 

arbitrary. 

[4] Section 25.1 of the Act provides as follows: 

25.1 EvelY employee has the right to be fairly represented in grievance or rights 
arbitration proceedings under a collective bargaining agreement by the trade union 
certified to represent his bargaining unit in a manner that is not arbitrm)J, 
discriminatory or in bad faith. 

Evidence 

[5] Mr. Stevenson was employed on the Employer's plant production line. He said there 

was a volatile relationship between the supervisors and the employees on the line evidenced by daily 

arguments and foul language, but that such incidents rarely resulted in disciplinary action. He said 

he was aware ofth1s as he had been chief steward for a period of time until January, 1998. 

[6] Mr. Stevenson testified about one such incident on January 28, 1998, prompted by a 

decision by Mr. Stevenson to stop the production line that culminated in an exchange of 

uncomplimentary remarks peppered with expletives between himself and supervisor Don Inglis. He 

said Mr. Inglis told him to leave the plant, which he did. Mr. Stevenson said his impression at the 

time was that he would be terminated. Indeed, he received a letter from the Employer dated 

February 4, 1998, advising that following an investigation of "an incident of gross misconduct 

involving a member of ... management" his employment was terminated immediately. After 

consulting with local Union president Corey Cozart, a grievance was filed. Following a grievance 

meeting with the Employer a few days later, the Employer presented the Union with a proposal that 

would result in Mr. Stevenson being returned to work under certain conditions. Mr. Stevenson 

referred to the proposed agreement as a "last chance agreement." 

[7] Mr. Stevenson testified he attended a meeting in early February, 1998 accompanied 

by Mr. Cozart, with the Employer's production manager, Gerald Third, human resources coordinator, 

Dave McCannel, and health and safety coordinator, Rick MacDonald, at which time a draft of the 

proposed agreement was discussed. The draft agreement contained the following conditions under 
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which Mr. Stevenson would be returned to work: (1) that he complete an anger management 

program; (2) that he keep the Employer informed of his progress in the program through a weekly 

interview; (3) that he provide a written apology to Mr. Inglis regarding the incident of January 28, 

1998; (4) that for a two-year period he would be considered to be at the maximum disciplinary 

progression, and any infraction would be sufficient cause for termination which would not be 

challenged by Mr. Stevenson or the Union; (5) that at the end of the two-year period, he would 

regain the right to grieve disciplinary action. 

[8J Mr. Stevenson did not sign the agreement that day, choosing to consider further the 

length of time that the conditions would apply. He said he wanted the agreement to be reviewed 

after one year, however, he and the Union signed the agreement in its original form on or about 

February 11, 1998. Mr. Stevenson was then returned to work. 

[9] According to Mr. Stevenson, while working on April 10, 1998, the kill floor 

supervisor, Terry Kreutzer, used an expletive in telling Mr. Stevenson to get to work; when Mr. 

Stevenson replied that he was, Mr. Kreutzer called him an uncomplimentary name again using a 

colourful expletive; Mr. Stevenson retorted with his own uncomplimentary remark; Mr. Kreutzer 

told him to leave the work area, which he did. Mr. Stevenson met briefly with Mr. Third who 

advised him he would be suspended pending investigation. 

[10] The following Tuesday, April 14, 1998, Mr. Kreutzer called Mr. Stevenson to a 

meeting at the plant at which he advised him he was terminated. Mr. Stevenson said he asked for the 

reasons for termination and was told by Mr. McCannel that he could not discuss them at that time. 

The letter confirming the termination, dated April 15, 1998, provided no reason therefor. That 

evening, Mr. Stevenson said he contacted the local Union president, Tim Connelly, who advised a 

grievance would be filed. 

[11] A grievance was filed and a few days later Mr. Stevenson attended a second step 

grievance meeting at the plant, accompanied by Mr. Cozart and Mr. Connelly, with management 

representatives, at which the situation was discussed. On Mr. Connelly's recommendation, Mr. 

Stevenson subsequently met with the Union's legal advisor, Sandra Mitchell with whom he reviewed 
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the facts as he saw them. Ms. Mitchell provided the Union with a written opinion dated May 28, 

1998, regarding Mr. Stevenson's situation in which she expressed sympathy for his plight but 

concern about the effect of the agreement of February 11,1998 on the arbitrability of the grievance. 

She estimated there was a 50% chance of success. 

[12] Mr. Stevenson said he attended another meeting at the plant accompanied by Mr. 

Cozart and Mr. Connelly, and also by Carter CUlTie, a shop steward and member of the Union's 

grie-;ance committee, and Paul Meinema, a representative of the international Union. Prior to 

meeting with Mr. Third, Mr. McCannell, Mr. MacDonald, and the Employer's general manager, 

Doug Miller, Mr. Stevenson said that Mr. Meinema strategized that he should plead his own case, 

which he did. 

[13J Mr. Stevenson testified he understood the Union would continue with the grievance, 

but became concerned when he heard a rumour in August, 1998 that it might not. He said he called 

Mr. Connelly at home that evening and was told the Union had concerns about comments alleged to 

have been made by Mr. Stevenson to Mr. McCannell's assistant, Diane Campbell, during a local ball 

game on July 22, 1998. Mr. McCannell had written a letter to Mr. Meinema, dated July 28, 1998, 

purporting to contain a portion of a written statement made by Ms. Campbell regarding the incident. 

According to the alleged statement, Mr. Stevenson made comments, in part, in colorful tenns 

employing several expletives, intimating that were he to meet Mr. McCannell he would inflict severe 

personal hann upon him. Mr. Connelly, he said, told him the Union had sought a second opinion 

from Ms. Mitchell in light of the infonnation. 

[14J Mr. Stevenson said that at a Union meeting in September, 1998, Mr. Connelly and 

Mr. Meinema advised him that the Union would not proceed further with the grievance. As a 

consequence, he wrote a letter to the Union dated October 6, 1998, demanding the Union investigate 

and proceed to arbitration. He received a response dated October 20, 1998 from Mr. Meinema 

advising that based upon a legal opinion obtained by the Union it would not be proceeding to 

arbitration on the matter. Mr. Stevenson said he had seen the opinion, dated August 17, 1998, 

sometime in mid-September. That opinion concluded that on the basis of the events since the first 

opinion the Union's counsel believed that the Union would not be successful at an arbitration of the 

grievance of Mr. Stevenson's dismissal. Mr. Stevenson said that he was not consulted by Union 

counsel regarding the alleged events of July 22, 1998. 
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[15] In cross-examination, Mr. Stevenson admitted Mr. Connelly advised him he could 

appeal the local Union's decision not to proceed further with the grievance to the Union's national 

office and sent him a copy of the Union's constitution but he did not review it. Mr. Stevenson also 

admitted a fairly lengthy disciplinary record spanning 1995 through 1998 including six suspensions 

prior to the January 28, 1998 incident. Mr. Stevenson denied he made the comments attributed to 

him on July 22, 1998 but could not advise of any motive Ms. Campbell might have for falsely 

implicating him. 

[16] Mr. Stevenson alleged that Mr. Connelly had told him the Union had made a mistake 

in entering into the last chance agreement. Mr. Stevenson expressed the opinion that he was singled 

out for discipline for name-calling and abusive language from among the many employees that had 

engaged in such activity. 

[17] Diane Campbell was called to testify by the Union. She is employed as an out-of 

scope human resources coordinator with the Employer. She confirmed that she made the statement 

referred to in the correspondence between Mr. McCannell and Mr. Meinema regarding the incident 

of July 22,1998. She said that at that time she was not aware of the outstanding grievance filed on 

behalf of Mr. Stevenson. She stated she brought the incident to Mr. McCannell' s attention because 

she was disturbed by what Mr. Stevenson had said and had perceived it as a genuine threat. 

[18] Don Inglis was called to testify by the Union. He worked for the Employer as a 

supervisor for some three years. He related the events of the January, 1998 incident. In cross

examination he admitted that incidents of swearing between supervisors and employees on the 

production line were fairly common, but did not usually present a problem because it was done in a 

joking manner. Sometimes, he said, however, the employee is genuinely angry; he perceived this to 

be the case with Mr. Stevenson during the January, 1998 incident and he asked him to repeat what he 

had said as a chance to calm down and reflect. According to Mr. Inglis, Mr. Stevenson repeated the 

derogatory remarks and also told him to "watch [his] back." 

[19] Terry Kreutzer was called to testify by the Union. He has been employed by the 

Employer for 21 years. He is presently a supervisor on the kill floor. He has known Mr. Stevenson 

for four years. He related his version of the incident of April, 1998. 
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[20] Tim Connelly, the local Union president testified on behalf of the Union. He said 

Mr. Stevenson provided him with the names of three witnesses to Mr. Stevenson's conversation with 

Diane Campbell on July 22nd. Mr. Connelly testified he contacted all three persons but none of 

them claimed to have any recollection of the event. He said the Union changed its decision about 

proceeding with Mr. Stevenson's grievance based upon the second legal opinion and Mr. 

Stevenson's overall discipline record. He also related that in his opinion Mr. Stevenson had not been 

forthright with him as to the incident in July and demonstrated a significant measure of unreliability. 

He maintained that Mr. Stevenson had eventually admitted making the remarks attributed to him 

during the incident. He said the Union had not made the decision not to proceed until the September 

meeting, which was after he had spoken with the potential witnesses identified by Mr. Stevenson. 

[21] The final witness for the Union was Paul Meinema, a staff representative for the 

international Union for the past ten years. For the past three and more years he has been assigned to 

assist the local Union with bargaining and the processing of grievances. He related his extensive 

experience in managing grievances and arbitration matters. He also related his version of the many 

meetings he was involved in regarding Mr. Stevenson's situation that took place through the period 

February, 1998 to late 1998. With respect to the last chance agreement, Mr. Meinema testified that 

in his experience such agreements had been problematic for the Union in the past and intimated that 

their use must be approached with great care. However, he said he does not direct how the local 

Union deals with grievances. 

[22] Mr. Meinema said the local Union executive already had reservations about 

proceeding with Mr. Stevenson's grievance in view of his serious disciplinary record when the first 

legal opinion was received. Mr. Meinema said he made a personal appeal to the plant manager, Mr. 

Miller, in late July, 1998, to reinstate Mr. Stevenson, but said Mr. Miller flatly rejected such a 

proposal. Mr. Meinema then asked Mr. Miller to consider making an offer of severance, but the 

Employer declined to do so. After obtaining the second legal opinion, contacting the three potential 

witnesses identified by Mr. Stevenson, and obtaining Mr. Stevenson's eventual admission regarding 

his statements of July 22, 1998, Mr. Meinema said the local Union decided not to proceed to 

arbitration in October, 1998. In addition to the specific facts of Mr. Stevenson's case, Mr. Meinema 

said the Union had considered the probability of success and the costs of arbitration, the potential 

effect on the ability to deal credibly with the Employer in future grievance matters and the interests 

of the membership as a whole. 
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Arguments 

[23] Mr. Kwochka, counsel for Mr. Stevenson, filed a written brief that we have 

reviewed. He argued that the Union's investigation of the situation regarding Mr. Stevenson was 

inadequate and that information that was considered in determining not to proceed with the grievance 

was not disclosed to Mr. Stevenson in a timely manner - he intimated that this prejudiced Mr. 

Stevenson's ability to respond to the allegations made against him. Mr. Kwochka also argued that 

the Union did not give due consideration to questioning Ms. Campbell's credibility given her close 

work relationship with Mr. McCannell. He described the Union's handling of the matter overall as 

being "arbitrary" within the meaning of s. 25.1 of the Act. 

[24] Ms. Mitchell, counsel for the Union, argued the Union did not violate s.25.1. She 

asserted that the Union's investigation and consideration of the matter was sufficiently thorough. 

She referred to the facts that the Union had discussed the situation with representatives of 

management on several occasions, at least one of which meetings Mr. Stevenson attended and spoke 

on his own behalf; the Union remained in fairly regular contact with Mr. Stevenson throughout; the 

Union sought two legal opinions; the Union interviewed the persons that Mr. Stevenson indicated 

could assist in the investigation of the July incident; the matter was considered at a membership 

meeting; the decision not to proceed and the reasons therefor were communicated to Mr. Stevenson 

and he was advised of the internal avenue of review of the decision. In light of Mr. Stevenson's 

prior disciplinary record and the "last chance" agreement she asserted the Union had not acted 

arbitrarily, in bad faith or in a discriminatory manner. Counsel cited numerous decisions of the 

Board in support of the' argument including, most prominently, Glynna Ward v. Saskatchewan 

Government Employees Union, [1994] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 94, LRB File No. 173-94; 

Vladimir Mravcak v. Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union, Local 594, [1995] 1st 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 103, LRB File No. 221-94; and Dennis Kinaschuk v. Saskatchewan 

Insurance Office and Professional Employees' Union, Local 397, [1998] Sask. L..R.B.R. 528, LRB 

File No. 366-97. 
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Analysis and Decision 

[25] The criteria applied by the Board to cases such as the one considered here are well-

established and were succinctly summarized in Laurence Berry v. Saskatchewan Government 

Employees' Union, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 65, LRB File No. 134-93, at 71-72: 

This Board has discussed on a number of occasions the obligation which rests on a 
trade union to represent fairly those employees for whom it enjoys exclusive status as a 
bargaining representative. As a general description of the elements of the duty, the 
Board has indicated that it can do no better than to quote the principles outlined by the 
Supreme Court of Canada in the case of Canadian Merchant Services Guild v. 
Gagnon, [1984] 84 CLLC 12,181: 

The following principles, concerning a union's duty of representation 
in respect of a grievance, emerge from the case law and academic 
opinion consulted. 

1. The exclusive power conferred on a union to act as a 
spokesman for the employees in a bargaining unit entails a 
corresponding obligation on the union to fairly represent all 
employees comprised in the unit. 

2. PVhen, as is true here and is generally the case, the right to 
take a grievance to arbitration is reserved to the union, the employee 
does not have an absolute right to arbitration and the union enjoys 
considerable discretion. 

3. This discretion must be exercised in good faith, objectively 
and honestly, after a thorough study of the grievance and the case, 
taking into account the significance of the grievance and of its 
consequences for the employee on the one hand and the legitimate 
interests of the union on the other. 

4. The union's decision must not be arbitrary, capricious, 
discriminatory or wrongful. 

5. The representation by the union must be fair, genuine and not 
merely apparent, undertaken with integrity and competence, without 
serious or major negligence, and without hostility towards the 
employees. 
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The terms "arbitrary," "discriminatory," and "in bad faith," which are used in the 
legislative description of the kind of conduct on the part of a trade union which is to be 
prevented, have been held to address slightly different aspects of the duty. The 
Supreme Court in Gagnon used the following comments from the decision of the 
British Columbia Labour Relations Board in Rayonier Canada (B.C) Ltd. (1975), 2 
CLRBR 196, at 201, to convey the distinct attributes of the duty offair representation: 

. . . The union must not be actuated by bad faith, in the sense of 
personal hostility, political revenge, or dishonesty. There can be no 
discrimination, treatment of particular employees unequally whether 
on account of such factors as race and sex (which are illegal under 
the Human Rights Code) or simple, personal favouritism. Finally, a 
union cannot act arbitrarily, disregarding the interests of one of the 
employees in a perfunctory manner. Instead, it must take a 
reasonable view of the problem before it and arrive at a thoughtful 
judgment about what to do after considering the various relevant and 
conflicting considerations. 

This Board has also commented on the distinctive meanings of these three concepts. In 
G{vnna Ward v. Saskatchewan Union of Nurses. LRB File No. 031-88, they were 
described in these terms: 

Section 25.1 of The Trade Union Act obligated the union to 
act "in a manner that is not arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith". 
The union's obligation to refrain from acting in bad faith means that it 
must act honestly and free from personal animosity towards the 
employee it represents. The requirement that it refrain from acting in 
a manner that is discriminatory means that it must not discriminate 
for or against particular employees based on factors such as race, sex 
or personal favouritism. The requirement that it avoid acting 
arbitrarily means that it must not act in a capricious or cursory 
manner or without reasonable care. In other words, the union must 
take a reasonable view of the problem and make a thoughtful decision 
about what to do. 
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[26] In all of the circumstances of the present case, we are of the opinion that the Union 

did not act in a manner that was arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad faith and did not violate s. 25.1 of 

the Act. The Union's executive members and international representative spent much time and 

energy in attempting to resolve Mr. Stevenson's difficulties with the Employer. It is not our position 

to consider or make pronouncements upon the merits of the grievance that was filed on behalf of Mr. 

Stevenson other than to the extent that such an inquiry can shed light upon whether the duty imposed 

by s. 25.1 of the Act has been fulfilled. In our opinion, the evidence disclosed that the Union 

investigated the matter and discussed it with Mr. Stevenson and the Employer with such diligence, 
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care and honesty, and with regard to all factors considered relevant to the grievance and the interests 

of Mr. Stevenson and the Union membership as a whole, that it cannot be said that the requirements 

of the Act were not fulfilled. As in the Kinaschuk case, supra, the second opinion of the Union's 

legal counsel was not relied upon by the Union in abdication of its responsibility to duly consider the 

matter, but merely confirmed the concerns that the Union had identified. The issue is not whether 

the Union's ultimate assessment of the situation was correct, but whether or not it was arrived at 

fairly in a manner that was not arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad faith. In our opinion the Union 

fulfilled its duty. Accordingly the application is dismissed. 
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CAROLYN MCRAE, Applicant and SASKATCHEWAN GOVERNMENT AND 
GENERAL EMPLOYEES' UNION, Respondent 

LRB File No. 077-00; September 7, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Judy Bell and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Carolyn McRae 
For the Respondent: Rick Engel 

[1] 

Duty of fair representation - Practice and procedure - Board finds that parties 
settled application at pre-hearing conference and declines to deal with 
application further - Applicant advised to reapply to Board if new issues arise. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 25.1 and 36.1. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Applicant, Carolyn McRae, is a member of the 

Saskatchewan Government and General Employees' Union ("SGEU"). She is covered by the terms 

of a long term disability plan (the "Plan") that is operated and managed by SGEU. There is a dispute 

between the Plan and Ms. McRae over her entitlement to benefits. In the course of resolving the 

dispute, Ms. McRae brought an application to the Board alleging a violation of ss. 25.1 and 36.1 of 

The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 

[2} The Board Vice-Chairperson conducted a pre-hearing conference between the parties 

on May 25, 2000. At that time, an agreement was reached between Ms. McRae and SGEU that was 

recorded in a letter to the Board from counsel for SGEU. Ms. McRae indicated at the hearing of this 

matter that the agreement was accurately recorded. At the pre-hearing meeting, the parties agreed to 

consolidate Ms. McRae's two claims under the plan into one arbitration hearing and refer all 

outstanding matters to Arbitrator Benesh, who had previously arbitrated an earlier issue between the 

same parties. In return, Ms. McRae agreed not to pursue her unfair labour practice application 

against SGEU for any alleged violations of s. 36.1 of the Act that occurred prior to May 25, 2000. 

The parties agreed that Ms. McRae could retain the dates set for hearing in August to determine any 

further matters arising after May 25,2000. 
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The arbitration took place before Mr. Benesh who rendered a decision on August 18, 

At the hearing before the Board on August 21, 2000, counsel for SGEU raised the 

pre-hearing settlement agreement as a bar to further proceedings. Ms. McRae indicated that she 

desired some clarification of how to proceed to deal with issues that are somewhat secondary to the 

long term disability claim, but nevertheless important matters to resolve. These include her 

entit:ement to waiver of life insurance premiums, her pension benefits, and other employment benefit 

plan issues flowing from the decisions rendered by the Arbitrator. 

[5] Mr. Engel indicated that there had been no opportunity since the issuing of the 

arbitrator's final decision for SGEU to discuss the outstanding matters with Ms. McRae or the 

Employer's benefit plan personnel. 

[6] The Board adjourned to consider the matter and returned to issue a decision. These 

reasons confirm the decision rendered at the hearing. 

[7] The Board found that the pre-hearing meeting resulted in the settlement of the 

application brought to the Board by Ms. McRae for matters arising up to May 25,2000. We further 

directed that SGEU and Ms. McRae meet to discuss the remaining consequential matters raised by 

Ms. McRae in relation to her life insurance, pension and other benefits, and attempt to resolve the 

matters. The Board concluded that it was premature to hear a dispute relating to these issues as they 

had not been discussed between the parties subsequent to the final ruling of the arbitrator. Mr. Engel 

agreed to act as the contact person for Ms. McRae in resolving the outstanding issues. 

[8] The Board also advised Ms. McRae that she may reapply to the Board if there are 

further concerns on her part that SGEU has violated s. 36.1 or 25.1 of the Act. 
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, Applicant and CANADIAN UNION OF 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 1975 and ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, Respondents 

LRB File Nos. 083-00 & 108-00; September 7, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Don Bell and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Neil Gabrielson, Q.c. 
For CUPE, Local 1975: Jim Holmes 
For ASPA: Gary Bainbridge 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Multiple bargaining unit 
setting - In multiple bargaining unit setting where no middle management unit, 
Board refers to history of positions and whether duties and responsibilities 
could be traced back to either bargaining unit - Board also considers similarity 
between new positions and positions currently in each bargaining unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Multiple bargaining unit 
setting - Board provisionally assigns each new position to proper bargaining 
unit using Board's historical approach to this multiple bargaining unit setting. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Managerial exclusion - Board 
excludes co-ordinator position from any unit as it is solely responsible for hiring 
and firiug instructional staff. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Managerial exclusion - Board 
comments on position not in issue and expresses concern that employer and 
trade union wiIHng to include persons who ought properly to be excluded from 
any bargaining unit. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(f)(i), S(m) and 5.2. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1} Gwen Gray, Chairperson: In LRB File No. 083-00, the University of Saskatchewan 

(the "University") applied to the Board to determine the appropriate bargaining unit assignment for the 

following new positions: (a) human performance centre co-ordinator; (b) program assistant, planned 

and major gifts; (c) business manager, business advisory services; (d) program administrator, 

instructional design; (e) administrative assistant, student health centre; (f) program co-ordinator -

International Students Office. 
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[2] The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 1975 ("CUPE") agreed that the 

program co-ordinator - International Students Office was properly included in the bargaining unit 

assigned to Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association ("ASP A"). The remaining five 

positions are in dispute between the 1'',11/0 unions. 

[3] In LRB File No. 108-00, the University referred two additional new positions to the 

Board for determination: Ca) administrative assistant - Department of Biology; and (b) administrative 

assistant - Office of Research Services. Both positions are in dispute. 

[4] The Board issued interim Orders in relation to both files prior to a hearing of the 

matters. Hearings took place in Saskatoon on April 18, 19, 20 and May 19, 2000. 

Facts 

[A] Human Performance Centre Co-ordinator, College of Kinesiology 

[5] The Human Performance Centre Co-ordinator in the College of Kinesiology manages a 

training centre for elite athletes. The Human Performance Centre markets its services to various 

professional athletes on a cost recovery basis. The Co-ordinator is responsible for hiring and training 

staff, promoting the Centre's services, designing and teaching athletic training programs, billings, 

preparation of budget and preparation of long term plans. The Co-ordinator is required to possess a 

degree in Kinesiology and to have experience in developing athletic training programs. 

[6J Mr. Konecsni, Director of Employee Relations, and Mr. Don Steponchev, Business 

Manager of the Department of Kinesiology, testified that the position is similar to the aquatics co

ordinator, the fitness co-ordinator and the campus recreation co-ordinator, all of whom report to the 

Professional Services Co-ordinator in the College of Kinesiology. These positions have an been 

assigned to ASP A. A similar position, known as the dance co-ordinator, also reports to the professional 

services co-ordinator but the incumbent in this position holds an academic appointment on the faculty 

of the College. 
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[7] Mr. Konecsni and Mr. Steponchev testified that the human performance co-ordinator is 

responsible for the hiring and firing of his instructional staff. Mr. Steponchev indicated that all co

ordinators in this area had similar responsibilities. The staff in the Human Performance Centre are 

graduate students or recent graduates of the College who are employed on contract. 

[B] Program Assistant, Planned and Major Gifts, Alumni and Development Office 

[8] The Program Assistant, Planned and Major Gifts in the Alumni and Development 

Office reports to the Director, Planned and Major Gifts and is responsible for developing and 

implementing major marketing and communication plans for the fund raising efforts of the Office. The 

position supervises the work of an administrative assistant. The program assistant is also assigned the 

task of developing a plan for the President's Executive Advisory Council and a stewardship and 

recognition program for major donors. The position requires a bachelor's degree and related experience 

in fundraising and special events organizing. 

[9] This position overlaps somewhat with the Administrative Assistant position filled by 

Beverley Cooper. This position is also entitled "Program Assistant, Planned and Major Gifts" and it 

came into effect prior to the creation of the second "program assistant" position. Ms. Cooper's job 

description has her reporting to the Director of Planned and Major Gifts and does not reflect the 

reporting relationship set out in the job description for the new "program assistant" position. The job 

duties assigned to Ms. Cooper include data input into the UFriend data base, administrative support to 

the program, and processing of major gifts. Laurel Rossnagel, Associate Director of the Alumni and 

Development Office explained that Ms. Cooper's position is complimentary to the new program 

assistant position and offers administrative support to it. The program assistant position is intended to 

have a more independent role in developing and implementing donor appeals than is assigned to Ms. 

Cooper's position. 

[10] Mr. Konecsni compared the program assistant position to the Program Assistant, 

Extension Division, Business and Management Program; Development Officer, Alumni and 

Development Office; Co-ordinator of Revenue Programs, Alumni and Development Office; 

Administrative Assistant, Institutional Advancement Office; Annual Giving Assistant, Alumni and 

Development Office. 
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[e] Business Manager, Business Advisory Services, College of Commerce 

[11] The Business Advisory Services in the College of Commerce provides business and 

management programs to Saskatchewan organizations on a cost recovery basis. Mr. Fred Oster is the 

director of the service and he is also a member of the faculty of the College. The service contracts 

faculty members to provide the advisory service to its various clients. The business manager is 

responsible for the financial records of the service, including its client billings and its overall budget. 

The brsiness manager is responsible for developing and maintaining the client base for the service 

through the development of various marketing strategies. She also is responsible for developing, in 

conjunction with faculty members, the instructional materials for the programs offered by the Service. 

In addition, she negotiates all services required for the program and attends all courses offered by the 

Service in order to attend to the day-to-day details of the course and the needs of the participants. The 

business manager is required to have a bachelor's degree and some experience in adult education. The 

business manager reports to the Director of the Service. 

[12] Mr. Konecsni testified that the position is comparable to the campus computer stores 

business manager; the business manager, Clinical Affairs in the College of Dentistry; and the business 

manager in the Department of Computing Services. 

[DJ Program Administrator (Instructional Design), Extension Division 

[13] The Instructional Design Group of the Extension Division works with faculty members 

to design extension programs. The program administrator is responsible for managing course revisions 

and oversees the editing, proofreading and style of the instructional materials. The program 

administrator recruits and trains part-time assistants. She is responsible for developing an editorial style 

for the instructional materials. She also conducts library and on-line searches. 

[14J The program administrator reports to a faculty member in the Instructional Design 

Group. The position requires a bachelor's degree in English or adult education or instructional design 

along with five years experience. 
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[15J Mr. Konecsni testified that the position is similar to the program assistant, business and 

management programs in the Extension Division; and the program assistant, instructional development 

program and prior learning assessment and recognition, in the Extension Division. 

[E] Administrative Assistant - Student Health Centre 

[16] The administrative assistant in the student health centre is responsible for budgeting 

and monitoring of expenses, scheduling of staff, continuous quality improvement, and research and in

service education. Some of these duties were previously performed by the director of the Student 

Health Centre, Mr. Tim Archer. Mr. Archer is a member of ASP A and was formerly the president of 

ASPA. 

[17] The administrative assistant supervises three clerical staff members who are COPE 

members. The position reports to Mr. Archer. The position requires a university degree in health or 

business administration and three to four years experience in health related fields. The person 

occupying the position has a degree in pharmacy and is close to obtaining her master's degree in 

business administration. As well, she has several years experience in organizing clinical drug trials. 

[18] Mr. Konecsni testified that the position is similar to the administrative assistant at the 

Veterinary Teaching Hospital. Mr. Archer testified that other professional staff in his clinic are within 

ASP A, in particular, the advanced clinical nurse, the registered nurses and the health co-ordinator are 

all within ASP A. 

[FJ Administrative Assistant - Department of Biology, College of Arts and Science 

[19J The administrative assistant in the Department of Biology is responsible for budgeting, 

accounting and purchasing; personnel matters; supervision of the body bequeathal program; equipment 

inventory and maintenance; organization of international symposia and lectureships; reports, statistics, 

minutes and schedules; audio-visual facilities; space utilization; WHIMIS and occupational health and 

safety programs; and administration of the computer network. Prior to the creation of this position, 

these functions were carried out by the department head and assistant head. Professor Fowke, the 
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department head, testified that there was a need to assign the administrative functions of his position 

and the assistant head's position to the administrative assistant to free them to perform academic 

functions. 

[20] Mr. Konecsni testified that the position was similar to the administrative assistant 

positions in the Department of Anatomy, Department of Physics and Engineering Physics, Department 

of Chemistry, Department of Art and Art History, and Department of Computational Sciences. The 

latter two positions were held by the Board to be in the ASP A bargaining unit in LRB File No. 218-98. 

[G] Administrative Assistant - Office of Research Services 

[21] The administrative assistant in the Office of Research Services is responsible for 

assisting the Vice-President - Research. The Office administers all of the external research funds 

granted to faculty and students. When the proposed research involves human subjects, the proposal 

must be reviewed by two committees of the University which are established in accordance Vvith ethical 

guidelines set nationally by the major funding agencies. The Committees are required to be 

independent of the University and must also monitor the progress of the research from an ethical point 

of view. 

[22] The administrative assistant responds to inquiries from researchers regarding the 

process of applying for approval from the ethics committees. She prepares the materials for the 

committee and ensures the proper functioning of the committee, including the recording of minutes. 

She keeps track of reference materials on standards for researchers and the committees. In addition, she 

plays a role in reporting information to the committee regarding research projects. 

[23] The administrative assistant is not responsible for the supervision of any staff. 

[24] Mr. Konecsni compared the position to a similar position in Graduate Studies and 

Research that runs various committees. 
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Arguments 

[25] Mr. Gabrielson, Q.c., counsel for the University, argued that the University followed 

the procedures set out by the Board in LRB File No. 218-98 and correctly applied the tests adopted by 

the Board in that decision to determine where the seven positions should be assigned. The University 

argued that the duties of each position came from out-of-scope, Faculty Association or ASPA jobs. The 

University also pointed out the comparable ASP A positions. On this approach to determining the scope 

of the positions, all of the seven positions in question would fall within ASP A's bargaining unit. 

[26] Mr. Bainbridge, counsel for ASPA, referred the Board to its decision in LRB File No. 

218-98 which held that the ASP A bargaining unit is not a middle management bargaining unit. The 

bargaining unit assigned to ASP A includes those positions set out in the original Order and the 

positions which fall within the generic wording of the ASP A order. Counsel reviewed each position by 

considering if it was already included in ASP A' s certification Order, the history of the duties assigned 

to the position and their similarities with other ASP A positions. ASP A also urged the Board to 

conclude that all of the positions in question fell within its certification order. 

[27] Mr. Holmes, for CUPE, argued that the Board should apply the principles set out in 

City of Saskatoon, (1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 335, LRB File No. 224-97 at 339 and take a restrictive 

approach to the scope of the smaller, specialized ASP A bargaining unit. He submitted that such an 

approach avoids the problems identified by the British Columbia Labour Relations Board in Kelowna 

Hospital Society, [1977] 2 Can. L.R.B.R. 58, which included the problem caused by the skimming off 

of the more highly skilled and well-paid employees from the large industrial units and diluting the 

bargaining strength of the larger unit in the process. According to CUPE, the University is attempting, 

through its assignment of new positions to the ASP A bargaining unit, to denude the larger CUPE 

bargaining unit of its bargaining strength. Mr. Holmes pointed out that previous Boards and this Board 

have concluded that the ASPA bargaining unit is poorly defined. As a result, the Board should be 

cautious in assigning new positions to the ASP A unit. CUPE proposed the test of whether there is an 

overwhelming reason to assign the position to the smaller, more specialized bargaining unit. 
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[28] C1JPE pointed out that the University has been found guilty of unfair labour practices 

in two recent cases involving the assignment of new positions to the ASP A bargaining unit: LRB File 

Nos. 218-98 and 297-99. As a result, comparisons of newly created positions with older, improperly 

assigned positions should not be accepted by the Board. 

[29] Mr. Holmes also argued that the job titles assigned positions were notoriously 

unreliable descriptions of the work performed. Titles cross bargaining units, such as the title "co

ordim:tor" which refers to both ASP A and Faculty Association positions. 

[30] 

(a) 

Reviewing each position, C1JPE argued as follows: 

Human performance centre co-ordinator - the position does not appear on 

the ASP A certification Order. It is not similar to the three positions offered as 

comparables as it does not serve the University community. The three 

comparables offered by the University involve teaching, a function that C1JPE 

agrees falls within the Faculty Association or APSA. The position in question 

perfolms no teaching functions. In addition, the position is not comparable to 

positions involving the recruitment of new students, as those positions are 

specifically named in the ASP A certification order. C1JPE argued that the 

position did not evolve from an ASPA position. 

(b) Business manager - Business Advisory Services, College of Commerce -

the position and its comparables do not appear in ASPA's certification Order. 

The other comparables relate to retail stores, dental services, and computing 

services. The duties were delegated from a faculty position and the position 

belongs in the Faculty Association bargaining unit, not the ASPA unit. 

(c) Program assistant, Planned and Major Gifts, Alumni and Development 

Office - One of the comparables appears on the ASP A certification Order -

that is, program assistants in the Extension Division. However, that position is 

responsible for the development and delivery of educational programs, unlike 

the position in Planned and Major gifts, which is designed to solicit donations 

to the University. The duties did not flow from other ASP A positions. C1JPE 
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did acknowledge that some of the other comparable positions were involved in 

fundraising (Development officer, Co-ordinator of Revenue Programs, Annual 

Gift Giving Assistant). CUPE questioned the relationship between the 

program assistant, planned and major gifts and the administrative assistant, 

planned and major gifts. 

(d) Program Administrator (Instructional Design), Division of Extension -

The position does not appear on ASPA's certification Order and is lower paid 

that the program assistant positions named on the Order. The program 

assistant positions used as comparables are more involved in the delivery of 

instructional programs compared to the writing of instructional materials. 

There is no student contact. It is an editing function, not an instructional 

function. 

(e) Administrative Assistant, Student Health Centre - The comparable 

position performs more human resources and budget preparation work. 

Supervision is a feature of CUPE positions as well as ASP A The clinical 

trials portion of the position is unique and is not found in other ASP A 

positions. The Director of the Centre is also an ASPA member with authority 

to significantly impact on this position through the right to hire, fire and 

discipline. There is a labour relations conflict between the two positions. 

(t) Administrative Assistants - The duties performed by them are similar to the 

job duties of Chief Clerks who are included in CUPE. 

(g) Overall conflict of interest - CUPE noted the labour relations conflicts that 

exists between including the new positions in ASP A when other members of 

ASP A have authority to hire, discipline and fire them. CUPE requested that 

the Board deal with this unique situation by refusing to place the new positions 

in ASPA 
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Analysis and Decision 

[31] As alluded to above, the Board has considered the scope of the ASP A and CUPE 

bargaining units in Canadian Union of Public Employees v. University of Saskatchewan et al. [2000] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 83, LRB File No. 218-98. The Board detennined that the bargaining unit assigned to 

ASP A was not a "middle management" bargaining unit of the nature described in City of Saskatoon v. 

Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 59 and Saskatoon Civic Middle Management Association, 

[1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 321, LRB File No. 232-97. In the City of Saskatoon case, the Board restricted 

the scope of the middle management unit to those positions which would be in a labour relations 

conflict with members of the larger, all-employee bargaining unit, unless there was some historical 

justification for the exclusion. Mr. Holmes is correct in his understanding that the underlying purpose 

of restricting such specialized bargaining units is to retain the strength of the larger, more inclusive 

bargaining unit and to not pennit undue fragmentation of that bargaining structure. 

[32] The bargaining unit assigned to ASP A, however, is a peculiar one and does not fit in 

the Board's policies regarding middle management units. In University of Saskatchewan, supra, the 

Board summarized its interpretation of the ASP A bargaining unit as follows at 100-101: 

We would comment briefly at this point on CUPE's interpretation of the ASPA 
certification Order. As we understand, CUPE is asking the Board to confine the 
ASPA Order to those positions that involve teaching or are managerial or 
confidential in nature. As we have indicated above, however, the certification Order 
issued to ASPA on its face is broader than the bargaining scope that CUPE urges 
upon the Board. When ASP A applied to be certified as a bargaining agent, the 
Board described its bargaining unit in a generic fashion by using the terms 
"administrative and professional persons and all technical officers". We agree that 
it is not easy to discern the boundaries between CUPE and ASPA; nevertheless, 
some effort must be made to give meaning to the original Order, which stands as a 
valid Order unless it is subject to an application to amend or vary in accordance 
with the provisions contained in s. 5 of the Act. 

In these circumstances, the Board reverts to its previous decisions involving the 
same parties and applies principles that have been developed in those cases. In the 
case cited above, Vice-Chairperson Hobbs referred to the history of the positions 
and particularly whether the duties and responsibilities of the new positions could be 
traced back to either of the bargaining units. The Board also considers the 
similarities between the new positions and ones currently assigned to each 
bargaining unit. 
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[33] The Board will continue to use this approach to assign positions between the two 

bargaining units. 

[A] Human Performance Centre Co-ordinator, College of Kinesiology 

[34] The functions of this position were not performed by any bargaining unit member 

prior to the creation of the position. The position was externally funded and treated by the 

University as being outside its bargaining structures. However, the position is sufficiently similar to 

the campus recreation co-ordinator, aquatics co-ordinator and health and fitness co-ordinator, all in 

the Department of Kinesiology, to justify its inclusion in the ASP A bargaining unit. The position is 

composed of both administrative and instructional functions sufficient to bring it within the scope of 

the ASP A bargaining unit. 

[35] However, the Board cannot ignore the evidence of Mr. Konecsni and Mr. 

Steponchev that the co-ordinator is responsible for both hiring and firing instructional staff. This 

evidence was not qualified in any manner to reduce or minimize the managerial component of its 

apparent authority. In these circumstances, the Board must find that the position is excluded from all 

bargaining units as the duties are managerial in nature as defined in s. 2(£)(i). 

[E] Program Assistant, Planned and Major Gifts, AIumni and Development Office 

[36] The functions of this position were performed previously in part by the Director, 

Planned and Major Gifts. Other aspects of the position are new. The position supervises the 

Administrative Assistant who is included in ASP A. The functions of the position are similar to those of 

the Administrative Assistant and to the Development Officer, Co-ordinator of Revenue Programs, the 

Administrative Assistant in Institutional Advancement, and the Annual Giving Assistant. As a result, it 

is appropriately included in ASP A. 
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Business Manager, Business Advisory Services, College of Commerce 

[37] The functions of this position devolved from the Director of Business Advisory 

Services who is a member of the Faculty Association. devolution of administrative duties from 

faculty members to administrative staff was noted in the University of Saskatchewan (LRB File No. 

218-98) at paragraph 60. This position is comparable to the three other business manager positions 

relied on by the University in its evidence and is appropriately included in ASP A. 

[D] Program Administrator (Instructional Design), Extension Division 

[38] These functions were not previously performed by a member of any bargaining unit 

plior to the creation of this position. The functions are not similar in nature to the program assistant 

positions in the Business and Management Program as they do not include an assessment of learning 

needs, planning and developing of training workshops or the marketing of the programs. The work in 

question is more similar in nature to that performed by the program assistant, instructional development 

program and prior learning assessment and recognition. However, the instructional development 

position requires the person to be involved in the delivery of instructional programs. 

[39] We find that the position of program administrator (instructional design) is not directly 

comparable with existing ASP A positions and does not fall within the ASP A bargaining unit. It is 

properly assigned to CUPE. 

[E] Administrative assistant - Student Health Centre 

[40] The functions of this position devolved in part from the Director of the Student Health 

Centre, currently an ASP A position. The other aspects of the position are clearly administrative and 

professional, relating to the budgeting and finances of the Centre and the development of quality 

assurance standards and clinical drug trials. The position is comparable to the administrative assistant 

in the Veterinary Teaching Hospital, the advanced clinical nurse, registered nurses and the health co

ordinator who are all assigned to ASP A. 
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[41J CUPE commented on the relationship between this position and the Director of the 

Student Health Centre and the labour relations conflict that might arise given the Director's ability to 

hire, fire and discipline members of the Centre, including ASP A members. It became clear in this 

hearing that there may be certain positions in ASP A which properly ought to be excluded from any 

bargaining unit because they do exercise managerial functions. In Saskatchewan Government 

Employees' Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority et al., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, 

LRB File Nos. 037-95 & 349-96, the Board set out the test for the managerial exclusion as follows at 

854-855: 

The job functions which the Board considers central to the finding of managerial status 
includes the power to discipline and discharge, the ability to influence labour 
relations, and to a lesser extent, the power to hire, promote and demote. Other job 
functions, such as directing the workforce, training staff, assigning work, approving 
leaves, scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisory functions 
which do not, in themselves, give rise to conflicts that would undermine the 
relationship between management and union by placing a person too closely identified 
with management in a bargaining unit. 

In assessing managerial authority, the Board considers the actual authority assigned 
to a position and the use of that authority in the workplace. Section 2(f)(i) of the Ad 
excludes only persons "whose primary responsibility is to actually exercise authority 
and actually peiform functions that are of a managerial character"from the right to be 
represented by a trade union. As noted in past Board decisions, managerial functions 
that are claimed to justifY exclusion from a bargaining unit must be genuine, not 
merely paper, powers. In this sense, the Board looks to the actual performance of 
work by the person whose status is in question to determine what managerial functions 
are actually peiformed. In Service Emplovees International Union. Local 333 v. North 
Central District Health Board and Nirvana Pioneer Villa, [1995] 4th Quarter Sask. 
Labour Rep. 124, LRB File No. 224-95, the Board indicated its preference to hearing 
direct evidence from an incumbent as to the actual peiformance of managerial duties, 
as opposed to documentary evidence of a job description. In this instance, the Board 
had the benefit of hearing from managers at all levels of the system. 

The authority bestowed on a managerial employee must also be an effective authority; 
it is not sufficient if the person can make recommendations, but has no further input 
into the decision-making process. In this regard, the Board recognizes that in most 
modern corporations managerial powers are no longer centralized in the executive 
suite. Generally, such powers are spread over several layers of management. 
Decisions related to labour relations are often made by a manager after consultation 
with her superiors, human resources personnel and on some occasions, legal counsel. 
Despite the trend to disperse managerial functions among different levels of 
management, it is not uncommon for an employer to require that certain decisions, 
such as the termination of an employee, be approved by senior management before 
being implemented by the person whose status is in question. However, this multi-
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layered approach to decision-making does not detract the managerial status of 
the person in question if it can be demonstrated that the individual has an ability to 
make an effective determination. In the Cowichan Home decision, supra, the British 
Columbia Board explained the term "effective determination 11 as follows, at 149: 

In our view, effective determination in the context of discipline means 
that at least in the majority of cases the sanction imposed by the 
person whose status is in question must be substantially the ultimate 
discipline imposed. We recognize that the grievance procedure itself 
inevitably leads to changes in the actual amount of discipline imposed 
- typically from negotiation and compromise which are essential 
elements of the grievance process. That is different from changes 
made by more senior persons, or where the person whose status is in 
issue merely has input into the decision-making process. In such 
circumstances, it cannot be said discipline was "effectively 
determined" by the original author of the sanction. 

The focus of this hearing was not concerned with the status of the director of student 

health services. However, it does concern the Board that there appears to be a willingness on the part of 

the University and ASP A to include persons who ought properly be excluded from any bargaining unit 

in the ASPA unit. This matter may require addressing by the parties at a different time. In the 

meantime, however, the inclusion of the administrative assistant in the ASP A bargaining unit is not 

inappropriate, although the Board may find at a later date that the inclusion of the director of Student 

Health Services is not appropriate given his apparent managerial status. 

[F] Administrative Assistant, College of Biology 

[43J This position performs functions that are similar to the administrative assistant 

positions dealt with by the Board in LRB File No. 218-98 and is properly included in the ASPA 

bargaining unit. 

[G] Administrative Assistant - Office of Research Services 

[44] The functions performed by this position are new to the University. They are similar in 

nature to the administrative assistants considered in LRB File 218-98 and the Graduate Studies and 

Research. The position is administrative in nature and requires knowledge of the ethical guidelines 

developed by the national funding agencies and their application within the University. 
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Conclusion 

[45] 

[46] 

The Board will assign the following positions to the ASP A bargaining unit: 

Program Assistant, Planned and Major Gifts, Alumni and 
Development Office 

Business Manager, Business Advisory Services, College of 
Commerce 

Administrative Assistant, Student Health Centre 

Administrative Assistant, Department of Biology 

Administrative Assistant, Office of Research Services 

The Board aSSIgns the position of Program Administrator (Instructional Design), 

Extension Division to the CUPE bargaining unit. 

[47J The Human Performance Centre Co-ordinator, College of Kinesiology will be 

excluded from both bargaining units as a managerial exclusion. 

[48] All amendments are made on a provisional basis under s. 5.2 and will become final 

after the expiry of one year from the date of this Order unless before that period expires any party 

applies to the Board for a variation of the Order. 
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ASSOCIATION OF BRIDGE, STRUCTURAL, ORNAMENTAL 
REINFORCING IRON WORKERS, LOCAL Applicant v. REGINA 

INDUSTRIES and UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, Respondents 

LRB File No. 126-00; September 14,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Tom Wall er, Q.c. and Bert Royer 
For the Steelworkers: Joe Nistor 
No one appearing for the Employer 

[IJ 

Construction industry - Appropriate bargaining unit - Standard construction 
unit - Board grants iron workers certification for standard iron worker 
notwithstanding existing (non-construction) an employee unit in favour of 
steelworkers. 

Construction industry - Certification - Practice and procedure - Board 
declines to limit construction bargaining unit description as agreed to by parties 
- Board chooses to grant certification Order for standard construction unit. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sea), 5(b) and 5(c). 
The (rmstructioll Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, s. 9. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: The International Association of Bridge, 

Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Iron Workers, Local 771 (the "Iron Workers") applied to be 

designated as the bargaining agent for the employees of Regina Metal Industries Ltd. (the 

"Employer") included within the standard unit description for the iron workers' trade division in the 

construction industry, viz. all iron workers, iron worker apprentices and iron worker foremen, as 

determined by the Board in Construction and General Workers Union, Local 890 v. International 

Erectors and Riggers (a Division ofNewbery Energy Ltd.), [1979] Sept. Sask. Labour Rep.37, LRB 

File No. 114-79. 
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[2] United Steelworkers of America (AFL, CIO, CLC) (the "Steelworkers") IS 

designated as the bargaining agent for a unit of employees of a predecessor of the Employer, Saxby 

Welding and Machine Shop Ltd., in an Order of the Board dated March 23, 1977 (LRB File No. 233-

77) as follows: 

[3] 

all plant employees ... employed within or upon [Saxby's} premises located at 511 
Cornwall Street, Regina, Saskatchewan ... 

The Employer still carries on business from this location. There are no iron workers 

employed by the Employer at the premises. The employees working at the premises are described in 

the statement of employment filed by the Employer as welders, mechanics, machinists and office 

personnel. The Employer has recently had occasion to employ four (4) iron workers engaged in 

construction activity outside of these premises. In the reply filed by the Employer it describes its 

iron worker employees as being temporary in relation to one specific project. No one representing 

the Employer appeared at the hearing before the Board. 

[4] The Steelworkers filed a reply to the application stating that their certification Order 

included all employees of the Employer. However, at the hearing before the Board, Mr. Nistor, 

representing the Steelworkers, acknowledged the Iron Workers were the bargaining representative 

for unionized employees in the iron workers' trade division of the construction industry. Mr. Nistor 

advised that the concern of the Steelworkers was simply that their certification as representative of 

the Employer's employees at the premises described above would not be affected. Mr. Nistor 

advised the Board that the Steelworkers were not opposed to the Iron Workers' application so long as 

it was limited to employees within its trade engaged in construction. 

[5J On behalf of the Iron Workers, Mr. WaIler, Q.c. requested the application be 

amended to be restricted to employees in the iron worker trade engaged in construction off the 

premises described in the Steelworkers' certification Order. 

[6] The Iron Workers are the bargaining representative of unionized employees of 

unionized employers in the iron workers' trade division in the construction industry m 

Saskatchewan, pursuant to the scheme established by The Construction Industry Labour Relations 

Act, 1992, S.S. 1992, c. C-29.11 (the "CILRA, 1992"). Evidence of majority support among the 
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employees in the proposed bargaining unit has been filed application. At the 

Steelworker's certification Order was granted in 1977, the Employer had no iron worker employees; 

the order predates both the CILRA., 1992, and the former The Construction Industry Labour Relations 

Act, S.S. 1979, c. C-29.1 (repealed), and the statutory representation and bargaining regimes they 

created in the construction industry. To the extent to which the Steelworkers' certification Order 

regarding this Employer includes iron workers employed and working as such in the "construction 

industry" as defined by the CILRA., 1992, it is appropriate that such iron worker employees should be 

carved out of the bargaining unit represented by the Steelworkers. 

[7] In light of the decision of the Board in Sheet Metal Workers' International 

Association, Local 296 v. Atlas Industries Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 50 and [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

505, (quashed on judicial review at [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. c-l (Sask. Q.B.); restored on appeal at 

[1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. c-63 (Sask. C.A.); leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada refused), 

we decline to limit the bargaining unit description as agreed to by the parties to iron workers engaged 

in construction and not working at the premises described in the Steelworkers' certification Order. 

There are no iron workers, engaged in construction or otherwise, working at the premises to which 

the Steelworkers' certification Order is restricted, and, if there are in the future, any issue 

surrounding their representation for the purposes of collective bargaining will be determined when 

and if it becomes necessary. A certification Order will issue for the following bargaining unit: 

"all iron workers, iron worker apprentices and iron worker foremen employed by 
Regina Metal Industries Ltd. in Saskatchewan." 
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS, LOCAL 1318, Applicant 
and SOUTH SASKATCHEWAN 911, Respondent 

LRB File No. 332-99; September 21,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Donna Ottenson and Marianne Hodgson 

For the Applicant: Gerry Huget 
For the Respondent: Murray WaIter 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Unilateral change - Employer's uuilateral 
introduction of new, lower paid classification of call taker was not within 
reasonable expectation of employees - Employer breached s. l1(1)(m) of The 
Trade Union Act by not negotiating change prior to implementation. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(d), 5(e), 5(g) and l1(l)(m). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[lJ Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The International Association of Fire Fighters, Local 

1318 (the "Union") was certified to represent all employees of South Saskatchewan 911 (the 

"Employer") on June 23, 1999, with certain managerial exceptions. On December 30, 1999, the 

Union filed an application alleging that the Employer breached s. 11(1)(m) of The Trade Union Act, 

R.S.S, 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), by hiring individuals in the capacity of call takers/dispatchers and 

by establishing a two tier wage structure for call taking and dispatching without negotiating with the 

Union. 

[2] The Employer filed a reply to the application on January 17, 2000, and asserted that 

employees were notified between January and May, 1999 that two classifications of employees 

would be required, i.e. call takers and dispatchers. The Employer asserted that the Union was also 

notified of the change when it was certified. The Employer also asserted various justifications for 

the changes. 

(3) The Board held a hearing in Regina on April 3, 2000. 
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The Employer was incorporated as a non-profit corporation in November, 1998. It is 

owned by six urban municipalities in the southwest area, including the City of Swift Current, and 

three health districts. Some of the assets of the former Southwest Saskatchewan 9-1-1 were 

transferred to the new Employer, along with the employees ofthe former service. 

[5] Employees were hired under the terms of written contract and were paid a standard 

rate starting at $10.1 O/hour and topping out at $14.42Ihour. The Employees were classified as 

communication technicians and performed call taking and dispatch functions. Employees would 

alternate between the two functions during their shifts to relieve against the stress of dispatch. 

[6] Through an agreement reached between the Province of Saskatchewan and the 

Employer, the Employer took on the responsibility of receiving all 9-1-1 calls for the southern 

portion of the province from the Alberta border to the Manitoba border and south of the Qu'appelle 

Valley and South Saskatchewan River basin, except the City of Regina. The service is being 

implemented on a gradual basis as part of the overall efforts of the Government of Saskatchewan to 

implement a province-wide 9-1-1 emergency response system. 

[7] As a result of the expansion of its coverage area, the Employer's can load has and 

will continue to increase significantly. However, its dispatch work has not expanded to the same 

extent. Many of the emergency service agencies outside of the southwest region maintain their own 

dispatch services or contract their dispatch services with other dispatch centres. As a result, many 9-

1-1 calls taken by communication technicians are simply forwarded to other dispatch centres for a 

response. 

[8] In meetings with employees prior to the certification of the Union on June 23, 1999, 

the Employer raised the issue of splitting the call taking and dispatch functions. However, it was not 

until the Employer tendered its bargaining proposals with the Union in October, 1999, that the Union 

became aware that the Employer was proposing to create two new positions - one caned "dispatch" 

to be paid at the rates in effect for communication technicians and one caned "call takers" to be paid 

at a lower rate of pay. Previously, both functions had been performed by the communication 

technicians, all of whom possessed the same qualifications and were paid the same rates of pay. 
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[9] In January, 2000, the Employer approved new job descriptions for the call taker 

position and the dispatch position. The qualifications of the call taker position are not as onerous as 

the dispatch position. 

[10] Currently, communication technicians continue to perform both functions at their old 

rate of pay. However, a number of new employees were hired as call takers at the lower rates of pay 

to perform primarily call taking functions. The hirings occurred after the Union was certified. 

[11J There is no suggestion in the evidence that the Employer's actions were motivated 

by any anti-union motives or any desire to frustrate the collective bargaining in which it currently is 

engaged with the Union. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[12] Section 1 1 (1)(m) contains the following prohibition: 

] 1(1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employers agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(m) where no collective bargaining agreement is in force, to 
unilaterally change rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of 
employment of employees in an appropriate unit without bargaining 
collectively respecting the change with the trade union representing 
the majority of employees in the appropriate unit; 

Arguments 

[13J Mr. Huget, Provincial Representative for the Union, argued that by introducing the 

two tier wage system for call takers and dispatchers, the Employer unilaterally altered the conditions 

of employment of employees in the bargaining unit in violation of s. 11(1)(m). The Union noted that 

collective bargaining commenced in October, 1999 and that no agreement had been reached with the 

Union prior to the implementation of the call taker position. Prior to this introduction, 

communication technicians performed both call taking and dispatch functions. The Union asked the 
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Board to restore the rate of pay for the communication technician and to restore the wages 

and working conditions for the employees who were hired under the new rates. Union also 

requested the Board to order the Employer to refrain from engaging in further unilateral changes. 

[14] The Union noted that the change the Employer's business is simply an expansion 

of the work, not a change to the type of work that is to be performed. The work previously 

performed by communication technicians included call taking and dispatch. 

[15] Mr. WaIter, counsel for the Employer, argued that s. l1(l)(m) does not prohibit all 

changes. He referred the Board to Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 3477 v. Saskatoon 

Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, [1994] 3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 100, LRB File Nos. 

007-94 to 012-94 and Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4152 v. Canadian Deajblind and 

Rubella Association, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 138, LRB File No. 095-98 where the Board applied the 

"business as before" test and the "reasonable expectation of employees" test to determine if certain 

changes were permitted under s. 11 (l)(m). Counsel argued that the development of the can taker 

classification fell within the "reasonable expectation" test. The business was in a state of change with 

the advent of the provincial 9-1-1 call system; employees were aware that there would be an increase in 

call taking without a corresponding increase in dispatch work; and the Employer had discussed with 

employees the different skills sets required for both classifications. Counsel argued that the concept of 

two classifications was known to employees prior to the certification process and was reasonably 

expected by employees. 

[16] Counsel noted that there was no change implemented for existing employees either in 

their hours or conditions of work. He also pointed out that there was no established anti-union motive 

for implementing the change. The Employer was not motivated by a desire to punish or reward 

employees for their involvement in the certification process, Finally, counsel noted that the Union was 

notified of the Employer's position early in negotiations and the matter of wages for both classifications 

is currently under negotiation. 
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Analysis 

[17] The Board wishes to thank both Mr. Huget for the Union and Mr. WaIter for the 

Employer for their very helpful and concise presentations. 

[18J The question for the Board is whether the Employer's creation of a new position, called 

"call taker," with pay assigned at a rate lower than the communication technician rate in existence at the 

time of certification, without negotiation of the position with the Union, constitutes an improper 

unilateral change under s. 11 (1 )( m). 

[19] The purpose of s. l1(l)(m) was explained in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, 

Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Western Automotive Rebuilders, [1994] 2nd Quarter Sask. 

Labour Rep. 209, LRB File Nos. 078-94, 079-94 & 080-94 as follows at 211: 

[20] 

It is sufJicientfor this application to state that Section J1(1)(m) does not create rights 
that did not exist prior to certification. What Section 11 (l)(m) is intended to do is to 
protect those rights that the employees had at the time of certification against 
unilateral employer power by requiring any change or departure by the employer 
during this delicate period between certification and a first collective agreement to be 
preceded by good faith negotiations with the union. If the employer implements the 
changes unilaterally, it violates Section 11 (l)(m). 

However, the Board does not apply s. ll(1)(m) in a static fashion. It permits the 

Employer to make unilateral changes during the freeze period if the Employer can establish a pre

certification employment practice consistent with the change (Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, 

Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Laraas Disposal Services Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 1, 

LRB File Nos. 207-97 to 227-97 & 234-97 to 239-97) or, particularly in cases of first time events, the 

change is within the "reasonable expectation of the employees" (Canadian Union of Public Employees, 

Local 4152 v. Canadian Deafblind and Rubella Association, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 138, LRB File No. 

095-98). In the latter case, the Board found that the transfer of employees to different work sites fell 

outside the reasonable expectation of employees and could not be carried out by the Employer without 

bargaining collectively with the Union. 
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In the present case, the Employer did not point to any past practice demonstrating that 

it had created new classifications or different work assignments among its staff. The change is a first 

time event in the history of the Employer. Following the Board's decision in Canadian Deafblind and 

Rubella Association, supra, the Board will apply the "reasonable expectation" test to determine if s. 

11(l)(m) has been violated. 

[22] In its evidence, the Employer attempted to demonstrate that employees were made 

aware of the Employer's decision to create a new classification of "call taker" prior to the certification 

of the Union. Based on this view of the evidence, the Employer argued that employees would 

reasonably expect the Employer to implement the new, lower paid call taking position. As such, the 

Employer's unilateral actions would not violate s. 11(1)(m). 

[23] As outlined above, while the evidence does indicate that there was some discussion of 

splitting the call taking and dispatch functions, the Employer did not bring home the fact to employees 

that it was intending to create a lower paid classification to perform the call taking functions. Up until 

the time of hiring call takers in December, 1999, communication technicians performed both functions 

at the same rate of pay. In our view, the Employer did not communicate the significance of the change 

to employees prior to the tabling of the proposed collective agreement. 

[24] On this understanding of the evidence, we conclude that it was not within the 

reasonable expectations of employees that a new position called "call taker," with a rate of pay lower 

than the communication technician classification, would be unilaterally introduced by the Employer 

without negotiating the position with the newly certified Union. The creation of the new classification 

has a significant impact on the employees' job security, wages, hours of work and other working 

conditions, all of which are fundamental issues for collective bargaining. It significantly alters the 

nature of the work performed by employees and the manner in which work is performed. 

In our view, therefore, the Employer violated s. 11(1)(m) by unilaterally introducing a 

call taker classification with a rate of pay less than the rate paid for communication technicians under 

the terms of the pre-certification contract between communication technicians and the Employer. 
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[26] In addition to the declaration of the unfair labour practice, the Union sought monetary 

loss for the employees who were hired as call takers to restore their rates of pay to the level of the 

communication technicians. The Board will grant this Order under ss. 5( e) and (g) of the Act. If the 

parties are unable to agree to the amount of monetary loss, the matter may be referred back to the Board 

for determination. 
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UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL 
SEVEN OAKS INN, Respondent 

LRB File No. 011-00; September 21,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Marianne Hodgson and Donna Ottenson 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton 
For the Respondent: Larry LeBlanc, Q.c. 

Unfair labour practice - Anti-union animus - Motivation of employer key to 
finding unfair labour practice under s. of The Trade Union Act -
Motivation may be inferred from evidence or lack of evidence 
unscheduled or unusual wage increase coinciding with union activity. 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Communication - Organizing campaign -
Employer granted wage increase consistent with past practice - Employer not 
aware of organizing campaign when wage increase implemented - Board 
dismisses unfair labour practice application. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sed) and l1(l)(a). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

and 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: United Food and Commercial Workers, Loca11400 (the 

"Union") filed an application for certification to represent employees of the Seven Oaks Inn (the 

"Employer") on December 17, 1999. On January 13,2000, the Union filed an unfair labour practice 

application alleging that the Employer had paid wage increases to most employees in the proposed 

bargaining unit in the month of December, 1999. The Union alleges that the Employer's conduct 

constitutes a violation of ss. 11(1)(a), (e) and (g) of The Trade Union Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the 

"Act"). 

[2] The Employer replied to the Union's application and asserted that it was unaware of 

the Union's organizing campaign at the time the wage increases were paid to employees and that the 

wage increases were part of the Employer's normal and consistent employment practices. 
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Facts 

[3] The Union called a number of employees to testifY to the fact that they received a 

wage increase from the Employer during the month of December, 1999. The employees also noted 

that they had received other wage increases in the past, some associated with the completion of a 

three month probationary period, some with increases in the minimum wage and some general wage 

increases. 

[4] The employees also testified that they were aware at the time of receiving the wage 

increase of the Union's organizing campaign and they assumed that the pay increases were somehow 

related to the Union's campaign. None of the employees testified to any conversations with the 

Employer that would support such a conclusion. Employees were appreciative of the wage increase. 

(5) The manager for the Employer testified as well. According to his testimony, a 

decision was made in November, 1999 to commence employee evaluations for the purpose of 

granting annual wage increases. As part of this process, the manager obtained the rates of pay then 

in effect at competing hotels. When the department managers completed their employee evaluations, 

wage increases were granted to employees in accordance with a wage grid developed by the manager 

from the wage information he obtained from other establishments. The manager testified that the 

Employer attempts to give annual wage increases to employees in the month of December and also 

attempts to keep the wage rates at the same level that is being paid by its main competitors. 

Employees are granted wage increases on the grid if their performance is satisfactory. In December, 

1999, all but two employees received wage increases. 

[6] The manager denied that he had any knowledge of the Union's organizing efforts at 

the time the wage increases were granted. The payroll documents were submitted to the payroll 

company prior to the Employer being notified of the Union's certification application. The manager 

also outlined the Employer's past practice of granting annual wage increases and explained any 

variations in the past practice. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[7] The Union primarily relied on s. 11(l)(a) which reads as follows: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) in any manner, including by communication, to inteifere with, 
restrain, intimidate,. threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any right conferred by this Act; 

Arguments 

[8] Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, argued that the Board can conclude from the 

evidence that the Employer intended to interfere with the employees' rights to join the Union by 

attempting to bribe them with a wage increase. Counsel conceded that there was no direct evidence 

of the motive, but argued that the Employer is responsible for the natural consequences of its action. 

[9] Mr. LeBlanc, Q.C., counsel for the Employer, argued that there was no evidence to 

establish that the wage increase was granted as part of an employer strategy to interfere with the 

employees' rights to join a union. Counsel pointed out that the Employer lacked knowledge of the 

Union's organizing drive; that, in granting the wage increase, it acted in accordance with its past 

employment practices, and that there was no evidence to suggest that the Employer was otherwise 

trying to dissuade employees from joining the Union. 

Analysis 

[10] In Tamblyn Drug Mart and Retail Clerks Union, Local 1518, [1975] 2 Canadian 

LRBR 336, the British Columbia Labour Relations Board found that a decision by an employer to 

offer a wage increase during an organizing drive constituted improper conduct under the British 

Columbia equivalent of s. 11(1)(a). The British Columbia Board explained the overall purpose of its 

equivalent provision in the following terms at 340: 

This section proscribes certain conduct by an employer which, if done to dissuade 
any employee from participating in the affairs of a trade-union, is unlawful. 
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[11] The motivation of the Employer is key to a finding of an unfair labour practice under 

this provision, although motivation may be inferred from the evidence or lack of evidence justifying 

an unscheduled or unusual wage increase that coincides with union activity. 

[12] In this instance, the Board finds that the Employer did not violate any provision 

contained in the Act by granting wage increases to the employees in December, 1999. The evidence 

clearly established that the Employer granted annual wage increases generally before Christmas. 

The manner of calculating the wage increases was logical and consistent with the Employer's past 

practice. 

[13] In addition, there was a lack of evidence from which the Board could infer that the 

Employer possessed any improper motive in granting the wage increase. There is no evidence that 

the Employer was aware of the Union's organizing drive at the time the wage increase was 

implemented. Finally, there was no other conduct on the part of the Employer from which the Board 

could draw an inference that it was granting the wage increase as part of a campaign to dissuade 

employees from joining the Union. 

[14] In these circumstances, the Board dismisses the Union's application. 
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THE NEWSPAPER GUILD CANADA/COMMUNICATION WORKERS OF 
AMERICA v. STERLING NEWSPAPERS GROUP, A DIVISION OF HOLLINGER 
INe., OPER<\TING THE LEADER-POST AND LEADER-STAR NEWS SERVICES 

LRB File Nos. 272-98 & 003-00; September 27,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Judy Bell 

For the Union: Drew Plaxton 
For the Employer: LaITY Seiferling, Q.c. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Unilateral change - Board discusses "business as 
before" and "reasonable expectation of employees" tests for determining 
unilateral change. 

Duty to bargain in good faith - Unilateral change - Employer's pre-certif1cation 
practice was to grant wage increases and bonuses to an employees - Board 
concludes that employer's payment of wage increases and bonuses to non
unionized employees only was unfair labour practice. 

Unfair labour practice - Interference - Unilateral change to terms or conditions 
of employment - Board discusses circumstances where differential treatment of 
unionized and non-unionized employees might constitute interference or 
discrimination --Employer had no credible business justification for differential 
treatment and had anti-union motive - Board finds unfair labour practices 
pursuant to ss. l1(l)(a), 11(1)(e) and 1l(1)(g) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Monetary loss - Award - Board orders 
employer to pay employees bonuses and wage increases that would have been 
paid but for employer's unfair labour practices. 

Unfair labour practice - Remedy - Monetary loss - Interest - Board awards 
interest on amounts owing to employees pursuant to The Pre-judgment Interest 
Act from the date upon which amounts became due to date of Board's Order. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(g), ll(l)(a), 11(1)(e), ll(l)(g) and 11(l)(m). 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background and Facts 

[1 J Gwen Gray, Chairperson: On April 16, 1996, the Newspaper Guild 

Canada/Communication Workers of America (the "Union") first applied to be certified for a bargaining 

unit composed of the editorial staff of the Leader-Post, Leader-Star News Services and the Regina Sun. 

Subsequently, on September 12, 1996, a more comprehensive certification application was filed seeking 

a bargaining unit composed of all employees of the Leader-Post. This application was dismissed on 

February 24, 1997 following an unsuccessful vote. A similar application was also filed in relation to 

the Saskatoon Star Phoenix in September, 1996 and this application was also dismissed after a vote was 

conducted by the Board. 

{21 Over two years later, on September 28, 1998, the Union applied again to represent the 

editorial staff of the Leader-Post, Leader-Star News Services and the Regina Sun. This application was 

granted by the Board on February 2, 1999. Around the same time, the Graphic Communications 

International Union, Local 75M ("GCIU") applied for, and were certified for, a bargaining unit 

comprising the pressroom employees at the Leader-Post. 

[3J The Leader-Post is owned by Sterling Newspapers Group, A Division of Hollinger Inc. 

(the "Employer"). 

[4] The Union filed LRB File No. 272-98 on December 18, 1998, after it had applied for 

certification but before a certification Order was granted by the Board. In the application, the Union 

alleges that, subsequent to the dismissal of the Union's application for certification in 1996, the 

Employer granted Christmas bonuses to all employees of the Leader-Post and Star-Phoenix, and to the 

best of the Union's knowledge, all its other employees at its papers in Saskatchewan. 

[5) It also alleged that, within the few weeks prior to December 18, 1998, the Employer 

paid all its employees in Saskatchewan, except those at the Leader-Post, a three percent wage increase 

and a Christmas bonus equivalent to two weeks' pay. 
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[6] The Union also complained that, on December 17, 1998, the Employer granted 

Christmas bonuses equivalent to two weeks' pay to all employees at the Leader-Post, with the exception 

of the editorial department, Leader-Star News Services and the pressroom. 

[7] The Union complained that the Employer installed a time clock in the editorial 

department, however, this matter was not pursued at the hearing of the application. 

[8J The Union asserted that the actions were taken for the purpose of discouraging 

membership in the Union and participation in Union activities, contrary to ss. ll(1)(a), (e) and (g) of 

The Trade Union Act. R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 

[9] In its reply to LRB File No. 272-98, the Employer denied that it had interfered with the 

selection of the Union and asserted that it was precluded from unilaterally changing the tenns and 

conditions of employment pending a final detem1ination of the Union's application for certification. 

[10] On February 1, 1999, the Union filed a request to add a further allegation to its 

application. In this letter, the Union complained that a communique circulated by the Employer entitled 

'"January 7 Operational Meeting" was an improper communication with employees. This matter was 

not discussed in the evidence before the Board. 

[11] On February 4, 1999, the Union added a further allegation to its unfair labour practice 

application relating to the removal of Christmas holidays. This matter was not pursued at the hearing as 

it has been resolved in negotiations. 

[12] The Union filed a second unfair labour practice application (LRB File No. 003-00) on 

December 31, 1999. Among other claims, the Union alleged that the Employer violated ss. 11(1)(a), 

(c), (e) and (m) of the Act by giving perfom1ance bonuses to most workers at the Leader Post, except 

those who are represented by trade unions. This allegation will be addressed in this set of Reasons. 

[13] In its reply, the Employer asserted that its parent company, Hollinger Inc., provides 

money for discretionary bonuses with express conditions. The Employer is required to consider a 

number of factors, including any extra costs, expenses or disruptions associated with a particular 

department in the course of a year. The Employer asserted that a bonus could not be issued to 
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employees in the editorial department because of the costs associated with the department and claimed 

that the method of determining employee bonuses was consistent with the Employer's pre-certification 

practices. 

[14] At the hearing of this matter, the Employer acknowledged that it had granted salary 

increases to its employees as follows: 

[15] 

February 28, 1997 - Two percent wage increase retroactive to the 
first pay period of 1997 for all staff at the Star Phoenix and the Leader 
Post; 

e November 2,1998 - Three percent increase for Star Phoenix staff; 

e February 18, 1999 - Three percent increase for all Leader Post staff, 
retroacti ve to November 2, 1998, except for those employed in the 
editorial depatiment and pressroom; 

September 1, 1999 - Three percent mcrease for pressroom staff 
effective September 1, 1999; 

The Employer also acknowledged that it had paid the following bonuses to its 

employees: 

[16] 

December, 1996 - One-half week salary for all staff at the Star 
Phoenix and Leader Post, while applications were pending before the 
Labour Relations Board; 

December, 1997 - One week's pay for staff at the Star Phoenix and 
Leader Post; 

December, 1998 - Two weeks' pay for staff at the Star Phoenix, 
except distribution employees and two weeks' pay for all staff at the 
Leader Post, except the pressroom and editorial departments; 

December, 1999 - Two weeks' pay for staff at the Star Phoenix, 
except the distribution employees and two weeks' pay for staff at the 
Leader Post, except the pressroom and editorial department. 

On November 12, 1998, the Union notified the Employer by letter that it did not object 

to the Employer granting similar wage increases and bonuses to the editorial department pending the 

outcome of the certification application. 
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[17J Subsequent to the certification of the Union on February 2, 1999, the Union served 

notice on the Employer to invoke the union security provisions contained in s. 36 of the Act. On 

February 17, 1999, the Employer served notice to bargain on the Union and indicated that although the 

Employer "will not and cannot, alter wages or benefits for employees represented by the Guild, it \vi1l 

implement a wage increase for employees in other departments." 

[18] The parties engaged in collective bargaining and the manner of the bargaining came 

before the Board in an unfair labour practice application brought by the Union in LRB File No. 291-99, 

in which the Board chastised both parties for their bargaining conduct and dismissed the application 

against the Employer. 

[19] The Union has filed three applications for assistance with the conclusion of a first 

collective agreement. The first two applications were withdrawn and the third application is pending 

before the Board. There is currently no collective agreement between the parties and no agreement has 

been reached on wage rates. 

[20] Mr. Dan Zeidler, Intemational Representative of the Union and lead negotiator, 

testified that the Employer did not explain its bargaining position with respect to the wage increases 

provided to other employees but not to the editorial staff in any of its bargaining sessions. According to 

Mr. Zeidler, the Employer tabled a wage grid at the tail end of the last conciliation session and no real 

discussion had taken place with respect to the Employer's monetary position. The position put forward 

in the reply to LRB File No. 003-00 with respect to the setting of bonuses on a depmiment-wide basis 

taking into account extra costs was not discussed or raised with the Union as a justification for denying 

members of the editorial department a wage increase or bonus during the period in question. 

[21] Ms. Anne Kyle, an employee of the editorial department and the president of the local 

Union, testified that wage increases and bonuses were a regular occurrence over her 22 year 

employment at the Leader Post. In 1996, when Bollinger took over the paper, employees did not 

receive a wage increase; however, a half week bonus was granted at Christmas. In 1997, employees 

received a 2% wage increase and one week bonus at Christmas. In 1998, all employees at an Hollinger 

papers in Saskatchewan received a wage increase and bonus except for the Leader Post employees. Ms. 

Kyle testified that around this time there was open hostility towards the editorial employees at the 
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Leader Post from other employees because they perceived that the Employer withheld their wage 

increase because of the Union organizing. In February, 1999, the Employer offered a three percent pay 

raise to all employees at the Leader Post, except the pressroom and editorial departments. As indicated 

above, the pressroom was also being organized at this time. Christmas bonuses were given out in 

December, 1998, but again, not to the pressroom and editorial staff. In December 1999, no bonuses 

were awarded to the editorial staff, while other staff received two weeks' pay. 

[22] Ms. Kyle testified that employees concluded that the lack of pay raise and bonus was 

related to their union activity. The timing of the pay raises to other staff also coincided with the open 

period for filing a decertification application and apparently some employee attempted to mount a 

decertification campaign. No application for decertification, however, was made. 

[23J On cross-examination, Ms. Kyle indicated that under the former owners, the Sifton 

family, there had not been any Christmas bonuses paid for the years between 1990 and 1996 and there 

was no guarantee that a Christmas bonus would be paid. 

[24] Ms. Kyle also testified about the hostile environment in the workplace, both between 

employees, and between managers and employees. The difficult environment was also affected by the 

death of a member of the editorial staff that occurred during the Union's strike vote meeting. After this 

tragic event, Ms. Kyle met informally with Greg McLean, General Manager of the Leader Post, to 

discuss whether Mr. McLean should speak to the editorial staff. During this meeting, Mr. McLean told 

Ms. Kyle that he did not want a union at the Leader Post and he would do whatever he could to get rid 

of it. Ms. Kyle assumed this explained why the editorial staff had not received any pay increases. 

[25] Mr. McLean, General Manager of the Leader Post, testified for the Employer. He has 

held the position of General Manager of the Leader Post since November, 1996. The Leader Post is 

composed of eleven departments with 242 full-time and 120 part-time employees. As the General 

Manager, Mr. McLean is responsible for ensuring the profitability of the newspaper. All senior 

managers report to him. 
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[26] In 1996, Mr. McLean was aware of low morale among staff at the Leader Post 

resulting from the layoff of 25% of its staff that occurred on the sale of the paper from the Siftons to 

Hollinger Inc. Mr. McLean testified that he discussed the matter with his counterpali at the Star 

Phoenix in Saskatoon and they proposed to Mr. Bob Calvert, Executive Vice-President of Bollinger 

Inc., that the papers be pennitted to bring back a Christmas bonus scheme for employees. In 1996, one 

half week of pay was awarded to employees as a Christmas bonus. 

[27] Subsequently, the senior management team met to discuss the aftennath of the bonus 

payment and to put a plan in place for its continuation. According to Mr. McLean, Mr. Calvert set 

certain criteria that must be met by the newspapers to justifY the payment of perfonnance bonuses. The 

criteria were set out in a memo from Mr. Calvert to Mr. McLean dated December 3, 1999 which stated 

as follows: 

We have now decided to provide you with the option to have a Christmas Bonus 
instituted at your newspaper. 

The bonus is at your absolute discretion and is not automatically renewedji-om year to 
year. 

You should note that if you decide that some or all of the money will not be awarded as 
bonuses because of the entire newspaper's peljormance, departments or individual's 
peljormance, the money provided is money directed to your newspaper to be applied to 
your pro}its and losses. 

We would expect in the allocation of bonuses to any department or individual within a 
department, the followingfactors should be considered: 

a) The productivity of that department or individual in that 
department in relation to the entire newspaper. 

b) the cost associated with that department or individual that 
lIlay be extraordinmy or unusual in the year. You may also 
consider anticipated costs from events which began in the 
year but have not yet been concluded. These events could 
include such things as labour standards claims to higher 
wages, applications under which you have to hire lawyers, or 
any other similar situation where the employees in the 
department have created the need for you to hire outside 
experts, including lawyers, or creating extra costs for that 
department over other departments within the operation. 
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c) Any time or effort that has been taken in the year by 
management to deal with individuals or the entire department 
on issues that were not issues in other departments. 

d) As a global combination of the above, all costs direct or 
indirect, external or internal that have been or you anticipate 
will be in one department or on behalf of one individual which 
creates a dissimilarity to other groups. 

It is apparent that we are providing the newspaper with a global sum of money for you 
to allocate or not allocate based upon the criteria. This is merely to clarify the 
position that has always been the position of Hollinger that the allocation of the bonus 
is totally discretionary to you. 

Should you have any questions on the above, feel free to contact me at your 
convenience. 

Regards, 

Bob Calvert 

Mr. McLean testified that he applied the criteria to bonus payments issued in 1997, 

1998 and 1999. In 1997, a one week bonus was awarded to all staff. 

[29] In 1998, no bonus was paid to the editorial and pressroom staff because of the added 

expensed incurred in these departments related to the organization of the unions. Mr. McLean testified 

that the decision was made not to pass out bonuses in those two departments because the newspaper had 

no idea what the expenses would be incurred in relation to the unions. He also indicated that the matter 

was a negotiated item with GCIU and was resolved in their collective agreement. Mr. McLean bluntly 

stated that he did not wish to jeopardize bonuses for the remainder of the employees at the Leader Post 

in order to pay for the costs of unionization in the editorial and pressroom departments. 

[30] In relation to the pressroom, Mr. McLean testified that the collective agreement 

entered into with GCIU provided a pay increase on September 2, 1999 and no Christmas bonus in 1998 

or 1999. 
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[31] The factors considered by Mr. McLean in relation to the 1999 bonus payments for 

editorial staff included the outstanding unfair labour practices, the forty-two outstanding collective 

agreement items, and the Union's wage proposals which included a 15% increase in one year. Mr. 

McLean testified that he had no idea where the matter would end up and questioned how he could make 

a decision on granting a bonus at that time. 

[32} Dealing with wage increases that were granted over this period of time, Mr. McLean 

indicated that a decision to grant the 2% wage increase in 1997 was made in mid-January after certain 

indicators, such as the volume of national advertising, were checked. 

[33] The wage increase in 1999 was not made until late January, 1999 although it was made 

retroactive to November 2, 1998. Mr. McLean testified that the decision was delayed because he was 

concemed that national advertising revenues would be down. The raise was made retroactive to 

November 2, 1998 to keep it in line with the increases granted at the Star Phoenix. Again, pressroom 

and editorial staff were not included in these general increases because of the union certifications. 

[34] Mr. McLean noted that neither Christmas bonuses nor annual wage increases were 

guaranteed to any employees. With respect to the editorial staff, Mr. Mc Lean relied on the fact that the 

matters are now the subject of collective bargaining between the Union and the Employer and would be 

resolved in that forum. At the time of this hearing, no significant discussions had occuned at the table 

regarding the financial package. However, Mr. McLean asserted that the bonuses paid in 1998 and 

1999 and the wage increases paid were "on the table." The Employer proposed a grid system for 

detem1ining salaries of each classification in the editorial department. 

[35] Mr. McLean also discussed his conversation with Anne Kyle. He indicated that he had 

approached Ms. Kyle to seek her advice on whether it would be well received if he spoke to the 

editorial staff conceming Mr. Moser's death. Mr. Mc Lean knew that there was a lot of tension in the 

editorial department and he wanted to help diffuse it. According to 1\11'. McLean, Ms. Kyle reacted 

positively to his proposal. Sometime later, Ms. Kyle approached Mr. Mc Lean to ask him when he 

planned on speaking to the editorial staff. At that point, Mr. McLean testified that one thing led to 

another and he and Ms. Kyle had a heart-to-hemi, confidential discussion regarding the state of 

collective bargaining. Mr. McLean ac1mowledged that he does not want a union in the editorial 

department and he was personally hurt that the employees chose a union. He expressed this view to 
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Ms. Kyle. Mr. McLean indicated that he had no problem with unions if employees were treated 

unfairly but looking at himself, he did not feel that a union was required at the Leader Post. According 

to Mr. McLean, the wages paid to employees at the Leader Post are comparable to other newspapers 

and the grid proposed by the Employer in bargaining was, in his words, on the liberal side. Mr. 

McLean felt that this conversation with Ms. Kyle was an idle conversation. On cross-examination, he 

did not deny that he told Ms. Kyle that he would do whatever was necessary to get rid of the Union. 

[36J In cross-examination, Mr. McLean explained the bonus criteria as requiring each 

department to achieve three goals: first, to improve bottom line profit over the last year; second, to not 

exceed the expenses of the previous year; and third, to not exceed the projected budget. According to 

Mr. McLean, each department is responsible for achieving its own bonus. Mr. McLean ... cknowledged 

that if a department experienced extraordinary expenses, that factor would be taken into account in 

determining if a bonus was justified. The financial status of the paper is known in January of each year 

and a determination of bonuses is made in November on the information available at that time. 

[37] With respect to the 1996 bonus, Mr. McLean acknowledged that an application for 

certification was pending for employees at the Leader Post. At that time, he was not involved in the 

Leader Post and he could not address the question of whether or not that unexpected and unquantified 

cost was taken into account in granting a bonus. He also acknowledged that the increases paid to 

employees at the Leader Post were the same amounts as paid to employees of other Hollinger Inc. 

papers in Saskatchewan, .although he did not know if each paper was as successful as the Leader Post in 

meeting their financial goals. 

[38] Mr. McLean also acknowledged that there were other instances when the paper was 

required to hire lawyers, for instance, libel and slander suits, automobile accidents and the like. Some 

of these expenses come out of the general accounts of the paper and are not assigned to an individual 

department. Mr. Mc Lean was unsure if these costs would be taken into account in determining if 

bonuses would be payable in a department, although he thought some of them might be taken into 

account. The amount of savings in the editorial department related to the non-payment of bonuses in 

1998 and 1999 amounted to $158,000 while the legal costs and extra human resources personnel costs 

amounted to approximately $48,000. Mr. McLean indicated that there would be additional unknown 

costs related to the settlement of the first collective agreement, a strike vote and legal fees related to the 

applications pending before the Board. 
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[39] Mr. McLean acknowledged that during part of the period under consideration the 

Leader Post lent editorial staff to the Calgary Herald to act as replacement workers during a strike at the 

Herald without reimbursement from the Calgary Herald for the wages of the employees in question. 

This cost was not taken into account in calculating whether or not a bonus ought to be paid to the 

editorial staff. 

[40] Mr. McLean also indicated that M1'. Calvert's memorandum to him dated December 3, 

1999 was not created for the purpose of defeating this application. Rather, he explained that he wanted 

the bonus policy to be a permanent policy of the Leader Post and he asked Mr. Calvert to put the policy 

in writing based on the past practice so staff can have a chance of making a bonus each year. 

[41] Mr. McLean testified that workers in a department would not be penalized for making 

a Labour Standards claim for unpaid wages or a Human Rights complaint. He agreed with the 

suggestion made by counsel for the Union that the only people "dinged" in the workplace were those 

who sought to join a union. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[42J The Union's allegations are made under ss. 1 1 (1)(a), (e), (g) and (m) of the Act, which 

provide as follows: 

11 (1) It shall be al1 unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) ill any manner, including by communication, to inteifere with, 
restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
any right conferred by this Act,' 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employer's agent 
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Arguments 

[43J 

discharges or suspends an employee from his employment and it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
unit as their representative for the purpose of bargaining collectively; 

(g) to interfere with the selection of a trade union as a 
representative of employees for the purpose of bargaining 
collectively; 

(m) where no collective bargaining agreement is in force, to 
unilaterally change rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of 
employment of employees in an appropriate unit without bargaining 
collectively respecting the change with the trade union representing 
the majority of employees in the appropriate unit; 

Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, indicated that the Union's main argument was that 

the wage increases and bonuses were issued in a manner designed to discriminate against or coerce 

employees with a view to discouraging activity in the Union. The Union argued that anti-union animus 

was obvious and admitted in this case. Counsel pointed out that collective bargaining was rendered 

more difficult because the Union was coming from behind to catch up to the wages offered and paid to 

non-union employees. The Union noted that the policy of determining wage increases only assigned 

the cost of unionization to a department and did not penalize workers for exercising other legal rights, 

such as their rights under The Labour Standards Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. L-l. The Union sought a 

restraining Order and an Order directing the Employer to pay the bonuses, wage increases and 

Christmas bonuses that were denied to the editorial department. The Union asked the Board to reserve 

its jurisdiction to determine monetary loss in the event the parties are unable to agree to the amounts 

owmg. 
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[44] Counsel refelTed the Board to Communication, Energy and Paperworkers Union of 

Canada, Local 1118 and Graphic Communications International Union, Local 34-M v. Southam Inc. 

(Ca/gal}' Herald) and the Calgal}' Herald, a Division of South am Inc., [1999] Alta. L.R.B.R. 566 (GE-

02998); Construction and General Workers' Union, Local 890 v. Brekmar Industries Ltd., [1993] 1 si 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 126, LRB File No. 1l3-92; United Steelworkers of America v. Brandt 

Industries Ltd., [1991] 41h Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 81, LRB File Nos. 193-91 & 194-91; United 

Steelworkers of America v. Conservation Energy Systems Inc., [1993J }'I Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 75, 

LRB File Nos. 215-92, 216-92 & 217-92; Energy and Chemical Workers Union, Local 649 v. 

Saskatchewan Power Corporation, [1988] Winter Sask. Labour Rep. 64, LRB File No. 022-88; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Brmvn Industr:::s (1976) 

Ltd., Pro-More Industries Ltd. and Lo Rider Industries Inc., [1995] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 71, 

LRB File Nos. 010-95 & 012-95; Re Ontario Human Rights Commission et al. and Simpsons-Sears Ltd. 

(1985),23 D.L.R. (4Ih) 321 (S.C.c.). 

[45] Mr. Seiferling, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, argued that Mr. Calvert's 

memorandum, quoted above, set out the business practice related to the issuing of bonuses. According 

to the policy, extraordinary costs would be assigned to individual departments and decisions on bonuses 

would be based on the productivity of the individual depmiment, not the paper as a whole. The person 

making the decision regarding bonuses had to take into account any increases in costs in the 

department, including costs associated with unionization. 

146] Counsel argued that if the bonus had been paid out to employees 111 the editorial 

department, it would have been caught within the rules set out in the Saskatchewan Power case, supra 

cited by the Union. 

[47] Alternatively, the Employer argued that the wage increases were discretionary and feH 

within the rules set out in Crestline Coach Ltd., [1987] November Sask. Labour Rep. 53, LRB File No. 

132-87. Because the wage increases were discretionary, the Employer was required to negotiate them 

with the Union and could not unilaterally grant the increases. 
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[48] The Employer also argued that it could maintain different conditions of employment 

for its union and non-union groups without committing an unfair labour practice under s. l1(l)(e) 

following the Board's decision in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store 

Union v. BASF Canada Inc., [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 200, LRB File No. 259-98 and with reference to the 

Canada Labour Relation Board's decision in Service, Office and Retail Workers Union of Canada v. 

Royal Bank of Canada, 78 CLLC 16, 132. The Employer also referred the Board to Retail, Wholesale 

and Department Store Union, Local 635 v. Weyburn Co-operative Ltd., [1989] Fall Sask. Labour Rep. 

43, LRB File No. 232-88. 

[49] The Employer characterized the exchange between Ms. Kyle and Mr. Mc Lean as a 

personal "heart to heart" conversation that should not be used to judge the Employer's wnduct in the 

workplace. Counsel pointed out that there were no findings of unfair labour practices against the 

Employer in relation to the organizing campaign and collective bargaining. 

Analysis 

A. Unilateral change of rates of pay, hours of work or other conditions of employment 

[50] Section 11 (1 )(m) of the Act imposes a statutory freeze on the terms and conditions of 

employment after a union is certified and before a first collective agreement has been concluded. The 

Board interprets the provision as preserving the pre-certification practices of the employer. These pre

certification practices are determined by applying the "business as before" test which was set out in 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. WaterGroup Canada Ltd. 

and Aquafine Water Ltd., [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 111, LRB File No. 197-92, at 115: 

Using the standard of "business as before" establishes a fairly clear baseline for 
measuring employer conduct during the negotiation of a first collective agreement. It 
means that the employer is entitled to continue to make business decisions, but must 
not change terms and conditions of employment which were in existence at the time of 
the certification. The employer cannot alter terms and conditions in a way which may 
be seen as punishing employees for choosing to support the certification of a trade 
union; equally, this standard prevents an employer from selecting the post-certification 
period to demonstrate that employees may enjoy positive changes without having to 
obtain them through collective bargaining. Though this way of looking at the post
certification period should indicate to the prudent employer that it is necessary to be 
cautious about making changes which may be characterized as undermining collective 
bargaining, it does not hamstring the employer completely. 
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[51] The Board has found that a refusal to grant wage increases in accordance with the 

employer's pre-certification practice constitutes a violation of s. ll(l)(m): see Brekmar Industries Ltd., 

supra, Brandt Industries Ltd., supra, and Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union v. Off the Wall Productions Ltd., [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 156, LRB File No. 192-98 to 194-

98. 

[52] In earlier cases, the Board drew a distinction between a wage increase based on a 

unilateral and discretionary assessment related to each employee, and a wage increase based on a well

established wage grid or published wage increases. In Brandt Industries Ltd. case, supra, the Board 

stated at 84: 

In support of its argument that implementing the wage increases would constitute a 
breach of Section 11 (l)(m), the Employer referred to Board decisions in s.G.E. U v. 
Northern Village of Buffalo Narrows SLRB 149-85; and United Steelworkers v. 
Crestline Coach Ltd. SLRB 132-87. 

Since the Board's decision in Buffalo Narrows, the law in this respect has evolved, as 
~witl1essed by the Board's subsequent statements in Crestline Coach Ltd. (supra). In 
Crestline Coach Ltd, the Board dealt with an allegation that Crestline committed an 
unfair labour practice by failing to give its employees raises as it had done in the past. 
The Board stated: 

The evidence indicated that prior to the union's certification, the 
employer had periodically evaluated the work pe1formance of each 
employee and had unilaterally decided whether and by how much 
employee wages would increase. Section 11 (l)(m) precludes that very 
type of unilateral employer action. Once it was certified, the trade 
union became the exclusive bargaining representative of all 
employees in the appropriate unit, and it was no longer open to the 
employer to unilaterally grant discretionmy wages increases or to 
change other terms and conditions of employment by dealing directly 
with the individual employees .... (emphasis added) 

The statement of the Board in Crestline Coach Ltd. is easily distinguished in that the 
Employer ''periodically evaluated the work pelformance of each employee and ... 
unilaterally decided whether and how much employee wages would increase". In the 
present case, the terms and conditions of employment that existed at the date of the 
Board's certification order vvere those contained in the Employee Information Booklet,' 
these constituted an unequivocal agreement on wage increases and the dates on which 
they would become effective. The Employer proposed the increases set forth in the 
Employee Information Booklet at the time of hiring and the employees, on an 
individual basis, accepted those terms and conditions. Therefore, had the Employer 
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complied with its obligation set forth in Ex. 1, it would not have been "unilaterally" 
changing terms and conditions of employment by dealing directly with the individual 
employees. On the contrary, the Employers withholding of these benefits is a clear 
breach of Section 11(l)(m). 

It is not relevant, in applications such as the present, for the Board to determine that 
anti-union animus had a role to play in the Employer's decision to breach the statutory 
Feeze provisions in Section 11 (l)(m) of The Trade Union Act. Nevertheless, we have 
no hesitation in concluding that the purpose of the Employer's refusal to implement the 
increase in wages to the employees were designed to discredit the Union or to 
otherwise discourage employees from pursuing their rights under The Trade Union 
Act. Accordingly, the Board finds the Employer guilty of a breach of Section 11 (l)(m) 
of the Act. 

The decision of the Board in the Crest line Coach Ltd. case focused on the unilateral 

and discretionary nature of the wage increase, not on the issue of whether there was a regular pattern of 

wage increases in the pre-certification period. In subsequent cases, as suggested in the quote from 

Watergroup Canada Ltd., supra, the Board focused on the question of whether or not there was a 

change in the Employer's practice with respect to the granting of wage increases in the freeze period. 

This focus and its consequences were discussed in the Conservation Energy Systems Inc. case, supra, at 

79 as follows: 

One test which has been approved by this Board as creating a workable criterion for the 
assessment of employer conduct during the period before a collective agreement is 
struck is the "business as before" test. Under this standard, it is acknowledged that an 
employer must be allowed to carry on its business during this period; what the test 
requires is that the employer must manage its affairs in accordance with its previous 
practice, and may not make changes which have the effect of undermining the 
effectiveness of the bargaining agent which is attempting to conclude a first agreement. 
The implications of the test were described by the Ontario Labour Relations Board in 

Spar Aerospace Products Limited, [l978] OLRE Rep. Sept. 859, asfollows: 

The "business as before" approach does not mean that an employer 
cannot continue to manage its operation. What it does mean is, 
simply, that an employer must continue to run the operation 
according to the pattern established before the circumstances giving 
rise to the freeze have occurred, providing a clearly identifiable point 
of departure for bargaining and eliminating the chilling effect that a 
withdrawal of expected benefits would have upon the representation 
of the employees by a trade union. The right to manage is 
maintained, qualified only by the condition that the operation be 
managed as before. Such a condition, in our view, cannot be 
regarded as unduly onerous in light of the fact that it is management 
which is in the best position to know whether it is in fact carrying out 
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business as before. This is an approach, moreover, that cuts both 
ways, in some cases preserving an entrenched employer right and in 
other cases preserving an established employee benefit. 

A harsh consequence of the application of the "business as before" test is that the 
procedures followed by the employer as the status quo is maintained may be unfair or 
arbitrwy with respect to individual employees. After all, it may be the flaws in such 
procedures which have made union certification attractive in the first place. It may be 
ironic that procedures which seem to have an unfavourable impact on individual 
employees are, under the "business as before" test retained in the same way that more 
beneficial aspects of past practice are frozen. Nonetheless, it seems part of the logic of 
this standard that the employer should not be able to mitigate the undesirable 
consequences of its past practices in a way which might detract from the achievements 
the union offers through bargaining. 

In our view, the "business as before" test, with its focus on pre-certification 

employment conditions and practices, is the appropriate test and it precludes the types of considerations 

that were relied on by the Board in Crestline Coach Ltd. The Employer is entitled to run its business in 

the same manner as it did prior to certification even if this involves discretionary wage increases. As 

the Employer is familiar with its pre-certification practices, it is not overly onerous to expect that such 

practices will continue in the post-certification period until a collective agreement is concluded. In this 

regard, we might add that the "business as before" rule does not remove the obligation of the Employer 

to make the Union aware of its practices and to advise the Union of its intention to follow its pre

certification business practice. This kind of communication is required under the general duty to 

bargain in good faith and will assist the parties in developing a positive labour relations climate in their 

workplace. 

[55] In Canadian Union of Public Employees', Local 2152 v. Canadian Deajblind and 

Rubella Assoc., [1999J Sask. L.R.B.R. 138, LRB File No. 095-98, the Board also considered the 

"reasonable expectations of employees" to determine if a unilateral decision on the pad of the 

Employer contravened s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. This approach is applied to determine if a unilateral 

employer decision that occurs for the first time in the post-certification period, constitutes a violation of 

the freeze provisions contained in s. 11(1)(m). At 159 and 160, the Board set out its reasoning as 

follows: 

The cases demonstrate that, in the past, this Board has given a broad, flexible and 
purposive interpretation to s. 11(1 )(m) of the Act; what in Ontario might be considered 
to be "privileges" rather than "terms and conditions 11 of employment, in Saskatchewan 
appear to have been intelpreted to be included within "other conditions of 
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employment." Such items would be within what the Board in the Brekmar decision, 
supra, described as fla real, well-known and well-defined part of the labour relations 
fabric before certification." This "labour relations fabric" includes practices and 
policies that existed prior to certification as well as the terms, conditions and benefits 
of the relationship of the employees, and of each employee, with the employer. If the 
employees have come to expect these things it can only be because the employer has 
made them part of its "business as usual." It seems to us that the reasonable - and we 
emphasize the word "reasonable" - expectations of employees arise out of the 
employer's usual and customary way of conducting its operations and dealing with its 
employees. Strictly speaking, many of these items could not be legally enforced as 
being a term of an individual employment contract, (for example, the wage increases at 
issue in the Brekmar decision, supra), but there is no doubt that they are part of the 
"labour relations fabric" that existed prior to certification such that the employees 
have a reasonable expectation that they would continue until a collective agreement is 
reached. 

The "reasonable expectations" test does not expand the scope of the result of the 
application of the "business as before" test. However, it can be a useful tool to better 
clarifY and more accurately identifY what is encompassed within the pre-Jreeze pattern 
of business, and to assist in making a reasoned determination in instances of first time 
events. What is the reasonable expectation of employees, or an employee, is an 
objective standard, that can help to achieve the most accurate balancing of employers' 
and employees' rights prior to reaching a collective agreement; employees can place 
reliance in the fact that the pre-certification pattern of business is preserved, while an 
employer's ability to respond to changing conditions and new events is not abrogated. 

In the present case, the Employer granted wage increases to all employees in 1997 and 

1998. The wage increases were identical for the two sister papers, the Star Phoenix and the Leader

Post, although the latter's wage increase in 1998 was not announced until February 18, 1999. There 

was no discussion with employees respecting the manner in which wage increases were determined. 

Similarly, bonuses were paid to employees at the two newspapers commencing in December 1996 and 

recurring each December. Bonuses were identical in size for all employees of the two newspapers, 

except for employees who were seeking or had obtained union representation. Section 11(l)(m) is 

applicable to the post-certification wage increase and bonus: see s. 11(4). 

[57J The Employer justified its refusal to grant Christmas bonuses to the editorial staff of 

the Leader-Post based on the policy for determining bonuses as set out in Mr. Calvert's memo to Mr. 

McLean dated December 3, 1999. In particular, Mr. McLean relied on the unknown costs associated 

with the unionization of the editorial department and his inability to determine the overall costs 

associated with the union activity. At the same time, Mr. McLean acknowledged that not all unknown 
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costs would be considered in determining if a bonus should or should not be paid. The Employer 

suggested that it was relying on its pre-certification practice of granting bonuses in accordance with the 

policy set out in Mr. Calvert's memorandum quoted above. 

[58] In our view, however, the evidence ofMr. McLean overall leads the Board to conclude 

that the policy respecting the payment of bonuses was designed for the purpose of justifYing the non

payment of bonuses to employees who sought union representation. For instance, the policy indicated 

that bonus entitlement would be judged on a departmental basis; however, bonuses paid to employees at 

the Leader-Post and the Star Phoenix were identical in size and only those departments seeking 

celiification orders were disqualified from receiving bonus payments. The Employer did not present 

evidence indicating that it undertook any detailed analysis of the costs associated with each department 

during the years in question as required by the policy. 

[59] In addition, the wording of the memorandum itself, read in the context of the Union 

organizing efforts, appears to target costs associated with unionization. For instance, in paragraph Cc) 

reference is made to "applications under which you have to hire lawyers, or any other similar situation 

where the employees in the depmiment have created the need for you to hire outside experts, including 

lawyers, or creating exh-a costs for that depmiment over other depmiments within the operation." On 

cross-examination, Mr. McLean aclmowledged that some costs that would fall within this generic 

description, such as costs associated with libel and slander claims, labour standards and human rights 

complaints, were not included in the calculation of depmimental expenses. Mr. McLean candidly 

admitted that only costs related to unionization came into the picture. 

[60] We also note that other costs related to the Employer's labour relations were not taken 

into account such as the costs of sending replacement workers to the Calgary Herald. 

[61] Overall, as indicated, we conclude that the "policy" of determining bonuses was 

applied solely for the purpose of singling out and punishing employees who joined trade unions. We do 

not accept that it accurately reflects the Employer's pre-celiification practice regarding the payment of 

Christmas bonuses. 
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[62] In our view, the evidence indicates that the Employer's pre-certification practice was to 

issue bonuses based on the overall profitability of the newspapers in Saskatchewan. Employees of the 

Leader-Post could reasonably expect that such bonuses would be paid so long as the papers remained 

profitable. This expectation is born out by the Employer's practice of continuing to grant Christmas 

bonuses to all employees of the Leader Post and Star Phoenix in the post-certification period except 

those who sought unionization. Profitability is also established by the continuation of the payment to 

all other employees of the newspaper. Employees in the editorial department would reasonably expect 

to receive the bonus payments in the same manner that bonuses were paid to other employees of the 

Leader Post. 

[63J Under the "business as before" rule, the Employer is required to continue its pre-

certification practice of granting Christmas bonuses to employees in the editorial department in the 

same manner and in the same amount that such bonuses were paid to all other employees of the Leader 

Post, until a first collective agreement is concluded. As a result, the Board concludes that a Christmas 

bonus of two weeks' pay that was granted to other employees in December, 1999 is due and payable to 

the employees in the editorial department. 

[64] With respect to the wage increase, the Employer indicated to the Union that it would 

grant wage increases to other employees at the Leader Post but it would not grant such increases to the 

editorial staff. This position was justified on the basis that the matters would be discussed in 

negotiations with the Union and the Employer was prevented from making such unilateral changes. In 

his testimony, Mr. Mc Lean also indicated that the costs associated with unionization were also a factor 

in deciding not to make the general wage increase available to employees in the editorial department. 

[65] In Communication, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada, Local 1118 and 

Graphic Communications International Union, Local 34M v. Southam Inc. (Calgary Herald) and the 

Calgary Herald, a Division of Southam Inc., supra, the Alberta Labour Relations Board considered 

whether the decision to refuse to grant a wage increase constituted a violation of the Alberta Labour 

Code freeze provision where the Employer justified the refusal based on its desire to have the issue of 

wage increases dealt with in negotiations with the Union. At 576, the Alberta Board stated: 

In our view, the actions of the Calgary Herald in excluding the Production Employees 
and the Editorial Employees from the bonus do not fall within the exception in s. 
145 (2) of an "established custom or practice". We find that the Production Employees 
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and the Editorial Employees would have received the bonus payment of $1,000.00 in 
December of 1 998 if they had not voted in the fall of 1 998 to be represented by a union. 
The Ca/gClly Herald's defence to the allegation of a breach of s. 145(2) is essentially 
that it wanted to deal with all matters of compensation, including bonuses, in the 
collective bargaining process. However, if an employer alters the rates of pay, terms 
or conditions of employment, rights or privileges of emplo:yees during the freeze 
period, it is no defence for the employer to say that it would deal with the issue in 
collective bargaining Being in collective bargaining is not one of the three exceptions 
to the prohibition in s. 145(2). In fact, under s. 145(2) it is the service of the notice to 
commence collective bargaining which triggers the Feeze and as a result a desire to 
only deal with the matter in collective bargaining cannot excuse Cl breach of the 
prohibition. 

Similarly, it is not a defence to s. 11(1)(m) to maintain that the matter will be dealt 

with in collective bargaining. 

[67] In our view, the evidence established that the Employer's pre-certification practice was 

to grant wage increases if the newspaper was sufficiently profitable in the preceding year. Employees 

in the editorial department had a reasonable expectation that they would receive the same wage increase 

that was granted to all other employees at the Leader Post. Past wage increases had been identical, not 

only for all employees at the Leader Post but also for employees at the Star Phoenix. There was no 

pattern of differential wage increases based on the individual performance of a department or 

individuals within a department. 

[68] The failure to grant employees in the editorial department a 3% wage increase on 

February 18, 1999 retroactive to November 2, 1998 constitutes a breach of s. 11 (1 )(m) and the monies 

are due and owing to editorial employees. 

B. Interference and discrimination 

[69] The Union also alleged that the Employer's conduct in paying bonuses and wage 

increases to non-union employees, but not to unionized employees, was an attempt to punish employees 

who elected to be represented by trade unions and to reward employees 'vvho did not elect union 

representation. The Union alleged that this conduct violates ss. 11(l)(a), (e) and (g) of the Act. 
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[70] In the recent BASF case, supra, the Board discussed the circumstances in which a 

difference in wages or other working conditions between union and non-union employees of an 

employer might constitute interference or discrimination under ss. 11(1)(a) and (e). At 204 to 206, the 

Board commented: 

The Board is asked in this instance to conclude that a difference in the benefits 
package offered to out-ol-scope employees by the Employer is automatically a 
violation of s. 11 (1)(e) when the same package is not extended to the Union. The 
theory of the Union's case is that any unjustified difference in payor benefits or 
work conditions between union and non-union employees must constitute 
discriminatory treatment because it leads employees to the conclusion that they 
would be "better off" without the Union. The Employer, on this theory, is assumed to 
have intended the natural consequences of his action. 

Cases which have discussed such a theory include Irwin Toy Ltd. and u.s. W.A .. 
Local 1357 (1983), 4 CLRBR (NS) 23 where the Ontario Labour Relations Board 
concluded at 28-29: 

8. It is obviously not axiomatic that the unionized employees in 
one plant of an employer must necessarily receive the same 
treatment in respect of wages and benefits as comparable employees 
in another plant. Economic considerations may justifY different 
wages and benefits in different work places. By the same token, it is 
plainly unlawful for an employer to punish a group of employees 
because they have chosen union representation or to reward another 
group because they have not. If it is unlawful for an employer to 
make such distinctions, it is equally in violation of the Act for it to 
bring them forcibly to the attention of employees as a means of 
discouraging union support in the course of bargaining or in a 
representation vote. 

In Irwin Toy Ltd., the employer granted higher wages and benefits to non-union 
employees than it provided to recently certified employees. The employees 
performed similar work in different locations and there was no obvious reason for a 
salary or pay difference. 

In Iberia Airlines o(Spain and C. u.P.E. (Airline Division). Local 4027 (J 990), 13 
CLRBR (2d) 224, the Canada Labour Relations Board summarized the relevant 
case law as follows at 253: 

These decisions illustrate cases in which the desire of an employer 
to establish conditions of employment through collective bargaining 
that are inferior to those that existed prior to unionization, or are 
unfavourable when compare with those for other groups of non
unionized employees whose duties and qualifications are 
comparable, has been found to be contrary to the duty to bargain in 
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good faith and, in all cases, unlawfit!. These conclusions are based 
011 the general context of negotiations, the specific situation of the 
parties and the reasons and justifications put forward in support of 
such proposals. 

The mere fact of offering different conditions of employment to 
different categories of employees is not in itself a violation of the 
duty to bargain in good faith. However, the manner in which the 
negotiations unfolded may, in some circumstances, lead to a finding 
that the conduct of an employer who has made offers of this nature 
or taken such positions at the bargaining table is contrary to the 
Code. 

The Canada Labour Relations Board went on in the Iberia Airlines case to find the 
Employer in violation of the duty to bargain in good faith as a result of its 
preferential treatment of comparable non-union employees during the bargaining 
period with the Union. 

A similar approach was taken by the New Brunswick Labour and Employment Board 
in Atlantic Wholesalers Ltd. and United Food and Commercial Workers Union, 
Local 1288P(J999), 51 CL.R.B.R.(2d) 161. 

In this case, the evidence indicates that the Employer bargains, as it is required to 
do, on a plant by plant basis with its unionized employees. In each plant, the 
benefits plans form part of the collective agreement between the local Union and the 
Employer. There appears to be no uniformity in the terms negotiated between 
plants. Employees who are covered by the terms of the various collective 
agreements pelform work that is comparable to the ·work performed by members of 
the Union. There does not appear to be a significant group of non-union employees 
who perform comparable work to the members of the Union. 

In our view, the difference between the benefits plans for Union members and out-of
scope members in the Regina plant does not automatically demonstrate anti-union 
animus on the part of the Employer. Such differences are not unusual between 
members of management and other salaried employees and hourly employees. The 
two groups of employees are not directly comparable, either in the work they 
pe/form or the conditions of their work. We would not conclude from the fact of this 
difference alone that the Employer was attempting to discriminate against Union 
members or influence their decision to remain or leave the Union. 

In the BASF case, the Board found, in essence, that there was a valid business 

explanation for the difference in the benefits for the hourly paid union members and the salaried out-of

scope employees based on the structure of collective bargaining in the corporation throughout Canada. 
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[12] In the present case, the evidence clearly established that the Employer treated 

employees in the editorial department differently from the non-union employees of the Leader Post 

with respect to the bonuses and wage increases for reasons related to their decision to join or to apply to 

join a trade union. The first bonus that was denied to the editorial staff was the bonus paid to other 

Leader Post employees in December, 1998, after the Union applied to be certified to represent the 

editorial employees, but before the certification Order was determined. During this period, there was 

no obligation on the part of the Employer to bargain collectively with the Union. The Employer 

justified its refusal to pay this bonus to editorial staff based on the unknown costs of unionization and 

its policy on granting bonuses. For the reasons stated in the earlier portion of these Reasons, we do not 

find the explanation to be credible. In our view, the policy was applied solely to exclude unionized 

employees from the bonus provisions. Aside from this explanation and the general explanation that the 

Employer wished to resolve all monetary issues at the bargaining table, the Employer did not present a 

business justification for treating the unionized (or about to become unionized) employees different 

from other Leader Post employees in terms both of the payment of bonuses and wage increases. 

[73} In addition, Mr. McLean admitted to an anti-union motive. He told Ms. Kyle that he 

would do anything to be rid of the Union. In this context, we conclude that the decision not to pay 

Christmas bonuses to the editorial employees in 1998 and 1999 and the wage increase in 1999 were an 

attempt on the part of the Employer to punish the editorial staff for their decision to join the Union. 

This conduct interfered with the employees in the exercise of their right to join the Union and 

discriminated against them for joining or attempting to join the Union in contravention of ss. 11(1)(a), 

(g) and (e). 

[74J As a result, in addition to the Orders made under s. 11(1)(m), the Board orders the 

Employer to pay to editorial staff the two weeks' pay that was paid to other Leader Post employees in 

December, 1998. 
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[75] To summarize, the Employer is ordered to pay the following amounts to employees in 

the editorial department of the Leader Post: 

[76] 

Three percent wage increase retroactive to November 2, 1998; 

Two weeks' pay to editorial staff on the payroll during the month of 
December, 1998; 

Two weeks' pay to editorial staff on the payroll during the month of 
December, 1999. 

The bonus payments are owing to those employees who were on the payroll of the 

Leader-Post during the months of December 1998 and 1999, including the estates of any such 

employees. 

[77] The Employer is further ordered to pay interest on the wage increases and bonuses 

ordered above, calculated in accordance with the provisions of The Pre-Judgment Interest Act, S.S. 

1984-85-86, c. P-22.2, from the date upon which each wage increase or bonus was paid to nOl1-

unionized employees to the date of the Board's Order herein, and at a rate of 5% per annum from the 

date of the Board's Order herein until payment is tendered. 

[78] The Board reserves the· right to determine any dispute between the parties relating to 

the amounts owing should the parties be unable to agree on the implementation of the Order issued with 

these Reasons. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4372, Applicant and 
QV' APPELLE VALLEY FRIENDSHIP CENTRE, Respondent 

LRB File No. 169-00; October 2, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Leo Lancaster and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Harold Johnson 
For the Respondent: Kevin Clarke 

Employer - Designation of principal or contractor - Principal is entity that 
controls funds and has effective say over terms and conditions of employment -
Board finds principal to be employer notwithstanding designation of contractor 
as employer for income tax purposes. 

Employee - Managerial exclusion - Incumbent in position at issue exercises 
great deal of independent decision-making but does not hire, fire or discipline 
other employees - Board concludes that position is not mauagerial within 
meaning of s. 2(1) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(1) and 2(g). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[I] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4372 

(the "Union") applied on June 20, 2000 to be certified to represent all employees of the Qu'Appelle 

Valley Friendship Centre, except the executive director. In its reply, the Qu'Appelle Valley 

Friendship Centre (the "Centre") asserted that it employed only one employee, namely Rob Donison, 

the alternative measures co-ordinator, and that all other employees were leased from Native Leasing 

Services ("NLS"). According to the Centre, NLS was the actual employer of all other employees 

who performed work at the Centre. The Centre also claimed that Mr. Donison is a managerial 

employee and should be excluded from the bargaining unit. 
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[2] NLS also filed a reply to the application indicating that it was the employer of seven 

persons who perform work at the Centre, two of whom it asserted were managerial employees. In its 

reply, NLS indicated that it served notice on the Centre terminating the employee lease agreement 

effective around August 1,2000. 

[31 A hearing was held in Regina, Saskatchewan on September 7,2000. The Centre was 

represented but no one appeared on behalf ofNLS. 

Evidence 

[4) The Union rested on the material it had filed with its application. The Centre led 

evidence through its executive director, Mr. Robert Lafontaine. Mr. Lafontaine was appointed to his 

position on August 21,2000 and was not totally familiar with the Centre's operations. However, he 

has been involved in the friendship centre movement for many years and is familiar with the work 

performed by friendship centres throughout Saskatchewan. Mr. Lafontaine described the overall 

purpose of the Centre as helping to integrate aboriginal people from reserves into urban life. The 

Centre provides youth programs, cultural and recreational activities, family services and food to 

aboriginal people in the community. 

IS] The Centre also provides an alternative measures program that works with the justice 

system to find alternative methods of sentencing young offenders. Mr. Lafontaine was not aware of 

any other centre providing such service. The alternative measures program is run by Mr. Donison. 

The Department of Social Services and the Department of Justice provide funding to the Centre for 

the program. Mr. Donison maintains all the files of the program and is in charge of all aspects of the 

program including the hiring of outside contractors to perform some of the work. No other member 

of the Centre has access to Mr. Donison' s office or files. 

[6] Mr. Lafontaine indicated that NLS had contracts of employment with a number of 

employees who performed work at the Centre. The contracts set forth the job duties for each 

employee, the salary, outside activity, confidentiality, absenteeism and illness policy, termination 

and transfer provisions, layoff, policies, holidays and leaves of absence. The legal situs of the 

contract is agreed to be at Six Nations of the Grand River Nation. Benefits payable to employees 
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included only statutory benefits ofEI, CPP, WCB and vacation pay. It was understood that the main 

benefit of the relationship with NLS was to gain a tax free situs for the employment relationship by 

maintaining the head office of the NLS on a reserve. NLS is apparently involved in tax litigation 

with the Federal Government and each employee pays a percentage of salary to fund the tax case. 

[7] In cross-examination, Mr. Lafontaine acknowledged that the Centre has a Policy 

Manual that sets forth workplace policies for people who work at the Centre. 

[8} Mr. Donison testified for the Union. He has worked at the Centre since 1985 and 

currently IS the alternative measures co-ordinator. He testified that he was hired by the then 

executive director of the Centre and he reports to the current executive director. On occasion, he 

contracts out some of the work to other people. The bookkeeping for the program is carried out by 

the administrative staff of the Centre. The program is operated in a confidential manner as is 

required by the provisions of the Young Offenders Act. This limits the role of the executive director 

and other employees of the Centre in the office of Mr. Donison. Aside from the outside contractors, 

Mr. Donison does not supervise any staff. 

[9] The Union also called on Wendy Whitebear, program co-ordinator, who testified 

that NLS was used as a payroll service for the Centre so that aboriginal employees did not have to 

pay income tax. The payroll service sent a bill to the Centre to cover the costs of the payroll. Ms. 

Whitebear testified that she did not view NLS as her employer; rather, her employer was the Board 

of Directors of the Centre. She was hired by the executive director and terminated from her 

employment in June, 2000 by members of the Board of Directors. Ms. Whitebear's termination is 

the subject of another proceeding before this Board. On cross-examination, Ms. Whitebear 

acknowledged that she represented to Revenue Canada that NLS was her employer. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[10] This case raises issues relating to the statutory definition of "employer" and 

"employee." These definitions are set out in The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") 

as follows: 

2 In this Act: 

Arguments 

[11] 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
fimctions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(g) "employer" means: 

(iii) in respect of any employees of a contractor 
who supplies the services of the employees for or on 
behalf of a principal pursuant to the terms of any 
contract entered into by the contractor or principal, 
the contractor or principal as the board may in its 
discretion determine for the purposes of this Act. 

Mr. Johnson, counsel for the Union, argued that the real "employer" was the Centre, 

not NLS. The Union argued that the tax case involving NLS did not consider whether NLS was the 

"employer" in the sense that term is defined in the Act. The Union also argued that Mr. Donison was 

not a managerial employee. The Union pointed out that he did not perfom1 any managerial functions 
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involving firing or discipline of other employees. The only function he possessed was the power to 

contract out minor portions of the work. Counsel relied on the Board's decision in Saskatchewan 

Government and General Workers Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Commission, [1997] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, LRB File No. 037-95. 

[12J Mr. Clarke, counsel for the Centre, argued that the Union was asking the Board to 

ignore the evidence of the written contracts between the employees and NLS and to ignore the 

employees' voluntary election of NLS as their "employer." Counsel argued that their election was 

valid for income tax purposes and should not be interfered with by this Board. As a result, counsel 

argued that the seven employees were not employees of the Centre 

(13J With respect to Mr. Donison, the Centre argued that he was a managerial employee 

within the meaning of s. 2(f)(ii) as Mr. Donison is responsible for delivering the services of the 

program and is responsible for contracting out work to others. Counsel argued that Mr. Donison 

exercises the kind of independent decision-making that removes him from the definition of 

"employee" in the Act. The Centre referred the Board to Saskatchewan Union of Nurses v. 

Saskatchewan Association of Health Organizations and Prince Albert District Health Board, [1999] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 549, LRB File No. 078-97. 

Analysis 

[14] NLS is a contractor who supplies the services of employees for a principal pursuant 

to a contract. In these circumstances, the Board has a discretion under s. 2(g)(iii) to name either the 

contractor or the principal the "employer" for the purposes of the Act. The Board is primarily 

concerned with locating the responsibility for bargaining with the person or entity that controls the 

funds and has effective say over the terms and cDnditions of employment. In Saskatchewan Joint 

Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Saskatchewan Gaming Corporation and 

Marwest Food Systems Inc., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 523, LRB File No. 083-96, at 530 the Board 

summarized its approach to s. 2(g)(iii) in the following terms: 

In determining the criteria that should apply to a determination under s.2(g)(iii), we 
must be mindful that in designating a principal as the "employer", the Board is 
"separating the responsibility for bargaining collectively with respect to wages from 
the responsibility for paying them" (Cana Construction, supra, at 48). Before doing 
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so, the Board must be convinced that the separation of responsibility is based on a 
sound labour relations footing. In past decisions, the Board has been influenced by 
factors indicating that the principal dominates the financial affairs of the contractor 
to such an extent that the setting of wage rates and other working conditions does 
not affect the financial health of the contractor. For instance, in the Cana 
Construction case, supra, the Board held that "finding Pan-Western responsible for 
negotiating wage rates for carpenters on the YM. CA. project will not as a practical 
matter remove whatever control Buchner Construction Inc. may have over its own 
financial affairs". It seems to this Board that the designation of a principal as 
"employer" under s. 2(g)(iii) can be made where it will enhance the collective 
bargaining process by requiring the party effectively controlling the purse strings to 
sit at the bargaining table. In these circumstances, the ability of the union and the 
contractor to negotiate and conclude a collective agreement may be frustrated by the 
formal absence of the principal from the bargaining table. If the principal plays an 
invisible role at the table. in the sense that the contractor cannot conclude an 
agreement without consulting with and obtaining tacit approval of the agreement 
ji-om the principal, then the collective bargaining process is well served by requiring 
the principal to actually engage in formal collective' bargaining with the union. 
There are different types of relationships that may fall within the scope of this 
provision, including contractors who provide labour services on a cost plus basis. In 
may cases the principal will effectively determine the terms and conditions of work 
for employees, such as their hours of work, work assignments, and the like, as well 
as determining wages and the other costs. The provision, however, is not limited to 
the labour broker relationships. Each case requires an examination of a number of 
factors to ellsure that an assessment is made of the labour relations gains to be 
achieved by separating the responsibility for negotiating a collective agreement from 
the responsibility for paying wages. 

In our view, the Centre plays a key role in hiring and firing staff, determining 

salaries and benefits. NLS as a contractor would have little ability to negotiate these matters with the 

Union in the absence of the Centre. Collective bargaining is better facilitated by finding the Centre 

to be the "employer" within the meaning of s. 2(g)(iii) and requiring it to bargain collectively with 

the Union as the Centre has primary and effective control over the working lives of the employees in 

question. 

[16] The Act defines "employer" in a manner designed to facilitate effective collective 

bargaining relationships. It is not concerned with income tax or other similar issues although these 

factors may provide some indication of where the effective employment relationship lies. In this case, 

it is clear that the Centre is the controlling party in the contract of services and collective bargaining 

\vould not be effective without its participation. 
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[17] With respect to Mr. Donison, the Board must detem1ine if he is a managerial 

employee. In the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority case, supra, the Board discussed its 

approach to managerial status as follows at 854: 

[18J 

The job functions which the Board considers central to the finding of managerial status 
includes the power to discipline and discharge, the ability to influence labour 
relations, and to a lesser extent, the power to hire, promote and demote. Other job 
functions, such as directing the worliforce, training staff, assigning work, approving 
leaves, scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisory functions 
which do not, ill themselves, give rise to conflicts that would undermine the 
relationship between management and union by placing a person too closely identified 
with management in a bargaining unit. 

The evidence in this case indicates that Mr. Donison exercises a great deal of 

independent decision-making in his position. However, he does not hire, fire or discipline other 

employees. His involvement in the contracting out of Centre work may be viewed as being similar to 

the hiring process. In our view, it is an incidental part of his duties and does not involve the kind of 

labour relations conflict between job duties and membership in the bargaining unit that would cause the 

Board to exclude the position from the bargaining unit. As such, the Board finds that Mr. Donison is an 

employee within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i) of the Act. 

[19] The Board finds that the proposed bargaining unit is an appropriate bargaining unit; 

that the employer is the Qu' Appelle Valley Friendship Centre; and that the Union has filed evidence 

that a majority of employees in the proposed bargaining unit wish to be represented by the Union in 

collective bargaining. A certification Order will issue accordingly. 
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UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS, LOCAL 1400, Applicant v. PAUL 
LALOND ENTERPRISES LTD., ola ASHL Y CABINETS & WINDOWS 
(SASKA TOON), Respondent 

LRB File No. 123-00; October 4,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Ron Asher and Eruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Dawn McEride 
For the Respondent: Lawrence Zatlyn, Q.c. 

Employee - Managerial exclusion - Duties of shop foreman similar to those of 
supervisor with minor admonitory authority - Foreman has no significant 
authority to affect economic lives of other employees in unit - Board determim.;s 
that shop foreman is employee within meaning of s. 2(1) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(t), 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James SeibeI, Vice-Chairperson: United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 

1400 (the "Union") applied on April 20, 2000, to be designated as the certified bargaining agent for all 

employees of Paul Lalond Enterprises Ltd., operating as Ashly Cabinets and Windows (Saskatoon) (the 

"Employer") in Saskatoon, except the owners, assistant manager, clerical staff and sales staff. The 

Employer filed a reply and statement of employment declaring that there are seven employees in the 

proposed bargaining unit and claiming that one of them, James Coo]ey, whom it described as a 

foreman/window manufacturer, should be excluded from the proposed unit and for the purpose of 

determining the level of support for the application. 
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Evidence 

[2} The Union rested upon its application and the evidence of support filed with the Board. 

[3] John Giesbrecht, the Employer's president, testified that the Employer is in the 

business of window sales, manufacturing and installation, and cabinet sales and installation, from 

locations in Saskatoon and Prince Albert. Mr.Giesbrecht, who had previously been an employee of the 

company, and other investors, purchased the business from Paul Lalond and Julie Lalond in May, 1999. 

14] Mr. Giesbrecht explained that the company has two work divisions: a production unit 

and a sales, administration and accounting unit. He averred that there were seven employees in the 

proposed bargaining unit - essentially, the production unit - as at the date of the filing of the 

application. The production unit employees include James Cooley, whom Mr. Giesbrecht refelTed to as 

shop foreman/production manager, five manufacturing employees and one employee engaged in 

manufacturing and installation who may be assisted with installation by the others as required. Two 

employees started work a few weeks before the application was filed, and the other five employees 

have worked for the Employer (although some have endured periods of layoff) since before Mr. 

Giesbrecht and his partners purchased the company. 

[5J Mr. Giesbrecht testified that when he assumed control of the company he deterrnined 

that he required a shop 'foreman and he appointed James Cooley, who had worked for the previous 

owners, to the job. He said that an office was built for Mr. Cooley adjacent to the shop area with a 

telephone for ordering materials and a desk to perform clerical duties. According to Mr. Giesbrecht, the 

idea was to keep the salespersons from going back to the shop area and dealing directly with production 

employees. Mr. Cooley receives the orders from the salespersons, orders materials and schedules the 

production. 

[6] There are a number of discrete departments in the production area: frames, glass, 

screens, etc. Mr. Giesbrecht said Mr. Cooley oversees the production process of each order and ensures 

that the various departments work in synchrony, although he also works side by side with the 

production workers doing the same work; on any given day, he said, Mr. Cooley will spend between 

75% and 100% of his time engaged in hands-on production work. The installer is not directed by Mr. 
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Coo1ey, however, but by front office staff. Mr. Cooley's work day extends for a half hour after the 

other production employees have left work; he uses that time to perform clerical tasks and plan the next 

day's production. He is remunerated on an hourly wage basis and punches the time clock like the other 

employees. He is paid a dollar an hour more than the next highest paid production employee. 

[7] Mr. Giesbrecht said that although he himself negotiates the purchase price of most of 

the manufacturing components with suppliers, Mr. Coo1ey is responsible for monitoring inventory and 

orders the majority of the materials unless it is an unusually large order or a materials pricing or supply 
. . 
Issue anses. 

[8] According to Mr. Giesbrecht, Mr. Cooley schedules the production employees' coffee 

and lunch breaks and approves requests for casual time off. Employees who fall ill are to call and 

advise the front office. Vacation time for production employees is booked with either Mr. Giesbrecht 

or the bookkeeper, who then infol111s Mr. Cooley. 

19] Mr. Giesbrecht does the hiring of production employees, although, he said, on occasion 

he has had Mr. Cooley shortlist candidates by reviewing their resumes. When work is slow, he said he 

and Mr. Coo1ey jointly decide which employees to layoff; when recall is required, Mr. Giesbrecht asks 

Mr. Coo1ey for his opinion as to who should be brought back to work. Mr. Giesbrecht actually provides 

the employee with the notice of layoff. Similarly, although Mr. Giesbrecht is responsible for 

tel111inating production employees, he asks Mr. Cooley for his opinion. He said that Mr. Cooley is in 

the best position to know the production employees work performance because he, Mr. Giesbrecht, only 

spends perhaps one hour a day in the shop area. With respect to disciplining employees, Mr. Giesbrecht 

testified to the effect that Mr. Cooley "has all the authority he needs to do whatever he has to do." 

[10] Mr. Cooley does not have access to the Employer's financial records. He does not 

have a key to the Employer's premises. 

[11] Mr. Coo1ey was called to testify by the Union. He has been with the Employer for over 

four years. He confirmed that he oversees the production run, but has no written job description. He 

said he was made shop foreman when Mr. Giesbrecht took over because the previous owner himself 
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had worked in and run the shop, whereas Mr. Giesbrecht's expertise is in sales and administration. He 

confirmed that sorting out the work orders and scheduling the production work was new to him at the 

time. 

[12] Mr. Cooley's day starts with a check for rush orders. If necessary, he changes the 

departmental work orders that he laid out at the end of the day before. He testified that he rarely spends 

more than a half an hour a day on paperwork. He said that he spends the vast majority of his work day 

doing hands on production work like any other production employee, the main difference being that it is 

his decision as to what gets done by whom and when. According to Mr. Cooley, he does not direct or 

supervise the installer and only deals with him when he requires an assistant from the shop. He said the 

installer is paid the same wage as himself, but supplies his own tools and transportation. He said that he 

does not call for overtime work without Mr. Giesbrecht's authorization. 

(13] Mr. Cooley said that if an employee does not appear to be working out he advises Mr. 

Giesbrecht and leaves it to him to handle, although he has spoken to one employee about arriving late 

for work. He confinned Mr. Giesbrecht's description of the hiring, layoff, recall and termination 

processes. Mr. Cooley said that he has access to the invoices and packing slips for finished product, but 

not to the Employer's records generally or to the computer system. 

Argument 

(14] Mr. Zatlyn, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, asserted that Mr. Cooley is not an 

employee within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i)(A) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c.T-17 (the "Act"). 

He argued that he has substantial authority over the production process in directing the flow of work 

according to his own judgment and management style; he orders the production component materials 

and deals with the contingencies of supply; he has real input into the hiring and layoff processes; he is 

the highest paid employee in the production unit. 

115] Ms. McBride, counsel for the Union, argued that while Mr. Cooley has supervisory 

authority, it is not his primary responsibility to actually exercise authority and perform functions that 

are of a managerial character as required by the Act, and his duties do not create a conflict with the 

other employees in the bargaining unit. She opined that he has no real authority over hiring, discipline 
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and termination of employment. She pointed out that the amount of time that Mr. Cooley spends on his 

paper work relative to his time spent performing the same duties as the other production employees is 

small. 

Analysis and Decision 

[16] Central to the determination of whether an individual is an employee for the purposes 

of the Act or ought to be excluded on the basis that he or she primarily exercises managerial authority is 

the assessment of the evidence that would tend to indicate that they have, or would be likely to have, a 

contlict of interest in a labour relations sense with the other members of the proposed bargaining unit. 

In its recent decision in Canadian Union of Public Employees v. Duck Mountain Ambulance Care Ltd., 

[1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 697, LRB File No. 096-99, at 708-711, the Board reviewed the applicable criteria 

and underlying rationale in making this determination: 

[34J The Board has expressed this rationale in several fairly recent 
decisions, including RemaiInvestments.sum"a.at 337-38: 

The roots of the rationale lie in the right guaranteed under the Act 
for employees to join together to bring their collective power to bear 
011 the determination of their terms and conditions of employment. In 
the hierarchy of an organization, there are inevitably persons ·whose 
role in selecting, directing and evaluating the workj'orce has a 
significant impact on those terms and conditions of employment. 
Legislatures and labour relations boards have concluded that in the 
construction of collective bargaining relationships, the placing of 
such persons among the group of employees whose terms and 
conditions of employment are subject to collective bargaining would 
create a conflict of interest between their responsibility as a 
representative afthe elnplo}ler to assist in (lcter}}zining the shape anc[ 
jiiture of the employee group, and their interest as a member of that 
group in the exercise of collective influence. 

{35j The decision is an extremely important one, as stated in City of 
Regina v. Regina Professional Fire Fighters' Association, [1994} ]"" Quarter Sask. 
Labour Rep. 73, LRB File Nos. 255-93 & 268-93, at 76: 

... both from the point of view of the integrity of the bargaining 
relationship and from the point of view of the rights of individuals to 
engage in collective bargaining. 
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[36J Thefollowing statement by the Board in City of Re gin a v. Canadian 
Union of Public Employees and Regina Civic Middle Management Association, 
[I995} 3rtl Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 153, LRB File No. 268-94, at 158, and 
approved of in Remai Investments. supra, summarizes the issue and the overarching 
general consideration in determining the issue: 

At the heart of the decision the Board must make is the question 
whether in any particular case the duties which are attached to a 
position are of a kind and extent which would create an insoluble 
conflict between the responsibility which someone performing 
managerial functions owes to an employer, and the interests of that 
person and his or her colleagues as members of a bargaining unit. 
Because such a conflict is in many cases a matter of degree, it is 
impossible to state anyone test which can be used to determine 
whether a particular person falls on one side of the line or the other. 

[37J While no exhaustive list can be made of factors which may be 
relevant to the determination, the question is essentially a factual one: the Board 
examines the existence of managerial functions, and assesses the degree of 
independent decision making authority, the nature of the decisions made, and the 
extent to which the individual formulates and implements employer policy, 
administers the business and directs the workforce. See, Saskatchewan Union of 
Nurses v. Sisters of Charity of Montreal (Grey Nuns) operating St. Joseph 's Hosvital 
and Foyer d'Youville, [1985] April Sask. Labour Rep. 46, LRB File No. 378-84, at 
47. 

[38J In Westfair Foods Ltd., supra, at 71, the Board enumerated several 
of the more important functions which consistently haye been considered in making 
this determination. Reference should be made to the full case report for the 
complete discussion, but they are summarized as follows: 

a) The extent of the power to hire new employees; 

b) The extent of the power to discipline; 

c) The extent of the power to promote and demote; 

d) The extent of the authority to administer personnel policies 
(and the collective agreement and grievances, if 
applicable); 

e) The extent of the authority to evaluate employee 
performance; 

j) The extent of the power to direct the workforce, including 
such tasks as scheduling, authorization of overtime, 
approval of vacation and leaves of absence, etc. 

g) The nature and extent of the discretion to affect, and 
responsibility for, the overall performance of the work area 
or department. 

595 
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[39J Of course, these are only some of the factors that may pertain to a 
given situation and the list is not meant to be exhaustive; depending upon the 
circumstances of the individual case, certain jimctions may be more clearly defined 
and have more prominence than others. The tendency towards dogmatism must be 
resisted; each situation must be assessed according to its own facts. 

[40J As stated by the Board in Grain Services Union (ILWU Canadian 
Area) v. AgPro Grain Inc., [1995} r Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 243, LRE File No. 
257-94, at 246: 

It is often difficult to distinguish those configurations of these clues 
which indicate that a person has true managerial authority from those 
in which such authority is so attenuated or insignificant as not to 
justifj' exclusion Fom the bargaining unit. The Board must be 
cautious about accepting titles or vague attributions of managerial 
authority as a basisfor depriving employees of the opportunity to have 
their interests represented by a trade unioll. 

[41J However, the Board has accepted that certain of these jimctions, 
generaily, are more accurate and important indicia of managerial authority and 
status than are others. In a series of recent decisions delineating the boundary 
between so-called "middle management bargaining units" and the larger general 
bargaining unit, the Board has described the core criteria as being the extent to 
which a supervisOly position is in "conflict in a labour relations sense" with 
members of the bargaining unit, and whether the extent of any such conflict is 
sufficient to render the supervisor's position incompatible with membership in the 
unit. In Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Saskatchewan Liquor and 
Gaming Authority: Saskatchewan Liquor Store Managers' Association v. 
Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, [1997} Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, LRE File 
Nos. 037-95 & 349-96, at 854, the Board described a morefocussed approach to the 
issue than it had used in the past: 

The job functions which the Board considers central to the finding of 
managerial status includes the power to discipline and discharge, the 
ability to injluence labour relations, and to a lesser extent, the power 
to hire, promote and demote. Other job junctions, such as directing 
the workforce, training staff assigning work, approving leaves, 
scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisory 
jimctions which do 110t, in themselves, give rise to conflicts that would 
undermine the relationship between management and union by 
placing a person too closely identified with management in a 
bargaining unit. 
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[42J This approach has been used by the Board in many recent decisions 
including the following: 

ID City ofSaskatoon v. Canadian Union o,,(Public Emplovees. 
Local 59 and Saskatoon Civic Middle Management 
Association. [l998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 321, LRB File No. 232-
97; 

Citv ofSaskatoon v. Canadian Union of Public Emplovees. 
Local 59 and Amalgamated Transit Union. Local 615. 
[1998} Sask. L.R.B.R. 335, LRB File No. 244-97; 

Service Employees' International Union, Local 333 v. 
Congregation of Sisters of Notre Dame de Sion, [l998] 
Sask. L.R.B.R. 439, LRB File No. 288-97; 

Chaufjers. Teamsters and Helpers Union. Local 395 v. 
Rural Municipality of Lajord, No. 128, [1998} Sask. 
L.R.B.R. 181, LRB File No. 334-97; 

Canadian Union of Public Employees. Local 3364 v. 
MacKenzie Society Ventures Inc., [1998} Sask. L.R.B.R. 
387, LRB File No. 169-97; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board. Retail. Wholesale and 
Department Store Union v. Canadian Linen and UnifOrm 
Service Co., [1999} Sask. L.R.B.R. 173, LRB File No. 048-
99; 

The Newspaper Guild Canada/Communication Workers of 
America. CLC. AFL-CIo' IFJ v. Sterling Newspapers 
Group. A Division o"fHollinger Inc., [1999} Sask. L.R.B.R. 
5, LRB File No. 187-98. 
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[17] Having considered all of the evidence in the present case, we are of the opinion that 

Mr. Cooley does not have the primary responsibility to exercise authority and actually perform 

functions that are of a managerial character. The duties that he performs are similar in most respects to 

those of a working supervisor or foreman with, at best, a minor admonitory authority. He has no 

significant authority, either independently or jointly exercised, to affect the economic lives of the 

employees in the Employer's production department. At best, intermittently and unpredictably, he may 

be asked to offer an opinion as to the suitability or performance of individual employees in order that 

Mr. Giesbrecht may decide who is hired, laid off, recalled or terminated. His responsibility to schedule 

the flow of work and requisition ordinary amounts of materials, which takes from only a few minutes to 

a half an hour a day, is consistent with foreman or lead hand duties - without more it cannot be 

characterized as "functions of a managerial character" as contemplated by the Act. 
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[18] We have determined that Mr. Cooley is an employee within the meaning ofthe Act and 

is included in the proposed bargaining unit, which we find to be an appropriate unit. As the Union has 

filed evidence of majority support for the application among the employees in the proposed unit, an 

order will be issued accordingly. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4377, Applicant and BOARD 
OF EDUCATION OF THE PRAIRIE VIEW SCHOOL DIVISION NO. 74 OF 
SASKATCHEWAN, Respondent 

LRB File No. 173-00; October 10,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Judy Bell and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Harold Johnson 
For the Respondent: Bonnie Ozimy 

Certification - Appropriate bargaining unit - Only issue before Board is 
whether employees should be described as contractors in bargaining unit 
description in certification Order - Board declines to describe common law 
nature of relationship in certification Order. 

The Trade Ullion Act, ss. 2(t), 2(g), Sea), 5(b) and 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 4377 

(the "Union") applied. to be certified for "all caretakers, custodians, janitors and janitorial 

contractors" employed by the Board of Education of the Prairie View School Division No. 74 of 

Saskatchewan (the "Employer") on June 22, 2000. In its reply, the Employer indicated that it has 

contracts of services with janitorial contractors and does not employ caretakers, custodians or 

janitors. In the statement of employment, the Employer listed the names of nine janitoriaI 

contractors. 

[2] A hearing was held in Regina on September 19, 2000 at which time the Union 

applied to amend its application to remove the words "janitorial contractor" in the bargaining unit 

description. The Employer opposed the amendment. 
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[3] The Employer did not dispute that the nine persons identified by itin its statement of 

employment as j anitorial contractors were "employees" within the meaning of s. 2( f)( i.l) of The 

Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). The Employer also did not dispute the 

appropriateness of the proposed bargaining unit. At issue was the description of the occupation of 

the persons proposed to be included in the bargaining unit. The Employer sought to describe those 

employees as "janitorial contractors" to make it clear that the employees in question currently are 

engaged under contract as self-employed janitorial contractors. The Union opposed this description 

and maintained that, once certified, there was "no room left for private contract" in the words of the 

Supreme Court of Canada in McGavin Toastmaster Lld. v. Ainscough, [1976] 1 S.C.R. 718 (S.c.c.). 

Analysis and Decision 

[4] When considering a certification application, the Board is assigned the task under ss. 

Sea) and (b) of the Act of determining two essential questions: (1) is the proposed unit appropriate for 

collective bargaining; (2) does the Union represent a majority of the employees in the proposed 

bargaining unit? Subsidiary issues arise with respect to the determination of who are the 

"employees" in question and who is the "employer". These questions must be answered by reference 

to the definition sections contained in s. 2 of the Act. Section 2(f) defines the term "employee" as 

follows: 

2 In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(I) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(B) a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 
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(i. 1) a person engaged by another person to 
perform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the 
contract between them can be the subject of 
collective bargaining; 

(ii) Repealed. 

(hi) any person designated by the board as an 
employee jar the purposes of this Act 
notwithstanding that for the purpose of 
determining whether or not the person to 
whom he provides his services is vicariously 
liable jar his acts or omissions he may be 
held to be an independent contractor; and 
includes a person on strike or locked out in a 
current labour-management dispute who has 
not secured permanent employment 
elsewhere, and any person dismissed Fom his 
employment whose dismissal is the subject of 
any proceedings before the board; 
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[5] Similarly, s. 2(g) defines the term "employer" for the purposes of the Act as follows: 

(g) "employer" means: 

(i) an employer who employs three or more 
employees; 

(ii) an employer who employs less than three 
employees if at least one of the employees is 
a member of a trade union that includes 
among its membership employees of more 
than one employer; 

(iii) in respect of any employees of a contractor 
who supplies the services of the employees 
for or on behalf of a principal pursuant to the 
terms of any contract entered into by the 
contractor or principal, the contractor or 
principal as the board may in its discretion 
determine for the purposes of this Act; 

and includes Her Majesty in the right of the Province of Saskatchewan 
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[6] There is no dispute in the present case that the persons identified by the Employer in 

the statement of employment are "employees" as that term is defined in the Act. In addition, there is 

no dispute that the bargaining unit proposed by the Union is an "appropriate bargaining unit" as that 

term is defined by the Act. The Board then must decide, based on the evidence of membership 

support filed by the Union, if a majority of employees wish to be represented by the Union. In this 

case, the evidence demonstrates majority support. A certification Order may then be issued. 

[7] The only dispute concerns the exact wording of the certification Order. Should the 

janitorial employees be described as "caretakers, custodians and janitors" as proposed by the Union 

or as "janitorial contractors" as proposed by the Employer. The Employer was of the view that the 

contractual nature of the relationship between it and the janitorial contractors would continue in its 

cuuent legal form once certification issued. In our view, this is a matter that is subject to collective 

bargaining between the Employer and the Union. Once the certification Order issues, the Employer 

is obligated to bargain all the terms and conditions of the relationship between it and the janitorial 

employees with the Union. Whether or not this relationship retains its cuuent form is a matter for 

negotiation. 

[8] We do not think that it serves any useful labour relations purpose to describe the 

common law nature of the relationship in the certification Order. Generally, the Board refers to the 

occupational titles of the employees and does not include in the certification Order any indication of 

the common law nature of their employment. The parties are aware of the current terms and 

conditions of employment and the certification Order will make them aware of their obligation to 

bargain with respect to those terms and conditions. It does not, however, oblige them to retain the 

cuuent terms or to replicate the common law nature of the current relationship in the collective 

agreement. These are matters that must be determined in the ordinary course of collective 

bargaining. 

[9] As a result, the Board will issue a certification Order to the Union for "all janitors 

employed by the Board of Education of the Prairie View School Division No. 74 of Saskatchewan." 
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SASKATCHEWAN GOVERNMENT AND GENERAL EMPLOYEES' UNION, 
Applicant and KEEWATIN YATHE DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD and ST. JOSEPH'S 
HOSPITAL (ILE-A-LA CROSSE), Respondents 

LRBFile No. 108-98; October 12,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Brenda Cuthbert and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Rick Engel 
For the Respondents: Bonnie Reid 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Managerial exclusion - Regional 
home care managers have authority to hire, discipline and fire bargaininr unit 
members - Board provisionally excludes regional home care managers from 
bargaining unit pnrsuant to s. 2(t) of The Trade Union Act. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 2(t). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1} Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Board issued an interim Order on February 3, 2000 

assigning bargaining rights for the health services provider bargaining unit in the Keewatin YatM 

Health District (the "Health District") to Saskatchewan Government and General Employees' Union 

(the "Union" or "SGEU"), with certain managerial exceptions and certain positions remaining in 

dispute. A further hearing was convened on May 3, 2000 to determine the disputed positions, at 

which time the parties advised the Board that only one position remained in dispute, that of regional 

home care manager. The parties agreed that they would present the Board with a final draft Order 

outlining their agreement on the remaining disputed positions once this decision was rendered. 
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Facts 

[2] The Health District was established by Order-in-Council on May 6, 1997. It covers 

some 130,000 square miles on the west side of the northern half of the province, including the 

communities of Ile-a-la-Crosse, Buffalo Narrows, La Loche, Beauval, Green Lake, Turnor Lake and 

Jans Bay and the First Nations' communities of English River First Nation and Canoe Lake First 

Nation. The Board of the Health District was appointed by the Minister of Health on August 21, 

1997. Prior to the creation of the Health District, health services were provided through the Northern 

Health Services Branch of Saskatchewan Health. 

[3] The services provided in the Health District include acute care, home care, addiction 

services, primary and public health care, dental care, sexual health care and mental health services. 

[4] Until July 1, 1999, home care services were provided throughout the region by 

community based home care organizations established in each community. Effective July 1, 1999, 

home care services at Buffalo Narrows, Beauval, Ile-a-la-Crosse, La Loche, Wasawa, Green Lake 

and Turnor Lake amalgamated with the Health Board by Orders of the Minister of Health. All of the 

home care employees were represented by the Union at the time of amalgamation except Wasawa 

and La Loche. Upon amalgamation, they became subject to The Health Labour Relations 

Reorganization (Commissioner) Regulations, R.R.S. c. H-O.03 Reg. 1 (the "HLRR Regulations"). 

[5] Home care services are now divided into two areas - a northern region with offices 

at Buffalo Narrows and a southern region with offices at Beauval. There are two regional home care 

managers who are responsible for the overall service in their region. There are also home care 

managers at the major communities of La Loche, Turnor Lake, Ile-a-la-Crosse and Green Lake. All 

four home care managers are in-scope of the Union's certification Order. 

[6] The regional home care managers provide patient care within their OVvTI centre - i.e. 

Buffalo Narrows and Beauval - in the same manner as they performed under the community based 

organizations before the creation of the health district. 
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[7] Although the duties of the regional home care managers are not yet finalized in a 

written job description, in addition to general home care manager duties, they also perform hiring, 

evaluation and discipline functions relating to the staff in their regions. The staff include both 

registered nurses in the nursing bargaining unit assigned to the Saskatchewan Union of Nurses 

("SUN") under the HLRR Regulations and to home care staff, which consist of homemakers, 

licensed practical nurses, maintenance staff and home care managers. The regional managers will be 

responsible for implementing the SGEU and SUN collective bargaining agreements. 

[8] Glenda Montgrand and Linda Maurice, the two regional home care managers, 

testified as to their actual exercise of managerial powers. Both had occasion to discipline and 

terminate staff since the inception of the new model of home care. Both relied on the human 

resources branch of the District and their boss, the Assistant Director of Health, for guidance and 

advice in handling personnel issues. However, they testified that they had the final authority to make 

the decision to terminate. 

[9] In addition, regional managers perform payroll functions for the staff in their region. 

They approve leaves of absence, arrange holiday schedules and attend to assignments of work. 

They are responsible for developing the budgets for their areas and can allocate funds within their 

regIOns. 

[10] The regional managers are also responsible for the overall development of home care 

in their regions. They work closely with other health care institutions to determine the need for new 

programs. They also work closely with the home care managers in their region to determine and 

develop program needs. 

[11J The regional managers report to the Assistant Director of Health. They attend 

regular management meetings, especially budgetary meetings. They work with the Assistant 

Director to find training opportunities for their staff. 
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Relevant statutory provisions 

[12] "Employee" is defined in The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), as 

follows in s. 2(f)(i): 

2 In this Act: 

Arguments 

[13] 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(A) a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 

(E a person who is regularly 
acting in a confidential capacity with 
respect to the industrial relations of 
his or her employer. 

(t.]) a person engaged by another person to 
perform services if, in the opinion of the 
board, the relationship between those 
persons is such that the terms of the contract 
between them can be the subject of collective 
bargaining. 

Ms. Reid, counsel for the Respondents, argued that the regional home care managers 

perform work that places them in a conflict of interest with members of both the SUN and the SGEU 

bargaining units. In particular, counsel noted the supervisory and discipline functions performed by 

the regional managers. Counsel also noted that regional managers are responsible for two bargaining 

units - the nursing bargaining unit and the health services provider bargaining unit. They would be 

responsible in the future for the implementation of both collective agreements. Counsel pointed out 

that if the regional managers were assigned to the SGEU bargaining unit, this may affect their ability 

to properly supervise the work of SUN members and may predispose them to favour SGEU members 

over SUN members in some decision making such as staffing decisions. 
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[14] Mr. Engel, counsel for SGEU, argued that the labour relations in this sector is in a 

state of flux. Counsel noted that the persons performing the regional manager positions were 

formerly in the SGEU bargaining unit and were not excluded under the managerial tests. Counsel 

argued that the managerial duties performed by the regional managers were incidental to their main 

functions and did not occupy a great deal of time. The Union also pointed out that the two dismissal 

decisions were made in conjunction with the Assistant Manager and the human resources department 

of the Health District. They were also obvious dismissal cases and did not require a lot of 

managerial expertise or discretion. The Union's overall argument was that the regional managers 

perform a supervisory, not a managerial, function in the home care sector. 

[15] The Union also complained that the Health District had altered the work of home 

care personnel without negotiating the changes with the Union. Counsel noted that the home care 

employees, including the two persons occupying the regional home care manager positions, were all 

included in SGEU prior to the creation of the Health District and the amalgamation of the 

community based home care organizations into the Health District. Under the HLRR Regulations, 

persons who were formerly out of scope were to remain out of scope and vice versa. Counsel argued 

that it was a violation of s. 11 (1 )(m) of the Act for the Health District to alter the jobs in question and 

to move them out of scope. 

[16] With respect to this latter point, counsel for the Health District argued that it had no 

union to bargain with once an application was made to the Board for a determination of which union 

represented the health services provider bargaining unit. The Health District noted that it followed 

the procedure for dealing with new positions by having the matter determined by the Board at the 

first opportunity, which was the occasion of this Order. 
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Analysis and Decision 

[17] The Board set out the criteria for determining if a position is managerial in character 

in Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. SaskatcJwwan Liquor and Gaming Authority, 

[1997] Sask. L.R.B. R. 836, LRB File No. 349-96 at 853 as follows: 

[18] 

The job jill1ctiolls which the Board considers central to the finding of managerial status 
includes the power to discipline and discharge, the ability to influence labour 
relations, and to a lesser extent, the p01ver to hire, promote and demote. Other job 
fimctions, such as directing the workforce, training staff, assigning work, approving 
leaves. scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisory fimctions 
vv/zich do not, in themselves, give rise to conflicts that would undermine the 
relationship between management and union by placing a person too closely ident~fied 
with management in a bargaining unit. 

In the present case, there is evidence that the regional home care managers have 

carried out duties of a managerial nature, i.e. hiring, discipline and firing. They also perform other 

supervisory functions. Although the work place is newly organized and the position of regional 

home care manager is new, it is sufficiently "managerial" in nature to justify its exclusion from the 

bargaining unit on the grounds that the functions performed by the regional home care managers 

place them in a conflict of interest with membership in either bargaining unit that they are assigned 

to supervise. 

!19] However, as pointed out by counsel for SGEU, the position is still new and the 

serVlce IS 111 a state of flux. Generally, when a new position is presented to the Board for a 

determination of its managerial status, the Board makes a provisional Order under ss. 5(m) and 5.2. 

provisional Order allows the parties to evaluate the position for a period of one year following the 

of the Order. At that either party can refer the matter back to the Board for a final 

detemlination once the on-going functions of the position are cleariy defined and some actual 

has been established. 
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[20] We think it is appropriate m these circumstances to lssue a provisional Order 

excluding the position from the health services provider bargaining unit on a provisional basis for 

one year, at which time either party can apply to the Board for a final determination, or failing which 

the Order becomes a final Order. A provisional Order will be issued by the Board once the parties 

have forwarded a draft Order outlining their agreements on the remaining disputed positions. 

[21] We would add that we are not persuaded by the Union's argument that the positions 

in question were improperly created by the Health District. This has been a protracted case due to 

the complexities of determining the representation issue in the new health care structures, the need 

for a vote and the need for further hearing on the scope issue. However, it was the first opportunity 

available to the Health District to ask the Board to determine if the newly created position of regional 

home care manager was in or out of scope. In our view, the Health District followed the procedure 

set down by the Board for determining the issue. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 4347, Applicant v. 
ASSOCIATE MEDICAL CLINIC, Respondent 

LRB File No. 056-00; October 13,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Brenda Cuthbert and Bruce McDonald 

For the Applicant: Colleen Leier 
For the Respondent: Martel Popescul, Q.c. 

Certification - Appropriate bargaining unit - Community of interest -
Maintenance person's terms and conditions of employment and basis for 
remuneration significantly distance him from community of interest of balance 
of employees - Board excludes maintenance person from bargaining unit. 

Certification - Membership - Improper organizing tactics - No credible 
evidence led of improper conduct by union during organizing drive and 
evidence of majority support filed - Board declines to order vote. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[ll James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Canadian Union of Public Ernployees (the 

filed an application on February 25, to be designated as the bargaining agent for a 

unit all employees, business manager, assistant manager, head nurse, lab 

director and medical doctors, of Associate (the "Employer") at Prince Albert, 

[2] The Union estimated there were 34 in the proposed bargaining unit. The 

on March 14, 2000, denied there were 34 reply to the application filed on behalf the 

employees in the proposed unit; the statement of employment accompanying the reply lIsted 29 

employees, including six employees with ,..p.cnp", to whom it was alleged they acted regularly in a 

confidential capacity in respect of the relations of the Employer. Among the exclusions 

claimed by the were Lopinski, and maintenance person, 
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Paul BzdeL An amended reply and supplementary statement of employment faxed to the Board on 

April 19, 2000, alleged there were 39 employees in the proposed unit and sought only to exclude 

Mariann Lopinski and Paul Bzde1. The amended reply further requested that a vote be ordered by 

the Board with respect to the representation issue, because of alleged impropriety by the Union 

during the organizing campaign. The reply declared that the material facts that were intended to be 

relied upon in support of the allegations were as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

[3] 

Coercion of employees during the organizing drive; 

Material representations during the organizing drive concerning 
gains to wages and benefits which would be guaranteed through 
certification; 

The trade union failed to take reasonable steps to ensure the 
employees comprehended the significance of signing cards in 
support of a union; 

Persons other than employees within the meaning of The Trade 
Union Act were involved in the determination of union support. 

On April 20, 2000, a facsimile was received by the Board, purporting to be from a 

number of employees of the Employer, requesting that a vote be conducted on the basis that the 

signatories were concerned that not all employees were invited to an organizational meeting held by 

the Union and that some employees received short notice of the meeting. The facsimile made neither 

mention of nor allusion to any of the alleged improprieties enumerated by the Employer in its 

amended reply, and no employees advised the Board that they desired to intervene in the application 

or make oral representations to the Board with respect to that or any other issue. At the conclusion 

of the Employer's case, counsel for the Employer, Mr. Popescul, Q.c., requested that the hearing be 

adjourned and the employees who signed the facsimile be invited to attend and make oral 

representations to the Board. The request was not granted. 

[4J At the hearing before the Board on April 24, 2000, the Union did not dispute the 

accuracy of the supplementary statement of employment, and the parties agreed to the exclusions 

from the proposed bargaining unit claimed by the Union in its application and to the additional 

exclusion of Mariann Lopinski; however, issue was joined with respect to the exclusion of Paul 

Bzdel. With respect to Mr. Bzdel, the Employer contended that it only occupied a portion of the 
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building in which its business is situated, but that Mr. Bzdel performed maintenance functions for the 

entire building and did not have a sufficient community of interest with the other employees in the 

proposed unit. 

Evidence 

[5] The Union rested upon its application and the evidence of support therefor filed with 

the Board. 

[6] The Board allowed the Employer's request to amend its reply, but before hearing the 

evidence adduced on behalf of the Employer, consonant with the opinion expressed by then 

Chairperson Ball in Hotel Employees & Restaurant Employees Union, Local 767 v. Chi Chi's 

Restaurant Enterprises Ltd., [1986] June Sask. Labour Rep.31, LRB File No. 035-86, at 34, the 

Board advised counsel for the Employer that he would not be allowed to call employees who were 

within the proposed bargaining unit description as the Employer's own witnesses to testify with 

respect to the allegations made by the Employer of impropriety by the Union during the organizing 

drive, unless a sufficient basis could be established for doing so. 

[7] Two witnesses, head nurse, Dory Russell, and business manager, Garry Peters, were 

called to testify on behalf of the Employer. 

[8] Ms. Russell has been head nurse at the Employer's clinic for about 25 years. The 

Union and the Employer agreed that she was out of scope of the proposed bargaining unit. Ms. 

Russell described her work duties generally as to assist physicians as other staff members did, but 

also to perform tasks that required a registered nurse qualification and to supervise other staff. 

Describing herself as an "employee confidante," she said she also acted as a resource person for staff 

members and that they would often come to her with personnel and personal issues regarding 

relations within the clinic. A significant amount of Ms. Russell's testimony was hearsay, as the 

summary which follows indicates, but counsel for the Employer was afforded a wide degree of 

latitude as there was no objection from counsel for the Union. 
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[9J Ms. Russell said that although no employees came to see her for reasons related to 

the Union's organizing drive before the present application was filed, she said several did so 

afterwards. On February 29,2000, an employee, Celine Mauvieux, came to see her and broke down 

crying saying that she was sorry she had become involved in supporting the Union's organization in 

the workplace. According to Ms. Russell, while she fonned the opinion that Ms. Mauvieux felt she 

had been under some "pressure," she did not obtain the impression that Ms. Mauvieux had been 

coerced into performing the action for which she now expressed apparent regret. 

[10] Sometime later, in March, 2000, a long-time switchboard operator at the clinic, 

Margaret Payne, resigned, for the reason, according to Ms. Russell, that her feelings were hurt 

because she had not been invited to Union organizational meetings and felt she could not work for 

the Employer any longer. 

[11} Ms. Russell said further that another employee telephoned her at about this time and 

advised her that Union organizers had told employees that nurses at a unionized clinic in Prince 

Albert were earning a certain wage; however, Ms. Russell confirmed that the employee did not say 

that Union organizers had promised such wage rates for the Employer's employees. 

[121 Ms. Russell testified that on March 10, 2000, a receptionist asked to be rescheduled 

so as to work for a different physician. Ms. Russell acceded to the request, but when informed of the 

new physician for whom she would be working, the employee expressed an unwillingness to work 

for that physician either. Ms. Russell said that when she advised the employee that she would have 

to work for the second physician if she wanted to work, the employee told Ms. Russell to call the 

Union representative about the matter. Ms. Russell testified that she considered the employee's 

behaviour to be "inappropriate." 

[13] Ms. Russell testified that on another occasion after the present application had been 

filed, she had granted a request by an employee for a day off, but when Ms. Russell subsequently 

determined that she in fact needed the employee to work and so advised her, the employee said she 

had already made her other plans. Nonetheless, the employee, apparently somewhat sleep deprived, 

reported for work, but went home ill part way through the day. 
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[14] Ms. Russell intimated that the latter two incidents outlined above were indicative 

that punctuality and general employee conduct were not as disciplined after the filing of the 

application for certification as they had been before. 

[15] Garry Peters is the Employer's business manager. He said the Employer is a 

partnership. He testified that the Employer's clinic occupies the fourth and part of the second floors 

of a four-storey building. Other service businesses, such as an optometrist, an optician, a dental lab, 

and some dentists and other doctors, occupy the rest of the building. The building is owned by 

shareholders, some of whom are partners in the Employer. 

[16] Mr. Peters explained that Paul Bzdel, who holds a fireman's certification, performs 

janitorial and maintenance services for the entire building on a salaried basis, and has a separate 

contract for garbage haulage and disposal for the building. In addition, Mr. Bzdel is paid separately 

by the Employer on a contract basis to perform miscellaneous deliveries as and when required. Mr. 

Peters estimated that Mr. Bzdel spent perhaps 25% of an 80-hour work week performing janitorial 

functions in relation to the space occupied by the Employer, and 75% of his time performing 

building maintenance functions for the building as a whole and janitorial functions in relation to the 

balance of the building. 

[17] Mr. Peters said that he understood the Union had earlier elected a local executive 

and a bargaining committee, and that this had caused him some confusion at the time as to whether a 

certification order had already been obtained. 

Argument 

[18] On behalf of the Employer, Mr. Popescul acknowledged the Board's policy of 

accepting support card evidence on applications for certification, but said that a vote should be 

ordered in the present case because the evidence and the facsimile of April 24, 2000, referred to, 

supra, raised an issue that there had been significant misrepresentations made during the organizing 

drive that "put a bJack cloud over the process" at the Board. 
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[19} Counsel asserted that the incidents regarding Ms. Mauvieux and Ms. Payne are 

evidence of intimidation by Union organizers, and that the deterioration in the punctuality and 

attitude of some employees testified to by Ms. Russell could have been because they were told 

untruths by Union organizers. 

[20] With respect to the status of Mr. Bzdel, Mr. Popescul argued that he works only a 

small amount of his total salaried time in relation to the Employer and does not have a sufficient 

community of interest with the Employer's administrative, clerical and medical service staff such 

that it would be appropriate to include him in the bargaining unit. Mr. Popescul also argued that in 

the event the employees in a bargaining unit including Mr. Bzdel were to strike, the other tenants of 

the building would be left without building boiler and mechanical maintenance services. 

[21} On behalf of the Union, Ms. Leier argued that Mr. Bzdel had working conditions and 

benefits similar to the Employer's other employees and his job functions were meshed with theirs. 

She said that there was no evidence that he should be excluded on the basis of the exceptions 

enumerated in s. 2(£) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17. 

[221 With respect to the request for a vote on the representation issue, Ms. Leier asserted 

there was no evidence of any of the alleged objectionable conduct as declared in the Employer's 

reply or of any impropriety whatsoever in the organizational drive. She said that the Union's alleged 

failure to contact all employees during the drive to gamer support or to include all employees in the 

organizational meetings or processes does not constitute evidence of coercion, interference or 

impropriety. 

Analysis and Decision 

[23} We have determined that it is not appropriate to include Mr. Bzdel within the 

boundaries of the proposed bargaining unit. There is cogent evidence that the terms and conditions 

of his employment as particularly illustrated by the nature of the functions he performs, the 

conditions under which he performs those functions, and the basis upon which he is remunerated, 

significantly distance him from the specific community of interest of the balance of the employees in 

the proposed unit. Mr. Bzdel performs work of a wholly different kind under wholly different 
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physical conditions in a different emotional environment and is remunerated on a significantly 

different basis. He is both an employee and a contractual entrepreneur. He is a salaried employee of 

an entity other than the Employer, the building owners, and he contracts with both the Employer and 

that other entity. Other than the time he spends actually cleaning or maintaining the Employer's 

discrete premises it is not possible to define when he is performing duties in relation to the Employer 

or for the building owners and other tenants. 

[24] The Union has filed evidence of majority support for the proposed unit (not 

including Mr. Bzdel). With respect to the request for a vote on the representation issue, we wish to 

make it crystal clear that there is absolutely no credible evidence whatsoever of impropriety or 

improper conduct by the Union or its representatives or organizers during the organizing drive. 

There is no obligation in law for the Union to contact all employees in a proposed bargaining unit or 

to include all employees in its organizational meetings. There is no evidence whatsoever of any 

interference by the Union with the free choice of employees to sign or not sign a card for application 

for membership in the Union or to obtain information related to that choice. There has been no 

application alleging unfair labour practice by the Union. No employee has complained to the Board 

about matters that might constitute an unfair labour practice or impropriety by the Union during the 

organizing activities. The time and manner in which the Union selects its officers and bargaining 

representatives is within the purview of its constitutional processes and is not our concern on this 

application and is certainly of no concern to the Employer at any time. 

[25] An Order for certification will issue accordingly. 
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CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 3990, Applicant and CORE 
COl\1MUNITY GROUP INC., Respondent 

LRB File No. 015-00; October 25,2000 

Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Ken Hutchinson and Gloria Cymbalisty 

For the Applicant: Harold Johnson 
For the Respondent: Daniel Tapp and David Barth 

Employee - Managerial exclusion - Board reviews factors to consider in 
determining if person has actual authority to perform managerial functions -
Board concludes that commnnity development worker and office administrator 
are employees within meaning of The Trade Union Act. 

Employee - Confidential personnel - Board states policy for exclusion of 
employees acting in confidential capacity with respect to employer's labour 
relations - Board concludes that community development worker and office 
administrator would not regularly act in confidential capacity with respect to 
employer's labour relations. 

Employer - Status - Employer of less than three employees - Evidence that 
employees are union members tendered by union - Union represents employees 
of more than one employer - Board concludes that employer is "employer" 
within meaning of s. leg) of Tlte Trade Union Act. 

Remedy - Monetary loss - Award - Employer seeks costs on solicitor/client 
basis - Board declines to award monetary loss as no finding of a violation of The 
Trade Unioll Act, Regulations or a decision of Board. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 2(f), 2(g), Sea), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(g). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[I} Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 3990 

(the "Union") applied to be certified for a bargaining unit composed of "all employees of the Core 

Community Group Inc., in the City of Regina." In its application, the Union estimated that there 

were two employees in the bargaining unit at the time the application was filed. The application was 

filed with the Board on January 17,2000. 
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[2] Core Community Group Inc. (the "Employer") replied to the application on January 

28, 2000 and indicated that it had no employees on the date of the application for certification. It 

claimed that the two employees hired in May, 1999 were managerial employees and were dismissed 

for just cause on January 18,2000. 

[3] The Board conducted hearings into this matter on April10, 2000. Subsequently, the 

Board asked the parties to address the issue of whether the Employer was an "employer" within the 

meaning of s. 2(g) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") when it employed only 

two employees. The Board convened a hearing on September 28, 2000 to hear this aspect of the 

application. Mr. Barth appeared on this occasion for the Employer. The Board extended invitations 

to the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour and the Saskatchewan Chamber of Commerce to intervene 

on this issue. Mr. McLeod appeared for the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour. No one appeared 

for the Chamber of Commerce but it did forward the Board a letter indicating that it did not desire 

any change in Board policy on the interpretation of the employer definition contained in the Act. 

Facts 

[4] The Employer is a non-profit community association representing the Core area in 

Regina. It is run by a volunteer board of directors who are elected by its membership. In May, 1999, 

the Employer hired Bob Bjerke and Tady Clarke for a six month term to replace a permanent staff 

member who was on a leave of absence. Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke are married. Mr. Bjerke was hired 

as a community development worker on a 75% basis and Ms. Clarke was hired as an office 

administrator on a 50% basis. It was understood that job functions would be interchangeable between 

them. The contract of employment between the Employer and Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke was 

extended verbally. 

[5] The job description for the community development worker position indicated that 

the incumbent is responsible for initiating community development for the Core area, performing 

day-to-day operations with minimal supervision, and facilitating Board-directed activities. The 

specific job tasks set out in the job description indicate that the community development worker will: 

(1) serve as a program administrator for ongoing and new projects, as directed by the Board; (2) 

participate on various organized bodies associated with community development as a representative 
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of the Board, unless representation is provided hy a Board member; (3) liaise and network with like

minded organizations and inruviduals working toward similar goals; (4) research, develop and 

propose innovative initiatives in the areas of community development; (5) explore and pursue 

additional funding sources through research and grant applications; (6) attend meetings ofthe Board 

sub-committees when requested to do so; (7) respect the confidentiality aspect of all Board goings

on; and (8) work alongside the Board as a team member moving toward an improved inner city. 

[6] Brian Runge, interim Vice President, testified that the job description did not 

accurately set out the duties of the position. He indicated that the duties listed were only a small part 

of the duties of the community development worker. He noted that the Board meets only once a 

month and the community development worker looks after the business of the Employer. 

[7] Mr. Runge testified that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke reported to a staffing committee 

consisting of himself, and board members, Bonnie Morton, President, and John Marley. The staffing 

committee established the employment contract for Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke and met with them 

regularly to discuss their duties. Mr. Runge testified that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke were 

responsible for the hiring, supervision, discipline and evaluation of staff, which included a festival 

co-ordinator and a drama producer. Mr. Runge indicated that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke negotiated 

an employment contract with the festival co-ordinator and the funding agency. In relation to the 

drama producer, Mr. Runge testified that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke supervised her work, gave her 

directions and reprimands as required. Mr. Runge referred the Board to notes made by Mr. Bjerke 

and Ms. Clarke in personal joumals kept for work purposes that included references to meetings with 

the festival co-ordinator and the drama producer. 

[8] Mr. Runge also testified that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke had overall responsibility 

for the financial matters of the Employer. Ms. Clarke was responsible for keeping the books of the 

Employer and for carrying out all related financial duties. Both employees were authorized to use a 

charge card to purchase office supplies up to a fifty dollar limit. Neither had signing authority on the 

Employer's accounts. Mr. Runge indicated that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke were authorized to enter 

into contracts on behalf of the Employer and he referred to an agreement to have a local organization 

perform maintenance work in the Art Park on behalf of the Employer. 
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[9] Mr. Runge also referred to the relationship between Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke with 

the New Visions Worker(s) Co-operative, Common Weal, and a community member who offered to 

write a newsletter for the Employer. In his view, Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke were responsible for 

supervising these positions. 

[10] Mr. Runge also indicated that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke had access to confidential 

information of the Employer. He pointed out that they were responsible for co-ordinating a retreat 

for the Board of Directors and that they had access to the computer password for the accounting 

program. 

[11] Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke testified for the Union. They indicated that Ms. Morton 

hired the festival co-ordinator and determined the terms of her employment contract. Mr. Bjerke 

discussed the funding of the position with the funding agency and had some discussion with Ms. 

Morton about the wages to be paid to the festival co-ordinator. Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke testified 

that they tried to assist the festival co-ordinator by holding weekly meetings and providing her with 

practical assistance and direction. When they began to have concerns about the performance of the 

festival co-ordinator, they brought them to the attention of the staffing committee. 

[12] In relation to the drama producer, Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke testified that they 

played a minor role in assisting her with the office equipment. According to Ms. Clarke, they did not 

supervise the drama producer. 

[13] The Common Weal program provides an artist in residence to the community, who 

used space at the Employer's centre. No reporting relationship existed between the artist m 

residence and Mr. Bjerke or Ms. Clarke. Common Weal is a separate community organization. 

[14] Similarly, Mr. Bjerke's and Ms.Clarke's relationship with the New Visions 

Worker(s) Co-operative was related to community development functions. They provided assistance 

to the co-operative but did not play a supervisory role in its operation. 

[15] Ms. Clarke also indicated that the contract between Atoskata and the Employer for 

the maintenance of the Art Park was entered into before Mr. Bjerke and herself were employed. 
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[16J In relation to the newsletter, Ms. Clarke testified that the community member who 

agreed to write the newsletter was doing so on a volunteer basis. She did not have an employment 

relationship with the Employer. 

[17] Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke were not of the view that they could hire, discipline or 

fire any employee of the Employer. They understood that employment matters were determined by 

the staffing committee of the Board of Directors. 

[18] Don Moran, national service representative for Canadian Union of Public Employees 

("CUPE"), testified that the Union is a composite local composed of employees of the Al Ritchie 

Community Association, the University of Regina Women's Centre and the Employer. Currently, 

the Union negotiates separate agreements for employees at the Al Ritchie Community Association 

and the University of Regina Women's Centre. The addition of the Employer's employees simply 

means that the Union will negotiate three agreements within the structure of one local. 

[19] Mr. Moran also filed CUPE's constitution and pointed out to the Board that under 

Article 3.11, the constitution permits CUPE to accept employees directly into membership for the 

purpose of organizing. Mr. Moran testified that when employees of the Employer signed the 

application for membership it was also signed by him accepting the employees into membership in 

CUPE under Article 3.11. Membership is granted to the employees to CUPE directly and the matter 

of assignment of their bargaining unit to the local occurs after the certification Order is granted. The 

Union would have a say in the inclusion of this bargaining unit into its structure. 

[20] The application for membership cards, which are used by CUPE as evidence of 

employee support in this and other applications, read as follows: 

I, the undersigned: 

a. Apply for membership in the above Union and 
agree to abide by its constitution and by-laws; 

b. Hereby tender $ __ as payment of the initiation 
fee and ----- as dues for the month of my 
acceptance as a member; 

c. Authorize the Union to be my exclusive bargaining 
agent. 

Signed: __________ _ 
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On behalf of the above-mentioned Union, 1 hereby accept this application 
and acknowledge receipt of $ __ as payment of the initiation fee and first 
monthly dues. 

Signed: on behalf of the Union 
Date: 

[21] The reverse side of the card contains the printed name of the employee, the address of 

the employee, the occupation of the employee and the name and address of the Employer. 

[22] All aspects of the cards were completed. In regards to the initiation and first months 

dues provisions, the cards indicated that no funds were received from the employees. Mr. Moran 

testified that initiation fees are required to be collected from employees in some provinces but no such 

fees are required to be collected in Saskatchewan. 

[23] Mr. Moran gave other examples of composite locals in CUPE where one local 

represents the employees of more than one employer. In these situations, CUPE negotiates a 

separate agreement for each employer but employees meet as a group. Mr. Moran had no concerns 

about the viability of negotiating a collective agreement for the employees of the Employer through 

the mechanism of the Union. Mr. Moran also pointed out that the Employer had indicated in its first 

reply to the Union's application that it had no objections to the application for certification. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[24] 

2 

"Employee" is defined in s. 2(£) of the Act in the following tenus: 

In this Act: 

(f) "employee" means: 

(i) a person in the employ of an employer 
except: 

(AJ a person whose primary 
responsibility is to actually exercise 
authority and actually perform 
functions that are of a managerial 
character, or 
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[25] 

(B) a person who is regularly acting in a 
confidential capacity with respect to the 
industrial relations of his or her employer. 

(i. J) a person engaged by another person to pelform 
services if, in the opinion of the board, the 
relationship between those persons is such that the 
terms of the contract between them can be the subject 
of collective bargaining. 

(it) Repealed. 

(iit) any person designated by the board as an employee 
for the pUlposes of this Act notwithstanding that for 
the purpose of determining whether or not the person 
to whom he provides his services is vicariously liable 
for his acts or omissions he may be held to be an 
independent contractor; and includes a person on 
strike or locked out in a current labour-management 
dispute who has not secured permanent employment 
elsewhere, and any person dismissed from his 
employment whose dismissal is the subject of any 
proceedings before the board; 

"Employer" is defined in the Act as follows: 

(g) "employer" means: 

(i) an employer who employs three or more employees; 

(ii) an employer who employs less than three employees 
if at least one of the employees is a member of a trade 
union that includes among its membership employees 
of more than one employer; 

(iii) in respect of any employees of a contractor who 
supplies the services of the employees for or on behalf 
of a principal pursuant to the terms of any contract 
entered into by the contractor or principal, the 
contractor or principal as the board may in its 
discretion determine for the purposes of this Act; 

and includes Her Majesty in the right of the Province of Saskatchewan 

623 
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Arguments 

[26] Mr. Tapp, counsel for the Employer, argued that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke were the 

"de facto and legal managers" of the Employer. He noted that there were no other employees who 

could perform managerial functions for the Employer. The employees were in a position of trust and 

most managerial functions were delegated to them. Counsel noted that the Employer is a small non

profit corporation which relies heavily on its paid staff. 

[27] Mr. Tapp argued that Mr. Runge's evidence indicated that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. 

Clarke interviewed, hired and had authority to fire the festival co-ordinator. Counsel pointed out 

several excerpts from the journals kept by Ms. Clarke and Mr. Bjerke that indicated that some 

disciplinary action was being contemplated in relation to the festival co-ordinator. 

[28J Counsel also asserted that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke could enter into contracts on 

the Employer's behalf, including employment contracts. Counsel argued that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. 

Clarke had access to confidential personnel files and financial infom1ation, and he noted that they 

attended the Board of Director meetings. 

[29] The Employer relied on Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union v. Canadian Linen, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 173, LRB File No. 048-99. 

[30] Mr. Johnson, counsel for the Union, argued that the roles played by Mr. Bjerke and 

Ms. Clarke were not managerial. Management of the staff fell to the staffing committee. Counsel 

noted that an assessment of "managerial status" must be made in a labour relations sense. The two 

employees had no one to "manage" at the time the application was made. The Union noted that the 

Employer's witness confim1ed that the staffing committee was preparing an employee policy that 

would apply to all employees of the Employer. 

[31] The Union relied on Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Saskatchewan 

Liquor and Gaming Corporation, [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 836, LRB File Nos. 037-95 & 349-96. 
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[32] In relation to the issue of whether the Employer is an "employer" within the meaning 

of s. 2(g) of the Act, Mr. Johnson argued that the Union represents employees of more than one 

employer. In addition, he argued that the membership cards in question indicated that employees 

who sign the cards are accepted into membership if the Union representative completes the bottom 

portion of the card indicating such acceptance. According to the Union, the requirement set out in s. 

2(g)(ii) of the Act is for organizing employers who employ less than three employees. 

[33] Mr. McLeod, on behalf of the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour, noted that the 

language of ss. 2(g)(i) and (ii) of the Act has been in existence since the passage of the first Trade 

Union Act in 1944 although there is little case law to guide its meaning. Applying the statutory 

purpose test set out in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. 

Pepsi-Cola Canada Beverages (West) Ltd., [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 696, LRB File No. 166-97, Mr. 

Mc Le od argued that the overall purpose of the Act is to allow employees the right to acquire trade 

union representation and any interpretation of s. 2(g) of the Act should be consistent with this overall 

purpose. 

[34] Second, counsel argued that the Board should interpret "union member" to refer to a 

person who has applied for membership in a trade union. Counsel drew a distinction between a 

person who signs a support card, indicating that they wish to be represented in collective bargaining 

by a trade union, and an employee who signs a membership card, applying for membership in the 

trade union and, at the same time, indicating his or her support for the trade union. Both types of 

cards are acceptable as evidence of support before the Board. The membership card, however, is 

required to be signed by employees who also wish to join the trade union. Mr. McLeod argued that 

when membership cards are filed with the Board as evidence of employee support for the trade 

union, the membership does not need to be perfected in order that employees can be considered 

"members" of a trade union. Counsel argued that it is implausible to apply a "perfected 

membership" rule even in the construction industry. According to Mr. McLeod, the key concern is 

whether the Union is prepared to give membership to a particular applicant for membership. 

Counsel noted that in dealing with other sections of the Act, such as the union security provisions 

contained in s. 36 of the Act, the Board has not been concerned with the internal workings of the 

Union to detennine if a member has been accepted into a trade union. The key factor has always 
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been whether the member signed an application for membership. If so, they are required to maintain 

membership in the union after the union invokes the union security clause contained in s. 36(1) of the 

Act. 

[35] With respect to the intent of s. 2(g) of the Act, Mr. McLeod put forth the theory that 

the framers of the legislation were concerned that a union has the capacity to represent such a small 

unit of employees. If a union represents employees employed by other employers, there is some 

indication of its viability. The alternative would pern1it the certification of an in-house union, which 

would lack the resources and strength to adequately represent the employees. Mr. McLeod argued 

that there is no evidence that such a bargaining arrangement is ineffective or inefficient. 

[36] Mr. Barth, counsel for the Employer, argued that if the wording of the statute is 

clear, then there is no need to look to further. The plain meaning should be applied. In this case, 

counsel argued that s. 2(g)(ii) of the Act required one of the employees to be a member of a trade 

union. Such membership exists only in the construction industry where union members retain their 

membership as they move from job to job working for different employers. The Employer is not in 

the construction business, and on this theory, s. 2(g)(ii) of the Act would not apply. 

[37] Counsel also argued that there was no evidence of membership in the trade union. 

The Board did explain that membership is treated as a confidential matter on certification 

applications and is only available for review by the Board. In any event, Mr. Barth argued that 

membership in the Union was not perfected because no initiation fees had been collected by the 

Union. 

[38] On October 4, 2000, with leave of the Board which was granted at the conclusion of 

the hearing on September 28, 2000, the Employer filed further written arguments which repeated the 

arguments made at the hearing and requested the Board to order the Union to pay the legal fees 

incurred by the Employer on this application. Counsel argued that the Union put the Employer to 

unnecessary expenses as it was clear that the Employer is not an employer and not subject to the Act. 

Counsel filed legal bills indicating that the Employer had been billed in excess of $7,000. 
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[39} Mr. Barth filed further arguments on October 11, 2000 in which he asserted the 

right to call further supplementary arguments once the transcript of the hearing has been received. 

The Board was not asked for leave to file further arguments and advised counsel for the Employer 

that additional materials would not be received by the Board. 

[40J Mr. Tapp, counsel for the Employer, filed further written arguments on October 13, 

2000 in which he argued that the Act did not apply to the Employer because at the time of the first 

hearing, the Employer employed no employees. Counsel argued that the relevant time for 

determining the number of employees in the bargaining unit is the date of the first hearing. Further 

argument was filed by Mr. Tapp on October 13,2000 arguing that the failure of the Union to call Ms. 

Clarke and Mr. Bjerke to testify as to their membership in the Union was fatal to the Union's 

application on the question of establishing that the Employer is an "employer." Mr. Tapp also 

argued that the Union's failure to produce documentary evidence of the memberships of Ms. Clarke 

and Mr. Bjerke was fatal to its application. The Employer drew a distinction between documentary 

or other evidence of support for the certification Order (which is protected by s. 40 of the Act) and 

evidence of membership in the Union. 

Analysis 

[41] In this case, the Employer asserts that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke are not 

"employees" within the meaning of s. 2(±) of the Act. In making this assessment, the Board must 

determine if the person's "primary responsibility is to actually exercise authority and actually 

perform functions that are of a managerial character" or if the person "regularly acts in a confidential 

capacity with respect to the industrial relations of his or her employer." Both aspects of the 

managerial exclusion are claimed in this instance by the Employer and must be determined by the 

Board in light of the evidence heard. 

[42] In Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority, supra, the Board set out the factors 

it would consider in determining if a person has actual authority to perform managerial functions. 

The Board held, at 853: 

The job functions which the Board considers central to the finding of managerial 
status include the power to discipline and discharge, the ability to influence labour 
relations, and to a lesser extent, the power to hire, promote and demote. Other job 
functions, such as directing the workforce, training staff, assigning work, approving 
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leaves, scheduling of work and the like are more indicative of supervisory functions 
which do not, in themselves, give rise to conflicts that would undermine the 
relationship between management and union by placing a person too closely 
identified with management in a bargaining unit. 

In this case, the Employer's witness, Mr. Runge, asserted that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. 

Clarke exercised the power to hire, discipline, fire and supervise employees of the Employer. 

However, Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke carefully went through the relationships which they had with 

each person or association mentioned by Mr. Runge in support of his evidence and refuted Mr. 

Runge's assertions. Specifically, Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke indicated that the President hired the 

festival co-ordinator and detennined her terms and conditions of employment. Mr. Bjerke and Ms. 

Clarke met with the festival co-ordinator on a regular basis and tried to provide her with practical 

assistance and support in canying out her work. When they perceived that the work was not 

proceeding as well as it could, they refened it to the staffing committee. The drama producer was 

not hired or supervised by Mr. Bjerke or Ms. Runge. The remaining relationships did not involve 

employment relationships between the Employer and the groups or individuals mentioned. For 

instance, the newsletter project involved a volunteer; the construction co-operative can best be 

described as a client group of the Employer and involved Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke in community 

development tasks, not managerial tasks. 

[44] In relation to the issue of discipline, the Employer argued that the personal journals 

of Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke indicate that they were intending to deal with the festival co-ordinator 

in a disciplinary fashion. The evidence indicates that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke kept personal 

journals as their own records of events and planning for work and that they did not intend such 

journals to be used for other purposes. In their evidence, Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke explained the 

entries that had been relied on by the Employer to suggest that such authority did rest in their hands. 

We accept the evidence of Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke in relation to the significance of the journal 

entries and find that they do not support the conclusion that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke exercised 

disciplinary authority over the festival co-ordinator. 

[45] Overall, in relation to the actual perfonnance of managerial functions, we prefer the 

evidence of Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke over the evidence of Mr. Runge. Mr. Runge was not 

involved in the hiring anangements concerning the festival co-ordinator whereas Mr. Bjerke and Ms. 

Clarke were directly involved in those anangements and spoke with direct knowledge with respect to 
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the hiring process. On this aspect of the managerial test, we find that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke did 

not perfolm managerial functions of a nature that would require them to be excluded from a 

bargaining unit. At most, they performed supervisory functions while the actual managerial 

functions were perfom1ed by the Board of Directors. 

[46] The Employer also asserted that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke acted in a confidential 

capacity that would require their exclusion under s. 2(f)(i)(B) of the Act. We note that the exclusion 

requires the person to regularly act in a confidential capacity "with respect to the industrial relations" 

of the Employer. The Board stated the policy behind the exclusion of employees who act in a 

confidential capacity with respect to their employer's labour relations in Canadian Union of Public 

Employees, Local 882 v. City of Prince Albert, [1996J Sask. L.R.B.R. 680, LRB File No. 385-80 as 

follows, at 683: 

[47] 

The exclusion }vhich is contemplated in s. 2(j)(i) of the Act is aimed at preventing 
any conflict of interest which might arise for an employee who regularly processes 
or handles information of a sensitive nature which is connected with the industrial 
relations of the employer. 

Generally, the exclusion relates to technical and clerical positions which provide 

support for industrial relations activities. 

[48] The structure of the Employer is somewhat unusual in that it relies on two 

employees to perform the day-to-day office administration and the community development work of 

the Employer. At the same time, the Board of Directors plays a significant role in the management 

of the Employer and has not, in our view, delegated the managerial functions to the community 

development worker or the office administrator. The two employees do have some access to 

confidential labour relations information but, overall, that access is limited to relatively minor 

manners relating to the wages of temporary employees. We do not conclude on the evidence that 

they would regularly act in a confidential capacity with respect to the labour relations of the 

Employer. 
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[49] With respect to the status of the Employer as an "employer" within the definition of 

the Act, the Board is required to interpret and apply s. 2(g)(ii) of the Act - whether the Employer is 

"an employer who employees less than three employees if at least one of the employees is a member 

of a trade union that includes among its membership employees of more than one employer." There 

are a number of factual issues that we will address before reviewing the interpretative issues arising 

under s. 2(g)(ii) of the Act. 

[50] First, the date for determining all matters under a certification Order is the date the 

application was filed with the Board, not the date of hearing. This policy is outlined in s. 10 of the 

Act and has been consistently applied as the date on which determinations of support are calculated 

both in applications for certification and applications for rescission. This longstanding policy will 

not be altered on this application. 

[51J In addition, employees who are tenninated from their employment and whose 

terminations are the subject matter of applications before the Board remain "employees" within the 

meaning of s. 2(f)(iii) of the Act as set out above. Both Ms. Clarke and Mr. Bjerke fall within this 

category, their terminations being the subject of an application in LRB File No. 017-00 to 022-00. 

The application for certification was filed with the Board on January 17, 2000; Ms. Clarke and Mr. 

Bjerke had their employment terminated on January 18, 2000. The evidence establishes therefore 

that the Employer did employ two persons on the date the application for certification was filed with 

the Board. 

[52) The next factual issue raised the question of whether there is evidence that Ms. 

Clarke or Mr. Bjerke are members of the Union. The Union filed membership cards in the form set 

out above as evidence of support for its application for certification. The Board treats support 

evidence as confidential and will not disclose the evidence to any party even when it can be 

presumed from the facts or evidence of the case that the employee supported the Union. No 

employee can be compelled by a party or the Board to testify as to whether or not they support the 

Union. The privilege rests with the employee, not with the Union: see Saskatchewan Joint Board, 

Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Remai Investments Corporation (Imperial 400 

Motel- Swift Current), [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 303, LRB File Nos. 014-97 & 019-97. Nevertheless, 

the material filed with the Board is evidence of union membership, as is the testimony of Mr. Moran. 

It would seem to the Board that the best evidence of union membership comes from a representative 
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such as Mr. Moran, who testified that CUPE accepted employees of the Employer into membership 

when he signed the application for membership cards that were filed with the Board. Trade unions 

are voluntary, unincorporated associations and the niceties of their constitutions and internal 

workings do not greatly concern the Board. The key factor is whether CUPE considers the 

employees in question to be members in accordance with the ordinary and usual practices of CUPE. 

This fact was clearly established by Mr. Moran in evidence. The testimony of Ms. Clarke and Mr. 

Bjerke was not necessary to establish the point of membership. 

[53] The third factual issue is whether the Union represents employees of more than one 

employer. We take notice of the numerous certification orders issued to CUPE by this Board in 

Saskatchewan and can conclude from those orders that CUPE represents the employees of more than 

one employer. Mr. Moran testified that the Union to which the Employer's employees are assigned 

is a composite local. This evidence also establishes the multi-employer nature of the Union. 

[54] It is our view that the Union has made out its case under s. 2(g)(ii) of the Act. The 

limitation contained in the definition of "employer" is, in our view, intended to prevent the 

organization of one or two person workplaces into in-house unions or associations that would lack 

the necessary resources to function effectively as collective bargaining agents. This hurdle is 

overcome if the employees become members of a larger union which represents the employees of 

more than one employer. A similar view of the requirements of s. 2(g) of the Act was set out in 

Saskatchewan Government Employees' Union v. Immigrant Women of Saskatchewan, [1994] 2nd 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 125, LRB File No. 049-94 where the Board concluded: 

It is our view that Section 2(g) does not preclude the granting of an application on 
behalf of the employees in this case. Given the view that we take of the identity of the 
employer in this instance, that employer wouldfall within Section 2(g)(i). In any event, 
this is a case in which the Union which has filed the application meets the criteria set 
out in Section 2(g)(ii); these criteria seem to be aimed at ensuring that a viable and 
stable bargaining relationship will be possible in a bargaining unit which includes less 
than three employees, by requiring that the trade union involved represent other 
employees than those covered by the resulting certification Order. 
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[55] For these reasons, the Board finds that Mr. Bjerke and Ms. Clarke are employees 

within the meaning of s. 2(f)(i) of the Act. The proposed bargaining unit is appropriate. The Union 

has filed majority support. The Employer is an "employer" as that term is defined in s. 2(g)(ii) of the 

Act. As a result, a certification Order will issue. 

[561 The Board would address the request made by counsel for the Employer for the 

payment of legal costs incUlTed by his client on a solicitor-client basis, a sum that exceeded $7000. 

The Board notes that the Employer initially took the position that it had no employees in the 

bargaining unit, but that it did not oppose union certification. Because of the factual dispute over the 

status of the two persons, Ms. Clarke and Mr. Bjerke, the Board was required to hold a hearing to 

determine (l) were they employed at the time of certification, and (2) were they managerial 

employees and excluded from collective bargaining. The Employer did not raise the issue of 

whether it was an "employer" within the meaning of s. 2(g) of the Act and this issue was raised by 

the Board on the Board's own motion. The Employer then took the position, contrary to its earlier 

position, that no certification Order could be issued because it was not an "employer" within the 

meaning of s. 2(g) of the Act. It is on this basis that the Employer claims a right to recoup the legal 

costs it incurred in attending two days of hearings. In our view, the results of this case do not justify 

the making of this very unusual Order. Even if the Board had ruled in favour of the Employer, the 

award of legal costs as damages under s. 5(g) of the Act would not be available as the dismissal of a 

certification application does not constitute a finding that there has been a "violation of the Act, 

Regulations or a decision of the Board." Such a finding is necessary prior to the Board issuing an 

Order for payment of monetary loss. Damages in the form of legal costs are simply not available in 

these circumstances. For similar reasons, the Union is not granted its costs for successfully bringing 

the application, and no such costs were sought. 
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COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA, 
Applicant v. ARCH TRANSCO LTD., Respondent 

LRB File No. 060-00; October 27,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Donna Ottenson and Judy Bell 

For the Applicant: Douglas Kovatch 
For the Respondent: Noel Sandomirsky, Q.C. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Fragmentation - Board 
discusses policy of preferring larger more-inclusive bargaining units to smaller 
less-inclusive bargaining units and of avoiding fragmentation of employees in 
workplace - Board certifies all employee unit. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Promotion of 
industrial stability is overarching factor in considering shape of bargaining unit 
on initial certification. 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Community of interest - Issue 
is not whether community of interest exists but whether sufficient community of 
interest exists to make resulting unit viable for collective bargaining purposes -
Board finds sufficient community of interest among employees in proposed 
bargainiug unit. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. Sea), S(b) and S(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[11 James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Communications, Energy and Paperworkers 

Union of Canada (the "Union") applied to be designated as the certified bargaining agent for a unit 

of employees of Arch Transco Ltd. (the "Employer"). The Employer operates a taxi cab service 

under the name "Regina Cabs," and three retail gas bars, one of which is located at the head office of 

the taxi operation. The bargaining unit proposed by the Union comprises all clerical, secretarial, 

maintenance, cashier, telephone operator and dispatcher employees, but does not include taxi drivers 

or managers. 
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[2] The reply filed by the Employer asserted that the proposed bargaining unit was not 

appropriate for the purpose of collective bargaining. The Employer alleged that the taxi and retail 

gas bar divisions are unrelated business operations and the respective employees in the two divisions 

do not share a sufficient community of interest to allow for effective collective bargaining. The 

Employer sought to exclude the retail gas bar employees from the proposed bargaining unit, 

describing the remaining employees as those in its taxi division with the exception of taxi drivers. 

The Union estimated there were 23 employees in the proposed bargaining unit on the date of filing 

the application. The statement of employment filed by the Employer listed 27 employees, eight are 

classified as gas bar attendants and 19 are classified as dispatchers, telephone operators, cashiers, 

office staff or maintenance personnel. 

Evidence 

[3] The Union rested upon its application and evidence of support filed with the Board. 

[4] Barry Archibald, President, testified on behalf of the Employer. The Employer is a 

closely held corporation, the shareholders being Archibald family members. It has operated a taxi 

business and a retail gas bar since its inception in 1970. As at the date of the present application, 

February 29, 2000, the Employer's business premises include the taxi office, an adjoining gas bar 

and coin-operated carwash located on Saskatchewan Drive in Regina (the "taxi gas bar"). Also 

owned by the Employer are two satellite self-serve gas bars, one located on Halifax Street and the 

other at the comer of Elphinstone Street and Saskatchewan Drive, a short distance from the taxi gas 

bar (the "satellite gas bars"). The main office building houses the Employer's offices, the taxi 

dispatch office and the telephone operator and cashier area for the taxi gas bar. The taxi gas bar is 

open 24 hours a day, but the satellite gas bars are only open approximately 14 hours a day. The gas 

bars are not affiliated with any petroleum company. 

[5] According to Mr. Archibald, the taxi vehicles are owned by individual taxicab 

license holders who contract with the Employer - referred to in the industry as a "broker" - for a flat 

fee to provide certain services, including access to the Employer's trade accounts, dispatch services, 

and accounting. The Employer does not have an interest in any taxicabs or taxi licenses; it does pay 

fees to the City of Regina for taxi-stand access. 
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[6] All employees in the proposed bargaining unit are paid an hourly wage. The 

telephone operators that take the calls for taxi service from the public usually double as cashiers at 

the taxi gas bar. Not every telephone operator is a cashier, but every cashier is a telephone operator. 

As a cashier, they monitor the gas pumps and receive payment; as a telephone operator, they 

accurately record the customer information, prioritize the calls and pass them through to the 

dispatcher located adjacent. 

[7] According to Mr. Archibald, many of the Employer's eight dispatchers are former 

taxi drivers and some still drive to some extent. Their job is to dispatch and keep track of the 

taxicabs. They must have a good knowledge of Regina. They also have a more sensitive function in 

that they must foster a perception among the drivers that they are fair in their dispatching. 

[8] Office clerical staff work weekdays. The maintenance personnel perform repairs, 

maintenance, lot sweeping and odd jobs. They work a day shift, but may also work on weekends. 

[9] Mr. Archibald described the primary duties of the attendants at the satellite gas bars. 

They are to control the activity at the pumps by means of an electronic console, sell motor oil and 

sundry products and collect payment. To that extent, the job is identical to that of the duties of the 

telephone operator/cashiers at the taxi gas bar. The balance of an attendant's duties involves 

recording the console totals, reconciling the cash balance with that of the previous shift, counting the 

cigarette inventory, cleaning the parking lot, and performing minor repairs. At the start of their shift, 

the attendants contact the dispatcher to let them know they are there. If there are problems requiring 

maintenance they call the office. At the end of the shift they prepare the cash receipts and deliver 

them to the taxi office accompanied by security personnel. 

[10] Although Mr. Archibald maintained that there was little movement between the gas 

bar attendant and telephone operator positions, he admitted that at least one telephone operator also 

works as an attendant. 

[11] Mr. Archibald maintained that for a number of years he has considered closing the 

retail gas bars. Price wars and market conditions periodically led him to ponder the idea. He said he 

might possibly close the gas bars within six weeks of the hearing. 
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[12] Myles Home was called to testify on behalf of the Union. Mr. Home, a student, had 

worked part-time for the Employer for nine months, first as an attendant at the satellite gas bars, and 

later as a telephone operator/cashier at the taxi gas bar, until he was asked to be a maintenance 

person. As a maintenance person at the Halifax Street satellite gas bar, he said he cleaned the 

premises, sanded the lot in winter and moved tools to and from other locations. He said the 

maintenance person at the taxi gas bar performed the tank dip duties, whereas the attendants at the 

satellite gas bars did this. He said he was paid the same wage in each position. 

Arguments 

[13] Mr. Sandomirsky, Q.C., counsel for the Employer, argued that the real issue in this 

case was whether the proposed unit was an appropriate unit. He argued that the employees should be 

organized in two bargaining units, one for the employees at the taxi gas bar and one for the 

employees at the satellite gas bars. Mr. Sandomirsky asserted that the employees in the two groups 

did not share a sufficient community of interest and their aspirations and requirements for collective 

bargaining were too dissimilar. 

[14] Mr. Kovatch, counsel for the Union, argued that the apparent business separation of the 

satellite gas bars was merely an administrative division. He said that none of the jobs were skilled, 

employee training is short and employees easily move from one position to another. He suggested that 

to organize the employees into more than one unit would significantly decrease their bargaining power. 

Analysis and Decision 

[15] The Union has filed evidence of majority support for the proposed bargaining unit. 

The Issue IS simply whether the proposed unit is appropriate for the purposes of collective 

bargaining. Pursuant to s. Sea) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c.T-I7, the Board has exclusive 

jurisdiction to determine the issue. 
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[16] It is a long-standing general policy of the Board to prefer larger more-inclusive 

bargaining units to smaller less-inclusive units. Fragmentation of the employees in a workplace may 

tend to foster unstable industrial relations. However, a bargaining unit must be an appropriate - if 

not the most appropriate - unit before the Board will grant certification. The Board has an extensive 

body of jurisprudence that addresses the appropriateness issue. Some of the relevant factors to be 

considered were summarized in Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees, Local 767 v. Courtyard 

Inns Ltd., [1988] Winter Sask. Labour Rep. 51, LRB File No. 116-88, at 51: 

[17] 

... the Board considers a number offactors, including whether the proposed unit would 
be viable, whether it would contribute to industrial stability, whether groups of 
employees have a particular community of interest, whether the proposed unit would 
interfere with lateral mobility among employees, historical patterns of organization in 
the particular industry, and other concerns of the employees, the union and the 
employer. 

Promotion of industrial stability is the overarching factor in considering the shape of a 

bargaining unit on an initial, as opposed to a second or subsequent certification. The design of the 

bargaining unit must ensure the viability of collective bargaining: see, Saskatoon Civic Middle 

Management Association v. City of Saskatoon and Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 59, 

[1998) Sask. L.R.B.R. 341, LRB File Nos. 354-97 & 010-98, at 348-49. 

[18] The concept of community of interest among employees is a tool that can be used to 

assess the viability of a proposed bargaining unit. In Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild Local 87 v. 

Harlequin Entelprises Ltd., [1987] OLRB Rep. Feb. 226, the Ontario Labour Relations Board described 

this relationship, at 232: 

The question is not "is there a community of interest amongst the employees for whom 
a union seeks certification?" but "is there a suffiCient community of interest amongst 
those employees for whom certification is sought that the resulting unit is viable for 
collective bargaining purposes? H. The Board, in effect, assesses whether the 
bargaining unit sought is viable and viability reflects a sufficient community of interest 
nexus amongst the employees to sustain collective bargaining. Thus, community of 
interest is not an independent, mechanical exercise but, rather, goes to the issue of 
viability. 
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[19] In the present case, we are of the OpInIOn that the proposed bargaining unit is 

appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining. The employees in the unit have a sufficient 

community of interest and the unit is viable. There is significant lateral movement between positions 

and locations. Splitting the employees into two units (leaving aside that there would remain a third 

unorganized group - the taxi drivers) would tend to impair the bargaining strength and viability of the 

unit. 

[20] Accordingly, an Order for certification will issue for the following bargaining unit: "all 

employees employed by Arch Transco Ltd., in Regina, Saskatchewan, except taxi drivers, managers 

and employees above the rank of manager." 
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GERALD KELLN, Applicant v. UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS, 
LOCAL 319w and COCA-COLA BOTTLING LTD., Respondents 

LRB File No. 078-00; October 30, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Donna Ottenson and Don Bell 

For the Applicant: Gerald Kel1n 
For the Union: Drew Plaxton 
For the Employer: Kevin Wilson 

Duty of fair representation - Arbitrary conduct - Board concludes that short 
notice of arbitration hearing dates, failure of union representative to review 
material prior to meeting with grievor where union lawyer had reviewed 
material, failure to hire private investigator to investigate case and short time 
frame for making decision about settlement proposal not arbitrary conduct -
Board dismisses application. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 25.1. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Gerald Kelln filed an application under s. 25.1 of The 

Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), which alleged that the United Food and 

Commercial Workers, Local 319w (the "Union") failed to represent him fairly in the handling of his 

discharge grievance. In its reply the Union denied violating the duty of fair representation. Coca

Cola Bottling Ltd. (the "Employer") attended the hearing and participated in the proceedings. 

Facts 

[2] Mr. Kelln worked as a driver for the Employer for 16 years. When Mr. KeIln was 

fired on August 13, 1999 for theft, he approached Rick Erhardt, Union President, for assistance. Mr. 

Erhardt prepared the grievance form and advised Mr. Kelln that he would be informed of the hearing 

date of the arbitration. The grievance was signed on August 18, 1999 and forwarded to the Employer 

for a reply. The Employer denied the grievance on August 23, 1999. The matter then proceeded to 

the selection of an arbitration board. 
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[3] Mr. Kelln became concerned with the delay in proceeding with the arbitration. He 

hired Mr. Noble as his lawyer to send a letter to the Union. As a result of this intervention, at the 

beginning of February Mr. Kelln learned that the hearing was scheduled for February 15 and 16, 

2000. The Union was aware of the date in early December, 1999 but had failed to inform Mr. Kelln. 

[4J Mr. Kelln pressed the Union to meet with him to discuss the grievance and to plan 

the evidence that he wanted to present at the arbitration. He was concerned that there would be 

insufficient time to investigate matters pertaining to alternative theories of how the money came to 

be missing from his deposit bags. Eventually, Mr. Kelln met with the Union and its lawyer, Mr. 

Plaxton, in Saskatoon on February 7, 2000. Mr. Kelln complained that Don Logan was not familiar 

with the case and had not read the materials on Mr. Kelln's grievance file. He did acknowledge that 

Mr. Plaxton had read and reviewed the materials. 

[5} After some discussion, Mr. Plaxton and Mr. Logan determined that the Employer's 

case against Mr. Kelln was very strong. They advised Mr. Kelln that settlement was the best option 

and proceeded to negotiate a settlement with the Employer. The terms of the settlement included the 

withdrawal of the discharge grievance, removal of the discharge from the employment record of Mr. 

Kelln and its substitution with a retirement, and no repayment of the missing funds. 

[61 Mr. Kelln complained that the Union did not investigate alternative theories of how 

the money in question went missing, except to ask who had access to the area in question and to 

confinn that these persons had accounted for their whereabouts in relation to the theft. Mr. Kel1n felt 

that the Union should have hired a private investigator to check into the matter. 

[7} According to Mr. Kelln, Mr. Logan gave him the weekend before the hearing to 

decide if he would accept the settlement. Mr. Kel1n felt pressured by Mr. Logan into accepting the 

settlement agreement. According to Mr. Kel1n, Mr. Logan pointed out the consequences of losing 

the arbitration - Mr. Kelln would have an employment record marred by an allegation of theft and 

that he may be ordered to repay the sum of money to the Employer. 
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[8] Mr. Kelln maintained his innocence throughout and claimed that he was fired 

unjustly. On cross-examination, he acknowledged that his bank deposits were short of funds on 22 

occasions in the period from February, 1999 to May, 1999 and that he had repaid some of the 

shortages to the Employer. In addition, he acknowledged that the cash shortages ended after he was 

confronted with the evidence of shortages. He acknowledged that Mr. Plaxton had received these 

records and documents from the Employer prior to the hearing and that these documents were 

reviewed during the February 7, 2000 meeting. Mr. Kelln also acknowledged that security checks 

exist in the Employer's money handling system that would identify if a driver's deposit bag had been 

improperly opened after being deposited by the driver. 

[9] On cross-examination, Mr. Kelln admitted that on some occasions he did not count 

his cash before placing it in the deposit bag and recording it on his hand-held computer. Mr. Logan 

testified that this admission also played a role in the Union's decision to settle the grievance as it also 

provided the Employer with clear grounds for dismissal. 

[101 Mr. Erhardt testified that the Union contracts out its grievance handling to United 

Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 ("Local 1400") which has paid staff representatives who 

are well trained in grievance handling. Mr. Erhardt filed Mr. Kel1n's grievance with the Employer 

but was reluctant to otherwise be involved in the matter because of its serious nature. Mr. Erhardt 

turned the grievance over to Mr. Logan, an employee of Local 1400. Mr. Erhardt was made aware in 

mid-November, 1999 that the arbitration would be held in February, 2000. He did not inform Mr. 

Kelln because he assumed that Mr. Logan would notify Mr. Kelln and inform him of the date of 

hearing. 

[11] Mr. Logan testified that he took carriage of Mr. Kelln's grievance from the Union. 

Mr. Logan retained Mr. Plaxton to handle the arbitration. As part of his responsibilities, Mr. Logan 

exchanged correspondence with the Employer to seek agreement to an arbitrator. At some point in 

the process, Mr. Logan confessed that there had been a breakdown in communication between 

himself and Mr. Erhardt resulting in the failure of the Union to give notice to Mr. Kelln of the 

arbitration dates. This was rectified when Mr. Kelln's lawyer wrote to the Union for information on 

the matter. 
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[12} Mr. Logan was not of the view that the meeting between the Union, its lawyer and 

Mr. Kelln was held too close to the date of the hearing. Mr. Logan testified that it is not unusual for 

the interview with the grievor to occur relatively close to the time of hearing. If an unusual matter 

were to crop up, the Union was confident that it could seek and obtain an adjoumment from the 

Employer and the arbitrator. 

[13] Mr. Logan indicated that he had advised Mr. KeI1n prior to their February 7, 2000 

meeting that the onus on the Employer in a discharge case was onerous and that the Employer had to 

establish a clear case of theft. He had not reviewed the facts ofMr. Kelln's case at the time of giving 

this advice, but was merely setting out the general onus on employers in such cases. 

[14] Mr. Logan testified that he concluded that there was no other logical explanation for 

the loss of money other than the conclusion that it was lost by Mr. Kelln. Mr. Logan explained the 

infonnation the Union had obtained from counsel for the Employer. Although other people handle 

the drivers' deposits, there was no reasonable way of explaining how they could target Mr. Kelln's 

deposits, but not other drivers' deposits, or how they could tamper with the deposit bags without it 

being noted by other persons. Mr. Kelln's only explanation was that he did not count the funds that 

he received and that, on occasion, he simply "made up" the deposit record to accord with the amount 

of money that he should have received during the day. 

[15] Mr. Logan understood that Mr. Kelln wanted the Union to hire a private investigator 

to look into the matter. He testified that the Union does not hire private investigators. He seriously 

doubted if the Employer, the security company that handled the deposits, or the bank would be 

willing to permit a private investigator to review their procedures for depositing the Employer's 

daily deposits. 

[16] As a result, the case would turn on Mr. Kel1n's credibility. His explanation that he 

did not always count the money he received from clients would not assist to bolster his credibility 

and would provide an independent ground for tennination. Given this situation, Mr. Logan proposed 

that Mr. Kelln consider settling the matter with the Employer. A settlement was negotiated with the 

Employer as outlined above and Mr. Logan put the settlement to Mr. Kelln on February 11, 2000. 
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Mr. Logan indicated that he wanted an answer soon but he was prepared to let Mr. Kelln consider it 

over the weekend. He testified that Mr. Kelln phoned back shortly and indicated that he accepted the 

offer. 

[17] At the conclusion ofMr. Kelln's testimony, counsel for the Union made a motion for 

non-suit while requesting the right to call evidence in the event the motion was unsuccessful. The 

Board indicated that in a case where the applicant is unrepresented, the Board prefers to hear all the 

evidence and declined to rule on the motion for non-suit. The Union was required to call its 

evidence and to permit Mr. Kelln to cross-examine the Union's witnesses. 

Relevant Statutory Provision 

[18] 

follows: 

Mr. Kelln's application falls to be determined under s. 25.1 of the Act which reads as 

25.1 Every employee has the right to be fairly represented in grievance or rights 
arbitration proceedings under a collective bargaining agreement by the trade union 
certified to represent his bargaining unit in a manner that is not arbitrary, 
discriminatOlY or in bad faith. 

Arguments 

[19] Mr. Kelln rested on the evidence that was provided to the Board. He argued that 

other drivers also did not count the money that they received on a daily basis and none of them had 

been fired. As a result, he did not accept the Union's assessment of the strength of his grievance. 

[20] Mr. Plaxton argued that the Union carried out its duty of representing Mr. Kelln with 

diligence. The Union considered all factors and concluded from the evidence that there was no way 

around the fact that the Employer could prove that the money went missing in Mr. Kelln's hands. If 

the Union called Mr. Kelln as a witness he would put forth the justification that he did not always 

count the money received and simply recorded what he thought he should have received. This act 

was also a serious matter and was grounds for summary dismissal under the Union's collective 

agreement. Counsel argued that the Union acted responsibly and in the best interests of Mr. Kelln by 

negotiating a settlement of the grievance with the Employer. The settlement removed two main 
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threats to Mr. Kelln first, the threat of having a disciplinary firing for theft, and second, having to 

repay the money in question. Mr. Plaxton argued that the Union cannot work miracles and cannot be 

faulted for not chasing down trails that are speculative at best. 

[21] Mr. Wilson, counsel for the Employer, argued in support of the Union's position and 

noted that the Union and its counsel are not known for backing away from difficult grievances. Mr. 

Wilson pointed out that the Union requested and received production of the Employer's documents 

prior to the arbitration hearing, which was not required and was done as a matter of courtesy between 

the Employer and the Union. Counsel agreed with the Union's position that had they hired a private 

investigator, none of the companies in question would be willing to share information with the 

private investigator, nor would they be under any obligation to do so. Counsel concluded that there 

was no breach ofs. 25.1 of the Act. 

Analysis and Decision 

[22] The duty of fair representation set out in s. 25.1 of the Act requires the Union to 

represent its members in a manner that is not arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad faith. There is no 

suggestion in the evidence that the Union has acted in a discriminatory fashion, that is, treated Mr. 

Kel1n differently because of his race, age, sex or other personal characteristic, or that the Union has 

acted in bad faith, that is, dishonestly or with personal malice. Mr. Kelln argued that the Union acted 

in an arbitrary fashion by (1) failing to inform him of the dates for arbitration; (2) failing to meet 

with him in a timely manner; (3) failing to investigate alternate theories of the loss of money; and (4) 

pressuring Mr. Kelln to accept a settlement. In our view, none of these factors establishes arbitrary 

treatment by the Union in the handling of Mr. Kelln's grievance. We will review each factor 

separately. 

[23] It is regrettable that Mr. Kelln was not advised sooner of the hearing dates of his 

arbitration. Mr. Kelln was not aware of the normal arbitration procedures and would naturally be 

anxious to have the matter dealt with as soon as possible. The matter was of some considerable 

importance to him. However, the communication oversight is not sufficient to establish arbitrary 

treatment. Mr. Kel1n was eventually informed of the dates. In addition, the Union could remedy any 

difficulty caused by the delay in advising Mr. Kelln of the arbitration dates by requesting an 
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adjournment of the arbitration. There is no indication that the delay was prejudicial to his case. In 

our view, the delay in advising Mr. Kelln of the arbitration hearing dates was not sufficient to 

demonstrate that the Union was reckless in its approach to Mr. Kelln's arbitration or that it acted 

without any sense of care or duty. 

[24] Second, the Union and its counsel met with Mr. Kelln pnor to the arbitration 

hearing. Mr. Kelln acknowledged that Mr. Plaxton had received information and documents from 

the Employer's counsel and had reviewed the material prior to meeting with Mr. Kelln. Mr. Kelln 

was critical that Mr. Logan had not reviewed the same material. Again, we find that the timing of 

this interview with Mr. Kelln, in itself, did not constitute arbitrary treatment. There is no indication 

that the delay prevented a thorough review of Mr. Kelln' s case or proper preparation of the case by 

counsel for the Union. The Union and its counsel met with Mr. Kelln, obtained the information 

necessary to make an informed judgment as to the factual issues in dispute, and made a reasoned 

judgment as to the likelihood of success based on those factual issues. The failure of Mr. Logan to 

review the material prior to the meeting is of no consequence when the Union had retained legal 

counsel to prepare and conduct the hearing. 

[25] Third, at the hearing, the Union explained its reasons for not retaining a private 

investigator to look into other possible theories of how the money in Mr. Kel1n's deposit went 

mlssmg. A private investigator would not have access to the information needed in order to 

determine if an alternate theory of the loss could be made out. The Union properly obtained 

information from the Employer on its cash handling system and formed an opinion, both from the 

information provided by the Employer, and from the facts that were not disputed by Mr. Kelln, that 

there was no other reasonable explanation for the loss of money, other than the explanation that Mr. 

Kelln was responsible for the loss. This judgment may seem harsh to Mr. Kelln coming, as it did, 

from his Union. However, the Union is obligated to make such judgements, both in the interest of 

the individual member and the interest of the membership as a whole. In this case, we are satisfied 

that the Union made sufficient efforts to obtain information in order to form a reasonable view of the 

case against Mr. Kel1n. The Union's assessment of the strength of the Employer's case against Mr. 

KeUn cannot be faulted on any ground. 
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[26] Fourth, was Mr. Kelln improperly pressured to accept the settlement? Mr. Logan 

testified that he informed Mr. Kel1n of the settlement terms on Friday, February 11, 2000 and 

advised him that he required an answer shortly as the Employer might remove the offer from the 

table. This was a practical reality for the Union as the Employer would be pressuring for a quick 

decision. The time pressure was a real pressure and is not an uncommon feature in reaching any 

negotiated settlement. In our view, Mr. Kelln was not being unnecessarily pressured by the Union 

but was given accurate information by Mr. Logan on the dynamics of achieving a negotiated 

settlement of the matter. Mr. Logan also offered to give Mr. Kelln the weekend to think the matter 

over, which Mr. Kelln declined. Overall, we do not find that Mr. Logan exerted any improper 

pressure on Mr. Kel1n to accept the settlement. 

[27J We have also considered the terms of the settlement reached and conclude that the 

Union carefully considered the interests of Mr. Kelln and achieved a beneficial settlement of the 

matter for him. He is left with no disciplinary record related to his tennination and he was not 

required to repay the sums of money that went missing. In our view, the Union did its best to 

achieve a positive resolution to the matter given the factual situation that existed in this case. 

[28] For these reasons, the Board dismisses Mr. Kelln's application. 
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, LOCAL 529, 
Applicant v. PYRAMID ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Respondent 

LRB File No. 376-96; November 2,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Leo Lancaster and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton 
For the Respondent: Brian Kenny 

Practice and procedure - Production of documents - Employer carrying on 
business in Saskatchewan cannot escape application of The Trade Union Act by 
arranging to conduct its formal business transactions and changes to its 
corporate organization elsewhere - Board directs employer to disclose and 
produce documents relevant to application. 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 18,37 and 42. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seinel, Vice-Chairperson: By a certification Order issued by the Board in 

November, 1993 (LRB File No. 270-91), International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 529 

(the "Union") was designated as the bargaining agent for a group of employees of Sparrow Electric 

Ltd. ("Sparrow"), an Alberta corporation carrying on business in Saskatchewan as an electrical 

contractor. At the time the certification Order was issued against Sparrow it was in receivership. 

Coopers & Lybrand ("the receiver") had been appointed receiver in Alberta and subsequently 

disposed of Sparrow's undertaking and assets. Pyramid Electric Corporation ("Pyramid"), an 

Alberta company incorporated in August, 1992, carries on business as an electrical contractor in 

Alberta, Saskatchewan, British Columbia and the Northwest Territories. In December, 1996, the 

Union filed this application with the Board alleging that Pyramid is the successor employer to 

Sparrow pursuant to s. 37(1) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), and had 

committed an unfair labour practice in violation of s. 36 in refusing to recognize the Union. 
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[2] The present application has a long background and history, which is briefly 

described in these Reasons for Decision. The background and the earlier proceedings regarding this 

application are set out in more detail in two earlier decisions of the Board dated June 3, 1997 and 

July 23, 1997, reported, respectively, at [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 391 ("Pyramid (No. I)"), and [1997] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 616 ("Pyramid (No. 2)"). 

[3] Prior to this application first coming on for hearing before the Board, the Union 

requested disclosure of certain particulars and documents set out in detail in Pyramid (No. 2) at 617-

18 and later in these Reasons. At a hearing before the Board regarding the Union's request, 

Pyramid's counsel raised an objection that the Board did not have jurisdiction to grant the Union's 

request While counsel allowed that the Union would be entitled to disclosure regarding Pyramid's 

business activities in Saskatchewan, it was denied that the Union was entitled to any information 

about Pyramid's business activities in Alberta (which would include the details of Pyramid's startup 

and business activities outside Saskatchewan, and transactions, if any, between it and Sparrow or the 

receiver regarding those particular matters, which mayor may not have taken place outside 

Saskatchewan. ) 

[4] The Board adjoumed the hearing for further submissions by the parties respecting 

the objection to jurisdiction. The crux of the argument advanced by counsel for Pyramid was 

described by the Board in Pyramid (No. 2) as follows, at 619: 

[5] 

Counsel for Pyramid conceded that it is open for the Board to scrutinize contracts and 
other documents which are related to the disposition of a "business or part of a 
business" in Saskatchewan, even if those documents originate in another jurisdiction. 
He argued, however, that, for s. 37(1) of the Act to apply there must be disposition of 
all or part of a business in Saskatchewan. If the disposition itself concerns the 
disposition of a business only outside Saskatchewan, the Board does not have 
jurisdiction to inquire into it. If the Board were to require Pyramid to provide all of 
the information requested by the Union, it would be giving an extra-territorial effect to 
the Act. 

In that decision, the Board recognized that it did not have jurisdiction over 

employees that live and work outside the province, commenting, at 620: 

... the focus of provincial collective bargaining legislation is on employment 
relationships within provincial boundaries and on work done there, and a labour 
relations board cannot extend the reach of this legislation to include employees whose 
work or }vhose relationship with their employer takes place in another jurisdiction. 
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[6] How'ever, in alluding to the unique nature of the construction industry, in that work 

may be intermittent and the situs of the work is often transient, the Board stated, at 622-23: 

[7] 

Like many companies involved in the construction industry, Pyramid has never had 
any "plant ", any major physical assets or an administrative heart in Saskatchewan. In 
our view, however, they have had, and may still have, relationships with employees in 
Saskatchewan which are legitimately within our purview. In our opinion, the question 
of whether those relationships bring with them the bargaining obligations which were 
imposed on Sparrow by the 1993 certification Order lies squarely within our 
jurisdiction. 

What the Union gains with the certification Order in the construction industry is the 
entitlement to insist on the recognition of collective bargaining obligations by that 
employer whenever they turn up in the geographical jurisdiction outlined in the Order. 
The fact that the Union cannot point to bricks and mortar, or an explicit administrative 
presence, ill the province does not mean that the obligation to bargain collectively is of 
no effect when the employer chooses to engage employees for work on a construction 
project in Saskatchewan. 

Employees obtain the right, under a certification Order, to bargain collectively with 
their employer through their trade union. Section 37 of the Act permits those 
employees, when their employer disposes of all or part of the enterprise, to ascertain 
whether they can look to a new employer jar the recognition of that right. The basic 
concern of the Board in assessing whether a successorship has occurred is to 
determine whether there is a sufficient nexus between the certified employer and the 
putative successor as to justifY the conclusion that, at law, the successor is the heir to 
the obligation to bargain collectively, along with whatever else may have been 
tramferred. 

The Board concluded that the relationship between Pyramid and Sparrow in the 

context of a successorship application was relevant and within the Board's jurisdiction if it 

concerned or affected employees living and working in Saskatchewan, regardless of where the 

companies' dealings or transactions took place. The Board concluded, at 623-24: 

In making this assessment, it is our view that we are entitled to consider transactions 
which have taken place elsewhere. This is not a matter of giving an extra-territorial 
effect to the Act, but of determining whether a particular company should be identified 
as the heir of an employer subject to a Saskatchewan certification Order in respect of 
work being done, and an employment relationship being carried on, in Saskatchewan. 
The only way of doing this, especially in the particular circumstances of the 
construction industry, may be to look at the dealings which the two companies have 
had with each other in Alberta. 
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A finding that we can legitimately explore the nature of transactions which have taken 
place in Alberta in the context of a successorship application does not signifY that we 
are trying to extend the operation of our legislation into Alberta. The implication of 
such a finding is that events which take place in Alberta might help us to decide 
whether a di::.position took place which would entitle employees working in 
Saskatchewan to insist on their bargaining rights, and these events are therefore 
relevant to our proceedings. 

In Pyramid (No. 2), the Board proceeded to issue an Order for the provision of 

particulars and production of documents by Pyramid to the Union. 

[9] Pyramid applied for judicial review of the Board's decision respecting the Board's 

power to order production of documents by a mere order directed to a party and, alternatively, of that 

part of the Order requiring production of documents and information that did not pertain to 

disposition of a business within the territorial boundaries of Saskatchewan. 

(10) The decision by Dawson, J. of the Court of Queen's Bench, reported at [1999] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. c-93 (Sask. Q.B.), affirmed, in part at [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. c-l (Sask. c.A.), quashed the 

Board's decision on the procedural objection to the Board's jurisdiction to order production of 

documents by an order directed to a party, holding that such power may be exercised only by issuing 

a summons to appear pursuant to the powers afforded by s. 18 of the Act. However, the learned 

chambers judge affirn1ed the finding by the Board that it was entitled to inquire into matters that took 

place outside the province as they related to the issue of successorship and the rights of employees 

within the province. The issue was framed by Dawson. J. thusly, at c-112: 

[11] 

Did the Board (had they not exceeded their jurisdiction pursuant to s. 18 of the AcO 
err in interpreting s. 37 of the Act as conferring the Board with the jurisdiction to 
compel Pyramid to provide particulars and documentation relating to its business 
operations outside Saskatchewan or of documents unrelated to Sparrow. 

The learned chambers judge held, at c-l13- J 4, that the Board had not exceeded its 

jurisdiction in that regard: 

It is clear that the Board does not have jurisdiction over employees residing and 
'working outside Saskatchewan. The A£t is not intended to have application beyond 
Saskatchewan. However, s. 37 is concerned with continuing the bargaining rights 
applicable to a particular Saskatchewan business on to a person who has acquired 
that business or part thereof Although Pyramid is an Alberta based company it 
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[12] 

could have employee relations which fall under the jurisdiction of the Board. 
Further, a certification order will apply to all employer based in another jurisdiction 
when it carries on business in Saskatchewan. Whether those relationships bring 
them within the bargaining obligations which were imposed on a predecessor 
business is within the Board's jurisdiction to decide. The Board must decide 
whether there is a sufficient nexus between Sparrow and Pyramid, as the putative 
successor, so as to determine whether Pyramid is the heir to the obligation to 
bargain collectively. . .. Pyramid argues that its possible acquisition of some of 
Sparrow's inventory in Alberta cannot make it the successor of Sparrow's business. 
But that is the very determination that the Board must make: what is the nature and 
extent of the disposition from Sparrow to Pyramid? Pyramid argues that Sparrow is 
not the successor and therefore the evidence sought is not relevant. Without 
explanation of the relevant facts and documentation the Board will be unable to 
perform its jimction. Pyramid may have entered into arrangements and contracts 
with Sparrow or its trustee, which arrangements or contracts occurred outside the 
territorial jurisdiction of Saskatchewan, but which nevertheless govern the 
employees, contracts or assets of Sparrow in Saskatchewan. The mere fact that such 
arrangements, if they exist, took place between Pyramid and Sparrow outside 
Saskatchewan or the mere fact that Pyramid alleges they do not apply to Sparrow is 
not determinative. The Board must determine whether such arrangements, if they 
exist are sufficient to classifY Pyramid as the successor to Sparrow in Saskatchewan 
in accordance with the legislation and the parameters outlined in Lester, supra. 

The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal affirmed the decision of the learned chambers 

judge regarding the Board's jurisdiction in the matter of the procedure for obtaining production of 

documents and declined to address the alternate issue. 

The Present Proceedings 

[13] The application came on before the present panel of the Board on October 24, 2000. 

Prior to the hearing reconvening that date, the Union renewed its demand for the particulars and 

documents ordered to be produced by the Board in Pyramid (No. 2). Pyramid almost completely 

refused to accede to the demand, producing only a single document: a list of its employees as at July 

19, 1997. 

[14] At the hearing, Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, exhorted the Board to issue a 

summons to the officer of Pyramid in attendance at the hearing, Mr. Garth Deacon, a director and 

shareholder of Pyramid and its vice-president of operations, requiring him to produce the documents 

and information as originally ordered by the Board in Pyramid (No. 2). Mr. Kenny, counsel for 

Pyramid, argued that such was unnecessary as the Union's application mistakenly presumed that the 
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documents it demanded actually exist. He intimated that Pyramid had produced all relevant 

documents presently in existence. He said that at the time of Sparrow's bankruptcy Pyramid 

acquired only a small amount of tools from the receiver as the successful bidder on a tendering 

process. He referred to, and confirmed the contents of, Pyramid's original reply to the Union's 

demand for information and documents contained in a letter from Mr. Kenny to Mr. Plaxton dated 

May 22, 1997. The letter reads, in part, as follows: 

I. Pyramid Electric Corporation ("Pyramid") does not have in its possession, in 
any jurisdiction, any documentation relating to any sales, leases, transfers or other 
dispositions of the business of sparrow Electric Corporation in Saskatchewan 
("Sparrow") (including any subsidiary in the province of Saskatchewan) to Pyramid 
(including any subsidiary) ji-om Coopers & Lybrand Limited ("Coopers") or anyone 
else. 

With the possible exception of some hand tools which were located in and purchased 
in Alberta by Pyramid from Coopers, and which may subsequently have been taken 
into the Province of Saskatchewan, all of the assets, leases, and contracts of 
Pyramid in the Province of Saskatchewan have been acquired or entered into 
independent of the sale in Alberta to Pyramid by Coopers of certain assets of 
Sparrow. 

2. Attached is a two page Commercial Lease entered into between Pyramid and 
Kadler Brothers effective the 151h day of June, 1994. This is the only Lease of land 
and buildings ever utilized by Pyramid in the Province o/Saskatchewan. We are not 
aware that Sparrow had ever entered into any Commercial Lease. 

There are no equipment or tool leases entered into in the Province of Saskatchewan 
and no known acquisitions other than materials . ... 

3. There were no contracts entered into in the Province of Saskatchewan by 
Pyramid via Sparrow or the Receiver, Coopers, by way of assignment, agency or 
otherwise. All of the contracts of Pyramid in the Province of Saskatchewan are 
entered into by Pyramid entirely independent of either Sparrow or Coopers . ... 

4. Pyramid has, at any given time, approximately 400 employees in six or more 
jurisdictions. To provide a list of all the past and present employees would be an 
onerous task to say the least. As ,veil we cannot see any relevance in respect of this 
matter with the possible exception of current Pyramid employees in Saskatchewan. 

5. None of the directors and shareholders of Pyramid were ever directors or 
shareholders of Sparrow. 
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[15] 

8. Pyramid has not entered into any agreements to the transfer of any goodwill, 
customer lists, inventory or contracts of any nature related to the Province of 
Saskatchewan. 

(Emphasis added). 

Mr. Plaxton was not satisfied with this reply. He asserted that the responses appear 

to be carefully crafted to be restricted to transactions within the geographic borders of Saskatchewan. 

[16] In response, Mr. Kenny offered to allow Mr. Deacon, who had declared the reply to 

the application on behalf of Pyramid, to be cross-examined by M1'. Plaxton with respect to the issue. 

Documentary Evidence 

[17] Prior to the cross-examination of M1'. Deacon, certain documents were filed as 

exhibits by each party without objection by the other party. These documents disclose, in part, the 

following information: 

Sparrow's corporate offices in Alberta were situated at 609 - 21 st Avenue, 

Nisku. 

The bankruptcy petition in respect of Sparrow was filed with the Alberta 

Court of Queen's Bench on November 19, 1992, and the receiving order was 

issued and the trustee appointed on December 8, 1992. 

According to an affidavit sworn by the trustee, Donald A. MacLean, on June 

17, 1993, and filed in LRB File No. 270-91, at the time of the filing of the 

petition, Sparrow maintained an office at Maidstone, Saskatchewan, and was 

involved in the construction of two projects in the province, both of which 

had been completed by January 15, 1992, when the receiver closed the 

Maidstone office and terminated the employment of Sparrow's employees in 

Saskatchewan. According to the trustee, no assets of Sparrow remained in 

Saskatchewan after June 17,1993. (We wish to make it clear that we have 

not accepted the affidavit as evidence in these proceedings, but make 
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reference to its contents only as disclosing the position of the respondent 

with respect to the matters to which it pertains.) 

Pyramid was incorporated in Alberta on August 31, 1992, as were two other 

companies, PEC Electric Corporation and 539899 Alberta Ltd. Pyramid was 

registered extra-provincially in Saskatchewan on February 25, 1993. 

Pyramid obtained a Saskatchewan electrical contractor's licence on April 15, 

1993. 

Pyramid's registered office is an address in Edmonton, but the location of its 

head office is the former premises of Sparrow in Nisku, Alberta. 

According to Pyramid's 1994 annual retum filed with the Alberta business 

corporations registry, its directors were Garth Deacon, Don Basnett, Keith 

Basnett and Brian Nilsson. Pyramid's shareholders were 539899 Alberta 

Ltd. (75% of voting shares) and Nil-Ray Fanns Ltd. (25% of voting shares). 

According to its 1995 annual retum, the directors and shareholders of 

539899 Alberta Ltd. were Mr. Deacon (5%) and Don Basnett (48%) and 

Keith Basnett (47%). 

According to its 1996 annual retum, the sole shareholder of Nil-Ray Farms 

Ltd. was B. Wynne Nilsson. 

According to the 1995 annual retum for PEC Electric Corporation, Pyramid 

was its sole shareholder. According to a 1994 notice of change of directors, 

the directors of PEC Electric Corporation were John Wilson and Don and 

Keith Basnett. Mr. Wilson was replaced that year by Mr. Deacon. 
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The Testimony of Garth Deacon 

[18] In cross-examination, Mr. Deacon explained that the original investors in Pyramid 

were Don Basnett, Keith Basnett, Wilson and Brian Nilsson. He said that Mr. Nilsson was not 

then, nor is he presently, active in the company. Mr. Deacon, who had been an area manager for 

Sparrow in Alberta said he was aware that Sparrow was in trouble for some time prior to the 

bankruptcy. He said that Don and Keith Basnett and John Wilson discussed starting another 

electrical contracting company, and after they "created" Pyramid, he thought, in mid-January, 1993, 

he became operations manager reporting to vice-president of operations, John Wilson. He explained 

that he himself became a director in Pyramid in 1994, replacing John Wilson, although Mr. Wilson 

remains active in the company as vice-president of business development. Mr. Deacon presently 

holds the office of vice-president of operations, and Keith Basnett that of vice-president of 

construction and manufacturing. Don Basnett heads the company as president and chief executive 

officer. 

[191 Mr. Deacon confirmed that Pyramid's head office in Nisku, Alberta, was formerly 

that of Sparrow. However, he said that he had been told that the third-party landlord of the premises 

had gone bankrupt at about the same time as Sparrow, and that Pyramid had originally leased the 

premises (from whom he did not know), and purchased the building in 1996. Although he was a 

director at that time, he said he did not know from whom Pyramid had purchased the building. 

[20] Mr. Deacon explained that Pyramid maintains branch offices at various locations in 

Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and the North West Territories, varying in size from one 

staff person to approximately 50 people. The company employs several hundred people. In 

Saskatchewan, branch offices are located at Meadow Lake, Saskatoon, Estevan and Kindersley. 

According to Mr. Deacon, the Meadow Lake branch office was established about 7 years ago, and 

the other Saskatchewan branch offices were established some time later. The corporate and business 

records are centrally located at the head office in Nisku. 

[21] Mr. Deacon testified that he, Don Basnett, Keith Basnett and John Wilson were 

employees of Sparrow for some time prior to its bankruptcy, although none of them were directors or 

officers of Sparrow. He admitted, however, that Don Basnett had been a senior employee of 

Sparrow, holding the position of general manager responsible for its day-to-day operations and 
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reporting to Sparrow's directors and chief executives. He said that Sparrow had been owned by 

Westgroup Corporations Inc., then a publicly-traded company. 

[22] Mr. Deacon agreed that Pyramid had offered employment to some of Sparrow's core 

employees that had been terminated by the receiver, and that some had accepted. 

[23] In cross-examination, Mr. Deacon confim1ed that some fonner customers of 

Sparrow, that viewed that company negatively, had the impression that Pyramid was involved with 

Sparrow and to this day would not do business with Pyramid because of that impression. 

[24] When the receiver solicited tenders for Sparrow's equipment, tools and inventory, he 

said Pyramid successfully acquired some hand tools and a small amount of inventory which may 

have been dispersed to various Pyramid branch offices. He did not know the dollar value of the 

acquisition. While Mr. Deacon denied that Pyramid obtained any of Sparrow's vehicles or 

equipment, he admitted that it leased some of Sparrow's vehicles from the receiver; but, again, he 

had no clear idea of what was involved or what the arrangements were. He confirmed that some of 

Pyramid's tools bore the initials "S.E.c.," standing for "Sparrow Electric Corporation." 

[25] When questioned by Mr. Plaxton about what documents Pyramid had in its 

possession or under its control regarding the transactions with the receiver, Mr. Deacon replied that 

"no documents are available - there are no documents." Upon further questioning, it was clear that 

Mr. Deacon had no personal knowledge about whether any documents existed at the present time or 

ever, but had relied upon the advice of Don Basnett and Pyramid's Alberta solicitor, Daryl Wilson. 

Mr. Deacon provided similar responses when queried about the existence, past and present, of 

records of acquisition and listings of tools, equipment, inventory and other assets of Pyramid as at 

the commencement of business. Mr. Deacon said that such records of Pyramid are "purged" after 5 

years. When counsel for the Union expressed some surprise at this, Mr. Deacon said "he assumed 

they were destroyed - he was told by [Don Basnett] that they were not available," but he did not 

know for certain. When asked whether Mr. Basnett and Mr. Wilson would know what happened to 

the records and documents, he replied that they would. 
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[26] When Mr. Deacon was questioned as to when he first searched the records and 

documents of Pyramid with respect to the issues in this application, he first responded, "in the last 

two weeks." However, it became clear that he had not personally made any such investigation - he 

said that he had not ventured into the company's file room nor had he inquired as to what files were 

kept there, but reiterated that he had simply relied upon the advice of Don Basnett that no 

information was available. When asked what steps had been taken to preserve relevant documents 

and records since the application was filed in 1996, Mr. Deacon said that he "assumed" that Don 

Basnett had done so. When asked by Mr. Plaxton why Pyramid had not advised the Union years ago 

that there were no relevant documents or records, Mr. Deacon replied that he did not know. 

Arguments 

[27] Mr. Plaxton argued that Pyramid ought to be forced in some way to make disclosure. 

He pointed out that the person who ostensibly had knowledge of the relevant information had not 

been put forward by Pyramid, but rather it had put Mr. Deacon in the position of explaining matters 

of which he had no knowledge. 

[28] Mr. Kenny argued that as a director and shareholder of Pyramid Mr. Deacon was 

fully qualified to speak on behalf of the company. 

Decision 

[29] Following argument, the panel of the Board retired for some time to consider the 

matter, and issued, that same day, an oral summons to Mr. Deacon to appear before the Board on 

December 6, 2000, and to bring with him the documents and records to be described in a formal 

written Order to follow along with these written Reasons. 

[30] It is our opinion that we are empowered to compel Pyramid to disclose and produce 

records, documents and information relevant to this application. The decision of Dawson, J. 

rendered on the judicial review of Pyramid (No. 2) does not abrogate the Board's power in that 

regard, but merely enunciated the process by which it may be compelled. Given the lengths to which 

Pyramid has gone to avoid disclosure and production in the present case, it is not surprising that the 

Union is not willing to accept at face value the assertions by Pyramid and Mr. Deacon, firstly, that 
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there are no documents and, secondly, that they are "unavailable" or may have been destroyed. 

Upon the evidence adduced, in light of the history of this application to date, we are concerned that 

Pyramid may be attempting to frustrate the Board's process and the progress of the application. We 

are concerned that records, documents and information relevant to the application may not have been 

preserved and may have been destroyed since the application was filed. Given Mr. Deacon's wholly 

inadequate explanations regarding the nature, existence and fate of relevant records and documents, 

it is necessary that disclosure and production be compelled. 

[31] The officers of Pyramid reside and, for the most part, the records of Pyramid are 

reposited outside of Saskatchewan. The use of interprovincial subpoenas, while perhaps effective, is 

cumbersome, time consuming and generally not satisfactorily suited to the expedited processes of 

applications to the Board as compared to civil proceedings in the superior courts where trials are 

often scheduled several months in advance. Likewise, a domestic subpoena or summons directed to 

the registered attorney for a foreign corporation that is registered extra-provincially in the province is 

not an entirely satisfactory solution either. Not every foreign corporation carrying on business in the 

province applies for registration, and the registered attorney subpoenaed as a witness or summonsed 

by the Board would probably be precluded from acting as counsel for the corporation. 

[32] We adopt the reasoning of the Board in Pyramid (No.2), supra, as approved of in the 

judgment of Dawson, J., at c-113-14, cited supra, with respect to the jurisdiction of the Board on an 

application alleging successorship of a unionized employer in Saskatchewan to compel disclosure of 

information and documents regarding transactions in relation to the successorship issue that took 

place outside Saskatchewan. The Board is charged with the interpretation and application of the Act 

as it concerns the relationships between unions, unionized employees living and working in 

Saskatchewan and employers carrying on business in the province. An employer incorporated and 

headquartered outside the province, but carrying on business with employees working here, cannot 

escape the application of the Act to its employees in Saskatchewan or to itself as concerns the rights 

of those employees and its obligations to them under the Act by simply arranging to conduct its 

formal business transactions and changes to its corporate organization elsewhere. The locus the 

transactions and events that result in a successorship to a unionized employer in Saskatchewan is 

irrelevant to the determination of whether a successorship in tact has occurred within the meaning of 

the Act. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

The Union's original request for particulars and documents is as follows: 

Disclosure and particulars and all documentation in relation to all and any 
sales, leases, tramfers or other dispositions oJ the business or any part 
thereof oJ Sparrow Electric Corporation or any subsidiary or other related 
entities directly or indirectly to Pyramid Electric COlporation or any 
subsidiary or related entities, whether through the receiver, Coopers & 
Lybrand Limited or otherwise or anyone acting on its or their behalf; 
'whether in the Province aJAlberta, Saskatchewan or othenvise. 

Disclosure and particulars and all documentation in relation to all 
acquisitions, in the above-noted circumstances, in relation to all and any 
assets including without restricting the generality oJ the foregoing, tools, 
vehicles, other equipment, land, buildings and leases jar same, telephone 
numbers, fax numbers and other communication vehicles. 

Disclosure, particulars and documentation in relation to all contracts 
entered into by the Corporation in Alberta and/or Saskatchewan, whether 
via Sparrow Electric Corporation, the receiver Coopers & Lybrand Limited 
or otherwise. 

Listing of all employees of Pyramid Electric Corporation and any 
subsidiaries and/or other related cOlporations as well as those who may 
have been provided by outside agencies, whether by sub-contract or 
otherwise from date of commencement of business to present, whether in 
Saskatchewan, Alberta or otherwise. 

Particulars of all members of management of Pyramid Electric Corporation, 
together with positions held and dates thereof from inception to present. 

Listing of all shareholders of Pyramid Electric Corporation, subsidiaries 
and other related corporations from outset to present, whether beneficial or 
named. 

Disclosure of all parties who have held management and/or consulting 
contracts with Pyramid Electric Corporation, subsidiary and other related 
corporations from outset to present. 

Disclosure, particulars and documentation in relation to any agreements, 
direct or indirect concerning the transfer or other disposition direct or 
indirect of goodwill, customer lists, accounts receivable, contracts of any 
variety, or inventory, whether in Saskatchewan, Alberta or otherwise. 

Disclosure, particulars and documentation in relation to all and any 
contracts or other agreements concerning the Meadow Lake Pulp Mill, be it 
with MilIar Western or otherwise at Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. 
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Disclosure, particulars and documentation in relation to all and any 
contracts or other agreements dealing with work at or near Clavet, 
Saskatchewan. 

The Order of the panel of the Board in Pyramid (No. 2) with respect to the 

information and documents to be disclosed and produced, at 625-27, was as follows: 

In the first paragraph of the request for particulars, the Union seeks to have access 
to documentation which would help establish whether or not a disposition has taken 
place which would support their application. 111 our view, it should be clear to 
Pyramid what documentation is sought in this connection, and we will order that the 
documents be produced. 

In the second paragraph, counsel for the Union alluded to some of the features 
which are cOlllmonly looked at by the Board as possible indicia that a disposition 
has taken place which would justifjl the recognition of a transfer of bargaining 
rights. Again, we are satisfied that it is sufJiciently clear in the request for 
particulars what documents the Union seeks access to, and we will direct that they 
be produced. 

As we illtelpret the third paragraph, the Union is seeking to have access to 
documents which would indicate whether Pyramid is or has been a party to 
contractual arrangements in common with Sparrow, whether in the form of tenders 
Jor work or contracts with major suppliers. We will direct that such contracts be 
produced. The point ofpermitting the Union to review such documents is, of course, 
to determine whether they show that a successorship has or has not taken place. 
Their commercial aspects are not of significance from our point of view; we will 
therefore permit Pyramid to excise any reference to particular financial costs, sums 
oJ money, or other sensitive commercial information Ji'om the copies of documents 
produced to the Union. 

III paragraph four, the Union requests a list of all employees of Pyramid. Counsel 
for Pyramid stated to the Board that Pyramid has or has had employees in a number 
of jurisdictions, and we agree that it would be unduly onerous to require Pyramid to 
provide a list of all the employees they have ever had in all jurisdictions. We will 
require that they provide a list of three kinds of persons employed by Pyramid. The 
first of these is the group of employees who are employed in some capacity at the 
corporate or administrative headquarters of Pyramid, including management, 
administrative and clerical staff. The second categOlY of employees would be any 
employees en/ployed by Pyramid in Saskatchewan at any time. 

With respect to the third category, we also recognize that in the construction 
industl}' it is common for companies to employ a stable "core" of employees on a 
regular basis. If this is the case here, we will direct that Pyramid identifY the 
employees in that core group, whether they have worked in Saskatchewan or not. 
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We understand that Pyramid has provided the information requested in paragraphs 
jive and six. 

In the seventh paragraph, we understand the Union to be asking for disclosure of all 
parties who have had management or consulting contracts with Pyramid, and we 
will direct that this il~formatiol1 be provided to the Union. 

Paragraph eight overlaps in some respects with paragraph three. We understand 
this paragraph to refer again to factors which are commonly considered by the 
Board in deciding whether a successorship within the meaning of the Act has taken 
place. We will direct that the information be provided to the Union. 

The ninth and tenth paragraph refer to specific projects which have been undertaken 
in Saskatchewan. Pyramid has provided a response to these requests. 

We now have further information in the form of documentary evidence and the 

testimony of Mr. Deacon. In light of this evidence and testimony and in all the circumstances of the 

present case, we are of the opinion that a broader obligation to disclose documents and records 

should be placed on Pyramid than is described in the Order of the Board in Pyramid (No. 2) set forth 

immediately above. In addition to the information and documents originally ordered to be produced 

by the Board, Pyramid shall be required to disclose all documents and records broadly relevant to the 

issues in the application as explained by the Board in Pyramid (No. 2), and produce those in its 

possession or under its control, regardless of where the documents and records are reposited or where 

the specific transactions and events to which they relate took place. 

[36] We further direct that Pyramid must also disclose whether relevant documents and 

records, that were formerly in its possession or under its control, are now in the possession of third 

parties or have been lost or destroyed, and when such document or record left its possession. In 

determining which documents and records relate to matters in question in the application, Pyramid 

should be guided as follows: that a document relates to a matter in issue if it directly or indirectly 

enables a party to advance its case, or it affects the case of the other party, or if it may lead to a train 

of inquiry which might have either of those consequences. 

[37] We propose to accomplish disclosure and production by two methods, exercising our 

jurisdiction and discretion pursuant to ss. 18 and 42 of the Act. Firstly, Pyramid shall file with the 

Board a statement as to its documents in the form attached to these Reasons within the time limits 

prescribed in the Order which will issue with these Reasons. Secondly, pursuant to the summons 
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issued to Mr. Deacon on October 24, 2000, he shall attend before the Board on December 6, 2000, or 

such other date to which the hearing of the application may be adjourned and bring such documents 

with him. Issues of admissibility and weight in regard to the documents will be dealt with on the 

continuation of the hearing. Should Pyramid elect to send Mr. Don Basnett in the stead of Mr. 

Deacon, the Board shall deem the summons to have been complied with and Mr. Deacon to be 

discharged thereunder. 

[38] Pyramid is also advised that failure to comply with the filing of the statement as to 

its documents or with the summons may result in the striking of its reply to the application. 

[39] It is not intended nor do we expect that it shall become a regular or necessary adjunct 

to the Board's proceedings to resort to these procedures in future applications that come before the 

Board - it would certainly retard what is intended to be a fairly summary and simple process. By 

and large, parties who practise before the Board are cooperative and voluntarily make disclosure and 

production, but exceptional cases do arise from time to time. 

[40] Finally, in the interest of expediency in this longstanding matter, the Board strongly 

recommends that the Union and its counsel be allowed the opportunity to examine any documents 

and records disclosed by Pyramid in advance of the hearing. 
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SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION v. LORA-4.S DISPOSAL SERVICES LTD. 

LRB File No. 037-99; November 16,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Tom Davies 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Noel Sandomirsky, Q.c. 

Collective agreement - First collective agreement - Board reviews 
recommendations of Board agent and hears evidence and argument from 
parties - Board then imposes terms of first collective agreement on parties. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 26.5 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") was certified to represent all employees employed by Loraas 

Disposal Services Ltd. (the "Employer"), with certain exceptions, on March 25, 1997. The parties 

have been before the Board several times in relation to the closure of the Employer's vacuum truck 

division around the time of certification and in relation to various decertification attempts. 

[2] On January 26, 1999, the Union applied for Board assistance in concluding a 

collective agreement. Although the parties had assistance from a conciliation officer, at that time 

only five provisions had been settled. On June 9, 1999, the Board appointed a Board agent to 

provide further assistance to the parties and to report back to the Board on his recommendations. 

The Board agent met with the parties over an extended period of time with the permission of the 

Board and filed his report on February 1,2000. The Union had taken a successful strike vote on June 

12, 1997 and met the minimum requirements under s. 26.5 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-

17 (the "Act"). 
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[3] As the parties did not accept all the recommendations of the Board agent, a further 

hearing took place before the Board on February 8, May 11 and 12,2000. The Board was presented 

with evidence and arguments relating to each of the parties' positions in response to the Board 

agent's recommendations. 

[4] The Board concluded that it should exercise its discretion under s. 26.5 of the Act to 

impose a first agreement on the parties. The delay in settling the first agreement is extreme and 

unjustified by any normal standards of collective bargaining. The parties have not been successful in 

developing a positive collective bargaining relationship that could result in the negotiation of their 

collective agreement. As a result, the Board will impose an agreement. 

Collective Agreement Provisions 

[5] In this award, the Board will set out only those provisions that remained in dispute 

between the paliies at the time of the hearing. The parties did accept some of the Board agent's 

recommendations at the hearing and these are incorporated into the agreement. The provisions which 

had already been agreed to by the parties during negotiations with the assistance of the Board agent 

were set out in Exhibit Ul in black ink and should be incorporated along with the following provisions 

to form the collective agreement. Some renumbering of articles will be required. 

[61 It should be recognized that each collective agreement imposed by the Board comes to 

the Board with different basic proposals and starting points. The Board attempts to fairly address the 

matters raised by the parties in the context of their particular work environment and in the framework of 

the agreement that has already been achieved by the parties in negotiations. It does not necessarily 

reflect what the Board would or would not impose in a different setting. 

[7] We set out the provisions 111 the order they appeared 111 the proposed collective 

agreement. 
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Article 2 - Recognition 

Article 2.04 - Contracting out of bargaining unit work 

[8} The Union proposed a contracting out clause using the following language: 

2.04 The Employer shall not sub-contract any work normally being peiformed by 
bargaining unit employees. 

[9] The Company did not propose contracting out language. 

[10] The Board agent noted in his report that, in the past, some repair work, 

manufacturing of bins and some mechanical work has been contracted out and will need to continue 

to be contracted out as the skills are not available within the bargaining unit. 

[11J 

[12] 

The Board agent recommended the following provision: 

2.04 The Employer shall not contract out any work normally being performed by 
bargaining unit employees if such contracting out would result in the termination of 
employment of any permanent full-time employees who were on active employment on 
the date of signing of this Agreement. 

The Employer agreed with the Board agent's proposed contracting out provision while 

the Union disagreed with the provision. 

[13] The Board accepts that some contracting out is required to continue under the 

collective agreement. It notes, however, that the terms "who were on active employment on the date 

of signing of this Agreement" diluted the protection by limiting its application to the existing 

workforce. The effect of the provision would be to permit contracting out on a broader basis than 

currently exists in the workplace. 

[14] The Board imposes the following provision: 

2.04 The Employer shall not contract out any work normally peiformed by 
bargaining unit employees if such contracting out would result in the lay-off or 
termination of employment of any permanent full-time employee(s). 
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Article 4 - Clarification of terms 

Article 4.03 - Department 

[15] The Board agent recommended that the term "department" be defined in the agreement 

as meaning the front end, roll off, portable toilet, delivery, maintenance, office and sales. This proposal 

dovetailed with the Board agent's recommendations on seniority in which he recommended that 

seniority be implemented on a departmental basis. For reasons that will be set out below, the Board 

rejects the notion of departmental seniority in a bargaining unit of this size. The definition of 

department is not required in the agreement and no clause will be inserted in place of the agent's Article 

4.03. 

Article 7 - Seniority 

Article 7.01 - Probationary period 

[16l The Board agent proposed the following provision, with which the parties are in 

substantial agreement: 

[17] 

7.01 New employees shall be on probation for a period of service consisting of 
three (3) months since the last date ofhire. Seniority shall be establishedfrom the date 
an employee last entered the service of the Employer. It is agreed that seniority shall 
be based on service with the Employer without a break in seniority as provided in 
Article 7.04 of this Agreement. 

The Employer asked for the addition of a qualifying phrase taken from the collective 

agreement imposed by the Board in Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department 

Store Union v. OjJthe Wall Productions Ltd., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 393, LRB File No. 209-98. In that 

case, the Board was concerned with the imposition of a provision removing probationary employees' 

rights to grieve a termination of their employment. Section 25(1) of the Act requires that "an 

differences between the parties to a collective agreement ... be settled by arbitration." This provision 

has been interpreted by arbitration boards as prohibiting the practice of restricting probationary 

employees' rights of access to grievance and arbitration procedures. In qfJ the Wall, supra, the Board 

imposed an agreement that pennitted probationary employees access to grievance and arbitration 
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procedures while recogmzmg that the grounds on which they could be terminated from their 

employment are a lower standard than would be applied to a permanent employee. The Board imposed 

the sentence: 

ProbationalY employees may be dismissed for unsuitability. 

[18] This sentence will be added to the end of the Board agent's proposed Article 7.01 set 

out above for the reasons stated. 

Article 7.03 - Seniority unit 

[19] The Employer argued strenuously for department based seniority with seven separate 

seniority groupings. The Employer's chief concern, as expressed by Bill Humeny, the Employer's 

negotiator, was that the drivers, tradesmen, office and sales staff have few overlapping skills and their 

ability to move from one classification to the other is limited by their skill sets. The Employer was 

critical of the Board's earlier rulings that gave vacuum truck drivers the right to bump into any position 

in the workplace. At the time of the hearing, there were three employees in the sales department, four 

employees in the office, six employees who worked in the shop area, four front-end load drivers, one 

light truck driver, one portable vacuum truck driver, and seven roll-off drivers. 

[20J The Board agent accepted the Employer's proposal in this regard and recommended 

the following provision: 

7.03 Seniority shall be administered on a department basis unless otherwise 
specified in this Agreement. 

[21] The Union objected to the departmental approach to seniority and argued for a broader 

approach to seniority in this workplace. It proposed the following: 

7.03 Seniority shall be administered on a bargaining unit wide basis unless 
otherwise specified in this Agreement. 
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[22] The Board is of the view that this bargaining unit is too small to justify a departmental 

approach to seniority. Job rights attendant on seniority, such as promotion and lay-off, would be unduly 

hampered and limited. The Employer's concerns relating to the qualifications of employees to perform 

the work in question can better be addressed in the promotion and lay-off provisions. In our view, a 

broader seniority unit benefits the Employer as well as the employees as it permits the retention of 

senior personnel during periods of lay-off. The Board imposes bargaining unit wide seniority as 

follows: 

7.03 Seniority shall be administered on a bargaining unit wide basis unless 
otherwise specified in this Agreement. 

Article 7.04 - Seniority breaks 

[23] The Board agent recommended that a subclause be added to Article 7.04 as follows: 

7. 04 Seniority shall be broken (fan employee: 

(d) is laid off and not recalled for a period of time that exceeds the period of time 
worked for the Employer or twelve (J 2) months whichever is greater. 

[241 Mr. Humeny testified that, in his experience, this clause was more generous than most 

collective agreements. The Board agrees with Mr. Humeny on this point. The Board agent's 

recommendation will be amended as follows: 

7. 04 Seniority shall be broken if an employee: 

(d) is laid off and not recalled for a period of time equal to the employee's length 
of service to a maximum of24 months. 

Article 8 - Hours of work 

[25J The hours of work provisions were contentious between the parties. Currently, most 

roll-off and front-end drivers work on a piece rate basis, as opposed to an hourly rate basis. They 

frequently work in excess of an eight hour day and/or a 40 hour week. The Union sought a normal 

work week of eight hours per day and 40 hours per week, with overtime paid on hours in excess of the 

basic labour standard. The Union also sought to achieve the distribution of new shift schedules by 
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seniority, the end of split shifts, and the application of seniority to the assignment of work in the event 

of temporary work shortages. It also requested the payment of overtime at two times the employees' 

regular pay after working two hours of overtime or working on a Sunday. The Union also requested 

one and one half times the piece rate pay for all piece work performed on Saturday, Sunday, statutory 

holidays or normal days of rest. The Union's proposal contained a provision making all overtime 

voluntary and assignable on the basis of seniority. Many of these matters will be left for the parties to 

achieve in the next round of collective bargaining. 

[26J The Employer wanted the pIece rate and sales staff removed from the general 

provisions requiring the payment of oveliime according to The Labour Standards Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. 

L-l 8/40 rule. In relation to hours of work for employees paid on a piece rate system, the Employer 

wanted its current arrangements to continue. In relation to sales staff, it wanted undefined hours of 

work that average over an eight week period to avoid the 8/40 rule contained in The Labour Standards 

Act requiring the payment of overtime after eight hours a day or 40 hours a week. 

[27] The Board is concerned with ensuring that the hours of work and the overtime pay 

requirements of The Labour Standards Act are complied with in any imposed agreement. This 

Employer is not exempt from the provisions of The Labour Standards Act. The Employer assured the 

Board that its current method of paying piece rate employees does comply with The Labour Standards 

Act. The Board has addressed this matter in the wage schedule by setting out the minimum hourly rates 

to be paid to drivers and by requiring the Employer to pay overtime for all hours worked in excess of 

eight hours per day or 40 hours per week. The parties can retain their current arrangements with respect 

to piece rate pay, provided the amounts paid to employees meet the basic minimum pay established in 

Schedule "A." Employees are permitted to work in excess of 44 hours per week, but they cannot be 

required to work in excess of 44 hours per week. 

(28) We accept the Board agent's proposals with some changes to address the overtime pay 

concern. The Board imposes the following provisions: 

8.01 The Employer retains the right to schedule hours of work of employees and 
additional shifts as may be necessary to provide for required production. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, normal hours of work will be as follows: 
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(a) For office and shop employees, normal hours of work are eight (8) hours per 
day and 40 hours per week between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Monday to 
Friday; 

(b) For employees who work on a piece rate system, normal hours of work shall 
not exceed eight (8) hours per day or 40 hours per week. Training hours shall consist 
of eight (8) hours per day and 40 hours per week as scheduled by the Employer; 

(c) For commissioned salespersons, normal hours of work will not exceed 40 
hours per week when averaged over an eight (8) week period; 

(d) For container delivery and portable toilet delivery and service employees, 
normal hours of work will be eight (8) hours per day and 40 hours per week as 
scheduled by the Employer. The daily hours of work shall be confined within a 16 hour 
period following the commencement of work; 

(e) Except as permitted in (d) above, the Employer shall not schedule split shifts; 

(f) New shift schedules shall be staffed with senior, qualified employees having 
preference. 1f senior, qualified employees decline, the Employer may fill the positions 
with the most junior employee available who has the qualifications to perform work in 
an efficient manner. 

8.02 All employees who are required to report for work on any day and do so report 
but for reasons of breakdown or lack of work are subsequently dismissed for the day 
shall receive not less than three (3) hours pay at regular rates. The employee shall 
peiform such duties as the Employer may require during the three (3) hour period. 

8.03 It is understood and agreed that the provisions of this Article do not provide a 
guarantee of minimum or maximum hours of work but are only to provide a basis for 
calculating overtime compensation. 

8.04 1fi! is necessary to send employees home because of a shortage of work during 
the work week, employees with the least seniority in the classification affected shall be 
sent home provided the remaining employees are qualified and able to perform the 
remaining work. 

8.05(a) The Employer shall not require or permit any employee to work or to be at its 
disposal for more than eight (8) hours in a day or 40 hours in any week unless the 
employee is paid wages at the rate of time and one half for each hour or part of an 
hour in excess of eight (8) hours in any day, or 40 hours in any week during which the 
employee is required or permitted to be at the Employer's disposal. 

(b) For the purpose of this Article, "wages" means all wages, salaries, pay, 
commission and any compensation for labour or personal services to which an 
employee is entitled. 

(c) Commissioned salespersons shall receive overtime pay for all hours worked in 
excess of 40 hours per week averaged over an eight (8) week period; 
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(d) Employees working on a piece rate system shall be paid the greater of 

(0 the piece rate pay earned during the pay period,' or 

(ii) the amount earned if hours of work are paid by multiplying 
straight time hours 'worked during the pay period by the hourzy rate of 
pay set for the position in Appendix "A" to this agreement, and all 
hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours per day or 40 hours per 
week are paid by multiplying the hours by one and one half times the 
hourly rate of pay set for the position in Appendix HA. " 

8.06(a) Except in the case of an emergency circumstance, the Employer shall not 
require any employee to work or be at its disposal for more than 44 hours in a week 
without the consent of the employee. 

(b) Where an employee refuses to work or be at the disposal of the Employer 
contrary to the request of the Employer and where no emergency circumstances exist, 
no disciplinary action will be taken against the employee. 

(c) For the purposes of this Article, "emergency circumstances" shall mean any 
sudden or unusual occurrence or condition that could not, by the exercise of 
reasonable judgment, have been foreseen by the Employer. 

8.07 An employee who is not advised prior to leaving work and is called back to 
work overtime not continuous with his regular working hours, either before or after, 
shall receive not less than two (2) hours work or two (2) hours pay, both at overtime 
rates. Employees on piece rates shall receive one and one half times the load rate on 
such call outs. 

Article 9 - Wages 
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[29] There was some disagreement over the wording of a clause dealing with shift 

premiums. The Board accepts the agent's recommendation and imposes the following provision: 

[30] 

9.06 Any hourly paid employee who is required to work a shift between the hours of 
6:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. shall receive a shift premium offifty ($0.50) cents per hour for 
each hour worked in addition to hislher regular rate of pay. 

The Board agent recommended that a signing bonus of three percent of the last year's 

wages be provided in lieu of retroactive pay. We have calculated the average bonus to be $1000.00 per 

employee and will require a bonus in this amount to be paid to each employee on the first pay period 

following the issuing of this award. The bonus takes into account the length of time employees have 
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been without a collective agreement and the fact that many employees have not had a wage increase 

since 1995. The setting of a dollar figure is used to achieve equity among the different classifications in 

the workplace and to avoid disputes relating to the calculation of income in the past year. 

[31] 

9.08 A signing bonus in the amount of $1,000.00 (one thousand dollars) shall be 
paid to all employees employed by the Employer on December 1,2000, whose length of 
service with the Employer is one (1) year or greater, including those employees on lay
off who retain recall rights under this agreement. The bonus shall be paid on the first 
pay period after December 1,2000. 

Wage rates are set out in Schedule "A" and are discussed later in this award. 

Article 10 - Vacancies and promotions 

[32] The Board rejected the Board agent's recommendation that seniority be defined on a 

departmental basis. As a result, we depart from the promotion provisions recommended by the Board 

agent and substitute the following: 

IO.02(a) Qualifications for any job vacancy shall be established in a reasonable 
manner by the Employer; 

(b) The Employer shall promote the senior applicant with the qualifications to 
pelform the duties of the position in an efficient manner within the trial period 
specified in 10.04 below. 

10.03 Where there is no bargaining unit application with the qualifications to 
pelform the duties of the classification in an efficient manner within the trial period 
specified in 10.04 below, the Employer may hire from any source. 

10.05 An employee successfully bidding on a position paying a higher rate of pay 
shall receive the wage rate applicable to the position. 

Article 11 - Lay-off and recall 

[33] Again, the change in the seniority approach has necessitated some changes in the 

wording of the Board agent's proposal on the issues of lay-off and recall. We have also accepted one 

minor provision from the Union dealing with vacation pay on lay-off. The provisions imposed are as 

f.:)llows: 
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11.01 A lay-of/shall be defined as an Employer-initiated reduction in the work force 
of any employee(s) for a period of more than six (6) consecutive calendar days during 
which no work is available for the emp/oyee(s). When lay-oift of employees are to be 
made, the Employer shall determine what jobs are affected and the number of 
employees to be laid off. 

11.02 When laying off employees or recalling laid off employees, seniority shall 
prevail subject to the employee having the qualifications and ability to perform the 
work. The employee with the least seniority in the classification affected shall be the 
employee who is laid off. An employee about to be displaced from a classification may 
displace a more junior employee provided the senior employee has the qualifications 
and ability to perform the job. On recall from layoff, employees shall be returned in 
the reverse order that they were laid off provided they have the qualifications and 
ability to perform the job. 

11.06 A laid-off employee shall advise the Employer when he desires his accrued 
vacation pay to be paid out. 
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[34] We do not accept the Union's proposal with respect to maintaining the rates of pay for 

employees who elect to bump down in a lay-off situation. Employees will earn the rates of pay that are 

assigned to the classification to which they bump. 

Article 12 - Severance 

[35] Severance pay is pay that compensates employees for the loss of employment. It is not 

"pay in lieu" of notice of lay-off. The provisions set out by the Board agent are realistic and are 

accepted by the Board. The Union urged the Board to adopt the one month per year method, as we did 

in the calculation of damages for those employees whose employment was terminated by the closure of 

the vacuum truck division. In that instance, there was no collective agreement in place and the damages 

paralleled the common law damages for wrongful dismissal. In the collective agreement setting, other 

factors, like seniority based lay-off and recall, traditionally have lowered the amounts paid for 

severance. 

12.01 When employment is terminated by the Employer due to the permanent closure 
of the plant or any part thereof, the Employer, in addition to accrued vacation pay, 
shall pay: 

(a) no severance pay for employees with less than one year of continuous service; 

(b) one week's current earnings for each full year of continuous service. 
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Article 13 - Grievance 

[36] The Board agent accepted the Union's proposal that would pennit any employee or the 

Union to present a grievance to the Employer. We find that the proposed provision is unnecessary and 

do not include the Board agent's article 13.04 in the agreement. 

[37] The Board agent also accepted the Union's desire to have a 60 day time period for 

referring a grievance to arbitration after the failure to resolve the grievance at step two. The Union 

argued that this time frame is required to allow for internal discussion with the Union's membership. 

We are of the view that the time period is an unusual length of time for a process that is intended to bring 

a speedy resolve to workplace disputes. However, the parties are prepared to live with the 

recommendation and we will impose the tenns with slight amendments as follows: 

[38] 

13.04_ Step 3: In the event the Employer's reply at Step 2 does not resolve the 
grievance, the grievance may, within 60 days following the receipt of the reply at Step 
2, be referred to arbitration as set out below. 

13.05 All negotiations with respect to grievances shall be dealt with on Employer 
time and no employee(s) shall suffer a loss of pay as a result of the time spent with 
representatives of the Employer in such negotiations. 

13.06 A party referring a grievance to arbitration shall give written notice to the 
other party of its referral to arbitration. The notice shall provide the name of the 
referring party's nominee to the Board of Arbitration. 

13.07 Within seven (7) working days of receipt of the notice referred to in 13.06 
above, the other party shall reply in writing informing the party referring the grievance 
to arbitration of the name of its nominee to the Board of Arbitration. 

13.08 The Board of Arbitration shall hear the grievance within 60 days after the 
appointment of the last of its members and shall render a decision within 60 days after 
the conclusion of the hearing. 

The Board agent recommended a clause dealing with timeliness and proposed that the 

time limits should be mandatory with the consequence that failure to adhere to the time limits would 

advance the grievance to the next step. We find that timeliness is dealt with adequately in s. 2S(2)(f) of 

the Act and no provision is required to be included in the collective agreement with respect to the 

mandatory or directory nature of time limits. Section 2S(2)(f) of the Act has the effect, in our view, of 

making all time limits directory only. The Board agent's proposed Article 13.16 is therefore not 

imposed by the Board. 
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Article 14 - Vacations and vacation pay 

[39] The Board agent's recommendations are consistent with collective agreement 

standards in Saskatchewan and are adopted by the Board. We impose the following provisions: 

[40] 

14.01 Employees shall be entitled to annual vacations with pay in accordance with 
the employee's completed years of service as follows: 

(a) After one year, fifteen (15) working days paid at the rate of 3/52nds of total 
earnings during the year in which the entitlement was earned; 

(b) After ten years, twenty (20) working days paid at the rate of 4/52nds of total 
earnings during the year in which the entitlement was earned; 

(c) After twenty years, twenty-five (25) working days paid at the rate of 5/52nds of 
total earnings during the year in which the entitlement was earned; 

(d) For the purpose of this Article, the vacation entitlements shall be calculated 
from the employee's anniversary date of employment. 

The Board agent recommended the scheduling of vacations based on departmental 

seniority. Having rejected departmental seniority the Board will amend the Board agent's report and 

impose the following provision: 

14.02 In order to ensure operational efficiency, the Employer reserves the right to 
limit the number of employees permitted to be on vacation at anyone time. In so far as 
operational requirements permit, vacations shall be awarded on the basis of seniority. 

Article 16 - Sick Leave 

[41] The Board agent's recommendation on sick leave entitlement represents a small gain 

for the employees. Both parties agreed to the provision recommended by the Board agent. We adopt 

the recommendations with some minor amendments as follows: 

16.01 After three (3) months of service, employees shall accrue sick leave credits 
based on one (1) day for each two (2) months of service or six (6) days per annum. An 
employee may choose to have unused sick leave accumulate to a maximum of one 
hundred twenty (120) days. Alternatively, an employee may choose to have unused 
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sick leave paid out at the end of each calendar year with sick leave pay calculated by 
multiplying the number of unused sick days by eight (8) hours times $10.00 per hour or 
at the employee's regular hourly rate of pay, whichever is less. 

16.02 In situations involving the use of sick leave in excess of two (2) days, the 
Employer may request a medical certificate as proof of illness. 

Article 17 - Leave of absence 

[42] The Board agent proposed language from Off the Wall, supra, for union leave and his 

proposal was agreed to by both parties at the hearing of this matter. The Board adopts the Board 

agent's proposal with minor amendments as follows: 

[43] 

17.01 If an employee is elected or appointed as an official delegate to attend 
conventions or business meetings in connection with the affairs of the Union, a 
maximum of two (2) employees, not more than one (1) from anyone classification, 
shall, upon giving the Employer at least seven (7) calendar days notice in writing, be 
granted such leave of absence for up to seven (7) calendar days, on anyone (1) 
occasion, without pay but with the maintenance of seniority and benefits, as may be 
necessary to enable the employees to attend such meetings or convention. 

The Board agent also recommended leave for family emergencies in terms that the 

Board accepts. 

17. 06 In the event of the death, a critical accident, or a critical illness involving an 
employee's spouse (including same sex and common law partners that have been 
residing togetherfOf' one (1) year or more), parents, children, mother-in-lawJather-in
law, sister, brother, grandparents or grandchildren, an employee will be granted two 
(2) working days of compassionate leave with pay. Further leave without pay may be 
granted on a case-by-case basis. 

Article 18 - Occupational health and safe~ 

[44] The parties agreed to include a provision requiring the supply of safety boots: 

18.07 The Employer shall subsidize the cost of CSA approved safety boots for 
employees ,vho are required to wear such boots in the pelformance of their duties, 
once annually, during the month of February, on proof of purchase, to a maximum of 
eighty ($80.00) dollars including taxes. Such employees shall be required to wear CSA 
approved safety boots at all times ·while on duty. 
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[45J The Union proposed that the Employer pay for other safety equipment and clothing as 

well. We are satisfied that these matters can be addressed through the Occupational Health and Safety 

Committee. 

Article 20 - Employee benefits 

[46] The Employer currently has in place various benefit plans for the employees. These 

benefits are set out in a benefit booklet dated March 2, 2000 and called Loraas Disposal Services Ltd. -

Group Policy #17561. The benefit plans contain life insurance, accidental death and dismemberment, 

extended health care, dental care, survivor extended benefits, weekly income and long term disability 

provisions. The Union sought improvements in these basic plans. We find, however, that the matter is 

one that will develop through on-going collective bargaining and we will follow the Board agent's 

recommendation to incorporate the plan documents into the agreement by reference as follows: 

20.01 The Employer agrees to continue the existing Group Insurance Plans and the 
cost sharing of those plans for permanent full-time employees as set out in Appendix 
"C" to this Agreement. 

Article 22 - General 

[47] The Board agent recommended the inclusion of two general provisions dealing with 

lunch rooms and attendance at staff meetings, which the Board adopts and includes in the agreement as 

follows: 

[48] 

22.01 The Employer shall provide a lunch room and a storage areafor employees' 
personal belongings. 

22.02 All staff meetings called by the Employer, at which employee attendance is 
compulsory, shall be considered time worked and paid at the appropriate rate. 

The Board agent made several recommendations dealing with rules related to drivers. 

The first provision required drivers to advise the Employer of any restrictions that are placed on their 

operator's license. This provision is a workplace rule that can be imposed on the drivers by the 

Employer in accordance with the management rights provisions contained in this agreement. We do 

not see a need to specifY such rules in the collective agreement. 
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[49] The second recommendation dealt with the costs of additional insurance and required 

the employee to bear the burden of additional insurance costs incurred as a result of the employee's 

driving record. Again, in the Board's opinion, this is an issue of discipline or penalty for workplace 

conduct that can be addressed by the Employer through other mechanisms. The deduction of monies is 

not necessarily the only response available to an employer to address such an issue. 

[50] The third matter reqmres employees to take reasonable care of the Employer's 

premises and equipment. Provisions of this nature complicate the collective bargaining relationship by 

expanding the Union's representation responsibilities to issues of liability for negligence that otherwise 

would be dealt with primarily through insurance and civil litigation: see New Brunswick v. 0 'Leary, 

[1995] 2 S.c.R. 967 (S.c.c.). The Board does not view the collective agreement as the best place to 

resolve issues of this nature. 

[51] The final provision dealt with the employees' use of the Employer's premises and 

equipment. Again, this is a matter that can properly be addressed through the promulgation of 

workplace rules and does not require a collective agreement provision. 

[52J These four clauses listed as Articles 22.03 to 22.06 in the Board agent's report are not 

accepted by the Board for the reasons stated above. 

[53] The Union sought to include a general provision that employees retain all benefits and 

privileges enjoyed by them that are not specifically mentioned in the agreement. The Board was not 

persuaded of the need for such a provision. 

[54] The Board agent also proposed a clause permitting non-bargaining unit personnel to 

perform bargaining unit work in order to meet unusual or unexpected short-term operational demands. 

The Board agrees with the proposal and will impose the following provision: 

22.07 Nothing in this agreement shall be deemed as a restriction on the right of non
bargaining unit personnel to peiform any function normally performed by bargaining 
unit personnel if required to meet unusual or unexpected short-term operational 
demands. 
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Article 23 - Discipline 

[55] The Board agent accepted a Union proposal to allow union representation during 

disciplinary discussions. The Board agrees with the proposal and imposes the following provision: 

23.01 The Employer shall inform the employee that he/she has the right to Union 
representation prior to the implementation of any suspension or discharge. If a 
disciplinary action occurs that will become part of his/her disciplinary record, that 
employee has the right to have the Employer inform a Union official of the occurrence 
of the discipline at the earliest possible time. 

Duration 

[56} It is our view that the parties to this agreement require a peliod of time to develop their 

collective bargaining relationship before they are required to commence negotiations for a new 

collective agreement. The first round of collective bargaining has been singularly unsuccessful in terms 

of building a solid, positive relationship between the Employer and the Union. For this reason, the 

Board imposes the agreement commencing December 1,2000 and ending November 30, 2002. During 

this period, we are hopeful that the parties can develop a more mature and productive bargaining 

relationship. 

[57] The duration clause will read as follows: 

24.01 This agreement shall be effective from December 1, 2000 and shall remain in 
force until November 30, 2002, and thereafter from year to year, however, either party 
may, not less than thirty (30) days or more than sixty (60) days before the expiry date 
of the agreement, give notice in writing to the other party to terminate the agreement 
or to negotiate a revision of the agreement. 

Wage Schedule 

[58] The evidence presented to the Board on the wage issue was less than satisfactory. 

Subsequent to the hearing, the Board requested that the Employer file a statement outlining the current 

rates of pay paid to employees and an indication of when they last received a wage increase. The 

information presented indicated that the Employer had recently granted wage increases to some 

employees, but not all, employees. The Union complained that such wage increases had not been 

negotiated with the Union. 
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[59] At the time of hearing, the wage rates were as follows: 

Start After 1 Year :2 Years 3 Years 

Office A B C D 

Office Supervisor $13.00 $13.42 $13.92 $14.42 
Dispatcher/Clerk $9.50 $9.75 $10.00 $10.25 
AIR Supervisor $13.00 $13.42 $13.92 $14.42 

Shop Start Present Category 

Mechanic Journeyman $14.08 $15.64 
Service Mechanic $12.06 $13.40 
Welder Journeyman $14.08 $15.64 
Welder $10.44 $11.60 
WasherlPortable Toilet $11.00 $12.32 
Service Persons $6.75 $7.50 

Roll-Off Present Category 

Junior Senior 

Hourly $13.35 $15.65 
Load $15.50 $17.85 
Kilometre $0.18 $0.21 
Delivery $7.75 $8.93 
Container Wash $3.88 $4.46 
% ofa Load $11.63 $13.39 
Y2 Load (Frozen Container) $7.75 $8.93 

Front-End Drivers 

FEL Driver on Piece Rate Present Category 

Hourly 

I 
Yardageicubic yard 

I Kilometre 

Junior 

$13.35 
$0.28 
$0.18 

Senior 

$15.65 
$0.34 
$0.21 
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Other Drivers 

Type of Trucks 

Light Truck 
Crane Truck/Portable Toilet 
Portable Toilet Vacuum Truck 

Salespersons 

Start 

$30,000 

Hourly 

$7.50 
$8.25 
$8.25 

After 1 Year 

$32,000 

2 Years 3 Years 

$35,000 $40,000 
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[60] During these proceedings, the Employer gave the office supervisor and the accounts 

receivable supervisor a two percent increase effective April 16, 2000. This increase raised their wage 

rates from $14.42 to $14.71 per hour. This change was made without negotiating the raise with the 

Union. 

(61} One salesman was moved up to $40,000 effective October 1, 1999 to bring his salary 

into line with a newly hired employee. Again, this change was made without negotiation with the 

Union. 

[62} The Board agent recommended a general wage increase of two percent in each year of 

the Agreement. The Employer agreed with this proposal. At the hearing the Employer indicated that 

the wage rates for the shop employees were out of line with those paid to drivers. The Employer 

indicated that the bonus paid to the shop employees should be set at five percent to account for the 

difference in their pay compared to the pay of drivers. The Employer also indicated that the pay for the 

"other driver" category was too low and that the rates of pay for the light truck, crane truck/ portable 

toilet and vacuum truck should be increased to the $10.00 to $11.00 per hour range. During this period, 

the Employer hired a new light truck driver and paid him $11.00 per hour. 
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(63] The Union sought rates of pay that are comparable to the rates paid under the 

agreement between Canadian Waste Services Inc. and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, 

Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America. The Union noted in particular the difference in 

rates between the light truck and mechanic rates under the two agreements. The Union sought 

significant pay increases. 

[64] The Board has decided that the Board agent's wage proposal will be implemented with 

some changes in the base pay. 

[65] Salespersons will be granted a two percent increase on their current rates of pay in each 

year resulting in the following rates: 

Salespersons 

December 1,2000 
December 1, 2001 

Start 

$30,600 
$31,212 

1st year 

$32,640 
$33,393 

2nd year 

$35,700 
$36,414 

3rd year 

$40,800 
$41,616 

[66] Employees shall move to the next increment on the wage scale at the end of each year 

of employment. New employees start at the "start" rate, unless otherwise agreed to by the Union. 

[67] Some office staff already received a two percent increase commencing April 16, 2000. 

This increase was given without negotiating with the Union. We have not adjusted for this increase in 

this case. The office rates that existed at the time of the hearing (not including the two percent increase) 

will be adjusted by two percent in each of the two years of the agreement. The new rates of pay shall be 

as follows: 

December 1, 2000 rates 

Office 

Dispatch/clerk 
Office supervisor 
AIR supervisor 

Start 

$9.69 
$13.26 
$13.26 

1 year 

$9.95 
$13.69 
$13.69 

2nd year 

$10.20 
$14.20 
$14.20 

3rd year 

$10.46 
$14.71 
$14.71 
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I December 1, 2001 rates 

Office Start 1 year 2nd year 3rd year 

Dispatch/clerk $9.88 $10.15 $10.40 $10.67 
Office supervisor $13.53 $13.96 $14.48 $15.00 
AIR supervisor $13.53 $13.96 $14.48 $15.00 

[68] As indicated, the Employer suggested that the bonus be calculated at five percent for 

shop employees because they had not received any increase in wages since April, 1995. During this 

period, the annual earnings of drivers went up under the piece rate system of pay. The Board concludes 

that the rates of shop employees were low in comparison to the rates set out in the Canadian Waste 

Services Inc. agreement referred to above. As a result, the extra two percent proposed as a bonus for 

these employees will be added to their base rates. In effect, all rates in the shop area are increased by 

four percent in the first year of the Agreement. In addition, the base rate set for the welder position was 

low ($10.44 per hour). The Board was of the opinion that it should be brought up in line with the new 

rates set for light truck drivers (currently paid $11.00 per hour). Kevin Wood will remain grandfathered 

at his vacuum truck rate of $13.35 per hour while he is working in the washer/portable toilet service 

classification. The rates of pay for shop employees is set as follows: 

December 1, 2000 rates 

Shop 

Mechanic Journeyman 
Service Mechanic 
Journeyman Welder 
Welder 
Washer/portable toilet service person 

December 1, 2001 rates 

Shop 

Mechanic Journeyman 
Service Mechanic 
Journeyman Welder 
Welder 
Washer/portable toilet service person 

Start 

$14.64 
$12.54 
$14.64 
$11.44 
$7.02 

Start 

$14.94 
$12.79 
$14.94 
$11.67 
$7.16 

1 Year 

$16.27 
$13.94 
$16.27 
$12.81 
$7.80 

1 Year 

$16.59 
$14.21 
$16.59 
$13.07 
$7.96 
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[69] The Employer testified that the hourly paid drivers were underpaid. The most recent 

employee hired to drive a light truck was paid $11.00 per hour by the Employer. The Board accepts 

that the base rate for these positions should be set at $ll.OO/hour and be awarded increases similar to 

shop employees. This position is an entry level position and as such, has only one wage rate. 

Light truck, crane truck/portable toilet, vacuum truck 

December 1, 2000 
December 1, 2001 

$11.44 
$11.67 

[70] Front end and roll off drivers primarily work on a piece rate system. Currently, &ont-

end drivers receive $0.34 per yard, $0.21 per kilometre or $15.65 per hour. The roll-off drivers are 

divided into two categories - senior and junior. Senior roll-off drivers are paid $17.85 per load, $0.21 

per kilometre or $15.65 per hour. Junior drivers are paid $15.50 per load, $0. 18per kilometre or $13.35 

per hour. One junior driver is paid an hourly rate of $11.00 per hour. 

[71] The senior rate is to come into effect after one year at the junior driver rate of pay. 

Currently, all roll-off drivers are entitled to be paid at the senior rate of pay. 

[72] The Board did not have sufficient economic information to adjust the piece rate 

system. As a result, increases will be applied to the wage rates. The piece rate system may require 

some adjustment as a result of the change in the hourly rates applicable to these positions in order to 

maintain the current relationship between the hourly rate and the amounts paid under the piece rate 

system. We are not convinced that this relationship can be maintained by simply adding two percent to 

the load rates. At a minimum, the piece rate system must generate wages that are equivalent to or 

greater than the hourly rate for straight time hours and overtime rates calculated at one and one half 

times the hourly rate for all time worked in excess of eight hours per day or 40 hours per week. The 

Employer and the Union shall negotiate further on the piece rate system. 

Front-end and roB-off drivers 

December 1, 2000 
December 1,2001 

Start 

$13.62 
$13.89 

1 Year 

$15.96 
$16.28 
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Conclusiou 

[73] The Union shall prepare a final collective agreement in accordance with the tenus set 

forth in these Reasons. The Board will retain jurisdiction to decide any matters that may arise from the 

implementation of these Reasons. 
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CONSTRUCTION LABOUR RELATIONS ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN 
INe., BOILERMAKER CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION and PIPE LINE 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA, Applicants 

SECTION 10.2 OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LABOUR RELATIONS ACT, 
1992 

LRB File Nos. 202-00, 218-00 & 223-00; November 20,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Donna Ottenson and Marianne Hodgson 

For the Applicants: Dennis Ball, Q.c. 

Construction industry - Representative employers' organizations 
Approval/amendment of bylaws - Board reviews bylaws filed by designated 
representative employers' organizations for compliance with The Construction 
Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992 as amended - Board amends amI/or 
approves bylaws. 

The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, ss. 2(g), 2(s), 5, 9, 9.1, 10, 
10.1, 10.2, 11, 16, 18, 18.1,26 and 30. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: In this application, the Board is called upon to approve 

the bylaws of the Boilermaker Contractors Association of Saskatchewan ("BCA"), the Construction 

Labour Relations Association of Saskatchewan Inc. ("CLR") and the Pipeline Contractors 

Association of Canada ("PCA"), all of which are designated as representative employers' 

organizations ("REO") under s. 9.1 of The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, S.S. 

1992 c. C-29.11, as amended by S.S. 2000, c. 69 ("CILRA"). 

[2] CLR's by-laws were received by the Board on July 21, 2000 and notice of hearing 

was provided to affected employers by advertisement in the Leader Post and the Star Phoenix on 

August 12,2000. 
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[3] The BCA filed its constitution and by-laws with the Board on August 9, 2000 and 

notice of hearing was given to affected employers through advertisements in the Leader Post and the 

Star Phoenix on August 19,2000. 

[4] The PCA filed its by-laws with the Board on August 14, 2000 and notice of hearing 

was given through the advertisement in the Leader Post and the Star Phoenix on August 19, 2000. 

[5] The Board resorted to the mechanism of giving notice through the Leader Post and 

the Star Phoenix as it does not possess an accurate or complete list of the names and addresses of 

employers who may be affected by the bylaws and constitutions in question. 

[6] The Board conducted a hearing on September 21,2000. Counsel appeared on behalf 

of the three REO's. No other parties appeared before the Board. 

[7] In order to address the significant issues that arise on this application, it is necessary 

to review the history of the CILRA and to set out the Board's interpretation of the amendments 

passed in July, 2000. 

ClLRA Structure 

Designation of trade divisions 

[8] Under the CILRA, the Minister of Labour was authorized to designate the trade 

divisions in the construction industry under s. 9 of the CILRA. Various designations were made in 

the following general form by the Minister of Labour on December 2, 1992: 

1. Section 9 ofT11e Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992 provides, 
in part, that: 

9(1) The Minister may determine a trade division to be an 
appropriate trade division for the purposes of this Act. 

(5) T1le minister may make a determination pursuant to 
subsection (1) with respect to one or more sectors of the construction 
industry." 
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2. It is deemed advisable to determine a Operating Engineer-Pipeline Trade 
Division in the pipeline sector of the construction industry. 

1, Ned Shillington, Minister of Labour, do hereby determine the Operating Engineer
Pipeline Trade Division consisting of all unionized employers in respect of whom the 
trade union, the International Union of Operating Engineers, Hoisting, Portable and 
Stationary has established the right, in the Province of Saskatchewan, to bargain 
collectively on behalf of the unionized employees in the sector described in paragraph 
2, to be an appropriate trade division for the purposes of the Act. 

Dated this 2nd day of December, 1992, at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

''Ned Shilling/on TT 

Minister of Labour 

The effect of the designations of trade divisions was considered by the Board in 

Canadian Iron, Steel and Industrial Workers Union, Local #3 v. Emerald Oilfield Construction Ltd. 

and United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry, 

Local 179 et al., [1994] 2nd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 105, LRB File Nos. 019-94, 020-94 and 021-

94. In its decision, the Board held that certification orders could only be granted to those trade 

unions that are named in trade division designations. In this manner, the provincial nature of 

collective bargaining has been maintained in each trade division. The Board decision was upheld on 

judicial review: see [1995] 2nd Quarter, Sask. Labour Rep. 54 (Sask. Q.B.) 

Designation of Representative Employers' Organizations 

[10] In order to implement provincial bargaining in the construction sector, the CILRA 

centralized employer bargaining through REO's for each trade division established under the CILRA. 

Under s. 5 of the CILRA construction employers were given the right "to organize in and to form, 

join or assist an employers' organization" and "to bargain collectively through an employers' 

organization of their own choosing." The wording of s. 5 of the CILRA is parallel to the provisions 

contained in s. 3 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act") relating to the selection of 

trade unions by employees. 
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[11] The initial selection of the REO for each designated trade division was determined 

by the Minister of Labour under s. 10(1) of the CILRA. Subsequent applications to be designated as 

REO could be made to the Board in January of each year. The CILRA required the Board to make 

the determination based on majority support among unionized employers in a trade division. The 

right to make such an application was delayed to January, 1994, thereby giving the Ministerial 

designated REO's two years to establish collective bargaining in their respective trade divisions. 

[12] The Ministerial designations under s. 10(1) of the CILRA were issued on February 

19, 1993. With respect to CLR, which is an umbrella organization representing unionized employers 

in many trade divisions, the Minister noted that its main competition came from Saskatchewan 

Construction Labour Relations Council Inc. ("SCLRC"), an umbrella organization of unionized and 

non-union construction employers. In the decision issued with the Ministerial designations, the 

Minister indicated that he considered the following factors in arriving at his decision: (1) the goals 

of the CILRA; (2) the umbrella nature of the organizations; (3) membership and support among 

unionized employers for each organization; and (4) conflict of interest. Regarding the conflict of 

interest, the Minister set out the criteria for selecting the REO's in the following terms: 

First, I am persuaded that there should be a presumption in favour of the appointment 
of an umbrella organization that represents contractors in various trade divisions. 
Such organizations foster co-ordination of bargaining efforts among employers in 
various trade divisions which is likely to result in the successful conclusion of 
agreements throughout the industry. There is great value in having one strong and 
broadly based employers' organization that is concerned with the long term health and 
survival of the unionized construction industry as a whole. 

Second, I am further persuaded that representative employers' organizations should 
be able to bargain free from conflict of interest in order to ensure the conclusion of 
competitive collective bargaining agreements. Therefore, preference will be given to 
employers' organizations that represent unionized employers, as opposed to spin-off 
non-union contractors. 

Finally, representative employers' organizations must be able to demonstrate 
support amongst unionized contractors in a trade division. 
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The Minister outlined the conflict of interest criteria in the following terms: 

The applications of the SCLRC and the UMC [later called CLR} are similar: both 
are associations established with the object of bargaining on behalf of employers in 
the construction industry. However, they differ with respect to eligibility for 
membership. Membership in the UMC is restricted to those contractors which carry 
on business on a unionized basis only. Spin-off contractors are excluded from 
membership in the UMC 

The UMC justifies the exclusion of spin-off contractors on the basis of conflict of 
interest. The UMC argues that because doubled breasted companies operate on a 
non-union basis, it is antithetical to stable collective bargaining to allow these 
companies to participate in bargaining. It is not in these contractors' interests to see 
the success/id conclusion of province-wide collective bargaining agreements. 
Indeed, it may well be in their interest to frustrate the collective bargaining process. 
The UMC argues that a representative employers' organization must be free from 
any conflict of interest, genuinely want to conclude competitive collective bargaining 
agreements and be committed to the aspirations of competitiveness and stability of 
the unionized construction industry. 

The UMC believes that purely unionized contractors have the right to determine 
their own destiny. They submit that The Construction IndustlY Labour Relations Act, 
1992 was enacted in response to the untenable situation of some unionized 
contractors performing work through spin-off non-union entities. To suggest that 
these spin-off non-union contractors should participate in the collective bargaining 
process, determine provisions of agreements, ratifY or reject agreements or be 
responsible for strike or lockout decisions, all which impart only on unionized 
contractors is to abandon the basic principles of fair play and good faith bargaining. 

Even so, the UMC has recognized the importance of input from contractors who may 
from time to time operate under the terms and conditions of collective bargaining 
agreements. The UMC has provided for spin-off contractors to have limited 
participation rights through a policy whereby spin-off contractors can present their 
views with respect to collective bargaining to the UMC 

Under that procedure, any recognized trade association or trade group representing 
spin-off, double breasted companies may submit, in writing to the board of directors 
of the UMC, its views relative to any upcoming round of negotiations and request to 
meet and discuss the submission with the UMC The board of directors will review 
the submissions and may recommend to the UMC that details of the submissions be 
presented to either a committee of the UMC or directly to the affected trade 
division's delegates for consideration. Where a request to appear before the UMC 
was received with the submission, the UMC may grant the request and make 
appropriate arrangements to hear the representation. 
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[14] 

I am persuaded by the u.lI.1.C's arguments with respect to conflict of interest. There is 
logic in the UMC's position: after enacting legislation to create a ji-amework for 
collective bargaining, the government has a responsibility to entrust bargaining to 
an organization which will bargain in good faith to achieve province-wide 
agreements. For the most part, few agreements have been concluded since the repeal 
of the previous ConstrucNon Industry Labour Relations Act in 1983. 

The conflict of interest problem arose from the practice of unionized employers 

usmg spin-off or related corporations to bid and perfoTIn work on a non-union basis, thereby 

avoiding collective agreement obligations and the trade union certification orders. The difficulty 

caused by the existence of spin-off companies was recognized by a Board of Conciliation I that was 

appointed by the Minister of Labour in 1985 to assist the parties in the construction sector to reach 

collective agreements. The Board of Conciliation recommended to Government that accreditation 

and anti-spin-off provisions be reintroduced in legislation. It summarized the spin-off problem in 

the following tenns: 

As indicated earlier contractors began to operate non-unionized spin-off companies 
following the 1983 repeal legislation. The employers take the position that the spin
off situation was engendered, for the most part, out of the necessity of contractors to 
remain competitive and viable. The unions argue that the unionized contractors 
want to lower the wages and preserve the option to operate non-union through 
another corporate entity with the end object of avoiding the union. 

Although we are satisfied that the establishment of the spin-off companies is, for the 
most part, a survival response of a market driven industlY; we are nevertheless of 
the view that it is simply untenable for a unionized contractor to be able to "spin
off" or "double-breast" without restriction. 

It is our view that the legislation which we recommend must make provisions which, 
in effect, deals with spin-off companies. The concept of unrestricted spin-off 
companies, is in our view fundamentally at odds with the principles of trade 
unionism as enunciated in our Trade Union Act. To allow a continuation of "double 
breasting" in the industry as presently exists seriously jeopardizes the continued 
existence of the unionized construction industry. 

The solution to the spin-off company is instead the establishment of a collective 
bargaining framework which will ensure that agreements are competitive in the real 
world and readily reflect the reality of market conditions. 

I The Conciliation Board was comprised of Richard 1. Hornung, Q.C., Chairperson, Nick 
Sherstobitoff, Q.C., and Larry Seiferling and reported to the Minister on October 4, 1985. 
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[15] Similar recommendations were made to the Minister by the Construction Industry 

Advisory Committee2 which was established in December, 1991 to review the state of labour 

relations in the construction industry and to report to the Minister of Labour. The report 

summarized the difficulties caused by spin-off companies in the industry as follows: 

[16] 

A difficult situation was made worse for the unionized sector of the industry by the 
repeal in 1983 of The Construction Indus!I)! Labour Relations Act. Without 
legislation to prevent double-breasting, there was a proliferation of spin-off 
companies which the unionsfoundfruitless to attempt to organize and draw under a 
collective agreement in the absence of accreditation legislation. 

The CILRA did address the spin-off problem through the introduction of related 

employer provisions. However, the provision permitted the continued use of spin-off non-union 

corporations by those unionized employers who had commenced carrying on business, undertakings 

or other activities in the construction industry prior to the passage of the CILRA. Section 18 of the 

CILRA provided in part as follows: 

18(1) On the application of an employer or a trade union affected, the board may 
declare more than one corporation, partnership, individual or association to be one 
unionized employer for the purposes of this Act and The Trade Union Act where: 

(a) in the opinion of the board, associated or related businesses, 
undertakings or other activities are carried on under common 
control or direction by or through those corporations, partnerships, 
individuals or association; or 

(b) a corporation, partnership, individual or assoczatzon is 
sufficiently related to a unionized employer that, in the opinion of 
the board, they should be treated as one and the same. 

18(2) Subsection (1) applies only to corporations, partnerships, individuals and 
associations that commence carrying on business, undertakings or other activities in 
the construction industlY after the coming into force of this Act. 

18(3) In exercising its discretion pursuant to subsection (1), the board may 
recognize the practice of non-unionized employers performing work through 
unionized subsidiaries. 

2 The Construction Industry Advisory Committee was comprised of an equal number of trade union 
representatives and unionized construction employers and reported to the Minister in April, 1992. 
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[17] This provision made it possible for some unionized employers in the construction 

sector to bid and work construction projects on a union or non-union basis, while those unionized 

contractors who had not engaged in the practice of double breasting prior to the enactment of the 

CILRA were restricted to bidding and working solely on a union basis. 

[18J It is our understanding that CLR sought to exclude from its membership those 

construction employers who performed construction work through both union and non-union 

corporations. CLR restricted its membership in this fashion in order to ensure that collective 

bargaining on the employers' side was conducted by employers who operated solely on a union basis 

and who did not have the option of working on a non-union basis. From CLR's perspective, spin-off 

employers could undermine the collective bargaining relationship between the construction unions 

and the unionized employers. This group of construction employers would not be negatively 

affected if the collective agreements were not concluded, or if they contained high or low wage rates, 

or if the negotiation of these agreements resulted in industrial conflict. Employers who were 

grandfathered under s. 18 of the CILRA could avoid any unfavourable collective agreement 

provisions with relative immunity3 by working on a non-union basis through a related or spin-off 

corporation. 

[19] In our view, at the time the Ministerial designations were made it was clear that the 

Minister of Labour was aware that CLR would not grant membership to unionized employers who 

also operated in the non-union sector through spin-off or related companies. This understanding is 

gleaned from the Ministerial decision issued on February 19, 1993, which concluded that the 

exclusion of some unionized employers from membership could be overcome through the use of 

consultations with non-member unionized employers. 

Further, any designation of the UMC will be subject to the condition that UMC 
consult with all unionized employers in a trade division respecting collective 
bargaining issues in that trade division. Such a condition will ensure that 
contractors who are not eligible for membership can nonetheless provide input and 
gives me assurance that the view of all contractors in the construction industry 
would be represented in province wide bargaining. 

3 Such spin-off corporations could be certified by the trade unions under The Trade Union Act. 
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[20] The Ministerial designations were subject to court challenge in Saskatchewan 

Construction Labour Relations Council Inc. v. Saskatchewan (Minister of Labour), [1993] 7 W.W.R. 

197 (Sask. Q.B.), (affd Sask. c.A. Sept. 10, 1993) where Barc1ay J. held that the Ministerial 

designations under s. 10(1) of the CILRA were an administrative act, not a quasi-judicial function 

and, as such, were not subject to review by the courts. In his judgment, the learned Justice referred 

to the membership restrictions in the CLR's (then called UMCA) bylaws as follows at 203: 

[21] 

UMCA, as a condition of approval, must also consult with all unionized employers in a 
trade division respecting collective bargaining issues in that trade division. The 
purpose of such a condition was to ensure that contractors who are not eligible for 
membership can nonetheless provide input so that the view of all contractors in the 
construction industry would be represented in province-wide bargaining. 

Mr. Justice Barc1ay discussed the power of the Minister when acting under s. 10 of 

the CILRA at 208-209: 

Under s. 10 of the Act, the Minister, in designating a representative employers' 
organization, may conduct or cause to be conducted, any inquiry or consultation 
with unionized employers, employers' organizations and trade unions he considers 
necessary. He therefore has complete, absolute and unfettered discretion. In my 
view, there is no fixed standard to follow and the Minister is guided only by his own 
policies and expediency. 

In my opinion it was the intention of the Legislature that the Minister, in exercising 
his powers under s. 10, }vas performing an administrative act. There is no 
requirement that he conduct a formal hearing, nor is the adversmy process invoked. 
The Minister was, in granting this designation, implementing social policy in a 

broad sense and the courts, in my view, have no right to intelfere. The Minister 
made it clear in his reasons that to suggest that spin-off non-union contractors 
should participate in the collective bargaining process, all of which impact only as 
unionized contractors, is to abandon the basic principles of fair play and good faith 
bargaining. That is a matter of government policy and under these circumstances, 
the Court has no mandate to intrude. 

There is no requirement under s. 10 that the employers' organizations that 1vish to 
be designated represent a majority of unionized employers . .. 
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[22] The learned Justice set out the applicant's argument on the membership question as 

follows at 209-210: 

In his argument counsel for the applicant submitted that the Minister, in interpreting 
the provisions of ss. 2(s) and J 0 of the Act wrongly determined that approximately 
73 unionized employers and their choice of a representative employer organization 
was not entitled to be considered for the purpose of the designations to be made 
under s. J O. He argued that contrary to the definition of "unionized employer ", the 
Minister excluded the said 73 unionized employers on the basis that they had an 
association with, were related to or were spin-off or non-unionized and/or out-of
province contractors. 

Counsel also submits that unionized employers under s. 5 of the Act have the right to 
organize in and to form, join or assist an employers' organization and to bargain 
collectively through an employers' organization of their own choosing. In view of 
this provision he argued that the Minister. by excluding the 73 unionized employers 
on the basis that they had an association with non-unionized contractors. has 
interfered with their right as contemplated bv s. 5 to bargain collectively through an 
employers' organization oftheir own choosing. 

In view ormy finding that the Minister, in discharging his statutory function under s. 
J 0 or the Act. is not exercising a quasi-judicial function it is not necessary for the 
Court to consider these questions. 

In the alternative, I am of the view that the Minister has not made an error in law in 
reaching his decision and it is "correct" within the meaning prescribed by the 
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Datta v. Saskatchewan (MCIC), (1986), 52 Sask. 
R. 18. The Minister was not obligated to designate the representative employers' 
organization that demonstrated majority support or even the most support. He was 
merely required to consider the representative character of the any employers' 
organization that has given notice. He has considered the representative character 
of the relevant parties and has chosen an organization that is representative of and 
has the support of a significant number of employers. 

I also disagree with the applicant's interpretation of s. 5. The operative words in s. 5 
are "subject to this Act". Therefore the rights granted in s. 5 are, in my opinion, 
modified by the specific provisions in s. J 0 which grant to the Minister, a wide 
discretion in designating an employers' organization. In addition, as I stated earlier, 
the designation by the Minister is temporary, as after January J of next year, an 
employers' organization may apply to the Labour Relations Board to be recognized. 

I therefore conclude, in the alternative, that the Minister has not made an error of law 
and his decision is not reviewable. 
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Membership in the REO - Board decision 

[23] After CLR was designated as REO for a majority of the trade division, the issue 

arose as to whether it could refuse membership to those unionized employers who also performed 

work through spin-off, non-union companies. In CLR Construction Labour Relations Association of 

Saskatchewan Inc. v. Lockerbie & Hole, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 179, LRB File Nos. 

187-93 and 214-93, the Board was asked to determine ifCLR, as the designated REO, could refuse 

membership to Lockerbie & Hole ("Lockerbie"), a unionized employer. The bylaws of CLR 

contained the same membership provisions that are currently before the Board, namely: 

Article 11 - Membership 

Sectioll 1 (c) The following shall be eligible for membership in the Association: 

(1) General Members: 

Unionized employers meaning those corporations, partnerships, individuals or 
associations engaged in the construction industlY whose employees are governed by 
collective bargaining agreements having application in Saskatchewan and whose 
associated or related businesses, undertakings or other activities in the construction 
industry, are carried on under common control or direction by or through those 
corporations, partnerships, individuals or associations and whose employees are 
governed by the same collective bargaining agreements. 

Section 2 - Application for Membership 

(a) An applicant for membership shall submit all application in writing to the 
Board of Directors in such form an detail as may be prescribed by the Board of 
Directors Fom time to time, together with the prescribed membership fee and 
statutOlY declaration if required, and if accepted by the Board of Directors the 
applicant shall become a General Member and shall be assigned by the Board of 
Directors to one or more appropriate Trade Divisions. 

(b) In the event that the Board does not grant membership on the basis of the 
applicant's relationship yvith spin-off, double breasted or conflict of interest 
companies, the applicant may re-apply once such relationship ceases. 
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[24] 

(e) In the event that the Board does not grant membership on the basis of its 
intelpretation of Article 11, Section 1 (c)(I), the applicant may apply to the Labour 
Relations Board to be declared a unionized employer by the application of the 
definitions provided in Article 11, Section 1 (c)(I). The Association will be bound by 
any declaration of the Labour Relations Board relating to interpretation of Article 
11, Section 1 (c)( 1) for the purposes of determining eligibility jor membership in the 
Association. 

Commenting on the conflict of interest problem, the Board noted in the Lockerbie & 

Hole case, supra, that the parties were "in substantial agreement, if not complete agreement, upon 

the reality of this conflict of interest, both in the sense that Lockerbie has the type of relationship 

with a non-union employer that disqualifies it from membership under the Association's bylaws, and 

in the sense that this type of relationship really does produce a serious conflict of interest.,,4 

[25] The Board held that the question of CLR's right or authority to refuse to admit 

Lockerbie into membership had implicitly been decided by the Court of Queen's Bench and Court of 

Appeal in the Ministerial designation case. The Board concluded as follows, at 190: 

The Court of Appeal disposed of the appeal orally, and did not comment on this aspect 
of the decision. However, given the prominence that the Association's intention to 
exclude certain unionized employers played in the Minister's decision to select it from 
among the rival employers' associations, it is difficult to believe that the Court of 
Queen's Bench, and then the Court of Appeal believed that such an exclusion would be 
contrary to s. 5 of the Act. The Board cannot imagine that the Court of Queen's Bench 
and then the Court of Appeal would have upheld the Minister's designation if they 
were of the view that it was predominantly based on what would be an illegal act by 
the Association, namely a denial of membership that was contrary to the employers' 
statutory membership rights. That being so, the finding that this Board is now being 
urged by Lockerbie to make on this application (that the exclusion of Lockerbie from 
the Association is a violation of Lockerbie 's rights under Section 5 of the AcO is the 
same act which the Courts, by upholding the Minister's designation, must be 
considered to have found to be legal. We are therefore of the view that the legality of 
the exclusion has been judicially determined and that, whether the Board agrees with 
that determination or not, the Board must follow it. 

4 [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 179 at 185. 
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[26] In addition, the Board went on in the Lockerbie and Hole case, supra, to accept that 

s. 5 of the CILRA did not require all unionized employers to join the designated REO. In this sense, 

the Board drew a distinction between membership in the organization and representation by the 

organization, similar to the distinction contained in the Act with respect to certain classes of 

employees who are not required to join the union but who are entitled to be represented by the union: 

see s. 36 of the Ad. Under the CILRA, the Board decided that unionized employers were not 

required to apply for and obtain membership in the CLR; however, they were bound by the 

provisions granting CLR the exclusive right to represent the unionized construction employers in 

collective bargaining and the provisions requiring all such employers to pay dues to the REO. 

Membership in REO - Court decisions 

[27] The question of membership in the CLR was also placed before the Courts in an 

action brought by two unionized employers against the CLR under the provisions of The Non-Profit 

Corporations Act. In PCL Industrial Constructors Inc. and Lockerbie and Hole Company Limited v. 

CLR Construction Labour Relations Association of Saskatchewan Inc6 (1999), 178 Sask. R. 161 

(Sask. Q.B.), affd (2000), 189 Sask. R. 141 (Sask. c.A.); leave to appeal to SCC refused [2000] 

S.C.C.A. No. 156, Mr. Justice Baynton held that CLR was required by the provisions contained in s. 

5 The Rand formula for union security set out in s. 36 permits employees who were not members of 
the union at the time of certification to remain non-members, while requiring existing members to 
maintain their union membership and requiring all new employees to join the union. All employees 
in the bargaining unit pay dues to the union. The provision also contemplates that membership can 
be refused for other reasons and allows for "deemed membership". Section 36.1(3) of the Act 
provides that no employee shall unreasonably be denied membership in a trade union. In addition, s. 
25.1 extends the Union's duty of fair representation to all "employees". Different voting rules are 
established for strike votes in s. 11 (2)( d). The Act does not require a ratification vote, although if 
one is conducted, the Board may supervise the vote: s.11(8). 
6 There are many aspects of the factual underpinning of this decision that are difficult to understand. 
For instance, the Court found that Lockerbie and Hole's related companies were not spin-off or 
double-breasted companies, when that fact appears to have been admitted in the earlier Board 
decision. Similarly, the Court found that PCL Industrial Constructors Inc. has never been declared a 
"spin-off' or "doubJe-breasted" company in any jurisdiction. The Ontario Labour Relations Board 
made such a determination in International Assn. of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental Iron 
Workers, Local 765 v. PCL Constructors Eastern Inc. et al., [1995] OLRB Rep. Oct. 1277. The 
Court also suggests that the Minister, when making the designation ofCLR as the REO, did not 
appreciate that CLR intended to deny membership to unionized employers whose related 
corporations worked on a non-union basis. We disagree with this assessment of the Minister's 
knowledge. 
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5 of the CILRA to pennit any entity that constitutes a "unionized employer" to join CLR as a member 

and that CLR's refusal to grant membership was oppressive action against PCL Industrial 

Constructors Inc. ("PCL") and Lockerbie within the meaning of The Non-Profit Corporations Act. 

The COUli also held that the denial of membership to PCL and Lockerbie constituted a breach of 

their s. 2( d) "freedom of association" rights under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Court 

ordered that CLR's bylaws and its membership application fonns and procedures be amended to 

ensure that every unionized employer subject to the CILRA is qualified and entitled to join the CLR 

as a member. The Court directed that the directors "can have no discretion to refuse membership to 

such an applicant." 

[28] The Court of Appeal upheld the decision of Mr. Justice Baynton in so far as he 

detennined that the denial of membership was an oppressive action under The Non-Profit 

Corporations Act and did not comment on the Charter aspect of the lower court's decision. The 

Court of Appeal was critical of the Board's decision in Lockerbie and Hole, supra, for interpreting 

the Ministerial designation case as implicitly approving an interpretation of s. 5 of the CILRA that 

pennitted CLR to refuse membership to unionized employers who also perfonned construction work 

through non-union spin-off corporations. From the Board's perspective, however, it would appear 

unusual for the Courts to allow the Minister to take into account the conflict of interest issue by 

selecting a REO that did not pennit certain unionized contractors to be members, and then undennine 

that policy choice by requiring the REO to admit any unionized employer into membership. This 

issue was the central issue faced by the Minister when making the designation and the Court initially 

found his designation to be based on valid policy grounds. 

[29] As a result of the SCLRC case, supra, an REO designated under the CILRA must 

accept into membership any unionized employer in the trade divisions represented by the REO. 

There was no discussion by the Courts of the right of unionized employers to refuse to join the REO. 

It does not appear that the Courts were asked to consider the distinction that could be made between 

membership entitlement and representation rights, such as exists in the Act for union members, or to 

consider the question of whether members can be expelled for issues like non-payment of dues, 

refusal to abide by the collective agreements, etc. Some of these questions remain to be addressed 

under the recent amendments. 
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Definition of Unionized Employer and Unionized Employees 

[301 In an application brought SCLRC to replace CLR as the REO i
, the Board 

addressed the question of who is a "unionized employer" and who is a "unionized employee" as 

those terms are used in the CILRA. The Board also joined an application between CLR and the 

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Local 19858 to the SCLRC case, supra. 

In the Carpenter's application, the Board was asked to decide which unionized employers were 

entitled to vote on the ratification of a collective agreement. In its decision, the Board noted that the 

term "unionized employer" is defined in more than one provision in the CILRA. Section 2(s) of the 

CILRA defines "unionized employer" as follows: 

[31] 

2(5) "unionized employer" means an employer in a trade division 
with respect to whom a trade union has established the right to 
bargain collectively on behalf of a unionized employees in that trade 
division: 

(i) pursuant to an order of the board made 
pursuant to clause 5(a), (b) or (c) of The 
Trade Union Act; 

(ii) as a result of the employer's having 
recognized the trade union as the agent to 
bargain collectively on behalf of those 
unionized employees. 

Section 11 of the CILRA, which permits employers' organizations to apply to the 

Board to replace designated REO's, defines "unionized employer" as: 

JJ(l) In this section, "unionized employer" means a unionized employer who 
employs one or more unionized employees on the day on which an application 
pursuant to this section is made. 

7 see SLCRC v. CLR, [1994] 1 SI Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 217, LRB File No. 023-94; [1994] 2nd 

Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 190; [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 277; [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 159. 
8 LRB File No. 039-95. 
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[32] Similarly, the ratification vote procedures contained in s. 30 of the CILRA and the 

lock-out vote procedures set out in s. 26 of the CILRA contain a similar temporal restriction on the 

definition of "unionized employer" - that unionized employers must employ one or more "unionized 

employees" on the day the vote is taken. 

[33] In the SCLRC decision, supra, the Board attempted to "find some means of 

identifying employers who have been parties to a col1ective bargaining relationship which has some 

substance, and in which the employer has given some sign of an effort to comply with the obligations 

imposed by a certification order from this Board.,,9 This was necessary because of the chaos existing 

in the construction industry which was described earlier by the Board in International Union of 

Operating Engineers, Local 870 v. Dominion Company Inc.; United Brotherhood of Carpenters and 

Joiners of America, Local 1985 v. PCL Industrial Constructors Ltd., [1994] 1't Quarter Sask. Labour 

Rep. 146, LRB File Nos. 158-93 & 176-93. As the Board explained in the SCLRC case, supra 10; 

[34] 

In this environment, we have concluded that it is not possible to assume, as we might 
ordinarily, that the certification Order is a sign that a trade union has actually 
"established the right to bargain collectively." The "right to bargain collectively" 
is, in our opinion, a term which describes the existence of a relationship which 
includes two parties. If the trade union has in a general sense a responsibility to 
assert the rights which come into being by virtue of the certification Order, an 
employer has a similar obligation to observe the requirements of the relationship, 
notably to bargain with the trade union in good faith, and to recognize the trade 
union as the exclusive voice of the employees in relation to terms and conditions of 
employment. Where the certification Order has been allowed to become empty of 
any substantive consequences, it is, in our view, necessary to look to alternative or 
additional criteria for deciding whether an employee or employer should be 
regarded as "unionized". 

For the purposes of the CILRA, the Board rejected the notion that employers could 

gain the right to participate in ratification and raid votes based solely on the fact that they are subject 

to a certification Order or they had at one time voluntarily recognized the union. 

9 [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 159 at 169. 
10 [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 277 at 293. 
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[35] In addition, the Board concluded that the temporal limitations added to the definition 

of "unionized employers" in the voting sections (i.e. that they must employ one or more unionized 

employees on the day the vote is taken) are a proxy, in essence, for determining if the unionized 

employer is "working union" at the time of the vote. 

[36] At the same time, the Board was concerned that if the temporal limit set out in the 

CILRA were interpreted literally, they would result in the disenfranchisement of many employers 

given the seasonal nature of construction work. In the end, the Board set the following guidelines for 

determining if an employer is a "unionized employer" under the CILRA and the raid and ratification 

prOVIsIOns: 

That this Board has at any time granted a certification Order 
covering the employer and the trade union; 

That, in terms of s. 11(1) or s. 3D, the employer has, within the year 
preceding the date of application in question, employed at least one 
employee who is a member of the trade union or pays dues to the 
trade union; 

That, within the year preceding the filing of the application in 
question, the employer has employed an. employee whose most 
recent hiring was done through being dispatched by the trade union; 

That the employer has contributed within the year preceding the 
filing of the application to a pension fund or insurance benefit fund 
in whose administration the trade union is involved; 

That the employer has contributed within the year preceding the 
filing of the application to a training or apprenticeship fund in 
whose administration the trade union is involved; 

That the employer has acknowledged that a collective agreement is 
currently recognized as binding on them; 

That the employer has, within the year preceding the filing of the 
application, voluntarily agreed to abide by the terms of a collective 
agreement to which the trade union is signatory; and 

That the employer has, within the preceding year, engaged in 
negotiations with the trade union concerning the terms and 
conditions of employment of any employee, or concerning a dispute 
or grievance related to the terms and conditions of employment of 
any employee. 
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[37] 

In our view, the existence of any three of these features would 
provide sufficient indicia that a genuine bargaining relationship 
exists, and that the term "unionized" may be regarded as being of 
some significance. 11 

Since the SCLRC application was filed \vith the Board, the chaotic state of collective 

bargaining in the construction industry has been abated by the establishment of collective agreements 

in all trade divisions. There are clear contractual terms to follow and apply in the day-to-day work of 

a construction employer. At this point in time it may be relatively easy to identify for the purpose of 

ratification votes and lockout votes who is or is not a current unionized employer by the acceptance 

and application of the collective agreements in question, including the hiring hall provisions. 

[38] The Board did not restrict entitlement to vote on the replacement application or the 

ratification vote to those employers who belonged to CLR. All employers who met the tests set by 

the Board or were eligible to vote on both issues. 

Amendments to CILRA 

[39] The CILRA was amended in a fundamental manner effective July 11, 2000. The 

Legislature removed s. 5(1), (2) and (3) of the CILRA thereby eliminating employer choice in the 

selection of a representative employers' organization. In s. 9.1 of the amended CILRA, the 

Legislature designated an REO for each trade division. CLR was designated the REO for the trade 

divisions for which it previously had been designated by the Minister under the old s. 10 of the 

CILRA. 

[40] At the same time, the Legislature addressed the issue of membership in each REO 

by adding s. 10.1 to the CILRA, which reads as follows: 

10.1 Where a representative employers' organization is designated pursuant to 
section 9.1, or designated by the minister pursuant to section 10, to be the exclusive 
agent to bargain collectively on behalf of all unionized employers in the trade division, 
each unionized employer in the trade division is entitled to join the representative 
employers' organization and participate in its activities. 

11 [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 277 at 293-94, as amended by [1997] Sask. L.R.B.R. 159. 
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[41} In addition, the Legislature imposed a duty of fair representation on the REO 

designated under s. 9.1 or 10 of the CILRA. Section 5(5) of the CILRA reads: 

[42J 

(5) In discharging the duties of a representative employers' organization pursuant 
to this Act or The Trade Union Act, a representative employers' organization shall not 
act in a manner that is arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad faith in representing any of 
the employers on whose behalf it acts. 

The amendments also assigned regulation of the bylaws and constitution of the 

statutory REO's to the Labour Relations Board under s. 10.2(1), (4) of the CILRA which provides: 

[43] 

10.2(1) Subject to this section, the constitution and bylaws of a representative 
employers' association are in force only after they are approved or amended by the 
board pursuant to subsection (4). 

(4) Within J 20 days after the filing of the constitution and bylaws of a 
representative employers' organization, the board shall: 

(a) approve the constitution and bylaws; or 

(b) after conducting a hearing with respect to the matter, amend 
the constitution and bylaws to ensure that they comply with this Act. 

(5) A representative employers' organization must file with the board a copy of 
any amendments that it makes to its constitution and bylaws, and no amendments to the 
constitution or byla}vs of a representative employers' organization has any effect until 
it is approved by the board. 

At the same time, the Legislature broadened the scope of the related employer 

provisions contained in s. 18 of the CILRA. The general provision outlining the Board's power to 

declare more than one corporation to be one unionized employer was amended to be more consistent 

with the provisions contained in s. 37.3 of the Act. The grandfathering provisions contained in s. 18(2) 

of the CILRA were repealed. The Board was given expansive powers in s.18.1 of the CILRA to 

investigate related employer applications. 
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[44] The definition of "unionized employer" remains the same under s. 2(s) of the CILRA in 

the amended statute and the temporal requirements set out in the ratification vote and lock-out vote 

provisions continue. Sections 26 and 30 of the CILRA provide: 

[45] 

26 It is an unfair labour practice for a representative employers' organization to 
declare, authorize or take part in Cl lockout, and for a unionized employer to 
participate in a lockout, with respect to any unionized employees, unless: 

(a) a lockout vote is taken by secret ballot among all unionized 
employers in the trade division concerned who employ one or more 
unionized employees on the day on which the vote is taken; and 

(b) a majority of the unionized employers who vote pursuant to 
clause (a) vote in favour of a lockout. 

30 EvelY vote taken among unionized employers in a trade division concerning the 
ratification of a collective bargaining agreement is restricted to unionized emplovers 
in that trade division who employ one or more unionized emplovees on the day the vote 
is taken. 

(emphasis added) 

In addition, the structure of bargaining on a trade division basis is retained in s. 16(2) 

of the CILRA which provides: 

[46] 

16(2) Where an employers' organization is designated to be the representative 
employers' organization for more than one trade division, only the unionized 
employers in one trade division are entitled to make decisions with respect to 
negotiating and concluding a collective bargaining agreement on behalf of the 
unionized employers in that trade division. 

It would appear to the Board that with the current amendment the Legislature has 

struck a different balance than what had existed under the old CILRA. The debate surrounding 

membership in the REO is eliminated by s. 10.1 of the CILRA. The competition between REO's is 

ended by the statutory appointment of REO's in Schedule 1 to the CILRA. All spin-off corporations are 

now subject to the related employer provisions contained in s. 18(1) of the CILRA. Theoretically, the 

conflict of interest that led to the appointment of CLR as the designated REO under the CILRA, where 

some unionized employers had the option of working union or non-union, is eliminated by the inclusion 

of such spin-off corporations under the related employer provisions contained in s. 18 of the CILRA. 
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TI1e expanded powers granted to the Board to investigate such applications will assist the Board in 

making timely decisions on such applications. 

Board's Role in Approving or Amending Bylaws and Constitution of REO 

[47] The statutory provision setting out the Board's powers to review and approve or amend 

the bylaws of a REO designated under s. 9.1 or s. 10 of the CILRA simply requires the Board to assure 

that the constitution and bylaws comply with the CILRA. The Board will approach this task in a manner 

similar to its review of internal union affairs. We will act to ensure that the requirements set out in the 

CILRA are complied with, but we will not otherwise interfere with the internal affairs of the REO. 

[48] 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In our view, the areas of concern identified in the CILRA include the following issues: 

Does the REO have, as one of its objectives, the objective of 

bargaining collectively on behalf of unionized employers? (s.2(g) of 

the CILRA) 

Does the REO allow each unionized employer in its trade division to 

join the REO and participate in its activities? (s. 10.1 of the CILRA) 

Does the REO maintain a trade division bargaining structure where 

only the unionized employers in each trade division are entitled to 

make decisions with respect to negotiating and concluding a collective 

bargaining agreement? (s. 16(2) of the CILRA) 

(4) Does the REO prevent any other employers' organization from 

interfering with the negotiation of a collective bargaining agreement 

or from vetoing any proposed collective agreement? (s.16(1 )(b) of the 

CILRA) 

(5) Does the REO have a procedure for voting on ratification votes that 

complies with s. 30 of the CILRA? 

(6) Does the REO have a procedure for voting on lockouts that complies 

with s. 26 of the CILRA? 
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[49] We will apply this checkhst to each set of bylaws under consideration on this 

application. 

Construction Labour Relations Association of Saskatchewan Inc. Bylaws, as amended by Bylaw 
Amendment #1 (January 31, 1994) 

Objectives of CLR 

[50] 

[51} 

Article 2, section 1 ofCLR's bylaws states its general purpose in the following terms: 

The objects of the Association are to seek to be the Representative Employer 
Organization on behalf of unionized contractors in various Trade Divisions for the 
purpose of coordinating bargaining with trade unions or Councils of trade unions . .. 

In our view, this objective meets the requirement set out in s. 2(g) of the CILRA. 

Membership in the Association 

[52] As indicated earlier in these reasons, CLR has not changed its membership 

requirements since the decision of Baynton J. referred to above. At the hearing of this application, 

counsel for CLR argued that the amendments to the CILRA, particularly the removal of s. 18(2) of the 

CILRA, support the overall approach of CLR to the membership question. Counsel argued that s. 10.1 

of the CILRA must be interpreted in light of the purposes of the CILRA, that is, to foster province-wide 

bargaining in the construction industry. CLR remains concerned that unionized employers who 

continue to operate with non-union spin-offs will use their membership in CLR to undermine collective 

bargaining. Counsel argued that when granting membership in the organization, CLR should be 

permitted to take into account factors that are similar to those set out in s. 18(5) of the CILRA. Section 

18(5) of the CILRA gives the Board powers to grant additional relief on a related employer application 

where the businesses are carried on for the purpose of avoiding the effect of a designation of a 

representative employers' organization with respect to a trade division or a collective bargaining 

agreement. 

[53] Counsel also argued that the recent amendments to the CILRA indicate that recent 

judicial decisions are not in keeping with the spirit of the CILRA and override the effect of the judicial 

pronouncements. 
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[54] The Board does not accept CLR's interpretation of the recent amendments. In our 

view, the amendments set up a new system - a different balance of entitlements and responsibilities. 

On the question of membership entitlement, s. 10.1 of the CILRA is fairly clear. Each unionized 

employer in a trade division is entitled to join the REO and participate in its activities. If there is any 

dispute about whether or not an employer is a "unionized employer" the matter can be referred to the 

Board for detem1ination under s. 6(b) of the CILRA and we wouid expect such disputes to be referred to 

the Board. 

[55J At the same time, employers who wish to participate in the REO must be willing to 

accept the terms of the current collective agreements, and to subject their relationships to other 

construction corporations to the related employer tests set out in s. 18 of the CILRA if and when 

applications are brought to the Board under s. 18 of the CILRA. The option of working union and non

union is removed through the mechanisms set out in the amendments to s. 18 of the CILRA. 

[56J In addition, the ratification provisions and the lockout vote requirements continue to 

impose special temporal qualifications for determining which employers can be considered sufficiently 

active in unionized construction to paJiake in the voting process on lockouts and ratification votes. 

[57] In light of these changes, CLR's approach to membership must be amended by the 

Board. We will alter the Bylaws as follows: 

[58J 

[59] 

Article Il, Section 1, Clause (c) is deleted and replaced with the following provision: 

All unionized employers in the trade divisions represented by the Association shall be 
eligible for membership in the Association. 

Article Il, Section 2, Clause (b) and (c) are deleted and replaced with the following: 

(c) the Association may apply to the Labour Relations Board to 
have any di~pute over the status of an applicant for membership as a 
"unionized employer" determined under s. 6(2)(b) of The 
Construction IndustlY Labour Relations Act. 1992. 
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[60] Article Il, Section 6, Clause (a), subclause (l)(C) is deleted. This subc1ause cun'ently 

pennits the Board of Directors of CLR to expel any member if the member becomes related to a spin

off corporation. As indicated, this matter must now be dealt with by an application under s. 18 of the 

CILRA. 

[61] The remainder of the provisions dealing with the expulsion of members is consistent 

with the CILRA and with the nonnal provisions found in a trade union or other similar representative 

agency. 

[62] The application for membership may contain a declaration that the applicant is a 

unionized employer as defined in the CILRA. It may also require the applicant to agree to abide by the 

tenns of any collective agreement negotiated by CLR on its behalf and to abide by the bylaws of the 

CLR and to pay the dues imposed by CLR on its membership. These basic commitments are central to 

the working of the CILRA. 

Bargaining structures 

[63] Section 16(2) of the CILRA reqUIres an umbrella REO to structure collective 

bargaining so that only those unionized employers who are members of a trade division are entitled to 

make decisions with respect to negotiating and concluding a collective agreement on behalf of 

unionized employers in that trade division. 

[64] The CLR bylaws establish a trade division structure. Article II, s. 3, clause (a) 

provides that "the Board of directors shall establish a trade division for each category of trade 

negotiations, which shall confonn to such Trade Divisions as are detennined pursuant to Provincial 

Labour Legislation." Under Article HI, s. 1 each trade division nominates two delegates to the Council 

of the CLR. The Council's powers are set out in Article HI, s. 3 and include the power to elect the 

directors of the Association. The functions of the Board of Directors are set out in Article IV, s. 2. 
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[65] Article V of the Bylaws establishes the framework for negotiating collective 

agreements. Section l(a) provides: 

[66] 

Each trade division shall elect, at a meeting of members of that Trade Division, a 
Negotiating Committee and Chailperson of the Negotiating Committee, for the pUlpose 
of conducting negotiations with its representative trade union. The Chairperson of the 
Negotiating Committee shall be the Trade Division representative on the Council 
Coordinating Committee. 

Article V, s. 2 establishes a coordinating committee consisting of one representative 

appointed by and from each trade division, the president and the chairperson of the council. The 

purpose of the coordinating committee is stated in Article V, s. 2, clause (1) as follows: 

[671 

follows: 

(4) Receiving, tabulating and reviewing the draft negotiating policies 
from the Trade Divisions prior to the commencement of any 
negotiations; 

(E) 

(C) 

Developing negotiating policies and guidelines that >vill form the basis 
for current negotiations; and 

Reviewing and revising the negotiating policies and guidelines 
throughout negotiations as required. 

Section 3 of Article V goes 011 to provide for the determination of bargaining policy as 

(a) 0) Each Trade Division shall have the responsibility of drafting 
negotiating policies for the pUlpose of the Board reviewing such 
policies with other Trade Divisions; 

(2) Such negotiating policies as are adopted by the Trade Divisions shall 
constitute the policies of the Council, and the respective Negotiating 
Committee, as they apply to each Trade Division; 

(3) Each Negotiating Committee shall be obligated to adhere to the 
negotiating policies established pursuant to Article V, Section 3(a)(1), 
or as may be revised pursuant to Article V, Section 3(b) or Section 
3(c). 
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[68] The Bylaws then provide a method of revising negotiating policies as follows: 

[69] 

S. 3(b) During the negotiations and upon request of a Negotiating Committee, 
the policies established pursuant to this Article V may be reviewed, 
and if required, revised with the concurrence of the Coordinating 
Committee. Upon the request of a Negotiating Committee requesting 
a review or revisions, the Coordinating Committee shall be called to 
meet on a maximum of three (3) days' notice for that pUlpose. 

S. 3(c) Provided the procedure in Article V; Section 3(b) has been pursued, 
and the concurrence of the Coordinating Committee to revise 
negotiating policy has not been received, a Trade Division may elect 
to revise negotiating policies, but only if: 

(1) a resolution is passed by the maJonty of the 
members of the Trade Division in attendance at a 
meeting; and 

(2) a notice is sent not more than three (3) days prior to 
the meeting to all members of the Trade Division 
specifYing the express purpose of the meeting; and 

(3) all members of the Board are provided with the same 
notice as in (2) above, and are therewith invited to 
attend the meeting and express the views on the 
subject without the right to vote thereon. 

Although the CLR bylaws permit the coordination of bargaining across trade divisions, 

the ultimate decision-making authority rests with the members of each trade division. In our view, 

these provisions comply with s. 16(2) of the CILRA. 

Other Employer Organization Influence in bargaining 

[70] Section 16(l)(b) of the CILRA prohibits any other employer's organization from 

interfering with the negotiation of a collective agreement or from vetoing any proposed collective 

bargaining agreement. CLR's bylaws, as quoted above, set out the procedure for determining 

bargaining strategies and prescribes the manner in which collective bargaining will be carried out in 

each trade division. The membership of CLR is restricted to unionized employers in the trade division 

that it represents. No reference is made in the bylaws to the need to consult with outside employer 

organizations prior to bargaining or concluding the negotiation of a collective agreement. The bylaws 

satisfY this provision. 
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Ratification votes 

[71] As set out above, s. 30 of the CILRA requires that ratification votes be restricted to those 

unionized employers in the trade division who employ one or more unionized employees on the day the 

vote is taken. The Board has interpreted this provision in the SCLRC case, supra, as requiring some 

demonstration of recently "working union." 

[72] 

[73] 

Article X, s. 6(a) provides: 

Each Generallvlember of a Trade Division shall be entitled to one vote on a proposed 
collective bargaining agreement or settlement applying to him. Ratification shall be by 
simple majority of votes cast, and a tie vote shall constitute non-ratification. 

This provision grants voting rights that are broader than those contained in the CILRA. 

The provision is therefore amended to provide as follows: 

Ratification votes shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions contained in 
the CILRA. 

Lockout votes 

[74] Section 26 of the CILRA reqUIres lock-out votes to be conducted among those 

unionized employers in the trade division concerned who employ one or more unionized employees on 

the day on which the vote is taken. Again, as indicated above, the Board interpreted this wording, when 

used in the context of a ratification vote, as a proxy for determining the currency of the employer's 

involvement in unionized construction work. 

[75] There is no provision in CLR's bylaws dealing with lockout votes. The matter is then 

governed by the CILRA and no bylaw is required in this circumstance. 
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The Boilermaker Contractors' Association of Saskatchewan 

Purpose 

[76] 

[77J 

[78] 

The constitution of the BCA provides in part as follows: 

2. The objects of the Association are with respect to all matters of labour 
relations, and: 

(a) 

(b) to apply and act as designated, accredited, or registered 
agents for collective bargaining on behalf of Members and to carlY 
out the responsibilities of an employers' organization under the 
provisions of The Construction Industly Labour Relations Act; 

(c) to represent Members in collective bargaining matters, 
including union recognition, certification, negotiation, conciliation, 
mediation, arbitration and contact administration; 

This provision meets the requirements set out in s. 2(g) of the CILRA. 

The Bylaws contain membership provisions in Article 1. Article 1.03 provides in part 

as follows: 

[79} 

1.03 ... Membership in the Association shall not be denied to any Employer on 
whose behalf the Association is to bargain except in accordance with the provisions of 
The Construction Industry Labour Relations Act. 

In our view, this provision complies with s. 10.1 of the CILRA. 

Bargaining structures 

[80] BCA represents unionized employers in only one trade division and there is no concern 

with the requirement set out in s. 16(2) of the CILRA. 
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Other Representative Employer Organization Influence in Bargaining 

[81] The only issue that arises under the bylaws concerns the relationship between the BCA 

and the Boilermaker Contractors' Association, a national employers' association. BCA assigns its 

bargaining rights to the Boilermaker Contractors' Association for the purpose of conducting multi

provincial collective agreements. This delegation is necessary to permit the negotiation of a national 

boilermaker's collective agreement and is in keeping with the provisions contained in s. 21 of the 

CILRA which provides: 

Nothing in this Act prevents: 

[82] 

(a) 

(b) the operation and renegotiation of a national collective 
agreement that is in effect immediately prior to the coming into force 
of this Act. 

Although the relationship between BCA and the Boilermaker Contractors' Association 

may appear to violate s. 16(1 )(b) of the CILRA, the delegation is necessary to permit the bargaining of a 

national agreement as is contemplated by s. 21 of the CILRA. We find that s. 16 of the CILRA is 

complied with in these bylaws. 

Ratification Votes 

[83] Ratification votes are not specifically mentioned in the bylaws and would therefore be 

governed solely by s. 30 of the CIRLA. This is acceptable to the Board. 

Lockout Votes 

[84] Lockout votes are not specifically mentioned in the bylaws and would therefore be 

governed solely by s. 26 of the CILRA. This is acceptable to the Board. 
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Pipe Line Contractors Association of Canada 

[85] The PCA represents four trade divisions in the pipeline sector of the construction 

industry, namely labourer-pipeline, operating engineer-pipeline, plumber/pipefitter-pipeline, and 

teamster-pipeline. PCA IS incorporated federally. It has a history of negotiating national pipeline 

al:,'reements of the nature approved under s. 21 of the CfLRA. Because the Board's jurisdiction is 

restricted to Saskatchewan, we must be mindful in reviewing PCA's bylaws that they apply throughout 

Canada and not only in the jurisdiction of Saskatchewan. 

Objectives of PCA 

[86] The objectives of PC A provide in a genera! way for collective bargaining. Among the 

objects is the commitment to "regulate the relations between employers and employees in the pipeline 

construction industry." We accept this expression as sufficient for the purpose of s. 2(g) of the CILRA. 

Membership in the Association 

[87J Membership is available to "any employer or employees, whether an individual, 

corporation, company, partnership or enterprise engaged in contracting for the construction, installation, 

treating, reconditioning or maintenance of pipelines for the purpose of transporting liquids, vapours, 

slurries or solids, or any phase thereof, shall qualify as a Regular Member." 

[88] Clearly, a representative employers' organization cannot include "employees" as that 

term is defined in the CILRA or the Act. If it did include employees as members, the PCA would have a 

serious conflict of interest in its membership. However, given the status of the PCA as the longstanding 

bargaining agent for pipeline contractors across the country, we interpret the word "employee", when 

used in their membership article, as meaning managerial employees, who would not be included in the 

scope of any appropriate bargaining unit. With this interpretation, the membership provision meets the 

requirements of s. 10.1 of the CILRA. 

[89J The remaining membership provisions are the usual provisions that would be contained 

in any association's bylaws and are acceptable under s. 10.l of the CILRA. 
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Bargaining structures 

[90] The structure set up for the negotiation of national agreements by PCA with the various 

trade unlOns is set out in s. 41 of the bylaws. The bylaws create a National Labour Relations 

Committee with two subcommittees, the Distribution Negotiating Committee and the Mainline 

Negotiating Committee. The Distribution Negotiating Committee is responsible for negotiating the 

terms of the collective agreement with trade unions representing employees within the Distribution 

segment of the pipeline industry. The Mainline Negotiating Committee is responsible for negotiating 

the terms of the collective agreement with trade unions that represent employees in the Mainline 

segment of the pipeline construction industry. This anangement is of long standing. 

[91J We are caught in a celiain conundrum. Section 16(2) of the CILRA provides that only 

the employers in one trade division are entitled to make decisions with respect to the negotiation and 

conclusion of collective agreements affecting them. At the same time, s. 21 of the CILR4 permits the 

negotiation of national collective agreements. By necessity arising from the national, as opposed to 

provincial, character, the bargaining committee will include employers other than those covered by a 

trade division designation. The Legislature would be aware of this factor when naming the PCA as the 

representative employers' organization in the recent amendments. We assume that the Legislature 

intended s. 21 of the CILRA to override the requirements contained in s. 16(2) of the CILRA when the 

imposition of s. 16(2) of the CILRA would be inconsistent with the continuation of a national collective 

agreement. 

[92] We find that although the bylaws of PCA do not comply with s. 16(2) of the CILRA, 

they are permitted under s. 21 ofthe CILRA and are approved by the Board. 

Other Representative Employer Organization Influence in Bargaining 

There is no reference in the bylaws of peA of any deferral to another employers' 

organization. The bylaws meet the requirements of s. 16(1)(b) of the CILRA. 
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Ratification Votes 

(94J The bylaws do not refer to ratification votes. The provisions contained in s. 30 of the 

CILRA would then apply to employers engaged in pipeline construction work in Saskatchewan. 

Lockout Votes 

[95J No provision is made in the bylaws for lockout votes. The provisions contained in s. 

26 of the CILRA would then apply to employers engaged in pipeline construction work in 

Saskatchewan. 

Conclusion 

[96] The bylaws of the CLR are amended as set out above. 

[97] The bylaws of the BCA are approved without amendment. 

[98] The bylaws of the PCA are approved by the Board without amendment. 
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THE NEWSPAPER GUILD CANADA/COMMUNICATION WORKERS OF 
AMERICA v. STERLING NEWSPAPERS GROUP, A DIVISION OF HOLLINGER 
INC., OPERATING THE LEADER-POST Ai'TD LEADER-STAR NEWS SERVICES 

LRB File No. 003-00; November 23, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Judy Bell 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton 
For the Respondent: Dennis Ball, Q.c. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Business as before - Board applies 
business as before test to employer's reassignment of job duties and determines 
that changes faH within employer's pre-certification practices and do not 
amount to unfair labour practice. 

Unfair labour practice - Unilateral change - Reasonable expectation of 
employees - Board finds that employees did not reasonably expect their work to 
be transferred to non-unionized department - Board finds unfair labour 
practice pursuant to s. l1(l)(m) of The Trade Union Act. 

Unfair labour practice - Discrimination - Management right to assign work -
Board declines to find violation of s. l1(1)(e) of The Trade Union Act where 
legitimate business reasons existed for changes implemented by employer. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. l1(l)(a), l1(l)(c), l1(l)(e) and l1(l)(m). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Newspaper Guild Canada/Communication Workers 

of America (the "Union") was certified to represent the editorial employees at the Leader-Post, Leader

Star News Services and the Regina Sun, a part of Sterling Newspapers Group, a Division of Hollinger 

Inc. (the "Employer") on February 2, 1999. The Union filed an unfair labour practice application on 

December 31, 1999 in which it alleged, in part, that the Employer demoted Pat Carlson, a member of 

the Union's executive, from her position as Weekender editor to a position on the universal desk, 

contrary to ss. 11 (1)(a), Cc), (e) and (m) of 171e Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 
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[2] The Union also alleged that the Employer created a job in the advertising department 

for a photographer, a position outside bargaining to the Union, and assigned a 

photographer from the editorial department to the advertising department. The Union asserted that the 

work had been improperly from editorial to advertising and that the Employer had 

negotiated tenns and conditions employment with the employee directly, in violation of ss. 1 1 (l)(a), 

(c) and (m) of the Act. Issues raised in LRB File No. 003-00 regarding the payment of perfonnance 

bonuses were dealt with by the Board in earlier Reasons: see [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 558, LRB File Nos. 

272-98 and 003-00. 

[3] In its reply, the Employer denied that it had changed Ms. Carlson's job duties in a 

significant manner and denied that any change was related to her activity in the Union. In relation to 

the photographer, the Employer asserted that it created a new photographer position in the marketing 

department. The Employer argued that the issue with respect to this position is whether it is included in 

the scope of the Union's certification Order or whether it is outside that Order. 

Facts 

[4] Ms. Carlson is a member of the Union's executive and bargaining committee. She 

held the position of Weekender editor for many years and worked a regular shift on Monday to Friday 

from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. In December, 1999, Mr. Marshall, managing editor of the Leader-Post, 

advised Ms. Carlson that she was being assigned to the universal desk. Her schedule was changed to 

four nine-hour shifts per week commencing at 4:30 p.m. and ending around 2:00 a.m. Ms. Carlson's 

pay was increased by the amount of a shift differential. Otherwise, she retained her fonner pay and 

benefits and title as Weekender editor. Ms. Carlson viewed the change as a demotion as she was now 

required to take instruction from and report to the news editor, a person of equal rank. She also viewed 

the hours of work as being a significant change in her job, although her overall hours of work were 

reduced from 37.5 hours/week to 36 hours/week. 

[5J Bob Hughes, editor-in-chief, testified that Ms. Carlson was assigned desk 

responsibilities as a result of staffing problems in sports. David Moser, a sports reporter, died suddenly 

while attending the Union's strike meeting and another sports reporter was recovering from an illness. 

Mr. Hughes decided to move Murray McConnick, who had experience in sports reporting, from the 

desk to sports to fill one of the vacancies. Mr. Hughes testified that he required an experienced, 
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capable, trustworthy person to fill the vacancy on the desk. He selected Ms. Carlson because she 

possessed the experience and the qualifications to perfol111 the demanding work on the desk. Mr. 

Hughes did not view the move as a demotion as Ms. Carlson retained responsibility for the Weekender 

and her title as Weekender editor and she did not suffer any loss of payor benefits. 

[6] Mr. Hughes was aware that Ms. Carlson was a member of the Union's negotiating 

committee but he denied that her Union activity played any role in the reassignment of her duties. He 

did acknowledge that during this period the Leader-Post sent employees from the desk to work at its 

sister paper, the Calgary Herald, whose editorial staff were on strike. He explained that the delay in 

appointing Ms. Carlson to the desk after the staffing problem in sports arose was due to his attempts to 

have a new spOlis reporter hired. When this request was denied, Mr. Hughes reassigned Ms. Carlson to 

the desk. 

[7] Mr. Hughes acknowledged that he did not discuss the change in assignment of Ms. 

CarIson's duties with the Union. Anne Kyle, President of the local Union, testified that she found the 

re-assib,'11ment of Ms. Carlson to be punitive. The Union had two members of its negotiating committee 

on the desk, both working the late afternoon shift. It became increasingly difficult for the Union to 

arrange convenient times to conduct the negotiation of the collective agreement as a result of the 

assignment of Ms. Carlson to the desk. 

[8] The second change that is subject of these proceedings was the creation of a 

photographer position in the marketing department. Janice Dockham is the manager of the marketing 

department, as well as the manager of human resources. In the fall of 1999, Ms. Dockham, along with 

the general manager and the adveliising manager, decided to adveliise for a photographer to be 

assigned to the marketing department. At that time, all photography was assigned to the editorial 

department and was can-ied out by the team of five photographers in that department under the direction 

of the chief photographer. Photographers in the editorial department took both advertising and news 

pictures for the paper. 

[9j Ms. Dockham testified that the assignment of both news and advertising photography 

to the editorial photography staff \vas unsatisfactory from the advertising department's point of view. 

In her view, news photography took priority over advertising photography and advertising customers 

were not served as well as the advertising and marketing depmiments would like. In order to overcome 
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this difficulty, she decided to advertise for a photographer who would be attached to the marketing 

department. In the job posting, the Employer stressed the need for training in the use of digital cameras 

and software that it hopes to introduce to the newspaper in the near future. Ms. Dockham consulted 

with Terry Chevalier with respect to the job requirements for the position prior to its posting. In her 

view, Mr. Chevalier had the most experience among the editorial photographers with digital equipment 

and software. She also consulted with pre-press personnel and an outside consultant who assisted her in 

conducting interviews and assessing the photography skills of the applicants. 

[10] The successful candidate for the position was Mr. Chevalier, the junior photographer in 

the editorial department. Ms. Dockham justified Mr. Chevalier's hiring based on his superior 

knowledge and experience with digital cameras and software which skills had primarily been assessed 

by the outside consultant. 

[11] Mr. Chevalier testified that, in his new position, he works closely with the advertising 

department to create advertising programs for customers. He felt that advertising customers receive 

better attention under the newly structured system than they did previously. He no longer takes news 

photographs except if he happens onto a news story. Mr. Chevalier did not receive any increase in his 

salary or benefits and his work remains essentially the same with the exception of the reporting 

structures and the focus of the work. No one has been hired to replace Mr. Chevalier in the editorial 

department. 

[12J The Union noted that Mr. Chevalier openly opposed the Union. Mr. Chevalier 

acknowledged that the Employer was aware of his opposition to the Union. Mr. Chevalier was on leave 

of absence due to stress following the death ofMr. Moser at the Union's strike vote meeting in October, 

1999. 

[13J The Employer did not consult with the Union before the change was implemented. 

The Union raised both issues in a letter to Ms. Dockham on December 13, 1999. Ms. Dockham 

responded to the Union's concerns on March 6, 2000 
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Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[14] The Union's application raises issues with respect to ss. 1 1 (1)(a), (c), (e) and (m) of the 

Act which provide as follows: 

11 (1) It shall be an unfair labour practice for an employer, employer's agent or any 
other person acting on behalf of the employer: 

(a) in any manner, including by communication, to interfere with, 
restrain, intimidate, threaten or coerce an employee in the exercise of 
allY right conferred by this Act; 

(c) to fail or refuse to bargain collectively l,vith representatives 
elected or appointed, not necessarily being the employees of the 
employer, by a trade union representing the majority of the employees 
in an appropriate unit; 

(e) to discriminate in regard to hiring or tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment or to use coercion or 
intimidation of any kind, including discharge or suspension or threat 
of discharge or suspension of an employee, with a view to 
encouraging or discouraging membership in or activity in or for or 
selection of a labour organization or participation of any kind in a 
proceeding under this Act, and if an employer or an employers agent 
discharges or suspends an employee pom his employment and it is 
slwwn to the satisfaction of the board that employees of the employer 
or any of them had exercised or were exercising or attempting to 
exercise a right under this Act, there shall be a presumption in favour 
of the employee that he was discharged or suspended contrary to this 
Act, and the burden of proof that the employee was discharged or 
suspended for good and sufficient reason shall be upon the employer; 
but nothing in this Act precludes an employer from making an 
agreement with a trade union to require as a condition of employment 
membership in or maintenance of membership in the trade union or 
the selection of employees by or with the advice of a trade union or 
any other condition in regard to employment, if the trade union has 
been designated or selected by a majority of employees in any such 
lInit as their representative for the pUlpose of bargaining collectively; 
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Arguments 

[15] 

(m) where no collective bargaining is in force, to 
unilaterally change rates afpay, afwork or other conditions of 
employment employees in an appropriate unit without bargaining 
collectively respecting the change with trade union representing 
the majority of employees in the appropriate 

Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, argued that the Employer violated s. 11(1)(m) by 

changing Ms. Carlson's position and Mr. Chevalier's position without negotiating the change with the 

Union. The Union relied on Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

v. Canada Safeway et al., [1986] May Sask. Labour Rep. 66, LRB File Nos. 400-85 & 046-86; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. WaterGroup Canada 

Ltd., [1993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 111, LRB File No. 197-92; Saskatchewan Joint Board, 

Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Raider Industries Inc. et al., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

297, LRB File No. 005-96; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

v. Loraas Disposal Services Ltd. et al., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 1, LRB File Nos. 207-97 to 227-97 & 

234-97 to 239-97. 

[16] Counsel also asserted that the Employer violated s. 1 1 (1)(c) of the Act by failing to 

negotiate the change with the Union and by negotiating directly with Mr. Chevalier with respect to his 

removal from the bargaining unit. The Union relied on Saskatoon City Police Association v. Saskatoon 

Board of Police Commissioners, [1993] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 158 and (1995), 138 Sask. R. 46 

(Sask. Q.B.). 

[17] Finally, Mr. Plaxton argued that by demoting Ms. Carlson and rewarding Mr. 

Chevalier, the Employer violated s. 11 (1)( e) of the Act. 

[18] Mr. Ball, counsel for the Employer, argued that s. l1(l)(m) of the Act allows the 

Employer to carry on its business as it did prior to the granting of the certification Order. Under this 

test, the reassignment of Ms. Carlson's duties was a normal occurrence in the newsroom and did not 

constitute a violation of s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. Counsel noted that other staff had been reassigned 

during the period in question without complaint by the Union. 
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[19] With respect to Mr. Chevalier's new position, counsel argued that the position feU 

outside the bargaining unit assigned to the Union and could not form the basis of a complaint under s. 

11(1)(m) of the Act as the Employer had no obligation to bargain with the Union regarding positions in 

the marketing department of the newspaper. 

[201 Mr. Ball argued that s. 11 Cl )( e) of the Act did not apply to either the change in Ms. 

CarIson's duties or the removal of Mr. Chevalier ri'om the bargaining unit. Both were undeliaken for 

legitimate business reasons and were not motivated by anti-union animus. 

Analysis and decision 

[21} In a compamon case, The Newspaper Guild Canada/Communication Workers of 

America v. Sterling Newspapers Group, a Division of Hollinger Inc., o/a The Leader-Post and Leader

Star Ne'vlls Services, [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 558, LRB File Nos. 272-98 & 003-00, the Board set out its 

understanding of the freeze provision contained in s. 11 (1 )(m) of the Act and it is unnecessary to repeat 

that discussion in these Reasons. 

[22] The Board applied the "business as before" test to the changes made to Ms. Carlson's 

position and found that the changes fell within the Employer's pre-certification practices. We find that 

the Employer did re-assign job duties in the pre-certification period and is therefore pe1111itted to 

continue this practice post-certification without negotiating the same \vith the Union. The evidence 

indicated that Ms. Carlson was reassigned to the universal desk but retained her title and duties as 

Weekender editor and retained her rate of pay and benefits. Her new work schedule is similar to one 

assigned to many staff members in the editorial department and is not one that is beyond the reasonable 

expectation of an editorial staff member. 

[23] In addition, we find that the EI?ployer did not violate s. 11 (1)( e) of the Act by making 

the changes to Ms. Carlson's assignment. Mr. Hughes explained to the Board his reasons for 

reassigning Ms. Carlson to the desk position, which related directly to staffing difficulties caused by the 

death of one sports reporter and the illness of the second spolis reporter. Ms. Kyle and Ms. Carlson 

acknowledged the staffing difficulties and were aware of the reasons for Mr. Hughes' reassignment. 
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[24] Although the reassignment of Ms. Carlson seemed unfair to her and punitive to the 

Union, the evidence demonstrated that the reasons for the reassignment were unrelated to Ms. Carlson's 

activity in the Union. Mr. Hughes was cross-examined extensively on his decision to reassign Ms. 

Carlson and there is nothing in his testimony to suggest any improper purpose. Mr. Hughes held Ms. 

Carlson in high regard as a journalist and made an editorial decision to make use of her talents on the 

universal desk. 

[25] The creation of a photography position in the marketing department may appear to be a 

matter that does not fall within the scope of the Union's certification Order because it is limited in 

scope to employees in the editorial department. In our view, however, the change must properly be 

viewed as a transfer of work from the editorial department to the marketing department. Photographers 

in the editorial depmiment were assigned all advertising photography work for at least 20 years. When 

the photography position was created in the marketing department, the advertising work was removed 

from the editorial department. It is not simply a situation where a new position is created in a different 

department unrelated to the work in the editorial department. 

[26] The question that arises under s. l1(1)(m) of the Act is whether the Employer is 

prevented from removing work from the editorial department during the freeze period without 

negotiating the matter with the Union. 

[27] As indicated, all photography, including advertising photography, had been performed 

in the editorial department for at least 20 years. There was no evidence that the Employer had assigned 

the work in the past to any department, other than the editorial depaIiment. As far as the Board is aware 

from the evidence, the removal of work from one department to another occurred for the first time 

when the photography position in the marketing department was created, which occurred after the 

certification Order was issued. As a "first time" event, the question falls to be determined under the 

"reasonable expectation of employees" test, which was set out by the Board in Canadian Union of 

Public Employees', Local 2152 v. Canadian Deajblind and Rubella Association, [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

138, LRB File No. 095-98, at 159 and 160: 

The cases demonstrate that, in the past, this Board has given a broad, flexible and 
purposive interpretation to s. 11(I)(m) of the Act; what in Ontario might be considered 
to be ''privileges'' rather than "terms and conditions" of employment, in Saskatchewan 
appear to have been interpreted to be included within "other conditions of 
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employment." Such items would be within what the Board in the Brekmar decision, 
S1:I.J2IQ, described as "a real, well-known and well-defined part of the labour relations 
fabric before certification. 11 This "labour relations fabric" includes practices and 
policies that existed prior to certification as well as the terms, conditions and benefits 
of the relationship of the employees, and of each employee, with the employer. If the 
employees have come to expect these things it can only be because the employer has 
made them part of its "business as usual." It seems to us that the reasonable - and we 
emphasize the word "reasonable" - expectations of employees arise out of the 
employer's usual and customary way of conducting its operations and dealing with its 
employees. Strictly speaking, many of these items could not be legally enforced as 
being a term of an individual employment contract, (jor example, the wage increases at 
issue in the Brekmar decision, supra), but there is no doubt that they are part of the 
IIlabour relations fabric" that existed prior to certification such that the employees 
have a reasonable expectation that they would continue until a collective agreement is 
reached. 

The "reasonable expectations" test does not expand the scope of the result of the 
application of the "business as before" test. Hmvever, it can be a usefid tool to better 
clarifY and more accurately identijj; what is encompassed within the pre-Jreeze pattern 
of business, and to assist in making a reasoned determination in instances of first time 
events. FVhat is the reasonable expectation of employees, or an employee, is an 
objective standard, that can help to achieve the most accurate balancing of employers' 
and employees' rights prior to reaching a collective agreement,· employees can place 
reliance in the fact that the pre-certification pattern of business is preserved, 'vvhile an 
employer's ability to respond to changing conditions and new events is not abrogated. 

In our view, this case is similar to the findings in the Canadian Deafblind and Rubella 

Association case, supra. In that instance, the Employer decided to transfer employees from one group 

home setting to another as a method of dealing with vague attitude problems. The Board found the 

transfer to fall outside the "reasonable expectation" of the employees, based on the Employer's past 

practices relating to the transfer of employees among group homes. Transfers had not been used in the 

past to address disciplinary or potentially disciplinary issues. 

[29] Similarly, in the Loraas case, supra, the Board found that the removal of work from 

the bargaining unit during the freeze period without negotiating the removal with the Union constituted 

a violation of s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. In that instance, the Employer disposed of the liquid waste 

division of its company and laid off the drivers and staff associated with the division. This event 

occurred for the first time during the freeze period and the Board found that the Employer was required 

to bargain collectively with the Union with respect to this change. 
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[30] In the present case, we are unable to discern any objective factors that would lead us to 

conclude that employees in the editorial department reasonably expected that their work could be 

transferred to another department of the Employer. All photography work had been perforn1ed by 

editorial photographers for at least 20 years. There was no pattern or history of moving work between 

departments. In our view, the transfer did not fall within the reasonable expectation of the editorial 

employees. 

[31] There may be some concern that the 1Tansfer of advertising photography fi:om the 

editorial department to the marketing department did not affect "rates of pay, hours of work or other 

conditions of employment" of the employees in the editorial department. Although the change did not 

alter the payor benefits ofMr. Chevalier, it did impact on the editorial bargaining unit by removing one 

photography position from the editorial department. Certain opportunities, for example, bumping 

opportunities during periods of lay-off, would be affected with the removal of the position. The 

removal of the work did affect conditions of employment by reducing such opportunities, and also, by 

changing the nature of the work performed by the editorial photographers. 

[32] As a result, we find that the Employer violated s. 11 (1 )(m) of the Act by removing the 

advertising photography work from the editorial department to the marketing department without 

negotiating the same with the Union. The Employer will be directed to restore the photography work to 

the Editorial department until such time as negotiations have concluded with the Union. 

[33] We do not find that the Union has made out a case under s. 1 1 (1)(e) of the Act with 

respect to the creation of the photography position in marketing and the assignment of Mr. Chevalier to 

that position. There is a suggestion in the Union's arguments that the position was created with Mr. 

Chevalier in mind and as a method of rewarding him for his opposition to the Union. However, Ms. 

Dockham's and Mr. Chevalier's evidence demonstrated that there were legitimate business reasons for 

the change that were unrelated to Mr. Chevalier's opposition to the Union. These reasons, however, do 

not justify a failure to negotiate the change with the Union as required under s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. 

[34] Given our rulings on ss. l1(l)(e) and (m) of the Act, we do not find it necessary to 

make any rulings in respect to s. 1 1 (1)(a) or s. 11(l)(c) of the Act. 
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HOTEL EMPLOYEES AND RESTAURAl"l"T EMPLOYEES UNION, LOCAL 206, 
Applicant v. RANCHO FOOD & HOSPITALITY PARTNERSHIP, Respondent 

LRB File No. 089-00; November 27,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Gloria Cymbalisty and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Brian Christoph 
For the Respondent: Deron Kuski 

Bargaining unit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Board reviews 
policy relating to under-inclusive units - While most appropriate unit would be 
"an employee" unit, proposed unit is not inappropriate - Board certifies 
proposed bargaining unit. 

The Trade Ullion Act, ss. Sea), 5(b) and S(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, 

Local 206 (the "Union") applied for a certification order covering employees employed as drivers by 

Rancho Food & Hospitality Partnership operating under the name and style of KFC ("KFC") at 

1631 Victoria Avenue, Regina. The Union is already certified for a bargaining unit comprising all 

other employees of KFC at 1631 Victoria Avenue (LRB File No. 303-99). 

[2] In its reply, KFC took the position that the unit applied for was not an appropriate 

bargaining unit. It also indicated that the drivers in question were independent contractors, not 

employees. This latter ground was abandoned at the hearing. 

[3] A hearing was conducted in Regina on November 1,2000. 
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Facts 

[4] At the time the application for certification was filed, there were five drivers 

employed by KFC at 1631 Victoria Avenue. The drivers are paid on a piece rate basis receiving 

$2.75 per delivery (plus tips). Drivers are required to wear a driver's unifOlm. They provide their 

own vehicles for use and pay for all expenses related to the vehicle. Drivers were designated in their 

contract of employment as independent contractors, but Canada Customs and Revenue Agency 

recently ruled that the drivers are "employees" as that term is used in the Canada Pension Plan and 

employment insurance legislation. 

[5] The main task assigned to drivers is the delivery of take-out orders to customers in 

various parts of Regina. The drivers are responsible for packing the cold pack materials, such as 

plates, utensils, napkins, salads and drinks. Drivers generally do not assist with the preparation of 

hot packs although in busy periods, they may be called upon to assist. Some of the drivers also work 

at KFC as food service workers, while other drivers have jobs at other places of employment. 

[6] All staff attend the KFC Christmas party. They use the same staff room. They 

report to the same store manager and assistant manager. 

ReJevant Statutory Provisions 

(7) This application is governed by ss. 5(a), (b) and (c) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 

1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 

5 The board may make orders: 

(a) determining whether the appropriate unit of employees for the 
purpose of bargaining collectively shall be an employer unit, craft 
unit, plant unit or a subdivision thereof or some other unit; 

(b) determining what trade union, if any, represents a majority of 
employees in an appropriate unit of employees, but no order under 
this clause shall be made in respect of an application made within a 
period of six months from the date of the dismissal of an application 
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for certification by the same trade union in respect of the same or a 
substantially similar unit of employees, unless the board, on the 
application of that trade union, considers it advisable to abridge that 
period; 

(c) requmng an employer or a trade union representing the 
majority of employees in an appropriate unit to bargain collectively; 

Mr. Christoph, for the Union, argued that the unit applied for is an appropriate 

bargaining unit. He pointed to other certification orders in the hotel industry where staff were 

assigned to multiple bargaining units. 

[9] Mr. Kuski, counsel for KFC, argued that the driver bargaining unit was not an 

appropriate bargaining unit. Counsel argued that the tests set out in Graphic Communications 

International Union, Local 75M v. Sterling Newspapers Group, A Division of Hollinger Inc., [1998] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 770, LRB File No. 174-98, be applied. Counsel argued that drivers do not possess a 

discreet skill set that sets them apart from other KFC employees, they intem1ingle with other staff 

members and they lack bargaining strength as a separate bargaining unit. Mr. Kuski asked the Board 

to dismiss the application and to require the Union to file an application in the open period of the 

main certification Order to seek to add the drivers to the larger bargaining unit. 

Analysis 

[10] The Board's overall policy with respect to the design of bargaining units IS to 

establish bargaining units on the largest possible basis: see City of Saskatoon, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 

321, LRB File No. 232-97. 
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[11] However, the Board has certified under-inclusive bargaining units in a number of 

settings. In Sterling Newspapers Group, supra, the Board set out the general approach to under

inclusive units as follows, at 780: 

[12] 

From this review of cases, it ,vould appear to the Board that under-inclusive 
bargaining units will 110/ be considered to be appropriate in the following 
circumstances: (1) there is no discrete skill or other boundary surrounding the unit 
that easily separates it Fom other employees; (2) there is intermingling between the 
proposed unit and other employees: (3) there is a lack of bargaining strength in the 
proposed unit; (4) there is a realistic ability on the part of the Union to organize a 
more inclusive unit; or (5) there exists a more inclusive choice of bargaining units. 

In Hotel Employees & Restaurant Employees Union Local 767 v. Regina Exhibition 

Association Ltd., [1986] Oct. Sask. Labour Rep. 43, LRB File No. 015-86, the applicant, which had 

previously unsuccessfully applied to represent all employees in the food services department of the 

employer, applied a second time to represent only the concessions department of the food services 

department. On the second application, the Board held as follows, at 45: 

[13] 

The fundam ental purpose of The Trade Union Act is to recognize and protect the right 
of employees to bargain collectively through a trade union of their choice, and an 
unbending policy in favour of larger units may not always be appropriate in industries 
where trade union representation is struggling to establish itself. It would make little 
sense for the Board to require optimum long term bargaining structures if the 
immediate effect is to completely prevent the organization of employees. In effect, the 
Board is compelled to choose between two competing policy objectives; the policy of 
facilitating collective bargaining, and the policy of nurturing industrial stability by 
avoiding a multiplicity of bargaining units. Where the Board is of the view that an all 
employee unit is beyond the organizational reach of the employees it is willing to relax 
its preference for all employee units and to approve a smaller unit. 

This does not mean, however, that the Board will certify proposed bargaining units 
based merely on the extent of organizing. Every unit must be viable for collective 
bargaining purposes and be one around which a rational and defensible boundary can 
be drawn. 

In the present case, the Board elected to order an under-inclusive unit to the Union in 

LRB File No. 303-99. The exclusion of drivers from the main bargaining unit leaves this group without 

access to collective bargaining if the proposed bargaining unit is considered inappropriate. While we 

agree with the Employer that the most appropriate bargaining unit in this circumstance would be an "all 

employee" unit, we do not think that the driver unit, by itself, is inappropriate. 
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[14] This case is different from the application for certification of crew members in Hotel 

Employees alld Restaurant Employees Union, Local 206 v. Spartan Holdings Ltd., o/a Burger King, 

[2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 490, LRB File No. 155-00 where the Board found that a unit of part-time crew 

members was not an appropriate bargaining unit. In that instance, Cre'iN members and shift co

ordinators perfom1ed similar food services \vork. The proposed bargaining unit was composed only of 

part-time employees who had a fleeting connection to the workplace. The Board held that the 

bargaining unit was inappropriate and included all employees in the unit. In the present case, the 

drivers are left remaining from the Board's earlier Order and, in our view, they are entitled to bargain 

collectively if they so choose. The alternative of waiting for the open period contained in the larger 

bargaining unit would deny collective bargaining for the drivers for a period of time. In the meantime, 

drivers can engage in meaningful negotiations with the Employer and the Union may choose to apply to 

merge the two bargaining units in the future. 

[15] The Union has demonstrated majority support for its application and an Order will 

issue for the proposed bargaining unit. 
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UNIONIZED GLASS & ARCHITECTURAL METAL CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION SASKATCHEWAN INC., Applicant 

SECTION 10.2 OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LABOUR RELATIONS ACT, 
1992 

LRB File No. 253-00; November 27, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicant: Larry LeBlanc, Q.C. 

Construction industry Representative employers' organizations 
Approval/amendment of bylaws - Board reviews bylaws filed by representative 
employers' organization for compliance with The Construction Industry Labour 
Relations Act, 1992 as amended - Board approves bylaws. 

The Construction Industry Labour Relatiolls Act, 1992, ss. 2(g), 2(s), 5, 9, 9.1, 10, 
10.1,10.2,11,16,18,18.1,26 and 30. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[I) Gwen Gray, Chairperson: In this application, the Board is asked to approve or 

amend the bylaws of the Unionized Glass & Architectural Metal Contractors Association Saskatchewan 

Inc. (the "Association") pursuant to s. 10.2 of the Construction Industry Labour Relations Act, 1992, 

S.S. 1992, c. C-29.11, as amended by S.S. 2000, c. 69 ("CILRA"). 

[2] The Association applied to be designated as the representative employers' organization 

for the glazier trade division of the commercial, institutional, and industrial sector by the Board in LRB 

File No. 028-83. The Board ordered a vote among unionized employers in the trade division and the 

Association was successful. The Board, however, did not issue an order pursuant to the CILRA, 1979 as 

that statute was repealed within a few days of the vote. The Association, however, acted as the 

representative employers' association from 1983 to 1992 when the CILRA was re-introduced. At that 

time, the Association was designated representative employers' organization for the glazier trade 

division by Ministerial Order dated February 19, 1993. 
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[3] When the CILRA was amended in July, 2000, the Legislature did not designate the 

Association as representative employers' organization pursuant to s. 9.1 of the CILRA. The CILRA did 

not repeal any earlier designations made by the Minister, except to the extent that those designations 

were confirmed under s. 9.1 of the CILRA. It is likely that the failure to name the Association in the 

Schedule to the amended CILRA was an oversight. We conclude that the designation remains valid and 

in effect under s. 10 of the CILRA. 

[4] Out of caution, the Association applied to the Board to have its bylaws approved under 

s. 10.2 of the CILRA as a strict reading of that section would appear to require Board approval of all 

bylaws. 

Analysis 

[5] The Board set out the requirements that need to be met by a representative employers' 

organization under s. 10.2 of the CILRA in Constructioll Labour Relations Association of Saskatchewan 

Inc., Boilermaker Contractors' Association and Pipe Line Contractors Association of Canada, [2000J 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 686, LRB File Nos. 202-00, 218-00 & 223-00 as follows, at 706: 

The statutOlY provision setting out the Board's po-wers to review and approve or 
amend the bylaws of a REO designated under s. 9.1 or s. j 0 of the CILRA simply 
require the Board to assure that the constitution and bylaws comply with the CILRA. 
The Board will approach this task in a manner similar to its review of internal union 
affairs. We will act to ensure that the requirements set out in the CILRA are complied 
·with, but 1-ve will not othefwise interfere with the internal affairs of the REO 

In 0111' view, the areas of concern identified in the CILRA include the following issues: 

(1) Does the REO have, as one of its objectives, the objective of 
bargaining collectively on behalf of unionized employers? 
(s.2(g) of the CILRA) 

(2) Does the REO allow each unionized employer in its trade 
division to join the REO and participate in its activities? (s. 
10.1 of the CILRA) 

(3) Does the REO maintain a trade division bargaining structure 
where only the unionized employers in each trade division are 
entitled to make decisions with respect to negotiating and 
concluding a collective bargaining agreement? (s. 16(2) of 
the CILRA) 
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[6] 

(4) Does the REO ' organization 
j,'om interfering of a collective 
bargaining agreement or any proposed 
collective agreement? (s.16(1 ) (b) of the ClLB!1) 

(5) Does the REO have a procedure voting on rat{ficatiol1 
votes that complies with s. 30 of the ClLRA? 

(6) Does the REO have a procedure for voting on lockouts that 
complies with s. 26 of the CILRA? 

We will review the constitution and bylaws of the Association and address the 

questions set out above. 

Collective bargaining objective 

[7J Article IV, s. 4.01(a) of the bylaws states that the Association is fonned with the 

objective of "bargaining collectively as agent on behalf of all unionized employers in the glazier trade 

division in the construction industry in the Province of Saskatchewan." This objective meets the 

requirements ofs. 2(g) of the CILRA. 

Membership 

[8] Membership in the Association is open to unionized employers in the glazier trade 

division (Article VII, s. 7.01 of the bylaws). "Unionized employer" is assigned the same meaning in the 

bylaws as it is assigned in the CILRA. This provision complies with s. 10.1 of the CILRA. 

Bargaining structure 

[9] The Association represents only one trade division and restricts its membership to 

unionized employers in the glazier trade division. As a result, its bargaining structure does not give rise 

to the concerns raised in s. 16(2) of the CILRA. 
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Interference from other representative employers' organization 

[10] There is no relationship between any other representative employers' organization and 

the Association. The bylaws comply with s. 16(1)(b) of the CILRA. 

Ratification votes 

[11] The bylaws provide for ratification by secret ballot among the members of the 

Association or "by a vote as otherwise provided by applicable legislation." This provision incorporates 

by reference s. 30 of the CILRA and therefore complies with the ratification provisions contained in the 

CILRA. 

Lock-out votes 

[12] The bylaws provide for a lock-out vote among all members of the Association or "by a 

vote as otherwise provided by applicable legislation." This provision incorporates by reference the 

requirements for lock-out vote set out in s. 26 of the CILRA and therefore complies with the lock-out 

provisions contained in the CILRA. 

Conclu.sion 

[13] The Board approves the Association's bylaws without amendments. 
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SASKATCHEVVAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION, Applicant and PARTNER TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, 
Respondent 

LRB File Nos. 290-00, 291-00 and 292-00; December 4,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Don Bell and Mike Geravelis 

For the Applicant: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Respondent: Jeffrey Reimer 

[1] 

Remedy - Interim order - Criteria - Board holds that coincidence of timing 
between certification drive and termination of employee sufficient to raise 
substantial issue under ss. l1(l)(a) and l1(1)(e) of The Trade Ullioll Act - While 
employer may have valid defence, Board is not required to assess strength of 
each party's evidence or case at interim application stage - Board grants 
interim order. 

Remedy - Interim order - Criteria - Board finds that labour relations harm of 
continuing to employ employee whose performance has allegedly been 
unsatisfactory for substantial period of time is not as significant as harm caused 
by dampening of employee enthusiasm for organizing drive - Board grants 
interim reinstatement of employee. 

Remedy - Posting of notice - Board orders employer to post Board's interim 
order in workplace and to convene and post notice of meeting of employees and 
union representatives during work hours. 

The Trade Unioll Act, ss. 5.3, l1(1)(a) and l1(l)(e). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") filed applications for an unfair labour practice, reinstatement 

and monetary loss under ss. Sed), (e), (t) and (g) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the 

"Act"). The Union alleged that Robert Hahn was terminated from his employment with Partner 

Technologies Incorporated (the "Employer") in violation of ss. l1(l)(a), (e) and (m) oftheAct. 
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[2] At the same time, the Union applied to the Board for an interim order to reinstate 

Mr. Hahn to his position pending a final hearing of the application. In its application for interim 

relief, the Union filed affidavits of Gord Schmidt, union organizer, and Robert Hahn, employee. On 

the date of the hearing, the Union filed a further affidavit from Gord Schmidt and one from another 

employee, Darin Milo. The Employer filed affidavits of George Partyka, vice-president; Mervin 

Turnbull, operations manager; Caron Hopfner, president; and Kelly Kozak, corporate accountant. 

All material was read and considered by the Board as were the arguments of counsel which were 

heard on Friday, December 1,2000. 

[3] Mr. Schmidt deposed that he began an organizing drive at the Employer's plant on 

November 9, 2000 by calling a meeting of employees for November 11, 2000 at the Union's hall. 

Prior to November 9, 2000, Mr. Schmidt had several conversations with an employee about joining 

the Union but, untii November 9, 2000 employees were fearful of losing their jobs and their 

Christmas bonus if they became involved with the Union. 

[4] Mr. Hahn deposed that he has been an employee of the Employer for three years. He 

claims that he had never received a written warning nor been suspended for his performance during 

his employment with the Employer. On November 9, 2000, Mr. Halm agreed to attend a Union 

meeting on November 11,2000. Mr. Hahn deposed that, prior to November 9,2000, employees had 

discussed joining a trade union but they were too afraid to become involved in an organizing 

campaign. Mr. Hahn was sick and did not attend work on Monday, November 13, 2000. He did 

attend work on November 14, 2000. During his morning coffee break, Mr. Halm discussed the 

Union with one employee. At 4:50 p.ll., Mr. Hahn was called to the office of Mr. Partyka, vice

president, and was told that his employment was terminated without cause effective immediately. 

Mr. Hahn was not provided with written reasons for the termination but was given four weeks' 

severance pay. Mr. Partyka told Mr. Hahn that the company wasn't happy with him and used an 

example of an accident that Mr. Halm had six months earlier with the forklift. In addition, Mr. 

Partyka told Mr. Hahn that he didn't fit with the Employer and that he had missed too much work. 

Mr. Hahn deposed that he seldom missed work due to illness and he had not received any prior 

notice of any deficiencies in his work performance. Since the termination of Mr. Hahn's 

employment, the organizing campaign has stalled. 
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[5] Mr. Schmidt's second affidavit referred to conversations he had with two other 

employees and asserted through hearsay evidence that Mr. Mervin Tumbull, operations manager, 

interrogated two other employees about their activity in support of the Union on November 7,2000. 

Mr. Tumbull was responsible for recommending Robert Hahn's termination. 

[6] Mr. Milo deposed that Mr. Tumbull called him into his office on November 24, 

2000 to interrogate him with respect to his activity on behalf of the Union. 

On behalf of the Employer, George Partyka deposed that he fired Mr. Hahn after 

receiving several complaints from the operations manager, Mervin Tumbull, that Mr. Hahn was not 

working out. Mr. Partyka indicated that Mr. Tumbull made such complaints shortly after Mr. Hahn 

was hired three years ago. Mr. Partyka deposed that his approach to performance problems is to 

attempt to find the employee's niche in the company by moving him or her to another area to give 

him or her the opportunity to achieve an acceptable level of productivity. Mr. Partyka deposed that 

Mr. Hahn had been circulated through all departments and finally was placed under the direct 

supervision of Mr. Tumbull. Mr. Partyka recalled that Mr. Hahn had operated a forklift in a 

negligent fashion in the yard during the summer of 2000 and had damaged a transformer. Mr. 

Partyka was out of town on November 7, 2000 and on his return to the office on November 8, 2000, 

Mr. Tumbull reported that another unnamed employee had complained about Mr. Hahn's lack of 

effort. According to Mr. Partyka, Mr. Tumbull gave him Ha rather adamant recommendation that 

[Mr. Hahn's] employment should be terminated." As a result, Mr. Partyka instructed Mr. Tumbull to 

have Mr. Hahn's final pay cheque prepared and Mr. Partyka arranged to meet with Mr. Hahn on 

November 14, 2000 to advise him of his termination. Mr. Partyka explained that rather than be 

hurtfully honest with Mr. Hahn as to his shortcomings, he opted to be diplomatic when Mr. Hahn 

asked him why he was being discharged. The letter of reference was given to Mr. Hahn at his 

request on November 20, 2000 as a way of assisting Mr. Hahn to obtain other employment. 

[8] Mr. Partyka denied that he discharged Mr. Hahn for any reason related to the Union 

and asserted that he is familiar with union environments and is not hostile to working with unions as 

he had done in the past at Federal Pioneer. 
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(9] Mervin Turnbull deposed that he directly supervised Mr. Halm from the beginning 

of his employment to the spring of 2000 when another supervisor took over. Mr. Turnbull 

complained that Mr. Hahn had been an underperforming employee and a problem since he 

commenced employment. Rather than terminate Mr. Halm's employment, however, Mr. Turnbull 

attested that he and M1'. Partyka preferred a more patient approach that allowed Mr. Hahn to 

experience different jobs in order to find something that he could do with reasonable productivity. 

Mr. Turnbull outlined his various complaints about the work habits of Mr. Halm, including the 

forkiift incident which occurred in the summer of 2000. Mr. Turnbull claims that he spoke to Mr. 

Hahn about his poor job performance on several occasions and claimed that M1'. Hahn would have 

been tern1inated earlier than November 14, 2000 if Mr. Turnbull had not been so busy with the 

Employer's move to its present location. 

[10] In relation to the termination of Mr. Hahn, Mr. Turnbull deposed that he had another 

complaint from an unnamed co-worker of M1'. Hahn and based on this complaint and M1'. Turnbull's 

assessment of Mr. Halm's productivity, he decided to recommend to M1'. Partyka that M1'. Hahn be 

terminated from his employment. M1'. Turnbull advised Ms. Kel1y Kozak and M1'. Bryan Parisloff, 

shop employee supervisor, of his decision on November 7, 2000. On November 8, 2000, M1'. 

Turnbull made the recommendation to M1'. Partyka that Mr. Halm should be tenninated effective 

November 15,2000. 

[11] Mr. Caron Hopfner deposed in his affidavit that he had no knowledge of the Union's 

organizing campaign as set out in Mr. Halm's affidavit. 

[12} Kelly Kozak deposed that Mr. Turnbull told her on November 7, 2000 that Mr. 

Halm's employment was being terminated effective November 15,2000. Ms. Kozak was required to 

prepare the banking instructions for automatic bank deposits of payroll on November 10,2000. The 

direction to the bank was attached to Ms. Kozak's affidavit. Ms. Kozak deposed that she issued the 

record of employment on November 10, 2000 and offered Mr. Hahn the option of purchasing 

individual life insurance that was accepted by him. Ms. Kozak deposed that the change in life 

insurance was effected November 10, 2000. 
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[13] Bryan ParisIoff deposed in his affidavit that he was initially a fellow employee of 

Mr. Hahn and later a supervisor when Mr. Parisloff was promoted to the position of shop employee 

supervisor. Mr. Parisloffs affidavit indicates that he had a low opinion of Mr. Hahn's work habits 

and this was reinforced by complaints received from other employees. Mr. ParisIoff deposed that he 

recommended the termination of Mr. Hahn' s employment some 18 months earlier. Mr. Parisloff was 

advised by Mervin Turnbull on November 7, 2000 that Mr. Hahn's employment would be 

tem1inated. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[14] The Board considered ss. 11 Cl)( a), 11 (l)( e) and 5.3 of the Act. 

Analysis 

[15] The Board set out the tests to be applied on an interim application in United Food and 

Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. TropicalInll et al., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 218, LRB File Nos. 374-

97,375-97 & 376-97 at 228-229: 

Under s. 5.3 of the Act, the Board is not directed to proceed in any particular fashion 
to determine if an interim order should issue. However, the Board has tended to follow 
the path developed in the courts for issuing interlocutory orders, such as interim 
injunctions and stay of proceedings. As indicated, the Board is not required by the 
wording of s. 5.3 of the Act to apply the principles set out by in the Potash Corporation 
case, supra, or other pronouncements of the superior courts and is entitled to develop 
its own principles for permitting or refusing interim relief taking into account the 
purpose and scheme of the Ad. In this regard, the Board shares the views expressed 
by the Ontario Labour Relations Board in United Steelworkers of America v. Tate 
Andale Canada Inc., [1993] OLRE Rep. October 1019, at 1027-1028: 

In the first place, we might observe that the Board is not a court; and 
there is no reason to expect that either its adjudicative or remedial 
approach should mirror that of a court. Civil practice may sometimes 
provide a useful analogy, but when the Act so clearly involves policy 
considerations, so systematically modifies common-law premises, and 
so clearly excludes judicial involvement, it would be curious for the 
Board to make common-law criteria a governing principle of 
interpretation. This is not to say that the Board's approach to dispute 
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resolution will never resemble that of the courts; however, the criteria 
applied, and the result reached, are more likely to be based upon the 
scheme and purpose of the Act. the Boards own experience. and the 
norms and needs of the industrial relations community. 

The Ontario Labour Relations Board developed a two part test for determining 
whether an interim order will be issued under former s. 92.1 of the Labour Relations 
Act. The Ontario Board focused its inquily on: (1) whether the main application 
reflects an arguable case under the Labour Relations Act. and (2) what labour 
relations harm will result if the interim order is not granted compared to the harm that 
will result if it is granted: see United Food and Commercial Workers International 
Union, Local 175/633 v. Loeb Highland, [1993} OLRB Rep. March 197. 

In International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen. Local #1 Sask. v. Regal 

Flooring Ltd., [1996] Sask. L.R.B.R. 694, LRB File No. 175-96, the Board commented on its function 

in assessing evidence at the time of an application for interim relief in the fonowing terms at 701: 

[17] 

Counsel for both parties alluded in their arguments to the strengths and weaknesses of 
the evidence put forvvard in the affidavits filed with the Board. In our view, much of 
this discussion invited the Board to assess this evidence to a more searching degree 
than is required at this stage. Though there was considerable disagreement betvveen 
the parties concerning the significance of many of the factual statements made in the 
affidavits, there was no disagreement concerning the two filcts which seem to us to be 
of importance in this context. There is no question that there was trade union activity 
taking place, in the form both of organizing activity and the monitoring of the C. C. T.A., 
and there is equally no question that the employment of !vIr. Got was brought to an 
end. The coincidence of these two things seems to us to constitute a slifjicient basis for 
the claim made all behalf of the Union that they have raised an issue which lies within 
our jurisdiction, and that the application is not a frivolous or vexatious one. 

In the present case, counsel for the Employer argued that the evidence filed in the 

affidavit material did not establish that, at the time Mr. Ha11l1 was fired from his employment, the 

Employer was aware of the Union's organizing efforts. Nevertheless, there is the coincidence of timing 

between the organizing drive and the termination of employment to raise a substantial issue under ss. 

1 1 (l)(a) and 11(l)(e) of the Act that is not frivolous or vexatious. The Employer may have a valid 

defence to the application but at this stage of the proceedings the Board is not required to assess the 

strength of each party's evidence or case. It is sufficient if the Union establishes that there is an 

arguable case to be made under the Act, which it has established in this instance. 
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[18J The second aspect of test the Board to assess what labour relations harm 

will result if the interim order is not granted compared to the hann that will result if it is granted. On 

many occasions, the Board has pointed out the chilling effect that the tennination of an employee can 

have on an organizing campaign: see Regal Flooring Ltd., supra and cases cited therein. Employees 

view the coincidence of termination union organizing as a message from the employer, whether 

intended or not, that the exercise of the statutory right to join a union will not be tolerated. In the 

general scheme of labour relations, the rights that employees are guaranteed under the Act to freely 

explore the options of joining a trade union are supreme and the Board is vigilant in protecting those 

rights. 

[19] On the other hand, the Employer has a legitimate desire, if its reasons for 

termination are unrelated to the organizing efforts, not to be saddled with an employee who is not 

perfom1ing up to par. On its own affidavit material, the Employer claims that Mr. Hahn has been an 

underachieving employee for some three years. In this case, the hann of continuing an 

unsatisfactory employee who has been allowed to continue in his poor perfonnance for some 

considerable period of time (if that case is made out in the final analysis) is not as significant in a 

labour relations sense as the hann caused by the dampening of employee enthusiasm for the Union's 

organizing drive. If the Employer is correct in its assessment of Mr. Hahn, its desire to telminate his 

employment is merely postponed for a short period of time. If the Union is correct in its assessment 

of the facts, the ability of the employees to fonn a union may be pennanently obstructed. 

[20J The remedial interim order issued by the Board will address the reinstatement of Mr. 

Hahn, along with the requirement to post the Order issued. The Board will also require the Employer 

to provide the Union with the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all employees to pennit it 

to overcome the chilling effect caused by the coincidence of the tennination and its organizing 

campaign. For similar reasons, the Order will require the Employer to convene a meeting of its 

employees on work time with pay to meet with representatives of the Union. No order will be made 

in the nature of costs. Similarly, no order will be made for monetary loss as both of these matters 

can be addressed in full at the final hearing of the applications. Mr. Hahn is in receipt of four weeks' 

severance pay and has not suffered monetary loss at this point. The hearing of the applications will 

be expedited by the Board. 
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We will therefore issue an interim Order on the following terms: 

That, within twenty-four (24) hours of the issuing of the Order, the 

Employer shall reinstate Robert Halm to his position as shop employee with 

all of the rights and benefits he previously enjoyed as an employee pending 

the hearing and final determination of these applications or until further 

order of the Board; 

(2) That, within twenty-four (24) hours of the issuing of the Order, the 

Employer shall post at least four (4) copies of the Order at its place of 

business at 1155 Park Street, Regina, Saskatchewan in locations where the 

Order may be read by as many employees as possible; 

(3) That, within ninety-six (96) hours of the issuing of the Order, the Employer 

shall convene a meeting or meetings of employees at such time so as to 

include alJ employees at a meeting. The Employer shall pay employees their 

regular wages for attending at a meeting. At the meeting(s), representatives 

of the Union shall be allowed to address the assembled employees for a 

period of up to sixty (60) minutes in the absence of management persons or 

other representatives of the Employer. The meeting(s) shall be held between 

the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. and shall be held at a time and place 

that is acceptable to Mr. Gord Schmidt, union organizer. The Employer 

shall provide written copy of the notice of the time and place of the 

meeting(s) to each employee at least eight (8) hours in advance of the 

meeting(s) and shall post notice of the meeting(s) adjacent to the copies of 

the Order posted in accordance with paragraph 2 above; 

(4) That, within forty-eight (48) hours of the issuing of the Order, the Employer 

shall provide the Union with the names, addresses and telephone numbers of 

the employees of the Employer; and 

(5) That, the Order shall remain in effect until sllch time as the Board disposes 

of these applications. 
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FAY YONER AND HUBICK, Applicants v. SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, 
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT STORE UNION and CANADIAN 
LINEN AND UNIFORM SERVICES CO. , Respondents 

LRB File No. 073-00; December 8, 2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Mike Geravelis and Leo Lancaster 

For the Applicants: Kenneth Love, Q.C. 
For the Union: Larry Kowalchuk 
For the Employer: Lany LeBlanc, Q.C. 

Decertification - Interference - Employer's pattern of bargaining including 
delay, interference with scheduled strike vote and making offers subject to 
outcome of rescission application designed to encourage rescission application -
Employees have not experienced collective bargaining in environment free from 
employer interference - Board dismisses application for rescission. 

The Trade Ullion Act, ss. 5(k) and 9. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union (the "Union") was certified to represent all employees of Canadian Linen 

and Uniform Services Co. (the "Employer") on May 7, 1999. On March 13, 2000, Fay Yoner and 

Bev Hubick applied to the Board for a rescission of the certification Order. 

[2] The Union replied to the application on March 21,2000 and indicated that the parties 

had applied for conciliation in order to conclude a first collective agreement. The Union also asserted 

that it had conducted a strike vote and had commenced strike action on February 16, 2000 which 

continued as of the date of the application. The Union asked that the application for rescission be 

dismissed because it was filed during a strike. The Union also sought the dismissal of the application 

under s. 9 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 
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[3] The Employer filed a statement of employment listing 47 employees. 

[4] A hearing was held in Regina on June 22,2000. 

Facts 

[5] Ms. Yoner has worked as an accounts receivable clerk at the Employer's place of 

business for a number of years. Ms. Y oner testified that she had always felt that a union was not 

needed in the work place and when she was asked by several employees to "do something about the 

Union," she undertook to collect cards for the rescission application. Ms. Yoner enlisted the help of 

Ms. Hubick and they talked to employees both at Ms. Yoner's house and in the lunch room. Ms. 

Y oner denied that they received any assistance from management in conducting the rescission 

campaign or that they received any time off work to conduct the campaign. Ms. Yoner and Ms. 

Hubick took on the financial cost of the campaign, including hiring counse1. 

[6] On cross-examination, Ms. Yoner aclillowledged that she was not a member of the 

Union and had not paid any dues to the Union since the certification date. Ms. Yoner did participate 

in the strike vote that was conducted by the Union on January 24, 2000 before the application for 

rescission was filed. Employees voted overwhelmingly in support of the strike. In response to the 

strike vote, the Union implemented an overtime ban in the workplace. 

[7] During the campaign to sign cards for the rescission application, Ms. Y oner noticed 

that there was one new plant employee whom she did not recognize. She used the intercom to call him 

to the office on the pretext that he was to see the office manager, an out of scope employee. When the 

employee attended at the office, Ms. Y oner asked him when he started to which the employee in 

question answered that he was temporary. She then went on to discuss the rescission application to 

which he was non-responsive. This conversation took place on work time and was done in the presence 

of the out-of-scope assistant office manager. 

[8] Ms. Yoner obtained the names, addresses and phone numbers of employees from 

work by taking a copy of the employee list from the desk of a fellow employee. 
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[9] Ms. Y on er admitted that she may have left the impression with some employees that, 

if the Union remained in the vlOrkplace, the Employer would close down its business. Ms. Yoner 

claimed that she knows what has happened to other companies in Regina. Ms. Yoner explained that 

higher wages could result in a corporate decision to close the Regina location. She did acknowledge 

that the drivers have been in another union for 15 years without incident. 

[10] Ms. Yoner was cross-examined with respect to the loss of the collective agreement if 

the Union was decertified. She testified that she was told that the Employer would comply with what 

was contained in the collective agreement if the Union was decertified. She complained that the 

Union prevented the issuance of an annual wage increase that was normally issued each year. 

[11] With respect to the strike vote meeting, Ms. Y on er testified that she complained to 

the office manager about the 3:30 p.m. start time for the meeting. Ms. Yoner was concerned that 

office employees would be unable to attend the meeting at that time. The Employer gave all staff 

permission to leave work early in order to attend the strike vote meeting. 

[12] Ms. Hubick is a receptionist. She testified that she assisted Ms. Yoner in obtaining 

support for the rescission application. Ms. Hubick indicated that she had belonged to the Union one 

time before and she did not want to "go through it again." She referred to her experience working at 

Western Grocers for 20 years and her experience with the closure of the operation. Ms. Hubick 

blamed the Union for causing the closure of Western Grocers. 

[13] With respect to the recent round of negotiations, Ms. Hubick testified that when she 

heard that the Employer's offer of a $0.75 per hour increase to office staff was creating difficulties at 

the bargaining table, she went to the regional manager to inform him that she would agree to the 

lower $0.30 per hour increase if it would help get a negotiated settlement. Apparently, this strategy 

was adopted by the Employer as Ms. Hubick confirmed that the slowdown of work was resolved by 

the Employer offering equal raises to employees and by providing bargaining dates to conclude 

collective bargaining. 
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[14] Judith Konvitsko, a production worker, testified for the Union. Ms. Konvitsko was 

involved in organizing the Union in the workplace. In the course of the organizing drive she had 

occasion to seek Ms. Yoner's support and was told that she did not want to have anything to do with 

the Union. 

[15] Kelly Miner, union representative, also testified. Ms. Miner is responsible for the 

negotiation of the first collective agreement between the Employer and the Union. Gord Schmidt 

was responsible for organizing the workplace. Ms. Miner testified that after the Union was certified, 

it held a general meeting open to all employees of the Employer to encourage employees who had 

not signed as members to join the Union. Ms. Miner testified that at this meeting she explained the 

union security provisions to the office employees and advised them that if they did not join the 

Union, they were still entitled to vote on strike votes. Subsequently, a membership meeting was held 

to elect a negotiating committee and to develop contract proposals. 

[16] Ms. Miner described the slow progress of negotiations between the parties. The 

Union wrote the Employer for bargaining dates in June, 1999 seeking dates in July, 1999 and 

August, 1999. The Employer responded by proposing dates in September, 1999. The Employer then 

proposed a one hour meeting on October 22, 1999, which the Union accepted. The Union requested 

more bargaining dates but the Employer would not commit to more dates prior to the first face-to

face meeting. The negotiator for the Employer was Gary Johanson. The Union also requested 

infonnation from the Employer on start dates, wage rates, addresses, telephone numbers, employer 

policies and rules and after some discussion, the Employer provided the information to the Union. 

[17] At the bargaining table, the Employer presented its proposals that were based on its 

agreement between it and Service Employees International Union (SEIU) in relation to the drivers. 

The Union presented its proposals based on its agreements with the same employer in British 

Columbia and Saskatoon. The meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm and although the Union requested 

further dates to meet, no dates were forthcoming from the Employer. Ms. Miner indicated that the 

Union was pleased to see in the Employer's initial proposals an increase in the start rates for 

employees. 
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[18] The next bargaining meeting was held on November 18 and 19,1999. According to 

Ms. Miner, during this bargaining session, the Employer presented the Union with a complete offer 

of settlement. Ms. Miner complained that the document backtracked on the Employer's earlier wage 

proposal. When the Union complained about this bargaining strategy, the parties agreed to go back 

to discussing non-monetary items and they were able to reach agreement on a significant number of 

iten1s. The progress in bargaining was very encouraging to the Union. 

[19] The next meeting was held on January 18, 2000. At this meeting, the Company 

presented a final offer dealing with all outstanding issues. The Union responded to the Employer's 

offer but the Employer indicated that it was not interested in the Union's response and there was no 

hope in reaching a collective agreement. The bargaining session was terminated without any 

commitment to resume collective bargaining on subsequent dates. Ms. Miner testified that the 

Union's bargaining committee was shocked by the Employer's stance and about face after the last 

successful round of bargaining. 

[20} During this time, the Employer implemented its wage proposal in the plant for newly 

hired employees. Ms. Miner testified that she told the Employer that the Union would file an unfair 

labour practice in relation to the implementation of the Employer's proposed wage increases and an 

unfair labour practice application was filed with the Board. 

[21] Ms. Miner attempted to get new bargaining dates from Mr. Johanson but he 

indicated that the Employer was unwilling to meet if the Union was proposing something more than 

minor changes to their proposal. At the time, the Employer's proposed wage offer included an 

increase of$0.75 per hour for office employees and $0.30 per hour for production employees. 

[22] Ms. Miner testified that the Union had no choice but to call a strike vote. A notice 

was posted in the plant setting out the date, time and place of the meeting and the purpose of the 

meeting. The notice indicated that all employees covered by the Union's certification Order were 

entitled to attend at the meeting. The meeting time was set for 3 :30 pm as the majority of 

production employees go off shift at that time. Ms. Miner testified that she received a telephone call 

from Mr. Smith, plant manager, indicating that some employees had concerns about the start time of 

the meeting. Ms. Miner told Mr. Smith that the meeting would remain open for voting and 
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discussion until 6:00 pm thereby enabling all employees to attend. Ms. Miner faxed a letter to the 

office employees on January 21,2000 explaining that the meeting would remain open until 6:00 pm. 

The extended time would permit office employees to attend the meeting at the Union hall after work 

hours in order to vote on the strike issue. 

[23] Despite the Union's reassurance that the meeting would rem am open for an 

employees to attend, Mr. Smith rescheduled all staff to permit them to leave work at 3 :00 pm in 

order to attend the meeting at the Union hall. 

[24] The strike meeting was well attended and the majority voted in favour of strike 

action. Ms. Miner identified the difference in wage increases offered to the office staff as one of the 

issues that concemed the membership of the Union. The difference in wage offers was viewed as an 

Employer reward or incentive for office staff who were known not to support the Union. 

[25] On the day of the strike vote, Ms. Miner received a telephone call from the acting 

production manager asking for the results of the strike vote. Ms. Miner told him that the Union had 

received a strong mandate and would be serving strike notice in due course. 

[26] Despite reCelVl11g a strike mandate, the Union was unsuccessful in achieving 

agreement on bargaining dates with the Employer. Ms. Miner testified that Mr. Johanson continued 

to insist that the parties were at an impossible impasse. During this time, Ms. Miner took steps to 

meet directly with Mr. Dick, the Employer's regional manager to obtain bargaining dates. These 

efforts were unsuccessful. At the same time, the membership was concemed with ads placed by the 

Employer for full-time and part-time production workers. The Union was concemed that the 

Employer was lining up replacement workers to be used by the Employer after commencing a lock

out. In response, the Union served strike notice on the Employer on February 14, 2000 to be 

effective February 16,2000. The Employer responded by serving lock-out notice. 

[27] Ms. Miner testified that, at that time, there was no indication that employees would 

organize a decertification attempt, although she noted that the Employer had positioned itself well 

for a decertification application. The decertification application was then filed on March 13, 2000. 
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[28] The Union commenced its strike activity in the form of a work slowdown prior to 

Easter. The Union pressed two demands in order to remove its overtime ban and work slowdown: 

(1) bargaining dates; and (2) fairness in the wage increases offered to all employees. As a result of 

the slowdown, production was reduced to around ten to 15 percent. Mr. Dick flew in from 

Vancouver before the Easter long weekend. He asked the shop steward what was needed to end the 

dispute. The shop steward told Mr. Dick that the Union's two demands, set out above, had to be met. 

The conversation was reported to Ms. Miner who contacted Mr. Dick to arrange a meeting with him 

on the same day. During the same day, Ms. Miner received phone calls from employees indicating 

that they had not received their paycheques. Ms. Miner phoned the plant and spoke with M1'. Dick 

about the matter and was told that he planned to hand the cheques out to the employees in person. 

Ms. Miner suggested to Mr. Dick that it was not a good idea. The cheques were then released to 

employees. 

[29] Later in the afternoon of the day in question, Ms. Miner met with M1'. Smith and Mr. 

Dick to discuss the Union's bargaining demands. M1'. Johanson was not present. Ms. Miner 

indicated that the Union agreed to cease its strike activity within 24 hours if the Employer would 

agree to two days in May, 2000 for the resumption of collective bargaining and if they would offer 

an equal pay raise between the office and production employees. Agreement was reached on these 

matters and on the following Monday production was restored to its normal level. 

[30] Despite the agreement reached between the Employer and the Union, when Ms. 

Miner sought dates in May, 2000 Mr. Johanson advised Ms. Miner that he had no dates for 

bargaining available in May, 2000 and hoped that a June, 2000 date would suffice. He made no 

proposal on wages to meet the second demand set out by the Union as a condition of ending the work 

slowdown. Ms. Miner contacted M1'. Dick in Vancouver to express her disappointment in Mr. 

Johanson's response. According to Ms. Miner, Mr. Dick was shocked and assured her that he had 

spoken to M1'. Johanson about dates in May, 2000 and understood that dates were available. He 

indicated that he would try to get the matter fixed. Finally, the Employer agreed to meet on the 

weekend of May 25, 2000. As a result, the Union ceased its work slowdown although it retained its 

overtime ban. 
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[31] On April 19, 2000, the Union received a letter from the Labour Relations Board 

registrar advising it that the Employer was seeking earlier dates than June 22, 2000 for the hearing of 

the rescission application. The Union was surprised by the Employer's apparent availability for the 

rescission application given its overall lack of availability for collective bargaining. The Union was 

understandably suspicious of the Employer's motives in seeking an early date for the rescission 

application while stalling on bargaining dates. 

[32] The parties met with a conciliator on May 25, 2000 and the Employer proposed a 

wage package that removed the differential in wage increases between the office and production 

employees. In its amended offers made during this bargaining session, the Employer added the 

caveat that it was proceeding in negotiations with the Union on a "without prejudice basis including 

without prejudice to the rights of the parties to the rescission application and determination of the 

rescission application in proceedings before the Labour Relations Board." Ms. Miner pointed out to 

the Employer that it was interfering with the rescission application by its tactics. 

[33] When a memorandum of agreement was presented to the Union on May 25, 2000, 

similar wording appeared indicating that "the Company has advised the Union it is proceeding in 

negotiations on a without prejudice basis respecting to the rights of the parties to the rescission 

application and determination of the rescission application in proceedings before the Labour 

Relations Board." Ms. Miner testified that she accused the Employer of making her job too easy by 

providing her with clear evidence of employer interference in the rescission application. 

[34] Prior to the May 25, 2000 bargaining session, the Employer restored its original 

bargaining position on the starting wage rate and its implementation. In a letter from counsel for the 

Employer, the Employer acknowledged that the proposed start rate of $8.25 per hour that came into 

effect on or about November 20, 1999 was implemented without sufficient negotiation. The 

Employer agreed to reinstate the fonner start rate of $9.11 per hour retroactive to November 20, 

1999. This agreement resolved the unfair labour practice application filed by the Union in response 

to the Employer's unilateral implementation of its proposed wage rates. Counsel for the Employer 

attributed the Employer's conduct to the difference between Saskatchewan law and Alberta law - it 

being understood that Mr. Johanson acts as a labour relations consultant primarily in Alberta. 
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[35J Ms. Miner testified that when the parties met to negotiate on May 25, 2000, it was 

clear to her that Mr. Johanson had no intention of bargaining over the long weekend, nor on June 2 

and 3, 2000, which dates he had proposed earlier. At the table, the Employer took the position that it 

had made its best offer. The offer remained subject to the condition that it was made without 

prejudice to the rescission application. 

[36} The parties met again with the conciliator on June 6, 2000 without Mr. Johanson in 

attendance. The Employer removed the condition related to the rescission application and the parties 

achieved a negotiated resolution of the first collective agreement. Union members voted on the 

package with 30 out of 33 members voting in favour of the package. The final agreement was signed 

off on June 21, 2000, the day before the hearing of this application. 

[37J Various issues were raised with regard to the statement of employment. For the 

reasons which follow the Board declines to rule on the content of the statement of employment. 

Relevant statutory provisions 

[38] The Board is required to consider and apply s. 5(k) and s. 9 of the Act, which provide 

as follows: 

5 The board may make orders: 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a), (b) or (c) where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversmy of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(ii) there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 
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nonvithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 

9 The board may reject or dismiss any application made to it by an ernployee or 
employees where it is satisfied that the application is made in whole or in part on the 
advice of, or as a result of influence of or intelference or intimidation by, the employer 
or employer's agent. 

Arguments 

[391 Mr. Love, counsel for Ms. Y oner and Ms. Hubick, argued that there is no evidence 

of employer interference in this case that should lead the Board to dismiss the application under s. 9 

of the Act. Counsel argued that Ms. Yoner was straightforward in her testimony and was honest in 

admitting her indiscretions, such as obtaining the employee list from the desk of a co-worker. Other 

than her minor indiscretions, there was no evidence that would taint the support for the application. 

[40] Counsel disputed the picture painted by the Union of a recalcitrant employer who set 

up delays in bargaining in order to encourage the rescission application. According to the Union, the 

October, 1999 and November, 1999 meetings \'iere good meetings, which resulted in the settlement 

of all but 15 key issues. In January, 2000, the Union decided to call a strike vote for no apparent 

reason and they scheduled it at a time that was inconvenient for office staff. Counsel also pointed 

out that the Union did not resort to the provisions contained in the Act permitting it to seek assistance 

from the Board in concluding its first collective agreement. Mr. Love pointed out that the wage rates 

proposed by the Employer were the same rates that the Union had agreed to in Saskatoon and they 

contained the differential complained of for clerical employees. 

[41] Mr. Love urged the Board to allow employees to vote on the application for 

reSCISSIOn. 

[42] Mr. LeBlanc, counsel for the Employer, argued that there was no evidence that it 

attempted to influence or intimidate employees with respect to the application for rescission. 

Counsel argued that the vote for ratification of the contract took place among a different constituency 

of the employees, that is, only union members were allowed to vote on ratification while all 

employees are eligible to vote on the rescission application. Mr. LeBlanc pointed out that the 
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alleged inequality in salary offers between clerical and employees came from the contract 

already negotiated between the Union and the Employer in Saskatoon. The Union in this situation 

effected a slowdown of work until the offer was removed. 

[43} Mr. Kowalchuk, counsel for the Union, argued that Ms. Yoner and Ms. Hubick have 

established employer interference through their testimony that they were afraid if the Union stayed in 

the workplace the Employer would close down its operation. On such an admission, counsel argued 

that the Board should dismiss the rescission application under s. 9 of the Act because Ms. Yoner and 

Ms. Hubick are unable to freely vote on the matter without the choice being coloured by the belief 

that the Employer will close down if the Union remains. Ms. Y oner and Ms. Hubick spread this fear 

to other members of the workforce and tainted their ability to form an opinion on the decision to 

have or not have the Union in the workplace. 

[44] Counsel also argued that the pattern of bargaining engaged in by the Employer 

provided proof of employer influence or interference. Mr. Kowalchuk noted that in January, 2000 

the Employer refused to discuss outstanding issues with the Union and refused to agree to further 

bargaining dates. In June, 2000, those matters were easily resolved with the Employer. The change 

in attitude on the part of the Employer is attributed to the timing of the bargaining in relation to the 

open period for bargaining. 

[45] The Union relied on Quigley v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union and Custom Built AG Industries Ltd., [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 128, LRB File 

No. 220-99; Glas v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, 

Local 568 and Loraas Disposal Services Ltd., [1999] Sask. L.R.B.R. 456, LRB File No. 031-99 to 

034-99; Saranchuk v. United Steelworkers of America and Capital Pontiac Buick Cadillac GMC 

Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 756, LRB File No. 152-98; Saranchuk v. United Steelworkers of America 

and Capital Pontiac Buick Cadillac GMC Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 286, LRB File No. 250-97; 

SchaefJer and Lang v. Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union 

and Loraas Disposal Services Ltd., [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 573, LRB File No. 019-98 and Choponis v. 

United Food and Commercial Workers of America, Local 1400 and Madison Development Group 

Inc., [1996J Sask. L.R.B.R. 511, LRB File No. 226-95. 
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Analysis 

[46] The Board concludes on the facts presented that the Employer engaged in a pattern of 

bargaining with the Union that was designed to encourage this rescission application. This pattern can 

be discerned from the following events: 

(1) the delay of commencement of bargaining from May 7, 1999, the day the 

Union was certified, to October 22, 1999; 

(2) the suggestion that the first bargaining meeting be scheduled for one hour; 

(3) the lack of availability of the Employer's negotiator from November 19,1999 

until January 18 and 19, 2000 \vhen good progress had been made during 

negotiations on November 18 and 19, 1999; 

(4) the conduct of the Employer at the bargaining table in January, 2000 where it 

refused to discuss the Union's proposal and refused to set further dates for 

bargaining; 

(5) the conduct of the Employer in interfering with the scheduled strike vote; 

(6) the conduct of the Employer in refusing to meet until May 25, 2000 and the 

conduct of the negotiator for the Employer by suggesting dates in June, 2000 

when he was aware that the Employer had already agreed to meet with the 

Union in May, 2000; 

(7) the conduct of the Employer in making its last two offers subject to this 

application for rescission; 

(8) the relative ease of reaching a settlement in June, 2000; 

(9) the conduct of the Employer in impiementing its proposal on start rates. 
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[47] In our view, the Employer, through its negotiator's tactic of delay, aimed its bargaining 

strategy at a rescission application. The Employer sought to frustrate the Union's attempts to reach a 

first collective agreement before a rescission application could be brought. 

[48] In arriving at this conclusion, we take into account the fact that this Employer has 

reached collective agreements with SEIU, which represents the drivers at its Regina workplace, and 

with the Union at the Employer's Saskatoon location. The Regina certification presented a relatively 

easy collective agreement setting - not one that is typical for a newly certified employer with no 

experience in collective bargaining. Normally, in an environment similar to the present one, the parties 

would conclude a first collective agreement in a relatively short period of time as the Union and the 

Employer have an existing collective bargaining relationship in a similar workplace that is 

geographically close to the Regina location. The situation did not present a typical first agreement 

setting where bargaining may take some considerable period of time due to the lack of familiarity of the 

Employer with the process of collective bargaining and the need to engage in extensive bargaining on a 

large number of issues in the first agreement. 

[49] We can only conclude from the evidence that the Employer did not approve of the 

employees' decision to seek representation through the Union. The Employer's conduct speaks louder 

than words in discouraging support for the Union and in encouraging the rescission application. 

[50] In similar circumstances, the Board has found such conduct to constitute influence, 

interference or intimidation by the employer in relation to the making of the application and has 

dismissed the application for rescission under s. 9 of the Act. In Dreher v. WaterGroup Canada Ltd. 

and Aquafine and Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, [1993] 

3rd Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 131, LRB File No. 033-93, the Board expressed its disapproval of this 

obstructionist bargaining style in the following terms, at 142-143: 

T7te difficult task for the Board is to put both sides of this case together and then 
determine whether a vote on the representation issue, in the conditions and atmosphere 
in which these employees work, would be an exercise of employee prerogative as is 
their right by s. 3 of the Act, or whether it would be using the prestige of the secret 
ballot and democratic process to whitewash the very process of influence and coercion 
that the Act is supposed to protect employees from. 
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As always in these cases, we begin with the purpose of the Act lvhich is found in s. 3. It 
states that employees have the right to determine for themselves 1vhether or not they 
will bargain collectively and, if so, through which union. Various sections of the Act 
prohibit the employer from inteifering with this right and s. 9 makes it clear that the 
Board has a duty to reject any application by employees to renounce their right to 
bargain collectively that in reality reflects the will of the employer (see: Confederation 
Flag Inn (1989) Limited, 1990, Summer Sask. Labour Report, p. 61). 

The rational for vesting this discretion in the Board was the recognition by the 
legislature that the employee's right to bargain collectively would be without substance 
if an employer was allowed to make work l!fe so miserable for employees who chose to 
bargain collectively that they file for decertification at the first opportunity. It would 
say to employers that if they are prepared to be ruthless and miserable enough, 
although they may not be able to stop certification, they can probably force a 
decertification application to be filed within 10 months. All they have to do is shut the 
door in the face of the union, make sure no progress is made towards a first agreement, 
retaliate against identifiable union supporters, tamper with wages and other terms and 
conditions of employment, bypass the union by dealing directly 1,vith the employees and 
above all, make it clear that things will never get back to normal until the employees 
"fix it." Never waiver, and if the pressure is great enough, the employees will get rid of 
the union all on their own. That is not the scheme of the Act. 

When faced with an employer of this variety, a union may well find itself in difficulZv 
whether it resists the employer's conduct or whether it does not. If it resists and files 
unfair labour practices it risks being labelled as confi-ontational, litigious and even 
petty and vindictive. This risk exists whether the Union wins or loses the unfair labour 
practices. If the union does nothing in order to avoid being perceived as litigious or 
militant, it appears in-effectual against the employer alld this filrther undermines 
employee support and confidence in the union and their willingness to align themselves 
with the union when sides must finally be chosen. 

This is not the way the legislature intended collective bargaining to work and a choice 
between collectively bargaining that doesn't work because of the employers non-co
operation or no collective bargaining at all is not the choice that the legislature 
intended employees to have to make when a decertification application is filed. When 
the Board is satisfied that this is the choice that the employer has managed to place 
before the employees, the Board will disregard any expression by the employees of a 
desire to give up their right to bargain collectively. For the Board to do othenvise and 
fall into line by directing a vote would amount to complicity in the employer's 
subversion of the law. 
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[51] In our VIew, it is inconsistent with the purpose of the Act to grant a reSCISSIOn 

application where employees have not experienced collective bargaining in an environment free from 

employer influence or interference. The Employer would be rewarded for engaging in a style of 

bargaining that is inconsistent with obligations under the Act and that was designed to achieve the 

reversal of the employees' decision to join the Union. 

[52] For these reasons, the Board dismisses the application under s. 9 of the Act. 
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COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS' UNION OF C~NADA, 
Applicant v. HOLLINGER CA.NADIA.N NEWSPAPERS, LP o/a THE SASKATOON 
STAR-PHOENIX NEWSPAPER, Respondent 

LRB File No. 276-99; December 13,2000 
Vice Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Bruce McDonald and Brenda Cuthbert 

For the Union: Neil McLeod, Q.c. 
For the Employer: Larry Seiferling, Q.c. and Clint Weiland 

Bargaining nnit - Appropriate bargaining unit - Board policy - Board reviews 
policy relating to under-inclusive units and factors to be considered including 
viability, industrial stability, community of interest, lateral mobility, historical 
pattern of bargaining and a recent unsuccessful attempt to organize more 
inclusive unit - Board certifies under-indusive unit. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 3, Sea), 5(b) and 5(c). 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] James Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: Communications, Energy and Paperworkers' 

Union of Canada (the "Union") applied to be designated as the bargaining agent for the employees of 

Hollinger Canadian Newspapers, LP operating as the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix Newspaper (the 

"Employer" or the "Star Phoenix") in the inserting/distribution department except the department 

superVISOr. The employer publishes both the daily Star-Phoenix and the weekly Sunday Sun; 

employees in the proposed unit work in relation to both publications. The parties agreed there were 

77 employees in the proposed unit at the date of application and that if the application was granted 

the position of department manager should also be excluded. In its reply filed with the Board, the 

Employer asserted that the proposed unit was not appropriate for the purposes of collective 

bargaining. The basis for the Employer's assertion was that the inserting/distribution department is 

only one of nine inter-dependent departments at the newspaper with only a fraction of the 

Employer's total employee complement-the Employer asserted that an all-employee bargaining 

unit was the only appropriate unit. This was the only issue joined by the parties at the hearing before 

the Board. 
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Evidence 

[2] Gail Kukurudza testified in behalf of the Employer. She has been employed at the 

Star-Phoenix for 20 years, the last 12 as human resources manager. The Employer publishes a daily 

and a weekly newspaper from one location in Saskatoon. It employs approximately 334 employees 

including approximately 34 in management. Ms. Kukurudza said there were nine departments at the 

Star-Phoenix each headed by a manager reporting directly to the publisher, Lyle Sinkewicz. The 

departments, with the approximate number of employees in each following in parentheses, include: 

production (101); pre-press production (13); advertising (92); editorial (42); circulation (20); 

accounting (12); human resources (1); promotions(2); and, electronic media (1). The production 

department is further divided into press (18), distribution (77) and maintenance (6) departments, and 

the pre-press production department into pre-press and systems departments. Ms. Kukurudza 

described each department generally, including the following: editorial provides news reporting and 

editorial services; advertising is responsible for sales of advertising in the paper itself and in 

insertions to the paper; circulation manages catTier delivery and single-copy dealers; electronic 

media includes the internet; pre-press production is responsible for the computer systems and putting 

the paper into the form in which it will go to the press; the production department is responsible for 

printing the paper (press), inserting, collating, and loading for distribution (distribution), and 

building and equipment maintenance (maintenance). 

[3] Ms. Kukurudza said the paper is published through what she called "a team 

approach." All employees are covered by the same benefit plans and personnel policies. She said 

there is a relationship between the distribution and press sections of the production department and 

the advertising and circulation departments that requires daily communication between them. She 

said there are weekly meetings between those departments to discuss such matters as paper size and 

whether advance press runs will be required. According to Ms. Kukurudza, the size of the paper and 

the length and volume of the press run directly affects the daily staffing requirements for the 

distribution department. In cross-examination, she admitted that only two of the most senior 

employees in the distribution department - the insert coordinators - would attend meetings with 

other departments. The job functions of the departments do not overlap; for example the only 

regular interaction between the press room and the distribution department would concern the proper 

setting of folding machinery. 
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[4] Ms. Kukurudza described the general duties of the distribution department as being 

to receive the papers from the adjacent press room by conveyor, insert additions to the paper 

manually or using inserting equipment, collate and bundle the papers appropriately for particular 

delivery routes according to load sheets provided by the circulation department, and deliver the 

bundles on pallets to the loading dock where distribution employees assist truck drivers to load their 

trucks. The truck drivers are not employees of the Employer. She described the work of the 

distribution employees as essentially unskilled. 

[5] According to Ms. Kukurudza, approximately eight or ten of the 77 employees in the 

distribution department are full-time and the balance are part-time or casual. There are two shifts: 8 

a.m. to 5 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. Full-time employees work 36 hours per week and for the 

most part are salaried. Part-time employees, may be either "regular" or "variable." Regular part

time employees work a minimum of 28 hours per week, are usually fairly long-term and generally 

perfonn the more complex tasks in the department; the hourly wage range for regular part-time is 

approximately $9.50 to $10.00. Variable part-time employees usually work at least 28 hours per 

week but their number of work hours per week is not guaranteed; their hourly wage range is 

approximately $6.30 to $8.00. There are approximately 25 casual employees who work any number 

of hours and are called in as needed; their hourly wage range is from $6.15 to $7.50. There is a 

$0.50 per hour premium for the evening shift. 

[6] Ms. Kukurudza said that employees have moved from distribution to other areas 

such as circulation and the press room, but she acknowledged that, if not rare, it was not common, 

mainly because circulation requires certain clerical and computer skills and press operation requires 

highly specialized and technical training to obtain journeyman status. By way of wage comparison, 

all 18 employees in the press department are full-time salaried employees starting at an entry level of 

$8.33 per hour to the lowest rate for a journeyman press operator of $27.00 per hour. 

[7] According to Ms. Kukurudza, casual employees in the distribution department are 

aware of when they will work about one week in advance and generally know how many hours they 

will be working. 
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[8] In cross-examination, Ms. Kukurudza agreed the distribution department, like 

other departments at the newspaper, is budgeted separately. 

[91 Tony Swann testified on behalf of the Union. He has been employed in the 

distribution department as a for approximately three years. NIr. Swann stalied as a variable 

part-time loader on the day shift and now works as a regular part-time loader on the night shift. He 

described the general work processes and job functions in the distribution department: the papers 

come off the conveyors from the press room as loose papers into a stacking machine (materials to be 

inserted come from elsewhere); the papers then pass on another conveyor to inserting machinery or 

are set off to one side for later loading into the inserter, depending on how fast the run is progressing; 

machine operators set up and clean the machinery and trouble-shoot problems; inserter persons load 

and operate the machines which place inserts of other printed materials into the papers; from the 

inserters, another set of conveyors takes the papers to the loading dock, where bundle-topper 

personnel wrap and mark bundles of papers with the distribution information received from 

circulation, and place the bundles on pallets; the loaders are responsible for ensuring that the proper 

bundles are loaded on the proper trucks. 

[101 Mr. Swann stated that as a variable employee he had no guaranteed number of hours 

of work per week, and his hours and start time could vary each day, although he acknowledged that 

he generally worked more than 30 hours a week and started around 9 p.m. He said the work 

schedules for the department are prepared on Saturday for the week following, but contain only the 

shift start times and not the end times; he said that as a variable employee one always knows one will 

work for a minimum of 3 hours if scheduled to work, but beyond that would not know how long one 

would work on a shift. He explained that the number and amount of insert materials was a major 

factor in determining the length of a shift. On the night shift, which he has worked for more than a 

year, Mr. Swann is now a regular part-time employee, which, he said, provides him essentially full

time hours; with the shift premium he earns $9.50 per hour. As a part-time employee, Mr. Swann 

said he finds out his start time for his next shift at the end of the shift he is working or, if he has not 

worked that day, he must call a department telephone number to find out his start time for the 

following day. For example, he said that on the night shift he might start as early as 9 p.m. or as late 

as 12:30 a.m., and would work shorter or longer - between 4 and 8 hours - depending on the 

workload; he does not know ahead of time how long he will be working. He intimated that this 

uncertainty can make for difficulties in one's personal life. 
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[H} Mr. Swann said there is very little interaction between the distribution employees 

and the employees in the adjacent press department. He said the press department has its own lunch 

room whereas the distribution employees use the general cafeteria. Mr. Swann was aware of only 

one employee in the distribution department who has transferred to the press department. 

[12] Gord Hunter, national representative of the Union located in Regina, also testified. 

He has 20 years' service as a union executive including many years as national president of the 

National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians (NAB ET) before it merged with the 

Union in 1994 along with the Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild and a large number of printing 

industry members of the Communications Workers of America. After the merger, Mr. Hunter served 

a term as the Union's national vice-president for media workers. 

[13] Mr. Hunter roughly estimated there were 150 extant collective bargaining 

agreements in the newspaper industry in Canada. In his evidence, Mr. Hunter referred to 4 such 

agreements that covered employees involved in insertion/distribution functions - Mr. Hunter pointed 

out that in some newspaper organizations and collective agreements the distribution department is 

referred to as the "mailroom" and the employees therein as "mai1ers." The agreement regarding the 

Hamilton Spectator was composed of two parts, one for a unit of employees in the editorial 

department and another for the part-time employees in the mail room department. The latter part 

describes work functions similar to those perfom1ed in the inserting/distribution department at the 

Star-Phoenix. The agreement for the Victoria Times-Colonist is for a unit of mail room employees; 

two other unions represent units of employees in the editorial and composing departments. Mr. 

Hunter described it as a very traditional craft unit type of agreement that even has a hiring hall 

system for mailroom employees. The contract regarding the Prince George Citizen is for a unit of 

employees in six departments, including the "mailers and inserters department," and includes certain 

sections applicable only to each of the departments. The agreement regarding the Vancouver Sun 

and Province resulted after the consolidation of seven bargaining units represented by different 

bargaining agents into a single unit (See, Pacific Press, a Division of Southam Inc. and Graphic 

Communications International Unioll, Local 25-C, et al. (1997), 32 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 256). He 

admitted that some of the units covered by the collective agreements referred to above could have 

been "tag-end" units. 
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[14] Mr. Hunter also referred to the fact that the present Union represents the employees 

in the editorial department of the Calgmy Herald newspaper, whereas the employees in the 

pressroom and distribution departments are represented by the Graphic Communications 

International Union. He opined that, historically, the newspaper industry has been organized along 

craft lines, each craft protecting its jurisdiction, hence it is not uncommon to find single-department 

or craft unit certifications. However, he said that there has been a very gradual move for the unions 

that organize in the industry to consolidate and broaden the scope of their representation, 

necessitated as much by financial pressures as anything else; but the progression has been slow and 

halting, and there remains resistance among some groups of employees with certain skills to 

associate with other groups of employees for labour relations purposes. For example, he said that 

press operators and editorial employees often feel they have a very different community of interest 

from other employees. He testified that consolidation of bargaining agents in the media sector is a 

reflection of the move away from the craft mentality resulting from technological changes in the 

industry and a tendency to consolidate job functions at smaller papers. He said this trend is qualified 

by the fact that some unions still tend to favour representation of certain skill groups at newspapers. 

He admitted in cross-examination that the present Union does not have such a bias. 

Arguments 

[15J Mr. Seiferling, Q.c., counsel for the Employer, filed a brief and book of authorities 

which we have reviewed. In both his oral and written arguments, counsel detailed the general Board 

policies applicable to determining whether a proposed unit is appropriate for the purposes of 

collective bargaining. Very briefly, counsel argued that the Board's jurisprudence reflects the 

following general principles: the favouring of larger, more inclusive bargaining units over smaller, 

less inclusive units; the avoidance of undue fragmentation of the workforce; the choice of viable and 

rational units over units defined by the extent of the union's organizing. Counsel also reviewed the 

Board's jurisprudence with respect to the policy objectives of the Board and the factors considered in 

achieving those objectives in the definition of bargaining units. In support of his argument, counsel 

cited many decisions of the Board, including: Health Sciences Association of Saskatchewan v. St. 

Paul's Hospital, Saskatoon, [1994] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 269, LRB File No. 292-91; Hotel 

Employees & Restaurant Employees Union, Local 767 v. Regina Exhibition Association Ltd., [1986] 

October Sask. Labour Rep. 43, LRB File No. 015-86; International Alliance of Theatrical Stage 

Employees and Moving Pictures Machine Operators of the United States and Canada v. 
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Saskatchewan Centre of the Arts, [1992] Sask. Labour Rep. 127, LRB File No. 126-92; 

Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union v. Regina Exhibition 

Association Ltd., [1992] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 75, LRB File No. 182-92; Retail, Wholesale 

and Department Store Union, Local 496 v. Prince Albert Co-operative Association Ltd., [1982] May 

Sask. Labour Rep. 55, LRB File No. 535-81; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union v. o.K. Economy Stores Limited, A Division ofWestfair Foods Ltd., [1990] 

Fall Sask. Labour Rep. 64, LRB File No. 264-89; Health Sciences Association of Saskatchewan v. 

The Board of Governors of the South Saskatchewan Hospital Centre (Plains Health Centre, Regina), 

[1985] May Sask. Labour Rep. 38, LRB File Nos. 413-84 & 414-84; Hotel Employees and 

Restaurant Employees, Local 767 v. Courtyard Inns Ltd., (1988] Winter Sask. Labour Rep. 51, LRB 

File No.1I6-88; United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1400 v. Argus Guard and Patrol Ltd., 

[1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 113, LRB File No. 292-97; Saskatchewan Joint Board, Retail, Wholesale and 

Department Store Union v. Saskatchewan Centre of the Arts, [1995] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 

52, LRB File No. 175-95 ; Canadian Uniol1 of Public Employees, Local 1902-08 v. Young Women's 

Christian Association, [1992] 4th Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 71, LRB File No.123-92. 

[16] Mr. Seiferling asserted that one must examine the way m which an employer 

operates to detelmine whether a proposed unit is appropriate for the purposes of collective 

bargaining, and that in the present case the evidence dictated that a bargaining unit of all employees 

is the only appropriate unit at the Star-Phoenix. Counsel argued that the paper is produced by a 

production line concept; that the distribution department is part of the larger production section along 

with the pressroom and maintenance; that the distribution department employees are dependant upon 

other departments for their work; that there is evidence of the mobility of the employees in the 

distribution department to other departments at the newspaper; that the Employer's personnel 

policies apply unifonuly to all employees; and, that there is no evidence that the group applied for is 

a craft. 

[17] With respect to the last point, in written argument, counsel reviewed the history of 

craft unionism in the newspaper industry and the apparent trend away from the fragmentation that 

such an approach may lead to. It was argued that the distribution employees group at the Star

Phoenix is not a craft and has no unique community of interest. Counsel pointed out that Mr. Hunter 

confirmed that there is a trend away from craft certification in the industry. He argued that to certify 
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the Union to represent the proposed unit in this case would lead to fragmentation of the workplace 

and set a precedent for tag-end units, when the policy of the Board has been to avoid fragmentation 

and to favour the most inclusi ve bargaining unit possible. 

[18J Counsel referred to the recent decisions of the Board in Graphic Communications 

International Union v: Sterling Newspapers Group, A Division of Bollinger Inc., [1998] Sask. 

L..R.B.R. 770, LRB File No .. 174-98; and The Newspaper Guild Canada/Communication Workers of 

America, CLC, AFL-CIO; IFJ v. Sterling Newspapers Group, A Division of Bollinger Inc., [1999] 

Sask. L.R.B.R. 5, LRB File No. 187-98, with respect to the certification of under-inclusive units at 

the Employer's sister newspaper, the Regina Leader-Post. Counsel argued that those decisions 

established that the Board would only consider the certification of a small craft or departmental unit 

where the group of employees had special skills distinguishable from other employees in the 

workplace in industries that have proven difficult to organize. Counsel asserted that these factors 

were not present in this case: the distribution employees possess no. speciat skilm ID a craft sense aU!lldi, 

he said, the Union in this case had not shown that arr all employe'€: ulillit. was beyond i'ts m-ganizmg 

capability. 

[19] In pointing out that the distribution department is composed largely oJpart-time and 

casual emplayees, Mr. Seiferling said it would be inappropriate to allow them to dictate industrial 

relatians far the whole if, for example, they were to take job action; that is, potentially, other groups 

of employees will be disadvantaged if the application is allowed. 

[20] Mr. McLeod, Q.c., counsel for the Union, argued that the employees in the 

inserting/distribution department, who comprise nearly a quarter of the total emplayee camplement, 

are a large caherent group with a comman skill set and a unique community of interest 

distinguishable from the other employees at the paper. As a group they are the lowest paid 

employees at the newspaper and, he asserted, the evidence disclosed that they had certain substantial 

distinct and tangible concerns about the terms and conditions under which they work. There is no 

doubt, he said, that the group was viable and could effectively bargain. With respect to. the two 

Sterling Newspapers decisions cited, supra, counsel asserted that even if the distribution employees 

were largely unskilled, a boundary cauld be drawn around the group, and those decisians 

demonstrate that the Board will certify departmental units in the newspaper industry. He noted 
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further that in Sterling Newspapers. supra, (LRB File No. 174-98) at 780, the Board recognized that 

Saskatchewan has not experienced the problems with mUltiple bargaining units in the newspaper 

industry that have been experienced in some other jurisdictions (See, for example, Pacific Press, 

il!fra) because the industry in this province has been largely unorganized. 

[211 Mr. McLeod said the evidence did not demonstrate that the distribution employees 

had any significant working relationship with employees in any other departments of the newspaper 

or exercised any significant lateral mobility to and from other departments. 

[22] Counsel admitted that the Board's jurisprudence demonstrated a cautious approach 

to the certification of under-inclusive units, but said that it has also accepted that there are unique 

factors in the newspaper industry that may lead the Board to find such units appropriate to a greater 

extent than in other industries. He said that if the application were granted, the unit would be the 

only bargaining unit at the Star-Phoenix and, therefore, fragmentation was not an issue - if there are 

any future applications for certification, then fragmentation may be an issue. 

Analysis and Decision 

[23] Pursuant to s. 5 (a) of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), the 

Board has exclusive jurisdiction to determine whether a proposed unit is appropriate for the purposes 

of collective bargaining. Section Sea) provides as follows: 

[24] 

5 The board may make orders: 

(a) determining whether the appropriate unit of 
employees for the purpose of bargaining collectively shall 
be an employer unit. craft unit, plant unit or a subdivision 
thereof or some other unit; 

As recognized by counsel for the parties in this case, the long-standing policy of the 

Board has been to prefer larger more-inclusive bargaining units to smaller less-inclusive units. 

Larger units tend have enhanced viability compared to units comprising a small portion of the total 

workforce and tend to contribute to more stable industrial relations. On the other hand, a fragmented 

workplace characterized by a multiplicity of small bargaining units may be a recipe for unstable 

labour relations. Of course, there are exceptions to this general bias, most notably in the construction 
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industry, where craft unionism is the rule. But other industries have also attracted less than plant

wide certification for various reasons, sometimes historical, sometimes practical. Examples include 

the manufacturing and industrial sectors where, mainly for reasons related to employee community 

of interest, there are often two bargaining units, one for production employees and one for office and 

administrative employees. Another example, to a certain degree, was the health care sector until the 

recent legislated reorganization. And a further example is the newspaper industry where, for largely 

historical reasons based on craft unionism extending into the 19th century, there has been a greater 

tendency to allow craft and departmental units. 

[25} The Board has also allowed such units 111 industries that are recognized as 

exceptionally difficult in which to organize all-employee units, or where the applicant union has 

demonstrated that such attempts have been unsuccessful and beyond its organizational reach. 

Counsel for the Employer argued such is not the situation in the present case. However, the Board's 

records indicate that there was a fairly recent unsuccessful attempt by The Newspaper Guild, CLC, 

AFL-CIO, to organize all of the employees at the Star-Phoenix except the employees in the 

distribution department (See, LRB File No. 189-96). The employer, Sterling Newspapers Group, a 

Division of Hollinger Inc., agreed that the unit was appropriate. Implicit in the Board's Order 

directing a vote is that the Board also considered the proposed unit to be appropriate, and that 

certification of the proposed unit would not deprive the excluded employees in the distribution 

department of the opportunity to access the right to collectively bargain on their own if they chose to 

organize and do so. It is noteworthy that the Ontario Labour Relations Board recently also found a 

similarly defined bargaining unit to be appropriate in Communications, Energy and Paperworkers 

Union of Canada, Local 87-M Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild v. Sterling Newspapers Company 

operating as The Entelprise Bulletin, [1997] O.L.R.D. No. 3823 (November 25, 1997). 

[26] At the commencement of his oral argument, Mr. Seiferling, Q.C., argued that no 

other labour relations jurisdiction in Canada would consider a newspaper departmental unit to be 

appropriate and inferred that if this Board did so it would be acting against the prevailing wisdom of 

labour relations tribunals nation-wide. The Board immediately drew to counsel's attention the fairly 

recent certification by the Alberta Labour Relations Board of a unit composed of employees in the 

pressroom and distribution department of the Calgary Herald, resulting in three separate bargaining 

units in the production section of the paper. (See, Graphic Communications International Union, 

Local 34-M v. Southam Inc., [1998] Alta. L.R.B.R. 477). The Alberta Board was mindful that the 
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employees in the pre-press, editorial, circulation and advertising departments remained unorganized 

and that a pending certification application by another union for the employees in the editorial 

department, if granted, would result in four bargaining units at the paper. However, the Alberta 

Board expressly acknowledged that among the newspaper's employees there were a number of large 

and distinct functional groups each with a community of interest capable of supporting collective 

bargaining; it is obvious by its decision that it considered the distribution and press employees to be 

such a group. In declining to follow the policy of the Alberta Board with respect to the structure of 

bargaining units in the printing industry, as expressed in its Information Bulletin #9, as "strongly 

presum[ing] that a unit smaller than an 'all-employee' unit is not appropriate" unless the unit applied 

for is that of all remaining employees, the Alberta Board stated: 

[27] 

14. We do not find the Board's Information Bulletin #9 to be convincing in this 
case. In our view, Information Bulletin #9 and its predecessors are aimed primarily 
at small- to medium-sized newspaper operations and printing shops. In those 
settings it is plausible to say as the Bulletin implicitly does that there should be no 
more than two bargaining units in the work place. It is much less plausible to say 
that of large newspaper operations. In a large long established newspaper 
operation like the Herald there are typically a number of large and distinct 
functional groups in the workforce, each with a community of interest capable of 
supporting collective bargaining. There rnay also be small existing bargaining 
units, relics of the craft histOlY of labour relations on the printing industry ... If "lie 
were to strictly apply Information Bulletin #9, these small existing units would 
trigger the rule that the union must apply for all other unorganized employees of the 
lle'rvspaper - a unit that could be so large and disparate that it is virtually 
unorganizable. 

15. III our view, the size and diversity of the tvorkforce in this large newspaper 
operation dictates that we not strictly apply Information Bulletin #9 to this case. We 
prefer to apply the general principles that we apply to unit appropriateness issues in 
other industrial plants . ... 

The Alberta Board seriously considered the argument that its decision could result in 

a proliferation of bargaining units at the Calgary Herald, but found that the immediate concern of 

this coherently definable group to access collective bargaining outweighed the concerns regarding 

fragmentation; this was despite the fact that the Alberta Labour Relations Act does not contain an 

express statement of statutory purpose like s. 3 of the Act to facilitate the achievement of collective 

bargaining rights by employees. But in an earlier decision that resulted in the certification of the 

second bargaining unit at the Calgmy Herald, the Board implicitly recognized that the 
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newspaper industrj is one of those that has been traditionally difficult to organize in a wall-to-wall 

fashion (See, Graphic Communications International Union, Local 34-M v. Southam Inc., [1993] 

Alta. L.R.B.R. 529). 

[28] Mr. Seiferling also cited the decision of the Ontario Labour Relations Board in T. V 

Guide Inc. and Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild (1986), 14 c.L.R.B.R. (N.S.) 144, as authority 

for the proposition that the Ontario Board is loath to grant departmental certification in the 

newspaper industry. In that case, the employer published several magazines from the same premises. 

Each magazine had its own editorial department. The union applied to certify the employees of the 

editorial department of one of the magazines. The Ontario Board rejected the application. However, 

the fact that the employer was not a newspaper was apparently fundamental to the decision. Indeed, 

the Ontario Board expressly recognized that there was an established pattern of bargaining along 

craft or departmental lines in the newspaper industry and consciously refused to extend that pattern 

beyond that industry to the printing and publishing industry generally. By way of contrast, shortly 

after its decision in T. V Guide, the Ontario Board certified a unit composed solely of editorial 

employees employed at a basket of community newspapers owned by one employer in Southern 

Ontario Newspaper Guild Local 87 v. Harlequin Enterprises Ltd., [1987J OLRB Rep. Feb. 226. It is 

noteworthy that in its decision the Ontario Board again expressly recognized "the traditional pattern 

of organization in newspapers." 

[29J In considering the present application we are mindful of the Board's policies and 

extensive jurisprudence concerning the factors relevant to determining whether a unit is appropriate. 

Some of these were summarized in Courtyard Inns, supra, at 51: 

[30] 

... the Board considers a number of factors, including whether the proposed unit 
would be viable, whether it would contribute to industrial stability, whether groups 
of employees have a particular community of interest, whether the proposed unit 
would interfere with lateral mobility among employees, historical patterns of 
organization in the particular industry, and other concerns of the employees, the 
union and the employer. 

We are cognisant of the recent enunciation by the Board of the relevant general 

principles applicable to applications for the certification of less than all-employee bargaining units in 

Sterling Newspapers, supra, (LRB File No. 174-98) at 780: 
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From this review of cases, it }lIouid appear to the Board that under-inclusive 
bargaining units will not be considered to be appropriate in the following 
circumstances: (1) there is no discrete skill or other boundary surrounding the unit 
that easily separates it from other employees; (2) there is intermingling between the 
proposed unit alld other employees; (3) there is a lack of bargaining strength in the 
proposed unit; (4) there is no realistic ability on the part of the union to organize a 
more inclusive unit; or (5) there exists a more inclusive choice of bargaining units. 

But these principles must be applied in the context of the particular case. Similar to 

the conclusion of the Alberta Board in Southam Inc. [1998], supra, strict application of the policy 

may result in a violation of the spirit and purpose of the Act in a given case. In any event, we are 

satisfied that in the present case the application of these principles does not lead us to conclude that 

the proposed unit is not an appropriate unit. 

[32] In Saskatchewan the newspaper industry is largely unorganized. The reason for this 

is not clear, but it is probable that, as in other jurisdictions, it is difficult to organize. We have 

considered the historical pattern of organizing in the newspaper industry. We note that a fairly 

recent attempt to organize a more-inclusive unit at the Star-Phoenix was unsuccessful, and that the 

employer and union in that case agreed that a unit of all employees except those in the distribution 

department was an appropriate unit. This may lead to the conclusions that it cannot be said with any 

degree of certainty that a more-inclusive unit is within the organizational reach of the Union, and 

that, at the least, a bargaining structure of two units- one comprising the employees in the 

distribution department and one comprising all other employees- may not be inappropriate. 

[33J In the present case, the evidence supports the conclusion that a defensible boundary 

may be drawn around the employees in the inserting/distribution department at the Star-Phoenix. 

There is no evidence of intenningling of employees from this department with those of other 

departments that would cause any confusion over who is included in the proposed bargaining unit -

their job duties are well-defined. The evidence of lateral mobility was extremely meagre at best. The 

evidence of interaction and communication with other departments was that it was intermittent, 

infrequent and not of any great moment. 
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[34] The evidence disclosed that the employees in the proposed unit have a significant 

common interest in the terms and conditions of their employment with respect to issues that do not 

pertain to employees in other departments to nearly such a significant degree: for example, to 

identify but a few, a very large proportion of the employees in the inserting/distribution department 

are hourly paid and part-time or casual employees as opposed to full-time and salaried; there are 

issues surrounding guaranteed hours of work, scheduling, predictability of work hours and shift 

length; this group of employees has a low rate of wages relative to other employees at the paper. In 

an'iving at this conclusion, we have considered all relevant factors including, the work perfonned, 

the skills of the employees, the functional coherence of their work, the degree of inter-dependence, 

the degree of centralization of managerial authority and administration. While it can be said that all 

of an employer's employees share a basic community of interest, it is obvious that in certain 

circumstances the special interests of certain groups supercede this basic interest. We agree with the 

statement by the Ontario Board in Harlequin Enterprises, supra, at 232, that in the context of the 

newspaper industry, 

The question is not "is there a community of interest amongst the employees for 
whom a union seeks certification?" but "is there a sufficient community of interest 
amongst those employees for whom certification is sought that the resulting unit is 
viable for collective bargaining purposes? n. The Board, in effect, assesses whether 
the bargaining unit sought is viable and viability reflects a sufficient community of 
interest nexus amongst the employees to sustain collective bargaining. Thus, 
community of interest is not an independent, mechanical exercise but, rather, goes to 
the issue of viability. 

In considering whether the proposed unit is appropriate, we must be sensitive to the impact of that 

detennination on the access by employees to organize for the purpose of collective bargaining as 

well as to the spectre of industrial instability. In Saskatoon Civic Middle Management Association v. 

City of Sa skato on and Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 59, [1998] Sask. L.R.B.R. 341, 

LRB File Nos. 354-97 & 010-98, the Board considered the difference in approach when dealing with 

an initial certification as opposed to a second or additional certification. The Board stated, at 348-

49: 

... once the basic policy offacilitating access to collective bargaining is accepted, the 
overarching policy which influences the shape of the unit is the promotion of industrial 
stability. In Island Medical Laboratories Ltd. v. Health Sciences Association of British 
Columbia, (1993), 19 CLRBR (2d) 161, the British Columbia Labour Relations Board 
stated, at 187: 
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We believe that the concept of community of interest as employed by 
all labour relations boards in North America adequately addresses 
both goals on initial applications for certification. The facilitation 
and encouragement of collective bargaining and the issue of industrial 
stability are not policy matters completely divorced from one another 
either at the initial stage of certification or at the second or additional 
stage of the expansion of collective bargaining. For example, at the 
initial stage of certification, the design of the bargaining unit must 
ensure the viability of collective bargaining. The Board would not put 
into a single bargaining unit employees whose communities of interest 
directly conflict; further, no bargaining unit would be created that 
cuts across a particular classification, where all members are in the 
same physical location, resulting in half of the employees in that 
classification in the bargaining unit and the other half out of the 
bargaining unit. both these situations would not be conducive to the 
settlement of collective bargaining disputes. 

Industrial stability, however, has different facets, depending upon 
whether one is at the initial stage of certification or at the second or 
additional stage of certification. At the initial stage of certification, 
the concern with industrial stability is with the design of the 
bargaining unit. The focus is on a single unit - one union, one 
employer. However, at the second or additional stage of certification 
the concern is threefold: first, the design of the bargaining unit; 
second. the proliferation of bargaining units; and third, the 
relationship not just between the second or additional units and the 
employer but between the units themselves. As the number of units 
increases, so does the potential for industrial instability. 

At the second or additional stage of certification, among the four 
criteria cited in ICBC - administrative efficiency and convenience, 
lateral mobility, common Fame work of employment conditions and 
industrial stability - we see industrial stability as the most crucial 
factor. The factors of administrative efficiency and convenience, 
lateral mobility, and a common framework of employment conditions 
really go to only one factor: the simplification of the administration 
and negotiation of collective agreements (and thus contribute to 
industrial stability). It is axiomatic in labour relations that a 
proliferation of bargaining units increases the potential for industrial 
instability. 114ultiple bargaining units per se raise a serious concern 
about industrial stability. 

In the present case, the proposed unit compnses a relatively large number of 

employees and a significant proportion of the Employer's total employee complement. In our 

opinion, it is a viable and appropriate - if not the most appropriate - unit for the purposes of 

collectively bargaining with the Employer. It cannot be said that the proposed unit would lack 
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bargaining strength - a withdrawal of service on the inserting/distribution end would seriously 

impair the operation of the newspaper, but neither can it be said that certification will create serious 

labour relations problems for the Employer. Evidence that certification of the proposed unit would 

result in industrial instability was highly speculative and unconvincing. At this point, this being the 

only bargaining unit that would exist at the Star-Phoenix undue fragmentation is not a significant 

concern; however, the aspirations of this group of employees to access the right to collectively 

bargain with their employer is of significant concern. No tag-end unit would be created. In all of the 

circumstances, we feel that if we were to dismiss the application, organization of an all-employee 

unit may be virtually impossible. 

[36] We have determined that the proposed unit is appropriate for the purpose of 

bargaining collectively. The Union has filed evidence that a majority of the employees in the 

proposed unit support the application. A certification Order will issue accordingly. 

[37] Brenda Cuthbert dissents from these Reasons for Decision. Her "Vvritten dissent will 

follow in due course. 
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JOHN BERNER ET AL., Applicants v. SASKATCHEWAN JOINT BOARD, RETAIL, 
\VHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT STORE UNION and LORAAS DISPOSAL 
SERVICES LTD., Respondents 

LRB File No. 034-00; December 19,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Bob Todd and Ron Asher 

For the Applicants: R. Shawn Smith, Q.C. 
For the Union: Larry Kowa1chuk 
For the Employer: Noel Sandomirsky, Q.c. 

Decertification - Petition - Method of applying for rescission violated principle 
of confidentiality by disclosing to employer identity of snpporters and non
supporters of rescission application - Method of filing many applications for 
rescission simultaneously akin to filiug petition support evidence - Support 
evidence not reliable - Board dismisses application for rescission. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(k) and 9. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: John Bemer, an employee of Loraas Disposal Services 

Ltd. (the "Employer"), filed an application for rescission of the Order certifying Saskatchewan Joint 

Board, Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (the "Union") as the bargaining agent for 

employees of the Employer. Similar applications were received from a majority of employees in the 

bargaining unit. All the applications were filed with the Board at the same time along with one set of 

support cards. The applicants sought to have the applications consolidated into one application and 

to have the evidence on each application applied to the other applications. The applications were 

filed in the open period on January 28, 2000. 

[2] The Employer replied to the applications and filed a statement of employment listing 

25 employees. 
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[3] The Union filed a reply in which it asserted that the applications were made under 

conditions that constituted employer influence, interference or intimidation under s. 9 of The Trade 

Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"). 

[4] A hearing of the matter was held in Regina on August 8, 2000. 

[5] Since that time, the Board has imposed a first collective agreement on the parties 

(see [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. 663; LRB File No. 037-99). 

Facts 

[6] Ben Schaeffer gave evidence on behalf of the applicants. He has been employed as a 

driver for the Employer for some 22 years. He initially supported the Union and was on the first 

negotiating committee as an alternate member. He testified that he quickly disengaged from union 

activity when he concluded that the Union was being aggressive in their bargaining demands. Mr. 

Schaeffer concluded that the Union would not listen to him. On cross-examination, Mr. Schaeffer 

acknowledged that the Union's bargaining proposals were approved by the membership of the Union 

before they were presented to the Employer. Although he complained that the wage package was too 

rich, he acknowledged that the membership approved the wage proposals. He also acknowledged that 

the Union's wage proposals were based on wages paid by the main competitor of the Employer. His 

primary concern regarding wages appeared to be the potential loss of the piece rate system. He also 

testified that Carman Loraas told him that there would be no regular wage increases because of the 

Union. He was unaware that the Union had written to Mr. Loraas to advise him that regular wage 

increases could be granted to employees. 

[7] Mr. Schaeffer also acknowledged that he attended a meeting with Mr. Loraas where 

Mr. Loraas informed the drivers that the Union did not support designated routes for them. Mr. 

Schaeffer agreed that he received a letter from the Union advising him that it did support the principle 

of designating routes for drivers. 
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[8] Mr. Schaeffer also complained about the manner of conducting a strike vote. He 

distrusted the Union's count of the strike vote. In addition, he complained about the unwillingness of 

the Union to schedule committee election meetings at a more convenient time. On cross-examination, 

however, Mr. Schaeffer admitted that he was simply testing the Union and had no actual intent of 

attending the meeting. 

[9] Mr. Schaeffer testified that he was frustrated by the length of time it was taking for the 

Union to obtain a first agreement. He admitted, however, that although he dislikes paying union dues, 

he had actually spent more money on decertification efforts than on union dues. He also admitted on 

cross-examination that he had not attended many union meetings to get updates on the collective 

bargaining, nor had he asked the Union for a report on collective bargaining. 

[10] Mr. Schaeffer indicated that he and Sydney Glas discussed bringing this application to 

the Board. They called a meeting of employees at Mr. Schaeffer's house and put forward the 

suggestion that they each make an application for rescission. The applications were handed out along 

with support cards and each employee completed the forms. Mr. Schaeffer denied that the Employer 

had any role in the making of the applications. 

[11] In relation to the first agreement application, Mr. Schaeffer testified that the outcome 

of the application would not make a difference to him. He denied that the legal wrangling between the 

Union and the Employer had any effect on his decision to choose or not choose to deceliifY. He 

indicated that the employees wanted to have a vote on the matter. 

[12] Mr. Schaeffer testified that he had withheld his union dues from the Union. This was 

achieved by requesting proof from the Employer that an authorization was in place permitting it to 

deduct the dues and send them to the Union. According to Mr. Schaeffer the money was being held in 

trust. Mr. Schaeffer was aware that the Union had requested that employees complete the union 

authorization forms, failing which the Union sought their termination. The employees are still 

employed. He acknowledged that the Union had asked him to sign a second authorization card, after 

the original certification drive, to prevent the Employer from knowing who originally supported the 

Union. Mr. Schaeffer was also asked why he wanted Mr. Loraas to know who supported the Union by 

the method used to file the rescission application. He testified that he did not file the applications for 

the purpose of letting the Employer know who supported the Union. 
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[13] Mr. Schaeffer testified that he and a group of employees met with representatives of 

the Union after the applications for rescission were filed. In the meeting, Mr. Schaeffer and his group 

proposed to the Union that, in exchange for the union dues owed to the Union by the employees, the 

Union should walk away from its certification. The Union representatives told Mr. Schaeffer and his 

group that this would not happen. They agreed that the delay in obtaining a wage increase was a 

concern. According to Mr. Schaeffer, to this extent, the Union was co-operative with him and engaged 

in an honest and open discussion with him. 

[14] Mr. Glas also testified for the applicants. Mr. Glas has been employed as a welder 

with the Employer since 1982. Mr. Glas has a pattern of working during the winter months and spends 

his summers on his farm. Mr. Glas did not sign a union card as he objected to signing an oath of 

allegiance. He also objected because he was not provided with a copy of the Union's bylaws. In 

January, 2000, the Union wrote to Mr. Glas and informed him that he was required under s. 32 of the 

Act to join the Union. Mr. Glas responded in writing and asked to become a member of the Union. In 

response, the Union notified Mr. Glas on May 4, 2000 that he failed to properly complete the 

application card and dues authorization card. On April 10, 2000, the Union wrote the Employer to 

request the termination of eight employees for failure to maintain their membership in the Union. This 

letter was posted in the lunchroom at work. 

[15] Mr. Glas opposes the Union for a number of reasons. He had an earlier experience 

with a union that was negative. In addition, a member of his carpool had a previous bad experience 

with the Union at the WaterGroup plant in Regina. Another friend had a bad experience with the Union 

at McDonald's Consolidated. According to Mr. Glas, this information left a bad impression as all of the 

workplaces mentioned were the Employer's customers. 

[16J Mr. Glas confirmed Mr. Schaeffer's testimony with respect to the completion of the 

applications for rescission. He indicated that they concluded the Board may be more impressed if each 

employee completed an application form and would conclude that it was more than two disgruntled 

employees. 

[17) 

Union. 

Mr. Schaeffer agreed with counsel for the Union that Mr. Loraas is opposed to the 
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[18] The Union filed a letter produced by the Employer on LRB File No. 037-99, the first 

collective agreement application, in which the Employer indicated to the Board that it had increased the 

wages paid to several employees in the bargaining unit in the period between the hearing of LRB File 

No. 037-99 and the Board's request for further information. 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

[19] 

follows: 

An application for rescission is authorized under s. 5(k) of the Act which provides as 

5 T7ze board may make orders: 

(k) rescinding or amending an order or decision of the board 
made under clause (a). (b) or (c) ·where: 

(i) there is a collective bargaining agreement in 
existence and an application is made to the 
board to rescind or amend the order or 
decision during a period of not less than 30 
days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversary of the effective date of the 
agreement; or 

(if) there is no agreement and an application is 
made to the board to rescind or amend the 
order or decision during a period of not less 
than 30 days or more than 60 days before the 
anniversQlY date of the order to be rescinded 
or amended; 

notwithstanding a motion, application, appeal or other proceeding in 
respect of or arising out of the order or decision is pending in any 
court; 
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[20] In addition, s. 9 of the Act provides the Board with additional powers to dismiss an 

application for rescission. Section 9 of the Act provides: 

9 The board may reject or dismiss any application made to it by an employee or 
employees where it is satisfied that the application is made in whole or in part on the 
advice of, or as a result of influence of or inteiference or intimidation by, the employer 
or employer's agent. 

Arguments 

[21] Mr. Smith, counsel for the applicants, argued that the Board should permit the 

employees to vote on the rescission application. The Board has rejected two other applications for 

rescission due to the conduct of the Employer; however, this application demonstrates the persistent 

dissatisfaction with the Union. Counsel argued that there was no meaningful evidence of employer 

interference produced before the Board. 

[22J Mr. Sandomirsky, counsel for the Employer argued that the Board must decide this 

application on the material before it not on other applications or proceedings before the Board. Counsel 

argued that there was no evidence that the application was made on the advice of the Employer or that 

the Employer had interfered with or influenced the application in any manner. Counsel argued that the 

payment of higher wages to some employees, established in the letter to the Board from the Employer 

filed in these proceedings, does not establish undue influence or interference but may well be within the 

"business as before" rule established under s. 11(1)(m) of the Act. 

[23] Mr. Kowa1chuk, counsel for the Union, filed previous decisions of the Board between 

the Union and the Employer, and previous rescission cases. Counsel asserted that the Union was not 

required to establish the pattern of conduct of the Employer that the Board had already found in other 

decisions and the Union relied on those decisions. Counsel also noted that the applicants admitted that 

Mr. Loraas' s attitude toward the Union remain unchanged. Counsel noted that the employees were still 

fearful that the operation would close and this is a motivating factor in the making of the rescission 

application. This fear goes back to the beginning of the relationship between the Employer and the 

Union when the Employer closed down its liquid waste division shortly after the Union was certified. 

Counsel argued that the applicants must establish that the threat of closure is purged and that employees 

are no longer operating under the threat of a closure. 
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[24] Mr. Kowa1chuk argued that the employees should live under the first collective 

agreement for a period of time to experience the benefits of collective bargaining. 

[25] Counsel pointed out that in previous cases Mr. Schaeffer and Mr. Glas testified that the 

Employer refused to give them a wage increase because of the Union. The Union established through 

the filing of the letter from the Employer to the Board that it now gives wage increases without 

negotiating with the Union. Counsel argued that this pattem demonstrates the Employer's lack of 

respect for the Union and lack of recognition of the Union's exclusive authority to represent employees. 

[26] Counsel also argued that where a first collective agreement application has been made 

to the Board, the application for rescission should be postponed to the anniversary of the effective date 

of the first collective agreement. Counsel argued that there is no point in the Board imposing a first 

collective agreement if it is not to be in effect for any period of time as an effective remedy to a failure 

to bargain under s. 11(1)(c) of the Act. 

[27] The Union also pointed out that several of the applicants had not complied with the 

umon security provisions and were improperly continued in their employment by the Employer. 

Counsel referred the Board to Sinnaeve v. Johnson Controls Ltd., [1990] Fall Sask. Labour Rep. 49; 

LRB File No. 243-89 as authority for this proposition. 

Analysis 

[28] In any application to the Board for certification or rescission, the Board strives to 

maintain the confidentiality of the employees who support the application. This practice is adopted to 

prevent employers from discriminating against employees who support the union and to permit 

employees to have the freedom to support or not support an application for certification or rescission 

without fear of consequences. In a rescission setting, confidentiality is maintained for 1:\vo puq:mses: (1) 

to allow employees to freely choose to support a campaign in opposition to the union; and (2) to allow 

employees to freely chose to support the union, without fear, in either case, of retaliation from the 

employer or the union. 
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[29] In this case, the method of applying for rescission violated the principle of 

confidentiality by disclosing to the Employer the names of all of the employees who purported to 

support the application for rescission. This approach also identifies those employees who do not 

support the application and places employees in the rather vulnerable position of knowing that if they 

do not sign an application for rescission, the Employer will know that they support the Union. The 

method of gathering support for the applications filed, that is, by having employees publicly declare 

their support for the rescission application, places undue pressure on employees to support the 

application for fear of employer reprisal. It is an untenable practice. 

[30] Mr. Schaeffer and Mr. Glas testified that they devised this approach in order to make 

the Board aware of the support that exists in the bargaining unit for the rescission application. The 

Board, however, is aware of the support filed with each application and does not require the principle of 

confidentiality of support to be violated in order to determine employee support for an application. 

[31] In earlier cases, the Board had indicated that petition evidence would not be received as 

support for an application for rescission. In Tingley v. Capri Motor Hotel and Hotel, Motel, Restaurant 

Employees and Beverage Dispensers Union, Local 767, unreported, LRB File No. 300-78, the Board 

outlined the reasons for rejecting support evidence in petition form as follows: 

[32] 

Another reason for refusal to accept petitions rather than individual cards, is that a 
petition violates the principle of confidentiality as to union support or non union 
support in that the names of those affixing their signatures to the petition are visible to 
all those who sign thereafter. Such a procedure can create undue pressure upon 
employees to sign in that they are aware that their support or non support is public 
knowledge and can easily reach the employer. The use of petitions lends itself to 
employer influence or interference in rescission applications. 

For similar reasons, the Board is not confident that the applications filed in the present 

case are a true reflection of the wishes of the employees given the manner in which the support was 

garnered through the public filing of individual applications for rescission. As a result, the Board does 

not accept the evidence filed and dismisses the applications. 

[33] The remaining issues will not be addressed by the Board on this application. 
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, LOCAL 529, 
Applicant v. PYRAMID ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Respondent 

LRB File No. 376-96; December 19,2000 
Vice-Chairperson, James Seibel; Members: Leo Lancaster and Gerry Caudle 

For the Applicant: Drew Plaxton 
For the Respondent: Brian Kenny 

Practice and procedure - Production of documents - Employer unlawfully 
attempted to frustrate and evade Board's process by not complying with 
Board's Order relating to disclosure and production of documents - Board 
strikes employer's reply. 

Successorship - Transfer of business - Section 37 of The Trade Union Act -
Receiver of predecessor employer disposed of all or part of predecessor 
employer's business to successor employer - Board finds successorship. 

Unfair labour practice - Union security - Dues check-off - Successor employer 
failed to comply with union security request - Board finds nnfair labour 
practice under s. 36 of The Trade Union Act. 

Remedy - Monetary loss - Award - Board orders successor employer to pay 
union sum equivalent to union dues that successor employer should have 
remitted to union from date of union security request to date payment made. 

The Trade Union Act, ss. 5(d), 5(e), 5(g), 36 and 37. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

[1] .lames Seibel, Vice-Chairperson: By a certification Order issued by the Board on 

November 2, 1993 (LRB File No. 270-91), International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 

529 (the "Union") was designated as the bargaining agent for a group of employees of Sparrow 

Electric Corporation ("Sparrow") comprising the standard bargaining unit for the electrical trade 

division in the construction industry. Sparrow was an Alberta corporation carrying on business in 

Saskatchewan as an electrical contractor. Pyramid Electric Corporation ("Pyramid"), an Alberta 

company, carries on business as an electrical contractor in Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia 
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and the North West Territories. In December, 1996, the Union filed this application with the Board 

alleging that Pyramid is the successor employer to Sparrow pursuant to s. 37(1) of The Trade Union 

Act, RS.S. 1978, c. T-17 (the "Act"), and had committed an unfair labour practice in violation of s. 

36 of the Act in refusing to recognize the Union and its request for union security. 

[2] At the time the certification Order was issued Sparrow was in receivership, having 

been forced into bankruptcy. Coopers & Lybrand Trustee (the "Receiver") had been appointed 

receiver in December, 1992, and subsequently disposed of Sparrow's undertaking and assets in early 

1993. Pyramid was incorporated in August, 1992, by senior employees of Sparrow who knew 

Sparrow was in financial difficulty. However, it did not commence active business until mid

January, 1993, after acquiring some of Sparrow's assets and inventory from the Receiver and hiring 

many former Sparrow employees. It commenced business from Sparrow's head office premises in 

Nisku, Alberta, later purchasing the property from Sparrow's parent company, Westgroup 

Corporations Inc. At the time of these transactions, the certification application was pending. 

[3] The application has a long history of preliminary proceedings related to the Board's 

jurisdiction to order disclosure and production of documents. These are described in two earlier 

decisions of the Board dated June 3,1997 and July 23,1997, reported, respectively, at [1997] Sask. 

L.R.B.R. 391, and [1997] Sask. L.RB.R 616 (quashed, inpart, on judicial review, at [1999] Sask. 

L.RB.R. c-93, (Sask. Q.B.) affirmed [2000] Sask. L.R.B.R. c-1 (Sask. C.A). A summary of the 

complete proceedings to date is set out in the Board's Reasons for Decision at [2000] Sask. L.RB.R 

647. 

[4] With the judicial determination completed, the hearing by the Board of the 

application commenced on October 24, 2000. At that time Mr. Plaxton, counsel for the Union, 

renewed the Union's objection to the nature and scope of Pyramid's disclosure and production of 

documents to date. Mr. Plaxton cross-examined Garth Deacon, an officer of Pyramid, who declared 

the reply to the application filed, particularly with respect to issues touching on the matter of 

disclosure. The evidence elicited, and the documentary evidence filed are summarized in the 

November 2, 2000 Reasons for Decision. 
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[5] The hearing of the application was adjourned to December 6, 2000, and the Board 

issued a summons to Mr. Deacon to attend and to bring with him all documents relevant to the issues 

raised in the application. The Board also issued an Order dated November 2, 2000, directing 

Pyramid to provide certain particulars to the Union and to prepare a statement of documents. The 

Order provided as follows: 

1. Pyramid Electric Corporation ("Pyramid,,) shall file with the Board, on or 
beJore November 30, 2000, a statement as to its documents in the Jorm attached 
hereto as Schedule "A" and Jorming part oJ this Order; 

2. Pyramid shall disclose the Jollowing inJormation to the Applicant on or beJore 
November 30,2000: 

a) Particulars as to the employees oJ Pyramid: 

1) At the Nisku, Alberta, offices oJ Pyramid, 
including management. administrative and 
clerical staff, as at the commencement oJ 
active business and as at December 20. 
1996; 

2) Working in Saskatchewan at any time Jrom 
the commencement oJ active business to the 
present; 

3) "Core" employees in any jurisdiction ( i.e., 
employees who are employed on a more or 
less permanent basis or who are more or less 
regularly recalled to work Jrom layoff) at any 
time during the period Jrom the 
commencement oJ active business to the 
present; 

4) Former employees oJ Sparrow Electric 
COlporation ("Sparrow") that have worked 
Jor Pyramid at any time in any jurisdiction 
Jrom the commencement oJ active business to 
the present. 

b) Particulars oJ the lease and purchase by Pyramid oJ the 
Nisku. Alberta, premises Jormerly occupied by Sparrow including. 
without limitation, the identity oJ the Jormer lessor and owner; 
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(7) 

c) Particulars of the vehicles, equipment, tools, inventory, 
customer lists or other assets formerly owned, leased or otherwise 
held by Sparrow and later leased, purchased or othenvise acquired by 
Pyramid, PEC Electric Corporation or 539899 Alberta Ltd. from any 
source in any jurisdiction; 

3. Garth Deacon of Nisku, Alberta, shall and is hereby ordered to appear before 
the Board at the continuation afthe hearing of this matter at 9:30 a.m. on December 6, 
2000, at the Board Hearing Room, 10'h Floor, Sturdy Stone Centre, Saskatoon, and 
shall bring with him the documents and inforrnation described in paragraphs 1 and 2 
hereof, above. 

The specified statements requesting documents were as follows: 

1. Following are the documents and records that the above-named party has in 
its possession and under its control in relation to this application, including a brief 
description of the document and its contents: 

2. Following are the documents and records that the party had in its possession 
or under its control but are no longer in the possession or under the control of the 
party, but have been lost or destroyed or are in the possession of third parties, 
including a brief description of the document or record, when it was last in the 
possession or under the control of the party, how possession or control was lost, and 
where the document or record is now: 

3. Following are documents or records listed in paragraphs 1 and 2 above with 
respect to which the party claims privilege from production, including a statement of 
the basis upon which privilege is claimed: 

In the November 2, 2000 Reasons for Decision the Board expressed concern that 

Pyramid's actions and the responses provided by Mr. Deacon might be interpreted as an attempt to 

frustrate the Board's process, as follows, at 657: 

It is our opinion that we are empowered to compel Pyramid to disclose and produce 
records, documents and information relevant to this application. The decision of 
Dawson, J rendered on the judicial review of Pvramid (No. 2) does not abrogate the 
Board's power in that regard, but merely enunciated the process by which it may be 
compelled. Given the lengths to which Pyramid has gone to avoid disclosure and 
production in the present case, it is not surprising that the Union is not willing to 
accept at face value the assertions by Pyramid and Mr. Deacon, firstly, that there 
are no documents and, secondly, that they are "unavailable" or may have been 
destroyed. Upon the evidence adduced, in light of the history of this application to 
date, we are concerned that Pyramid may be attempting to frustrate the Board's 
process and the progress of the application. We are concerned that records, 
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documents and information relevant to the application may not have been preserved 
and may have been destroyed since the application was filed. Given Mr. Deacon's 
wholZv inadequate explanations regarding the nature, existence and fate of relevant 
records and documents, it is necessmy that disclosure and production be compelled. 

In those Reasons for lJLGL'>!U! Board also provided guidance and direction to 

as to the nature and scope the to documents that was expected the 

Board, as follows, at 661 : 

[9] 

We now have fitrther information in the form of documentary evidence and the 
testimony of Mr. Deacon. In light of this evidence and testimony and in all the 
circumstances of the present case, ,ve are of the opinion that a broader obligation to 
disclose documents and records should be placed on Pyramid than is described in 
the Order of the Board in Pyramid (ll/o. 2) set forth immediately above. In addition 
to the information and documents originally ordered to be produced by the Board, 
Pyramid shall be required to disclose all documents and records broadly relevant to 
the issues in the applicatioll as explained by the Board in Pyramid (/'10. 2), and 
produce those in its possession or under its control, regardless of where the 
documents and records are reposited or where the specific transactions and events 
to which they relate took place. 

We filrther direct that Pyramid must also disclose whether relevant documents and 
records, that were formerly in its possession or under its control, are now in the 
possession o.fthird parties or have been lost or destroyed, and when such document 
or record left its possession. In determining which documents and records relate to 
matters in question in the application, Pyramid should be guided as follows: that a 
document relates to a matter in issue if it directly or indirectly enables a party to 
advance its case, or it affects the case of the other party, or if it may lead to a train 
of inquiry which might have either of those consequences. 

In those Reasons for Decision the Board expressly cautioned Pyramid that failure to 

comply with the filing of the statement of documents or with the summons issued to Mr. Deacon 

could result in the striking of Pyramid's reply to the application. 

[10] Pyramid complied with the Board's Order by providing the Union and the Board 

with certain particulars specified in paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b) of the Order and by filing a statement of 

documents declared by Mr. Deacon. No particulars were provided with respect to paragraph 2(c) of 

the Order. The filed statement of documents disclosed very little new material with respect to 

documents in Pyramid's possession or under its control pursuant to paragraph 1 of the statement, 

except lists of employees pertaining to paragraph 2(a) of the Order and lease and offer to purchase 
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documents pertaining to paragraph 2(c) of the Order. With respect to paragraph 2 of the statement 

and the requirement to disclose documents formerly in Pyramid's possession or under its control. 

Mr. Deacon responded as follows: 

[11] 

There are no documents in the possession of any Third Party. Any documents which 
were in the possession or under the control of Pyramid Corporation and are no 
longer in the possession or under the control of Pyramid Corporation have been 
disposed of in the ordinary course of business. 

No further explanation regarding the nature of the documents or their fate was 

provided. 

(12) At the hearing on December 6, 2000, Mr. Plaxton objected that the statement of 

documents and provision of particulars did not comply with the Order, and he requested, inter alia, 

that the reply to the application be struck. Mr. Kenny, counsel for Pyramid, countered that any 

relevant documents other than the few produced were destroyed by Pyramid in the ordinary course of 

its business and offered to allow Mr. Deacon to be cross-examined further with respect to the issue of 

disclosure and production. 

[13] The Board retired to consider the matter and determined that, in the interest of 

having all information and explanation possible regarding the issue, Mr. Plaxton would be allowed to 

cross-examine Mr. Deacon, following which Mr. Kenny would be allowed to ask questions in 

clarification. 

Evidence 

[14] Mr. Deacon testified that in order to comply with the Board's Order he interviewed 

Don Basnett, Pyramid's president and chief executive officer, John Perreault, vice-president of 

finance, Karen Schick and Evelyn Becker, payroll personnel, and Daryl Wilson, outside legal 

counsel. 
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[15] He said that other than the few documents produced that pre-dated 1996, all other 

documents and records relevant to the application had been destroyed in the summer of 1996 

following a tax audit by Revenue Canada. He agreed that such records might have disclosed the 

particulars of the SpalTow assets obtained by Pyramid. He said that Pyramid was given perrnission 

by Revenue Canada to carry out the of its was to 

any evidence did not knovv whether 

written foml and confirmed that not contacted Revenue to ascertain it had 

any record of such permission having been granted. 

[16] Mr. Deacon testified that Mr. Perreault had advised him that Pyramid had an audited 

financial statement prepared each year by Coopers & Lybrand, however, no copies were listed in the 

statement of documents or otherwise disclosed. Mr. Deacon confirmed that he had not inquired at 

Coopers & Lybrand, or the Receiver, whether they had, or had ever had, any documents relevant to 

this application. He said that he had not inquired of Pyramid's banker and financial consultant as to 

whether they had copies of any documents that might have been provided by Pyramid in order to 

finance its start-up or the acquisition of SpalTow's assets from the Receiver. 

[17] Mr. Deacon said that Daryl Wilson, who had also been counsel for SpalTow, advised 

him that he had no relevant documents in his possession. However, Mr. Deacon said that he 

neglected to ask Mr. Wilson whether he had ever had any such documents or what became of them. 

[18] With respect to the requirement to disclose documents that had been destroyed or 

sent to third parties, Mr. Deacon testified that he was told by Mr. Perreault and Mr. Basnett that any 

relevant documents that may have existed had either been destroyed or "were not available at this 

time." Mr. Deacon was unable to say what steps, if any, were taken by Pyramid to preserve relevant 

documents once it had received the Union's application. 
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[19] Mr. Deacon was shown a memorandum to all Pyramid employees dated November 

2, 1993, authored by John Wilson. The memorandum advised that an inventory would be made at 

Pyramid's first fiscal year-end, December 31, 1993, and provided certain directions for the manner in 

which it would be conducted. The memorandum contained the following statement: 

[20] 

Pyramid Electric did purchase ALL tools and inventory from Sparrow Electric 
COlporation. All materials and tools will be cross referenced to previous computer 
lists and purchase order numbers to confirm accuracy. 

Mr. Deacon verified John Wilson's signature, but denied that he had ever seen the 

document before. He appeared irate that it had not been brought to his attention earlier. 

[21J Mr. Deacon confirmed that Pyramid's msurers would most likely have been 

provided with lists of Pyramid's vehicles. 

[22] Mr. Deacon confirmed that Pyramid's head office was established in the premises 

formerly occupied by Sparrow and continued to use Sparrow stationery, employee time sheets and 

payroll deposit advice statements, which was part of the asset purchase from the Receiver. He said it 

would have been wasteful not to use them up. According to Mr. Deacon, Pyramid leased the 

premises until 1995, when it was purchased by a related company, Pyramid Land Corporation, of 

which Mr. Deacon and Mr. Basnett are also shareholders. The only lease document produced by 

Pyramid was effective October 1,1994. However, he was unable to say what arrangement existed 

between Pyramid and Westgroup for the use of the premises prior to that date. Mr. Deacon said he 

obtained the document from Mr. Perreault along with a copy of the offer to purchase which has been 

produced. 

[23] Mr. Deacon was questioned about the vanous lists of employees produced by 

Pyramid. He confirmed that approximately 160 former Sparrow employees, the majority of which 

were electrical workers, came to work for Pyramid. He said they were terminated by the Receiver 

before starting work with Pyramid. He confirmed that at the commencement of Pyramid's operation 

on January 16, 1993, at least 23 of Pyramid's 32 head office executive and administrative staff were 

former Sparrow employees. 
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[24] Mr. Deacon also confinned that approximately 60 fonner Sparrow employees, had 

worked or were working for Pyramid in Saskatchewan. In cross-examination it was brought to his 

attention that in paragraph 4 of the reply Mr. Deacon had incorporated the following statement: 

[25] 

None of the employees of Pyramid Electric Corporation in the Province of 
Saskatchelvan were ever employees of Sparrow Electric Corporation. 

Mr. Deacon, who admitted that he had been chosen to declare the statement as to 

documents because he was the corporate officer most familiar with Pyramid's operations in 

Saskatchewan, responded that when he declared the reply he honestly believed this statement to be 

true. 

[26J Mr. Kenny declined to ask any questions of Mr. Deacon. 

Statutory Provisions 

[27] Sections 36 and 37 of the Act provide as follows: 

36(1) Upon the request of a trade union representing a majority of employees in any 
appropriate unit, the following clause shall be included in any collective bargaining 
agreement entered into between that trade union and the employer concerned, and, 
whether or not any collective bargaining agreement is for the time being in force, the 
said clause shall be effective and its terms shall be carried out by that employer with 
respect to such employees on and after the date of the trade union's request until such 
time as the employer is no longer required by or pursuant to this Act to bargain 
collectively yvith that trade union: 

Every employee who is now or hereafter becomes a member of the 
union shall maintain his membership in the union as a condition of his 
employment, and every new employee whose employment commences 
hereafter shall, within 30 days after the commencement in his 
employment, apply for and maintain membership in the union, and 
maintain membership in the union as a condition of his employment, 
provided that any employee in the appropriate bargaining unit who is 
not required to maintain his membership or apply for and maintain his 
membership in the union shall, as a condition of his employment, 
tender to the union the periodic dues uniformly required to be paid by 
the members of the union; 

and the expression 'the union' in the clause shall mean the trade union making such 
request. 
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(2) Failure on the part of any employer to carry out the provisions of subsection 
(1) shall be an unfair labour practice. 

(3) Where membership in a trade union or labour organization is a condition of 
employment and: 

(a) membership in the trade union is not available to an employee 
on the same terms and conditions generally applicable to other 
members; or 

(b) an employee is denied membership in the trade union or his 
membership is terminated Jor reasons other than the failure of the 
employee to tender the periodic dues, assessment and initiation fees 
uniformly required to be paid by all other members oJ the trade union 
as a condition oJ acquiring or maintaining membership; 

the employee, if he tenders payment oJ the periodic dues, assessments and initiation 
fees uniformly required as a condition of acquiring and maintaining membership: 

(c) shall be deemed to maintain his membership in the trade 
union for purposes oJ this section; and 

(d) shall not lose his membership in the trade union for purposes 
oJ this section jar failure to pay any dues, assessments and initiation 
Jees that are not uniformly required of all members or that in their 
application discriminate against any member or members. 

(4) Notwithstanding subsection (3), a trade union may assess or fine any of its 
members who has worked for the struck employer during a strike held in compliance 
with this Act a sum of not more than the net earnings that employee earned during that 
strike. 

(5) No trade union shall require any member to pay an assessment of fine 
pursuant to subsection (4) unless the constitution of the trade union provides for the 
assessment or fine prior to the commencement oJthe strike. 

(6) A fine imposed on a member pursuant to subsection (4) with respect to an 
action that takes place after the coming into force of this subsection is deemed to be a 
debt due and owing to the trade union and may be recovered in the same manner as a 
debt owed pursuant to a contract in a court of competent jurisdiction. 

37(1) Where a business or part thereof is sold, leased, transferred or otherwise 
disposed of, the person acquiring the business or part thereof shall be bound by all 
orders of the board and all proceedings had and taken before the board before the 
acquisition, and the orders and proceedings shall continue as if the business or part 
thereof had not been disposed of, and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
if before the disposal a trade union was determined by an order of the board as 
representing, for the purpose of bargaining collectively, any of the employees affected 
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by the disposal or any collective bargaining agreement affecting any of such employees 
was in force the terms of that order or agreement, as the case may be, shall, unless the 
board otherwise orders, be deemed to apply to the person acquiring the business or 
part thereof to the same extent as if the order had originally applied to him or the 
agreement had been signed by him. 

(2) On the application of any trade union, employer or employee directly 
affected by a disposition described in this section, the board may make orders doing 
any of the following: 

(a) determining whether the disposition or proposed disposition 
relates to a business or part of it; 

(b) determining whether, on the completion of the disposition of 
a business, or of part of the business, the employees constitute one 
or more units appropriate for collective bargaining and whether the 
appropriate unit or units will be: 

(i) an employee unit; 

(to a craft unit; 

(flU a plant unit; 

(i ... ;) a subdivision of an employee unit, craft unit 
or plant unit; or 

(1;) some other unit; 

(c) determining }vhat trade union, if any, represents a majority 
of employees in the unit determined to be an appropriate unit 
pursuant to clause (b); 

(d) directing a vote to be taken among all employees eligible to 
vote in a unit determined to be an appropriate unit pursuant to 
clause (b); 

(e) amending, to the extent that the board considers necessary 
or advisable, an order made pursuant to clause 5(a) , (b) or (c) or 
the description of a unit contained in a collective bargaining 
agreement; 

(I) giving any directions that the board considers neceSSalY or 
advisable as to the application of a collective bargaining agreement 
affecting the employees in a unit determined to be an appropriate 
unit pursuant to clause (b). 
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Analysis and Decision 

[28] Following Mr. Deacon's testimony, Mr. Plaxton renewed his request that Pyramid's 

reply be struck. The Board retired to consider the matter. When the hearing reconvened the Board 

ordered that the reply by Pyramid to the application should be struck, providing brief oral reasons 

with written reasons to follow. Mr. Kenny was invited to make a statement but declined. Mr. 

Plaxton was invited to continue with the case on behalf of the Union. He advised that the Union 

rested upon the application and the evidence to date. 

Striking of the Reply 

[29J In the opinion of the Board, Mr. Deacon's evidence as to the matter of the existence 

and alleged disposition of documents and disclosure of it is not credible and the statement of 

documents is not reliable. In particular, the disclosure of documents no longer in the possession of 

Pyramid is non-compliant with the Board's Order. Mr. Deacon did not attempt to elaborate on the 

statement made in paragraph 2 as to the documents. For example, he said that the principals or 

agents of the company could not recall what documents had been destroyed. We are left with no 

choice but to infer that Pyramid, and its principal officers, are attempting to unlawfully obstruct the 

Board's process. 

[30] The application is nearly 4 years old. Mr. Deacon's response to the "error" in the 

reply he declared demonstrates, putting it in the most charitable light, gross negligence on the part of 

him and Pyramid. When we consider the time-consuming, and no doubt expensive, efforts made by 

Pyramid to resist disclosure and production by challenging the Board's jurisdiction, we cannot accept 

its assertion that the vast majority of documents relevant to the application have not existed since 

before the application was filed. The documents that had been destroyed or were no longer in the 

possession of Pyramid were a primary matter of contention before the Board since the first day of 

hearing. The response to the obligation to list such documents pursuant to the Board's Order is 

tantamount to contempt of the Board's Order. For Mr. Deacon to testify before the Board that, based 

on the hearsay of Don Basnett and Mr. Perreault, the documents and records were destroyed before 

Pyramid was aware of the Union's application, without corroboration of such assertion, is no less 

than incredible. 
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[31] The Board is shocked by the behaviour of Pyramid. We have provided Pyramid with 

multiple opportunities to explain and substantiate its asseliions and claims respecting disclosure and 

production. It has failed to fulfill its obligations in that regard. We now view Pyramid's actions as 

an unlawful attempt to frustrate and evade the Board's process and to inexcusably hinder the 

progress of the application. For these reasons, the reply is struck and Pyramid is in the position as if 

it had not responded to the application. Therefore, we have determined that Pyramid has no standing 

to participate further in the proceedings. 

Successorship: 

[32] The rationale for the concept of successorship in s. 37 of the Act was stated by the 

Board in Hotel and Restaurant Employees, Local 767 v. 603195 Saskatche,van Ltd., (1994J 3rd 

Quarter, Sask. Labour Rep. 136, LRB File Nos. 125-94,130-94 & 131-94, at 139: 

Section 37 of The Trade Union Act provides for a transfer of collective bargaining 
obligations when a business or part of a business changes hands. It represents an 
effort on the part of the legislature to safeguard the protection which employees 
have achieved through the exercise of their rights ullder the Act, when the enterprise 
in which they are employed is passed on as a result of negotiations or transactions 
ill which the)' have 110 opportunity to participate. 

[33] In determining whether there has been a successorship within the meaning of s.37 of 

the the Board must determine whether there has been a sale, lease, transfer or other disposition 

of a business or part thereof. In making its detem1ination, the Board attempts to discem the practical 

effect of the transaction rather than base the detennination on its technical legal form. In United 

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners o.fAmerica, Locals 1805 and 1990 v. Cana Construction Co. 

Ltd. et aI., [1985] Feb. Sask. Labour Rep. 29, LRB Nos. 199-84,201-84,202-84 & 204-84, the Board 

made the following comment, at 37: 

In order to determine whether there has been a sale, lease, transfer or other 
disposition of a business or part thereof, the Board will not be concerned with the 
technical legal form of the transaction but instead will look to see whether there is a 
discernable continuity ill the business or part of the business formerly carried on by 
the predecessor employer and now being carried 011 by the successor employer. 
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[34] The cases demonstrate a number of factors that have been considered including: the 

acquisition of managerial knowledge and expertise, equipment, inventory, accounts receivable, 

customer lists, goodwill, practical operational control, day to day direction, perception of the 

continuity of the enterprise, whether or not a number of the same employees have continued to work 

for the successor, whether or not they are performing the same skills, existence or non-existence of a 

hiatus in production as well as the service or lack of service of the customers of the predecessor, and 

the commonality of directors, officers or shareholders. Of course, this list is not exhaustive of the 

factors that may be considered, and, depending upon the situation, certain factors will be more 

important than others. This was stated by the Board in Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 

1975-01 v. Versa Services Ltd. et al., [J993] 1st Quarter Sask. Labour Rep. 174, LRB File No. 170-

92, at 178: 

[35] 

No list of significance, however, could ever be complete; the number of variables 
with potential relevance is endless. It is of utmost importance to emphasize, 
however, that none of these possible considerations enjoys an independent life of its 
own; none will necessarily decide the matter. Each carries significance only to the 
extent that it aids the Board in deciding whether the nature of the business after the 
tram/er is the same as it Ivas before, i.e. whether there has been a continuation of 
the business. 

In the present case, the Board accepts the evidence of Robert McLeod in the Union's 

application, inter alia: that Sparrow or its representative trustee sold, leased, transferred or otherwise 

disposed of its business or a part thereof to Pyramid in late 1992 or early 1993; that Pyramid has 

carried on business in Saskatchewan since the transfer; that Pyramid has ignored or refused to accede 

to the Union's request for union security made on October 28, 1996, or to comply with the applicable 

provincial collective agreements for unionized contractors in the electrical trade division. 

[36] We have considered the evidence disclosed by the exhibits and elicited through the 

cross-examination of Mr. Deacon. A brief summary of the findings of fact that we have considered 

are as follows: 

Pyramid was incorporated in August, 1992, a few months before Sparrow 

was placed in receivership, by senior employees of Sparrow, Don Basnett, 

Keith Basnett, John Wilson, and a silent partner, Brian Nilsson. They were 
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aware of Sparrow's impending demise. In addition to being the directors of 

Pyramid, Don Basnett, Keith Basnett and John Wilson were its senior 

executives. 

One of Sparrow's former Alberta area managers, Mr. Deacon, joined 

Pyramid as an employee. He subsequently replaced John Wilson as a 

director of Pyramid, joining Don Basnett and Keith Basnett as 75 percent 

shareholders through a holding company. He became vice-president of 

operations. John Wilson remained with the company. 

Pyramid acquired Sparrow's entire inventory, tools and other assets from the 

Receiver. It acquired Sparrow's vehicles, by lease or otherwise, and perhaps 

acquired other trade equipment and materials. Pyramid may not have 

acquired any of Sparrow's contracts-In-progress. 

The Receiver purported to terminate the employment of all of Sparrow's 

employees as of January 15, 1993. Pyramid commenced active business on 

approximately January 16, 1993. Some 23 of Pyramid's 32 executive, office 

and administrative staff at start up were fom1er employees of Sparrow. 

Some 60 former Sparrow employees, many of them electrical workers, have 

worked for Pyramid in Saskatchewan. 

Sparrow had occupied a building in Nisku, Alberta, as its head office. 

Pyramid commenced active business from the same premises and continued 

to use Sparrow's office stationery and forms bearing the Sparrow logo. 

Pyramid leased the premises and later purchased them (through Pyramid 

Land Corporation) from Sparrow's parent company. The Receiver closed 

Sparrow's Maidstone, Saskatchewan office, and Pyramid shortly afterwards 

opened an office in Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. 
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[37] We do not accept the evidence of Mr. Deacon concerning the acquisition by Pyramid 

of Sparrow's assets except as concerns the above findings. His evidence was otherwise too tentative, 

uncertain and based upon dubious origins. 

[38] On the whole, we find that the Receiver disposed of all or part of Sparrow's business 

to Pyramid, and there has been a sufficient continuity of the business of Sparrow in Saskatchewan, 

such that Pyramid is the successor to Sparrow, pursuant to s. 37 of the Act and is bound by the 

certification Order granted to the Union. 

Unfair Labour Practice 

[39] We also find that Pyramid committed an unfair labour practice in violation of s. 

36(2) of the Act in failing to carry out the provisions of s. 36(1) of the Act respecting union security. 

Orders 

[40] As the successor to Sparrow for the purpose of s. 37 of the Act, Pyramid is bound by 

the certification Order dated November 2, 1993, which shall be amended accordingly. Pyramid is 

also bound by all collective agreements regarding unionized employers in the electrical trade 

division in the construction industry in Saskatchewan. 

[41] Pyramid has committed an unfair labour practice in violation of s. 36(2) of the Act, 

shall forthwith cease violation of same and shall comply with s. 36( 1) of the Act. 

[42] Pyramid shall pay to the Union a sum equivalent to the union dues that it should 

have remitted to the Union from the date of the Union's request for union security - October 28, 

1996, to the date payment is made. The Board shall remain seized with respect to any issues 

regarding the amount payable, should the parties be unable to resolve the matter after a period of 30 

days. 
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DENISE NAGEL, Applicant 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION 
Respondents 

v. ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY 
and UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, 

LRB File No. 252-00; December 27,2000 
Chairperson, Gwen Gray; Members: Michael Carr and Bob Todd 

For the Applicant: Denise Nagel 
For the Union: Gary Bainbridge 
For the Employer: Neil Gabrielson 

Practice and procedure Preliminary objection - Under circumstances before 
it, Board will not prevent counsel from acting for employer in proceedings 
where counsel's firm previously assisted applicant on unrelated matter. 

Practice and procedure - Particulars - Board directs union to meet with 
applicant to outline steps taken to deal with applicant's complaint against 
employer - Board declines to make further order. 

Practice and procedure - Particulars -- Board does not require extensive 
pleadings from parties before it - General denial by respondent suffices to put 
applicant on notice that respondent does not admit to matters alleged in 
application - Board finds that respondent properly set out material facts as 
required by reply form. 

The Trade Union Act, s. 25.1. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

Ruling on Procedural Matters 

[I] Gwen Gray, Chairperson: The Applicant filed an application alleging a breach of 

the duty of fair representation provisions contained in s. 25.1 of The Trade Union Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. 

T -17 (the "Act "), by the Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Association ("ASP A") relating to 

the termination of her employment on February 18, 2000 as marker in the Agricultural Business 

Certificate program in the Extension Division of the University of Saskatchewan. ASP A responded 

to the application. The University of Saskatchewan was also notified of the application and has 

standing as a party. Mr. Gabrielson from the law firm of McKercher, McKercher and Whitmore 

represents the University in these proceedings. 
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[2] In a letter to the Board dated November 2, 2000, Ms. Nagel asked that the Board 

remove Mr. Gabrielson as solicitor of record for the University. The essence of Ms. Nagel's 

complaint is that Mr. Gabrie1son's law firm has acted in another capacity for her and would be in a 

conflict of interest with the firm's concurrent representation of Ms. Nagel and the University. 

[3] Mr. Gabrielson argued that the matter under review in these proceedings does not 

raise similar or related matters to the matters dealt with earlier by members of his firm in relation to 

a matrimonial dispute in which Ms. Nagel was a party. In addition, Mr. Gabrielson pointed out that 

the earlier matter was finalized in 1990 or 1991 while Ms. Nagel's employment with the University 

did not commence until 1994. 

[4J The Board heard from the parties in relation to this preliminary matter on Thursday, 

December 21, 2000. The Board has the general authority under the Act to control its own 

proceedings and to prevent counsel from appearing for one party in circumstances where such 

appearance would constitute a violation of The Legal Profession Act, 1990, S.S. 1990-91, c. L-lO.1. 

The Legal Profession Act, 1990 is established to protect the public in their dealings with members of 

the legal profession and is important to respect in all proceedings. This Board, however, does not 

profess any expertise in matters arising under The Legal Profession Act, 1990 and we will only apply 

its provisions in a case of obvious conflict. 

[5] In the present case, as we understand the facts alleged by Ms. Nage1, Mr. 

Gabrielson's firm provided some mediation assistance to Ms. Nagel and her former spouse in a 

matrimonial dispute. The assistance was provided some time prior to 1990 or 1991. Since that time, 

Ms. Nagel has made inquiries of the firm in relation to the previous matter but she has not engaged 

counsel as her own solicitor or in a mediation role since the 1990 or 1991 date. Mr. Gabrielson 

regularly acts as counsel for the University of Saskatchewan before this Board. In the application 

filed by Ms. Nagel, the assertions do not give rise to any matter which is remotely related to the 

matrimonial proceedings which were the subject of Ms. Nagel's earlier dealings with Mr. 

Gabrielson's firm. We do not see any possible conflict of interest arising from Mr. Gabrielson's 

representation of the University in the present application and the earlier assistance provided by his 

firm on the earlier matter. For this reason, we will not prevent Mr. Gabrielson from acting on behalf 

of the University in these proceedings. 
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[6] Ms. Nagel also requested the production of certain information from the University 

and ASP A in relation to the replies filed by each in these proceedings. In relation to the request 

made on ASPA, the Board directed ASP A to meet with Ms. Nagel to outline to her the steps it had 

taken in dealing with her complaint against the University. This step was taken as a practical matter 

to assist Ms. Nagel to gain a better understanding of the attempts ASPA has made to discuss her 

grievance with the University and to understand the outcomes of such discussions. Ms. Nagel is 

entitled to such infonnation as a member of ASP A. 

[7] No other order will be made against ASPA in relation to the request for particulars 

filed in relation to its Reply. The particulars requested primarily relate to matters of evidence, not 

pleadings, and are not properly the subject matter of a request for particulars. For instance, Ms. 

Nagel sought particulars of a general denial made by ASP A in its Reply. In proceedings before the 

Board, a general denial constitutes notice to the applicant that she must establish the assertion made 

in her application without the assistance of admissions fj'om the responding party. While the Board 

expects a responding party to admit facts that it acknowledges are true, the responding party is also 

entitled to plead a general denial thus putting the applicant to proof of her assertions. onus of 

proof rests on the Applicant at all times in an application of this nature. 

[8] Ms. Nagel also filed a five page "Request for an Order to Strike From the Reply" in 

relation to the Reply filed by the University. Ms. Nagel asserted in this document that the University 

failed to admit, deny or specifically comment on a number of the allegations contained in her 

application. On review of the University's Reply, the Board finds that it properly sets out the matters 

admitted by the University, the matters not admitted by the University and which the applicant is 

required to prove, and its own version of the facts related to its employment relationship with Ms. 

Nagel. 

[9] The Board does not reqmre extensive pleadings either from an applicant or a 

respondent. There is no formal discovery process before the Board although often the parties will 

voluntarily attend a pre-hearing meeting where evidence and documents will be discussed and 

exchanged. There is no formal requirement for a responding party to make a specific denial of 

matters asserted in the application. A general denial will suffice to put the applicant on notice that 

the responding party does not admit to the matters alleged in the application. In this case, the 
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University has properly set out the material facts on which it will rely as it is required to do in Form 

11 thus disclosing its case to the applicant. No order will be made in relation to Ms. Nagel's 

application to strike out the Union's pleadings. 

[10] Ms. Nagel also sought details of the claim made by the University that it discharged 

her for just cause. This matter is one that is before the Board in a collateral fashion. It is the 

underlying grievance that Ms. Nagel wishes ASPA to challenge under the tenns of the collective 

agreement between it and the University. The facts relied on to establish "just cause" are not central 

to this dispute which raises the issue whether ASP A has an obligation to grieve the dismissal of Ms. 

Nagel. No order for particulars will be made against the University in relation to Ms. Nagel's 

request for more details of her termination. 

[11] Ms. Nagel also sought leave to amend her application to raise an allegation that 

ASP A is a company dominated union as that term is defined in the Act. The Board pointed out to 

Ms. Nagel that such pleadings, if successful, would result in the rescission of the certification Order 

issued to ASP A and, as such, would be inconsistent with her main application in which she sought 

representation from ASPA. Ms. Nagel then sought to amend her application to raise concerns under 

other sections of the Act which the Board will permit. 

[12] 

Order. 

The amendments shall be filed with the Board within one week of receipt of this 
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